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Chapter 1

Site Background

Introduction
Cactus Hill, 44SX202, a severely threatened,

culturally stratified archaeological site on the

Nottoway River in Sussex County, Virginia, was

excavated as a volunteer salvage project beginning in
October 1993. The site is located near the town of
Stony Creek and approximately 45 miles south of
Richmond in the southeastern part of Virginia
(Figure l.l). Three areas ofthe site, differentiated as

A, B, and D because of differences in soil type and

depth of cultural deposits, were excavated. Members

of several organizations participated including the

Nottoway River Survey (NRS) and the Archeological

Society of Virginia (ASV). Areas B and D of the site

were excavated under the direction of J. M. McAvoy,
while area A was excavated by M. F. Johnson.

McAvoy's major excavations, accomplished with
help from local ASV Chapters as part of the survey

of Nottoway River sites, were conducted from
October 1993 intermittently through 1994.

Johnson's work, as a project of the Northern Virginia
Chapter of the ASV, was conducted in October 1993

and April 1995.

The primary purpose of the Cactus Hill project,

as undertaken by the NRS, was to locate, investigate,

and salvage datable, in situ featares ofPaleoindian
and Early Archaic age. The emphasis here was
placed on the earliest use of the site, but some later
Archaic, Woodland, and historic material also was

recovered. Middle Archaic and Late Archaic features

had been investigated and dated previously on the
Slade Site, 445x7,(Egloff andMcAvoy 1990;

McAvoy 1988) three miles upriver. The October
1993 excavations were conducted over a tlree week
period with more than 60 volunteer workers, and

with very little funding. This approach was

necessary due to the ongoing, and escalating,

destruction of the site, the very high potential of this
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Figure 1.1: Cactus Hill Site Location.



Figure 1.3: Cacns Hill Site,fron Figure 1.2,

enlarged 3X to show extent ofthe sand pit in
1978, and location ofexcavation areas A, B, C,

and D. In this photograph tree rows are located
between debris rows slanted northvest to
southeast. Distance between debris rows is
approximately I 20 feet.

Figrc 1.2 Cactus Hill Site area in the apex of the north
bend of the Nottoway River Sussex County, Virginia. River

flow is north in the site area. Route 637, Railroad Bed
Road is to the right of the site, and Route 640, Cabin Stick
Road is to the south (bottom). Photograph courtesy
Virginia Department of Transportation.
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site for producing early features, and the lac\ ofany
legally required state or Federal review ofthe site
(private sand mining) for CRM funding. Partial
funding for data recovery was provided through the

Virginia Department of Historic Resources' (DHR)
Threatened Sites Program for some of the ASV's
field expenses. Also, much of the subsequent data

analysis work for the material recovered by the NRS
was funded by DHR through this program.

Site Discovery and Sequence of
Archaeolo gical Investigations

Mr. H. A. MacCord, Sr. of Richmond, Virginia
filed a site inventory form with the Virginia Research

Center for Archaeology (now the Department of
Historic Resources) on December I l, 1985 which
reported the Cactus Hill Site. MacCord's report
indicated that the site probably contained a

Paleoindian component, and produced cultural
material to a depth of approximately 3 feet. He had

been informed of the existence of the site by Col.
Richard Ware of Petersburg, Virginia who had

collected there in the early 1980s, and MacCord
noted that many other collectors had material from
the site. MacCord's report gave the site location as

"... on a former sand dune, about 800 feet east of the
right bank of the Nottoway River. The site is a sand
pit on top of a dune, with recently reforested areas to
east and west. A logging road leads to the site from
Va. Rte. 637, about 0.8 miles south of the bridge over
the Nottoway." The site was noted also as being on
property of the Union Camp Corporation.

A recent review of Virginia Deparfrnent of
Transportation aerial photographs ofthe site area has

revealed that as of 1963 there was no sand mining,
but by 1978 Union Camp had opened a small sand pit
about 600 feet east of the river (Figwes 1.2 and 1.3).
The sand pit would be extended to the east and west
overthe next 16 years.

The site was first brought to the attention of NRS
members in 1988 by a local resident. Mr. Harold
Conover of Carson, Virginia had traced sand and

artifacts deposited as road fill on property adjacent to
his Dinwiddie County farm to a sand mine on Union

A
B

Figure 1.4: The Cactus Hill Site in October 1994. Excavation areas A, B, C, and D are narked. Photograph taleen looking
west to the Nottovay River beyond the tree line at area C.
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Camp's Riverland Tract, Block 340, in Sussex

County along the Nottoway. The rnine was described
by Conover as being located near a hardwood tree
farm on alarge sand hill directly east ofthe river, and
it was stated that artifacts were washing out of the
walls of exposed sand cuts at least two feet below the
surface. It was later determined that this was the
same site reported by MacCord in 1985. At the time
of Mr. Conover's report, NRS members were
completing work on the Slade Site, 44SX7, just three
miles up river, and investigated the Union Camp site.
Working with Hickory Hunt Club personnel who
leased the site, and local Union Camp employees,
survey members placed a 100 square foot excavation
into the west wall of the sand pit. Artifact collectors
were already digging into the walls, and this
excavation was placed adjacent to such an area. The
results of this small excavation were very promising
as much of the sequence of þrojectile points of the
Early Archaic period, as then known in eastern

Virginia, was recovered. In addition, at the basal

level ofthe stratified cultural sequence at a depth of
35 inches (90 cm) a few flakes of Williamson chert
and jasper were recovered which indicated a possible
Paleoindian component.

Other similar small test and salvage excavations
were placed around the sand pit and on the western
slope to the river between 1989 and summer 1993.

While Early and Middle Archaic culture sequences

were reproduced several times along with identifiable
faunal remains and datable carbon from features, no
diagnostic Paleoindian artifacts (projectile points)
were recovered by the survey members. During this
period local collectors continued to dig for artifacts
in the sand pit walls and on the southern and western
slope of the site. Survey members were shown three
Clovis-like fluted projectile points which had been
dug from collecting pits near the edge ofthe sand

mine on the western slope of the site. A Paleoindian
component, therefore, was known to exist on the
Cactus Hill Site before 1993.

Also in this time period the NRS was completing
a detailed survey of all Paleoindian sites in the area

on the river and its tributaries. This survey revealed
that local, culturally stratified sites producing two or
even three Clovis points were not uncommon, and

Cactus Hill was named as one of these sites (McAvoy
1992). This work led to an inquiry about the Cactus
Hill Site in 1993 from Michael F. Johnson,

archaeologist with Fairfax County, Virginia, who was
conducting the Virginia fluted point survey. The
Ban family of Petersburg, Virginia, at the suggestion
of a friend David Collins of Carson, Virginia had just
reported to Mike that they had rwo fluted points
which were collected from the edge of the sand pit.
Their discoveries, made in 1987, brought the number
of known Clovis-like points from this site to a very
impressive total of five. With this number of
diagnostic Paleoindian artifacts from one general area
of the site, it was concluded by McAvoy and Johnson
that Cactus Hill should be given more attention.

An excavation was planned for October 1993
since the site was now being destroyed very rapidly.
A major excavation with volunteer support would be
needed to salvage any significant percentage ofthe
remaining features. Johnson investigated the general
area of the Barr family discoveries, which had been
sampled previously (1990) by McAvoy and
designated excavation area A of the site. McAvoy
continued to investigate the area of the finds made by
the artifact collectors on the western slope designated
area B, and also investigated a more deeply stratified
(but lower elevation) area of the site to the north, area
D. The lowest elevation of the site, which had been
sampled in 1991, area C,was not reopened. Overall,
Johnson had opened approximately 1,200 square feet,
and McAvoy had opened approximately 3,500 square
feet of the site as of this writing in October 1995.
The site area is shown in Figure 1.4.

A few additional comments are appropriate
concerning the local residents and collectors who had
been digging on the site as early as 1978. Most of
these individuals were on the site without the
knowledge or permission of the property owner or
the hunt club, but several collectors and avocational
archaeologists did have permits and were there
legally. (This was a practice which was halted by
Union Camp once the significance of the site was
known, and Union Camp also stopped sand mining
and timber removal operations in the area of the
archaeological deposits.) However, one avocational
archaeologist with a special permit to dig cooperated
with the NRS, and he kept records of the horizontal
and vertical locations of his finds. The only date for
the Clovis period from this site (and from Virginia)
was a direct result of Tim Shelor's interest in the site
and his cooperation. Tim, privately excavating on
the west slope of the site in area B, found a unifacial
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discovery. Survey members immediately opened an

adjacent 80 square foot area and recovered other

Clovis artifacts and a Clovis hearth with datable

carbonized wood. This was in 1994 afrnt most of the

formal archaeological work had been completed
without the discovery of a datable feature at the

Clovis level. This general area of the site now has

been destroyed by lootersn and without the help of a

conscientious individual this feature would have been

lost.

Addendum
After the completion of this manuscript in early

1996, additional field work was undertáken by NRS
in an area of the site designated A-8. This work was

to confirm the resultsof the 1993 and 1994 sear¡ons,

which seemed to indicate the presence of pre-Clovis

cultural materials on Cactus Hill. The results ofthe
1996 work are presented in the addendum, along

with new radiocarbon dates for the pre-Clovis levels
and additional artifact descriptions.

t'
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Chapter 2

Site Area, Geology, and
Environmental Setting

Site Area
The Cactus Hill Site lies on the western portion

of Virginia's Coastal Plain physiographic province,
approximately 13 miles (20.9 kilometers) east of the
FallZone of the Piedmont Province. The town of
Stony Creek is located approximately 4.5 miles (7
km) to the southwest. The site is shown on the U. S.

Geological (USGS) 7.5 minute Sussex topographic
quadrangle dated 1967 (Figure 2.1). The maximum
site elevation is estimated tobe73 feetQ2 meters)
above mean sea level (AMSL). The sand hills
forming the site are located on the east bank of the
Nottoway River near the apex of the large "north
bend". This location is about midcourse (channel
mile 82 from source) on the river. The Nottoway
rises in the Piedmont Province in Lunenburg County,
Virginia and flows for 155 miles to the east where it
meets the Blackwater River to form the Chowan
fuver on the Virginia-North Carolina line. The
Chowan River empties into the Albemarle Sound in
eastern North Carolina. Near the Cactus Hill site, the
river has a drainage basin of approximately 987
square miles. Cactus Hill is situated about 1,500 feet
north into a 5,000 foot (1,524 meter) straight course
of the Nottoway between right angle, eastward bends.

During normal high water, the river shoal is at
elevation 45 feet (14 meters) AMSL on the straight
course. Across the river to the northwest Beaver
Pond Swamp and a channel of Gosee Swamp enter
the Nottoway, also at elevation 45 feet.
Approximately 9,000 feet (2,743 meters) to the
southwest, large Rowanty Creek enters the river on
the north bank at elevation 50 feet. The site also is
bounded to the south by Cabin Stick Swamp and to
the east by Black Branch Swamp. These swamps are
at elevation 50 to 60 feet. The general area within
one mile of the site is, therefore, low and swampy. A
feature ofthe site ofparticular interest is a low
ground directly to the south. From photographs and
maps it appears that this area was almost circular in
shape and 800 feet across in 1967 before being

channeled and drained for tree farming. This area, at
an elevation of approximately 66 feet, seems to be a
high seepage drain basin for the southern and western
portions of the site.

Major areas of interest of this site (excavation
areas A, B, C, and D) as surveyed in 1995, were
encompassed within an area of six acres (2.428
hectares). This included the excavation areas,
western slope to the river, and edge of the southern
drainage basin. Areas of lower artifact density
extending beyond approximately 600 feet (183
meters) east of the river were not considered.
However, shovel tests and the Union Camp road cut
show a low densþ scatter of cultural material out to
Rte. 637, 1,600 feet (490 meters) to the east.

Site Geolory
Johnson and Jones have provided a preliminary

analysis of the geology of the Cactus Hill Site, which
appears as Appendix C to this report. They note that
the site is located over the Nottoway above the first
terrace, which exhibits a ridge and swale topography
in linear east-west orientation. A topographic relief
of 6 feet is estimated. To the north and south of the
terrace containing the site is Lee Hall Scarp, and
above this scarp is a succession ofterraces with tread
elevations as high as 90 feet.

Johnson and Jones further note that in the site
area, the base of the alluvium making up the bed of
the Nottoway River rests upon coarse sediments of
the Cretaceous Potomac Group. The channel walls,
however, are cut into middle and early Pleistocene
formations. The site proper is situated upon a low,
east-\üest trending scarp separating an upland
underlain by clay and lower areacharacterizedby
fluvial deposits. (The age of this interface is not
known, but it must date to at least the middle/late
Pleistocene based upon the age of the channel walls
as reported by Johnson and Jones.) The fluvial unit
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above the clay was tested for thickness in 1994 near
the southern end ofthe sand pit using ground
penetrating radar. This suggested that the fluvial
deposits were at least 12 feet thick and cross bedded
(Johnson, pers. comm., 1994). Above the fluvial unit
was surficial sand which contains the stratified
cultural material. Johnson and Jones noted that the
surficial sand mantled only part of the site, and while
it was a thin cover of perhaps 20 inches depth on the
northern part of the site (above area D) it thickened
to between 4.5 and 6 feet to the east and south (areas

A and B). The sand lies directly on the clay unit to
the extreme south where it is approximately 6 feet in
depth and forms the ridge containing the major
concentration of cultural material. Grain size of the
surficial sand decreases from medium sand on the
northern slope (area D), to a medium to fine sand on
the southem slope. Sorting of the sand was at best
moderate and only on the western part of the crest of
the hill. Sand grains were found to be generally
subrounded to subangular in the north-south
transects.

Johnson and Jones conclude that the sand is

"aeolian", with the source area being the fluvial sand

and gravel unit about 300 feet (90 meters) to the
northwest. The fining of the medium sand to the
south and east support the eolian mode of deposition
and source area to the northwest. It also was noted
that the main part of Cactus Hill was a well drained
sandy area, but that the area to the south, underlain
by clayey soils was less well drained. The area of
poor drainage was a linear trough which functioned
as a collection area for water. A possibly higher
channel elevation of the Nottoway in the late
Pleistocene, at the time of earliest inhabitation of the
site, would have made the swale areas and low
drainage area to the south even wetter than they are

today.

In general, it was concluded that before
deposition of the eolian sands to form the highest
areas on Cactus Hill, there \ilas an east-west trending
scarp underlain by clay. This scarp was near the
present southwestern edge (area B) of the site, and
there was a lower elevation deposit of fluvial sand

and gravel located to the northwest of the scarp.

Well before 15,000 years B. P. eolian activþ started
which deflated the fluvial deposit and redeposited
medium and finer sands across the clay scarp to the
southwest. This redeposition could be considered
either a sand sheet or possibly a parabolic dune given

the asymmetrical north-south topographic cross-
section of the main sand hill. In the deepest
culturally stratified location (area D) of the site,
accretion rates were calculated by the authors based
on archaeological evidence and appear as Table 2.1.
It appears, based upon these data, that accretion rates
in area D of the site are most accurately described as

follows: 6,500 to 7,000 B. P. - 1.5 cm/100 years:
7,800 to 8,700 B. P. - 0.4 cm/100 years; and 8,900 to
9,400 B. P. - 3.8 cm/100 years. There are sþificant
gaps resulting from lack of data, and the rate between
6,500 B. P. and present is difficult to estimate
without an accurate knowledge of the location of the
modem surface. The exact position (elevation ) of
the modern surface cannot be esøblished for this site,
since tree farming and earlier agricultural activity
have reworked the surface. The values given here
are based on the results ofall ofthe excavations and
radiocarbon dates from area D.

One significant additior/modification to the site
development model given by Johnson and Jones in
Appendix C is offered by the authors. This addition
concerns the development of fluvial deposits to the
north of the site which were deflated to form the
eolian sand sheet or dune. In the later stages of site
area development, some of the fluvial deposits to the
north, down river, of the east-west orientated clay
ridge may have been the result of a flood stage eddy,
or back water, resulting from the projection of the
clay ridge into the river flow. Because of the
elevation ofthe clay ridge this projection probably
would have been a factor only during high water at
flood stage of the river, and would have been of
greatest influence when the river channel was higher
than at present. This might account for a continuous
deposition of sand in the late Pleistocene and
throughout the Holocene which was continuously
deflated as it was deposited. This model does not
require selective area loss ofvegetation on the site,
exposing only certain areas to wind erosion, while
other areas seem to have continuously experienced
sand accretion.

Observations which support this model are: (l)
higher eolian sand accretions rates in area D in the
early Holocene at 8,900 to 9,400 B.P.; (2) the lack of
significant fluvial deposits and the clay bottomland
on the south side of the ridge in the low lying
"scoured"(?) up-river location; and (3) the
continuous accretion of sand on Cactus Hill with no
indication of periods of sand erosion on the most
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Number of Areas
Used in Average

2

3

I
I
I
4
I

Average Accretion Rates

in cm per 100 Years
1.5

0.43
0.ó4
1.8

2.9

4.ó

2.5

Average Accretion Rate in
Inches per 100 Years

0.5ð
0.17

o.25
1).7

l.l3
l.E
1.0

Interval
(Years)

500
900

400

ó00
800

zot)
300

Time Span
(Years B. P.)

6,500-7,000

7,800-8,700

8,300-8,700
E,300-8,900

8,300-9,100

E,900-9,t00
9,100-9,400

Table 2.1 . SAND ACCRETION RATES, CACTUS HILL SITE AREA D

vulnerable hill top locations. It also is noted that
projections in stream flows were postulated by Coe
(1964) as the model for site development at the
Gaston and Doerschuk sites in the Piedmont of North
Carolina. While Coe's model concerned only fluvial
development of stratified sites on a Piedmont flood
plain, the Cactus Hill situation seems to show an

eolian deposition mode in association with a much
more modest, and possibly simultaneous, fluvial
deposition. This model is shown in Figure 2.2.

Elevated sand formations containing
archaeological sites are fairly common in this area of
the Nottoway River drainage and in general across

southeastem Virginia. While there are probably
many related factors accounting for development of
these sites, ranging from true eolian dune formations
to fluvial deposits without an eolian component, the
sites were all higher and better drained than the
surrounding topography. rWhere sand sites were
associated with other resources, such as a good
spring and quarry materials, the locations were

heavily used.

Environmental Setting and Resource

Base

There were a number of environmental and
resource related factors influencing use ofthe Cactus
Hill Site and this general area. The climate in
southeastern Virginia is temperate and greatly
affected by the Atlantic Ocean approximately 100

miles (160 kilometers) to the east of the site. In the
late Pleistocene, the ocean was probably 180 miles
(290 kilometers) east of this area. The average
annual temperature now is approximately 600F with

LANO

BASIN

CLAY BOTTOM

lscouREpt

Figure 2.2. Geological development model for the sand
ridges on the Cactus Hill Site.
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extremes of I l00F to - I 50F. An examination of local
climate change throughout the late Pleistocene and
Holocene is beyond the scope of this report. The
reader is referred to an excellent current review of
this subject by Dent (1995) in his publication on
Chesapeake prehistory.

The forest in this location can be characterized
as the northern part ofthe southeastern evergreen
forest region bordering the deciduous oak-hickory
forest (McWeeney, Appendix D (l). While the
present day vegetation on Cactus Hill has been
modified to a sweet gum forest by tree farming, some
clear areas ofthe hill top are being reforested
naturally; The reforested area ofthe site surveyed by
NRS in summer 1995 consisted of hickories, red oak,
chestnut oak, willow oak, white oak, swamp white
oak, scarlet oak, water oak, winged elmn persimmon,
American holly, smooth sumac, American hop
hornbeam, dwarf sumac, eastern red cedar, black
gum, sassafras, dogwood, and long and short needle
pines. Adjacent to the sand hills are beach, tulip
poplar, red maple, and sweet gum. There is a
diversity of bushes, shrubs, vines, and small plant
ground covers, but the most unique and plentiful are
the prickly pear cactus (Indian fig) plants which give
the site its name and which in some years cover the
site with yellow blossoms. The adjacent shaded
damp areas and wetlands produce a diversity of
plants including ferns. A review of late Pleistocene
and early Holocene forest components in
southeastern Virginia is presented by McWeeney
(Appendix D).

The extensive nature of the swamps and
wetlands surrounding Cactus Hill would account not
only for numerous edible plants, seeds, and fruits, but

also a diverse community of game animals including
fish, reptiles, amphibians, and fowl. This is well
documented by Whyte (Appendix E) in the
assemblage of calcined bone fragments from cooking
hearths on the site. All of the faunal remains from
the archaeological record, back at least 9500 years,
represent animals common in this area today.

For tools, wood, bone, and stone were available
in the imrnediate site area. The river shoals, channel
walls, and bed of the Nottoway are littered with good
quality quartzite and quartz cobbles, which were
heavily utilized for tool production. Johnson and
Jones (Appendix C) note the source of these rocks as
the Nottoway drainage system with the initial source
location for some quartzites being the west flank of
the Blue Ridge and adjacent Valley and Ridge. Also,
the ea¡then mantle of the Piedmont contains abundant
quartz clasts. Other igreous and metamorphic rocks,
such as granites and slate-like materials were
available in the Piedmont. The unique Fall Line
cherts of the eastem Piedmont (McAvoy 1992),
available from quarries located approximately 15 to
25 miles from the site, are also well represented in
the cultural deposits on Cactus Hill.

Geographically, Cactus Hill is one of the most
northeasterly site locations on the Nottoway River,
and it is situated adjacent to the historic Tuscarora
Trail. This location, near a major trade/travel route,
could have presented a favorable situation in the
early historic period in terms of access. The site was
patented by Robert Hawthorne in l70l based on an
application of 1695, at the fnst opportunity available
for the English to make legal claim on what had been
the Indian lands south of the Blackwater River.
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Chapter 3

Research Objectives

The Nottoway River Survey

The excavation of the Cactus Hill Site was the
forth major excavation underüaken by the members

of the NRS along the river in Sussex County,
Virginia. Previous major excavations were the

Fannin Site, the Slade Site complex, and the Stith
Site. Survey members also had conducted small test

excavations on l0 other sites along the Nottoway
River and its tributaries in Dinwiddie, Sussex, and

Southampton Counties. Over 100 sites had been

surveyed using surface investigation techniques

ranging from general to controlled surveys on l0
meter grids. All of this work was in conjunction with
the survey of threatened sites in the Nottoway River
drainage.

This area of the Nottoway was of particular
interest because of the quantity of Paleoindian and

Early Archaic material found on many of the river
bottomland sites. The area selected for the survey
was approximately 20 miles east-to-west by l5 miles
north-to-south. The survey was generally centered

around the town of Stony Creek and extended along
a 40 mile coursê of the Nottoway in the large "north
bend" of the river. While some survey work was

conducted in the uplands, most was associated with
the sandy, stratified river bottomland sites.

The research objectives, as stated for the survey
by McAvoy (1992), are as follows:

l. To locate and record Native American sites

on cultivated land over a forty mile course of
the Nottoway River, and in the adjacent
uplands, in the "north bend" rêgion ofSussex
Coünty, and Dinwiddie County, Virginia.

2. To identiff the diagnostic artifact types
present on each ofthe sites through surface
collections.

3. To establish aradiocarbon dated culture
sequence for the Paleoindian through Archaic
periods by selective excavation ofthreatened
sites.

4. To establish the settlement pattern of

Paleoindian and Erly Archaic cultures.
5. To identiff general site types in the survey

region based on site usage (i.e. quarries, base

camps, small hunting, fishing, and food
procurement sites, etc.)

6. To trace the movement of distinctive lithics
from quarries to sites within the survey area,

based upon the cultures using these lithics.

Many of the research objectives had been

accomplished prior to the major excavation
undertaken on Cactus Hill (McAvoy 1992; Egloff
and McAvoy 1990; McAvoy 1988). However, the

survey had produced no radiocarbon dates for the
Earþ Archaic period although traditions of the
Middle and Late Archaic periods had been identified
and dated (Egloff and McAvoy 1990). Major
questions remained unanswered concerning the time
ofthe first use ofthis area and the exact sequence

and age of Paleoindian and Early Archaic traditions.
The study of Early Archaic settlement patterns and
general settlement strategy had not been completed;
although, detailed survey and site results had been
published in relation to the settlement patterns of the

Paleoindian Clovis culture (McCary 1983; Turner
1983; McAvoy 1992). With many research
objectives remaining, excavation of the Cactus Hill
Site was reinitiated in 1993.

Cactus Hill Research Objectives

Very Early Site Use

For fifteen yeaxs survey members had
investigated mining cuts in sand pits on
archaeological sites along the river in search ofany
indication of deeply buried strata containing cultural
materials. Some indication of deeply buried
blade/flake tools had been found on a site on Halris
Creek near the Fall Zone, but there was no acceptable

reference point on this site for judging the age of the

artifacts. They did appear to be below Early Archaic
material but no diagnostic Paleoindian artifacts were
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found in s#2. Also, the geology of this site was not
well understood. Were the deposits stable over the
last 10,000 to 20,000 years? The Cactus Hill Site
offered a number of opportunities for research not
encountered on the other sites. Site geology was
better understood at Cactus Hill, and this coupled
with archaeological evidence clearly indicated that a
stable sandy ridge representing an excellent location
for an archaeological site had existed ataÍeaB prior
to I1,000 B. P. Such a situation presented an ideal
area to look fortraces ofvery early site use. One of
the preliminary test excavations put in area A of the
Cactus Hill site in 1990 had produced a stratum of
flakes and cores of good quality local materials quite
deep and below Early Archaic Palmer material. No
diagnostic Paleoindian artifacts had been found, but,
the indication given by the depth of the deposit below
Early Archaic artifacts dating ca. 7,000 to 8,000 B.
C. was that the stratum was very old.

Based upon the work of Borster and Norton
(1992) on the Johnson Site along the Cumberland
River in Tennessee with very early Clovis material,
and the work of J. M. Adovasio (Adovasio et al.,
1977, 1978) at Meadowcroft Rockshelter in
Pennsylvania, the presence of man in Virginia, at or
before ca. 10,000 B. C., was considered a possibilþ.
Also, there was a knov,¡n fluted point component on
the Cactus Hill Site, and if this component could be
identified and isolated an early temporal reference
point could be established. This would be important,
since much of the early material (Meadowcroft)
appeared difficult to assign to a specific time period
out of excavated context. The early artifacts from
Meadowcroft were not nearly as diagnostic as fluted
points, or notched Archaic forms; thus, stratigraphy
and absolute dating of carbonized materials in
association with artifacts would be required.

In evaluating the archaeological record closer to
Virginia, it is observed that the presence of a very old
component on the Hardaway Site (Coe 1964) in
Piedmont North Carolina cannot be precluded.
Bifacial artifacts described as Hardaway Blades were
recovered very deep in the stratified deposit, and it
was speculated by Coe (1964), and Oliver (1983),
that such materials dated to nearly 10,000 B. C. and
10,000 to 12,000 B. C. respectively. Clearly, these

dates would exceed the oldest dates accepted in
North Carolina or Virginia, if they could be
confirmed by absolute dating. At present, there are
no absolute dates from the Hardaway Site.

Besides identification and dating of very early
site use, a study of lithic technology, lithic sources,
floral and faunal associations and geological context
would be of major benefit in understanding the
settlement strategy of these people. For Virginia
there was a blank page for the period before Clovis.
Also, for areas of the United States outside Virginia,
anything from an archaeological context possibly
older than 10,000 B. C. has been viewed very
skeptically.

Clovß and Other Fluted Point Traditions

The five fluted points which were known from
Cactus Hill clearly indicated a significant research
potential. All of the points had been found along a
single ridge on the south side of the site over the
clay-bottom wetland. It appeared that with an
intensive effort, intact working and living surfaces
used by these people might be found. There were no
dates for the fluted point traditions in Virginia, and
the closest site producingadate was Shawnee
Minnisink in eastern Pennsylvania which dated
approximately 8,600 B. C. (Haynes 1984). Credible
dates for fluted point sites further to the northeast as

reported by Haynes (1984) fell in the range of 8,240
t 300 B. C. (Templeton, Connecticut) to 8,640 + 50
B. C. (Debert, Nova Scotia).

Gardner's work (1977) provided a model for
Paleoindian settlement in the Shenandoah Valley, in
which lithic procurement and quarry activþ were
viewed as dominant factors. Gardner's model noted
the existence of five types of interrelated sites
desigrrated as quarries, quarry reduction sites, quarry-
related base camps, periodically revisited hunting
sites, and non-quarry associated base camps. Clovis
sites which were located along the Nottoway River
with the type of artifact assemblage as then known
from Cactus Hill were desþated periodically
revisited small hunting camps (McAvoy 1992). An
extensive investigation of the Cactus Hill Site was
considered necessary to accurately document the
distribution ofartifacts and activþ areas across the
site. This would allow a more accurate assessment of
the nature of Paleoindian use of the site, and how the
site should fit into the overall settlement pattern
model postulated for this area (McAvoy 1992). An
analysis of the five fluted points observed from
Cactus Hill, revealed that three appeared to be made
of local (within 25 miles) lithics, and possessed

shallow basal concavities, and short flutes. These
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points were very much like classic Clovis points from
the Southwest. The two other points were made of
lithics foreign to the Nottoway area and possessed

deeper basal concavities, although length of fluting
(remaining) was about the same as for the other
three. These five points fit the general description of
the two fluted point types which have been identified
from this area (McAvoy 1992). The site held the

potential for providing a larger data base suitable for
assessing point qæology, and the possibilþ of
absolute dates for both point types. Also, additional
projectile points and tools would help in establishing

the distance of movement of lithics from quarries to
the site.

Generally across Virginia there is a low
archaeological visibilþ of Paleoindian occupation
(Turner 1989). This is explained as a result of the

foraging vs. collecting subsistence-settlement

strategy (Binford 1980) postulated for Paleoindian
hunters and gathers. Gardner's model would suggest

that these people were dependent upon certain high
qualþ lithic sources (quanies) which became central

to their activities. Generally, Paleoindian activity
was considered so brief at most sites that little
evidence would remain of their presence. The

Paleoindian research in the Nottoway River drainage

indicated a fairly large number of diverse sites

(McAvoy 1992) with a higher archaeological
visibilþ (more frequent use?) than might be

expected. Certainly, local quarries seemed important
to the makers of Clovis-like fluted points, but the

smaller, thin points with deeper concave bases

(Middle Paleoindian?) often were observed to be

made of lithics foreign to the area. Why was there a

difference in the source of lithics between traditions?
Were these people simply following a larger or
different hunting circuit, or was the observation
based on inadequate data? These were some of the

research questiohs which might be answered at
Cactus Hill.

The Archaíc Períods and Later Síte

Use

The great majority of artifacts known from the

Cactus Hill Site in 1993 were from the Earþ, Middle,
and Late Archaic periods. These periods are

generally accepted in Virginia to represent a time
from 10,000 B. P. to approximately 3,200 B. P. In
terms of material culture this is the time span from
the first appearance ofnotched projectile points to

the first appearance of pottery.

A relatively small Woodland component also

had been observed on the site with most of this
material representing the Middle Woodland period
from ca. 500 B. C. to ca. 500 A. D. While little or no
Late Woodland material had been reported, the site

did seem to produce subsurface features, pits, and

artifacts associated with early eighteenth century
English settlement. Most of the historic period

artifacts were observed near the crest of the hill,
which largely had been destroyed by artifact
collecting and mining by 1993. Artifact collectors
had retrieved artifacts from some of the historic
features, and many oflthese artifacts were discarded

on the site as they were found.

The greatest research potential for the remaining
areas of the site seemed to be for the Early, Middle
and Late Archaic. Some work had been reported for
these periods in southeastern Virginia (Egloff and

McAvoy 1990). From the preliminary work
accomplished at Cactus Hill by the NRS between

1989 and 1993,itwas evidentthathundreds of
features and thousands of artifacts, representing these

periods, had existed in areas A and B on the site.

Also, several areas of lower artifact density with
deeper stratigraphy existed in area D ofthe site.

These area D locations were being destroyed only by
sand mining, as artifact collecting was not a problem

here. But, the primary focus of the sand mining
activity had shifted to this area by 1993.

Early Archøíc Period

Cactus Hill was considered an excellent addition
to the inventory of Early Archaic sites previously

excavated by the NRS. There was a high potential

for radiocarbon dates for several ofthe heavier Early
Archaic occupations on the site. No absolute dates

had been obtained for the Palmer, Decatur, and Fort
Nottoway traditions (Egloff and McAvoy 1990;

McAvoy 1988) observed on the Slade Site.

Occupation of the Cactus Hill Site by these traditions
seemed to be of higher intensþ than upon the Slade,

Fannin, or Stith Sites which were excavated from
1983 through 199l. The Early Archaic settlement

system models in Virginia are based on the model
developed by Gardner for sites in the Shenandoah

Valley (1980, 1989). Highly mobile groups with
broad-based subsistence patterns characterize this
period. Hunting and fishing supplemented by
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gathering plant foods were activities caried out at a
series of "camps" described as base camps, and
maintenance and procurement camps. Quarry sites
were also defìned as important (special) resource
localities, and were viewed as associated with some
other type of camp.

It was known from the Slade, Fannin, Stith, and
Cactus Hill Sites that some diagnostic artifacts
representing the Early Archaic period on the
Nottoway were not identified on the Shenandoah
(Egloffand McAvoy 1990). Did this exclusion result
from a spatial or territorial boundary in the same time
period between groups, or were there simply
temporal explanations for the differences? What
were the absolute dates for these traditions in eastern
Virginia? Were the ûaditions in eastern Virginia,
which were not represented on the Shenandoah,
represented in other areas in the eastern U. S.? And,
if so, how did the dates compare between localities.

While quarry sites which produced high quality
lithics were seen as critical in the Early Archaic
period on the Shenandoah, this relationship was not
as obvious on the Nottoway. What was the
dependency on unique, high qualþ lithics at a site,
such as Cactus Hill, 15 to 25 miles from the chert
quarries? Was there really any need for a special nip
to a chert quarry for tool kit replenishment when
there were abundant, locally available, through
somewhat inferior, quartzite river cobbles? Perhaps
the local Early Archaic settlement pattern should be
viewed in terms of the forest type which existed in
the river valleys on the Coastal Plain in the early
Holocene. Was there really a o'patchier" resource
environment at this time and in this area which would
dictate that groups "cycle" through a number of
resource areas before returning to a central quarry to
replenish tools (Custer 1983)? This strategy might
not have been needed in the quartzite rich river
valleys on the Coastal Plain if the early Holocene
forest was a continuous and productive oak-hickory-
pine forest, and not a less productive hemlock
dominated forest. The latter may have existed only
in the Coastal Plain uplands away from the dry,
sandy river bottomland soils not well suited to
hemlock. Could this be verified by the presence or
absence of hemlock in the carbonized wood samples
from Early Archaic or Middle Archaic hearths on
Cactus Hill?

MíddleArchoic Period

The preliminary excavations at Cactus Hill had
produced a sequence of Middle Archalc projectile
points which was essentially the same as that
reported for the North Carolina Piedmont (Coe
1964). The Cactus Hill artifacts also matched the
type of Middle Archaic artifacts from other sites such
as Slade (Egloffand McAvoy 1990) on the
Nottoway. However, the quantþ of artifacts from
the bifrrcate, Kirk Senated, and Stanly traditions
found on the Slade Site tended to be greater than that
observed for Cactus Hill. Still, area D at Cactus Hill
was thought to be an excellent area in which to
recover stratified working surfaces from the Middle
Archaic period. Questions which could be addressed
by the excavation of Middle Archaic featwes
concemed site use area and function, tool types, lithic
selection and source for tools and projectile points,
degree ofcuration oftools, identification ofthe local
forest composition including any indication of the
presence of hemlock in the river valley, and any
indication of increased diversity in the use of fruits,
seeds, and plants.

It was generally accepted that Middle Archaic
groups tended to use locally available lithics,
practiced minimal curation of tools, and probably
operated within smaller territorial ranges. There
were indications, however, on the Nottoway that the
Middle Archaic Morrow Mountain I tradition sought
out distinctive cherts from quarries in the Fall Zone
on a frequency at least equal to that of the Palmer
tradition of the Early Archaic period. One research
objective of the Cactus Hill excavation was to
evaluate the question of Middle Archaic use of non-
local lithics and the implication of this activity in
settlement size and strategy. Overall, was there
evidence to support a general reduction in territory
size in the Middle Archaic based on the source area
of lithics for artifacts of this period? Would tool
types associated with the Middle Archaic period on
the Nottoway duplicate those reported for the Little
Tennessee River sites (Chapman 1979)? The
question ofthe first use ofground stone tools
including celts, axes, bannerstones, mortars, and
manos, also was unanswered for the Nottoway River
drainage. Evidence had been found on the Slade Site
of the use of a ground adz or celt-like tool with St.
Albans bifurcates (Egloff and McAvoy 1990). Was
evidence available at Cactus Hill to support this?
LeCroy bifurcates were known from the Slade Site to
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date 8,300 t I l0 B. P., and were associated with slab

mortars, and pitted hammer/anvil stones (Egloffand
McAvoy 1990). Could this evidence be duplicated at

Cactus Hill?

Late Archaíc Períod

Late Archaic site use in the Nottoway River
drainage was well known to NRS members through

the identification of Savannah River style hafted

bifaces, in numerous variants, from every site. The

quartzite cobble quaries in the river bottomlands

were especially heavily utilized in the Late Archaic

period as they offered a source oflarge stones

suitable for making long and wide bifaces. This

observed heavy use of the river bottomlands was

consistent with most models for Late Archaic

settlement which indicated an increasing focus on the

major river floodplains anfl decreasing mobilþ over

time (Catlin etal.,1982; Mouer 1990). The focus on

the major river floodplains was an indication to other

researchers of reduced territories and increased

sedentism.

The Late Archaic subsistance was based upon an

increase in available riverine vegetation which was

related to favorable modification of river level and

flow as a result of climatic change in this period

(Carbone 1976). River valleys thus became the sites

of longer-term settlement. It was postulated that the

decreased rate ofsea level rise also increased the

resource base within these aqueous habitats (Gardner

1980). Late Archaic sites were large in riverine
settings, and this was coupled with many much

smaller specialized sites in the uplands. Custer

(1990) suggested that exchange networks might have

been established as one means of providing for
resources depleted by a combination of
environmental variation and increased sedentism

within the Late Archaic period. Were the vast

quartzite quarries on the Nottoway in the Late

Archaic a reflection of local manufacture of bifaces

for exchange for other scarce resources, and were

there artifacts on Cactus Hill which might reflect
trade from a distant location? Would the Late

Archaic pattern of intrasite use at Cactus Hill support

the concept of increased sedentism, or would it point

away from this concept? And, was the Late Archaic

pattem of site use at Cactus Hill significantly
different from the pattern of use noted for Early and

Middle Archaic traditions?

lVoodland Period

The Woodland period was known to be

represented on Cactus Hill by early phase Middle
Woodland cord marked pottery as well as minor
amounts of other types of the grit tempered ware.

Compared to the Archaic period use of the site, the

observed Woodland component was minor, both in
terms of artifacts recovered and area of use. Cactus

Hill appeared typical of many sites in the immediate

area surveyed which showed small localized

concentrations of Stony Creek cord marked pottery

over wetlands and swamps near the Nottoway River.

Sites such as Cactus Hill could be described as small

procurement encampments at which nuclear groups

from base camps briefly resided. This site would fit
into a logistical model of the type described by
Binford (1930) in which base camps, established on a

seasonal basis, were maintained by smaller groups

which dispersed to small camps to collect resources'

It is likely that a few seasonally available foods were

the focus of the activþ at the small camps such as

Cactus Hill. From other small sites producing early

phase Middle Woodland pottery, it had been

observed that projectile points, and lithics in general,

were rare.

The Cactus Hill excavation was expected to

produce little information concerning this period as

the upper levels of much of the site had been

disturbed by plowing and tree farm activþ' Where

ceramic bearing strata were present, normally only

one to three inch depths were preserved. Also, much

ofthe site had been disturbed by artifact collectors,

and many pot sherds were found on their discard
piles. The discard piles proved to be an unexpected

source ofpottery for specific area collections on this

site. It was felt that stratagraphically.significant data

probably could not be obtained from Cactus Hill for
the Woodland period, but that ceramic types from the

site could be described and perhaps the size of use

areas estimated.

The Woodland period analysis was a separate

part of the Cactus Hill project and was undertaken by

J. P. McAvoy. The results are contained in Appendix
B.
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Historíc Perìod

Historic period artifacts were known from three
subsurface features on Cactus Hill at excavation area
B. These artifacts were found on discard piles left by
individuals digging for artifacts. One of the
collecting pits was "squared up" to determine the
feature profiles during the preliminary work done on
the site. The artifacts were of late seventeenth
century and early eighteenth century age, and
corresponded to the time known for use of the site in
association with Robert Hawthorne's patent of 1701.
It was the objective of the Cactus Hill research
project to investigate and describe the remnants of
the historic period features as best possible, and to
describe the artifacts. Since most historic period
artifacts were recovered on discard piles near
collecting pits, this presented serious limiAtions in

data analysis.

As part of this analysis county records were
investigated to determine the extent of the l70l
patent, and deed records, and wills were reviewed
from this period. It was hoped that this would help
clari$ the sþificance of Cactus Hill, identi$ the
occupants, and help in interpretation ofactivities
carried out there between ca. 1700 and 1740. This
also could be important in establishing any
relationship between the site and the nearby crossing
of the Tuscarora Trail, an important trade path in the
late seventeenth century.

The historic period analysis \ilas a separate part
of the Cactus Hill project undertaken by J. P.

McAvoy. The results are contained in Appendix B.
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Chapter 4

Fietd and Laboratory Methods

Field Methods

Síte Excøvation Lay Out

The Cactus Hill investigation begun in October
1993 was to provide for data recovery in three areas

of the site (Figure 4.1). Area A was defined on the

southeastern edge of the siþ ard about 450 feet east

of the Nottoway River. This location was a remnant

of the ridge above the clay-bottom wetland and

occupied one of the most easterly areas of the site

directly north of the wetland. Three small test

excavations totaling 180 square feet had been placed

near the edge of the sand pit in area A by McAvoy in
1990 and 1991. The primary work in this area was

caried out by Johnson in 1993 (Figure 4.2) and
1995, and Johnson established his own datum for this

work. All information concerning the excavations

under the direction of Johnson in area A in 1993 and

1995, and a single excavation directed by Johnson in
area B in 1995 have been prepared separately. These

site reports appear in Appendix G.

Area B of Cactus Hill (Figure 4.3) was defined
on the same ridge as area A, but 250 feet to the west,

and much closer to the river. In this area the site

sloped gradually downward to the west toward the

river, while area A sloped away from the river to the

east. The location to be excavated was laid out near

the center ofthe ridge in 5 foot and l0 foot squares

on a line 48 degrees west-of-north. A number of test

and salvage excavations had been made here on the

same general grid by NRS from 1989 to early 1993,

and there was an extensive amount of disturbance

from mining, artifactcollecting, and tree farming.
For this reason, very little of the grid could be

excavated continuously n 1993, and the resulting
excavation pattern appears quite disconnected. The

datum for the site was established in area B as a

metal rod driven into the ground. While the ground

elevation at the datum was calculated to be

approximately 73 feetabove mean sea level (AMSL),
this was only an estimate based upon a 28 foot rise to

the hill cap from the river shoals, at the 45 foot
contour line. The important variable in this method
was our interpretation of the initial location of the 45

foot contour line by USGS. Johnson and Jones,

Appendix C, interpreted the maximum elevation as

only 67 feet. For site analysis purposes the datum

elevation was set arbitrarily at 80 feet (24.4 meters).

The grid system was extended continuously down-
slope to the west for 120 feet, and three disconnected

small test squares were spaced further down hill to
the terrace edge just above the river.

Area D of Cactus Hill (Figure 4.4) was located

175 feet to the northeast ofarea B and at elevation 76

feet (relative to the area B datum elevation of 80

feet). The grid line for the area D excavation was

established 15 degrees east-oÊnorth in the center area

of the ridge. A gnd system was established based on

l0 foot (3.05 meter) squares and extended for 60 feet

north and 55 feet east. The frnal excavation unitto
the east was ten feet by fifteen feet-and was the only
unit in area D ofnon-standard size.

Area C of the site had been tested in l99l but

was not laid out for excavation. This area was 121

feet to the north of the area B datum and at elevation

74fieet (relative to area B) near the edge of the sand

pit. This location was a saddle area sloping to the

north, and artifact densþ was low here. No other
work has been undertaken in area C of the site.

To'differentiate between the area D and area B
excavation units two identification systems were

employed. Area D is identified as units norttr by
units east. A typical example would be N2E3. Area

B is identified only numerically above the zero

reference line with the first number representing the

position to the north and the second the position to

the west. Atypical example would be 2l9,which
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indicates 2 units north by 9 units'west. Below the
zero (northwest) reference line the unit is indicated
by a negative sign and the symbol rW, as in -llgW.

The test and salvage excavations in areas A, B,
C, and D at Cactus Hill, conducted between 1989 and
early 1993, were designed to quickly sample and
salvage artifacts from as many areas of the site as
possible. These locations were usually in immediate
danger of being destroyed by mining, or were
adjacent to areas being destroyed by artifact
collecting. The general approach to this test work
was to grid off a unit of a size dictated by the
geometry of the sand pit or adjacent collecting pits.
Test units ranged from regular 5 foot squares to
irregular 20 foot by 2 foot rreas, and occasionally
were merely "squared-up" pits abandoned by the
collectors with a feature showing in a wall.
Generally, the results of these small excavations are
not included in this report, but are on file with the
other excavation documentation retained by NRS.

Síte Prepøratíon and Excavat¡on

The plowzones of the areas to be excavated in
October 1993 at Cactus Hill were mechanically
removed by use ofa backhoe. Backhoe service was
generously provided by Mr. Guy Smith, a private
contractor from Hopewell, Virginia. This process
removed the top eight inches of the ridge in area B to
a light brown sand below the dark brown plowzone.
Area A also was stripped as requested by Johnson.
Area D, in the location to be excavated, was
determined to be approximately 45 inches in depth
from the top of the tree farm furrows to the bottom of
the cultural deposit. The top 15 to l8 inches of this
deposit lilere removed. This approach resulted in a
loss ofthe tree farm disturbed zone, plow zone, and
the brown sand directly below the plowzone. The
removed area of the deposit contained few artifacts,
but it represented30%o ofthe deposit depth. The
excavation in this general area in 1994 was entirely
by hand, with the upper level fully investigated. This
documented and verified the low potential for data
recovery in the upper region of the deposit which had
been mechanically removed in 1993. Part of one
feature and one diagnostic artifact were recovered in
the entire upper 30% ofthe depositn 1994.

Areas B and D, strþed by backhoe,
subsequently were hand shoveled to remove loose
and intermixed sand. These area were then

excavated by flat shovel in arbitrary levels set by the
lead excavator for the square. Normally, the
arbitrary levels were one to six inches in thickness,
with levels thicker than two or three inches divided
into two inch sublevels. When features were
encountered they were troweled and recorded. Some
levèls with large numbers of features, or high
potential for significant data recovery, were
excavated entirely by trowel.

Data Recovery

There was great variability in the quantþ,
stratigraphic integrþ, and significance of the
artifacts recovered from the Cactus Hill excavations.
Few ofthe test or salvage excavations were large
enough or complete enough to produce
stratigraphically significant data. Several ofthe
excavations did produce partial sequences of
diagnostic artifacts of Early and Middle Archaic age,
and these excavations are considered in this work.
Generally, only the formal tools, or diagnostic
artifacts, from such excavations are presented in this
report. Analysis of debitage appears for the larger
formal excavations on this site which were conducted
n 1992, I 993, and 1994. Ev en for these excavations
not every square excavated was considered a
candidate for detailed debitage analysis. Only where
there was clear and relevant stratigraphic integrity, as
determined from observations in the field (not the
lab) was a particular level of an excavation marked as
a candidate for detailed debitage analysis. A more
general debitage analysis was indicated for those
levels not considered ofadequate integrþ for a
detailed analysis. Observations made in the field
were critical in determining which levels of the
individual squares were of high integrþ and not
intermixed with downdrift, pit hearths, modern
disturbances, tree roots, and animal burrows. With
an average l0 foot squate in area B ofthe site
producing 15,000 to 40,000 pieces of debitage it was
not practical to perform analyses and record data for
intermixed and badly contaminated levels.

Laboratory Methods
All artifacts recovered by sifting with 0.25 inch

hardware cloth (screen), or fine window screen were
returned to the laboratory at the NRS facility in
Sandston, Virginia for selective washing,
identification, and analysis. Artifacts were identified
in the analysis phase on the basis of a system of
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Figure 4.2. Area A of the

Cactus Hill Site under
excovation in October I 99i.
Beyond the tree line to the

south the site drops offto a
clay bottomed wetland.

Figure 4.3. Area B of the Cactus
Hill Site looking to the southwest,

across the ridge containing the

oldest material excavated on the

site. Beyondthe tree line the site
drops of to a clay bottomed
wetland and then to the Nottowry
River. Photographed in October
1994.

Figure 4.4. Area D of the Cactus
Híll Site looking to the north. The

site was under excavation in
October 1994. The location ofthe
October 1993 excavationwas to
the lefi ofthe elevatedtarp, but
had been destroyed by sand
mining in winter I 993- I 994.
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defined artifact'categories. These categories are as

follows:

Prehßtoric Pre-ceramic Period Artífact
Categories

(For Ceramic period prehistoric artifact
categories, and Historic period artifact categories see

Appendix B).

Debitage:
Tested cobbles: River cobbles with one or two

flakes removed;
Large primary flakes: produced by

hammerstone or soft percussion from cores, generally

described as larger than 40 mm size;

Secondary thinning flakes: normally produced

by soft percussion from bifaces or tools, and from 8

mm up to approximately 40 mm size;

Small retouch flakes: from final retouch or
resharpening oftools by soft percussion or pressure,

and up to approximately 8 mm size (these were
obtained in the field only with fure screening);

General shatter: flake fragments - unidentifiable,
may be listed as thin shatter or "other" in flake
analyses;

Blocky/angular fragments: heavy flake and core

fragments, may be listed as large shatter;

Cobble cores: cores from river cobble
fragments, or reduced cobbles collected from the

river shoals;

Quarried cores: Cores from chert, jasper or
metavolcanic stone quaries/collection locations in
the Fall Zone or Piedmont - not collected as cobbles;

Blade cores: well formed polyhedral or block
cores from which prismatic blades or core blades

were derived;
Core blades: very symmetrical mulitfaceted

flakes frorh blade cores;
BladeJike flakes: flakes similar to core blades,

but not as symmetrical.

In-process tools:
Early stage bifaces: as defined by Callahan

(te7e):
Blocked, unfinished ground stone tools or

decorative items: axes, celts, atlatl weights, gorgets,

and steatite bowls;

Formal artifacts:
Utilized flakes: unmodifïed edge worn or edge

damaged - unintentionally modified prior to use;

Edged flakes: intentionally modified prior to
use;

Battered, pitted and abraded itemS: cobble
hammers, abrading stones, and rough slab mortars;

Late stage bifaces: unmodified (unnotched) for
hafting (these may include round, oval, elongated

lanceolate, squaxe, and pentagonal forms);
Heavy flaked but unground stone items: flaked

axes, celts, adz blades, hoes, and picks;

Ground stone artifacts and tools: axes, celts, adz

blades, atlatl weights, bolas weights, manos, shaped

and deeply ground stone mortars, symmetrical pitted
hammerstones, grooved and hafted stone hammers

or mauls, gorgets, pendants, steatite bowl fragments,

shaft grinders and straighteners, pestles, and steatite

beads;
Diagnostic hafted bifaces used as temporal

markers: projectile points and hafted knives which
have been identified as temporal markers and are

defined and typed in Appendix A, Projectile Point
Description and Analysis, Cactus Hill Excavation
Area B.

Other lithic artifacts:
Fire cracked rock: hearth stones and boiling

stones cracked by thermal stress;

Unmodified cobbles in the ârchaeological
context: often called "manuports" - these show no
sign of modification but were used/intended for some

use based on shape, weight or size.

Artífact Curatíon

All formal artifacts, worked stone, some hearth

features, and some debitage have been retained in the

Cactus Hill Study collection which is stored at the

NRS facility in Sandston, Virginia. In those cases

where a level or stratum of debitage was clearly
associated with an identified and dated cultural
period/temporal marker, the entire collection of
debitage was retained with the formal artifacts and

other worked stone, and carbonized or calcined
organic materials. But, because of the extremely
large number of artifacts recovered in this excavation
not all could be catalogued and retained. Some of the

debitage and FCR was discarded after it was counted

and weighed, as was the practice reported in some

previous work. This procedure was based upon a
similar procedure used by Coe (1964) with the

extremely large collection of artifacts from the

Doerschuk Site. Claggett and Cable (1982) followed
a similar procedure for FCR excavated upon the Haw
River sites.
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Chapter 5

Site Excavation and Data
Recovery

Introduction
The research objectives and field and laboratory

methods stated in Chapters 3 and4 provided the basis
for the archaeological excavation and data recovery
in areas B and D at Cactus Hill. Information on area
A was provided by M. F. Johnson and appears as
Appendix G which is a separate report.

Approximately 500,000 culturally associated
lithic artifacts and lithic fragments, as well as

calcined bone fragments and carbon samples, were
recovered from areas B and D on Cactus Hill. The
extremely large numbers of artifacts are due in large
measure to the quartzite cobble quarry activity on
this site. Frimary temporal markers, which are hafted
bifaces, are represented by 543 specimens from the
primary excavations in area B, and by ll2 specimens
from such excavations in area D. These 655
diagnostic artifacts represent the Middle Woodland,
Late Archaic, Middle Archaic, Early Archaic,Late
Paleoindian, and Middle and Early Paleoindian
periods. The majorþ of these artifacts were
produced in the Early and Middle Archaic. A major
product of this work is the projectile point analysis,
Appendix A, which is based primarily upon the
Cactus Hill Area B diagnostic artifacts. This
appendix represents our latest attempt at defining the
Paleoindian and Archaic temporal markers for
southeastern Virginia, and modifies to some extent
the earlier work published by Egloff and McAvoy
(reeo).

The two major excavation areas (D and B) are
presented differently in Chapter 5. The difference in
presentation is a result of the difference in size,
clarity, and completeness of the data base associated
with each excavation. Most of area D was a large
continuously excavated area. This area is addressed
in terms of general culture sequence from the upper
to the lower levels. Area B represents a disconnected
series of smaller excavation units spread over a wider

area. Area B also demonstrated less integrity in the
culture sequence due to mixing from heavy use.
Because area B did not produce the clear, continuous
culture sequence noted across areaD, each of the
smaller excavation units in areaB is individually
addressed in terms of arbitrary excavation levels.

Soils and Stratigraphy
Soils across the Cactus Hill Site were examined

by Johnson and Jones with the help of Robert
Hodges, a soils scientist, and their preliminary results
are contained in Appendix C. Several techniques
were employed to collect such data at Cactus Hill,
including mining cuts, vibracore samples, and hand
auger samples. Cultural stratigraphy and shallow
soils analyses also were performed by NRS for the
location ofthe archaeological excavations in areas B
and D of the site.

Figure 5.1 presents the typical soil profile and
stratigraphy from the excavations at area B and area
D of Cactus Hill. The excavation plans are shown as
Figures 5.2 (area B) and 5.3 (area D). The variation
in the maximum depth of cultural material in area B
over a distance of 120 feet (36.6 meters) down slope,
and over a width of 80 feet (24.4 meters) across the
ridge also is presented in Figure 5.2. The Figure 5.1
typical values are those shown in Figure 5.2 for area
B at approximately 40 to 60 feet down-slope (south -
to-north) in the center squares. For area D, there was
almost no variation in depth of cultural materials
down-slope over the 60 feet (18.5 meters) excavated,
as indicated in Table 5.1. The east-to-west slope is
shown for the north wall units later in Figure 5.34.

Excavation Area B Soíls and Stratìgraphy

Area B soil zones and cultural stratigraphy are as

shown in Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2. The five soil
zones are defined as:
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Zonel (Ap horizon), a very dark grayish brown
(l0YR3/2) to black organic filled sand, a cultivated
or tilled top soil filled with wood debris from tree
farm activþ. This zone was generally 5 to 8 inches
(12.7 to 20.3 cm) thick. There were few artifacts
remaining in this soil in most locations in area B.
ZoneI was mechanically removed from all of the
areas excavated in October 1993. Several salvage
excavations undertaken n 1994 examined this arca
with minimal results.

Zonell @ horizon), a yellow brown (l0YR5/4)
medium-frne sand I to 3 inches (2.5 to 7.6 cm) thick.
This zone in some areas contained Middle

Woodland artifacts. In one location a pit of Middle
Woodland age was dug from this zone downward as

deep as 8 inches.

ZoneIII (B horizon), a yellowish brown
(l0YR5/6), medium-fme sand with a lamellar
(banded) structure. This zone was approximately 60
inches deep (152 cm). Cultural material was quite
dense in the top 12 to 24 inches (30.5 to 6l cm) of
this zone, and where the cultural material ended,

normally there was a slight color change to a lighter
yellowish brown. This zone contained artifacts of
Middle Woodland to Paleoindian age. There was
only one area (level) in one excavation unit (4/22) n
area B where sterile sand was observed between
successive occupations. There was a general trend
from more recent to older cultural material from top
to bottom of the cultural deposit in Zone III.
Generally, however, in the areas of heavier
occupation tnZone III there was a "till" of
intermixed Archaic age material. Away from the
areas ofheavier occupation, to the southeast or
northwest of the center of the ridge, cultural
stratigraphy was somewhat better preserved. The
bottom four to five feet of Zone III was sterile and
produced no cultural or organic material other than a
few modern roots.

ZoneIY (B horizon -2BT?), a dark yellowish
brown (10YR4/4), weathered clay or paleosol. This
is a sterile sandy clay or weathered clay which has
produced no cultural or organic material other than a

few modern roots. Thickness varies to about 12

inches deep (30 cm).

ZoneY (B horizon - 2BTG?), a mottled light
gray plus brownish yellow clay (l0YR7/l +
l0YR6/8). This is a sterile clay which has produced

no cultural or organic material other than a few
modern roots. Thickness was several feet, and under
this zone fluvial sands and gravel were encountered
in core samples by Johnson and Jones.

Excavatíon Area D Soíß and Stratígraphy

Area D soil zones and cultural stratigraphy are as

shown in Figwe 5.1. The five soil zones are defined
as:

Zone I (Ap horizon) , a very dark grayish-brown
organic filled sand (l0YR3/2), with wood debris
from tree farm activþ. This zone was generally 8 to
14 inches Q0.3 to 35.6 cm) thick. Zone I was
mechanically removed from all of the areas
excavated in 1993. ZoneI was examined in the 1994
excavation, but produced almost no debitage or fire
cracked rock. No diagnostic artifacts were
recovered.

Zonell (B horizon), a yellow brown (l0YR5/4)
medium sand, generally 4 inches (10 cm) thick. This
zone was mechanically removed from all of the areas
excavated in 1993. ZoneIl was examined in the
1994 excavation, but produced very little debitage or
fire cracked rock. No diagnostic artifacts were
recovered.

ZoneIIl (B horizon), a yellowish brown
(l0YR5/6 to 6/6), medium sand. This zone was
approximately 36 inches (91 cm) thick. Cultural
material was of light to moderate density in the upper
24to26 inches of Zone III. In some arêas thin layers
(sûata) of almost sterile sand separated strata of
cultural materials. Area D, Zonelll was therefore
determined to be culturally stratified, a micfo-
stratigraphy, with a relatively high degree of integrity
in many areas. Occupations in area D represented the
Late, Middle and Early Archaic periods. No
Paleoindian material has been observed in this area of
the site. Below the cultural materials, the sand in
ZonelII was a somewhat lighter yellowish brown
color, and continued for an additional 12 inches (30.5
cm).

ZoneIY (B horizon), a yellowish brown
(l0YR5/6 to 616), coarse to very coarse sand several
inches thick and separating the medium sand in Zone
III from the fluvial deposits below. This zone was
sterile, except for a few modern roots.

ZoneY (B horizon), a light yellowish brown
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l0YR7/4, very coarse sand with pebbles. This
formation, coarsened and continued downward for an

additional 8 feet. This zone was sterile.

Area D Archaeological Excavations
Excavation area D at Cactus Hill was

investigated intermittently from 1989 through early
1993 and intensively in October 1993 and October
1994 (Figure 5.4). The earliest test excavations,

conducted in 1989 and 1990 as salvage in areas of
active sand removal, produced the sequences shown

in Figure 5.5. The two excavations marked area D
(A) and (B) were south (A) and east (B) of the

excavations conductedin 1993 and1994. Thetwo
test excavations, totaling approximately 200 square

feet produced l0 diagnostic artifacts which were

considered to be in proper chronologicaf sequence.

The time period represented was ca. 10,000 B. P. to

ca. 8,000 B. P. The investigations in area D through
1994 have refined the overall culture sequence and

have demonsüated the integrity of the culturally
stratified deposits in this area ofthe site.

The area D deposits were found to be as deep as

45 inches below surface, but more typically in the

range of 35 to 40 inches (89 to 102 cm). The general

stratigraphy ofarea D was presented as Figure 5.1.

Two excavations in area D, Figure 5.3, represent

the primary work at this area of the site. The 1993

excavation examined 800 square feet of this area in
the form ofeight connected l0 foot squares. The

1994 excavation (unit N5E4) examined an additional
150 square feet in a single unit, for the purpose of
carefully collecting carbon for l4C dating and soil
samples from features for flotation recovery of plant

remains. (Less emphasis was placed on
lithics/debitage analysis in the 1994 excavation as the

sample was small and since tool and debitage

analysis was the primary purpose of the much larger
1993 excavation.) The two excavations were on the

same grid pattern, and they will be considered

together. In total, 1,150 square feet (107 square

meters) \Mere excavated in area D at Cactus Hill,
including the early test work.

The 1993 excavation was conducted as four
groups of south-to-north oriented adjacent blocks,
and these blocks were composed of 3 units, 2 units, 2
units, and I unit from west-to-east respectively.
Blocks were designated E0, El, F'2, and E3. The

1994 excavation was placed three units to the north

ofthe 1993 excavation andwas designatedunit
N5E4 of blgck E4. The individual blocks and the

depth of the excavation units are given in Table 5 . I .

Each unit within a block was individually
excavated by volunteer field crews. While this
resulted in some variabilþ in data recovery methods,

most of the excavation units were approached in a
similar manner. These units were mechanically
stripped ofthe top 16 inches (t) and then hand

cleaned by flat shovel to undisturbed soil. This
removed all of soil zones I and 2 of Figure 5.1. The

1994 excavation was done entirely by hand from the

surface.

The 1993 area D datum (Figure 5.2) was four
feet below the area B datum and placed near the

western most edge of unit NIEO. This location was

down slope to the river from the ridge center which
was approximately atthe location of square NlE2.
Based upon the datum location, squares to the east

(N2El, NlE2, N2E3) were upslope and slightly
higher. Thus, living surfaces encountered for
individual cultural periods were observed to slope

upward to the east and therefore appeared more
shallow relative to the area D datum point. For the

1994 excavation the datum was moved 25 feet north

and closer to square N5E4, but this resulted in the

datum dropping 3 inches (7.6 cm) below the 1993

datum. This should be considered when comparing
data.

From Table 5. I it is observed that, relative to
datum, completion depths of excavation units in 1993

ranged fuom37.62to 41.25 inches below surface.

Excavated blocks (after surface removal) were 19.13

to 24.76 inches thick, and were conducted in 5 to I I
formal levels. Many of the formal levels were

excavated as split or multiple sublevels. This
allowed diagnostic and formal artifacts to be

recovered within the tighter control offered by the

sublevels. Debitage, however, was separated only by
the formal levels.

All levels excavated in area D were of arbitrary

thickness with no geological significance as they

were all in soil zone 3. The excavated depth of levels

within the various units varied somewhat based upon
the field crew working the unit and the nature of the

soft sandy soil. The average depth ofeach level in
each unit within the area D excavation is given in the

debitage and artifact tables. Generally, an attempt
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Table 5.1. EXCAVATION BL0CKS'AND WITS, 0CTOBER 1993 AND 1994, AREA D, CACTUS HILL

*Average depth below surface at datum

UnitN5E4

Block E4

UnitN2E3

Block E3

UnitN2E2

UnitNlE2

Block E2

UnitN2El

UnitNlEl

Block El

UnitN2E0

UnitNIEO

UnitN0E0

Block E0

Block
and
Unit

Level I recorded at12" (30.48
cm) below surface

Excavation started by hand at
surface

17.0" (43.18 cm)

Surface mechanically removed

14.0" (35.56 cm)

16.0" (40.64 cm)

Surface mechanically removed

19.0" (48.26 cm)

18.75" (47.63 cm)

Surface mechanically removed

16.50" (41.90 cm)

16.75" (42.55 cm)

16J5" @2.55 cm)

Surface mechanically removed

Starting Depth*

42" (106.68 cm),45"
below 1993 datum

41.25" (104.78 cm)

38.5" (97.97 cm)

40.76" (103.53 cm)

38.13" (96.85 cm)

38.02" (96.56 cm)

39.70" (100.84 cm)

37.62" (95.55 cm)

38.06" (96.67 cm\

Completion Depth*

42.0"
(30" recorded)

24.25"

24.50"

24.76"

19.t3"

19.27"

23.20"

20.87"

21.31"

Excavated Block
Thickness

8

9 (2 split levels)

8 (l split level)

5 (3 split levels)

9

9

8 (2 split levels)

l1

6 (5 split levels)

Number
of

Levels
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D.
A and B, square N5E4,
October 1994; C, and G,
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square N2EI, level I.
F, Monow Mt. I working
surface.
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Figure 5.5. Diagnostic artifact sequences, in depth (inches) below surface, excayations in area D at Cactus Híll. Area D (lefi)
south of 1993/1994 worh area D (right) east of 1993/1994 work.

was made by most of the field crews to hold the level
(or split level) thickness within 2 to 4 inches (5 to l0
cm). The depth of the level must be considered when
comparing the number of artifacts and weight of
materials recovered from specific levels of any unit.

The majorþ of the diagnostic artifacts
(projectile points) recovered in the area D units were
recovered in situ as a result ofthe flat shovel
skimming technique used by most crews in this
excavation. As diagnostic artifacts were recovered,
they were recorded as to position and depth relative
to the datum by transit and rod. Thus, the depth
given for most of ttre diagnostics relative to datum is
accurate within 10.50 inch. The primary
contribution to this overall project ofthe 1993 area D
excavation at Cactus Hill was to establish a culture
sequence for the Early and Middle Archaic periods
based upon relative depth ofdiagnostic artifact types
and associated tools and debitage. The general
integrity of area D of the site, which had been
recognized as very good as early as 1990, coupled
with the simultaneous excavation of an area of 800
square feet (74 square meters) allowed for enough

material to be excavated to clearly establish culture
sequence. This sequence is based upon 84 diagnostic
projectile points/hafted bifaces, most of which are
shown in Figures 5.6 through 5.13 in the sequences
in which they were excavated. The area D culture
sequence will be described in more detail as the 1993
and 1994 excavations are reviewed below.

Area D produced 22 recorded features (Table
5.2) over the eight units excavated in 1993. (This
number is thought to be artificially low which may be
atüibuted to the placement of emphasis on lithics in
the 1993 work. The individual features from each
level of each excavation are shown on the original
field excavation maps retained in the files of NRS.)
While most features represented by hearth stones and
flake and tools clusters were well recognized and
recorded, other features t)?es, recognized in the 1994
excavation were not observed. Feature types not
observed in 1993 include shallow concentrations of
carbonized wood/nut shell, small pit hearths without
hearth stone, and other light stains and carbon
scatters in the sand. (The 1994 excavation, which
was placed to the east of the area of the 1993

W
Æ ffi
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excavation, was much smaller and was conducted

over a longer period with more emphasis on

recognition of subtle features not normally
recognized in sandy soils.) This excavation revealed

between 2l and 24 features (Figure 5.14) in 150

square feet, which is thought to be more typical of
the feature density in this area of the site. An
extensive effort was put into the feature identification
phase of the 1994 excavation. Small, light stains and

clusters of carbon particles were intensively
investigated to determine if features were indicated'
This degree and intensity of investigation of sandy

archaeological deposits is not normally a practical

approach given time and funding constraints. (Note

thatthe 1993 feature designations were changed in
1995 to a system indicating excavation unit and level.
Former feature numbers are also given where there is

a reference to them from an appendix.)

Across the 8 excavation units examined in 1993,

the upper levels of unit N0E0 of block E0 produced

two Savannah River bifaces above Halifax projectile

points. Blocks El,Ez, and 83, to the east of block
E0, were upslope and probably were stripped of
working surfaces of ca. 5,000 B. P. and later by
mechanical site preparation. The detailed excavation
of unit N5E4 n 1994, however, did encompass this
period, but produced only one diagnostic afüfact, a

small stemmed projectile point. In general, there was

less use made of area D of the site in the Late
Archaic than in the Middle and Early Archaic.
Heavy site use started in the Halifax period of ca.

5,000 B. P. Also, no pottery fragments were

observed in this area thus reflecting an absence of
discernible Woodland period use.

N2EO
19.25 N

23.åOS

?,#,T"t,,ff

??,00s

3?.'pül,l

3,*,CIçS

3û.75 S

37"ü0 S{¡æ

Figure 5.6. Diagnostíc artifact sequence as

excavatedinOctober 1993 unit N280, area
D, Cactus Hill. 19.25" N, Halifax; 23.50"
S, Morrow Mt. II; 25.75" N, untyped
bifurcate base; 27.00" S, Morrow Mt I;
32.00" N, KirkSerrated; 33.00" N, biface -

KirkSerratedlevel; 36.75" S, St. Albans;
37.00" S, serratedtip (rhyolite). Q,'lote: All
numerical values in this figure are inches

below datum, with datum set at 0.00" at
surface. N:north end of square ; S:south
end square).
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Figure 5.7. Diagnostic artífact sequence as
excavated October 1993 in unit N080, area
D, Cactus Hill. 16.50" S, Søvannah River
(reject stage) and Savannah River biface
(unstemmed); 24.00" N, Halifax; 25.00" S,

Morrow Mt. II; 27.00" N, Morrow Mt. I;
30.00" N, LeCroy; 33.00" S, KirkCorner
Notched and Fort Nottoway basal

fragments, and large Fort Nottoway side
scroper (rhyolite). (See note, Figure 5.6).
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âg.SüT'l Figure 5.8a. Diagnostic artifact sequence as excavated

October I99i ín unit NI80, area D, Cactus Híll. 2i.50" ctr.

(center of square), Halífax; 23.50" S, Morrow Mt. II; 25.25"
N, Morrow Mt. II; 25.50" S, Stanly; 28.25" S, untyped

notched point ; 28. 50 " S, Kirk Serrated (rhyolite) ; 29. 50 " S,

St. Albans (rhyolite); 29.50" N, Fort Nottoway. (see note

Figure 5.6).

Figure 5.8b. Artifacts
associated with Fort
Nottoway (levels 7 and 8) of
unit NIE0 presented in 5.8a
above. Top row (from left),
Fort Nottoway point, end
scraper, end scraper, bifacial
ax or celt. Bottom (from

left), large side scraper,
pointe d e dge w orke d fl alæ,

used flalre þottom right).
Artifac ts s ub mit te d for C I E P
(re s idual pr ot e in) analy s i s
(see Appendix F).
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Table 5.2. 445X202, CACTUS HILL AfuEA D, MAJOR IDENTIFIABLE FEATURES NOTED BY SQUARE AND LEVEL Igg3
AND 1994 EXCAVATIONS

N2E2

NZEZ

N2E2

NIEZ

NzEI

N2EI

NzEI

N2EI

N2EI

NzEI

N2EI

NIEI

NIEI

N2EO

NzEO

NIEO

NOEO

NOEO

Unit

2-3

1

3

(split levels,
6th level

excavated)

6-9

6-9
(mostly 7-8)

4-7

2

I

I

I

6

34

1

I

7-8

2

2

Level

NZEz-Zt3-r3

N2E2:2-F2

N2E2-2-Fl

NIE2-3-FI
(NlE2-Fl)

NzEt-6/9-F2

NZEI-ói9-¡l
(N2Er-F6)

N2El-4/7-Fl
(N2Er-F5)

NzEl-2-Fl
(N2El-F4)

N2El-l-F3

N2Et-l-F2

NzBl-l-Fl

NlEl-6-Fl

NlEl-3/4-Fl

N2E0-2-Fl

N2E0-l-Fl

N lE0-7lE-f I

N0E0-2-F2
(N0E0-F2)

N0E0-2-Fl

Feature #
(Former

feature #)

Pit hearth (bottom) or
surface hearth

southwest

Pit hearth bottom
northeast (wall)

Pit hearth bottom
northeast

Basin filled with flakes
and tools
northeast

Deep pit filled with
flakes and core ûagments

northeast

Large p¡t hearth
northeast to center

Hearth - disturbed
upward

soutiwest

Surfâce hearth
southeast

Surface hearth
southeast

Surtace hearth
center square

Surtâce hearth
southeast

Large flake and tool
cluster

southwest

Surtace hearth
northwest

Slab mortar/anvil stone
and hammer (mano)

stone
northwest

Pit heafh (bottom)
southwest

Large tlake and tools
cluster, surface hearth (?)

northeæt

Surtace hearth
northwest

Pit hearth (bottom ?)

northeast

Feafure
Description/location

lE"x 1E"x2.5"
circular

l5"x('l)x3"
circular ?

14" x 14" x3"
circular

3l"x?5"x4"
E-W

l5"x l2"xE"
E-W

35" x35" x7"
circular

24" x24" (approx.)
x 6" ,tdit¡ut,.O, no
FCR, carbon scatter

circular

13" diameter
cir¡ular

concenf¡ation of
FCR

l2" drameter, tight
circular

concerfration of
FCR

30" diameter
circular scatter of

FCR

17" x 17" x2"

J6" x27" x2"
E-W

14" x 14"
circular - very tight

cluster

UJ" x lO" xZ"
circula¡ zone

lE"xló"x3"
circular

70" x24"+ x2"
E-W

24"x16"x2"
N-S

18" x 23" x 3" (?)
SE-NW

Feature
Size/orientation

l0 FCR 2" to 3" size, near Morrow Mt. II
projectile point in level 3

7 FUR (showing),2" to 2.5" size, Guilford in
level above

E FC& 1.5" to 2.5" size, Guilford projectile
point in level above

2 ¡ort Nottoway points and fragments of
bifaces, tools and flakes, carbonized wood and

nut shell

Large core fiagments, bladelike bifacial core
blades, general flakes and shatter from 4 cores

ofquartzite

Fire cracked Fort Nottoway point, flakes,
carbonized wood, calcined bone ñagments (l4C

8,800 +120; 8,920 t 65)

2 Palmer points - bumed, jasper bifacial knife,
chert flakes, calcined bone fragments,

carbonized wood fragments

I I lUR, 1.5"-3" sizß, Monow Mt. I projectile
point adjacent to hearth, carbonized nut shell,

calcined bone fragments

l0 FCR, 2"-3" size, Monow Mt. II projectile
point in level, carbonized nut shell, calcined

bone fragments

FCR scatter (20+ pieces), Morrow Mt. II
projectile point in level, calcined bone

fragments

I I ¡CR, Z"-3" size, Morow Mt. II projectile
point adjacent to hearth, carbonized nut shell,

calcined bone fragments

2 Fort Nottoway points and cluster offlakes,
bifaces, scraper, flake knives

l7 f CR l"-3" size, Morrow Mt. II projectile
point adjacent to hearth, calcined bone

fragments

Mortar, hammer/mano and a Morrow Mt. I
projectile point in same level, carbonized

material under mortar, calcined bone fragments

13 FCR" 1.5"-2.5" size,2 Morrow Mt. II
projectile points adjacent to hearth, calcined

bone fragments

lort Nottoway point, bifaces, scrapers, chopper
flakes, calcined bone fragments

26 FCR" 1.5"-3" size, Morrow Mt. II projectile
point, carbonized nut shell calcined bone

fragments

ó l.CIt 2"-3" size, Halifax projectile point,
calcined bone fragments

Components and Associations
(Dates are B. P.)
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Tabte 5.2. 445X202, CACTUS HILL AilEA D, MAJOR IDENTIFIABLE FEATURES NOTED BY SQUARE AND LEVEL I9g3
AND 1994 EXCAVATIONS

Components and Associations
(Dates are B. P.)

7 FCR 1.5" to 3" size, intrusive in level
containing Kirk serrated projectile point , net
sinkers, carbonized wood, (l4C 5,180t 60)

2 Kirk Stemmed-Side Notched proJectile points,

scrapers, edged flakes, used cobbles and
grinding stone, in flake concenÍation

2 Fort Nottoway projectile points, edged flakes,
side scrapers, choppers, flaked adz blade and

flake concentration, calcined bone fragments
and carbonized wood

Late Archaic ?, carbonized hickory nut shell, no
FCR

Late in the Middle Archaic, carbonized hickory
nut, no FCR, several calcined bone fragments

Late in the Middle Archaic, cæbonized hickory
nut, no FCR, several calcined bone fragments,

(l4c 4,850 r70)

nut no
(Late Archaic ?)

same level, carbonized hickory nut shell, no
FCR

Carbonized hickory nut shell, no FCR
(Late Archaic ?)

Carbonized hickory nut shell, no ICR

Carbonized hickory nut shell , 5 FCR

One Monow Mt. I projectile point, same level;
below stemmed (Late Archaic) projectile point
or drill tip, carbonized hickory nut shell, 4 FCR,

Late Archaic (l4C 4,070 180)

Carbonized hickory nut, 6-8 FCR

Carbonized hickory nut shell, 6 FCR

Carbonized hickory nut shell, 4 FCR

One quartz tool, carbonized hickory nut shell,' 
oneFCRfragment
(Middle Archaic ?)

Feature
Size/orientation

12" x 12" x3"
circular *

45" x34" x3"
NE.SW

72" x54" x2.5"
NE.SW

39" x21" x6"
oval

SW.NE
42" x36" x27"

oval
E-W

60" x36" x27"
oval with bell

shaped expanding
walls

67" x42" x4"
oval
N-S

37" x30" x3"
oval
E-W

42"x12"+x4"
oval
N-S

36"+ xz7"+ x 5"
oval
N-S

25" x23" x2.75"
circular

29" x27" x2.75"
circular

12"x 10"x4"
circular scatter

12" x12" x4"
circular

12" x 12" x4"
circular

26" x 16" x2.5"
oval
E-W

Feature
Description/location

Pit hearth (bottom) or
surface hearth and

working surface with
tools

northwest comer

Large flake and tools
cluster

center - east

Large flake and tools
cluster

southwest

Pit hearth
southeast

Pit (hearth ?) continues to
level 9

soutlleast

Continuation of pit hearth
from level 2 (F2)

southeast

Pit hearth
south

Pit hearth
southwest

Pit hearth
southwest

Pit hearth
west

FCR - hearth
west

FCR - hearth
southwest

FCR - hearth
(shallow pit-like)

southeast

f CR - hearth
(concentration, very tight
and pitlike FCR hearth)

northeast

FCR - hearth
(concentration, very tight
and pit-like FCR hearth)

northeast

Heafh (scatter)
(only l/4 of feature in

square)
northeast

Feature #
(Former

feature #)
N2E2-3-Fr
(N2E2-F4)

N2E2-5-Fl

N2E3-6-Þ'r

N5B4-2-t I
(N584-F1)

N5E4-2/9-
F2/gQ)

(N5B{-F2)

N5E4-2/9-
Fg/2 Q)

(N5E4-F9)

N5E4-2-fJ
(N584-F3)

N5E4-l/2-F4
(N5E4-F4)

N5E4-2-F5
(N5Bt-F5)

N5E4-2-¡ó
(NsE4-F6)

N5b4-3-F7
(N584-F7)
N5E4-3-F8
(NsE4-F8)

N5E44/5-
Fl0

N5E4-Fl0)
N5E44/5-

Fl l (2)

(N5E4-Fl l)

N5E4-5-Fl8
(2)

(NsE4-F18)

N5L,44-Fl2
(NsE4-Fl2)

Level

J

5

6

z

2-9

2-9

z

t-2

2

3

J

1

4-5

4-5

5

4

Unit

N2E2

N2b2

N2E3

N5E4

N5B4

N5b4

N5E4

N5E4

N584

N5E4

N5E4

N5E4

N5L,4

N5E4

N5E4

N5E4
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Table 5.2. 445X202, CACTUS HILL AREA D, MAJOR IDENTIFUBLE FEATURES NOTED BY SQUARE AND LEI/EL 1993
AND 1994 EXCAI/ATIQNS

F9/2 is an extension offeature F2l9
(2) 

Feature Fl I overlaps feature Fl8, and may be the same (?)
(3) 

Feature F I 5 overlaps feature F I 7, and may be the same (?)

N5E4

N5E4

N5E4

N5b4

N5E4

N5b4

N5B4

N5E4

N5E4

N5BI

N5E4

Unit

E

7-8

l

5-ó

6

5

5

5

4

4

4

Level

N5E4-E-¡24
(N5E4-F24)

N5E4-7/8-
F23

(N5E4-F23)

N5E4-7-F22
(N5E4-F22)

N5E4-5/6-
F2T

(N5E4-F2l)

N5E4-5-F20
(N584-F20)

N5E4-5-Fl9
(NsE4-Fl9)

N5E4-5-Fl6
(NsE4-Fl6)

N5E4-5-Fl7
(3)

(N5E4-Fl7)

N5E4-4-Fl5
(3)

(N5E4-Fl5)

N5BÍ4-FI4
(NsE4-Fl4)

N5844-Fl3
(N5E4-Fl3)

Feature #
(Former

feature #)

'Ibol cluster, surfàce
hearth?

south to southeast

Tool cluster and open
hearth area in center

northwest

Basin hearth and tool
cluster

east

Hearth area (pit-like)
north

Slab mortar (large)
northeast

Hearth area
center

FCR - hearth
(very tight)
sout¡east

Hearth are4 FCR below
surface

east

Heartn are4 fCR below
surface

east

Hearth scatter and
fl ake/tool/core scatter

south

Hearth scatter and flake
concentration

nofth

Feature
Description/location

84"x35"x3"
oval
s-w

42" x J3" x2.5"
oval
E-W

Hearth
42" x39" x4"

circular
Tool cluster

108"x60"x4"
E-W

4E"xlü"x6"
oval
N.S

9" x 10"

35" x 3U" x2.5"
circular

9" x9" x3"
circulæ

14"x13"x4"
circular

14"x13"x4"
circular

Hearth
9" x9" x2.5"

circula¡
Work area

5 1" x 33" x 2.5"
E-W

(Some hearth stones
scattered beyond

work area)

Hearth
15"x 12"x3"

circulæ
Scatter

72" x45" x2"

Feature

Size/orientation

One Palmer point, onejasper end scraper, one
wedge, flakes, other tools, small amount of

carbonized wood. bumedjasper flakes, no FCR;
ca. 9,400+ B. P. (?)

Three Comer Notched Kirk-like points (ground
basal margins - older Kirk type/large Palmer)

and unifacial tools ofquartzite, small amount of
carbonized wood, bumed flakes and tools, no

FCR; ca. 9,300 B. P. (?)

'I hree Decatur points adjacent to hearth (six
from level 7), many unifacial tools, carbonized
wood and lesser amounts ofcarbonized hickory

nut shell,200 pieces calcined bone, no FC&
many flakes of black rþolite - matches one

adjacent Decatur point
(l4c 9, 140 150, 9,240 xl90)

One small white quartz biface, carbonized wood
and hickory nut shell, no FCR

(This feature was intrusive from a higher level?)

Kirk Stemmed point 4" above mortar, one
Decatur point approx. 3" below mortar, quartz

end scraper adjacent to mortar, carbonized wood
and nut shell, small flakes ofquartzite and

rhyolite, age (?)

Carbonized hickory nut shell and wood, bumed
flakes and shatter, calcined bone tagments,4

FCR fragments

Fragment of Kirk Stemmed point directly below
hearth stones, carbonized hickory nut shell, 6+

FCR fragments, early Middle Archaic

Carbonized hickory nut shell,2+ FCR
fragments, calcined bone fragments

Carbonized hickory nut shell,4+ FCR
fragments, calcined bone fragments

Worked flakes, cobble hammer, cores, flakes,
carbonized hickory nut shell, 6+ FCR ñagments

(Middle Archaic ?)

Heavy concentration of small flakes (Middle
Archaic ?), carbonized hickory nut shell,4+

FCR fragments

Components and Associations
(Dates are B. P.)
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Figure 5.9. Diagnostic artifact sequence

as excavated October 1993 ín unit N2EI,
area D, Cactus Hill. 22.25" N, Morrow
Mt. II: 24.25" S, Mowow Mt. II; 25.25"
N, untyped bifurcate point or
resharpened Morrow Mt. I points/tools;
26.00" N, untyped stemmed point/Kirk
Serrated (?); 27.50" S, Palmer -

disturbed hearth; 29.50" N, triangular
or bifurcated biface, and stemmed

uniface - untyped; 29.50" S, Palmer;
33.25" S, Palmer - used as wedge;

33.25"N, Plevna (rhyolite), and Fort
Nottowciy; 33.75" S, Palmer típ and end
scraper - disturbed hearth; 34.25" N,

Decatur-like. (see note, Fígure 5.6).

Lined area to left is an elevated area and
disturbed hearth at the south end ofthe
square.

Figure 5.10. Diagnostic artifact
sequence as excavated October 1993 in
unit NIEI, area D, Cactus Hill. j,8.75"

N, Morrow Mt II; /9.50" 5, Guilford;
21.00" N, Morrow Mt. II;21.50" 5, Kirk
Serrated; 26.00" S, Stanly (?) - weakly
stemmed; 28.50" S, Decatur drill;
30.25" S, Fort Nottoway points (2);

32.00" ctr (center ofsquare), Decatur
points (2); 35.00" S, Palmer point, drill,
and edge workedflalce of same jasper as

drill. (see note, Figure 5.6).

19.50s
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ä1.5r $
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M

M
N2E2

19.25S.

21.50S

-2?.$N
25.OOS

?7.7{Ctr.
28.50N

jle.so-s

Figure 5.1Ia. Diagnostic artifact
sequence as excavated October I 993 in
unit N282, area D, Cactus Hill. 19.25"
S, Guílþrd; 21.50" S, KirkStemmed or
Side Notched; 23.50" S, Morrow Mt II;
2i.75" N, KirkSerrated: 25.00" S,

unshouldered bifurcate or Monow Mt. I
tool/resharpened point ; 27.7 5 " ctr.
(center of square), Kirk Stemmed or Side
Notched points (2); 28.50" N, Kirk
Serrated (sílicífied slate or tufi); 29.50"
S, Decatur points (2); j2.50" N, Decatur
points (2),flalre knife (rlryolite). (see

note, Figure 5.6).

Figure 5. I I b. Artifacts
associated wíth Kirk Stemmed
or Side Notched points at
27.75" ctr., in unit N282,
Figure 5.1 la above. Artifacts
were recovered in tool cluster
with points. Top row (from left),
two Kírk projectile points -
resharpened to discard stage,
bifacefragment with large dark
brown stain, end scraper,
pointed edge worked flake.
Bottom row (from left), edged

flake, side scraper/knife, utilized
flalre. Artifacts submitted for
CIEP (residual protein) analysis
- Appendix F.
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NlE2

25.OOS

26.00 Sæ
27.OO S

27.OO N

29.OOQtr.

Figure5.l2. DiagnosticartífactsequenceasexcayatedOctober1993ínunitNIE2,areaD,CactusHill.25.00"S,Kirk
Serrated; 26.00" S, LeCroy; 27.00" S, St. Albans; 27.00" N, Kirk Corner Notched or Fort Nottoway (?); 28.50" N, Fort
Nottoway; 29.00" ctr (center), Kirk Side-Notched, and bifurcated (?) or Kirk Side-Notched. (see note, Figure 5.6).

50

The Upper Levels of Area D - Halifax (ca.

5,000 B. P.)

Halifax tradition use \ryas recorded in the upper
levels of units N080, NIEO, and marginally in N2E0
(Figures 5.6,5.7, and 5.8a). One feature, (N0E0-2-
F I ) iecorded in Table 5 .2, a pit hearth, was clearþ
identified as associated with a Halifax projectile point
(Coe 1964) in level2 of unit N0E0, and hearth-like
scatters offire cracked rock also were encountered in
Halifax levels of N0E0 and NlE0. The latter,
however, were not clearly identified as features.
Most of the formal lithic artifacts were thick
elongated bifaces of quartzite as noted in Table 5.6,

level 3. Edge-used and roughly edge-worked flakes
and core fragments were numerous. Little lithic
material other than quartz and quartzite was
recovered. The debitage and in-process bifaces were
qtartzite, although four of the six Halifax

points/hafted bifaces from area D were small reject
stage forms of quartz and only two were of quartzite.

This suggests that discard bifaces of quartz were
being replaced by new quartzite tools.

Carbonized hickory nut shell and calcined bone
fragments were abundant across the working/living
floors of the E0 units in the Halifax period. Pit
hearths dating to the Halifax period were found in
both area D and area B of the site, and were intrusive
into earlier working surfaces indicating a fairly
extensive use of Cactus Hill by these people. Cactus

Hill appears to have been an active quarry site and

residential camp. Square N5E4 produced no
diagnostic artifacts of the Halifax tradition, but a
deep pit filled with over 200 grams of carbonized
hickory nut shell dated to the Halifax period. This
feature, (N5E4-2/9-F912+F219) shown in Table 5.2

and Figure 5.14, was sampled by flotation and the
results, which suggest multiseasonal use, are
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N2E3
16.7,5 N.

18.-50s

24.50 S

28.75 S-

30.oo N

32.O0S

33.gON

33.50S

Figure 5.13a. Diagnostic artifact
sequence as excavated October 1993 in
unit N283, area D, Cactus Hill. 16.75"
N, Guilford; 18.50" S, KirkSerrated (?);
24.50" S, Morrow Mt. I and LeCroy;
28.75" S, Fort Nottoway; 30.00" N, Fort
Nottoway; 32.00" 5, Decatur; 3i.00" N,

Decatur; 33.50" S, Decatur. (see note,
Figure 5.6).

Figure 5. 1 jb. Artifacts
associated with Fort Nottoway
poínts at 30.00" N ín unit N283,
(except second point from left -
top row -from unit NIEI)
Figure 5.1.3a above. Top (from
left ) Fort Nonoway point, large
edged Jlale chopper. Bottom
row (from left), grinding stone

fragment, flalced adz blade (top),

edged flalre (botton), edged

fl ake/ grav er, e dge us e d fl ake.

Artifac t s submit te d for C I E P
(residual protein) analysis -
Appendix F.
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Figure 5.15. Halifax use areas, Cactus Hill area D, 1993 and 1994 (N584) excavations. Triangle:Halifax point, H=hearth, cross checked area=working surface. Silhouettes
are recovered Halifax points from the use area índexed by number to the excavation plan.
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described in Chapter 6. Figure 5.15 shows the extent

ofthe Halifax diagnostic artifacts and features of
approximate Halifax age in area D. Block E0
probably represents a remnant of the original material
present as none of the remaining blocks produced

Halifax points, but unit N2E2 did produce an

intrusive hearth feature of Halifax age. Halifax use

of this site seems to reflect diverse activities being
carried out over wide areas. The area B horizontal
distribution of artifacts (Figure 5.49) indicated use

areas based upon Halifax projectile point distribution
of at least 60 by 60 feet (18.3 x 18.3 meters).

The debitage, fire cracked rock (FCR), and

formal artifact weights for Halifax from area D are

represented best in Tables 5.3 and 5.5. These tables

show ratios of FCR to debitage equal approximately
to 2.5. A "qrpical" l0 x l0 foot square in area D
produced about 20 lbs. ofFCR and 8 lbs. offlakes in
the Halifax containing levels. Flakes and shatter

were in the range of 1,000 to 3,000 pieces per level
per square, which was considered average to high.
Weights of discarded and in-process tools (formal
and informal) were relatively high at approximately
2.5 lbs. per level. Lithic technology involved both
bifacial and bipolar reduction of quartzite and quartz
cobbles, with bipolar reduction used primarily with
quartz. The primary technology was bifacial core

reduction.

Upper Mid-Levels of Area D - Morrow
Mountain (ca.6,400 to 7,200 B. P.)

Below the Halifax age material in area D the

next major occupations are associated with the

Morrow Mountain II and Morrow Mountain I
traditions as defined by J. L. Coe (1964) and

Jefferson Chapman (1979). Artifacts of these

traditions were encountered in block E0, units N0E0
(levels 2-3), NlE0 (levels 3-4), and N2E0 (levels 1-

2); block El, units NlEl (levels l-3) and N2El
(levels l-2); block E2, unit N2E2 (levels l-3); block
E3, unit N2E3 (levels 3-4); and block E4, unit N5E4
(level3). The Tables (5.3 through 5.26) associated

with these blocks, units, and levels provide an

inventory of lithics associated with the two traditions
and some material associated with the later Guilford
tradition (Coe 1964). The most numerous of the

diagnostic points are Morrow Mountain II examples,

which appear to be associated with seven pit hearttrs

and surface hearths in units: N0E0 (feature N0E0-2-

F2), N2E0 (feature N2EO-l-Fl), NlEl (feature
N I E I -3l4-F I ), N2E I (feature N2E I - I -F3 ), and N2E2
(feature N2E2-2/3-F3). These features are presented

in Table 5.2. Carbonized wood and nut shell and

calcined bone from some of these hearths were
submitted for identification (Appendix Dl and

Appendix E). The Morrow Mountain II tradition had

been dated to 6,400 B. P. at the Slade Site, 3 miles
upriver in the 1980s (Egloff and McAvoy 1990).

Morrow Mountain I diagnostics were generally
recovered below Morrow Mountain II, and were

associated with a mortar and two surface hearths in
three features: units N2E0 (feature N2E0-2-FI),
N2El (feature N2El-2-Fl), and N5E4 (feature

N5E4-3-F8), Table 5.2.

In area D of Cactus Hill there was a continuum
of projectile point types from small short stemmed

Morrow Mountain I, through larger elongated

stemmed Morrow Mountain II into the unstemmed

round base Guilford (Coe 1964). This continuum
was evident in squares N2El, NlEl, and N2E2,
terminating in the unshouldered or weakly
shouldered round base Guilford points which are

difficult to distinguish from some resharpened

Morrow Mountain II examples.

Morrow Mountain I points were made from
quartzite, soft gray-green argillite, and a similar
weathered gray shale in this area of the site. Area B

of the site produced many more examples of this
point type. Fall Line chert and quartz were the

primary choices in area B, but there was frequent use

also of quartzite, argillite, and shale. Appendix A
provides a summary and description of these

distinctive hafted bifaces from area B of the site. The
Morrow Mountain II and round base Guilford points

were made almost exclusively of quartzite in area D
of the site, although more variability in lithic choice
was observed with the larger sample from area B.
The area B sample included limited use of quaftz,

argillite, rþolite, and other materials.

Bifaces recovered throughout the Morrow
Mountain tradition included wide, thin oval forms,
and thick elongated nalrow rounded or oval forms.
The smaller and thinner forms were more frequently
associated with Morrow Mountain I, and the thick
elongated naffow forms with Morrow Mountain II
and possibly Guilford. Most completed bifaces and
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in process rejects were made of quartzite, but some
use was observed of quartz and a few examples were
recorded in the tables of rþolite, argillite, and green

silicified slate (metavolcanic/silicified sediment or
tufÐ.

Tools associated with these traditions include
hammerstones, roughly flaked notched axes,

anviVmortar stones, bifaces, roughly edged flakes
and core fragments, core choppers, utilized flakes,
bipolar core fragments possibly used as wedges,
tabular abrading stones/abrading surfaces, rubbed
paint stone (iron oxide - ore - burned) fragments, and
roughly edged unifacial and bifacial side scrapers. It
is unclear that even roughly made end scrapers were
used by these traditions. Some unifacial edged tools
are present, but they are rare and while associated
with both Morrow Mountain I and II traditions, they
are more frequently found with Morrow Mountain L

Flakes of materials other than quartzite and
quartz include argillite, green silicified slate, chert
and jasper - often burned brown or red, and crystal
quartz Most of these flakes were derived from small
pebbles or cobbles by bipolar reduction. Generally,
bipolar cobble reduction is evident throughout the
Morrow Mountain traditions, but seems to have been

more heavily utilized by Morrow Mountain I groups.

Morrow Mountain II flake clusters contain more
biface reduction flakes than those associated with
Morrow Mountain I.

Much of the debitage in Morrow Mountain
levels is composed of small irregular flakes and

shatter, often red from exposure to fire. Morrow
Mountain levels in l0 x l0 foot squares in area D at
Cactus Hill on average contained hearth stones
(FCR) in a weight ratio to flakes of 3:l in eleven
levels investigated. The four most heavily utilized
areas contained approximately 20 lbs. of FCR and 7
lbs. of flakes and shatter in 4 inches thick strata.

Flakes and shatter averaged 1,200 to 2,900 pieces per

level in the heavily utilized areas. Formal artifact
weights were variable across Morrow Mountain
working surfaces, but hammerstones and mortars
produced high weights in a few levels.

Figures 5.16 and 5.17 show the extent ofthe
Morrow Mountain II and I diagnostics and features in
area D. Morrow Mountain I use areas in area D, as

shown in Figure 5.17, were fairly small and
associated with flake clusters, hearths, and slab

mortars. Use areas in area D appear to have been
approximately l0 by l0 feet or 100 square feet (9
square meters). It is interesting that concentrations of
Morrow Mountain I projectile points i4 area B at
Cactus Hill seem to be continuous over areas as large
as 70 by 30 feet to areas as small as 30 by 30 feet
(2,100 to 900 square feet - 195 to 84 square meters
respectively), Figure 5.52.

Morrow Mountain II use areas, in area D, shown
in Figure 5.16 seem to be continuous over anareaat
least 25 x25 feet (625 square feet - 58 square

meters). This includes numerous hearths, often
closely spaced, and flake clusters. Carbonized nut
shell and wood and calcined bone fragments are

found with the hearth features. Use areas in area D
of the site may have been much larger than noted
here for Morrow Mountain II groups, but the size of
the excavation limits more definitive use area
estimates. In area B of the site, Morrow Mountain II
projectile points were quite numerous, and they
saturated the excavation units over a band 70 feet
(21.3 meters) wide down the ridge centerline, Figure
5.51. Because of the number of such artifacts,
individual use areas could not be isolated.

The numbers of diagnostic artifacts from the
Morrow Mountain I tradition recovered at Cactus
Hill are generally in the range of 25 to 357o of those
associated with Morrow Mountain II. The lithic
materials of many of the Morrow Mountain I
artifacts, especially in area B of the site, were
obtained from distances of 15 to 25 miles or more
north and west of the site. Morrow Mountain II
diagnostics were much less frequently manufactured
of materials other than locally (site area) available
quartzites.

The few Guilford projectile points (ca. 6,000 B.
P.) recovered in area D of the site (Figure 5. I 8),
appear to fall above Morrow Mountain II as reported
by Coe (1964). The number of clearly defined
Guilford points and associated features was too small
to draw conclusions as to size ofuse areas. In area B,
however, Guilford artifacts were much more
numerous (Figure 5.50), and many tight
concentrations of projectile points of diverse local
material types were found near the ridge centerline.
Guilford period use of the site seems to be reflected
in small locally heavy concentrations of projectile
points, probably around hearths, separated by areas
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oflow concentration. The a¡eanorth ofthe ridge

centerline produced a lighter more general scatter. In
area B, concentrations appear to be no more than25
by 25 feet(625 square feet - 58 square meters), and

are in sharp contrast to the earlier Morrow Mountain
II site use pattern, or overall use intensþ.

Mid Levels of Area D - Stanly (ca. 7,400 B.P.)
and Kirk Serrated (ca. 7,600 to 8,000 B. P.)

Stanly (ca. 7,100 B. P.)

Stanly (Coe 1964) tradition use of area D at

Cactus Hill was minimal and represented by one

projectile point and a possible second point (Figure

5.18). No features of Stanly age were recognized.

The single identifiable point was recovered in block
E0, unitNlE0 in level4 below two Morrow
Mountain II points and a fragment of a Morrow
Mountain I point. The Stanly point was verified to
be stratigraphically lower in the level than the other
artifacts. A Kirk Serrated point was found in level 6,

below the Stanly. Area B at Cactus Hill produced

only twelve Stanly points, one cluster of three, two
occurrences of two points together, and five
unassociated finds (Figure 5.53). There were no
associated features, but it was noted that nine of the

twelve points were near (within 15 feet) the ridge
center line. A single cluster of Stanly artifacts from
an area B location produced an oval base bifacial
knife with resharpened incurvate edges. Fifty
percent of the quartzite Stanly points from areas B
and D on Cactus Hill were made of red thermally
altered fine grain quartzite. Nine of the twelve points

recovered in area B were near concentrations of Kirk
Serrated points. Stanly period use of Cactus Hill
appears to have been very light, and this parallels the

light concentrations of Stanly age material in this
region on the Nottoway River. A single feature at the

Stanly level of excavation unit 7C3 on the Slade Site,

3 miles upriver, produced a l4C date of 7,420+ 160

B. P.

Kírk Serrated (ca. 7,800 B. P.)

Thirteen Kirk Senated projectile points (Coe

1964) were recovered in area D at Cactus Hill and

eleven ofthe points recovered in position are plotted

in Figure 5.19. These artifacts were recovered in
block 80, unit NlEO (level 6) and unit N2E0 (level

4); block El, unit NlEl (level 3 and 5?); block E2,

unit NlE2 (level l) and unit N2E2 (level 3-5); block
E3. unit N2E3 (level l); and block E4 unit N5E4
(level 5). In four units with both point types present,

Kirk Senated points were excavated below Morrow
Mountain points and working surfaces. Units with
features, or possible features, include N2E0 level 4,
with a possible Kirk Serrated working surface and
flake cluster, and N2E2 with two projectile points
and a similar working surface plus a small hearth
with FCR (N2E2-3-FI). The hearth was later
determined to be of Halifax age and intrusive into the
Kirk working surface. Unit N2E3 level I produced a
large hearth-like atea with carbonized hickory nut
shell and a Kirk Serrated (?) point fragment. Unit
N5E4 level4 produced two hearths with FCR
(features 16 and 19) and two associated Kirk Serrated
point fragments. See Table 5.2 for feature
descriptions. Early work in 1990 had produced a
Kirk Serrated working surface and hearth in the
excavation marked A in Figure 5.19.

Artifacts associated with Kirk working surfaces

include bifaces, often thin and triangular with flat
bases or wide oval forms, side scrapers, edge used
flakes, roughly edged cobbles, core choppers,

hammerstones, pitted stones, and one occurrence of
net sinkers (notched cobbles). Flakes offoreign
materials are rþolite, argillite, and silicified slate
(metavolcanic/silicified sediment or tuff).

The 13 projectile points from area D are

quartzite (8), rþolite (l), silicified slate (3), and
quartz (l). There were 20 points from area B, and
the lithic material choice was very similar, with
quarrzite (14), rþolite (4), silicified slate (l), and
quartz (l). Of the 33 Kirk Senated hafted bifaces, 9
(27.3yù are made of the volcanic and metavolcanic
materials. These materials are most frequently
encountered in the Piedmont south and west at

distances of 75 miles or more from the site.

Working surfaces of this period are difficult to
interpret in all but two cases (NlE0, level6, and

N2E0 level 4). For these two levels, which were 1.5

to 2 inches in thickness, hearth stone and
flakes/shatter were of equal weight for a weight ratio
of 1. Weights of FCR and flakes/shatter were each

about 5 lbs. per level. Flake/shatter fragments
equaled approximately 1,000 to 1,250 pieces per

level and formal artifacts were 0.83 to l.14 lbs. per

level. Even when corrected for level thickness; these
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values reflect the fewer, and smaller, rock hearths
associated with Kirk Serrated, compared to those of
Halifax and Morrow Mountain periods. Most of the

debitage associated with Kirk Serrated was bifacial
core related as opposed to more bipolar core debitage
associated with Morrow Mountain

In area D, Kirk Serrated use areas were small
and involved small FCR hearths with associated
working surfaces containing flakes and tools. Use

areas appear to be no more than l0 by l0 feet (100
square feet - 9 square meters). In area B, Kirk
Serrated projectile points/hafted bifaces were
recognized in clusters from approximately l0 by l0
feetto20 by 30 feet (100 to 600 square feet - 9 to 56
square meters) (Figure 5.53).

Lower Mid Levels of Area D, The Bifurcate
Point Tradition - LeCroy and St. Albans (ca.

8,300 to 8,800 B. P.)

The bifurcate point tradition in area D at Cactus
Hill was represented by 15 hafted bifaces which
generally fall into four categories: St. Albans - 5,

LeCroy - 3, straight or tapered stemmed - 2, and
unshouldered - 4. There was one damaged example
which could not be typed. These artifacts were
randomly scattered over most of the excavation units
as shown in Figure 5.20. Only the unshouldered

examples (Figures 5.9 and 5.l1) were associated with
a possible feature, which was a few widely scattered
hearth stones and a small amount of carbonized
hickory nut shell in unit N2El in level 2. This was

encountered at approximately the level of Morrow
Mountain I material in adjacent unit N2E0 (level 2)
(Figure 5.6). It is likely that these unshouldered
bifurcated bifaces are tools unique to the Morrow
Mountain I tradition and some may be resharpened

asymmetrical Morrow Mountain L projectile points.

These artifacts are not considered to represent a

diagnostic point type or horizon marker and will not
be further evaluated.

The two straight or tapered stem bifurcate points
were recovered in units N2E0 and NlEl (Figures 5.6

and 5.10). The N2E0 example, a relatively large
point, was recovered in level 2 nthe north end of the

square above a Kirk Serrated point in level 4. The

example from NlEl \ilas recovered in level 3 with
two fragmentary Kirk Serrated points, although it

was smaller and thinner than the Kirks. These
examples do not appear to represent any specific
type, but are somewhat similar to Kirk Serrated,
Stanly, and LeCroy. They were not associated with a
feature, and their significance is unknown.

The two identifiable bifircate forms, LeCroy
and St. Albans (Broyles l97l), were recovered in a
random scatter across area D at Cactus Hill with no
direct association with features. LeCroy points were
recovered in units N0E0, level4; NlE2, level 2; and
N2E3, level 3. St. Albans points were recovered in
units NlE0, level T; N280, level6; NlE2, level2;
test excavation A at 28.5 inches below surface; and
test excavationB at26.0 inches below surface.
These two point types were recovered together only
in unit NlE2 (Figure 5.12), and the St. Albans
example was slightly lower than the LeCroy point.
The number of these artifacts and the circumstances
oftheir recovery preclude any analysis oftheir
relative age. On the Slade Site, a LeCroy hearth was
dated at 8,300 +l l0 B. P. St. Albans points have not
been dated on the Nottoway River, but are assumed
to date to approximately 8,600 to 8,800 B. P. or in
the range reported by Broyles (1971) on the St.

Albans Site. On the Cactus Hill Site, a better data
base exists for the St. Albans period artifacts.

SL Albans (co- 8,600 to 8,800 B. P.)

In area D at Cactus Hill St. Albans was
recovered in the best stratigraphic context in units
NlE0 and N2E0 of block E0 (Figwes 5.8a and 5.6).
Unit NIEO also contained a large Fort Nottoway
component, so this unit will not be used for analysis
of St. Albans. St. Albans projectile pointsAafted
bifrces were recorded below Kirk Serrated points in
units NIEO, N2E0, and test excavation A in area D.
In units NIEO, NlE2, and test excavation A of area
D, St. Albans points appear to occur at the same level
with Fort Nottoway points.

Unit N2E0, level 6 produced only 0.4 lb. of
hearth stone fragments, but it produced ll.2 lbs. of
flakes and shatter in a level averaging only 1.36
inches in thickness. There were approximately 2,300
flakes and shatter fragments in this level. The weight
ratio of FCR to debitage was l:28, and it is unclear
that any FCR was actually associated with the St.

Albans use of this area of the site. Formal'artifacts
include bifaces, wide, thin, and oval in shape. Also
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recovered were edged flakes, roughly edged flake
and core fragments, hammerstones, tabular scrapers

of layered schist and sandstone, and fragments of
ground stone tools - probably celt or adz blades.

Typical artifacts recovered at Cactus Hill associated

with the St. Albans tradition use of this site are

shown in Figure 5.21. Flakes of foreign stone

materials include various types of rhyolite, silicified
slate, unidentified metavolcanics, and small amounts

of chert, jasper, chalcedony, and mountain flint.
There was an emphasis on the use of high grade

metavolcanics, which shows up in the Cactus Hill
deposits as small biface reduction flakes and trim
flakes. New tools were being made of locally
available quartzite, and only the associated quarry

activity areas could be identified in area D at Cactus

Hill. Much of the debitage was bifacial with less

emphasis on the bipolar reduction of small quartz

cobbles observed with LeCroy.

While no site use area estimates could be made

in area D of the site, more information was obtained

from the distribution of St. Albans age material on

the ridge atareaB (Figure 5.54). In area B, four
areas were identified as clusters of St. Albans
material. The recognized use areas, as shown in
Figure 5.54 by number, produced 3 points (area l), 5
points (area 2\,2 ponts (area 3) and 2 points (area

4). These artifacts and isolated finds are presented by
stone material in Appendix A. Thirteen of 18 were

metavolcanic materials.

Use areas were estimated to be within the size

range of l0 by l0 feet to 25 by 25 feet (100 to 625

square feet - 9 to 58 square meters). These areas

were on the ridge centerline to slightly north of the

centerline. In one case, area I ofFigure 5.54, the

information was provided to NRS by others working
on the site. Most of the St. Albans use areas in area

B were flake clusters, but hearth features were noted

in squares l/l I and 0/22 (testexcavation V, 1992).

The hearth areas were open without FCR, but bumed
quartzite flakes and core fragments were present.

The hearth in l/l I produced alarge tabular schist

scraper, and the hearth in 0122 also was associated (?)

with six Fort Nottoway points - probably overlapping
in age with St. Albans. In general, the St. Albans use

of Cactus Hill appears to have been by small groups

and over small areas of l0 to 50 square meters.

Discarded projectile points are frequently of high
qualþ metavolcanic material such as translucent
green silicified rhyolite of fine structure and silicified

slate or tuff. These materials are most common at

distances of 75 or more miles to the southwest of
Cactus Hill.

LeCroy (ca. 8,300 B. P.)

Only three LeCroy points were recovered from
area D at Cactus Hill, and 9 points were recovered

from area B. Ten of the 12 points were made from
white quartz and two from green silicified slate
(silicified sediment or tuff). There were no
excavation units where LeCroy age materials could

be recognized clearly and isolated. The best

candidate was square N0E0, levels 3 and 4, but many
levels in this unit were thought to be intermixed.
Levels 3 and 4 were together 6.56 inches thick and
produced 49 lbs. of lithics of which only 8.5 lbs. was

FCR. Flakes and shatter weighed approximately 22

lbs., for a hearth stone to debitage ratio of l:2.6. The
most distinguishing feature of the two levels was the
quantity of quartz bipolar cores (4.4 lbs.) and quartz

flakes and shatter (2 lbs.). Formal artifacts were thin
quartz bifaces, thick wide quartzite bifaces, edged

flakes and core fragments, hammers and anvils,
manos, fractured cobbles with edges used as planes,

abrading stones, and small quartz wedges. This
inventory was very similar to that recorded 3 miles
upriver on the Slade Site with alarge LeCroy
hearth/working surface and three LeCroy projectile
points. The size of LeCroy use areas could not be

estimated in area D.

In area B, most of the LeCroy projectile points

were individual finds, but two small flake clusters

and I core cluster were recognized as areas la
(square 0/8w) and 2a (square 2/16) ofFigure 5.54.

The clusters which were on the ridge centerline were

no larger than l0 by l0 feet and certainly represent

small use areas compared to the areas utilized by
other groups.

Several LeCroy features have been observed in
the sand pit walls since 1989 in area B and area D.
One feature which was investigated was a pit hearth

with FCR which was observed in area D near areaC.
The pit was approximately l0 inches (25.4 cm) deep

and2l inches (53 cm) long. Three LeCroy points of
quartz,s FCR fragments, hickory nut shell, and

calcined bone (including a snake vertebra) were

recovered in this partly destroyed feature.

In area B, a "hearth" and associated working
surface was observed in the pit wall. Investigation
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revealed a Lecroy point of green silicified slate, a
mano, a sandstone cobble with pits in the surface
(nutting stone), numerous flakes, bipolar quartz cores
and a surface hearth (?) with eight thermally
fractured round cobbles. There \ryas no carbonized
material or calcined bone, and the "hearth" may have
been a collection of boiling stones deposited on the
working surface. This feature had been partially
destroyed and meaningful dimensions could not be
obtained.

LeCroy features on Cactus Hill are not common
and appear to be widely distributed across the site.
Most LeCroy use areas are associated with
carbonized hickory nut shell, and hammerstones,
manos, anvil stones, and bipolar quartz cobble cores.
Twelve LeCroy points were recovered in
excavations, and approximately the same number
have been recovered from features and flake clusters
exposed over a wide area in the sand pit walls. The
most frequent foreign material associated with
LeCroy is green silicified slate (silicified sediment or
tuff) which is of unknown origin, but most
commonly observed near the Virginia-North Carolina
border 70 miles to the southwest. Most of the
diagnostic LeCroy artifacts are made of local white
qvartz.

Upper Region of the Lower Levels of Area D -
Fort Nottoway Tradition (ca. 8,900 B. P.)

The Fort Nottoway tradition (Egloffand
McAvoy 1990; McAvoy 1988) atareaD of Cactus
Hill was represented by 15 complete and fragmentary
projectile points/hafted notched bifaces. Three of
these points were found to have cross-mends
(fragments), and were counted only once in the total.
Recognition and dating of the Fort Nottoway side-
notched point tradition is considered one of the major
accomplishments of the survey work on the
Nottoway River sites - primarily the work at Slade

and Cactus Hill. The 15 Fort Nottoway points from
area D at Cactus Hill by stone material were: 12

quartzite, I coarse blue rhyolite, I yellow weathered
chert or rþolite, and I white quartz. The three
points not of quartzite were resharpened remnants or
fragmentary. The blue rhyolite example had been
resharpened to reject stage and utilized as a drill,
broken and was recovered in two fragments thirty
feet apart. Area B of the site produced 32 examples

of this point type. All were quartzite except I small
point ofjasper. A detailed description ofthe Fort
Nottoway point and starting biface form is given in
Appendix A.

Fort Nottoway projectile points were recovered
in block E0, unit N0E0 (level 5), unit NlE0 (levels 7-
8), and unit N2E0 (level2 disturbed); block El, unit
NlEl (level 6) and unit N2El (levels 6-7);blockB2,
unit NlE2 (level 3) and unit N2E2 (level 6); block
E3, unit N2E3 (level 6); block E4, unit N5E4 (level 7
upper area); and test excavation A at 28.5 inches
below surface. Features of Fort Nottoway age
(Figure 5.22)were: alarge flake and tool cluster and
surface hearth in unit NlE0, levels 7 and 8 (NlE0-
7/8-Fl); a large flake and tool cluster in unit NlEl,
level 6 (NlEl-6-Fl); alarge pit hearth in unit N2El,
level 6-9 (N2El-6/9-Fl) and an associated pit filled
with flakes (N2EI-6/9-F2); a basin filled with flakes
and tools in unit NlE2, level 3 (NlE2-3-Fl); and a
large flake and tool cluster in unit N283, level 6
(N2E3-6-FI). These features are more completely
described in Table 5.2. Other working surfaces
including a small flake and tool cluster were found in
unit N0E0, level 5; unit N5E4, level6-7 (south); and
test excavation A at28 inches below surface.

The features include pits and shallow basins
filled with flaking debitage and surface and pit
hearths with associated tool and flake clusters. Area
D at Cactus Hill was clearly part of a large interactive
residential area with space utilized in such a nature as

to indicate the presence of structures. The deep pit in
unit N2El was filled with flaking debris from no
more than four or five cores (refitted example, Figure
5.23), and the feature was adjacent to a deep pit
hearth which produced two 14C dates on carbonized
wood spanning 8,680 to 8,985 B. P. at one sigma.
The hearth contained two refitted fragments of a Fort
Nottoway point. The working surfaces in units NlE0
and NlE2 were littered with large broken in-process
Fort Nottoway bifaces intended for use as knives or
projectile points. Many were thin and broken near
completion, then dropped together as broken
fragments. A number of these were refitted as shown
by the example from NlE2 in Figure 5.12.

Because of the number and completeness of the
Fort Nottoway working surfaces, a very detailed
inventory of tools was compiled. The Fort Nottoway
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Figure 5.2jb. Refittedcobble corefrom Figure 5.23a,

intermedíate víew edge - toP.

Figure 5.2ja. Rertüed Fort
Nottoway tradition cobble
core, side view, from area D
unit N2EI, pitfeature (N2El-
6/9-F2) adjacent to hearth.
Blade-like flake core.

Figure 5.23c. Refittedcobble corefrom Figure 5.23a, top

view (from left).

Figure 5.23d. Refined
cobble corefrom Figure
5.23a, bottom view (from

left).
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tool inventory was created primarily from fine grain
glassy blue, brown, and gray quartzites and includes:
projectile points and reworked points used as drills;
large pentagonal, triangular or heart shaped bifaces -
some resharpened with beveled edges and serrations;
large unifacial side scrapers and knives made upon
inegular flakes and blade-like flakes struck from
cobble cores; end scrapers some quite large with
elongated haft elements; wedges; numerous edge

worked and edge used flakes, many blade-like;
flaked adz and celt blades with no grinding or
polishing of the cutting bit; small chisel or adz blades
pecked into edge shapes suitable for sockets or
handles; large, heavy, thick bifaces used as choppers
and abrading surfaces; fractured cobbles used as

abrading surfaces; tabular schist scrapers -

rectangular in shape (note that these are common as

well to St. Albans); numerous small thick bifaces
used as cutters or scrapers; ground pieces ofpaint
stone (iron oxide - ore - burned red); hammerstones;
and tabular slabs ofquartzite or sandstone used as

grinding or abrading surfaces. Denticulate and
graver-like tools, often quite heavy, are also found
with these other tools. Typical artifacts recovered at
Cactus Hill associated with the Fort Nottoway
tradition use of this site are shown as Figures 5.8b,
5.13b,5.24, and 5.25

Fort Nottoway working/living use areas in area

D at Cactus Hill are difficult to isolate. Clearly,
almost anywhere one excavates in area D Fort
Nottoway age material is recovered. Refit fragments
of artifacts were found over a distance of 20 to 30
feet in an east-west and north-south orientation.
Because local quartzites of a narrow color range were
used for most tools, there is little uniqueness among
the lithics to help with identification of individual
clusters. Some locations within area D do appear to
have a hearth central to several tool clusters adjacent
to the hearth. Area B provides additional data
concerning cluster size. Six cluster areas were
recognized in area B as shown in Figure 5.56. These
areas produced projectile points, tools, flakes, and
features similar to those observed in area D except
artifacts in the area B clusters were heavily
concentrated. At least two axea B clusters (5 and 6)
were centered around hearth areas and contained six
or more Fort Nottoway projectile points/hafted
notched bifaces, othertools, and in-process bifaces.
It appears that clusters 3,4,5, and 6 were related.

The areas around the clusters excavated by NRS, plus
information on an adjacent area received from one
other individual with a permit to excavate, reveals at
least 25 Fort Nottoway projectile points in an area
approxirnately 45 by 50 feet (2,250 square feet - 209
square meters). Generally, the central hearth features
and surrounding high densþ ofartifacts could be
contained individually in areas as small as 15 by 1 5

feet (225 square feet - 21 square meters).

It appears that multiple working surfaces and
tool clusters surrounding hearths were present on the .

ridge at area B, on the north slope to the river at area
D, and on the hill top area removed for sand prior to
1989. A cluster at location I of Figure 5.56 was
clearly a remnant area associated with the hill top
region of the site. No other cultural tradition, with
the exception of Morrow Mountain II, made as heavy
use of all of the Cactus Hill Site as did Fort
Nottoway.

For an analysis of debitage and lithic materials
on Fort Nottoway working surfaces (presented in the
debitage tables) units NlE0 level 8, NlE2 level 3,
and N2E3 level 6 were selected as showing the least
disturbance. The average thickness of the levels was
3.4 inches (8.6 cm), and the average weight of fire
cracked rock was 2.3 lbs., with flakes weighing on
average 15.7 lbs. The ratio offire cracked rock to
flakes is I to 6.8. The average number offlakes per
level is 3,481. Formal artifacts, on average, weigh
4.33 lbs. Since Fort Nottoway hearth areas do not
incorporate stone, the fire cracked rock in these
levels probably reflects accidental incorporation into
surface hearths or downdrift from bifurcate (LeCroy)
or later levels. Flakes and formal artifact weights are
relatively high even after compensating for above
average level thickness.

The most common non-local lithic materials
recovered as flakes on Fort Nottoway working
surfaces are cherts and fine grain metavolcanics.
There is a high percentage ofbifacial reduction
flakes on working surfaces and a very low percentage
of bipolar reduction debitage. Most cores are cobble
blade-like flake cores (Figure 5.23) which merge into
bifacial core forms. Large, thin, well flaked bifaces
were a trait of the Fort Nottoway tradition. The wide,
thin flake debitage resulting from the manufacture of
these bifaces, shows ground striking platforms and is
blade-like and quite distinctive.
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In approximately the same levels with Fort
Nottoway artifacts are found a few other projectile
point/hafted biface forms which conform with early
types identified by other researchers. Unit N0E0
level 5 produced the base ofa large corner notched
Kirk-like point of quartzite. Unit N2Bz,level 5,
produced two projectile points, one of quartzite and
one of quartz (Figure 5. I I a and Figure 5. I I b), which
were found together and conform to the general Kirk
Stemmed (Coe 1964) or Kirk Side-Notched types. It
could be argued tlat these artifacts represent greatly
resharpened Kirk Corner-Notched points. Tools
(Figure 5.1lB) found in the level with these points
are similar to those associated with Fort Nottoway
points, and the time period of use of these artifacts is
probably around 8,700 to 8,900 B. P. An inventory
of tools associated with Kirk Stemmed/Side Notched
points is presented nTable'5.22. The apparent use
area for this point type in area D is quite small,
perhaps l0 feet by l0 feet and is shown in Figure
5.26 for level 5, unit N2E2.

A single projectile point recovered in unit NlE2
at the level of a St. Albans point appears more similar
to the large Kirk Corner-Notched type (Broyles
l97l) than to the Fort Nottoway points recovered just
below it. A scatter of deeply corner notched forms,
with ground basal margins, much like large Palmer
points (Coe 1964) also occurs in areaD at Cactus
Hill but below Fort Nottoway points. These artifacts
are described further in this section, and appear to be

significantly older than Fort Nottoway. All of these
point types described here are similar in appearance
of the basal region, and resharpened examples may
overlap in appearance. This presents additional
problems in typology when dealing with the
microstratigraphy of shailow sites.

Middle Region of the Lower Levels of Area D -
Decatur Tradition (ca. 9,100 B. P.)

The Decatur or Decatur-Angelico tradition
(Egloffand McAvoy 1990) was represented in area
D at Cactus Hill by 19 projectile points/hafted
bifaces. Only nine were recovered in area B of the
site. The 19 examples from area D were: quartzite -
16, oolitic quartzite - l, and highly silicified black
rþolite or tuff - 2. By contrast, the area B examples
were: quartzite - 4, rhyolite (green and black) - 2,
silicified slate (silicified sediment or tuff) - 2, and
fossiliferous gray chert - l. Area D examples were

84.2%o quartzite, while area B examples were only
44.4o/o quartzite. An unnotched, concave base,
triargular bifacial knife also was associated with the
projectile points as was a wide blade, concave base
notched form which also may have functioned as a
knife. Decatur points are described in Appendix A.

Decatur points were recovered in block El, unit
NlEl (levels 5-7) and unit N2El (level 7); block E2,
unit N2E2 (level 5-6); block E3, unir N2E3 (levels 7-
8); block E4, unit N5E4 (level 7); and test excavation
A at 30 inches below surface. Working surfaces
were encountered in units NlEl (levels 6-7),
N2E2/N2E3, N5E4 (level 7), andtest excavation A at
30 inches below surface as shown in Figure 5.27.

Only one hearth producing carbonized wood
suitable for l4C dating was encountered, and this
was in unit N5E4 level 7, feature 22 (Table 5.2),
Two radiocarbon dates were obtained from the
feature which averaged 9, 100 to 9,200 B. P. and are
described in more detail in Chapter 6.

Decahr period use of the Cactus Hill Site in area
D was marked by small working and living surfaces
which appear to be no more than 20by 20 feet (400
square feet - 37 square meters). These use areas are
marked by expended projectile points and bifacial
knives as well as numerous discarded/broken
projectile point preforms and tools. Many of the
tools were heavy, roughly edged, expedient items.
Working surfaces produced very few delicate end
scrapers and frnely made unifacial tools.

Area B produced two Decatur working surfaces
in square 4/ll level 6, and salvage excavation A
level 4, on the southwest slope. These areas, which
will be discussed in more detail in the section on area
B, were difficult to evaluate but appear to have been
relatively small and no more than 15 by 15 feet(225
square feet - 21 square meters). Both of these areas
produced three Decatur points/notched hafted bifaces
and numerous large roughly edged tools with few
delicate small tools. In contrast to the working/living
surfaces encountered with the slightly later Fort
Nottoway tradition, Decatur age use axeas are
smaller, produce tools in less numbers and variety,
and produce fewer features which appear related to
structures or long term residential site use. The very
extensive use of the Slade Site, three miles upriver, in
the Fort Nottoway time period led to confusion in
past work as to the relative age of the Decatur and
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Fort Nottoway traditions. Downdrift of Fort
Nottoway artifacts in areas of overlapping site use

produced the appearance on the Slade Site that Fort
Nottoway points occurred below Decatur points
(Egloff and McAvoy 1990; McAvoy 1988). This is a
problem with the microstratigraphy of the eolian sand

sites, and argues strongly for excavation oflarge
areas ofthese sites, and,/or for l4C dating offeatures
to determine actual or even relative age.

Stratigraphic position of diagnostic artifacts of
traditions separated by only a few hundred years (and

a few inches of sand) is of value only where large

a¡eas of these sites are sampled and/or where good
features exist to aid in relative and actual dating.

The specific tool types encountered on Decatur
working/living surfaces, as determined from five
locations in area D and area B, include: Decatur
projectile points; notched cohcave base knives;
concave base triangular/lanceolate knives; large

numbers of projectile point preforms - very thin and

triangular to lanceolate shaped; end scrapers - some

small and delicately made but others larger and

roughly edged; edge worked flakes; edge used flakes;

side scrapers; roughly edged cobble fragments;

cobble choppers; large edged flakes; small thick
bifaces; thin and wide triangular bifaces; wedges;

bipolarized quartzite and quartz objects; cobble

hammerstones; abrading surfaces; and paint stone
(iron oxide - ore - burned red). The large and

roughly edged items, the small thin projectile point
preforms broken in manufacture, and edge used

flakes are the most common items. Typical artifacts
recovered at Cactus Hill associated with the Decatur
hadition use of this site are shown as Figure 5.28.
Flakes of foreign materials most frequently
encountered on Decatur age surfaces are dark black
silicified rhyolite or tuff, yellow weathered rhyolite,
green silicified slate, jasper, crystal qvartz, chert, and

mountain-like black or gray flint. The most
numerous are the rhyolites. These stone materials of
very high quality reflect a familiarity with lithic
sources 70 to 100 miles or more from the Cactus Hill
Site area.

An analysis of three Decatur surfaces in area D
revealed that the average thickness ofthe excavated

levels was 2.8 inches and the average weight of
flakes/shatter across a l0 foot square was 5.6 lbs.;

however, FCR averaged only 0.04 lb. and was

insigniflrcant. Formal artifacts represented on

average 1.5 lbs., and were a significant percentage of
the overall weight of cultural lithics. The number of
flakes and shatter was on average 1,700 per level.

Quartz flakes and shatter were 8.9Yo of the total
flake/shatter numbers, but only about 5% by weight.
The basin hearth feature in unit N5E4 level 7

produced many flakes of black and yellow
(weathered) rhyolite. The black rhyolite flakes
matched the two fragmentary rhyolite Decatur points
recovered in this unit, which established a direct link
between the feature, the working surface containing
six Decatur points, and the two rhyolite point
fragments.

Lithic technology of the Decatur tradition was

both bifacial and bipolar, with more use noted of
bifacial techniques. Still some fairly large cobbles
and tool fragments of quartzite were reduced by
bipolar techniques. The large, wide, and thin/blade-
like flakes common on FortNottoway age working
surfaces are seen less frequently on Decatur surfaces.
In general, the Decatur tradition was noted for the

use of quartzite and metavolcanic lithics of very high
qualþ, and while some Decatur points slightly
resemble the quartzite and chert Palmer points, this
lithic preference separates the two traditions.

In level 7 of unit N2El a rhyolite Plevna-like
point (Figures 5.9 and 5.18) was recovered near a
Decatur point in the south end of the square. Only
two Plevna-like points have been found at Cactus

Hill by NRS, and the second example, of quartzite,
also was recovered in area D, but eroding from the

edge ofthe sand pit. These points are rare on the

Nottoway River, and only one other example has

been excavated - this example on the Slade Site in
areaTC2 in a similar context. No other association

has been observed between the two artifact types.

The Lowest Cultural Levels in Area D - The
Early Corner Notched Traditions (ca. 8,900 to
10,000 B. P.)

The few diagnostic artifacts encountered below
Decatur age material in area D on Cactus Hill are

distinctive corner-notched projectile points/hafted
bifaces. These corner-notched points generally fall
into a larger and a smaller point (size) category. The
larger points are described as Kirks (Appendix A
type 30), orthe slightly different large deep notched
Palmers (type 32). The latter normally have heavily
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ground basal edges and deep, narrow ground notches,
while the former (KirkÐ may have either lightly
ground or heavily ground basal edges and fairly wide
notches. Only the points with heavily ground bases
have been excavated below Decatur.

The small points are defined as flat base or
convex base Palmers (type 3la and 3lb respectively
of Appendix A), and both types usually are heavily
ground along the basal edges and in notches. Some
of the Palmer points overlap the Decatur type in size
and shape, but the two types (Palmer and Decatur)
are not excavated together on the same surfaces nor
are they recovered in the same features. The small
Palmer points are recovered in or below Decatur
levels in area D. Excavation units where the earlier
corner-notched points have been recovered below
Decatur are NlEl level 8 (Figure 5.10), and N5E4
level 8. The Decatur point type was recovered below
the Fort Nottoway point type and some Corner-
Notched Kirks, and below Side-Notched and
Stemmed Kirks.

The eight Palmer points recovered in area D
were manufactured of local quartzites (3), and Fall
Line cherts (2), as well as jasper (2), and quartz (l).
T1te24 Palmer points recovered in area B were
manufactured of quartzite (17), Fall Line chert (4),
jasper and chert (l), silicified slate (tuffl) (l), and
silicified rhyolite (l). There also were l5 Corner-
Notched Kirks in area B, and approximately 50%o of
these had some grinding or abrasion along basal
margins and in notches. These were fairly large
points with wide notches as shown in Figure 5.29.
Lithic materials were quartzite (7), metavolcanic
materials (slates and rhyolite) (6), chert (l), and
quartz (l).

The Deep-Notched Palmers were recovered in
low numbers in area D. Two of T "large Palmers" or
early Kirks were classified as Deep-Notched in area
D, and area B produced 3. An early test excavation
in area A also produced one example. The area A
and area D examples were fine grain quartzite, while
the area B examples were made ofjasper (l),
silicified slate (l), and silicified rhyolite (l).
Generally, the Corner-Notched Palmer types were
made of the better grades of local quartzites and Fall
Line chert, but the Kirk types were often made of
materials foreign to the site area and more common
75 miles or more to the southwest.

corner notched bifaces were few and small in area D
of the site, and all were encompassed in areas of 15
feet by l0 feet (150 square feet - 13.9 square meters).
This is shown in Figure 5.30. For the larger points,
the use areas were even smaller in area D (see Figure
5.3 l). In area B, use areas were larger for Palmer
and Kirk Corner-Notched and ranged from 10 feet by
l0 feet to more typically 20 feet by 20 feet and in one
case possibly 30 feet by 30 feet. This is shown in
Figures 5.55 and 5.60. Hearths on these working
surfaces were open without hearth stones, and no
other features such as pits or heavy flake
concentrations were observed. The largest single
Palmer working surface remaining intact in area B,
was in the block made up of units l/9 plus 2/9 and
l/l I plus 2/l I (see Figure 5.38). This surface
produced eight projectile points and numerous end
scrapers, side scrapers, snapped flake gravers,
broken projectile point preforms, bifaces, wedges,
edged flakes, used flakes, and smoothing (abrading)
stones. Typical artifacts recovered at Cactus Hill
associated with the Palmer and Large (Deep
Notched) Palmer use of this site are shown as Figure
5.32. No excavation unit was identified in area D
which was considered to contain an uncontaminated
Palmer period working surface across an entire level.
Therefore, there are no totally acceptable flake
counts for Palmer (or large Palmer) surfaces, but the
level 8 values in unit NlEl may be correct. This
level contained l.9lbs. of flakes,0.4lb. of formal
artifacts and one small fragment of a fire cracked
hearth stone. The total flake count was only 540, and
light flake counts seem typical for Palmer period
surfaces on Cactus Hill.

Culture Sequence Summary - Area D

The summary stratigraphic position drawings
and sequence charts for diagnostic artifacts from the
1993 excavation units of area D at Cactus Hill are
presented as Figure 5.33. Figure 5.34 provides a
simplified stratigraphic position drawing for the
diagnostic artifacts recovered in just the N2 units of
blocks E0, El, 82, and E3 from west-to-east across
the north wall of the 1993 excavation. The artifact
sequences for the eight units axe not identical because
not every tradition was represented in every unit.
Reviewed together, a culture sequence for area D of
the site from ca. 4,000 B. P. to ca. 9,500 B. P. can be
constructed.

Use areas of traditions using the smaller, early
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Individual Excavation Units - Area D -
This section presents tabulations of debitage,

formal artifacts (including temporally diagnostic
artifacts), and hearth stone weights from the eight
excavation units investigated in 1993 and limited
data from two levels of excavation unit N5E4
investigated in 1994. The primary interest in the
N5E4 unit was recovery of non-lithic samples for
faunal and floral analysis and 14C dating.

UnítN0E0

Table 5.3. 445X202, CACTUS HILL, AREA D, ANALYSIS OF SQUARE N0E0

The detail in which individual units are reported
in the tables reflects the relative value placed on the
data recovered. Where units, or levels within units,
were considered relatively uncontaminated, and
where diagnostic artifacts and features were present,
more detailed analyses of recovered materials were
performed. The lithics from the nine excavation
units in area D are presented in Tables 5.3 tbrough
5.27 as follows:

Total
2t.31"

(s4.13 cm)

6
t.57"

(4.45 cm)

5A
and
5B

3.56"
(9.04 cm)

4A
and
4B

2.56"
(6.50 cm)

3A
and
3B

4.0"
(10.16 cm)

ZA
and
2B

4.r3"
(10.49 cm)

IA
and
IB

5.31"
(13.49 cm)

Level
Ave.

Thick-
ness

1t3.44
(5 r.56

ke)

0.94

14.18

19.02

30.14

34.05

l5.l I

Total
Weight

(lb.)

3ó.06
(ló.39 ke)

1.063

75

6.0

20.5

6.0

FCR
(lb.)

12,433
41.07

(18.67 kg)

212
0.s0

2,252
7.28

r,926
8.19

3,117
11.5

2,794
8.5

2,t32
5.1

Qte Flakes
and

Shatter
#^vt (lb.)

60t
3.68

(1.67 kg)

T7

0.06

tl7
0.462

133

0.763

l5l
l.3l

t2t
0.53

62
0.55

Qu Flakes
and

Shatter
#/wt (lb.)

t2.43
(5.6s kg)

0.27

1.875

3.3s

4.03

2.39

0.2

Formal
Artifacts

(lb.)

t2.65
(5.75 kg)

0.1I

2.5

3.0

4.1

1.5

t.44

Cobbles
and

Pebbles
(lb.)

7.55
(3.43 ke)

1.0

1.22

3.2

0.ó3

1.5

Cores
(nonbifacial)

(lb.)

Total
flakes:13,034

Total wt
flakes-44.75

(20.3a kg)
95.39Yo qte

No diagnostics
(downdrifr from

levels 5A and 5B)

FortNottoway to
Palmer/Kirk C-N
(large variant?)

LeCroy to Fort
Nottoway

MorrowMl I&II
to Early Archaic,
Inegular shatter,

bipolar cores,
multi-colored

flakes,

Halit-ax to Monow
Mt. I, Cores are qu
cobbles, irregular

small shatter,
multi-colored,

Savannah River
to Halifax (?),

Irregular shatter,
multi-colored, as

level 2 and 3,

Comment

#:number
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Tabte 5.4. 445X202, CACTUS HILL, AREA D, SQUARE N080, FORMAL ARTIFACTS

Notes quartz

Qte:quartzite; Qu=quartz; arg=argillite; rhy=hyolite; ss=silicified slate

No projectile points;
Thick edged core fragmenVl/qte; Edged flakes/l/qte, l/qu;
Flakes*: l/green ss.

Biface/1/qte - Savannah RiverJike; Biface fragments/2/qte; Bifaces/2/qu - narrow elongated and thick, Biface fragmenVl/layered

sugr¡r qu; Unifacial pointed tool/l/qte; Edged flake/l/chert; Edge used flake/l/qte; Blade core/l/qu;
chert.chert, l/Bolster's StoreIFlakes*: l/soft

qu;points (l):

translucentss,

rounded perforatorlllqte - heavy tool; Large
(ore/l/qte; Edge used flakes/8| qte, 2/ qlu;

widethin
Large

oxidelfonred

Bifacesl2/qte
scraper/l/qte;

grind
end
to

ovals,

used
edged

surface
roughly

Bifaces/2/qu

Tabular
Heavy
ovals,elongated

tools/5/qte;
thick

edged

stone/l/sandstone;
roughly

abrading

Bifaces/7/qte
Thick

II,

tabular

Mt.
fragments;

Monow
small

completednearly
Bifaces/5/qteAagments,

Bifaces/l/qte
tip

l/coarse6/softFlakes*: 3/bumed chert

Ullgreen arg;l/qu,

3/schist fragments.

Bifaces/2/qu, l/qte - wide thin square bases, Biface fragments/2iqte; Thick
Cobbles with fractured edge used as plane/l/qu, l/qte; Wedge/l/qu; Large

planes/l/sandstone - 2 matching fragments; Tabular femrginous qte abrading stone - rectangulull/rcd qte - heavily ground;

Þlakes*: 3/yellow chert, 3/redjasper, l/brown chert, l/brownjasper (?), l/brown and green opalescentjasper,3/green ss, l/gray-

technology; qu;
2lgreen

and

flakes/3/qte,

l/sugar
blanks

heated,

thick
tool

Edged
thick
WedgeJike/

chalcedony

Small
bumed;

/qtu;I
wifacial/2lqte;

qte
Williamsonl/clear

scrapers

anvili l/red
flakesl2/qte,thin

as

bumed,

circular

and
Edged

Edged

chert

1/qu;
hammera¿¡s

elongated;

used

thin

2/\ililliamsonJike

fragmentsi6/qte,
Mano

cofe

jasper

Biface/l/qu
and

2lyellow

flakes

red,

fragments;

bipolar
bipola¡
all

wide

bumed

thick
thick

3/qte
used

4ljusper
lO/qu,

Edge1/qu;
Bifaces/7/qte

wedges/
Flakes*

edged tools/3/qu, 3/qte, Edge used flakes/6/qte, 3/qu;
smoothing (abrading) stone with multiple linear fracture

l/schisttranslucent

Mt. alg;

l/weatheredl/weathered , l/schist

speckled chert, Midsection/l/qte - fire fractured;

Bifaces/4/qte - fragments; Side scraper - unifacial/l/blue rhy - thin well made; Side scraper - abradeilllqte; Edged flakes/3/qte; Edge

used flakes/10/qte, l/qu; Wedges and wedge fragments/3/qu, l/qte; Hammerstonell/qte;
Flakes*:5/yellowchert,2/bumedjasper-red,2/brownjæper,5/greenss,l/weatheredgrzyrhy,l/translucentgrayrhy,l/softarg-

black(3): Fort

6

Level
IA
and
IB

2A
and
2B

3A
and
3B

and
4B

4A

5A
and
5B
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Unit NlE0

Table 5.5. 445X202, CACTUS HILL, AREA D, ANALYSIS OF SQUARE NIE0

offlakes;

Total
20.87"

(53.0 cm)

l0/t I
1.88"

(4.78 cm)
1.45"

(3.68 cm)

9
1.88"

(4.78 cm)

I
2.2s"

(5.72 cm\

7

t.94"
(4.93 cm)

6
1.63"

(4.14 cm)

5

1.88"
(4.78 cm)

4
1.88"

(4.78 cm)

3
2.88"

(7.32 cm\

.,

2.0"
(5.01 cm)

I
t.43"

(3.6 cm)

Level
Ave.

Thick-
ness

127.4
(57.9 ke)

3.43

t0.t7

19.81

I l.ó

t4.97

tE. t4

t2.75

23.17

10.04

3.32

Total
Weight

(tb.)

47.81

Qt.73ke)

0.163

0.4

3.0ó

3.69

ó.0

6.0

7.5

14.5

4.5

z.o

FCR
(lb.)

14,685
48.23

Qt.92ke\

t,245
2.77

2,425
8.7

3,540
10.4

t,704
5.1

I,t7l
4.96

1,769
5.83

6s9
2.99

1,167
4.07

8s2
2.92

153

0.49

Qte Flakes
and

Shatter
#/wt (lb.)

5E7
2.80

(t.27 ke)

l3
0.063

5l
0.20

ll9
0.57s

68

0.28

't6
0.56

l0l
0.45

4t
0.1I

79
0.334

33
0.194

6

0.03

Qu Flakes
and

Shatter
#/wt (lb.)

I I.95
(5.43 kg)

0.14

0.47

4.77

0.9E

l.l4

l.ll

0.84

t.42

r.08

Formal
Artifacts

(lb.)

tt.57
(5.26 ke)

0.297

0.4

0.9

t.t4

t.75

2.5

1.09

1.75

0.94

0.E

Cobbles
and

Pebbles

0b.)

4.98
(2.26ke)

0.41

0.59

2.25

0.22

l.l

0.4t

Cores
(nonbifacial)

0b.)

.'Iotal
flakes=|5,272

Flake wF5l.03
Q3.20ke)
96.16%o qte

No diagnostics
(Decatur ?)

No diagnostics
(Decatur ?)

Fort Nottoway

lort Nottoway and
St. Albans

Kirk Serrated

Stemmed point
(Kirk ?), bipolar

cores

Morrow Mt. II to
Stanly

Halifax

No diagnostics

No diagnostics

Comment
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Table 5.6. 445X202, CACTUS HILL AREA D, SQUARE NIE0, FORMAL ARTIFACTS

Notes I qvaflz

Q1e:quartzite; Qu:quartz; arg:argillite; rhy:rhyolite; ss=silicified slate

Key Artifacts/1.{umberÀ4aterial, Description
No formal artifacts;
No flakes ofmaterials other than qu and qte.

No identifiable projectile points: Tip/l/qu;
Bifaces/S/qte - thick elongated fragments; Bipolar cores or wedges/l/qte, l/qu - small; Edged used flakes/liqte, l/qu;
Flakesf 4/soft arg.2lg¡een rhy, l/green arg.

Projectile points (4): Halifu<l2lqu, l/qte, Morrow Mt. IVllqte (low in level);
Bifaces/5/qte - elongated narrow ovals - fragments; Roughly edged flakes - unifacial/8/qte, l/qu; Edged flake - bifacial/l/qte; Edge

used flakes and shatter fragments/3/qte; edge used flakçs/l/qte, l/qu; Worked fragments/2/qu - roughly made;

Flakes*: l/soft arg, 2lgreen arg, llgray rhy, l/green rþ, 2/crystal qu.

Projectile points (4): Morrow Mt. lU2lqte, Monow Mt. I/l/qte, Stanly/l/qte;
Bifaces/4/qte - oval fragments, Biface/l/qu - fiagment; Biface/l/rhy - flat base; Biface lllgreen ss - fragment; Edged cobble

fragments/2/qte;
Flakes*: 4/soft arg, l/soft greenstone, l/yellow schist.

Biface fragments/7/qte - thick elongated, Biface fragmenll/soft arg; Bifacial knife/l/qte - thin pentagonal shaped; Bipolar cores or

wedges/|/qu, l/qte; Edged flake/l/qte; Edge used shatter ftagmenVl/qte; Edge worked tool fragmenll/green ss; Cobble edged

tool/l/qte;
2/bumedweatheredIFlakes+: 5/soft SS'

Proþctile points @: Kirk Senated/l/banded black rhy, Side notched (?)/l/qte;

Bifaces/4/qte - elongated - narrow thin; Biface/l/qu - narrow; Side scrapers/2/qu; Side scraper - knife/l/qte; Edged flake/l/qte; Pitted

tabular stone - smoothed in pill/qte;
Flakes*:2lgree¡¡hv,l/yellowiasper, l/whitechalcedonycobble, l/finegrainsugarquartz-white.

Td¿ctite¡õifts (Z): St. Albans/l/green translucent rhy, Fort Nottoway/l/qu;
Bifaces/2lqte - elongated thick flat base; Side scrapers/2/qte - nanow elongated - unifacial; Edged flake/l/coarse chert; Edge used

flakes/6/qte; Bipolar cores/2/qu; End scrapers/l/qte - small delicate tool - l/chert; Graver/l/jasper;

Flakes*: 4/iasper - bumed,2/yellowjasper,4/chert - pink, l/green ss, l/green fianslucent rhy, l/crystal qu, l/yellow schist.

No identifiâble projectile points: Tip/l/qte - wide Fort NottowayJike;
Bifaces - flat base - wide and thin/4/qte, l/qu, Bifaces/2/qu - oval; Bifaces - thin tip/l/qte; Bifaces/8/qte - thick inegular shape,

Bifaces/3/fragments; Thick side scrapers/3/qte; Side scrapers l2lqte;Edgedflakes/10/qte; Edged flake/l/jasper - red; Edge used

flakes/l l/qte, l/qu; Tabular scraper/l/schist - yellow; End scraper/llqle - delicate small tool; Wedges/l/qte, l/qu; Smoothing stone -

abrader/lidibase; Chopper or u<lllqte - also used as abrading stone;

Flakes*:5/chalcedony,2ljasper-bumed,2/jasper-yellow,l/fossiliferousgraychert,3/greenss,3lgayrhy-weathered,3/softarg,
l/schist - yellow

Bifaces/3iqte - thin triangular shaped, Biface tiplllqte,Biface fragments/3/qte - unidentifiable; Edge used flakes/3/qte; Blade

chert, l/crystallifossiliferoustranslucent

No (Decatur ?);

core/ I /qu; Blade/ I /chalcedony;
Flakes*: 2/soft I ss,

No projectile points;
Biface fragments/2lqte;Edge used flakes/l/qte, l/green ss; Graver/lijasper - snapped flake and worked edge;

Flakes*: l/black translucent rhy, l/weathered yellow rhy

No cultural material

Level
I

2

J

4

5

6

7

8

9

l0

ll
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l0

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

I

Level

40 mm+
6
0.172
33.3%o dec.
333%bif.
0%bip.

40 mm+
56
l.l6
27.2Vo dec.

40 mm+
l19
3.28
28Yo dec.

40 mm+
52
1.25

24Vo dec.

40 mm+
58
1.48

23%o dec.

40 mm+
55

1.48

21.2%o dec
15.6%bif.
3.1%bip.

40 mm+
3l
0.84
26%o dec.

40 mm+
45
t.42
38%o dec.
5o/obif.
l7%obip.

40+mm
t9
0.516
42.1o/o dec.
0%bif.
2l%obip.

Size/#/wt

30-40 mm
42
0.609
23.8Vo dec.
21.4%bif
0%obip.

3040 mm
193
1.75

18.7%o dec.

30-40 mm
266
2.59
l7o/o dec.
23Yobif.

30-40 mm
105

0.98
22%o dec.

30-40 mm
204
1.60

l8%o dec.

30-40 mm
226
l.8l
22.1%o dec.
34.4%bif.
1.53%bip.

3040 mm
125
l.ll
2lo/o dec.

3040 mm
t70
l.l6
20%o dec.
27%bif.
3o/obip.

3040 mm
82
0.875
21.9%o dec.
24.4o/obif .

7o/obip.

Size/#lwt

20-3Cl mm
241
1.09
l0o/o dec.
4t%bif.
0o/obip.

20-30 mm
492
1.97

l0.5Vo dec.

20-30 mm
611

2.2t
9%o dec.

34%bif.

20-30 mm
296
1.297

llVo dec.

20-30 mm
282
t.23
l4o/o dec.

20-30 mm
387
1.40
17.3%o dec.

30.8% bif.
0o/obip.

20-30 mm
t7t
0.61
ll%o dec.

20-30 mm
200
0.84
9.5o/o dec.

20-30 mm
165

13.60/o dec.

31.8% bif.
0%bip.

Size/#/wt

8-20 mm
9s6
0.896

8-20 mm

2.42
1,684

E-20 mm
2,544
2.38

8-20 mm,
t,251
1.56

E-20 mm
627
0.65

8-20 mm
l,l0l
0.ó9

8-20 mm
332
0.43

8-20 mm
752
0.91

8-20 mm
586

Size/#lwt
Quartzite flakes and shatter

8-20 mm
8

0.015

8-20 mm
34
0.043

30-40 mm
7

0.068

8-20 mm
60
0.099

30-40 mm
5

0.063

20-30 mm
t9
0.1 I

20-30 mm
J

0.016

40 mm+
2
0.063

30-40 mm
I
0.08

Sizp/#/wt

Shatter
5

0.047

Shatter
t7
0. l6

20-30 mm
2t
0.094

Shatter
8

0.181

20-30 mm
I
0.031

E-20 mm
45

0.053

8-20 mm
2t
0.033

30-40 mm
3

0.069

20-30 mm
7

0.08

Size/#lwt

8-20 mm
74
0.1 03

8-20 mm
34
0.047

37
0.32

Shatter

Shatter
t7
0.1I

20-30 mm
l9
0.1I

E-20 mm
25
0.05

Size/#lwt

Shatter
l7
0.31

Shatter 29
0.42

8-20 mm
55
0.094
Shatter
ll
0.689

Shatter
(bipolæ)
8

0.08

Sizn/#lwt
Quartz flakes and shatter

t,258

2,476

3,ó59

1,772

t,274

1,870

700

1,246

893

not
#

Table 5.7. 445X202, CACTUS HILL, AREA D, SQUARE NIEO, ALL LEVELS GENERAL FLAKE AND SHATTER ANALYSß

Notes:
dec.=decortification; bif.=biface; bip.:bipolar
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Unit N2E0

Table 5.8. 445X202, CACTUS HILL, AREA D, ANALYSIS OF SOUARE N2E0

Notes: Qu:quartz; pounds; kg:kilograms
* Includes mortar and hammer/mano found together

Comment

Halifax - surtace
Monow Mt. II - south

end;
Stemmed/Bifurcate -

north end
MonowMt. I-south

end
Bipolar core
technology

No diagnostic
artifacts

All cores are bipolar
Kirk Senated - north

end

No diagnostic
artifacts

(50% cores bipolar)
St, Albans - south end

Probably Decatur (as

found in adjacent
square N2El at this

level)
No diagnostics;

Decatur (?) downdrift

No diagnostics; all
downdrift

Total flakes=9,514
Flake wF37.47

(17.03 kg)
95.960/o qte

Cores
(nonbifacial)

(lb.)

3.5

0.703

0.725

t.42

0.825

0.2

7.37
(3.35 ke)

Cobbles
and

Pebbles
(lb.)
0.39

4.5

2.5

0.813

1.39

o.722

0.47

0.27

0.31

11.37
(s.17 kg)

Formal
Artifacts

(lb.)

1.08

8.23*

o.27

0.83

1.02

2.O3

0.81

0.27

14.54
(6.61 ke)

Qu Flakes
and

Shatter
#/wt (lb.)

28
0.1 2s

54
0.4

66
0.r88

50

0.289

38

0.1 l9

66
0.327

68
0.14

l3
0.03

I

384
t.62

(0.73s kg)

Qte Flakes
and

Shatter
#iwt (lb.)

484
1.5

949
3.55

625
2.38

915
2.76

I,4EE
6.82

2,216
10.9

t,993
6.7r

423
1.125

37
0.1

9,130
3s.85

(16.29 ks)

FCR

0b.)

4.5

t7

5.5

3.5

0.813

0.394

0.04

31.75
(14.43 ks)

Total
Weight

(lb.)

7.6

37.18

I 1.54

8.92

tt.82

t5.zo

8.37

t.7o

0.41

102.74
{J6.7 ke)

Level
Ave.

Thick-
ness

lA and lB
6.75"

(17.15 cm)

)
2.t3"

(5.41 cm)

3

t.94"
(4.93 cm)

4
1.83"

(4.65 cm)

5

1.75"
(4.45 cm)

6
1.36"

(3.45 cm)
7

2.3r"
(5.87 cm)

8A and 8B
5.13"

(13.03 cm)

EB
(see

above)

Total
23.20"

(s8.94 cm)
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Table 5.9. 445X202, CACTUS HILL, AREA D, SOUARE N2E0 FORMAL ARTIFACTS

other than quartz

Qte:quartzite; Qu:quartz; arg=argillite; rhy:rhyolite; ss=silicified slate

8B

EA

7

6

5

4

3

2

IA
and
IB

Level Key

No flakes other than qte and qu
No diagnostic or formal artifacts;

No identifiable projectile points: Tip/l/qte - very small;
Biface/l/qte - small thin triangular; Edge used flake/l/qte, Edge used core fragmenll/qte;
Flakes*: 3/green translucent rþ, l/black translucent rþ, l/weathered white fine structure rhy, l/white chert, l/jasper - bumed red.

No identifiable projectile points: Tip/l/green rhy - senated;
Bifaces/2lqte - thin wide triangular shaped fragments; Biface fragments - small/l/qte, l/qu; Bifaces used as abrading stones/2/qte -
thick flat with square bases; Edge used flake/l/qte; Edge used cobble fragment/l/qte; Flake knife or small side scraper/l/jasper,
Graversl2/green rhyolite - snapped flake type; Edge used core blades/2/qte;
Flakes*: 24ltranslucent green rhy, 2/black translucent rhy, 3/weathered gray-white fine grain rhy, 2/weathered yellow fine grain

chalcedony, lldark gray metavolcanic, 2/bumed chert - red, l/gray mountain flint, 3/crystal qu.black rþ,4/blue-white

Bifaces/3/qte - wide thin ovals; Biface/l/qu - crystal streaked - long nanow with oval base; Edge fragment ofpolished tool or
bannerstone/l/green volcanic material; Edge used flakes/3/qte; Edged thick cobble fragments/S/qte - roughly made tools - heavy;
Edged cobble/l/qu; Hammerstone/l/qte; Tabular scraper/l/sandstone; Core blades/2lqte;
Flakes*: l8/green translucent rþ,4/yellow-brown jaspeç 3igreen ss, l/white weathered rhy,2lsoftug,

Projectile point (l): St. Albans/l/qte, Tips/3/qte - wide thin no serations, not beveled;

"mountain" flint, l/chert- bumed red, l/striped rhy - green.
3/chalcedony, l/black

No identiliable projectile points: Tip/l/qte - serrated with shoulder diagonal notch (Kirk or Fort Nottoway?);
Bifaces/S/qte - fragments elongated ovals (?); Bifaces/2/qu - fragments; Biface-knife/l/arg - flat bæe; Biface tip/l/green ss - wide
thiq Edge used flakes/2/qte,2luystal qq Edge worked flake knife or side scraper/l/qte; Worked core fragment/l/qte; Wedges/2/qu;
Flakes*: l2lgreen translucent rhy,2/green ss, 2lfine grain white weathered rhy, l/soft arg, l/waxy gray chalcedony,2/crystal qu,
S/blue-white chert, l/yellow schist fragment.

- bumed 3/schisttranslucent l/black translucent I

rhy;
rhy;

circular
Bifaces/3/qte

cobble

points (l

/volcanic

squafe
fragment

bæe

material;

thin elongated
knife(?)/l/yellow qu; Side

triangular, I
scraper

/striped blue
fragmenll /qte;

Biface
Edge

rhy

used

fragmenVl/qte small
hammerstone

flat base
fragmenll/qte;

fragment;
Pol

white

ished
Edged

tool

ss, I
fragment/
Flakes*:

Biface fragments/2lqte - small fragments; End scraper/l/qu; Wedgei l/qu; Edge used flake/llqte - bumed; Polished tool
fragmenll/metavolcanic or volcanic material - small edge fragment of celt o¡ adz (?); Red paint stone/l/bumed iron oxide (ore);
Flakes*: 6/green translucent rhy, 3/weathered white rhy, l/soft arg, l/black highly silicified rhy - translucent,4/chert - yellow and
gray, l/crystal qu, l/black femrginous qte - nonJocal.

blturcate-like;No identifiable projectile points: Tip/l/rþ - weathered -

fragment - bumed;
Bifaces/3/qte, l/qu - flat base, thick, triangular; Bifaces/5/qte - thick elongated ovals; Biface tip lllgreen ss; Edged flake/l/qte -
roughly edged; Edge used flakes/3/qte, 3/qu; Edged cobble core fiagmenVl/qte; Thick bifacial core or chopper/l/qte - bumed;
hammerstones/2/qte; Battered cobble/l/qu;

ss, l/schistweatheredFlakes*

bifurcate or

Bifaces/4/qte - elongated thick ovals, bifaces/3/qu - narrow thick; Edged flakes/3/qte - roughly edged; Edged cobble fragments/3/qte-
roughly edged; Red paint stone/l/burned iron oxide (ore);
Flakes*: l/cobble chert.
Note: Halifax point and qu bifaces recovered higher in level l.

Tips/2/qte;Projectile points (3): Halifax/ I /qu, Morrow Mt. lll2 I qte,
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#
Total

I,003

691

965

t,526

2,282

2,061

436

Shatter
l9
0.094
(bipolar)

Shatter
t2
0.163
(bipolar)

Shatter
6

0.047
(bipolar)

Shatter
l3
0.1 88
(bipolar)

Shatter
il
0.049
(non-
bipolar)
Shatter
2

0.015

Sizel#lwt
Shatter
35
0.256
57Vo dec.
(bipolar)

8-20 mm
25
0.030

8-20 mm
3l
0.038

8-20 mm
37
0.033

8-20 mm
ll
0.015

Sizel#lwt
8-20 mm
16

0.063

8-20 mm
40
0.047

8-20 mm
24
0.038

20-30 mm
6

0.041

20-30 mm
ll
0.040

20-30 mm
6
0.032

20-30 mm
l9
0.063

20-30 mm
t9
0.052

Size/#lwt
20-30 mm
2

0.025

flakes

Sizel#lwt
40 mm+
I
0.0s

40 mm+
I
0.01

3040 mm
3

0.044

30-40 mm
I
0.01

30-40 mm
J

0.30

3040 mm
I
0.01

Sizel#lwt
8-20 mm
668
0.834

8-20 mm
424
0.6s

8-20 mm
573
0.645

8-20 mm
1,011
r.76

8-20 mm
1,124
1.58

8-20 mm
1,175
1.47

8-20 mm
286
0.313

Sizel#lwt
20-30 mm
186

0.806
l2.4Vo dec.
3l.2Y"bif .

20-30 mm
136

0.49

20-30 mm
257
0.988
l0o/o dec.
3lo/obif.
0%obip
20-30 mm
254
1.22

20-30 mm
684
2.67
I3%;o dec.
34%bif.
0%bip
20-30 mm
530
1.66
l0% dec.

20-30 mm
87

0,292

3040 mm
312
3.56
l3o/o dec.
28o/obif.
0% bip
3040 mm
236
2.20
líVo dec.

30-40 mm
34
0.27t

Sizel#lwt
3040 mm
7l
0.93
23.9%odec.
29.6Yobif.
2l.l%obip.
30-40 mm
52

0.53

3040 mm
64
0.597
34.4Yo dec.
42.2%bif.
0%bip
3040 mm
153
1.75

40 mm+
l3
0.70

40 mm+
2t
0.53
28.6%o dec.
9.5%bif.
0% bip.
40 mm+
70
2.093

40 mm+
96
2.89
260/o dec.
r9.8% bif.
0%óbip
40 mm+
52
1.3 8

29o/o dec.

40 mm+
t6
0.250

Quartzite flakes and shatter

Sizel#lwt
40 mm+
24
0.98
37.5%o dec.
12.s7obif

3

4

5

6

7

8A

Level

2

Tabte 5.t0. 44sx202, cACrus HILL, AREA D, SQUARE N280, ALL LEI/ELS GENERAL FLAKE AND SHATTERANALYSIS

wFpounds
dec.=decortification; bif.:biface; bip.:bipolar
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Unit NlEl

Table 5.11. 445X202, CACTUS HILL ARtut D, ANALYSIS OF SQUARE NlEl

Notes:

Table 5.12. 445X202, CACTUS HILL, AREA D, SQUARENIEI FORMALARTIFACTS

Total
19.27"

(48.95 cm)

9
1.50"

(3.81 cm)

I
1.50"

(3.81 cm)

7

2.50"
(6.35 cm)

6
1.83"

(4.65 cm)

5

3.06"
Q.77 cml

4
3.63"

(9.22 cm)

3

2.2s"
(5.72 cm)

z
t.37"

(3.48 cm)

I
r.63"

(4.14 cm)

Level
Ave.

Thick-
ness

105.79
(48.0e ke)

0.25

2.42

E.42

3.48

22.85

24.23

16.58

t3.64

13.92

Total
rù/eight

(lb.)

25.81
(l 1.73 ke)

0.05

0.08

1.03

3.5

7.5

s.65

8.0

FCR

0b.)

l0,EE3
44.29

(20.13 ke)

7T

0.18

5t3
L83

r,706
5.8

514
1.73

3,2t4
15. I

2,670
I 1.5

1,150
3.4

630
3.05

415
1.7

Qte Flakes
and

Shatter
#/wt (lb.)

900
3.28

(l.ae ke)

5

0.02

29
0.09

199
0.39

l8
0.08

2t6
0.92

240
1.0

85
0.38

70
0.29

3E

0.11

Qu Flakes
and

Shatter
#/wt (lb.)

t4.66
(6.66 ke)

0.4

0.7s

0.5

3.53

3.22

3.0

2.4s

0.81

Formal
Artifacts

(lb.)

5.34

Q3ake)

0.05

0.05

0.625

r.09

0.52

t.7

0.8

o.2

0.3

Cobbles
and

Pebbles

0b.)

12.41

(5.64 kg)

0.85

1.75

3.31

1.5

2.f)

3.0

Cores
(nonbifacial)

(lb.)

Total flakes:l 1,783

Flake wt=47.57 lb.
Qt.62ke)
93.1o/o qte

Downdrift

Palmer/Deep Notched

Decatur

Fort Nottoway to
Decatur

Kirk to Decatur

Monow Mt. II to
StanlyJike (?)

Morrow Mt. II to
Kirk

Senated/Bifurcate

Monou'Mt. II
(mixed)

Guilford to Monow
Mt.

(mixed)

Comment

3

2

I
Level

Projectile points (4): Morrow Mt. fi (?)/llqte - broken; Kirk Senated/l/qte; Kirk Senated/Urhy - gray sûiped; Kirk Senated/l/green
ss - ñagment;
Bifaces/6/qte - elongated ovals- thin; Bifaces/2/qu - elongated oval thin fragment; Edged flake knife/l/green ss; End scraper/l/qu -
roughly edged; Side scraper/l/qu; Worked core fragmenVl/cobble chert - small; Edged core tools -heavy/3lqte, wedge/l/qte;
Flakes*: 3/green ss, 2lcrystal qu, l/green rhy, l/schist fragment.

Projectile points (2): Monow Mt .Illl/qte; Morrow Mt. I/l/qte;
Bifaces/7/qte - fragments - thick ovals; Biface/l/qu - ñagment; Biface/l/qu - square base; Notched ax-like biface/l/qte; Abrading
stone/l/qte - bumed red; Large core fragments/14/qte; Wedges/2/qte; Flaked u<lllqte - tabulæ cobble fragment;
Flakes*: l/green shale or slate,2/weatiered rþ - white, l/soft arg, l/coarse green rhy.

Projectile points (2): Guilford/l/qte, Morrow Mt .lVl/qte;
Bifaces/6/qte - ûagments; Flake knife/l/qu, l/qte; Edge used core fragments/2/qte; Core fragments/5/qte; Core ûagments/3/qu;
Flakes*: 2/weathered rþ - white, l/weathered green arg.

Key Artifacts/1.[umber/lVf aterial, Description
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Table 5.12. 445X202, CACTUS HILL, AREA D, SQUARE NIEI FORMAL ARTIFACTS

* Flakes other quartz

Qte:quartzite; Qu:quartz; argargillite; rhy=rþolite; ss=silicified slate

Tabte 5. 13. 445X202, CACTUS HILL, AREA D, SOUARE N I81, LEVEL 7 ONLY, FLAKE AND SHATTER ANALYSIS -

DECATURTRADITION

Notes:
Not included are 4 qte core fragments which weigh 0.77 lb.

Bipolar flakes are not tabulated, but were few; most flakes were from bifacial core reduction

thin fragment; Edge used flakes/2lqte; Edge worked flakes/2lqte - large heavy tools;
trânslucent I

Biface/l /qte - triangular
type;

l/black finel/black chertlikelibumedFlakes*: 1/white

andNo flakes other than
artifacts

ArtifactsÀ,lumber/lvlaterial,
Projectile points (1): Wide weakly stemmed (Stanly ?/l/qte - bumed red; Tip/l/qte;
Bifaces/7/qte - fragments; Bifaces/4/qu - ftagments; Biface/l/lvfitchell chert knife; Edge worked flakes with stemlike haft

elements/2/qte; Edge worked flake/l/rþ; Edge worked flake knives/2/qte, Edge used flakes/5/qte; Serated flake/l/qte; Edge worked

cobbles/5/qu, l/qte; Red paint stone/3/iron oxide (ore) - bumed and abraded; Hammerstone/l/qte - used cobble; Tabular
scraper/llgray schist - fragment; Snapped flake graver/llgreen ss; Manuporll/qte; Smoothing (abrading stone)/l/qte;
Flakesr: 4/green ss,4/red chert - bumed;2larg,3/crystal qu, 2/yellow chert, 5/green fine grain rhy, l/black rhy with \ilhite spots,

lAililliamson chert, 2ijasper - bumed red, 2lyellow brown jasper, l/yellow weathered rþ.
Projectile points (2): Decatur drill or resharpened/1/qte; Senated tip (Kirk?)/l/qte;
Bifacial knives (square basel2/qte; Bifaces/l liqte - fragments; Bifaces/4/qte - elongated square base; Biface fragmentsl2lqu; Edge

worked flaked knifelllqte; Edged worked flake/l/green ss; Serrated flake knife/l/qte; Edge used flakes/6/qte; Edge used flakes/2/qu;

Thick edged flake ofcore fragment/3/qte; End scrapers/2/qu - delicate tools; Tabular side scraper/l/schist; Smoothing (abrading)

stones/2/qte; Cobble chopper/l/qte;
Flakes*: 4/green highly silicified slate, l/black translucent rhy, l/yellow chert, l/translucent white-blue chalcedony, 2/jæper -

bumed red, l/crystal qu.

Projectile points (3): Fort Nottoway/2/qte; Decatur/l/qte - small fragment;

Biface fiagments/3/qte - thick wide ovals; Biface/l/qte - thin triangular knife fragment; Biface/l/qu - thick oval; Side scraper/2/qte -

fragments; Edged flake knife/l/qte; Edged used flakes/S/qte; Pointed side scraper/l/qte; Tabular scraper fragmenll/schist;
Flakes*: l/white chalcedony, l/green translucent rhy

Projectile point (2): Decatur/2lqte;
Biface/l/qte - large wide square base; Biface fragments/6/qte - thin oval or square base; Edge worked flakes/2/qte, Edge used

flakes/10/qte, l/qu, Side scraper/l/qte; Bipolar cores or wedges/2/qu - small and thin; Red paint stone/l/iron oxide (ore) ' burned;

Large notched smoothing (abrading) stone/l/qte; Edge worked flake knife/l/jæper - delicate small tool;

Flakes*: 3/yellowjasper or chert,2/red and white chert - heated, l/cobble chert, l/yellow rhy, l/green ss, l/dark green translucent

rhy. 2/iasper - bumed red, 3/crystal qu, 4/nea¡ crystal qu.

9

Level
4

5

6

7

Total
#

1,706 qte

199 qu

Quartz flakes and shatter

Size/#lwtSize/#lwt
E-20 mm
188

0.39
ll.2o/o dec.

Size/#lwt
20-30 mm
l0
0.023
l0% dec.

Size/#lwt
30-40 mm
I
0.075
Shattered

cobble
(core ?)

Quartzite flakes and shatter
Size/#lwt
8-20 mm
1,050
t.3l

Size/#lwt
20-30 mm
403
1.36
12.9o/o dec.

Sizn/#lwt
30-40 mm
t75
1.48

160/o dec.

Siz-e/#lwt
40-70 mm
78
r.64
40%" dec.

Level

7

8l



Unit N2El

Table 5. I 4. 445X202, CACTUS HILL, AREA D, ANALYSIS OF SQUARE N2EI

Total
19.13"

(48.59 cm)

9
2.56"

(6.50 cm)

8

1.75"
(4.45 cm)

7
2.25"

(5.71 cm)

6

1.88"
(4.78 cm)

5

2.00"
(5.08 cm)

4
l.50"

(3.81 cm)

3

2.25"
(5.71 cm)

)
2.t9*

(5.56 cm)

I
2.75"

(6.99 cm)

Level
Ave.

Thick-
ness

97.2t
@a.2ks\

l.l8

2.93

3.76

6.4

t7.42

18,69

14.76

14.6

t7.46

Total
Weight

(lb.)

38.3

Q7.aI kg)

0.05

0.25

2.0

6.5

6.5

8.5

14.5

FCR
(lb.)

8,693
(9,447)*

29.99
(13.ó3 kg)

298
0.64

654
2.1

7tt
2.61

I,Zt4
3.67

1,699
7.98

1,760
5.24

825
2.64

930
3.34

602
1.77

Qte Flakes
and

Shatter
#AMeight

(lb.)

t,l12
(l, I l4)r

3.64
(1.6s kg)

)-,

0.047

60
0.1

56
0.08

l0t
0.25

240
1.08

3EI
l.l

86
0.329

130

0.47 |

36
0.179

Qu Flakes
and

Shatter
#/Weight

(lb.)

15.49
(7.0a kg)

0.15

0.2

o.25

0.20

2.25

))

3. l5

l.l6

0.81

Formal
Artifacts

(lb.)

10.34

Ø.7 ke)

0.34

0.53

0.64

l.l

3.1

2.58

0.923

0.93

0.20

Cobbles
and

Pebbles
(lb.)

3.90
(1.77 ke\

0.t25

l.l9

1.07

1.22

0.20

0.093

Cores
(nonbifacial)

(lb.)

Total tlakes=g,805
(including

pie10,559)
Flake wt_-33.63

(1s.29 kg)
88.66% Qte

Downdrift, pit
bottoms

Below Palmer -
south end ofsq.
Below Decatur -
north end ofsq.

Decatur, Plevn4
Fort Nottoway

Pit/hearth boftom -
north/?almer - south

Palmer - south end
ofsq.

Fort Nottoway -
north end ofsq.

Palmer - south end
of sq.

Fort Nottoway -
north end ofsq.

Palmer - south end
ofsq.

Middle Archaic -
north end ofsq.

Stemmed, type ? -
north end ofsq.

MorfowMt. II -
south end ofsq.
Morrow Mt. I -
north end ofsq.

MonowMt. II

Comment

of flakes; wt(lb.)=weight in pounds;
rFlakes/cores from pit extending ûom level ó to level 9 weigh 4.56 lb., therefore N2El total weight is 101.76 Ib.
Total number of flakes in pit: 7 54 qte; 2 qu
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Table 5.15. 445X202, CACTUS HILL AREA D SQUARE N2El FORMAL ARTIFACTS

quartz

Qte--quartzite; Qu=quartz; a¡g=argillite; rhy=hyolite; ss=silicified slate

Key ArtifactsNumberÀ4aterial, Description
Projectile points (l): Morrow Mt. Il/l/qu, Tip/l/qte;
Bifaces/4/qte - fragments elongated thick, l/qu - small oval; Edge used flake/l/qte; Edge used cobble spall/l/qte; - large; Red paint
stone/l/iron oxide (ore) - bumed;
Flakes*: l/green ss, l/yellow iaspet l/black translucent rhy.
Projectile points (3): Monow Mt. illvqte, Bih¡rcated base bitäce/l/rhy - shoulderless, b¡li¡rcated base bifàce/l/qu - shoulderless;
Biface fragments/8/qte - thick elongated ovals, l/qu - thick oval, l/qte - thick crescent; Side scraper/l/qte - small; Edge used
flake/l/qte; Thick edged core fragmenll/qtel Denticulate on a biface/l/qte - several senations; Red paint stone/l/iron oxide (ore) -
bumed;
Flakes*: 3/green fine grain rhy, l/green ss, l/weathered yellow rhy, llgay coarse rhy, l/crystal qu.

Projectile point (l): Kirk serrated (?ll/qte;
Bifaces/2/qte - thin ovals - fragments, l/qu - small oval; Edged cobble fragments2lqte - one large used as chopper; Edged
cobble/l/qu; Side scraper/l/qte - roughly edged; Edge used flake/l/qte, l/qu; Wedge fragments/2/qu; Bog iron
fragmenll /unmodified;
Flakes*: l/jasper - bumed, l/chalcedony - bumed, l/brownjasper,2/chalcedony, 2/arg,9lgreen ss,2/coarse blue rhy, 4/gray frne
grain translucent rhv, l/crystal qu. l/schist fragment.
Projectile point (l): Palmer/l/chert - bumed pink - south hearth area;

Bifaces/4/qte-3earlystage-lthinfragment,l/qte-triangular-usedasaknife-resharpened-thin;Bifacefragments/5/qu-rough
early stage; Side scrapers/2/qu; Worked core fragment - edgedl4lqu,2lqte; Wedge fragments/4/qu; Edged flakes/2lqte; Edge used

flake/l/qte; Edge worked flake/llrhy - graver-like; Hammerstone/llqte; Core fragment used æ a hammer/l/qte; Bipolar cores/2lqu;
Bipolar core fragments/l 2/qte;
Flakes:9/blackfinegrainrhy,2lgreenrhy,l4lgreenss,2/stripedpurplerhy,2lgreencoarserþ,3/arg-weathered,2/coarse
metavolcanic (?),4/yellow rhy, SAVilliamson chert,3/yellow jæper,2/white silicified wood, 2/Bolster's Store green chert,
l/fossiliferous gray chert, 2lcrystal qu, 2/layered qte or chert, 3/schist fragments.

Projectilepoints(3): Palmer/l/qte-southend,Triangularorbiturcatedbase(?)/liqu-unshoulde¡ed;lortNottowayfiagmenul/qte;
Hafted notched uniface/l/qu, Biface/l/jasper - Palmer level, Bifaces/7/qte - 4 large,3 small, all thin square base; Side scraper/l/qte;
Edge used flakes/3/qte -2lqu;Wedgesl2/qte fragments, Wedge/l/qu; Smoothing or abrading stones/2/qte; Tabular schist
objecVl/ûagment; Red paint stone/l/iron oxide (ore) - bumed; Side scraper/l/qu;
Flakes*: 2&/green ss, l9/fine grain light gray rhy,22lblack fine grain translucent rhy, I l/green fine grain translucent rþ, 2/redjasper
- bumed,2/yellow iasper, 7/chalcedony. l/Williamson blue chalcedony.2/bumed chalcedony. 5/crystal qu.

Projectile points (2): Palmer/l/qu - south end, Fort Nottoway/l/qte - bumed and fire cracked (one piece in level 7);
Biface/l/rþ-unnotchedprojectilepointpreform, l/qte-largeverythinoval-broken;Bifacefragments/2lqte-thinsquarebase;
Edge used flakes / 2 / qte ;
Flakes*: 6/green fine grain translucent rhy,3/jasper,2/yellow rhy - weathered, l/cobble chert, 8/black fine grain translucent rhy,
5/brown flint - mountain type, l3lchalcedony, 4/crystal qu,2l4ray rhy, l/coa¡se metavolcanic, 8/ schist fragments.
Projectile points (4): Palmer/l/chert - Mitchell, Decatur/l/qte - north end, fort Nottoway/l/qte - very small basal fiagment,
Plevna/l/rhy - weathered yellow, Fort Nottoìilay fragment/l/qte - in fire pit - matched fragment from level 6;
Side scraper/l/qte; Side scraper/l/qu, Edged cobble/l/qte, Edge used flakes/2lqte; Snapped fìake graver/llbrownjasper;
Flakes*: 4/brownjaspe¡ l/cobble chert, l/chert - bumed,3/crystal qu, l4lgreen slate orrhy,2/black fine grain rhy,2/pink rhy,
4/yellow rþ, l/yellow chert.
No complete projectile points; Tip/l/qte - thin well made
End scraper/l/qte - small delicate tool - bumed; Bifacial knife/l/qte - thin well made; Edge used flakes/3/qte; Edge used core
fragmenVl/qte;
Flakes*: 3Âililliamson chert, 2/red chert - heated, 6lgray fine grain rhy, 4lcrystal qu,2/yellow rhy - fine grain, l/fibrous chert,
l/jasper-chert mixture, l/rhy - green.

No formal artifacts;
Flakesr: l/brownjasper-weathered,3/brownjæper,4/greenfinegraintranslucentrhy,l/pinkchalcedony,l/crystalqu.

Level

)

3

4

5

6

7

-
9
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5.15.44SX202, TO 9, FOR
PERIOD FLAKE FILLED PIT. FEATURE N2EI.6/9-F2
Size: 12" to 15" diameter, 12" deep
Description

Densely packed with debitage, including flakes, core remnants and discard artifacts as follows:
Core # I : Bifacial, light glassy gray quartzite; size, 98 mm x 68 mm x 3l mm, refitted from 5 fragments; weighc0.545 lb.; total

flakes from core #l=9; size=15-70 mm; weight=I.75 lbs.

. Core # 2: Cobble core, reduced by blade-like flakes in a manner to produce a flat or bifacial (?) surface, light glassy gray quartzite,
very similar to core #l; size - restructured æ 9 flakes only - no size of original core could be determined; weighgg.48 lb.;
total flakes from core # 2 plus similar core # I (not tabulated abov6):Jll (142 were 25-60 mm, 268 were 12-25 mm, and
127 were 6-12 mm); weighr:I.70 lbs.

Core # 3: Large quartzite spall core, dark glassy gray-brown; 14 fragments and flakes; weighc0.375 lb.
Core# 4: Gray quartzite - some large grains; flakes only=19. all 25-50 mm; weighF0.14l lb.
Unknown cores: 6 flakes - all dark glassy quartzites; weigheO.l l lb.
Other flakes: 2 small quartz flakes;2 small rhyolite flakes - dark gray - fine structure; I small green silicified slate;2 yellow brown

jæPer
Formal artifacts: one jasper flake worked into a spokeshave (inhusive ?); one wide thin biface mid-section fragment.

Table 5. 16. 445X202, CACTUS HILL, AREA D, SOUARE N2E1, LEVELS I THROUGH 9 GENERAL FLAKE AND SHATTER
ANALYSIS

(') 
No fluk , or shatter were recorded at 30-40 **; (') 

S". detailed flake and shatter analysis below

9

8

7"t

6

5

4

J

2

I

Level

40-50 mm+
6

0.094 tb.

45-55 mm+
t2

0.27 tb.

40-50 mm+
ll

0.55 rb.

40-50 mm+
2t

0.58 tb.

45-70 mm+
56

1.83 rb.

40-70 mm
32

0.91 tb.

40mm+
56

0.765 tb.
34o/" dec.

30 mm+
9l

t.27 tb.
24o/o dec.

40mm+
l3

0.3s3 tb.
25o/o dec.

Sizel#lwt
Quartzite flakes and shatter

3040 mm
l8

0.17 lb.

30-45 mm
44

0.l7lb.

30-40 mm
66

0.89 tb.

30-40 mm
lt4

1.32 lb.

30-45 mm
266

2.97 lb.

30-40 mm
154

l.63 rb.

<40 mm
769

1.88 lb.
llo/o dec.

<30mm
839

2.07 lb.
I0%o dec.

30 -40 mm
6l

0.67Ib.
32.8%" dec.

Size/#lwt

20-30 mm
5l

0.18 tb.

20-30 mm
158

0.70

20-30 mm
175

0.70 lb.

20-30 mm
262

0.98 tb.

20-30 mm
375

1.67 lb.

20-30 mm
602

1.78 Ib.

20-30 mm
103

0.48 lb.
I0.3%o dec.

Size/#lwt

8-20 mm
'r17.

0.20 lb.

E-20 mm
440

0.61 lb.

8-20 mm
459

0.47 tb.

E-20 mm
817

0.79 lb.

8-20 mm
1,002

1.52 lb.

8-20 mm
972

0.93 lb.

12-20 mm
425

0.27 lb.

Sizel#lwt

30-40 mm
(none)

3040 mm
I

0.03 lb.

40-50 mm"'
3

0.1 I

30-40 mm
J

0.09Ib.

30-40 mm
)

0.1tb.

40-50 mm+l"
4

0.18 lb.

30-40 mm
59

0.078 lb.

30-40 mm
4

0.063 tb.

3040 mm
I

0.016 rb.

Sizsl#lwt
Quartz flakes and shatter

20-30 mm
I

0.005 tb.

20-30 mm
3

0.01 tb.

20-30 mm\"
9

0.04 lb.

20-30 mm
8

0.04 lb.

20-30 mm
8

0.03 lb.

20-30 mm("
40

0.1I

20-30 mm
t4

0.063

20-30 mm
2t

0.093 lb.

20-30 mm
ll

0.053 tb.
9%o dec.

Sizel#lwt

8-20 mm
2t

0.042tb.

8-20 mm
56

0.06 lb.

E-20 mm
44

0.04 lb.

8-20 mm
90

0.12 lb.

8-20 mm
230

0.95 lb.

E-20 mm
337

0.82 lb.

12-20mm
59

0.078 tb.

l2-2Omm
78

0.081 lb.

12-20mm
t6

0.032 tb.

Sizel#lwt

shatter
7

0.094|b.

shatter
6

0.23 lb.

shatter
8

0.078
75o/o dec.

Size/#lw
t

320

7t4

767

1,3t5

1,939

2,14t

964.

I,039.

ó3E

Total
#

(r)
Greater than 40 mm:shatter;
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Table5.IT.44SX202,CACTUSHILL,AREADSOUAREN2EI,LEI/EL7;DETAILEDFLAKEANDSHATTERANALYSIS

Total

56

100

3

l9

5of
t:

lof
,?

4oI
t2

Qu
8-20

44

78.57

3

6.82

t7

38.64

N/A

N/A

N/A

20-
30

I
16.07

0

0

0

0

4

44.44

I

ll.t
4

44.44

30-
40

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

40-
50

3

5.36

0

0

2

66.67

I

33.33

0

0

0

Total

7tt
100

70

29

l2l of
252

3of
252

75 of
252

Qte
8-20

459

64.56

30

6.s4

l6
3.49

N/A

N/A

N/A

20-
30
t75

24.61

)1

15.43

lt
6.29

85

48.57

0

52

29.71

30-
40
66

9.28

9

13.64

0

0

36

54.53

3

4.s4

l8

27.27

40-
50

ll
1.55

4

36.36

2

18.r8

0

0

5

45.45

Material
Size (mm)

Quantþ
%o Level Total
Decortification Flakes
o/o Size Total
Thick Shatter
YoSizeTotal
Biface Reduction Flakes

7o Size Total
Bipolar Reduction Flakes

YoSizeTotal
Other

Yo Size Total
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Unit NlE2

Table 5. I 8. 445X202, CACTUS HILL, AREA D, ANALYSIS OF SQUARE N I E2

Notes Qte:quartzite;
*Screen size (for flakes)= l2 mm vs. normal screen size.

Table 5. I 9. 445X2 02, CACTUS HILL AREA D, SQUARE N I 82, FORMAL ARTIFACTS

Total
24.76"

(62.89 cm)

5A and 58
6.75"

(17.15 cm)

4
J.I J

(7.95 cm)

3

3.44"
(8.74 cm)

2
3.00"

(7.62 cm)

IA, IB,
and lC
8.44"

(21.43 cm)

Level
Ave.

Thick-
ness

I13.0
(s1.36 ke)

5.32

E.07

41.6

27.35

30.66

Total
Weight

(lb.)

27 _s4

(t2.s2kg')

0.07E

0.047

3.69

13.5

10.23

FCR
(lb.)

8,977
45.07

(20.a8 kg)

645
2.84

1,060

4.66

3,799
2t.74

t,345
6.56

2,128
9.27

Qte Flakes*
and

Shatter
#/wt (b.)

r,t67
5.37

Q.a4ks)

89
0.448

7t
0.343

374
1.78

278
1.60

355
t.20

Qu Flakes*
and

Shatter
#/wt 0b.)

1 5.10
(6.86 ke)

1.23

o.947

5.89

3.t4

3.89

Formal
Artifacts

(lb.)

1t.74
(5.34 ke)

0.72

0.5

4.5

l.55

4.47

Cobbles
and

Pebbles
(tb.)

ü.17
(3.71 ke)

1.57

4.O

1.0

1.60

Cores
(nonbifacial)

(lb.)

Total
flakes:10,144

Flake wt:50.44
lb.

(22.93 kg)
88.50% Ote

Downdrift, or
Decatur plus
Palmer (?)

Downdrift, or
Decatur (?)

Fort Nottoway -
north end ofsq.,

plus debitage and
FCR indicative of

bifurcate

St. Albans - south
end ofsq.

Stemmed point -
Kirk Senated (?)
- south end ofsq.

Comment

3

2

IA, IB
and lC

Level

Projectife points (4): Biturcated (unidentifiable/l/qu, Fort Nottoway/3lqte, Tip (Fort Nottoway ?)/l/qte;
Bïfaces/I9/qte - most wide thin with flat bases; Bifaces/3/qu - narrow elongated; Biface/l/qu - wide thin; End scrapers/2/qte, l/green
rhy; Drill tip/llqte, Side scrapers/8/qte, l/qu; Tabular scraper/l/schist; Edge used flakes/37lqte; Polyhedral blade core/l/qte; Wedges
or bipolar cores/2/qu; Smoothing (abrading stones/2/qte - fractured cobbles; Worked shatter fragments/4/qu, Zlqte;Larye partly
worked cobble fl akes/3/qte:
Flakes*: l3lyellow chert, 6/greenstone (flakes from resharpening a polished tool - adz or celt ?'¡1' llred rhy, l/yellow weathered rhy,
2lsoft ary, l/red river cobble chert, 2/bumed jasper, 3/dark gray translucent rhy, I /black weathered rhy, I /fossiliferous gray chert,
l/green ss, l/green rhy,2/crystal qu.

Projectile points (2): LeCroy/l/qu, St. Albans/l/rhy - weathered white;
Bifaces/6/qte - wide thick square base, Bifaces/9/qte - nanow thick ovals; Bifaces/4/qu - narrow thick;Bifacell/arg- nanow thick;
Bifaces /2/green ss - wide thin square base; Edged flakes /4/qte; Edge used flakes/6/qte, l/qu; Wedges/2/qu; Bipolar cores or
wedges/6/qte, 3/qu; End scrapers/ I /j asper, I /qte; Chopper/l /qte - cobble;
Flakes*: 4lcherl- bumedred,2/greenss,2lgrayrby,l/blackrþ, l/softarg, l/yellowchert, l/crystalqu.

Projectile point (l ): Kirk Serated/l/qte;
Bifaces/9/qte - wide moderate thickness, l/qu; circular end scraper/l/qte; Edged tools/6/qu - thick roughly edged on bipolar core
ûagments; Edged flake/l/green ss; Side scraper/l/qte; Edged cobbles/6/qte - thick roughly edged; Edge used flakes/lÍlqte,4/qu,
l/green ss; Wedges/2/qu; Bipolar core fragments/2lqu; Smoothing stone/l/qte - core fragment; Tabular scraper/l/gray schist -
symmetrical; Red paint stone fragments/3/iron oxide (ore) - bumed;
Flakes*: I /green ss, Zlfine grain gray rhy - weathered, 2/coarse grain rhy, l/yellow chert, l/crystal qu, l/bumed river cobble chert.

Key Artifacts/1.{umber/lVf aterial, Description
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Table 5. 1 9. 445X202, CACTUS HILL AREA D, SOUARE N I 82, FORMAL ARTIFACTS

qúaftz

Qte=quartzite; Qu:quafz; arg:argillite; rhy:t¡to,tr.t ss=silicified slate

Table 5.20. 445X202, CACTUS HILL, AREA D, SOUARE NI 82, LEVELS 2 and 3 FLAKE AND SHATTER ANALYSIS

Qu:quartz

KeyArtifacts/l.lumber/lVlaterial,Description
Projectile points (l): Kirk Side Notched/l/qte - disturbed soil are4 Tip/l/qte - serated;
Biface/l/qte - circular thick used as chopper (?); Worked core fragments/2/qu; Bipolar core flakes/2/qu (same core); Edge worked
thick flake/l/qte; Edge used flakesl1/qte;largetabula¡ flake/l/sandstone; Core blade/l/qte;
Flakes*: l/yellow chert, l/black translucent rhy, l/black flint - mountain type, l/red chert, l/green ss, l/green arg
No projectile points;
Biface fragments/2/qte - small; Edge worked flakes/2lqte; Edge used flakes/3/qte, l/qu; Smoothing (abrading) stones/2/qte; Large
core chopper/l/qte; Core blades/2/qte;
Flakes* : 2lyellow chert, l/chert - bumed pink, 2/weathered rhy, l/green ss.

Level
4

5A and
5B

Total
#

Qte:1,345
Qu:278

Qte=3,799
Qu:374

Quartz flakes and shatter

Size/#lwtSize/#/wt
l2-2Omm
207
0.438
l7o/o dec.

l2-2Omm
2t9
0.398
l4o/o dec-

Sizp/#lwt
20-30 mm
33

0.203
2lYo dec.

20-30 mm
98
0.4r7
l8o/o dec.

Size/#lwt
30-40 mm
t2
0.191

23o/o dec.

Shatter
26
0.'t7 lb.,
680/o dec.

3040 mm
l8
0.198
líVo dec.

Shatter
39
0.77\b.
mostly dec.

Quartzite flakes and shatter
Sizel#/wt
IZ-2Omm
875

1.64

12-20mm
1,765
2.86
l2o/o dec.

Sizel#lwt
20-30 mm
242
1.078

l4Vo dec.

20-30 mm
t,278
6.67
l2%o dec.

Size/#lwt
30-40 mm
l5l
r.59
I 8% dec.

3040 mm
499
4.52
lI%o dec.

Sizel#lwt
40 mm+
62
t.375
3lYo dec.
Shatter
l5
0.875 lb.,
43Vo dec.
40 mm+
232
6.06
22o/o dec.
Shatter
25
1.63 tb.,
40Yo dec.

Level

)

J
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Unit N2E2

Table 5.21. 445X202, CACTUS HILL AREA D, ANALYSIS OF SQUARE N2E2

mm or greater; afe

Qte=quartzite; Quluartz; #=number of flakes; wt(lb.)=weight in pounds; kg:kilograms

Total
24.50"

(62.23 cm\

8

1.68"
(4.27 cml

7

3.38"
(8.59 cm)

6
3.s0"

(8.89 cm)

5

3.7s"
(9.53 cm)

4
L75"

(4.45 cm)

3
2.38"

(6.05 cm)

z
3.0"

(7.62 cm)

1A and lB
5.06:

(12.85 cm)

Level
Ave.

Thick-
ness

90.9ó
(41.35 ke)

0.69

t.62

17.97

26.39

t0.74

2t.75

6.47

5.33

Total
Weight

0b.)

28.95
(13.16 ke)

0.053

0.2

6.0

3.5

t2.0

4.O

3.2

FCR

0b.)

7,35t
28.27

(12.85 ke)

127
0.2s

301
0.919

2,504
10.35

2,t08
9.7

5ó5

t.99

1,15 1

3.4

26E
0.793

327
0.87

Qte Flakes*
and

Shatter
#/wt (lb.)

EE3

3.6t
(1.6a ke)

I
0.02

37
0.141

220
0.96

338
1.25

69
0.359

152
0.63

27
0.1 s6

32
0.09

Qu Flakes*
and

Shatter
#/wt (lb.)

11.74
(s.34 kg)

0.01

4.t25

5.0

0.46E

1.67

0.41

0.06

Formal
Artifacts

(lb.)

10.3ó
(4.71 ke)

0.42

o.37

1.8

3.5

0.922

2.t5

0.5

0.7

Cobbles
and

Pebbles
(lb.)

E.O2

(3.64 ke)

0.125

0.s3

0.94

3.5

t.9

0.ó13

0.41

Cores
(nonbifacial)

(lb.)

Total
flakes:8,234

Flake wF3l.88
(14.4e ke)

88.687o Qte

No diagnostics

No diagnostics

Decatur - Fort
Nottoway

Decafur, Fort
Nottoway, Kirk

Side Notchèd
and Kirk

Senated, pit
bottom

No diagnostic
artifacts; bipolar

qu cores,

bifurcate?

Morrow Mt. II
to Kirk Senated

Monow Mt. II
(?) to Kirk

Stemmed/Ki¡k
Side Notched ?

Guillord to
MonowMt. II

Comment
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Table 5.22. 445X202, CACTUS HILL, AREA D, SQUARE N2E2 FORMAL ARTIFACTS

tFlakes quaftz

Q¡ç=quartzite; Qu=quartz; arg=argillite; rhy=hyolite; ss=silicified slate

Table 5.23. 445X202, CACTUS HILL, AREA D, SQUARE N282, LEVELS 5 AND 6 ONLY, FLAKE AND SHATTER

ANALYSIS*

mm or greater

Projectile points(S): Kirk Senated/l/green ss, Kirk Stemmed/I(irk Side-Notched/l/qte, llqu,,Decatur/2lqte;
Bifaces/6/qte - wide thin; Biface/l/qu - flat base thin; small biface fragments/3lqte:Biface/lljasper - fragment; Bifaces/2/qte - thick
chopperJike; End scraper/l/qu - roughly edged on split cobble; Edged flakes/6/qte; Edge used flakes/I7lqte, 2/qu; Edged

cobbles/2/qte; Cobble core fragments edge used/4/qte, Bipolar core ñagments edge used/8/qu; Edged bipolar cores/flakes/2/qu;

Wedges/2/qu; Hammerstone/l/qte; Grinding stone/mortar fragmenVl/dibase; Blade-like edge used flake/ligreen ss - long and

nafrow;
Flakest:3/softarg,Slgrayrhy,l/greenandgrayrhy,2lche¡t-bumedred,3/jasper-bumedred,2/yellowjasper,l/fibrouschert,
l/white Williamson chert, l/crystal qu, l/schist fragment.

Proþctile point- 13¡: fort Nottoway/l/qte basal fragment, Decatur/2lqte,Tip/llqte - Decatur-like, (Note: the Fort Nottoway base

ñagment matched a basal fragment from square NlE2, level 3);

Bifaces/8/qte - wide thin triangular with flat bases; Biface fragments (small/l l/qte; Edged flake/l/rhy; Edged flakes/7/qte' l/qu;
Edged flake/l/rhy - translucent black; Edge used flakes/18/qte, l/qu; Edge used flake/lijasper; Edge used core fragments/7lqte,7lqu -

most qu bipolar; Smoothing (abrading) stones/l/qte, l/sandstone slab; Cobble chopper - worked one side/l/qte - large; Wedges/2/qte,

l/qu;Senatedflakelllqte;Senatedbifacialknife(matchesfragmentfromlevel4squareNlE2); Coreblades/6/qte-someedge

used/worked; End scraper (small delicate toolylirhy; Red paint stone/l/iron oxide (ore) - bumed;

Flakes*: 3/crystalqu,2/softrhy, l/silicifiedwood, l/blackrhywithwhitespots, llgrayfinegrainrhy, l/greenss, l/blackrhy, l/chea
- bumed pink, l/fossitiferous gray chert; 4/fine grain bumed and weathered white-red qte.

No projectile points;
Edge worked (unifacial) flake knife/l/gray rhy;
No flakes other than qte and qu.

No other formal artifacts or flakes other than and
No

Key Artifacts/Ì.{umber/Material, I
Projectile points (2): Guilford/l/qte, Morrow Mt. lllllqte.

Projectile point (l): Kirk stemmed or side notched/1/qu;

Biface/l/qte - thick flat base; Side scrapers/2/qte;
Flakes*: 2/green ss, l/green rhy.

Tfrectile points p): tvtõñow Mt. llll/qte, Kirk Senated/1/qu, Unknown bifurcate (unshouldered)/l/qte;
Bifaces/6/qte - elongated ovals; Biface/l/qu - oval; Net sinkers; 3/qte - notched cobbles;

Flakes*: 4/green ss, l/soft arg.

No projectile points:

Bifaces/2/qte - elongated fragments; Biface/l/qu - oval; Edge used flakes/4/qte; End scraper/l/qu; Red paint stone/l/iron oxide (ore) '
bumed;
Flakest: l/softarg.

4

5

6

7

8

Level
lA and

IB
)

3

Total
#

2,446

2,723

Quanz flakes and shatter
Sizel#lwtSize/#lwt

Shatter
l6
0.478
62.5Yo dec.

Shatte¡
9
0.345
66.70/o dec.

Size/#lwt
13-20 mm
3t4
0.72

13-20 mm
t96
0.427

Sizp/#lwt
20-30 mm
8

0.052
'I5o/o dec.

20-30 mm
t4
0.086
64.3%o dec.

Quartzite flakes and shatter

Size/#/wt
13-20 mm
856
l.l5

13-20 mm
898
t.t2

Size/#lwt
20-30 mm
812
3.02
l4%o dec.

20-30 mm
1,r72
3.65
15.8% dec.

40.4%bif.
0% bip.

Size/#lwt
3040 mm
358
3.2
20o/o dec.

30-40 mm
362
3.54
l8% dec.

34%bif.
5o/obip.

Size/#/wt
40 mm+
82
2.33
43Vo dec.

40 mm+
72
2.04
45a/o dec.
16.7o/obif.
8%bip.

Level

5

6

Notes
dec.=decortification; bif.=biface; bip.=6¡oot*
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Unit N2E3

Table 5.24. 445X202, CACTUS HILL, AREA D, ANALYSIS OF SOUARE N2E3

'lbtal

24.25"
61.6 cm)

9
3.88"

(9.86 cm)

I
2.0"

(5.08 cm)

7

2.06"
(5.23 cm)

6A and 6B
4.50"

(l 1.43 cm)

5

1.38"
3.51 cm)

4
1.69"

(4.29 cm)

3A and 38
4.25"

(10.80 cm)

z
1.56"

(3.96 cm)

I
2.93"

(7.46 cm)

Level
Ave.

Thick-
ness

100.67
(4s.78 kg)

0.915

6.65

9.25

17.55

12.9

9.75

19.79

I5.96

7.9

Total
Weight

0b.)

29.29
(13.31 kg)

o.25

1.54

3.ó

10.0

E.9

5.0

FCR
(lb.)

9,750
39.0

(17 .73 ks)

194
0.641

1,218
4.05

t,256
5.9

2,490
1t.75

t,324
5.17

t,o75
3.63

1,108

4.0s

834
3.1

25t
0.707

Qte Flakes
and

Shatter
#/wt (lb.)

8óó
2.9s

(l3a kg)

l5
0.05

49
0.125

EE

0.34

122
0.494

t23
0.38

t57
0.48

167
0.572

ll9
0.392

26
0.1 19

Qu Flakes
and

Shatter
#/wt (lb.)

I 1.02
(5.0 ke)

0.05

2.09

r.75

2.34

4.2

0.44

0.t47

Formal
Artifacts

(lb.)

9.45

Ø.29ke)

0.096

0.38

0.75

1.04

0.31

0.69

)\

1.9

t.78

Cobbles
and

Pebbles
(lb.)

8.95
(4.06 ke)

0.078

0.50

1.68

1.3

0.91

2.52

t.67

0.291

Cores
(nonbifacial)

0b.)

Total
flakes:10,616

Flake wF4l.95 lb.
(1e.07 ke)

91.89% Qte.

No diagnostics

Decatur

Fort
Nottoway/Decatur

Fort Nottoway

No diagnostics

Monow Mt. I -
north end of sq.,
Large amount of

white quartz
flakes, and tools,
probably LeCroy

LeCroy - south end
ofsq.

No diagnostics

Stemmed point,
Kirk Serrated (?)

Comment
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Table 5.25. 445X202, CACTUS HILL, AREA D, SSUARE N2E3 FORMAL ARTIFACTS

Notes: quartz

Qtæquartzite; Qu:quartz; arg:argillite; rhy=¡¡to1tt., ss=silicified slate

Bifaces/4/qu - elongated nanow and oval,4/qte - elongated narrow; Side scraper/l/Mitchell chert -

and roughly edged; Edged flake/l/qte;
Flakes*:S/greenss,l/finestructuregrayrhy,llarg-gray,l/cobblerhy-weatheredyellow,l/chert-likelayeredmaterial,l/crystal

yellow; End scraper/l/qte - thick
end of square),

lislate

Bifaces/Zlqte, l/qu - thick early stage ovals; Edge used flakes/4/qu; Wedge/2/qu; Bipolar cores/3/qu; Edged fl akes/2/qu; Unifacial

shale - weathered I

- slope);t (?)/ttqte,

flake tool - snapped edge/l/translucent rhy;
- bumed.3/fineFlakes*: 2lchert- ss, I

- triangular shape - small; End scraperJike tools/2/qte - roughly edged; Wedge/l/qu; Bipolarized items

anvil or mortar/l/femrginous qte; Large edge used flake/l/qte;
l/blue-red chalcedony, l/green rhy, l/black translucent flint - mountainJike, l/crystal qu.

hammerstone,

Flakes: ó/jasper, l/blue-black rhy,

Biface fiagments/ I / qu, 2l qte
- wedges (?)12/ qte; La¡ge

No projectile points;

thin; Large edged flake choppers/3/qte; Side soapers/3/qte - roughly edged; Edged flake knives/l/green ss -

I l/qte, l/jasper; small chisel or adzlllqte - chipped blade with edges ground - well made; Red point

stone/l/iron oxide (ore) - bumed;
Flakes*: llarg,2ljasper,2/bumedjasper, l/coarse rhy, 3/fine grain dark rhy,2lcrystal qu, l/qte - fine grain translucent,2/chalcedony,

Biface/l/qte - late stage -
l/qte; Edged used flakes/

Fort Nottoway

Bifaces/l/qte, l/qu - large fragments; End scraper/l/qu - roughly edged; Side scraper/l/qte ' roughly

tabular/ I /qte; Hammerstone/ I /femrginous qte; Edge used fl akes/ I 0/qte ;

Bifaces/3/qte - thick oval fragments; Side scrapers/4/qte - roughly edged; Edge used

hammerstone/l/qte (75 mm x 50 mm); End scraper/l/qte - delicate small tool;

edged; Scraping edge - thick
points (l):

chert, Iss, l/fossiliferous

flakes/6/qte, l/qu; Edged flakes/3/qte; Cobble

Flakes* 2/translucent dark fine4/burned

Decatur/l qte,

Flakes*: I l/black translucent

projectile points;

Edge used flake/l/qte:'
Flakes*: l/black

Key Artifacts/1.{umber/Material, Descrlptr(

Bifac,esl2lqte - thick elongated ovals; Edge used flake/l/qte; Paint stone/2/red and yellow iron oxide (ore);
point (l):

IFlakesi: - bumed, l/coarse

No recorded formal artifacts;
No flakes other than qu and qte

2

3

4

5

6

7

.8

9

Level

9t



TAhIC 5.26. 445X202, CACTUS HILL, AREA D SSUARE N283, LEVEL 6 ; DETAILED FLAKE AND SHATTER ANALYSß

Notes:

Unit N5E4

Table 5.27. 445X202, CACTUS HILL AREA D, PARTIAL ANALYSIS OF SOUARE N5E4; LEVELS 5 AND 7 ONLY*

recovery offloral
Qu=quartz; Qte=quartzite

Area B Archaeological Excavations

Excavation area B at Cactus Hill was
investigated intermittently from 1989 through early
1993, intensively in October 1993, and again
intermittently in 1994, The 1994 work was in most
cases a salvage response to relic collecting/looting of
the site, and in one case this work was a result of
information provided to NRS by a single individual
conducting private research on the site.

The earliest work conducted by NRS on the

Cactus Hill Site was in area B (east end), and
produced the sequence shown in Figure 5.35a within
the upper region ofthe geological cut also shown as

Figure 5.35b. This clearly indicated the potential of
the Cactus Hill Site for establishing culture sequences
in a stratified context. Other areas around the sand
pit in area B produced similar results. As the sand pit
moved to the west, the depth of cultural deposits
appeared to vary from approximately 20 to 30 inches.

Other

%oSizeTotal

Bipolar Reduction Flakes
Yo Size Total

Biface Reduction Flakes

7o Size Total

Thick Shatter
YoSizeTotal

Decortification Flakes
%o Size Total

Quantity
%oLevelTotal

Size (mm)
Material

0

0

0

0

6

40.0

3

20.0

6

40.0

l5
1.88

40-
50

t4

26.92

1.92

I

25

48.08

0

0

l0
19.23

52

6.52

30-
40

99

58.58

l.l8
2

47

27.81

0

0

2t
12.43

169

21.18

20-
30

N/A

N/A

N/A

0

0

t5

4.4s

562

70.43

E-20
Qte

l13of
,:

3

78 of
236

3

62

798

100

Total

0

0

r00

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

3.70

40-
50

0

0

0

0

I

100

0

0

0

0

1.8s

30-
40

I

6.67

4

26.67

5

33.33

3

20.0

2

13.33

l5
27.78

20-
30

N/A

N/A

N/A

I

6

36

66.67

8-20
Qu

l/l 8

6/18

6/1 8

E

54

100

Total

7

5

Level

20.5

23.5

Total
Weight

(lb.)

0.1I

3.09

FCR
(lb.)

2,464
8.54

2,507
5.05

Qte Flakes
and

Shatter
#/wt (lb.)

352
0.60

t32
0.28

Qu Flakes
and

Shatter
#/wt0b.)

2.4E

Formal
Artifacts

(lb.)

t.94

0.84

Cobbles
and

Pebbles
(lb.)

0.53

1.36

Cores
(nonbifacial)

(lb.)

Decatur hearth - north end
ofsq.

Kifk Serrated - east end of
square

Comment
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AREA.BIEI

J5.O0

22TO 2A

30Tô 3r

Figure 5.j5a. Diagnostic artifact sequence
as excavated in 1989 near the sand pit edge
in area B, Cactus Hill Site. Initial Cactus
Hill excavation. i'5.00" below surface,
bifurcate and untyped point; 22 to 26"
below surface, Fort Nottoway point
fragments; 30 to 31" below surface, Palner
point andfragments.

Figure 5.35b. Geological cut placed into
the wall of the sand pit in area B of Cactus
Hill, near the location ofthe excavation
sequence shown in Fígure 5.35a. Area I
and above, cultural deposit j2" below
surface (obscured by tree roots); area 2,

lamellar (banded) eolian sand; area 3,

paleosol Q), above clay unit; area 4, clay.
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The previous section concerning excavation area

D discussed in detail the culture sequence on Cactus

Hill from approximately 5,000 B. P. to 9,500 B. P.

Area D was discussed first to set the ground work for
the area B excavation analysis. This approach was

necessary because the integrity ofthe stratified
deposits in area D of the site was higher than that
observed by NRS anywhere else on Cactus Hill.
Unfortunately, the span of occupation at area D was

shorter than that observed on the south ridge in both
area A and area B. To obtain a complete picture of
the overall culture sequence both area D and area B
(or A) required investigation. Johnson has

investigated area A and this work, which appears as

Appendix G, clearly indicates earlier site use than

observed in area D. Johnson's work stands alone as

an independent analysis of the site, and it will not be

discussed here. The reader is referenced to Appendix
G for analysis and conclusions concerning area A of
Cactus Hill.

The duration of human use of the south ridge at

area B of Cactus Hill clearly spans the time period
from ca. I1,000 B. P. to ca.250 B. P. (9,000 B. C. to
1,750 A. D.). Also, it is possible that the span of use

of this area may be 1,000 to 4,000 years longer than

that stated. The basic problems with the ridge top
location of area B at Cactus Hill are the depth of the

deposit (generally less than of30 inches), and the

very heavy prehistoric period use ofthis area ofthe
site. These two issues, site depth and intensity of use,

combine to greatly reduce the integrity of the cultural
deposits here, and much of area B is simply an

uninterpretable "till" of Archaic age material. Thus,

the value of area D is clear in sorting out some of the

culture sequence problems in area B.

Below the Archaic period till in area B there was

a light Paleoindian occupation, perhaps 1,000 to
1,500 or more years before the onslaught ofheavy
Archaic age site use. In a few locations undisturbed
remnants exist of the earlier Paleoindian use of the

site. But, as the original site use by these people was

very light, it was difficult to locate those few areas

where anything remained in the correct sequence.

The cultural record in the time period from
approximately 1,500 B. P. (500 A. D.) to 4,000 B' P.

(2,000 B. C.) also was much better represented in
area B of the site. Here, the culture sequence from
this period was above the major Middle Archaic till,
but historic period farming, tree farm activþ, and

artifact collecting have combined to destroy much of
this. Overall, area B proved to be difficult to
interpret, but this was compensated for in part by the

excavation ofmore than 1,800 square feet (167
square meters). This large area aided in the location
ofless disturbed areas, particularly for the
Paleoindian traditions.

Individual Excavation Units - Area B

This section describes the individual excavation
units in area B shown in Figure 5.2. The detail in
which individual units are described is based upon
the nature of the field excavation, and the degree and

depth of the laboratory analysis as outlined in
Chapter 4. The units are described as encountered

from the hill top proceeding west to the river. Very
little of area B could be excavated as a large

continuous unit. As a result of the discontinuous
nature ofthe excavations, each unit is described,

expanding upon the characteristics ofdeposit depth,

artifact densþ, and features. The densþ of artifacts
in area B varied greatly away from the ridge
centerline, and this is clearly indicated in the data

from these units. Plots of features from each level of
each excaVation unit are on the original excavation
maps retained by NRS.

Excavation Unít 0/0

This 5 foot by 5 foot square was excavated in
October 1993 in l0 levels below the plow zone. The
6 inch plow zone (soil zone 1) was mechanically
stripped, and 9 levels of2 inch thickness, and I level
of3 inch thickness were excavated. The excavated

block was, therefore, 5 feet x 5 feet x 2l inches deep.

Diagnostic artifacts were recovered in only levels 2,

3, and 4 and represented the Late Archaic and Middle
Archaic periods. The total weight of all cultural
lithic material from this unit was 56.58 pounds

(25.72k9) of which approximately 50% was fne
cracked rock (FCR) hearth stones. Below level 5,

FCR was not significant.

Table 5.28 presents a general analysis ofall
cultural materials from unit 0/0, and Table 5.29

describes formal artifacts. The finding of the six
diagnostic projectile points in proper stratigraphic
sequence suggests that levels 2,3, and 4 of this
excavation unit were relatively undisturbed.
However, a single mortar was found in eight
fragments from level3 through level 5 which
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- narrow blade.

Q):
Biface fragments/3iqte; Utilized flakes/4/qte; Bifacial tools/2/qte; Mortar fragments/2l?;
Flakes*: l/chert.

Q)
used Edge used Morta¡ cores/l End I

No projectile points;
Edge worked tools/3/qu - roughly edged; Wedge/l/qu; Mortar fragments/31?;Biface/llqte - broken;
Flakes*: l/fl int-like, 3/rhv.

Large Edge used cobble core
No
Biface/l/qte - thin, broken, Bifaceillrhy. - thin, broken; Cobble smoothing stone/l/qte;
Flakesr
No points;
Flakes*: l/black - flint-like,
No projectile points;
Flakesr : I / rhy., I / chert.
Tabular scrapers/2/layered stone.

Level
I
2
3

4

5

6

7

8

9

l0

Table 5.29. 445X202, CACTUS HILL AREA B, SOUARE 0/0, FORMAL ARTIFACTS

quartz quartzite.

Qtæquartzite; Qu:quartz; arg=argillite; rhy=hyolite; ss:silicified slate

Excavatíon Uní|0/l

This l0 foot by l0 foot square \ryas excavated in
October 1993 in 8 levels below the plow zone. The 6
inch plow zone (soil zone l) was mechanically
stripped, and 8 levels of approximately 3 inch
thickness were excavated. The excavated block was,
therefore, l0 feet x l0 feet x 24 inches deep. The
total depth of the deposit in this unit was 30 inches.

It was observed that at least 36 square feet ofthe I 00
square feet ofthis unit had been disturbed by earlier
digging by artifact collectors. A decision was made
in the field to retain only ceramics, worked stone, and
diagnostic afifacts from this greatly disturbed unit.
Features were recorded only where it was clear that
there was no disturbance. Four features were

Table 5.30. FEATURES, UNIT 0/l

Components and
Associations

FCR
Morrow Mt. II

FCR
Morrow Mt. II

MinorFCR
Guilford

FCR
Morrow Mt. II (?)

Feature Size
Orientation

2'7" x23" x3.5"
circular

23" x23" x(?'¡
circular

31" x22" x 3" (?)
E-W orientation
30" x23" x3"

E-W orientation

Feature
Description/location

Surface hearth
Northwest
Pit hearth
Northwest

Bottom (?) of pit hearth
Southeast

Bottom (?) of pit hearth

{continuation of feature 0/l -
6-Fl(?))

Northwest

Feature #

0/l-3-Fl

0/l-6-Fl

0/t-6-F2

0/l-8-Fl

Level

Level 3 - 4
Morrow Mt. II

Level 6
Morrow Mt.II

Level 6
Guilford ?

Level 8

Unit

0/t

0/t

0/t

olt
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indicates that there was some disturbance from pits
(features) or external sources. Still, the fact that FCR
was not present below level 5 would add some

credibility to the argument for the integrity of this
part of the cultural deposit. One edge (about I to 2
square feet) ofthis square had been disturbed by a pit
dug to the southeast by artifact collectors.

One feature (0/0-3-Fl), a very tight circular
surface hearttr with 37 FCR and dimensions of 24 x

Table 5.28. 445X202, CACTUS HILL AREA B, ANALYSIS OF SQUARE 0/0

Notes

26 x 2 inches deep was encountered undisturbed in
level 3 with a narrow blade Savannah River point.
The lowest level containing any significant number
of artifacts was level 7. Excavation unit 0/0 appeared

to be as undisturbed, and with as high a degree of
stratigraphic integrity as any of the squares in area B.
Unfortunately, the relatively few diagnostic artifacts,
and the possible presence ofundetected pits,
precluded a detailed lithic analysis of this unit.

ln

Totals

l0

9

I

7

6

5

4

3

2

I

Level

56.78
(25.80 ke)

o.z5

0.09

0.28

l.l6

3.0

6.0

9.5

24.5

7.5

14.5

Total
Weight

(lb.)

23.1
(l l.ss ke)

0.1

0.1

0.9

2.4

13.5

3.8

2..3

FCR
(lb.)

3,589
14.13

(6.42ke)

l6

39
0.15

40
0.14

82
0.3

280
l.l

356
1.4

349
1.6

1,308
4.8

712
2.88

407
r.76

Qte Flakes
and

Shatter
#/wt (lb.)

955
3.92

(1.78 kg)

J

7

0.04

9
0.06

20
0.1

t20
0.47

t4l
0.6

lll
0.4

297
1.2

t72
0.72

78

0.33

Qu Flakes
and

Shatter
#/wt Qb.)

t2.25
(5.56 ke)

0.20

0.1

0.5

0.25

3.0

3.0

5.0

0.1

0.1

Formal
Artifacts

(lb.)

Not
recorded

Cobbles
and

Pebbles

0b.)

1.9
(0.86 ke)

0.40

1.5

Cores
(nonbifacial)

(lb.)

# Flakes=4,544
Flakes wFl8.05 lb.

(8.20 ke)

No diagnostic artifacts

No diagnostic artitâcts

No diagnostic artifacts

No diagnostic artifacts

No diagnostic artitacts

mortar ûagments

Middle Archaic; large
pieces of mortar, many

bipolar cores

Middle Archaic and

Late Archaic;
fragments from same

mortar levels 3, 4 and 5

Late Archaic

Late Archaic

Comments
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recognizable and recorded as noted in Table 5.30.
This excavation unit appeared to have only a
moderate degree of stratigraphic integrþ as

demonstrated by the projectile point distribution in
Table 5.31 and Appendix A. Levels I through 4
contained intermixed Late Archaic and Middle
Archaic material, and levels 6 andT contained

Table 5.3 I . 445X202, CACTUS HILL AREA B, SQUARE 0/l, FORMAL ARTIFACTS

quaftz

Qte=quartzit€; Qu:quarø; arg:argillite; rhy=rhyolite; ss:silicifi ed slate

Excavatíon Uníts 0/4,3/4 and 3/2

These three units, each approximately 5 foot by
5 foot square, were salvage excavations made on an

ad hoc basis in March and April 1992. Unit 0/4 was

excavated in five levels of approximately 3 inch
thickness, below an 8 inch plow zone (soil zone l).
The total depth of the unit was 24 inches. Unit3l4
was excavated in 3 levels of approximately 4.5 inch
thickness, below a 6 inch plow zone. The total depth

of the unit was 20 inches. Unit3/2 was excavated in
4 levels of approximately 4 inch thickness, below a 6

inch plow zone. The total depth of this unit was22
inches.

intermixed Middle Archaic and Early Archaic
material. The retained artifacts from excavation unit
0/l ne recorded in Table 5.31. This excavation unit
provided some information on Middle Archaic
features, indicated deposit depth, and provided
spatial data concerning site use by Late, Middle, and
Early Archaic cultures.

individual excavation unit tables. All units were
greatly disturbed and there was a mix of Late
Paleoindian through Middle'ù/oodland period
diagnostic projectile points throughout the depth of
the deposits. This general area of the site was

heavily occupied, and this faúpartly accounts for the

degree of mixing or "till" of the deposits.

The three squares represent approximately 75

square feet, and 39 diagnostic projectile points were
recovered from this small area. Our records indicate
that the total weight of all cultural materials from the

three squares was22l lb. (100.5 kg) and included
numerous hearth stones, flakes, broken bifaces, and
edged flakes. It was observed that fre cracked rock
(FCR) extended to the bottom of the cultural deposits

indicating extensive disturbance. These excavation
units were valuable in providing spatial data for

These three excavations were located between
and adjacent to overlapping pits dug by artifact
collectors. Only the diagnostic artifacts will be

analyzed for adjacent salvage excavations 014,314
and3l2. Appendix A presents these results in the

Snapped graver (Eæly Archaic)/1/green rhyolite.

Projectile points (l): St. Albans/l/rhyolite; broken tip/l/green ss;

Side scrapers/2/qte; Small thin biface/1/qte; Biface ûagments/2lqte;
Flakesr: 3lbumed jasper, 2/green ss, l/blue rþolite, l/speckled rhyolite.

KeyArtifactsÆ.lumber/lvlaterial
Projectile points (3): Slade/l/qte; Guilford/l/qte; Morrow Mt. IVliqte;
Biface fragments/5/qte; Williamson chert flake/l/used, edge wom; Stony Creek cord marked pottery/2/small

Projectile points (3): Halifax/l/qte; Guilford/2/qte;
Biface fragments/4/qte; Edge worked flake/l/qte; Pointed side scraper/l/qte;
Flakest: l/chert, l/g¡een silicifìed slate (ss).

Projectile points (3): Savannah River/l/qte; Guilford/l/qte; Monow Mt. Il/l/qu;
Biface fragments/9/qte; Biface/l/qte; Biface-small/l/qu;
Flakest: l/dark rhyolite, l/green ss.

Projectile points (3): Monow Mt.ll/llqte; Morrow Mt. IVIlqu; Morrow Mt. I/l/qte; tip/liss:
Clovislike graver/liTGC; Edge worked pointed flake/l/qte; Biface fragments/6/qte; Edge worked flake or core fragments/2lqte;

Flakes*: l/green ss, l/crystal quartz.

Projectile point: serrated tip/l I qte;

Hammerstone fragmenll/matches fragment from level 6; Edge worked flake/l/qte, /l/qu;
Flakes*: 2/green ss.

Projectile points (4): Guilford/1/qte; Morrow Mt. Ill2lqte; Palmer/l/qte;
Biface fragments/4/qte, Side scrapers/2/qte; Large core/l/qte; Hammerstone fragmenll/matches fragment from level 5;

Flakes*: l/green ss, l/blue rþolite.

Level
I

)

3

4

5

6

7

8
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diagnostic projectile points indicating the areas

occupied by groups ofLate Paleoindian through
Middle Woodland age. Unfortunately, the degree of
till in this area, as well as the modern disturbances,
preclude any other meaningful observations.

Excavalion Unit 0/5

This l0 foot by l0 foot square was excavated in
October 1993 in l0 levels below the plow zone. The
6 inch plow zone (soil zone l) was mechanically
stripped, and l0 levels ofaverage 2 to 3 inch
thickness were excavated. Level I andpart oflevel 2
represented soil zone 2 and the remaining levels were
clearly soil zone 3. The excavated block was l0 feet
x l0 feet x 22 inches deep. Therefore, the total depth
of the deposit in this unit was 28 inches.

About 5 square feet ofone corner ofthe square

to the northwest had been disturbed by artifact
collectors, but otherwise this square appeared to be

relatively free of modern disturbances. Diagnostic
artifacts were recovered in levels l, 3 through 6, and

level 9. No diagnostics were recovered in levels 2, 7,

8, or 10.

The 32 diagnostics projectile points represented

the Late Archaic, Middle Archaic, Early Archaic, and

Paleoindian periods. This excavation unit produced

286.3 lbs. (130.1 kg) of culturally associated lithic
materials, including 18,071 quartzite and quartz

flakes, with quartzite representing 86.7%o of the total.

The projectile point analysis indicates a mixture
or "till" of Late Archaic and Middle Archaic material
in levels I through 5. Level 6 and deeper primarily
represent the Earþ Archaic and Paleoindian periods

with Middle Archaic Morrow Mountain I pit hearths

penetrating into level 6. Hearth stones, or FCR, are

common into level 7, indicating some pit hearths and
mixing also into this level.

Excavation unit 0/5 clearly indicated small areas

of undisturbed working surfaces in levels 5 and 6
where projectile points and tools were associated
with debitage from the same occupation. The greater
occupation andtill in levels I through 4 precluded
similar observations. Levels I through 4 were so

intermixed that individual hearths could not be
recognized, and there was only a dense, general
scatter of FCR.

Level six produced the bottom of two circular pit
hearths, with FCR" which were near the north wall of
the square. These features (0/5-6-Fl and F2) were
approximately 16 inches in diameter and the
remaining depth was 3 inches. They probably
initiated from levels 2 through 4, and both hearth
areas were associated with a fire damaged Morrow
Mountain I projectile point.

A weathered jasper fluted point (Middle
Paleoindian?) was found in level 6, and a Palmer
point and a fne damaged Decatur point also were
recovered from this level. The two diagnostic
artifacts found below this in level 9 (a Savannah
River point base and a Fort Nottoway point
fragment) drifted into the lower level through
disturbances. The Fort Nottoway point fragment
apparently was in a pit of that period, but the broken
Savannah River point was found in the area disturbed
by artifact collectors on the north edge ofthe
excavation unit. Level l0 produced a small chert
polyhedral blade core and a similar chert core blade,
possibly the oldest artifacts in excavation unit 0/5.

Tables 5.32 and 5.33 describe the artifacts recovered
from unit 0/5.
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Table 5.32. 445X202 CACTUS HILL, AREA B, ANALYSIS OF SQUARE 0/5

Notes: pounds;

Table 5.33. 445X202, CACTUS HILL, AREA B, SQUARE 0/5, FORMAL ARTIFACTS

Comments

Middle Archaic
artifacts

No diagnostic
artifacts

Middle Archaic and
Late Archaic

Many qte tlakes, tire
reddened; much

shatter; very little
bipolar flake

reduction; Middle
Archaic and Late
Archaic afifacts
Many bipolarized

pebbles, bipolar core
fragments and shatter,

also many smaller
size flakes; Early

Archaic and Middle
A¡chaic artifacts

Paleoindian, Early
Archaic, Middle

A¡chaic
No diagnostic

artifacts

Modem disturbed
areas, and downdrift
from Early Archaic
activity observed in

this level.

All fìakes very small,
l" (25 mm) or less

Polyhedral blade core
and core blade - Early

Paleoindian (?)

Total flakes=l8,071
Flakes wts84.19 lb.

(38.27 kg)
Qte:86.7%

Cores
(nonbifacial)

(lb.)

o.2

1.0

2.0

3.0

1.0

8.0

4.0

2.0

0.5

0.2

2t.9
(9.es ke)

Pebbles

and

Cobbles

0b.)
o.2

1.0

4.0

2.0

3.5

3.0

I.0

1.0

0.5

0.5

t6.7
(7.s9 ke)

Formal
Artifacts
Weight

(lb.)
1.0

4.0

5.0

4.5

4.0

6.0

6.5

3.0

1.0

0. l5

35
(15.e ke)

Qu Flakes
and

Shatter
#/wt (lb.)

230
0.8

204
0.7

165

1.0

2t2
1.5

746
4.7

275
1.5

390
2.2

76
0.5

80
0.5

25

0.1 I

2,403
13.5

(6. la ke)

Qte Flakes
and

Shatter
#/wt (lb.)

2,0t6
11

2,324
8.3

2,080
l1.0
t,523
5.3

3,542
19.0

1,493
6.5

I,807
7.0
430
3.5

240
2.0

2t3
0.89

15,668

70.69
(32.13 ke)

FCR
(lb.)

7.2

16.5

50.0

38.25

8.0

4.25

3.0

0.2s

0.25

0.15

tzt.9
(s8.1 ke)

Total
Weight

(lb.)

16.5

3 r.5

73.5

54.5

40.0

29.5

24.0

10.0

5.0

1.8

2E6.3
(130.1 ke)

Level

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

E

9

l0

Totals

.fc/Nnmher/Mnferin

Projectile point (l): Guilford/l/qu;
Bifaces/2/qte - broken;
Flakesi: l/iasper, l/weathered Williamson chalcedony,2/weathered rþ, l/porous chalcedony, 2/chert.

No diagnostic projectiles points;

Edge used flakes/3/qte; Biface/l/qte - thin, oval; Biface fragments/2/qte;
Flakes*: l/cobble chert, 2/jasper, l/pink chert - heated, 2/ Williamson chert.

Projectile points (7): Small stemmed/l/qte; Rowan/l/qte; Guilford/4iqte; Monow Mt. Il/l/qte; Tip/llrhy;
Biface fragments/8/qte; Edge worked flakes/8/qte; Red paint stone/6/iron oxide (ore) - bumed, fragments;

Flakes*: 8/argillite - weathered, l/porous chalcedony, l2lgreen ss, 2/speckled rþ, l/cobble chert, 6/fired chert, l/lVilliamson
chalcedony.

Level
I

2

J
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Table 5.3i. 445X202, CACTUS HILL, AREA B, SOUARE 0/5, FORMAL ARTIFACTS

quartz and quartzite.

Qte=quartzite; Qu:quartz; arg:argillite; rhy=hyolite; ss=silicifìed slate

Excavatíon Unít 2/7

This 10 foot by l0 foot square was excavated
over a three day period in March 1992 n 6 levels
below the plow zone. Areas to the east, north, and
south of this square were heavily damaged by pits
from artifact collecting at the time this square was
excavated. Small areas on the south and east edge of
this square had been disturbed, which represented
about 8 square feet. For luririt2l7 the 8 inch plow
zone (soil zone l) was removed by hand and 5 levels
of approximately 2.5 inch thickness and one level of
3.5 inch thickness (level 6) were excavated. The
excavated block was therefore l0 feet x l0 feet x 16

inches. The total depth of the deposit in this unit was
24 inches. The original excavation notes divided
level one into two sublevels each2.5 inches thick. In
evaluating the excavated material in the laboratory,
level lB was redesignated as level2 and each
successive level was renumbered accordingly.

This heavily occupied block produced diagnostic
artifacts in each level and atotalof 32 identifiable
hafted bifaces. The total weight of all culturally
associated lithic materials was 250.5 lbs. (l13.9 kg)

of which 109 lbs. (a9.5 kg) was fire cracked hearth
stonê (FCR). There was no significant amount of
FCR below level4. There was atotal of 32,422
flakes of quartzite and quartz in excavation unit2/1
of which 88.0% was quartzite.

An analysis of the diagnostic artifacts revealed
that level I (soil zone 2) contained Middle Woodland
and Late Archaic material; level 2 (soil zone 3 as are
all successive levels) contained Late Archaic and
Middle Archaic material; level3 contained Late
Archaic, Middle Archaic, and Early Archaic material;
level4 contained, Middle Archaic and Early Archaic
material; level 5 contained Early Archaic material;
and level 6 contained Paleoindian artifacts. While
the excavated depth of cultural material in this unit
was shallow (16 inches), the cultural stratigraphy in
this unit was good for area B of the Cactus Hill Site,
and suggested that all mixing probably was
associated with the long and intensive use of this area
of the site. The upper level and very lowest two
levels of the square were relatively undisturbed. As
was noted for adjacent excavation unit 0/5, levels I

10

9

8

7

ó

5

4

Level

No diagnostic projectile points;
Polyhedral blade core/ I /chert; Polyhedral blade/l/chert; Edged tool fragmenVl/qte;
Flakes*: l/fibrous chert, I /black rhy,3/blue chert, l/jasper, S/speckled rhy, l/yellow rhy,2lcrystal quutz.

- small fragment
Flakes* ss,

No diagnostic projectile points, Tip/l/qte - deeply senated;
Biface tips/3/qte; Large side scraper/l/weathered metavolcanic material; Anvil stone/l/qte; Smoothing stone/l/qte; Unifacial flake
knives/4/qte;
Flakes*: 8/green ss.

No diagnostic projectile points;
Bifaces/2/qte; Unifacial flake knife/2/qte; Unifacial worked flakes/I6/qte; Flat ground stone/l/dibase; Unifacial side scraper/2/qte;
Anvil stones/2/?; Smoothing stone/l/dibæe; Large core choppers/3/qte; Hammerstone/l/qte;
Flakes*:8lchert,6/rhy,6/greenss,5/jasper,6largillite,l0/speckledrhy,2lcrystalqu, llBolster'sStorechert-bumed, l/Bolster,s
Store green chert, 4/weathered yellow rhy.

Monow Mt. I/l/qte; l/chert;
Bifacell/qte; Hammerstones/2/?; Red paint stone/l/iron oxide (ore) - bumed and rubbed;
Flakes*: S/chert, ss.

Projectile Mr. Monow
Biface/1/qte; Edge worked flakes/S/qte; Chipped axl l/greenstoneJike; Wedges or bipolar cores/3/qu; Red paint stone/4/bumed iron
oxide (ore) fragments; Snapped flake graveill/green ss; Snapped flake graver/l/chalcedony;
Flakes*: I l/speckled 3/cobble 5/green

Projectile points ( I 0) : Smal I stemmed/ I / qte; Slade/2 / qte ;
LeCroy/l/qu;,

HalitlD/I/qu; Cuilfbrd/2/qte; Morrow Mt. Il/2/qte:' Morrow Mt. ll llarg;

Bifaces/2lqte; Hammerstone/l/ ?; Flat slab grinding stone/l/ ? - oxide stained; Red paint stone/7/iron oxide (ore) - bumed, fragments;
Edge used flakes/4/qte;
Flakes* : 3/cobble chert, 2/fibrous chalcedony.

Key
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Table 5.35. 445X202, CACTUS HILL AREA B, SOUARE 2/7, FORMAL ARTIFACTS

quaftz

Qte:quartzite; Qu:quartz; arg:argillite; rhy:rhyolite; ss:silicified slate

Excavatíon Unîts 1/9 plas 2/9

These units \üere excavated together as a single
unit 15 feet by l0 feet, and they were part ofa larger
block measuring 25 feet by 20 feet excavated in
October 1993. As shown in Figure 5.36c, all 500
square feet of this larger block, made up of squares
l/9,2/9,4/9 l/11,2/ll, and4/l l, were under
excavation over the same three week period, but by
different volunteer crews. Squares l/l I plus 2/l I
will be considered together, as are l/9 + 219, and
squares 4/9 and 4/11 will be considered separately.

Excavation block l/9 + 2/9 received the greatest
detailed field attention given to any of the Cactus Hill
area B excavation units. A very impressive total of
5l diagnostic projectile points/hafted bifaces was
recovered from this 150 square foot excavation. The
8 inch plow zone (soil zone l, Figure 5.1) was
removed mechanically, and the remaining 22 inch
deep cultural deposit was excavated in seven levels.
The total depth of cultural deposits in this unit was 30

inches.

Level l, which contained soil zone2,was
approximately 3 inches in depth and produced
artifacts ofthe historic period (ca. l70l to 1750),
Middle Woodland, Transitional Late Archaic, and
Late Archaic periods. The concentration of debitage
and FCR was very heavy and continuous across the
unit. No individual features could be recognized.

Level2, soil zone 3, was excavated in units 2A
and2B, each approximately 2.5 to 3 inches thick.
The densþ of debitage and FCR was almost as

heavy in this level as in level l, but the mixture of
cultural materials was from the Late Archaic through
Early Archaic periods. Still, an analysis of the
diagnostic artifacts (Appendix A) revealed that most
of the projectile points were of Middle Archaic age
with 2 points from the later part of the Early Archaic
period. Only three of the points were of Late Archaic

Key ArtifactsNumber/Material, Description
Projectile points (3): Large triangular/l/qte, Tapered stemmed/l/qte, Slade/l/qte;
Bifaces/2lqte - wide, broken tips; Bipolarized cobble/l/qu; Roughly edged flake/l/qu;
Flakes*: l/heated redjasper, l/heated Williamson chert, l/weathered Mitchell chert, l/yellow rhy - snapped edges.

Projectile points (7): Perkiomen/l/rhy, Small stemmed/l/qu, Savannah River - broad/2/qte, Slade/l/qte, Halifax/l/qte, Guilford/l/qu,
tip/l/qte;
Bifaces/l 6/qte, 2/qu - mostly thick and crude early stage;
Flakes * : 2l cherl, I / jasper, 4/ss, I /rhy, I /arg, I /yellow rhy.
Projectile points (10): Small stemmed/llqte,Halifæ</llqte, l/qu, Monow Mt.ll/2/qte, Small StanleyJike/l/qte, Kirk senated/l/qte,
Fort Nottoway/l/qte, Kirk Comer-Notched/l lqte, I lrhy, Tip/ I I 153;
Bifaces/l2lqte,2/qu - most wide, thick crude early stage; Chopper/l/qte, Side scraper/l/rhy, Edge worked flake/l/green ss; Cache
blades/5/qte, l/qu - excavated together - thin, wide triangular, avg. 50 mm long; Red paint stone/2/bumed iron oxide (ore) -
fragments;
Flakes*: 6lchert - dark, S/yellow chert, 8/iasper, 6/green ss, llgray a¡9, l/green arg, l/speckled rhy, 2/schist.
Projectile points (7): Halifax/l/qte, Guilford/l/qte, Monow Mll/l/æ9, Small Stanly-like/l/qu, Kirk Senated/l/qte, l/rhy, St.
Albans/l/qte;
Bifaces/9/qte, 4/qu; Thin Biface/llqte1, Serrated biface/l/qte; Bipolar cores/3/qu; Pecked tool fragmenll/greenstone; End
scraperil/jasper; Large side scrapers/2/qte; Drill tip/Uqu; Side scrapers/3/qte, l/green ss; Edged flakes/3/qte; Edge used flakes/4/qte;
Chopper/l/qte; Smoothing stone/l/qte; Abrading stone/l/sandstone; Red paint stone/l/burned and ground iron oxide (ore); Yellow
paint stone/3/unheated iron oxide (ore) - small pieces;
Flakes*: 4/yellow chert, 7/redjasper, l/yellowjasper, l/silicified wood, l/translucent chalcedony - grainy,2/speckled rhy,
8/translucent black rhy, l3lgreen ss, l/gray coarse rhy, l/purple speckled chert-like qte.

Projectile points (4): Kirk stemmed/2/qte, Kirk S-N/l/green ss, Palmer/l/Bolster's Store chert - green;
Bifacesi l0/qte, /l/qu, Thin biface/llqte; Chopper/l/qte; Edge used flakes/6/qte, Wedge/l/qte; Tabular scraper/l/sandstone; End
scrapers/l/red jasper, l/qte; Side scrapers/l/yellow jasper, l/fibrous chert, lMilliamson chert; Red paint stone/l/bumed iron oxide
(ore); Large core fragmenll/gray silicified wood;
Flakes*: 5/lr4itchell chert, S/jasper, l/Bolster's Store green chert, 2/mottled dark chert, 3/black rhy,2/speckled rhy,2/fine grained
chert-like qte

Projectile points ( I ): Early triangular/l/rhy;
Polyhedral core/l/qte; Core blades/4/qte; Edged flake/l/qte; Slab-grinding stone/l/sandstone;
Flakes*: l/rhy.

Level

)

J

4

5

6
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through 4 ofunit 217 produced such a heavy
concentration of FCR that individual features were
very difficult to distinguish. One circular hearth was

observed in the northeast area of level 2 which
contained two fire damaged quartzite Savannah River
broad spears. The feature (2/9-2-Fl) was a circular
surface hearth filled with 28 pieces of FCR and the

dimensions were 2l x 26 x 3 inches deep. There
were several pieces ofcalcined bone (one deer toe

bone) remaining among the hearth stone, but
carbonized wood and nut shell were absent from the

feature.

Level 4 produced small bipolar cores and shatter

Table 5.34. 445X202, CACTUS HILL, AREA B, ANALYSIS OF SOUARE 2/7

in

which probably were associated with the Morrow
Mountain I period. While level 5 produced only
Early Archaic projectile points, one area of the

square, near the northwest corner of unit 0/5,
produced several Clovis-like unifacial tools including
end scrapers and side scrapers. Level 6 produced one
of the few Early Paleoindian (?) triangular points
from the site, a polyhedral blade core, and several
core blades. Square 2/7, therefore, was identified as

one of the areas of the site where there was
Paleoindian occupation. It is extremely unfortunate
that much of the adjacent area was destroyed without
recovery ofdata. Tables 5.34 and 5.35 describe the

artifacts recovered from unit2/7 .

Totals

6

5

4

3

)

I

Level

250.5
(l 13.87 kg)

4.5

37.75

ó5.5

70.4

5 1.5

20.75

Total
Weight

0b.)

109
(49.5 kg)

0.0ó3

3.0

30.0

32.0

28.s

15.5

FCR
(lb.)

32,073
97.25

(44.20ks)

984
2.85

9,469
25.0

8,140
24.0

E,324
26.5

4,016
14.7

I,140
4.2

Qte Flakes
and

" Shatter
#/wt (lb.)

4,349
13.45

(6.11 kg)

43
0.15

t,27tJ

1,162
3.5

1,371
4.0

351
r.3

t52
0.5

Qu Flakes
and

Shatter
#/wt (lb.)

I l.l4
(5.06 ke)

0.44

2.75

3.5

2.2

z.o

0.25

Formal
Artifacts

(lb.)

l8
(8.18 ke)

1.0

2.0

4.O

5.7

5.0

0.3

Pebbles

and
Cobbles

(lb.)

1.75
(0.80 ke)

0.25

1.0

0.5

Cores
(nonbifacial)

(lb.)

Total flakes:36,422
I 10.7 lbs.
(s0.32 kg)
88.06% qte

Paleoindian - Early
triangular biface,

core blades,
polyhedral blade

core

Early Archaic and
Paleoindian

Early Archaic and
Middle Archaic

Early Archaic,
Middle Archaic and

Late Archaic

Middle Archaic and
Late Archaic

Late Archaic and
Middle Woodland

Comments
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age. Of the total of 25 diagnostic points from this
level, 20 represented the Middle Archaic and some

were associated with circular pits filled with FCR.

See Appendix A for the sequence of diagnostic
projectile points from wlits l/9+2/9.

Only four pit hearths could be seen clearly, and

these were oriented north to south across the square,

with centers at approximately I foot, 8 feet, l l feet,

and 14 feet from north. These features were 16, 15,

15, and 19 inches in diameter respectively, and

extended into levels 4 to 5. The traditions associated

with the pit hearths appeared to be Halifax and

Morrow Mountain. These features were recorded as

ll9+219-2-Fl through F4 and are shown in Figure
5.37.

Level 3, also soil zone 3 (as were all succeeding

levels), was only 1.5 to 2.0 inches in thickness and
produced the highest density of debitage and a fairly
heavy concentration ofFCR. This level produced ll
projectile points which were divided as 6 Early
Archaic and 5 Middle Archaic. There was significant
till in this level with artifacts of Middle Archaic
through apparent Paleoindian age intermixed. No
features could be distinguished except the four pit
hearths which originated in level2. Most of the

hearth stone (FCR) was randomly scattered across

the level and appeared to have drifted downward
from levels I and2.

Level4 was 2 inches in thickness and
represented the last level in which any significant
FCR was encountered, and this was associated

mostly with the pit hearths. Debitage was still fairly
heavy in level4 and apparently primarily represented

the Early Archaic, but some of the debitage and the

FCR was drift from Middle and Late Archaic
periods. Significantly, three of the seven projectile
points were Palmers, and the other four points
represented different types from the Middle and Late
Archaic periods (see Appendix A). Level4 produced
a wide range of early tool types including gravers,

wedges, end scrapers, side scrapers, and edge worked
flakes. Some of these are probably of Paleoindian
age, but most appear to be associated with the early
corner notched point (Palner) occupation of the site.

Level 5, excavated as three 2 inches deep units
(a, b, and c), produced only two large fragments of
FCR" and two associated Middle Archaic projectile
points in bottoms of pit hearths. Much of the

debitage, the tools, and the diagrrostic projectile
points from this level represented the Palmer period
of the Early Archaic, or the fluted point traditions of
the Paleoindian period. This was particularly evident
in several a¡eas of relatively undisturbed working
surfaces of the Palmer and fluted point periods.

Figure 5.36 (a-e) shows square 2/9 under excavation
in October 1993, and Figure 5.38 shows the Palmer
and Paleoindian artifact distribution across units l/9,
219, llll, and2ll l, as well as parts of 2/7,0/5, and
419. The primary working surfaces which remained
only as remnants were small areas and generally no
more than 25 to 50 square feet. The most common
artifacts on the Paleoindian working surface were
fluted point fragments, side scrapers, utilized flakes,

edge worked flakes, and gravers (see Figure 5.39).
End scrapers were fairly rare as were biface reduction
flakes and cores.

A wider range of tools was found associated

with the Palmer working surfaces including Palmer
points, side scrapers, end scrapers, snapped flake
gravers, bifaces, choppers, many biface reduction
flakes, and cores (see Figure 5.40). Carbon samples

for l4C dating were removed from the bottom and

walls of level 5 in unit 219 n an attempt to determine

the general age ofthe level. Severalhundredwood
charcoal samples recovered on a grid basis across the
floor of levels 5, 6, and 7 of unit 2/9 were submitted
for identification. A small faunal assemblage,
primarily calcined bone, also was collected from unit
219 for identification. The results of all of the dating
and identification work are presented in Chapter 6.

Level6 of unit ll9+2/9 was 2 to 3 inches thick
and was defmed as below the general Palmer and

fluted point working surfaces. This level produced
only two small fragments of FCR and very few
flakes. The western edge ofunit l/9 produced one

Palmer point which had drifted below level4 or 5.

The general area ofthe fluted point cluster produced
a few small chert flakes, a worked rhyolite flake, and

a side scraper and wedge of quartzite. Directly under
the center of the fluted point tool cluster, to the

northwest of the square, a hearthJike scatter of a few
fragments of wood charcoal over an area of l2by 16

inches by no more than I inch deep was encountered.
This scatter was desigrrated featwe-l(219-6-Fl) of
level 6, and is shown in Figures 5.37(top) and 5.4IC.
The only artifacts associated with this feature were 7
quartzite flakes and three quartzite core blades.
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B

c

Figure 5.36.
A. Lamellar banding east wall ofsquare 2/9, area

B.

B. Removing balkbetween squares l/9 and I/l l.
C. Squares I/9, 2/9 (foreground) , and I/l I and

2/l I (background).
D. Fluted point tip in situ, square 2/9.
E. Excavating across the Clovis level 5, square 2/9

area B.
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The charcoal from this cluster was submitted for
identification and then dating. The wood charcoal
was white pine (McWeeney, Appendix D (l)), and
this dated 15,070 +70 B. P. These results are
presented in more detail in Chapter 6. The core
blades were similar to the examples recovered from
the lower levels of excavation units 0/5 and 2/7 , and
salvage excavations B and C excavated in 1994.
Most of these artifacts are shown in Figure 5.42.

Level 7 was the last formal level in lur¡rits l/9+2/9
and was 2 inches in depth. This level produced three
projectile points, all in the most southern area of unit
l/9 near the wall. The points, a Middle Archaic type
and two Early Archaic.types apparently drifted into
this lower level from disturbances. It should be
noted that these artifacts were not close to the major
fluted point working surface. The north end of the
square produced several artifacts including a side
scraper of cobble rhyolite, a graver of Mitchell
chalcedony, and a piece of rubbed (bumed red) iron
oxide paint stone. These artifacts are apparently of
Early Archaic or Paleoindian age, and the chalcedony
grcver is typical of this artifact type in assemblages
ofthe fluted point traditions. The general area ofthe
fluted point and Palmer working surfaces nunit2l9
was excavated an additional 12 inches in depth, but
this produced no additional artifacts, and no hearth
features.

The geology of unit 2/9 was investigated by use
of a wall profile as shown in Figures 5.36 and 5.41
which specifically examined the integrþ of the

lamellar banding of the deposit. It was determined
that the iron rich silt bands were present but broken
and missing in many areas. This would suggest
disturbances in the deposit. The bands, which
(greatly simplified) represent moisture/dry-out zones
in the soil, also appearto reflect slopes and possibly
old surface contours. The lamellae of Figure 5.4Ib
suggest that the slope in the Paleoindian period
rapidly dropped off to the north approximately at the
line between our squares 2/9 and 4/9. In simple
terms, this area seems to have been the edge of an old
terrace. This might explain the high density of
Paleoindian and Early Archaic material just beyond
(north of) the edge of square 2/9 andthe sudden
disappearance ofartifacts ofthis period in the north
end ofsquare 4/9.

Excavation vnits ll9+2/9 produced a total of
433.46Ibs. (197 kg) of culturally associated lithic
materials, of which 182.2 lbs. (83.1 kg) was fire
cracked hearth stones. There were 62,158 flakes and
shatter fragments of quartzite and quartz, of which
88.4% were quartzite. The total weight of this
debitage was212.8lbs. (96.7 kg). This excavation
unit was one of the most interesting areas examined
on Cactus Hill. It is unfortunate that so much of this
area was heavily utilized and "tilled" throughout the
Middle and Late Archaic periods. Otherwise, there
may have been much more information to be derived
from a detailed analysis of the debitage from each
level of the excavation, and more datable features
may have been preserved.
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use areas. Locations of artifacts indicated by letter symbols are of Paleoindian age.
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Figure5.39. ArtifactsfromtheflutedpointworkingsurfacesinareaB,unitsl/9,2/9,0/9,-l/9,and2/ll. I,(toprowfromleft)
awl, graver, end scraper, (bottom row) wedge, side scraper, awl: 2, graver, edge worl<edflalæ; 3, side scraper on core blade; 4,

unifacial loife; 5, fragnentaryfluted point (enlarged). (3 and 4 from Clwis hearth, square 0/9 plus-l/9).
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snappedflalæ graver.
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Figure 5.41a. Cactus Hill,
excayation area B, squares
1/9 and 2/9, top oflevel 6.

F ore gr ound is c onp lete d
square 2/l I and background,
to southeast, is square I/7.
October I 993 excavation.

Figure 5.41b. Cactus Hill,
excavation area B, square
2/9 southeast wall at bottom
of level 6. Top eight inches
of soil inplowzone
ne c hanic al ly re mwe d pri or
to excavation. Clovis
art ifacts were e nc ount e re d
"in situ" in a band (stranm)

from location 3" to location
6" shown onthe scale.
Undisnrbed silt bands have
been highlighted in the wall
by brushing.

Figure 5.4|c. Cacns Hill,
etccavation area B, square
2/9 (right) and square 2/l I
(left), looking north. Carbon
sanple (white pine) collected
in area narlced " 14C", I/2"
below surface near intedace
oflevel 6 and level 7.
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cores, and edged flakes. 'fhree blades (top row center) were recovered with carbon scatter in unit 2/9, level 6 which dated l 5,070 + /-70 8' P
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Table 5.36. 445X202, CACTUS HILL, AREA B, ANALYSIS OF SQUARES I/9 ZLUS 2/g

Table 5.37. 445X202, CACTUS HILL, AREA B, SØUARES I/9 + 2/9, FORMAL ARTIFACTS

Totals

7

6

5

4

3

2

I

Level

433.46
(197.0 ke)

1.84

2.7

t 5-6

34.9

75.7

141.3

I50. I

Total
Weight

(lb.)

t 82.8
(83.1 ke)

0.05

0.t2

0.t2

2.5

16.0

75.0

89.0

FCR
(lb.)

54,978
190.1

(86.a ke)

t32
0.35

308
0.8

3,22s
10.5

7,487
25.2

13,158
44.0

t5,723
55.0

t4,945
54.25

Qte Flakes
and

Shatter
#/wt (lb.)

7,1 80
22.7

(10.3 ke)

l6
0.04

29
0.07

45E

1.5

821
2.8

2,224
7.0

2,t1r
6.5

1,52t
4.75

Qu Flakes
and

Shatter
#/wt (lb.)

15.36
(6.e8 ke)

0.2

0.2

1.56

1.85

5.07

5.08

t.4

Formal
Artifacts

(lb.)

9.4
(4.27 ke)

1.0

1.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

1.0

0.4

Cobbles
and

Pebbles
(lb.)

t3.2
(6.0 ke)

0.2

0.5

2.0

2.0

4.0

3.0

1.5

Cores
(nonbifacial)

0b.).

Total flakes:62,158
Flakes total wFZl2.8

lbs. (96.7 kg)
Qte=88.45%

All downdrift from
upper levels

Early Paleoindian, plus
downdrift from upper

levels

Paleoindian, plus Early
Archaic, plus pit

bottoms ûom Middle
Archaic features, and

general downdrifr

Paleoindian, plus Early
Archaic, plus Middle

Archaic, plus Late
Archaic feature bottoms

- general till

Early Archaic, plus
Middle Archaic, plus
feature bottoms from

Late Archaic - general
till

Early Archaic, plus
Middle Archaic, plus

Lat€ Archaic - general
rill

Late Archaic, plus
transitional Late

Archaic, plus Middle
Woodland, plus historic
(ca 1740) - general till

Comments

2

t
Level

Pfojectilepoints(25):SavannahRivernarrowbladel2lqte'BareIsland/3/qte,Slade/l/qte'Halifa7@
Guilford/3/qu, Morrow Mt. IU6lqte, Morrow Mt. IVIlqu, Monow Mt.lll/qu, Stanly/l/qte, LeCroy/llqv,St. AlbanslUrhy, Kirk
Stemmed/l/qu;
Biface ûagmentsl2Slqte -2lthin Savannah River-like, Biface fragments/3/qu - most all biface fragments were thick and nanow, and
much like those identified with the Middle A¡chaic; Hammerstones/l/nonlocal dibase-like; Edge used flakes/6/qte; Unifacial worked
cobble fragments used as tools/4/qu; Side scraper/l/qte - roughly edged; Bifacial tool/l/qu; Bipolarized cobble core/l/qu: Tabular
scraper ñagments/2/layered schist;
Flakest: 4/sfiped gray and black ss,3/green ss, l2lfine texture gray rhy,4/black ûanslucent rþ with specks, 7/blue and white rhy -
weathered, 3/yellow weathered rþ, l/unknown green rhy, 2/blue, gray and white coane rþ, 2/weathered greenstone, l0/jasper-
heated, lO/chert - heated, l/chert - weathered Witliamson, l/chalcedony, l/crystal quütz, llñver cobble chert, lg/Bolster/s Store blue
chert, l/dark black schist-like.

Projectile point (l): Savannah River wide blade/l/qte;
Steatite bowl fragmentll/; Rubbed stone/2/l ñagment dibase, I fragment slate; Mussel shell/l/; Bifaces/|4lqte - thick early stage;
¡!ukS*' 7/jasper - heated , 2lchert - heated. S/weathered rhy.

Artifacts/l.lumberfiVlaterial,
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Table 5.37. 445X202, CACTUS HILL, AREA B, SQUARES I/9 + 2/9, FORMAL ARTIFACTS

quartz

Qte:quartzite; Qu=quartz; arg=argillite; rhy=hyolite; ss=silicified slate; WAC:weathering amber chalcedony

Excavatíon Unìts 1/lI Plus 2/II
These adjacent units were excavated in the same

time period, but they were not excavated as a single

unit. They will be analyzed as a single unit because

the l0 levels in each excavation were of nearly equal

thickness and because these two areas were adjacent

to units l/9 plus 219. Units l/9 plus 219 were

analyzed as a single excavation unit and were just to

the east of l/l I plus 2/l l Units l/l I plus 2/l I
together measured l0 feet by 15 feet. The 8 inch

plow zone (soil zone l) was removed mechanically,

and the units were excavated in l0 levels of
approximately 2 inchthickness. Diagnostic artifacts

were encountered in levels I through 6 for unit l/l I

and levels I through 8 for unit 2/l l. This is indicated

for the individual units in Appendix A. The

excavation units combined produced a total of 43

diagnostic projectile points and a total weight of
lithic cultural materials of 320lbs. (145.4 kg). The

quartzite and quartz debitage (flakes plus shatter)

total for the units was 58,154, of which 86.85% was

quartzite. The degree of mixing or till in these units

was quite large. Level I produced material ranging

in age from Early Archaic through Late Archaic;

level2, Middle Archaic and Late Archaic; level 3,

Early Archaic through Late Archaic; level4, Middle

Archaic and Late Archaic; level 5, early in the

Note: Most of these flakes were small.

wAc,
rubbed;

worked.
heavily

partly
andbumed

unknown
(ore)

/chert
oxide

chert,Store

stone/l/ironpaint
l/Bolster's

RedClovis;
19.);

/chalcedony

square

chalcedony
SS'

lnwall

3/greenblack,

southeast

Graver/1/Mitchell
near

fhy
afea

translucent4lrhy

disturbed
scraper/l/cobble

possible

Side
Flakes

aafe(Note:St. ss,(3): Monow

poinll/clear qui .,_,_^-L^_.^/r ar:.^r
bifaces/3/qte - thin, t/qu; End scraper/l/fossiliferous gray chert - Clovis, Side scraper/6/qte, l/qu; Spokeshave/l/lvlitchell chert -

burned, l/chert; Wedge/l/qte, l/qu; Awls/2/chert; Edge used flakes/3/qte;

Flakesi: l4lfrne textured gti1 ,l;y,Zltrv - dark black with white weathered areas, 4/rhy - weathered yellow with oxide spots,

ólg;n ,r, l/speckled rþ,-yíry I ¿a¡t nne grained strþed, 5/rþ - dark green translucent with fine grain, 22ljasper - rcd and brown

he;ted, 5/;her; - bumed, s/unkno*n chert, lfibrous Mitchell (?j chert, l/oolitic qte, 3iflintJike, 6/crystal qu - clear, 4/cobble chçrt'

28lBolster's Store blue and brown with

rhy,FlutedMt.

4or

small.

wAc,

flake/l/rhy;

Store

heafthlike

/Bolster's

withassociated

possibly

zone

burned

undisturbedtn

l/chert

all

bumed,

blades/3/qte

3/jasper
surface;

Core

yellow,
workingpoint

weathered
fluted

worked
a

l/rhy

Edge
under

black,
andwood

scraper/l/qte;

translucent

Side
carbonized
3lrhy

of
Wedge/l/qte;
scatter
Flakesi:
chert.
Note: All flakes were

Il/l/qte, Monow

2/soft

Snapped

chert,

/ss;

spots,
gfeen

Tabular

oxide

2/qu,

Store
withyellow

l/Bolster's

knives/5/qte,
Chopper-scraper/ I /qte;
flake

weathered
weathered,

l/qte;

clear.

worked
/qu,

l/rhy
chert

Edge

ss,

chert,

3/green
/Williamson

3/crystal

rhy,

Wedges/2iqu;

bumed;

chert,
chert,

scraperi I /.lVf itchel I

(ore)
translucent

cobble
2/bumed

End
scrapers/3/qte,

oxide
l/black

3/river

chert;
Side

heated,
rhy

broken;

gray

/lvfitchell

with

fragmenll/iron

red-brown

bases

Store,

brown

stone

flat

weathered

and
l4ljasper

paint

with

blue

texture
Red
l/Bolster's

thin

Store

0/fine
greenstone

l2lBolster's

Bifaces/3/qte
graversl2lchert,
scraper/l/schist;
Flakes
weathered

Palmer/l/chert;

scrapers (Turtle backs)/2 lqte, 2/ qu:'

Flakes*: l/striped gray and black ss, l2lfine texture gray weathered rhy, l3/black

oxide spots, lÀy oi chert-like - unknown type, l/blue' gray and white coarse rþ,
volcanic material, l6ljasper - red and brown heated, 4/ heated chert, 2/lvilliamson

edged

Oblong
End

Circular
knives/5/qte;

ss,

l0/qte;
Flake

wide.;
metavolcanic;

Palmerlike,

and

l/qu

Manuports/

thin

chalcedony

weathered

or

/qte

heavy

scraper/
chert

Tip/l

End/e);
Ax/l/flaked

sq.

Kirk

chert;
Palmer/l/qte,

Beak-graver/l/qu

blue

knives/4/Mitchell
(Clovis,

Store

Flake
stone/l/qu;

Decatur/l/qte,

edged;
chalcedony

Monow

amber

/qu,

Smoothing
roughly

Biface/l/Bolster's
Nottoway/l/qte,

thick,
weathering

tool/1/qu;

8

Fort
and

scraper/l/qte
thick

thin

End

2

Edged

Graver/l/chert

Stemmed/l/qu,
0/qte

Palmerlike;

Kirk

tools/6/qte,

fragmens/l

thick

Biface
hammerstone/1/qte;
scraper/l/qte
Edged

Albans/l/rþ,

translucent rhy, 4/rhy - weathered yellow with
4/soft weathered greenstone, l/coarse green

chert - weathered, l/Bolster's Store chert -

weathered, l5iblue and brown Bolster's l/Mitchell chert -Store chert with

Level
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Middle Archaic; level 6, Paleoindian through Late
Archaic; levelT, Middle Archaic; and Level S, Early
Archaic and Middle Archaic. The numbers of
projectile points from levels I through 8, by level, of
the combined units is irregular, and was 9,8, g, 5, l,
7, l, and 3. Even so, at level 6 and level 7 ofunit
2/ll,the Paleoindian fluted point working surface

Table 5.38. FEATURES, IINIT I/l I+2/l I

Most of the features were associated with the
Middle Archaic Morrow Mountain II tradition, but at
least one feature in level 5 appeared to be ofEarly
Archaic age, tentatively St. Albans. This is based
upon identification of the large øbular schist scraper
and St. Albans point (square l/l l) found near the
feature. Similar scrapers were identified by NRS in
l99l with St. Albans points upon the Stith Site about
l0 miles upriver in Sussex County and in area D at
Cactus Hill. The distribution of tools of similar form
and distribution of similar foreþ materials (flakes)
throughout the deposit depth support the conclusion
that there was quite a bit of disturbance. The
disturbances, however, were localized, and some
general areas within the combined excavation seemed
to retain the proper chronological sequence of
diagnostic artifacts. The small fragment of the black
(chert-like) rþolite fluted point found in the
northwest corner of level 6 fit with the two fragments

seemed to occur over a small area at the same deposit
depth as in adjacent square 2/9.

Identifiable features were minimal in unit l/l l,
but several well defured hearth features were
recorded in unit 2/ll. T'he features a¡e identified in
Table 5.38.

of the same artifact found in level 5 (similar depth in
deposiQ of square 2/9. And,,the graver and edge
used flake found in vnit2/ll, with the fluted point
fragment, are assumed to be part of the paleoindian
working surface extending from unit 2/9 into unit
2/l l This is shown in Figure 5.38.

Based upon the depth of the artifacts found in
unit2l9, it is unlikely that any remnants of working
surfaces extended below levels 7 or 8 ofunit 2/l l.
Also, most artifacts below level6 in the combined
unit 1/l I plus 2/l I excavation probably represent
downdrift from disturbances. There are 42.5lbs.
(19.3 kg) of lithic cultural materials, or about 13.3%o

of the total unit weight, below level 6. While
relatively undisturbed remnants of working surfaces,
and some undisturbed features, were encountered
throughout the excavation unit, no individual
working surface of the Archaic period could be
identified with enough certainty to a particular

2^l

2/lt

zil1

2il1

2nl

2^l

2nl

2/tl

2/lt

r/tl

Unit

5

4

3

3

3

3

3

I

I

I

Level

2/l t-5-fl

2^t4-ft

2^l-3-f5

2tIt:3-f4

zilt-3-ß

2/tl-3-f2

2nr-3-f-l

2/tt-l.r2

2nl-t-ft

l/ll-l-n

Feature
#

surface hearth ?, and
working surface

southeast

pit heafh
southwest

surface hearth
northwest

surface hearth
northeast

pit hearth
northwest

pit hearth
southwest

pit hearth
southeast

surface hearth
northwest

surfäce hearth
southeast

surface hearth
northeast

Feature
Description/location

24" x 14" x3"
N-S

circular
ll"x ll"x3"

2O" x lE" x2.5"
NW-SE

24" x 12" x2"
E-W

16" x 12" x4"
E-W

circular
13"x13"x4"

circulâr
Il"x 13"x3"

circular
12"xl0"x2"

20" x 13" x2"
E-W

38" x22" x3"
E-W

Feature
Size/orientation

7 cobbles (heated) 2"-4" dia., large tabular schist
scraper, St. Albans point (adjacent in unit l/l l),

worked quartzite flakes

8 FCR, l"-1.5" size, no association

16 FCR 2"-3" size, Bare IslandJike point

2l FC& 1.5"-3" size, no association

14 FC& l"-3" size, Morrow Mt. II point

13 FC& l"-2" size, no association-

I I l-CR, l" to?" size, Morrow Mt. II point

2l FC& l" to 2" size, qre biface

26 FCR, 1.5" to 2.5" size, adj. to Monow Mt. II
point

53 FCR, l" to 4" size; two broken qte bifaces

Components and Associations
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temporal marker to suggest that detailed debitage
analyses would be meaningful. A few general

observations may be made form the quantity of
debitage and FCR in the individual (arbitrary) levels.

There are signif,rcant increases in quantity ofdebitage
around level 2 and level 5, but the relative age of
these concentrations is unknown. Quartz seems to
increase slightly in popularity in the deeper levels,
probably representing an increase in popularity of
this material by one or more traditions of the Early
Archaic period. Fire cracked hearth rock decreases

significantly in level 5, and almost disappears below

Table 5.39. 445X202, CACTUS HILL, AREA B, ANALYSIS OF SQUARES l/1 I PLUS 2/l I

Notes: of

level 5. The number of flakes of materials other than
quartzite or quartz (non-local ?) in the levels from I
through 8 are noted as: 8, 12, 27,30,40,49, 14, and

20 respectively. There seem to be plateaus in use at
levels I plus 2, levels 3 plus 4, and possibly levels 5

plus 6. These data suggest there is a general decrease

in the occurrence of non-local materials, from earlier
to later times; however, several of the unique
materials are recognizable across more than two
levels ofthe excavation. The general tabulation of
artifacts by level for units l/ll+2/l I is presented as

Tables 5.39 and 5.40.

Comments

Early, Middle and Late
Archaic

Middle and Late
A¡chaic

Early, Middle and Late
Archaic

Middle and Late
Archaic

Early in the Middle
Archaic

Paleoindian, Early,
Middle and Late

Archaic
Middle Archaic

Early and Middle
Archaic

No diagnostic artifacts

No diagnostic artitäcts

58,154 flakes
wt=172-251b.

(78.3 ke)

Cores
(nonbifacial)

(lb.)

t.2

0.25

0.3

1.75
(0.8 ke)

Cobbles
and

Pebbles
(lb.)
0.3

0.5

0.7

1.0

1.5

1.0

0.5

0.2

0.1

0.1

5.9
(2.7 kg)

Formal
Artifact

(lb.)

0.6

1.4

3.2

2.4

4.8

4.7

1.8

0.6

19.5
(8.e ke)

Qu Flakes
and

Shatter
#/wt (lb.)

648
t.82

t,259
3.6

I,136
3.5

1,172
3.6

1,441
3.9

629
1.8

507
1.6

480
1.3

287
0.7

l5
0.03

7,574
21.85

(12.'1 ke)

Qte Flakes
and

Shatter
#/wt (lb.)

3,684
12.2

8,843
29.4

6,93r
2r.5
7,895
26.4

9,886
26.t
6,461
t7.2

3,263
8.4

2,177
5.7

t,269
3.3

99
0.22

50,508
150.4

(68.a kg)

FCR
(lb.)

22.6

44.0

25.9

ló. I

6.45

1.5

1.7

0.7

0.7

0.65

120.3
(s4.7 ks)

Total
Weight

(lb.)

37.5

79.0

56.0

49.5

43.0

26.5

t4.0

8.5

5.0

l.t)

320.0
(14s.4 kg)

Level

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

l0

Totals
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Table 5.40. 445X202, CACTUS HILL, AREA B, SQUARES I/l I + 2/l I, FORMAL ARTIFACTS

other quartz

Qte=quartzite; Qu=quartz; arg:argillite; rhy=hyolite; ss=silicified slate

l0
9

E

6

_T

5

3

4

2

I
Level Key Arti facts/l.Iumber/lVf aterial, Description

recovered

Biface/l/qte; Drill tip/liqu; Wedge/l/qu; Notched pendanll/gray schist, Pendanll/gray schist; Edge used flakes/2/qte; Edged thick
core tool/l/qu;
Flakest: 3/fine grain weathered gray rhy, 8/fine grain yellow-green weathered rhy, l/soft arg, l/speckled rhy,2/bumedjasper,

Tip/lijasper;

l/schist3/bumed

Monow Mt. I/l/chert -

Projectile points (7): Small Stemmed/l/qu, Morrow Mt. Ii l/qu, Monow Mt. lll/che¡t, St. AIbans/l/qte, Fort ñottowayvqte, firt G
N/l/qte, Palmer/l/qte, Clovis/l/rhy - fragment - matched fragments fiom sq.2/9;
Bifaces/6/qte - thinner than level 5 bifaces, l/qte - triangular and thin; Large tabular scraper/l/schist, Large end scraper/l/qte;
Wedge/l/jasper, l/qu, Unifacial tool/l/qte - triangular scraper; Used flakes/l/qte, 2/qu; Red paint stone/2/iron oxide (ore) - bumed;
Pendant ûagmentll/gray schist; Anvil or mortar stone/l/qte; Cobble core/llqte - struck blades; Notched cobble net sinker/l/qte;
Flakesr: lO/fine textured gray weathered rhy, 5/weathered arg,2/yellow rhy with oxide spots, 3/green ss,4/bumed chert, l4lred

Bifaces/3/qte, l/qu - thick, l/rhy - fragment; End scraper/l/qu - PalmerJike; Wedge/l/jasper - fragment; Graver/l/jasper; Edge used
flake/l/jasper; Thick unifacial edged tools/4/qu; Flake knife/l/green ss; Edged flake/l/chert; Edged used flake/l/qte, Iarge edge used
cobble fragmenll/qte;

rhy, 2/fine grained light gray rhy, l/green ss, 3/bumed chert, l/jasper, 4/yellow chert, l/crystal qu.Flakes*: 2/weathered gray

point
3/schist.- heated, 3/chert, l/fibrous chert,

Bifaces/9/qte, 2/qu, llqu - circular and thin; Large unifacial end scraper/l/qu; Heavy bifacial tools/2lqte; Heavy unifacial tools/4/qte;
Snapped flake graver/l/translucent gray rhy; Smoothing stones/2/qte; Cores/l/qte; Edged flake/l/rþ; Edged flakes/3/qte; Edge used
flakesl2lqte; Bipolar cores/2/qu; bipolar core flakes/5/qu; Edge used bipolæ core flakes/2/qu;
Flakest: lO/fine texture weathered gray rhy,3iyellow rhy with oxide spots, lO/heavity \üeathered arg or
5/red jasper - bumed, 3/chert, 2lcrystal qu, l/black schist - fragment.

rhy,6lred chert - bumed,

Projectile points (l): Kirk Senated/l/qte;

flake/l/qte, Flake knife fragmenll/red chert - bumed; Thick edged flakes or core
Cores/3/qto - cobbles, cores/2/qu - bipolar; Wedge/l/qu; Red paint stone/l/iron oxide

Flakes*: 3/weathered translucent gray rhy, 5/green ss, 5/weathered ar5, llgreen chert, l/light green

also
Flakes
4/bumed

used

chert

Bifaces/12/qte

l/coarse
red

thick

gay
smoothing

rhy,
(shatter),

elongated
stone); Edged

Middle

3/weathered
3/heated jasper

gray
tabular
Archaic,

fine
red,

texture
2/green

Biface/l/qu
scrapers/3/qte;

rhy,
chert, I

Edge
long

3/yellow
/green

wom
rhy

narow;

ss,

with

Thick
flakes/2lqte;

oxide

edged

Core

2/metavolcanic
spots,

flake of

3/soft
coârse

core

arE

blades/2lgteen

green,

ss,

tools/2/qte,
core

3/schist
weathered,

2/ql

4/yel

(one

low
fragments,

blade/l/qte;
qte

jæper

tool
Mt. I Morrow

rhy, 4ibumed chert, 3/yellow
weathered slate2/blue Fire fractured chert cobble/lhed,

Bifaces/6/qte; Chipped adz blade/ I lqte; Edged
fragments/3/qte, l/qu, Thick bifacial tool/l/qu;
(ore) bumed;

Halifax/

Mt.ll/4/qte,points

Project¡le points (8): Untyped stemmedL/l/qu, Bare Island/l/qte,Slade/2lqte, Guilford/2/qte,
Bifacesil3/qte, l/qu - all narrow and thick - Middle Archaic; Spokeshave/l/chert; Edged thick
fragmenV I /schist; Wedge/l /qu; Edge used fl ake / | / chert;
Flakesr: 3/bumed chert, 2lgray Eanslucent rhy, 4/green ss, 3/translucent

lvzlqte;

green rþ

Morrow Mt.
flakes/2lqte; Pendant

Projectile points (9): Savannah River - wide/l/qte, Savannah River - nanoil
Mlqte, l/qu, Monow Mt. lll larg, Palmer/l/qte;
Bifaces/6/qte; Utilized core fragmenVl/qu;
Flakest: l/chert,3/burnedjasper - red,2/argillite, l/translucent green rhy, l/weathered black and white rhy

l/qte, tsare Island/l/qte, Slade/l/qte, Morrow Mt.

ll6



Excavatíon Unìt 4/9

This l0 foot by l0 foot square just north of unit
219 was excavated in October 1993. Unit 4/9 was
excavated during the period units l/9 andZl9 were
excavated, but 419 was worked by a different crew.

This unit was undisturbed by artifact collectors, and

there were no modern disturbances indicated in the

field notes. The 8 inch thick plow zone was removed
mechanically, and the remaining deposit was

excavated in l0 levels. Levels I through 9 were

excavated in thicknesses of l 5 to 2 inches and the

final level l0 was later excavated to a depth of 3

inches. The entire excavation block was therefore l0
feet by l0 feet by 18 inches deep. The total thickness

of cultural materials in this unit was26 inches.

Diagnostic artifacts were encountered only in
levels l, 4, 5, and 7 and the total number of
diagnostic artifacts was fairly low at 9. Level I and

level4 produced Middle Archaic material in the

south end (upslope) of the square, while levels 5, 6,

and 7 produced Middle Archaic material in the north
end (downslope) of the square. This was the first
square excavated which clearly showed the effects of
slope across the square. No hearth features were

recorded for square 4/9, although there were 63.35

lbs. (28.8 kg) offire cracked rock distributed across

levels I through 5. Level 8 at the southeast end
(upslope) produced alarge working surface with
hammerstones, abrading stones, edged flakes,

scrapers, broken bifaces, a concave base hafted
bifacial knife, and numerous large biface reduction
flakes. Although no diagnostic artifacts were

recovered, the hafted concave base knife and the

tools appeared similar to those of Decatur, Fort
Nottoway, or Kirk design.

The extreme southwest edge of this square was

considered to be part of the Paleoindian fluted point
working surface which was located primarily in

Table 5.41. 445X202, CACTUS HILL, AREA B, ANALYSIS OF SOUARE 4/9

excavation unit2/9. In unit 4/9 no Paleoindian
projectile points or tools were found, but this area did
produce large biface reduction flakes ofoolitic
quartzite and weathering amber chalcedony which
are lithic types associated with the fluted point
tradition use of the site. One gray-white oolitic
quartzite biface was reduced in this square producing
I 8 discarded biface reduction flakes. These flakes
with unusual fossilized shell inclusions were unique
in the lithic assemblage at Cactus Hill and allowed an

analysis ofthe degree ofdisturbance ofthe deposit.
The flakes by level were recorded as follows: level
5, I flake; level 7, I I flakes; level 8, I flake; level 9,

5 flakes. This clearly indicates that the flakes were

distributed throughout at least 3 or 4 inches of
deposit depth (level 7 to level 9), but movement into
higher levels was minimal.

Adjacent upslope excavation units ll9 + 219

totaled I 50 square feet and produced 5 I diagnostic
projectile points, while the 100 square feet of unit 4/9
produced only 9. This was clearly a result of the

lower desirability of the sloped ground in the area of
unit 4/9, and this added credibilþ to the argument

for the terrace-edge nature of adjacent unit 2/9. The
sudden drop in elevation into unit 4/9 was indicated
by the slope of the lamellar silt banding shown in
Figure 5.41b. The oldest diagnostic projectile points

recovered in this unit were two St. Albans points (one

was badly broken with only a tentative
identification). The unit produced a total of I 98.5

lbs. (90.29 kg) of culturally related lithics of which
I17.4 lbs. (53.a kg) were quartzite and quartz flakes.

Quartzite was 88.8% by weight. The total number of
such flakes was 32,805. There was a general

increase in quartz in the lower levels. Tables 5.41

and 5.42 present the artifacts recovered from unit 4/9
by level.

Comments

Late Archaic

No diagnostic artifacts

No diagnostic artitacts

Cores
(nonbifacial)

(lb.)

Cobbles
and

Pebbles

0b.)

0.2

Formal
Artifacts

(lb.)

0.10

0.25

1.9

Qu Flakes
and

Shatter
#/wt (lb.)

53
0.2
26
0.1

497

t.7

Qte Flakes
and

Shatter
#/wt 0b.)

t,t26
3.8
507
1.9

4,70t
r5.3

FCR
(lb.)

7

4.2

t7

Total
Weight

(lb.)

I l.l

ó.ó5

35.9

Level

I

)

3

tt7



Table 5.41. 445X202, CACTUS HILL, AREA B, ANALYSIS OF SQUARE 4/9

flakes;

Table 5.42. 445X202, CACTUS HILL, AREA B, SQUARE 4/9, FO4MAL ARTIFACTS

Ibtals

t0

9

E

7

6

5

4

Level

198.5
(90.29 kg)

0.7

9.1

24.6

20.9

21.5

41.25

26.8

Total
Weight

0b.)

63.35
(28.3 ke)

none

0.1

0.2

I

3.2

19.E5

10.8

FCR
(lb.)

29,309
104.2

(47.4ke)

9l
0.32

1,481
5.8

3,590
15.8

3,724
14.75

5,074
l5.8

4,823
17.3

4,t92
t3.4

Qte Flakes
and

Shatter
#/wt (lb.)

3,503
13.23

(6.0 ke)

22
0.08

321
1.2

697

3.2

639
2.25

378
1.2

403
t.7

467
1.6

Qu Flakes
and

ShaÍer
#/wt (lb.)

13.4s
(6.1 kg)

2.0

4.4

0.9

1.3

l.ó

1.0

Formal
Artifacts

(lb.)

2.5
(l.l kg)

0.3

2.0

Cobbles
and

Pebbles
(lb.)

1.8
(0.82 kg)

1.0

0.8

Cores
(nonbifacial)

(lb.)

Total flakes=32,805
Total flake wt:l 17.4

lbs.
(s3.4 ke)

(88.8% are qte)

No diagnostic artifacts

Early Archaic

Early Archaic

Middle Archaic

No diagnostic artifacts

Early Archaic plus
Middle Archaic

Middle Archaic

Comments

7

6

5

4

3

)

I
Level

No - serated;
Bifaces/5/qte - thick early stage; Biface/l/qte - circular - thin; Biface/l/qu - thick elongated oval; Bifacial knife/l /qte; Edged flake or

flakecore - thick; - thin delicately worked; core

Bifaces/2lqte - one thin and one thick elongated oval; Edged flakes/5/qte - roughly edged; Edged flake/l/qu; Edge damaged or used
fl akes/4/qu; Tabular stone fragmenll/schist;
Flakest: lllgray-whiteooliticquartzite,T/Bolster'sStorechert,l/ùIitchellchert,3/redjasper-heated,4lgrayweathercdtranslucent

l/weathered ite, translucent cobble chert.

No
Bifaces/8/qte - 4 thin triangular and 4 thick elongated ovals; Side scraper/l/qte - unifacial; Side scraper/l/qte - bifacial; Edged
flake/l/qte; Edged flake/l/qu; Core/l/qu - crystal, Red paint stone/3/bumed iron oxide (ore);
Flakes* - weathered with oxide l/blue

Projectile points (5): Halifax/l/qu, Monow Mt.ll/2/qte, St. Albans/l/rhy., Kirk C-N/l/qte, tip/llqte;
Bifaces/9/qte, lllgreen ss, (most bifaces are narrow and thick); Edged flakes/3/qte; Edge used flake/l/qte; End scraper/l/qu - thick
core fragment; Wedge/l/qu; Core/llqte - used as chopper;
Flakes*: l/argillite, l/green translucent rhy, l/gray coarse rhy, l/green ss, 5/Bolster's Store chert - blue and red,2/cobble chert,
l/gray-white oolitic quartzite, 2/weathering amber chalcedony.

Projectile point (l): Morrow Mt. llll/qte;
Bifaces/l l/qte; Quartz core/l/cobble; Edge worked flake/lltr4itchell chert; Red paint stone/l/iron oxide (ore) - bumed;
Flakes*: l/redjasper - heated,2iBolster's Store chert, l/yellow weathered rhyolite with oxide spots,4/blue layered chert, l/green
argillite, l/blue oolitic qte, l/green schist fiagment.

Bifaces/13/qte; Biface/l/qu (most bifaces thick elongated ovals,2 wide thin); Edged flakes/3/qte - roughly edged; Red paint
stone/l/iron oxide (ore) - bumed; Smoothing stone/l/qte;
Flakes*: I chert Store l/chert

No projectile
one thin;

Bifacei3lqte-tips; Edged fl ake/l/qte;
Flaker

Key Artifacts/ltI

lt8



fragments/2/qu; Cobble core/l/qte; Hammerstones/3/soft sandstone; Mano/l/qte - also used as a hammer; Tabulæ slabs used as

smoothing stones/2/sandstone and greenstone; Pitted stone/l/sandstone - fragment;
Flakes*: l/veryclearcrystalquartz,3/crystalquartz,3lwaxyyellowchalcedony,2liasper,l/greentranslucentrhy,3/greenss,l/gray
weathered fine grain rþ, l/layered cobble chert, l/gray-white oolitic qte, l/yellow weathered rþ.
Projectile point (l): Fragment of a bifurcated bæe biface/l/rhy;
Bifaces/3/qte - wide and thin; Biface/l/qte - thick, early stage; Worked heavy cobble fiagments/3/qte; Edged cobble/l/qte; Edge

worked flake/2/qte; Edge worked flakei l/qu - bumed crystal;
Flakesr: S/gray-white oolitic qte, l/gray fine grain rhy, l/white chert, l/Bolster's Store chert, l/black flint - mountain type, l/cobble
chert. l/sreen ægillite, 3/weathered yellow rhy.

No projectile points;
Flakes: l/blue rhy - coarse.

9

l0

quaftz quartzite.

Qte=quartzite; Qu:quartz; arg=argillite; rhy=hyolite; ss:silicified slate

Excavatíon Unít 4/11

Unit4lll was excavated in October 1993. This
I 0 foot by I 0 foot unit was excavated in seven levels

below an 8 inch plow zone. The plow zone was

stripped mechanically. The upper 5 levels were

excavated in thicknesses averaging 2.5 inches, level 6
was 4 inches in thickness, and level 7 was 3 inches

thick. The excavated unit was therefore 10 feet by l0
feet by 19.5 inches thick. The total depth of cultural
material in this unit was27.5 inches.

This unit was downslope to the north of the ridge
center, and clearly was not as heavily utilized as the

higher ground 15 to 20 feet to the south. Excavation
4/l I produced l40.4lbs. (63.8 kg) of culturally
related lithics, and 61.30 lbs. (29.9 kg) of this was

fire cracked hearth stone. The 16,234 quartzite plus
qrartz flakes weighed64.5lbs. (29.3 kg) and 85.7o/o

of this was quartzite.

The 14 diagnostic projectile points from the

square were 8 Middle Archaic, 2Early Archaic, and

4Late Archaic types. No hearth features were

recorded and the FCR was primarily a random scatter

across levels l, 2, and3. The two recorded features

were a mortar and associated core/hammer in the

southeast corner oflevels 5 and 6 (feature 4/ll-516-
Fl), and an Early Archaic working surface fairly well
preserved in the north end oflevel 6 (feature 4/ll-6-
Fl). Levels I through 5 produced a mixture or till of
Middle Archaic and Late Archaic artifacts quite
typical of that observed in many of the excavation
units in area B of Cactus Hill. Some of level4 and

level 5 was probably a Morrow Mountain I working

surface, as a higher percentage ofthe debitage was

bipolar shatter, and a Morrow Mountain I point was
found among these flakes.

Deep in level 6 at the north end of the square a

working surface was encountered which appeared to
be a continuation ofthe scatter oftools encountered

in adjacent square 419 atlevel 8. These two squares

were excavated at different times by different crews,

and level 6 of 4/ll matched level 8 of 4/9. The total
working surface in units 4/9 plus 4/l l, which was

associated with two Decatur points, measured over
l5 feet (a.6 m) east-to-west, and apparently was 4

feet (1.2 m) or more wide north-to-south. It may
have extended up to 2 feet further into square 6/l I
which is directly north of unit 4lll. T\e area north
of unit 4/9 was not excavated due to previous
disturbances.

The unit 4/l I level 6 working surface was

littered with broken bifaces, biface reduction flakes,

edge used/worn flakes, heavy flake and core tools,
hammerstones, smoothing (abrading) stones, and

wedges. Except for the two Decatur points and two
unifacial flake knives, there were no finely worked
tools, end scrapers or other delicate small tools. This
feature was interpreted as a heavy work area where
biface reduction, coarse work in wood and stone, and
possibly butchering \trere accomplished. The level
below this surface (level 7) contained no diagnostic
artifacts, and most of the material appeared to be

downdrift from the above levels. The artifacts
recovered in square 4lll are presented by level in
Tables 5.43 and 5.44.
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Table 5.43. 445X202, CACTUS HILL, AREA B, ANALYSIS OF SQUARE 4/l I

Notes

Table 5.44. 445X202, CACTUS HILL, AREA B, SQUARE 4/l I, FORMAL ARTIFACTS

quartz

Qte=quaraite; Qu=quafz; arpargillite; rhy=hyolite; ss=silioified slate

Totals

7

6

5

4

3

2

I

Level

140.4
(63.8 ke)

3.E0

30.40

20.20

9.ó0

21.40

33.25

2t.75

Total
Weight

0b.)

61.30
(29.9ke)

0.I

0.7

4.0

4.0

I1.0

24.0

t7.5

FCR
(lb.)

13,793
55.3

(25.1 kg)

604
2.1

5,103
19.65

2,798
12.8

1,130
4.3s

1,923
7.7

1,658
602

577
2.5

Qte Flakes
and

Shatter
#/weight

(lb.)

2,44t
9.15

(a.l ke)

t2E
0.4

890
3.35

557
2.2

t76
0.65

367
1.3

214
0.8

109
0.44

Qu Flakes
and

Shatter
#/weight

(lb.)

8.4

(3.8 ke)

o.2

3.45

t.2t

0.ó

1.4

0.75

0.E

Formal
Artifacts

(lb.)

8.4
(3.8 ke)

1.0

2.0

1.5

0.5

Cobbles
and

Pebbles
(lb.)

1.25

(0.57 ke)

1.25

Cores
(nonbifacial)

(lb.)

Total flakes=16,234
Flake wF64.5 lbs.

(29.3ke)
Qte=85.7%

Down drilt

Early Archaic

Middle Archaic

Middle Archaic plus Late
Archaic

Middle Archaic plus Late
Archaic

Middle Archaic

Middle Archaic plus Late
Archaic

Comments

7

6

5

4

3

a

I
Level

No projectile points;

Edge used flakes/2/qte; Edged flake knife/l/qq Blade-like flakes/2/qte; Small bipolar core/l/qu;
Flakes*: 2 crystal quafz, l/green ss, l/blue-white Bolster's Store chalcedony, l/cobble chert, l/schist fragment.

Projectile points (2): Decatur/l/qte, Decatur/l/green ss with oxide spots;
Bifaces/I0/qte - wide thick with square base; Edged thick flakes and core fragments/4/qte; Fine edged flake knife/l/rþ; Fine

edged flake knife/l/qte; Edge used flakes/8/qte; Wedge/l/qu - small; Smoothing (abrading) stones/4/qte; Cores/2/qte; Large

mortar/l/qte - flat slab type - near core;
Flakes*: 3/green ss, l/fine structure weathered gray rhy, l/redjasper - heated, 2lcrystal quartz, l/silicified wood

Projectile points (l): Monow Mt. I/l/qu;
Bifaces/4/qte - 3 thin and wide, one thick and wide; Thick edged flake or core fragment tools/2/qte - unifacial; Thin edged

tools/4/qte - unifacial and bifacial; Bipolar cores/2/qu; Polyhedral blade core/l/qu;
Flakest: 2lcrystal quartz, l/silicified wood (same as level 2), l/Bolster's Store chert, l/redjasper - heated.

Projectile points (2): Bare Island/l /qte, Guilford/l/qte;
Bifaces/4/qte - thick elongated oval; Edged flake/l/qte; Edge used flakes/2/qte; Bipolar cores/2/qu;
Flakesr: l/fine structure green translucent rþ, l/white chalcedony.

Projectile points (5): Bare Island/2/qte, Moro\ü Mt. Ill2/qte, Monow Mt. II base (?)lllrhy:
Edged flakes/S/qte; Edge used flake/l/cobble chert, /l/qu; Large flake chopperlllqte; Bipolar core/l/crystal quartz - small; Bipolar
core/l/qte; Red paint stone/l/bumed iron oxide (ore);

Flakesr: 2/green ss.2/fine sfucture hanslucent gray rhy,4/blue and red chalcedony, l/weathered gray and white rþ, l/dibase.

Projectile points (2): Guilford/l/qte, Monow Mt. Il/l/qte, Broken base/l/qte;
Bifaces/3/qte - thin small ovals; Biface/l/qu - thick triangular; Edged flake/l/qte; Edge used flake/llqte, /l/qlu; Bipolar core/3/qu;
Bipolar cores/l/qte; Edged flake-awl/l/Bolster's Store green chert;
Flakes*: l/silicified wood, 2/heatedjasper - red, l/layered cobble che¡t, 2/schist fragments.

Projectile points (2): Slade/l/qte, Stanly/l/qte, tip/l/qu;
Bifaces/7/qte, /l/qu - thick oval; Hafted bifacial drill(?/l/qte; Edged flake/llqte; Edge used flakes/4lqte;Wedgell/qt;
Flakest: l/coarse blue rþolite, 2/frne grain translucent gray rþ, l/green argillite, l/bumed chert - pink, l/Bolster's Store blue
chert, 2/brown -iasper, l/crystal quartz.

Key Artifacts/1.{umber/lVlaterial

Notes:

t20



Excavation Unít 6/11

This l0 foot by 5 foot unit was excavated in
October 1993 in Area B at Cactus Hill down slope

(north ) of unit 4/ll and about 25 feet north of the

major concentrations in unit l/l l. The 6 inch plow
zone was stripped mechanically, and this unit was

excavated in 8 levels of 2.5 to 3 inch thickness. The

total thickness of strata containing cultural material

in this unit was 28 inches. This was one of the frst
units excavated by volunteers in area B in the

October 1993 excavation, and for reasons not

explained in the field notes only those flakes, shatter

and FCR greater than approximately 15 mm in size

were retained. Therefore, the resulting numbers of
flakes and weights of flakes in Table 5.45 for unit
6lll are low. The retained number of flakes is 1,240

which is estimated to be lower than the number

recovered by a factor of4 to 6. The weight of
retained flakes is l2.2lbs. and this is estimated to be

low by a factor of 1.5 to 2. Even with these

considerations, there is a significant decrease in the

amount of culturally related lithic materials in this

down-slope area of the site. The number of
diagnostic artifacts recovered, however, is I which is

higher, per square foot excavated, than recovered in
either units 419 or 4/ll which are upslope of unit
6ltl.

There were no features recorded in the field
notes for this unit, but the location of the Decatur

projectile point in unit 6/l I was close to the two
recorded in upslope unit 4/l l. It is probable that the

large Decatur working surface observed in units 4/9
plus 4/l I extended into unit 6/l I as a few similar
heavy tools, smoothing stones and broken bifaces

were recorded in levels 4 through 6 of unit 6lll. The
general sequence ofprojectile points from excavation

unit 6/l I indicated a mix or till of Middle Archaic

and Late Archaic artifacts in levels I through 3, and a

mix of Early Archaic material in levels 4 to 6. The

lower levels are known to have been mixed as the

Decatur point was found 2 levels above the later
period Fort NottowaY Point.

The estimated total number of flakes from this

unit is 5,000, or an estimated 10,000 per 100 square

feet. This is less than 25%o of the number of flakes

occurring 20 feet south in square 2lll on the ridge

top. The estimated total weight of all culturally
related lithic materials is 60 lbs. (27 kg) or about 120

lbs. per 100 square feet. This is approximately 85Vo

of that recorded in adjacent unit 4/l l. However,

compared to unit 2lll, onthe ridge top, only 38o/o of
that quantity was recovered per 100 square feet

excavated. These values (estimated) clearly indicate

the rapid decrease in total lithics observed in area B
of Cactus Hill on the north slope away from the

center of the ridge. Tables 5.45 and 5.46 present the

artifacts recovered from unit 6/l I by level.
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Table 5.45. 445X202, CACTUS HILL, AREII B, ANALYSIS OF SQUARE 6/t I

are - see text.

QtequarEite; Qu=quartz; #=lumber of flakes; wt(lb.)=weight in pounds; kg=kilograms

Table 5.46. 445X202, CACTUS HILL, AREA B, SQUARE 6/1 I, FORMAL ARTIFACTS

Notes: rFlakes quartz

Qte:quartzite; Quluarø; arg--argillite; rhy=hyolite; ss:silicified slate

Total

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

I

Level

46.4
(21.1 ke)

0.16

0.84

6.5

7.1)

8.0

8.4

n

4.5

Total
Weight

(lb.)

19.92
(9.05 ke)

o.72

1.6

3.0

6.1

6.5

2.0

FCR
(lb.)

1,080
I l.l

(5.05 kg)

2t
0. l3

5l
0.69

tt2
2.36

143
1.9

176
1.3

t2t
1.03

277
2.39

t79
1.3

Qte Flakes
and

Shatter
#/wt (lb.)

160
1.095

(0.5 ke)

8

0.03

5

0.015

I
0.13

l3
0.16

IE
0.08

24
0.23

43

0.25

4l
0.2

Qu Flakes
and

Shatter
#/wt (lb.)

8.53
(3.9 kg)

0.09

1.79

1.95

2.0

0.25

I.5

0.95

Formal
Artifacts

(lb.)

2.1
(0.95 kg)

0.05

0.18

1.63

0.19

0.05

Cobbles
and

Pebbles

0b.)

3.69
(1.68 ke)

1.5

t.2

0.63

0.36

Cores
(nonbifacial)

(lb.)

Total flakes=1,240
Total wts l2.2lbs. (5.54

ke)

No diagnostics

No diagnostics

Early Archaic

No diagnostics

Early Archaic

Late Archaic

Middle Archaic plus Late
Archaic

Middle Archaic

Comments

E

7

ó

5

4

3

2

I
Level rmlrar/I\løforia

Projectile points, no only, qte and qu.

No projectile poins;
Edge used flakes/3/qte;
Flake*: l/blue oolitic qte - same core æ flake in level 6.

Biface/l/qte - large used as smoothing stone; Biface fragmenll/qte; Edge used flakesl2/qte; Cores/2/qte - large;
Flaker: l/blue oolitic

Tip/l/qu -
Large edged flakes or core fragments/4/qte, l/qu - very roughly edged tools.

No projectile points;

point
Side I Flake

Biface/l/qte - thin final stage, Bifaces/2/qte - thick early stage - elongated; wedge-like item/l/qu;
Flakesr: l/blue

Projectile poins (4): Halifax/l/qte, Savannah River - nanow blade/l/qte, Monow Mt.
- narrow elongated ovals, Biface/l/Monow Mt. Il-like, Biface/llqte - thin, final stage, Biface/l

Biface/2lqte - fragments, Biface/l/qu - fragment; Side - roughly edged, Side scraper/l/qu - roughly edged.

Bifaces/3/qte
ll/ I / qte,Stanly/l/qte;

/qu - thin final stage,

Bifaces/3/qte, Biface/l/qu; Edge worked flake/l/qte; Edged spall or core fragmenll/qte - roughly edged; Core or chopper/l/qte -

- bumed.
coarse;
Flake*: l/silicified wood, I

Key Artifacts/1.{
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Additional Excavation Units - Area B

The following excavation units in area B will be

described in an abbreviated format. These units were

typically downslope of the primary excavation units
which have been described previously. In those

instances where significant findings were made, such

as for salvage excavation A (unit 0/9 and -l/9 on
grid) level 5, which produced a Clovis hearth, more

detail will be presented. Otherwise, the format for
these units will be a brief description of the

excavation technique and unit depth, a description of
the diagnostic artifacts or a reference to the Appendix
A tabulation, and an overall tabulation ofthe total
weight of culturally associated lithics.

Excavation UnitT/14

This l0 foot by l0 foot square was excavated in
October 1993 in six levels of 2 inch thickness below
a 6 inch plowzone downslope to the northwest of the

ridge centerline. The unit, which was l8 inches in
total depth, produced only 3 I pounds of lithics, l7
pounds of which was fire cracked rock
(hearthstones).

Diagnostic artifacts were recovered in level I
only, and were two Savannah River points (wide

blade) and a Susquehanna-like point, all three were

of quartzite. There was no foreign lithic material in
this unit. Weights recorded by level: level l, 5.5

lbs.; level 2, 6.0 lbs.; level 3, 9.5 lbs.; level4, 4.5

lbs.; level 5, 3.5 lbs.; and level 6, 2.0 lbs. No features

were recorded. This unit was not recorded in
Appendix A due to the very low diagnostic count.

Excavation Unit 0/8W (Southwest)

This 7 foot by 7 foot excavation was made upon
the centerline to the southwest slope in June l99l by
NRS. The 6 inch plow zone was removed by hand

and six levels of approximate 3 inch thickness were

excavated. The total unit depth was24 inches. This
unit produced a total of23 diagnostic projectile
points/trafted bifaces and a chipped celt with a highly
ground and polished blade. The celt appears to have

been associated with the Early Archaic St. Albans
tradition.

The distribution of diagnostics by level and lithic
materials is presented in Appendix A. There was

minor mixing of cultural materials in this unit, with
level I producing Late Archaic artifacts; levels 2 and

3,Late Archaic to Middle Archaic with one intrusive
Early Archaic artifact; level4 producing primarily
Early Archaic artifacts; level 5 producing no
diagnostic artifacts; and level 6 producing two fire
damaged Morrow Mountain II bifaces in the bottom
of a fire pit. The total weight of lithics from this unit
was recorded as l27.5lbs. (58 kg), of which 53.5 lbs.

Qa3 kù was fire damaged hearth stone (FCR). This
excavation unit was similar to units 015,217, and ll9,
and appeared relatively undisturbed, although there
was no well defined microstratigraphy.

Salvage Excavation Unit A, Positioned on
the Grid as Unit 0/9 Plus -1l9W (Southwest)

This asymmetrical excavation unit was

determined to represent approximately 80 to 85

square feet and was placed on the southern
(southwest) slope of area B at Cactus Hill in mid
1994. The odd shape of the unit was dictated by the
presence of excavations made by others, including
relic collecting pits. While the unit was set up on 90

degree angles to the maximum extent possible, this
resulted in some disturbed areas enclosed in the
excavation plan.

This unit was excavated based upon information
received from Mr. Tim Shelor, of Prince George

Virginia who excavated a trench between this unit,
and units ll9 and l/l I to the north. Relic collectors
had dug pits to the east, west, and south of this area.

Tim had recovered a yellow chert, Clovislike, side

scraper on a faceted core blade (Figure 5.39, item 3)
in his trench, and informed NRS of this discovery
and the potential of this area. We have no
information on discoveries which may have been
made by the relic collectors.

The 8 inch plow zone of this unit was stripped
by hand, and 5 levels averaging 3.5 inches in
thickness were excavated below this surface. The
total depth of this unit was26 inches. The lithics by
level were recorded as follows: level l, 25.5 lbs.;

level2,37.5 lbs.; level 3, 51.5 lbs.; level 4, 38 lbs.;

and level 5, 6.5 lbs. The unit total of 158.5 lbs. (72

kg) would be equal to approximately 200 lbs. of
lithics for a l0 foot by l0 foot unit. Fire cracked
rock (FCR) was present into level 5, but was
insignificant below level 3. In levels 1,2 and 3 FCR
averaged 50% of the total weight of these levels of
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I 14 lbs. In level 5, only 0.52 lb. of FCR were
recorded which representedS%o of the total weight of
this level.

Salvage unit A produced23 diagnostic projectile
points/hafted bifaces. Levels I and2 produced a
total of 14Late Archaic and Middle Archaic period
diagnostics. Level 3 produced 7 projectile points
ranging in age from Middle Archaic to Early Archaic
with one possible Late Paleoindian Dalton-like point.
Level4 produced only one Stanly-like point in a pit.
Level 5, and the very lowest part of level 4 produced
Clovis tools. A surface hearth was encountered in
level 5 with, and below, Clovis tools and small chert
trim flakes. The tools were of Williamson chert
(Williamson Site quarry area, Dinwiddie County,
Virginia), and Mitchell quarry chert, and a narrow
fluted preform of red quartzite was found in level 5.
The Clovis hearth, feature 0/9 plus-l/9-5-Fl, was an
oval scatter of carbonized wood approximately 20 x
14 x 1.5 inches deep (Figure 5.37 top). The contents
of the hearth were collected as an upper zone 0.75
inch thick, and as a lower zone also 0.75 inch thick
which contained less carbonized wood. The upper
zone was submitted for dating and produced a

corrected date of 9,7901200 B. P. Remnants of the
sample were determined by L. McWeeney (Appendix
D(l) to contain some partly carbonized wood
(commonly found in many samples from area B of
the site), as well as completely carbonized wood.
The lower part of the feature (which was marked at
position N-10W7 on the carbon sample grid - see

McWeeney's report) was determined to contain
completely carbonized hard southern pine and
produced a corrected date of 10,920+ 250 B. P. This
represented our only acceptable date for Clovis from
the Cactus Hill Site. This feature is shown as use

area 8 of Figure 5.66.

A detailed analysis of the lithics from level 5

from salvage unit A revealed the following: 2l small
fragments of FCR, weighF0.5 I 6 lb. (downdrift); 472
small pebbles, weight:1.42 lbs.; 158 quartz
flakes/shatter, weight:0.559 lb.; 1,07 6 quartzite
flakes/shatter, weighF3.72 lbs.; formal artifacts
weighl=O.3 lb.; 33 flakes of foreign materials, l5 of
which were white chert and yellow-brown jasper.

Most of this material was considered to be

downdrift from the upper Archaic levels, but some
Clovis age debitage, primarily the chert flakes, also
was recognized. Several of the white chert flakes

were bumed in the Clovis hearth.

Excavation U nit 2 / l2W (Southwest)

This l0 footby l0 foot square was excavated in
March 1993 by NRS on the south slope near the
ridge centerline area B. The 6 inch plow zone was
stripped by hand, and six levels were then excavateìl
atanaveÍage thickness of 3.5 inches per level. A
total of35 diagnostic artifacts were recovered, and
the lower levels produced six simila¡ Clovis-like side
scrapers of the same type of oolitic quartzite. This
brown oolitc quartzite matched one of the fluted
points from the site. This unit, therefore, was
recognized as containing a lightly used Paleoindian
working surface. This is shown as use area 9 in
Figure 5.66. No Paleoindian projectile points were
recovered in this unit.

Levels 1,2,3, and 4 of unit 2ll2 produced2T
diagnostic projectile points of the Late and Middle
Archaic periods. There was no culturally significant
stratigraphy to the positioning of most of these
artifacts, and significant intermixing or till was
evident throughout the first three offour levels.
Level4 contained only Middle Archaic age material.
Level 5 produced 8 diagnostic projectile points ofthe
Early Archaic period and the six Clovis-like side
scrapers. No diagnostic artifacts were recovered in
level6; however, debitage (downdrift) from the
upper levels was recovered here. Appendix A
presents the diagnostic artifacts by type and lithic
materials for all levels. The total of 35 projectile
points/hafted bifaces from this unit was quite high,
and was supported by the total weight of lithics from
this unit which was recorded as 27 | .5 lbs. ( 123.4 kg).
This unit \Ías excavated as an attempt to salvage
some of this area of the site between large collecting
pits to the east and west.

Excavation Unit 0/14!V (Southwest)

This 13 foot by 9 foot unit was excavated by
NRS in April 1994 near the ridge centerline in area B
of Cactus Hill. The position (size and location) of
the unit was a result of large adjacent collecting pits
positioned to the east, south, and north. The 6 inch
plow zone was stripped by hand and five levels
averaging 3.2 inches in thickness were excavated
below this level. The depth of cultural material
below the plowzone in this area was only 16 inches,
and this represented one of the more shallow areas of
the site.
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Unit 0/14 produced 42 diagnostic projectile
pointsÆrafted bifaces, and this large number is partly
explained by the I 17 square foot size ofthis
excavation. Only five of the 42 diagnostic artifacts
were of Early Archaic age, and most were of Middle
Archaic age. This is shown in more detail in
Appendix A. One large feature, a surface hearth

which measured2D x22 x 3 inches deep, feature

0/14-2-Fl in level 2, produced 28 fragments of fire
cracked hearth stone and nine Morrow Mountain II
projectile points. The total weight of all lithics from
this unit was324lbs. (147.3 kg), ofwhich 6l%owas
fire cracked hearth stone.

Level2 produced 28 diagnostic a¡tifacts and

represented a till of Late and Middle Archaic
material. Level 3 and level4 produced a till of
Middle and Early Archaic material. One possible

Dalton point was recovered in level 3, which was out

of position. This unit was typical of the very heavily
utilized areas near the ridge centerline in area B.
Only a very general cultural stratigraphy was

observed.

Excavation Unit 2/l6W (Southwest)

This I foot by I foot square was excavated by
NRS in March 1993 on the ridge centerline
downslope and to the southwest of the area of the

primary excavations conducted in October 1993. A6
inch plow zone was removed by hand, and three

levels ofaverage 4 inch thickness were excavated

below this surface. The entire deposit was only l8
inches in depth at this location which marked the

most shallow area on the ridge centerline on area B.

There was more of a slope in the area of square

2ll6W than normally observed on the ridge
centerline. This short sloped area seemed to connect

a flatter lower region (salvage excavation B plus C -
southwest) on the slope centerline to a flat upper
region (salvage excavation A and the ll9+219 block
of units - northeast).

The number of diagnostic projectile
points/hafted bifaces (14) from this unit was

abnormally low for an area of 80 square feet on the

ridge centerline. Most of the diagnostic artifacts
were recovered from levels I and 2 of the unit and

were observed to be in the proper general sequence

from Late Archaic to early in the Middle Archaic
(LeCroy). No Early Archaic material was recovered

which probably accounts for at least 3 to 4 inches of

cultural deposit depth not present in this unit. The

total weight of all lithics recovered in2/l6W was72
lbs. (32.7 kg) of which 45.5 lbs. (20.6 kg) was FCR.

No individual features were recorded and the hearth

stones were a general scatter throughout levels I and

2. Large pits dug by artifact collectors were
northwest and southeast of this excavation unit.

Salvage Excavation Unit D
(Southwest Stope)

This unit undertaken in 1994 was a 5 foot by 5
foot square placed to the southwest of the primary
excavations to the northeast ofthe ridge centerline.

Salvage area D was surrounded by artifact collecting
pits and was an attempt to salvage something of this
area of the site. Unfortunately, the unit was looted
after the plowzone and level I had been excavated.

No data were recorded for this excavation below
level l. See Appendix B for Woodland artifacts
recovered.

Excavation Unit 0/16rü

A 7 foot by 7 foot square, designated unit
0/16W, was excavated in November 1993 by two
students from a local university as a school project.

Some of the resulting data was shared with NRS. As
these individuals have stated their desire to publish

their results in detail at a later time, we will simply
make a few general observations and reference the

data set for unit 0/16 in Appendix A of this work.
One Paleoindian artifact, a very "Clovis-like" yellow
chert end scraper, was recovered in level 5 oftheir
excavation below a Palmer point. This find, which
matched the stone material of the Clovis point in use

area3, is shown as part of Paleoindian use area l0 ,

Figure 5.66. This unit was excavated in six levels of
3 inch thickness below a 6 inch thick plowzone. The

total depth of the cultural deposit was reported to be

24 inches. Diagnostic artifacts were reported from
levels l, 2, and 5, and represented a mixture of 16

identifiable projectile points from the Late, Middle,
and Early Archaic periods. The total weight of
lithics, and flake count, were not reported to NRS.

Excavation Unit 0/20W

Unit 0/20W was excavated by NRS in March
1993. This excavation was an 8 foot by I I foot area

placedjust to the north ofthe ridge centerline in area

B, and downslope 100 feet west from the starting unit
0/0. Unit 0120W was observed to be on a slope just
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above and north ofthe last flat or terraced area ofthe
site before the steeper drop west to the river. This
very shallow unit was excavated as three levels of
average 4 inch thickness below a 9 inch thick
plowzone. The plowzone was stripped by hand.

Level I produced only two Late Archaic
projectile points, but it produced I Middle Archaic
projectile points. Levels 2 and3 produced 5
projectile points, and four of these were of Early
Archaic age. In the lowest region of level 3, a well
made jasper knife on a blade-like flake was
recovered. This artifact was made of identical
brown, yellow, and white mottled jasper as was the
fluted point recovered in level 6 ofunit 0/5 upslope.
No artifacts or debitage \ryere recovered below the
knife. The location of the fmd of the knife is shown
as part of Paleoindian use area I I of Figure 5.66.
Unit0/20 produced a total of 15 diagnostic projectile
points which is a fairly low number for a unit near
the ridge centerline. This probably reflects the unit
slope down and to the north. The total weight of all
lithics recovered from unit 0/20 was 134 lbs. (60.9
kg) of which 55 lbs. (25 kg) was FCR (hearth
stones). Site areas to the east, west and north of this
unit were heavily damaged by artifact collectors.

Excavation Unit 3/20W (Southwest)

Unit 3/20W was a 5 foot by 5 foot square placed
to the south ofthe ridge centerline at a location
approximately opposite unit 0/20 to the north. The
excavation was made by NRS in February 1993.
Seven diagnostic artifacts were recovered in three
levels averaging 4 inches in thickness. The top 8
inches was plowzone and was removed by hand. The
total depth of the deposit was only 20 inches.
Diagnostic artifacts represented the Late, Middle, and
Early Archaic periods, and the sequence ofexcavated
material was fairly accurate chronologically as shown
in Appendix A. The total weight of all lithics
recovered from this unit was 48 lbs. (21 .8 kg), of
which 25.8 lbs. (l1.7 kg) was FCR (hearth stone).
No features were recorded. This area of the site has
been totally destroyed by looting.

Excavation UnitO/22

This was a 9 foot by 8 foot excavation placed on
a flat terrace I l0 feet west and downslope, from the
initial square 0/0 to ttre east on the hill top. The
excavation was made by NRS in June 1992 in an aÍea
to the north of a large pit dug into the site by afüfact

collectors. The unit was excavated as five levels of
2.6 inch average thickness below a 6 inch deep
plowzone. The plowzone was removed by hand.
Level I produced no diagnostic artifacts, but a
surface hearth, feature 0/22-l-Fl, with 2 FCR and
dimensions of 19 x 13 x 2 inches was recorded. This
feature was in the west end of the square, and directly
east of this feature, in the unit wall, was a Middle
Woodland pit, feature 0122-l-F2, which contained
Stony Creek cord marked sherds and a broken two-
hole, black slate gorget. Level2 produced five
diagnostic artifacts of Middle Archaic age, including
two Stanly points and a round base hafted Stanly
knife. A pit hearth bottom, measuring 12 x 10 x 3
inches deep, was recorded as feature 0/22-2-Fl inthe
northeast corner ofthe unit.

Level3 and level4 produced two St. Albans
points and six Fort Nottoway points around a dark
reddened hearth-like area (feature 0/22-4-Fl) inthe
southeastern area ofthe unit. The hearth-like area
measured 32 x27 x 2 inches and contained some
carbonized material and burned flakes. It appeared
that the hearth area, or at least this spot on the site,
had been used by people ofboth the St. Albans and
Fort Nottoway traditions in the same general time
period. Level 5 produced only the tip of a small
Decatur or Palmer-like projectile point, but nothing
diagnostic.

This area of the site was quite shallow with a
total deposit depth of I 9 inches. T"be 72 square feet
(6.7 square meters) encompassed within the
excavation produced a total of I 17 lbs. (53.2 kg) of
lithics of which 47 lbs. (21.a kg) was fire cracked
rock. The 40.2o/o FCR is a low percentage for this
area of the site. Overall, the sequence of artifacts
from unit 0/22 was extremely accurate, based upon
the observed and accepted sequence from area D of
the site. This area of the site now has been
completely destroyed artifact collecting.

Excavation Unit 4122W (Southwest)

The most westerly located of the excavation
units on the terrace above the river in area B on
Cactus Hill was square 4/22. This 9 foot by 9 foot
unit was excavated in a wooded area in six levels of
approximate 4.5 inch thickness below an 8 inch thick
root mat and plowzone. The total depth of the
cultural deposit in this area was 36 inches, and was
the deepest deposit investigated near the ridge top in
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area B of the site. The soil here was very sandy, and
seemed to lack the high silt content noted just 20 feet
upslope. The depth of the deposit in this unit
reflected a downward slope on the ridge. Levels I
through 3 produced 15 projectile points in fairly good

sequence from Late Archaic through early Middle
Archaic. A zone of sterile sand 2 to 3 inches thick
separated level 3 artifacts from a light scatter of
Palmer period material in level 5.

Overall, lurlrit4/22 produced 16 diagnostic
projectile points over 8l square feet. This is a fairly
low artifact count for the ridge centerline atea, and

reflects the less desirable downslope location. The
quantity of Early Archaic material was low, while the
quantity of Late Archaic Savannah River material
and FCR (hearth stone) was high. A concentration of
Kirk Serrated material also was present in this area.

The total weight of lithics from this unit was 124.5

lbs. (56.6 kg) of which 80 lbs. (36.8 kg) was FCR.

This entire area of the site had been destroyed by
looters as of December 1995. This excavation and a

small excavation made here by Johnson in April
1995 represent all ofthe data recovered in this
downslope area.

Salvage Excavation Units B and C

These two connected asymmeüical excavation
units were excavated by NRS in late May and early
June, 1994. They were placed to the center of an

area with large relic collecting pits to the southeast

and northwest in an attempt to salvage something
from this lower ridge centerline area. The units were

observed to represent a flat or terrace location on the

lower ridge centerline.

The total area excavatedwas227.5 square feet
which represented I 17 square feet in salvage unit B
and I10.5 square feet in unit C. Some of the edge

locations in both units were disturbed soil from the

relic pits, but the central regions of these units were

undisturbed. Because of the continuing severe

looting problem at the site, both units were excavated

over a period oftwo weeks by a group offour
volunteers.

Unit B produced 346.3 lbs. (159.4 kg) of lithics,
and unit C produced 246lbs. (l I1.8 kg). Evaluated
as units of to 100 square feet, the units B and C
would have produced 296 and223lbs. of lithics
respectively. Unit B contained 204.3 lbs. (59% of
total lithics) of FCR hearth stones, while unit C
contained 128 lbs. (52% of lithics) of FCR. There

was a slope to the modern surface of unit C, but unit
B was relatively flat and represented the edge of the

lower terrace adjacent to a steeper drop toward the

river.

The total weight of lithics was quite high for
these two units and was a direct reflection of the

desirable location and surface contour ofthis area of
the site.

Unit B was excavated as six levels

approximately 3 inches thick below an 8 inch thick
plowzone removed by hand. The total unit thickness

was26 inches. Unit C was excavated as five levels
approximately 4 inches thick below an 8 inch
plowzone, also removed by hand. The total thickness

of this unit was 28 inches. Salvage unit B produced

58 diagnostic artifacts (projectile points/hafted

bifaces), and unit C produced 33.

This lower terrace on the ridge centerline was

identified as a major site use area. Taken together,

these two units represent a fairly complete picture of
the typical diagnostic artifact types recovered on this
site, and they are shown, with a few other tools, by
detailed drawings (Figures 5.43 and 5.44). Both
units represent a till of Archaic age materials, with
the two upper levels producing a mixture of primarily
Late Archaic and Middle Archaic artifacts, and the

lower two levels Middle Archaic, Early Archaic, and

Paleoindian age artifacts. Level 4b and level 5 of
salvage unit B produced a Clovis point and Early
Paleoindian (?) triangular point respectively. The

disturbance and downdrift in these lower levels
appeared minimal, and the stratigraphic relationship
between nvo biface types seems correct.
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Detailed tabulations of the projectile point types
by level and lithic materials for salvage units B and C
are presented in Appendix A.

Several items of interest concerning these two
excavations, beside the Paleoindian point finds noted
above, should be discussed. Unit B produced a
single tubular atlatl weight fragment in level l, and a
single fragment in level 2 from two separate siltstone
weights (Figure 5.43). Both items were from atlatl
weights of similar size, and both are similar to one
green serpentine fragment recovered eroding from
the sand pit wall near area D, apparently with
Morrow Mountain II projectile points. Only four
atlatl weight fragments have been recorded from this
site - the three tubular shaped weight fragments
(described above) recovered by NRS, and a broken
half section of a thick wing shaped weight recovered
by Johnson in area A. Atlatl weights are rare on this
site, and rare upon all of the Nottoway River sites in
this area.

Unit B produced one feature of interest. In level
2 and extending slightly into level 3 a circular fire
cracked rock hearth (Figure 5.45) was encountered as

feature Ex.B-2/3-Fl, near four shouldered Guilford
projectile points. Carbonized wood from the hearth
produce a l4C date of 4,980 +170 B. P. which
probably represents an intrusive Halifax feature from
level I or 2 into a Guilford working surface low in
level2.

Unit C, levels 3 and 4, produced a Fort
Nottoway period working surface (Figure 5.46)
which also contained a surface or basin hearth. Five
Fort Nottoway points (rwo fire reddened), tools,
bifaces and cores were recovered from this feature,
which was desþated Ex.C-3/4-Fl, and appears to
have been oval with dimensions of approximately 50
x 35 x 4 inches deep. The last (deepest) levels in
units B and C were relatively undisturbed by later
site use. These units were quite typical of the areas

ofheavy site use on the ridge centerline at area B on
Cactus Hill.

Downslope to River, Test Units 313413144,

and3152

In October 1993 three test units were placed

downslope toward the river from unit 0/0 at distances

of 170, 220, and 260 feet(Figure 4. l). These
excavation units have the designati ons 3 / 3 4, 3 I 44,

and3/52. The test units were small with dimensions
of 6 feet by 6 feet for unit 3 /34, 5 feet by I 0 feet for
unit3/44, and 5 feet by l0 feet for unit 3152. Each
unit was excavated to a depth of one level below
cultural lithics. Only unit 3/34 produced a diagnostic
projectile point/hafted biface, and this was an
unidentified thin stemmed or side notched point in
level 9 ofthe 12 levels.

The recorded cultural materials from these
excavation units are presented as follows in an
abbreviated format due to the low number of
diaglostic artifacts recovered:

Unit 3/34 was on the slope to the river and was dug
in 12 levels. Thickness was 2 inches per level below
an 8 inch thick plowzone, with a total thickness or
depth of32 inches.

Level l, 0.016 lbs., flakes plus a ceramic sherd
(see Appendix B)
Level2, 0.03 I lbs., flakes

Level 3, 0.88 lb., flakes, FCR, plus a ceramic
sherd (see Appendix B)
Level4,0.36 lb., flakes, FCR no formal a¡tifacts

Level 5, 0.421b., flakes, FCR" no formal artifacts

Level 6, 0.094 lb., flakes, no formal artifacts

Level7,l.59 lbs., flakes, FCR, no formal
artifacts

Level 8, 0.791b., flakes, FCR" no formal artifacts

Level9,2.l lbs., flakes, FCR" Notched/stemmed
projectile point/trafted biface - qrrartz

Level 10,2.05 lbs., flakes, FCR" no formal
artifacts

Level I l, 1.48 lbs., flakes, no formal artifacts

Level12,0.0 lb., no cultural materials

Total wt.:10.22lbs. (a.65 kg)

Unit3l44 was also on the slope to the river and was
dug in five levels below a 6 inch plowzone. Level
thickness was 3-4 inches per level with a total depth
of 22 inches below the surface.

Levels l-3, 1.08 lbs., flakes, FCR, broken in-
process early stage bifaces intermixed with iron
nails, long bolts and modern sawmill debris,
ceramic sherds (see Appendix B).

Level4,6.45 lbs., flakes, FCR, broken in-
process bifaces

Level 5, no recorded lithics

Tot¿l wt:7.53 lbs. (3.42 kg)
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Unit3/52 was on the first terrace above and very
near the river, and it was dug in one 6 inch level
below a 6 inch plowzone. Below level l, the sandy
soil coarsened into small gravel at l8 inches below
the surface. There were no cultural lithics below
level l.

Level l, 14.4 lbs., flakes, FCR, broken in-
process early stage bifaces, ceramic sherds (see

Appendix B).

Site Use Areas by Tradition - Area B
Based upon the excavation units in area B at

Cactus Hill discussed in the above section and
presented in Appendix A, culture or tradition use area
drawings have been constructed. These use area
drawings appear among Figures 5.47 through 5.66.

Some of these drawings were referenced from
the previous culture sequence section for area D.
Others were not previously referenced as they
represent diagnostic artifact types or temporal
markers recovered only in area B. This section
discusses these use areas in their approximate
chronological sequence. Some of the diagnostic
artifact types presented in Appendix A occurred in
such small numbers that meaningful observations, as

to use axea, \ilere not possible. These projectile
points/trafted biface types included: Type l, large
triangular (n:l); Type 2,thtn side notched (n:l);
Type 3, tapered stemmed (n:l); Type 4, fishtailed
(n:l); Type 5, Perkiomen (n:l); Type 6, Island
Swamp (n:2); Type 12, Lamoka-like (n:2); Type22,
Kanawha-like (n:3); Type 26, Kirk Side-Notched
(n:2); Type 29,Plevna(n=0 in areaB,n=2inarea
D); and Type 34, Dalton-like (n=2). Other types
defined in this work as small Stanly-like, and Sharp's
Mill Kirk Serrated were included within the primary
description type for use area analysis.

The following types as defined in Appendix A
were encountered in numbers, or circumstances,
sufficient to define use areas: Type 7, small stemmed
(n:21); Type 10, Bare Island (n:22); Type 8,
Savannah River wide blade (n=15); Type 9,
Savannah River narrow blade (n:24); Type I I, Slade
(n:13); Type 13, Halifax (n:36); Type 14, Rowan
(n:l l); Type 15, Guilford (n=84); Type 16, Morrow

Mountain II (n:107), Type 17, Morrow Mountain I
(n:33); Type 18, Stanly (n:9), Type 19, small
Stanly-like (n:3); Type 20, Kirk Senated (n=20);
Type 21, Sharp's Mill Kirk Serrated (n:3); Type 23,
LeCroy (n:9); Type 24, St. Albans (n:18); Type25,
Kirk Stemmed (n:10); Type 30, Kirk Corner-
Notched (n:15); Type27, Fort Nottoway (n:32);
Type28, Decatur (n:9 in area B, n:19 in area D);
Type 3 l, Palmer (n:24); Type 32, deep notched
Palmer (n:3); Type 33, Hardaway Side-Notched
(n:1); Type 35, Middle Paleoindian (?) fluted
projectile points (n:3); Type 36, Clovis fluted
projectile points (n=l), and Type 37,Early triangular
(n:2).

Type 7 , small stemmed is included on the same
drawing with Type 10, Bare Island, Figure 5.47.
Five use areas were defined for the Type 7, small
stemmed points. These use areas were on the ridge
centerline, and they represent areas of approximately
100 to 200 square feet. The general appearance of
these use areas was small isolated campsites. The
excavation units and levels in which the points
(numbers) occurred are noted in detail in Appendix A
and summarized here: salvage excavation B, level I
(2), level 2 (2); excavation unit 0/14, level I (1),
level2 (4); excavationunit2/l2,level I (3);
excavation unit2l7, level 2 (l), level 3 (l);
excavation unit 0/5, level 3 (l), level a (l). The
stratigraphic position of these points in the
excavation units suggests a Late Archaic time period,
but the fairly low integrþ of the vertical positioning
of artifacts in area B of Cactus Hill allows no further
analysis of relative age. The four points from
salvage excavation B are shown as drawings in
Figure 5.43. The small stemmed type resembles the
Iddins type (ca. 1,500 B. C.) reported by Chapman
(1981) on the Little Tennessee drainage.

The Bare Island point (Ritchie 196l), Type l0 is
similar in general shape to the small stemmed, but is
a larger point. The spatial distibution of these points
also is shown in Figure 5.47. Bare Island points
occurred over a continuous area of500 to 600 square
feet in a north-south orientation centered around
excavation units 2/9 and2/ll. They were not
normally recovered in the same excavation units with
the small stemmed points, which seems to support
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Figure 5.45. Esccavation salvage unit B, level 2/3, Guilford
surface hearth looking north (top) and south (bottom).

-./ é %r/

Figure 5.46. Excavation salvage unit C, levels 3/4, Fort
Nottoway working surface wíthrtve projectile points,
cobble cores, early stage bdaces, hammerstones, and a
cache of large flal<es. Top looking down, bottom looking
west.
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the position that the two types are unrelated. A
review of the Appendix A data for the excavation
units producing most of the Bare Island points (units
2/9,2111,4117, and 0/8), shows the relative depth in
most excavations to be fairly inconsistent except for
excavation unit 0/8. Unit 0/8 suggests a Late Archaic
position for this type. Neither the small stemmed or
the Bare Island point type was recovered in the major
excavations of October 1993 and 1994 n area D of
the Cactus Hill Site.

Type 8 and Type 9, Savannah River wide blade
and narrow blade respectively were combined
together for analysis of the general type on the same

drawing with the Slade point, Type I l, Figure 5.48.
From an analysis of the data of Appendix A, it was

determined that Savannah River wide blade (SRW)
occurred in area B in 12 of26totalunits, and
occurred in 5 units with Savannah River narrow
blade (SRN), and in 6 units with Slade. However,
the Slade type occurred in I I units, and the SRN also
occurred in I I units, but they occurred together in
only 3 units. Only 5 of 26 units produced none of
these three types, and 4 of these 5 units were small
(approximately 25 square feet). The significance of
this is that broad blade points seem to occur
frequently with the narrow blade or Slade types, but
the narrow blade and Slade types do not occur
together as often. It is unknown at this time whether
these data are chronologically significant, or merely
refleôt problems with typology. The three point
qæes are represented by 54 points total (counting
square 7/14 which is not in Appendix A). There is a
fairly general scatter ofthese points across area B,
with combined use areas of 600 to 900 square feet.

Most of these points were recovered in the upper two
levels of the excavation units, often around small
hearths. There is no consistent difference in recovery
depth of the three types which might serve as an

indication of relative age. Based upon the Cactus
Hill data, these types can be classified only as Late
Archaic.

The Bare Island point (Type 10, previously
discussed) also seems to fit into the Late Archaic age

group cluster and occupies two of the major use areas

occupied by the other types.

The largest concentration ofthe two Savannah

River types appears to have been around excavation

units 4/22 and salvage excavation B to the western

end of the site near the river. Still, Cactus Hill would

be considered only an average size Savannah River
period site by comparison with other sites (such as

Slade or Fannin) on the Nottoway River. The fairly
narrow ridge defined as area B at Cactus Hill may
not have been an adequate site for alarge, long term
Late Archaic settlement, and it appears that this is
reflected in the excavation data.

Site size restriction may be an adequate
explanation for limited space use of area B, but area
D has produced even less Late Archaic material and
site size restriction should not have been a problem
here. Site use areas on Cactus Hill, for Late Archaic
traditions producing a dense concentration of
diagnostic artifacts, debitage and hearth stones, are

more restricted in size and number than are the heavy
use areas for some of the Early Archaic traditions.
This was an unexpected finding, and appears

consistent based upon NRS data for areas B and D of
the site.

Type 13 Halifax and similar Type 14 Rowan, are

shown on the same drawing, Figure 5.49. The area B
Halifax tradition use areas were discussed previously
in the area D excavation analysis section. Rowan
points, Appendix A Type 14, were not recovered in
area D, but I I fairly good examples were found in
area B. Two locations, excavation unit 0/14 and
salvage unit B, produced 7 of the points. These two
occurences were small clusters with hearth stone in
the immediate area. In unit 0/14, the four examples
were from level2 (2) and level 3 (2), and may have
been associated with a pit hearth. The salvage unit B
examples were from level I (l), and level2 (2), and
a¡e shown as drawings in Figure 5.43. The excavated
position of these artifacts is consistent with the
Middle Archaic, but there was no observation of a
direct association with similar shaped Halifax points
which are thought to be of similar age. The
occuffence of this point type on the Nottoway River
is much rarer than the occurrence of Halifax points,
and upon Cactus Hill the individual use areas

associated with Rowan are no more than 100 square
feet. Such use areas probably represent small
transient camps and ¿re very small in comparison
with the size of Halifax use areas.

Type 15, Guilford, use areas are shown as Figure
5.50. The use areas of this tradition were discussed

earlier in the area D analysis under the general

Morrow Mountain section. One of the areas of heavy
Guilford point concentration in area B was salvage
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unit B, and the Guilford points from this excavation
are shown by drawings in Figure 5.43. There are
several forms of this point type including round base,
flat base, concave base and weakly shouldered.

Type 16, Morrow Mountain II; and Type 17,
Morrow Mountain I: Figures 5.51 and 5.52 show use
areas for these traditions. Area B use areas for these
two traditions \ryere reviewed previously in
association with the area D analysis. Morrow Mt. II
and I points from salvage unit B are shown as

drawings in Figure 5.43.

Type 18, Stanly; Type 19, small Stanly-like;
Type 20, Kirk Senated; and Type 21, Sharp's Mill
Kirk Serrated: shown by use areas in Figure 5.53.
Area B use areas for Stanly and Kirk Serrated were
reviewed previously in association with the area D
analysis. The three small Stanly-like (Type 19)
points were considered with the general Stanly type.
The location of recovery of two of the three points
was unit 2/7 which did not produce a large Stanly
type. The third example was recovered some
distance away in unit 0/20 adjacent to salvage unit C
which produced two Stanly points. No use area
observations could be made for the small points. The
three Sharp's Mill Kirk Serrated points (Type 2l)
were recovered low on the slope to the river in units
O/20 (l),3120 (l), and,4122 (l), over a distance of
approximately 30 to 40 feet. This general area of the
site also produced a number of typical Kirk Senated
points, and was identified as one of two major use
areas for the Kirk Senated tradition.

Type23, LeCroy; and Type 24, St. Albans:
Figure 5.54 shows use areas for these traditions.
Area B use areas for these two ûaditions were
reviewed previously in association with the area D
analysis. Four use areas were identified with St.
Albans and two with the LeCroy tradition.

Type2í, Kirk stemmed; and Type 30, Kirk
Corner-Notched: Figure 5.55 shows the use areas for
these two traditions. Both traditions were generally
discussed in the area D analysis but neither tradition
was well represented in area D. They have been
placed on the same drawing for area B to investigate
the relationship between the two types. Enclosed
areas highlighted with horizontal lines represent the
cluster use areas of Kirk Corner-notched, and
diagonal lines the Kirk stemmed use areas. Six
general use areas were identified, ranging in size
from approximately l0 feet by l0 feet to 25 feet by

25 feet. The use areas associated with Kirk Corner-
Notched may be larger, but this is not clear.
Expressed as a ratio of Kirk Comer-Notched to Kirk
stemmed projectile points, the six use areas from east
to west produced the following ratios: 0:2; 4:4; l:2;
3:l;3:0; and 5:3. Therefore, there is an overlap of
the two point types in 4 of 6 use areas. A use area is
defined as 2 or more points in an area of 100 square
feet or less. This is a fairly high number of overlaps
considering that the combined number of points of
both types is less than 30. The number of overlaps
seems to indicate a commonalþ between the two
types, and it is possible that many of the points in the
Kirk stemmed type, as defined on Cactus Hill, are
resharpened forms of the Kirk Corner Notched. The
use areas for the two Kirk traditions closely match
the Fort Nottoway use areas, but not the Decatur use
areas.

Type21, Fort Nottoway: Figure 5.56 shows the
use areas for this tradition. Area B use areas for Fort
Nottoway were reviewed previously in association
with the area D analysis. Six use ateas were
recognized, and some information related to use
areas 3, 4, and 5 was provided by others working on
the cactus Hill Site in 1993 and 1994. Fort
Nottoway points are shown in Figure 5.57.

Type 28, Decatur: Decatur points are shown in
Figure 5.58. Figure 5.59 shows the use areas for this
tradition. Area B use areas. for Decatur were
reviewed previously in association with the area D
analysis. Three use areas were recognized producing
a total of 13 projectile points (9 recovered by NRS),
and some information on use areas I and 3 was
provided by others.

It is interesting that in area B of the site, Decatur
and Fort Nottoway use areas generally do not
overlap. Overlap was noted in area D, but in area D
there was as much as 2 to 3 inches of sand seprirating
the working surfaces of these traditions in some
excavation units. Site build rates, or sand accretion
rates, in area B of the site were generally lower than
in area D, and may not have resulted in complete
coverage ofearlier debitage in area B during the 50
years to 300 years probably separating the two
traditions.

Type 31, Palmer; and Type 32,Deep Notched
Palmer: Figure 5.60, shows the combined use areas
for these traditions. The Palmer tradition use areas in
area B were generally described in the area D
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analysis section of this chapter. Four major use areas
were identified in area B of the site, and the NRS
received significant information ftom one other
investigator to help define these a¡eas. All of the
Palmer use areas are clustered near the ridge
centerline (120 feet). While isolated point finds were
recorded, most of the 44Palmer points recorded on
Figure 5.58 (based on all available information) were
in clusters. Use area 4 produced 9 points, use area 3
pioduced 13 points (8 in a small area), use area 2
produced 5 points in a small area, and use area I
produced at least two tight clusters of 3 and 5 points.

Generally, the clusters of points were of either
the flat base type (3 la) or the convex base type (3 lb)
as follows: use area I - flat base type (3la); use area
2 - 4 of 5 were the convex base type (3 lb); use area
3-10 of 13 were convex base (type 3lb); use area4 -
7 of 9 were flat base types (3la). There was little
intermixture of the two Palmer point types, and it is
possible that they represent two separate traditions,
perhaps separated by several hundred years.

The deep notched Palmer type generally fell
within the flat to concave base definition in area B,
but was more like the convex base form in area D.
On Cactus Hill, most of the numerous convex base
Palmers were made of fme grain quartzites, while
about 50% of the rarer flat base Palmers were
observed to be made of chert, jasper or rarely the
metavolcanics. The maximum use area (size) for
both types on area B ofthe site appears to be
encompassed in a block about 30 feet by 30 feet.
Palmer points are shown in Figure 5.61.

Type 33, Hardaway Side-Notched; and Type 32,
Early Triangular: these rwo traditions were plotted
together as Figure 5.62. Neither type was recovered
in area D, although the Hardaway Side-Notched type
was recovered in area A of Cactus Hill. Half of the
data concerning Hardaway Side-Notched in area B
was supplied by one other investigatoç and
represents one location which produced two artifacts
together. They were recovered between NRS units
2/7 and 3/4. NRS recovered one Hardaway Side-
Notched point in unit 3/4, but there were few
associated artifacts. The artifacts associated with this
tradition from the ridge at excavation area B are
shown as Figures 5.63 and 5.64. The artifacts which
were recovered in controlled excavations are
presented in Table 5.47. These artifacts are notched
bifaces, an unnotched triangular knife (?), and several

scrapers. See Johnson's work in Appendix G for
other data concerning this tradition. The two
apparent use areas in area B (la and 2a) are easily
encompassed within l0 foot squares, and are
separated by 20 feet. They are about 15 feet north of
the modern day centerline of the ridge.

Type 37, Early Triangular, an early paleoindian
point type (?), was plotted with the late paleoindian
Hardaway side-notched type in Figure 5.62 to
determine if the use areas were related. While an
Early Triangular point \ryas excavated in one square
(salvage excavation B) below a Clovis point, and in
another square Q/7) below Clovis-like unifacial
tools, the appearance of this biface form is similar to
an unnotched Hardaway side-notched point. The nvo
were thought possibly to be related. The use areas of
the two traditions do not overlap, but they may be
separated by no more than 15 feet in one and
possibly two cases (squares 0/5 and,2l7).

The artifact qæes recovered below Clovis-like
points and tools in several excavation unim (salvage
B and C, 0/5,2/7,219, and 2/l l) include two thin
triangular lanceolate bifaces, polyhedral blade cores,
core blades, edge worked and edge used flakes, and
abrading stones. This group ofartifacts, Figure 5.65,
either may be directly related, or related only in their
common location of excavation below Clovis.
Clovis age artifacts generally are made of dif;lerent
lithics materials and are of different form than the
early triangular "assemblage". It cannot be proven at
this time, however, that at least some of these
artifacts are not ofClovis age or perhaps even later.

The single hearth-like feature below Clovis in
square 2/9,whichproduced a pre-Clovis date, has not
yet been duplicated (as of rhis writing in 1995). Still,
no other period/fadition on Cactus Hill produced an
assemblage of artifacts which are exactly of the type
associated with the early triangles. It may not be
appropriate at this time to define a pre-Clovis (or
concurrent with Clovis) tradition on Cactus Hill
based on these datq but other excavations are
planned which may add to the data base.

The use areas associated with the Early Triangles
and the blade cores/core blade tools appear to be no
larger than l0 to 15 feet by l0 feet, and they were
found in some of the areas of the site where Clovis
artifacts also were recovered. The Early Triangles
were recovered in area B within t20 feet of the ridge
centerline. More discussion on this discovery
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appears in summary Chapter 7.

Type 35, Middle Paleoindian (?) fluted projectile
points; and type 36, Clovis fluted projectile points:

Figure 5.66, presents the distribution (use areas) of
these artifact forms from area B on Cactus Hill. The

division of the fluted point tradition into at least two
projectile point forms and presumably two temporal
periods is based upon stylistic and lithic
considerations. Also, the use area (cluster) datatend
to support the division. There are no stratigraphic
data to support this division as the accretion rate of
area B of the site was slow, and no distinct depth

differences were noted. It is unlikely that the age

difference is more than 500 to 700 years at the most
extreme range which reasonably could be postulated

(l1,200 B. P. to 10,500 B. P.). The Clovis points and

Middle Paleoindian fluted points from area B are

shown natural size in Figure 5.67.

The Clovis fluted points (Type 36) from Cactus

Hill are represented by two points recovered by
another investigator in use area 3 of Figure 5.66, a

resharpened reject stage Mitchell chert example and

the tip of a large green metavolcanic point. All of the

Clovis artifacts are presented in Table 5.48, except

the preform discussed below from use area 2 which
was unavailable. Use area 3 also produced several

edge worked blade-like flakes associated with the

points, and the total area in which this assemblage

was recovered was reported to be approximately 25

to 50 square feet. A large Clovis preform of a rust
red chalcedony or chert was found in adjacent use

area2, but the collector who excavated this artifact
reported no other Clovis tools, and he has

subsequently left this area of Virginia. The artifact
was unavailable for measurements and photography.
A Clovis-like graver and an end scraper were
recovered in use areas 4 and 5 respectively. A Clovis
point of white quartz \üas recovered in use area I I
within 10-15 feet of a jasper knife. A large Clovis
point of rWilliamson chert was recovered earlier
(1987) in area A.

These artifacts were isolated tools, or occurred
with a few flakes or other typical Clovis tools in
areas of no more than 25 to 50 square feet, and they
probably represent only small transient camps or
work areas for tasks of short duration. The Clovis
points appeared to have been fairly large and ranged

in thickness from 7 to l0 mm; most were made of
lithic materials known from the local Fall Line region

on the Nottoway River. Use area 8 which produced
the Clovis hearth (see the salvage excavation unit A
report) was defined on the basis of Clovis tools of
local Fall Line materials (V/illiamson chert and

Mitchell chert). This unit did produce a broken in-
process fluted Clovis preform of quartzite, but the
real identification was in the materials of the tools.
The hearth and surrounding use area, with chert
flakes, was no more than 50 square feet, and was

near the present day ridge centerline. A drawing of a
majorþ of the Clovis and Middle Paleoindian
artifacts know from Cactus Hill is shown as Figure
5.68, which is indexed with Table 5.48

The Middle Paleoindian fluted points (Type 35),
were represented by 5 examples, four of which were

recovered in area B on the ridge. The fifth example

was found in area A around 1987. Two deep

concave base points were recovered as isolated (?)

finds in use areas I and 6 on the ridge centerline.

These points are thin (5.5 and 6.5 mm), and were
made from lithics not known to be available in the

Nottoway River drainage. Excavation unit 2/7 , near

use area 6 in unit 0/5, produced Clovis-like tools and

may be related to the fluted point found in 0/5. If the

two units are related, the overall use area could be

approximately 50 to 100 square feet, and about the

same size as use area 7 of the vnits2l9-2/ll.

The only completely excavated Paleoindian use

area examined by NRS at Cactus Hill was areaT tn
units2lg-2lll and extending for a small distance into
units 4/9 and2/7. Latter Archaic use of the site had

partly destroyed the Paleoindian working surface, but
a significant amount remained. Remnants of
working surfaces 25 to 50 square feet in size
produced two Middle Paleoindian (?) fluted points,

worked flakes, gravers, a wedge, end scraper, and an

awl. Again, many of the items were of lithic
materials foreign to the Nottoway drainage. The two
fluted points were 5.5 mm in thickness, and one is of
the deep concave base type with long flute scars

while the other was made upon a flake and is a small
"fishtailed" or waisted form. It is possible that use

areas 5, 6, andT were interconnected or re-used by
the same group; if related, this would have

represented a combined use area of200 to 300 square

feet.

Use areas 9 and 10 were composed of six Clovis-
like side scrapers of the same type of oolitic
quartzite, and two closely related Clovis-like end
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scrapers, respectively. No fluted points were
recovered in these areas, but the tools may have been

associated with the Clovis point (Type 36) in use area

I I, the Clovis period hearth in use area 8, and Clovis
use area 3. All of these finds are near the present day
ridge centerline. In fact, almost all of the fluted point
tradition artifacts were found on, or very near, the
present day ridge centerline except for those in use

area 7 which were centered 15 feet to the north and

apparently on a terrace.

Site Use Intensity in Area B

Figure 5.69 shows the weight (normalized up or
down to 100 square feet) of lithics from all of the
excavation units on the ridge in area B on the Cactus
Hill Site. These fairly high weight values represent
the quartzite quarry nature of this site. In most cases,

at least 4O to 600/o of the weight of culturally
associated lithics was quarry related debitage. Most
of the remaining weight was fire cracked hearth

stones (FCR). The central ridge was composed of
two fairly wide plateau regions, an upper east region
and a lower (to the river) west region. These can be
seen in Figure 5.2C. Lithic concentrations were
highest on the centerline on these plateaus, and were
lower on the slopes to the north, west, and south.
The areas of maximum use (intensþ) produced total
lithic weights approaching 300 lbs. per 100 square
feet. In some of these areas 30 to 40 diagnostic
projectile points were recovered in no more than 100

square feet.

The weight of lithics per 100 square feet in area
B of the site was at maximum 3 times the weight per
100 square feet noted in area D. The intensþ
decreased fairly rapidly in area B as the ridge sloped
to the north, with in one instance a value of 271 lbs.
noted on the ridge centerline, decreasing to a value of
only 3l lbs. 40 feet to the north. In contrast, the
values noted over a fairly wide zone in area D
remained constant at around 100 lbs. per 100 square
feet.
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Second point,
Fig. 5.63

Third point,
Fig. 5.63

Second scraper
Fis. 5.63

Third scraper
Fie. 5.63

Fourth scraper
Fig. 5.63
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Fig.5.63
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TA\IE 5.47, HARDAWAY SIDE-NOTCHED ARTIFACTS RECOVERED FROM EXCAVATIONS ON CACTUS HILL AREAS A

AND B

L:length; W=width; T:thickness; Fl=flute length, side l; F2:flute length, side 2; B. Con.:bæal concavity; mm:millimeters,

br-broken
(2)Indexedtogeneralartifactlocations,Figure5.63. NotallFigure5.63artifactstabulatedasnotallwereexcavated. All
references to Figure 5.63 are from left.

Table 5.48. CLOVIS ARTIFACTS FROM CACTUS HILL

Comments

Classic Clovis; large fbr
white quartz

Tip, found with item 3;
large Clovis point?

Similar color & texture as

#28, but not fibrous chert,
resharpened classic Clovis

Used as twist drill-
beveled; shattered into 4

fragments

Discard stage; edge

damaged, "fishtailed form"

Weight
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Highly
silicified

rhyolite, black
(cheftJike)

Crystal quartz

Artifact
Description

Clovis point

Clovis point tip
(?)

Clovis point

Fluted point
Middle

Paleoindian (?)

Fluted point,
Middle

Paleoindian (?)

Fig.5.66
Location

(Use area)

Fig.5.68
Number

tUt

3t2

3t5

7t4

7t5
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Table 5.48. CLOVIS ARTIFACTS FROM CACTUS HILL

3/23

7/22

Ttzl

8/20

7n9

7ilE

9,t0,tvl7

t0/L6

9,10,1 l/15

7^4

7fi3

5lt2

t0/lt

7-8/L0

v9

--/8

--t7

6t6

Fig.5.68
Number

Fig.5.66
Location

(Use area)

Flake knife,
edge worked

Flake knife,
edge worked

Awl or Claver

Graver/ Flake
knife

Graver

Graver

End scraper

End scraper

End scraper

End scraper

End scraper/
Graver

End scraper

End scraper

Channel flake,
from fluted

point

Fluted point,
Middle

Paleoindian

fluted point,
Middle

Paleoindian (?)

Clovis point

Fluted point,
Middle

Paleoindian

Artifact
Description

Chert,
fossiliferous

gfay

Chert, fibrous
yellow

Chert
(heated), pink

Chert
(Williamson?)

black and
blue

Chalcedony
Mitchell,

white

Jasper,

brown-vellow

Oolitic
quartzite,

white

Jasper, gray,

sreen. black

Oolitc
quartzite,

white

Chert
fossiliferous

gray

Chert,
Mitchell,
yellow

Metavolcanic,
green with

spots

Chert,
Mitchell,
yellow

Highly
silicified

slate, green
(chert-like)

Silicified
rhyolite or
tuff, black

(Jolitic
quartzite,

brown

Chert,
Williamson,
bluish gray

Jasper
(weathered),

tan

Lithic
Material

47

55

ó0

37

JJ

3E

36

35

l5
bk

2t

3l

37

JJ

6t

36

62

34

L

Dimensions
(mm¡ttr

30

29

t4

30

23

2E

l8

2l

25

IE

25

ZE

l5

24

zz

32

22

rr¡f

E.5

9

ll

I

3.5

12

1l

9.5

8

E

8.5

ó

2

6.s

7

9

5.5

T

23

2t.5

28

t2

FI

ll

t7

24

l0

F2

5-6
bk

4.5
bk

2

4

B. Con.

10.5

9.85

6.59

7.55

2.9t

6.74

6.35

7.82

4.0
bk

2.80

6.67

7.12

5.E3

1.63

4.9

3.53

Weight
(grams)

F'ound with item #3

Similarto item#28

Little modification to
flake; unusual item, may

be ofPalmer age?

With hearth 10,920+
250 B.P.

thin flake

Same as #3E-thick fìake

Found near other items of
oolitic quartzite

same as #26

Found near other items of
oolitic quartzite

Found with item #4

Similarto#28 &#37,blt
less fibrous; also similar to

#3 &#tl

s¡milar to #24

Similar color & texture to
#28, but not fibrous chert,

similar to #3

used as knife

Ear worked into graver;
deep concave base

All data from Johnson and

Pearsall, 1995; areaA(2)

All data from Iohnson and
Pearsall, 1995; classic

Clovis-area A 
(2)

Similaf to #25; discard
stage; may have been used

as drill

Comments
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Table 5.48. CLOVIS ARTIFACTS FROM CACTUS HILL

Notes: L:length; W=width: T{hickness; Fl:flute length, side l; F2:flute length, side 2; B:basal concavity; mm=rnillimeters
(2) 

Data from ASV Fluted Point Survey, Quarterly Bulletin of the Archeological Society of Virgini4 March 1995, 50 (l).

Comments

Reported Aom area A

Same as #6

Faceted blade; tbund \ilith
item #3; same as #16

Blade-like fl ake; reported
from area A

Faceted blade; with hearth
10,9201250 B.P.

With hearth 10,920t250
B.P.

Similar to items 14 & 23

thin flake

May be bumed material
same as items 6 & 25

Similar to item #8
identical to items 34, 35,

36

Similar to item #8
identical to items 33, 35,

36
Similar to item #8

identical to items 33, 34,
36

Similar to #E identical to
item 33, 34, 35

Similar to item#28 &22

Same as #18

This is the single "Clovis"
artifact of common

quartzite

Reported fiom ârea A

Weight
(grams)

15.55

7.40

8.6

13.E5

lt.20

33.49

5.46

3.45

3.78

20.60

25.73

r5.00

22.85

9.87

5.0s

24.58

l3.l I

Dimensions
(mm¡<tr

B. Con.F2FIT

9

4.5

5

9.5

E

T2

6.5

5

7

l6

16

t4

t7

ll

l0

12

l3

w

37

26

29

38

32

37

29

29

l8

24

35

23

27

29

t9

39

23

L

50

60

5l

45

45

84

30

34

30

56

48

46

53

43

38

43

45

Lithic
Material

Metavolcanic,
spotted,

green-white

Jasper
(weathered)

tan

Jasper, green-
gray-black

Chert,
Williamson,

white
Chert, fibrous

yellow

Chert,
Williamson,

brown-cream-
blue

Chert,
fossiliferous

glay

Chalcedony
weathering

amber

Jæper
(bumed),

purple

Oolitic
quartzite,

brown
Oolitic

quartzite,
brown
Oolitic

quartzite,
brown
Oolitic

quartzite,
brown

Chert, fibrous
vellow
Jasper,

brown-yellow

Quartzite,
brown

Chert, blue-
white

Williamson,

Artifact
Description

¡lake knite,
edge worked

Flake knife,
edge worked

Irlake knitê,
edge worked
Flake knife,
edge worked

Side scraper

Side scraper

Graver

Graver

Graver, or awl

Side scraper

Side scraper

Side scraper

Side scraper

Side scraper

Edge used flake

rffedge

Wedge

Fig.5.66
Location

(Use area)

Fig.5.68
Number

-t24

tt/25

3t26

--t27

8128

8/29

4/30

7t3t

7/32

9t33

9/34

9/35

9t36

7/37

7/38

7t39

-/40
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Figure 5.48. Cactus Hill area B excavation, Savannah River and Slade traditions use ctreas. Savannah River includes naftow and wide blade types.
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Figure 5.49. Cactus Hill area B excøvations, Halifax and Rowan traditíons use areas.
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Figure 5.52. Cactus Hill area B excavations, Morrow Mountain I tradition use areas I, 2, and 3.
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Figure 5.53. Cactus Hill area B excavations, Kirk Serrated and Stanly tradítion use areas I and 2.
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Figure5.54. CactusHillareaBexcavations,St.Albanstraditionuseareasl,2,3,and4;LeCroytraditionuseareaslaand2a.
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Figure 5.55. Cactus Hill area B excavations, Kirk Corner-Notched, Kirk Stemmed, and Kirk Side-Notched traditions use areas.
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Figure 5.56. Cacns Hill area B Excavations, Fott Nottol'ttry tradition use areas I, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. Some data provided to NRS by others.
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Figure 5.57. Fort Nottoway projectile poin*/hafied bifaces excavated upon the Cactus Hill Site, areas A, B, C, and D. All are

shown l/2 natural size.

Figure 5.58. Decatur projectile points/hafted bifaces excavated upon the Cactus Hill Site, areas B qnd D. All are shown
natural síze.
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Figure 5.59. Cactus Hill area B excavations, Decatur tradition use areas I, 2, and 3. Some data provided to NRS by othets.
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Figure 5.60. Cactus Hill area B excøvations, Palmer tradit¡on use areas l, 2, 3, and 4. Some data provided to NRS by others.
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Figure 5.61a. Large deep notched palner points/hafted bifaces excavated upon the Cacns Hill site, areas A and D. All are

made offine grain glassy quartzite. (shown 709ó nanral size).

Figure 5.61b. Small palmer points showing bothJtat base and convex base types excavated upon the Cactus Hill Site, areas B

oiaO. foprowfromlefi, 1-5, quartzite; 4, chert; 5, quartzite; bottomrow, I and2 quartzite; 3 and4,iasper; 5, quartzite.

(shown 70026 natural size).
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Figure 5.62. Cactus Hill area B excavations, Early Paleoindian (?) tradition use areas I, 2, 3, and 4; and Late Paleoindian Hardaway Síde-Notched use areas Ia and 2a' Some

data provided to NRS by others.
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Figure 5.6j. Hardaway Side-Notched tradition artifacts from excøvatiow on Cactus tr{ill area B. I, Hardøway Side-Notched
poi4ts; 2, unnotched triangular biface; 3, small end scrapers; 4, large end scraper; 5, oval knife (unifacial); 6, end scraper with
pointed haft element. (shown natural size).

Figure 5.64. Hardaway Side-Notehed
poínt and unnotched biføce shown by
drawing in 5.63 above. (shown natura,l
size).
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Figure 5.67. Fluted poinß from Cactus Hill area B. l, Clwis - Mitchell chert, reject stage; 2, deep conccme base nid
Paleoindian (?) - jasper: 3, fishtailed or waßtedþrm mid Paleoindian(?) - crystal quartz; 4, deep concave base mid
Paleoindian Q) - chert-like rhyolite; 5, deep conccme base míd Paleoindian (?) - silicified rþolite or tuff; 6, Clovß - highly
vitreous vthíte quartz; 7, Clovís (?) excavated with #l - green metovolcanic material. (shown natural size)
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Chapter 6

Results of Laboratory Analysis
of Cactus HiIl Data - Areas D
and B

Introduclíon
Chapter 6 will address the results of the various

laboratory investigations associated with the Cactus
Hill a¡ea D and area B archaeological excavations.
The area A excavation was conducted by M. F.
Johnson, and this work is presented separately as

Appendix G. The topics to be discussed in this
chapter are:

(l) Assessment of the quality of the
archaeological data base in area D and area
B of the site;

(2) Analysis of floral remains;

(3) Radiocarbon date summary;

(4) Analysis of faunal remains;

(5) CIEP analysis of lithic artifacts and
comparison of the results of this technique
vrrith the faunal (calcined bone) remains; and

(6) The chronological sequence ofdiagnostic
artifacts - culture sequence.

Site geology, as presented by Johnson and Jones
(Appendix C), was summarized earlier in Chapter 2.

Assessment of the Quality of the
Archaeological Data Base

There are significant differences in the quality
(integrity and completeness) of the archaeological
data base as derived from area D and area B upon the
Cactus Hill Site. Such differences are the result of
soil type, deposit depth, degree ofdisturbance,
preservation of non-lithics, completeness of the
culture sequence, and method of site use.

The following site area characteristics are

discussed relative to area D and area B which
together defïne the integrity and completeness of the
archaeological record on Cactus Hill:

l. Depth of stratified cultural deposits:

Area D: 30 to 50 inches, some areas of
sterile sand (strata) separating occupations;

Area B: 20 to 36 inches, generally no areas
of sterile sand (strata) separating
occupations.

2. Horizontal integrity of artifacts:

Area D: Very high degree of stability in
horizontal position of artifacts.

Area B: Less integrity in horizontal stability
than observed in area D - some excavation
units produced no intact clusters or features,
only scatters. Other units produced partial
working surfaces, primarily from the Early
Archaic and Paleoindian periods.

3. Vertical integrity of artifacts:

Area D: Very good in most excavation
units. Artifact stability and fairly high sand
accretion rates combine to produce
interpretable artifact sequences within the
microstratigraphy.

Area B: Poor in most excavation units, with
little artifact stability as a result of the heavy
occupation on the center ofthe ridge.
Artifacts of very early and very late cultural
periods generally show less mixing. There
was very heavy mixing in the Middle and
Late Archaic period. In some locations in
area B, intact geological lamellar banding in
the deposit provided some indirect
indication of deposit integrity.

4. Preservation and stratigraphic integritv of
hearth features and nits:

Area D: This area produced many intact
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hearth features with hearthstones still tightly
clustered" Some pits of Archaic age were

identifiable based on a slight color change

and the position ofconcentrations of
carbonized floral material or calcined bone.

Other features were heavY, intact

concentrations (often pits) of flakes. Due to

the shallow nature of the stratified deposits,

some features such as basin hearths, pit
hearths, and other pits were intrusive into

working and living surfaces of earlier
periods. It was determined that hearth

features could be reliably associated with
the levels in which they were found only
where the features contained diagnostic

artifacts or lithic materials directly linking

them with other artifacts from the level.

Area B: This area produced fewer intact

features than did area D, because ofheavy
use. Otherwise, the same observations made

for area D apply to area B.

5. Preservation ofnon-lithics (floral and faunal

remains)

Area D: The preservation of floral and

faunal remains in the form of carbonized or

charred wood, nut shell, seeds, and spores,

and calcined (burned) bone fragments was

excellent in area D. The low silt content,

and well drained nature of the sand in area

D resulted in low levels of retained moisture

which probably accounts for the

preservation. Vertical and horizontal

stabilþ were preserved by the presence of
hearth stone, lithic flake concentrations, or a

large artifact. This prevents/minimizes
microbioturbation. Pits and basins filled
with large quantities of carbonized and

calcined material also added to the

assurance of position integrity, and may

have aided in preservation.

Area B (also area A): The preservation of
carbonized and calcined material in area B
(and A) at Cactus Hill was not as complete

as noted in area D. The higher silt content

resulted in retention ofhigher levels of
moisture in the deposit. The appearance of
both carbonized wood and nut shell, as well

as calcined bone, was eroded and soft. The

calcined bone was much chalkier in
appearance in area B and retained little

detail. Most of the bone recovered from
contexts thought to be older than the Late or
Middle Archaic period was unidentifiable.
The single fragment of calcined bone from a
Clovis hearth in level 5, square 0i9 plus -

l/9, unfortunately was so eroded that

identification was not possible (Whyte,

Appendix E).

6. Completeness of the archeological reçord:

Area D: Of the 37 diagnostic projectile
point/hafted biface types recovered on

Cactus Hill (Appendix A), 17 types were

recovered in the 1993 excavation in area D
of the site. Of the 17 types present, 9 types

were recovered in small numbers (4 or less),

and the remaining 8 types were recorded in

the following numbers: Halifax, 6; Monow
Mountain II, l5; Morrow Mountain I, 5;

Kirk Senated, l1; St. Albans, 6; Fort
Nottoway, 14; Decatur, l9; and Palmer, 8.

The major types accounted for 84 artifacts,

while the minor types accounted for only 20

artifacts. The 8 major types recovered were

in clear stratigraphic position in area D, but

this was a very incomplete point type record
(21.6%) considering the site total of 37

types.

Area B: This area produced 36 of the 37

diagnostic artifact types, and a complete

picture of the number and lithic materials of
each type recovered is presented in
Appendix A. Area B was heavily occupied

and contained a nearly complete record of
the groups known to have occupied all areas

of Cactus Hill. Unfortunately, given the

heavy occupation and fairly shallow

microstratigraphy, the culture sequence has

been all but eliminated in this part of the

site. The upper part ofthe deposit contained

Middle Woodland artifacts (Appendix B)
above all other prehistoric material. The

very lowest part of the deposit contained

Paleoindian artifacts. Where useful

chronological data were recovered from area

B, this was a result of: (l) radiocarbon dates

from isolated features containing certain

diagnostic types oftools and projectile
points, (2) intact microstratigraphy in the

areas of lower site use off the ridge

centerline, and (3) from very low
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(Paleoindian) or very high (Woodland)
positions in the deposit of cultural materials.
An intensive effort produced one acceptable
l4C date for Clovis from this area of the
site.

Floral Analysis
Wood charcoal samples recovered by NRS from

Cactus Hill excavations in areas D and B using dry
screen techniques were evaluated by Lucinda
McWeeney and the analysis appears as Appendix D
(l). This section summarizes some of McWeeney's
findings and draws several conclusions, many of
which are critical to the subsequent analysis of
radiocarbon dates. Table 6.1 summarizes the wood
charcoal types reported by McWeeney on the basis of
date and cultural period. The thify one samples of
carbonized wood submitted to McWeeney contained
from one to over 100 charcoal lumps per sample.
The charcoal lumps were selected from features and
general levels, and they represented from l00o/oto
approximately SYo of lhe recovered sample up to
about 100 pieces. Normally, wood charcoal was
evaluated by McWeeney, and nut shell fragments and
seeds were evaluated by others. This was a division
of laboratory work based upon availability of the
researchers. See Appendix D(2) provided by
Margaret Scarry and Appendix D(3) provided by
Cheryl Holt which concerns other aspects of the
floral analysis.

Only eight wood identifications were made:
White pine, hard southern pine, pine, conifer,
hickory, white oak group, red oak group, and oak.
This is afairly low number as compared to the
numbers reported from some of the sites of
equivalent age on the Little Tennessee River
(Chapman 1979). McWeeney (Appendix D (l))
concludes that this may suggest a strong preference

on the part of the inhabitants for certain wood types
for fires. Selection bias, and preservation ofcarbon
both must be important factors in what we see in the
archaeological record at Cactus Hill. Still, at other
sites researchers have concluded that there was
indifference on the part of the inhabitants to the
selection of wood types for ordinary cooking and
heating (Chapman 1979). Atthe Koster site Asch,
Ford, and Asch (1972) concluded that the entire
spectrum of deadwood and fallen branches must have
been used, as the diversity in the archaeological

record approached the diversþ in the modern forest.
The situation concerning selection bias/availability of
wood for cooking and heating on Cactus Hill is
unresolved.

Another interesting observation which can be
made with the small sample is that the conifers
disappear (from our samples) at approximately 8,700
to 8,900 B. P. While the Early Archaic hearths often
contain pine, no pine was identified from Middle or
Late Archaic hearths. The two samples representing
pre-Clovis and Clovis time periods are exclusively
pine. This observation is exactly opposite the
observation made by Chapman (1979), on a much
larger sample, for sites in the Little Tennessee River
Valley. There Chapman observed that pine was often
rare in the Early Archaic but tended to increase
significantly over time.

The data from Cactus Hill are supported by the
late-Pleistocene/Flolocene pollen samples from the
Dismal Swamp (Whitehead 1972). The Zone2
samples (>8,200 B. P.) show decreasing pine while
the Zone 3 samples (6,000 B. P.) and the Zone 4
samples (<3,500 B. P.) do not show significant
amounts of pine. These samples are contrasted with
the Zone I samples (>10,000 B. P.) which show large
amounts of pine.

In one very carefully exc'avated location (square
N5E4) of area D on Cactus Hill,24 Archaic period
hearths or hearth-like features were recovered (see

Table 5.2). These hearth features are presented in
terms of percentage nut shell vs. percentage wood
charcoal in Table 6.2. Inthirteen of the24 features,
the carbonized remains were 50olo or more hickory
nut shell. And, hickory nut shell was significantly
present (20%o or more) in 17 of the 24 hearths. No
Early Archaic feature dating 8,900 B. P. or earlier
contained more than l5% of hickory nut shell,
although some nut shell and wood charcoal from
these features was hickory. The implication is that
hickory nuts were abundant (available for utilization)
on Cactus Hill only late in the Early Archaic, Middle
Archaic, and Late Archaic periods (after ca. 8,700 B.
P.) and were heavily exploited. Also, these data, and
the general wood charcoal analysis from the hearth
features on Cactus Hill, suggest an oak-hickory forest
after ca. 8,900 B. P. without a significant pine (or
hemlock?) component. Not even a trace of hemlock
has been identified in the wood charcoal, although
this may be due to problems with identification,
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preservation, and/or poor qualities as a fuel. The

deep, well-drained sandy soil on the site would not

have been conducive to hemlock growth, and it is
likely that most of the river bottomland in this area

was relatively free of hemlock. These observations

point to "rivers" of bottomland soil containing highly
productive oak-hickory forests throughout most of

the Archaic period. These forests may have occupied
the sandy river valleys of the time on the Chowan,

Blackwater, Nottoway, and areas on the Meherrin.
The adjacent uplands, which may have contained
significant components of pine and hemlock, at

various times, would have been less productive and
do produce fewer sites.

Table 6. l. WOOD CHARCOAL TYPES BY DATE AND CULTURAL PENOD(I)

From Appendix Dl identifications by L. McWeeney bæed upon individual samples from

area D and area B on Cactus Hill.
(') woc:*hit" oak group; RoG:red oak group; ?=possibly present

Early Archaic
Early Archaic

Early Archaic
Early Archaic

Cultural Period

Pre-Clovis (cultural ?)

Clovis
Early Archaic

Early Archaic
Early Archaic

Early Archaic

Early Archaic/Middle Archaic
transition
Middle Archaic
Middle Archaic
Middle A¡chaic
Middle Archaic
Middle Archaic (Late)

Middle Archaic (Late)

Middle Archaic (Late)

Late Archaic
Oak - WOG, hickory (?)

Oak - ROG, hickory

Oak - ROG, hickory

Oak, hickory

Oak, hickory

Conifer. oak - WOG, hickory

Wood Types - Common Name "/

Oak, hickory, pine, hard pine

Oak, hickory
Oak - WOG, Oak - ROG, hickory, hard Pine

Oak, conifer
Oak, hickory

Oak - WOG

Oak - WOG, hickory

Oak - WOG

Oak

Hickory, Oak (?)

Oak - WOG

White Pine

Ha¡d Southem Pine

Ca. 8,000

4,850 +70

t0,920 !250
9,240 +190
9,140 +50

9,155 +80

Ca. 9,100 to 9,500

Ca.9,000
8,940 +60

8,920 +65

8,800 +120

Ca. 8,700 to 8,900

Ca. 8,700 to 8,900

Ca. 8,300

Ca. 8,000

Ca. ó,500

Ca.6,500
5,180 +60

4,980 +170

4,070 +80

Date Or Approx
Time Period B.P

15,070 +70
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Table 6.2. HEARTH FEATURES BASED ON PERCENT WOOD VS. NWSHELL, CACTUS HILL AREA D, SQUARE
N5E4

Percentage based on number of pieces of wood charcoal and nut shell recovered in a feature sample. The sample
represented SYoto 1007oofthe feature contents, based upon total volume. Separation ofwood and nut shell from the sandy
matrix was by dry (window) screen, analysis by NRS.

Radiocarbon Dating of Features and
Levels

IntroductÍon

Sixteen samples were submitted by NRS for l4C
assays from levels and features on the Cactus Hill
Site in areas D and B. All sixteen samples were
either carbonized wood or nut shell; no samples
were determined to have originated from modern
contaminants. Two laboratories provided analysis
services, Beta Analytic (Beta) of Coral Gables,
Florida analyzed eleven samples, and the University
of Arizona (AA) at Tucson analyzedthe other fïve.
The samples were from two contexts within ttre

deposits on the Cactus Hill Site. The first context
was the general levels. Samples, normally single
lumps of charcoal, from general levels were not
necessarily associated with any particular feature.
These samples were tested to determine the integrity
of the general level containing certain diagnostic
artifacts or features. The second context was hearths,
or hearth-like features, and fire pits containing
multiple charcoal fragments. These features were
either the direct object of the attempted assay, or they
were associated with artifacts to be dated.

The primary attention was given to dating
Paleoindian and Early Archaic traditions. An
important consideration also was the dating of
specific feature types such as rock hearths, basin

24

23

))
21

20

I9
l8/ll
l7/15
I6
t5il7
t4
l3
12

lll18
l0
9/2
8

7

6

5

4
3

2t9
I

Feature
#

(N5E4-F)

E

7-8

7

5-6?

6

4-5

5

5

5

4-5
4
4

4

4

4-5
2-9
3

3

)
)
t-2
)
2-9
2

Level

N
N

N
N
N

N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
N

N
N
N

N
N

FCR
YAI

(Yes or No)

95Yo

95-98o/o

85%
75-80%
7O-80Yo

95o/o

85%
50Vo

l0-20o/o

0-t%
l-2o/o

50o/o

80-85%

E0-9OYo

50-600/0

t:2yo
80o/o

r0%
5Yo

5%;o

s%
5Yo

5o/o

5Vo

Wood

5o/o

2-5o/o

ls%
20-25"

2030%;o

5o/o

15"/o

50Yo

80-90%
99-rO0"
98-99Yo

s0%
r5-2rJoÂ

t0:20vo
40-50Yo

98-99%
20%

gOVo

95Yo

95o/o

95%
95Yo

95o/o

95Vo

Nut
Shell

Carbonized Remains
(Approximate
percentage) (r)

ca. 6,000-E,000

ca. 6.000-7.000

8,940 +/-60
(downdrift)
ca. 9,250-9,500

ca.9.100-9.400

9,140 +/-50
9,240+/-190

ca.

ca. 8,000-9,000
ca. 7.800-8.000

ca. 7,800-8,000
ca. 7.800-8.000

ca. 7,E00-E,000

ca.6,000-7,000

ca. ó,000-7,000

ca. 6,000-7,000

ca. 5,000-7,000

4,850 +/-70
4,070 +/-80
ca.4,000-5,00t)

ca. 4,000-5,000

ca.4,000-5,000
ca. 4.000-5.000
ca.4,000-5,000
ca.4,000-5,000
ca. 4,000-5,000

Date B. P.
(Before Present)

Working surface, possible hearth

Oval carbon scatter (hearth?)

C¡rcular basin hearth

Under slab mortar
Circular carbon scatter

Circular FCR pit hearth

Hearth scatter, some FCR
Hearth scatter, some FCR
Hearth scatter, some FCR

Circular FCR scatter

Circular FCR hearth

Circular FCR hearth

Oval basin hearth
Oval basin hearth

Oval basin hearth

Oval basin hearth

Pit hearth

Comments
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hearths, and fire pits. This was to determine the time
periods in which certain types of features were

popular, and to determine if features were of the

same age as the levels in which they were excavated.

Results

The results of the sixteen l4C assays are given in
detail in Table 6.3. These results are summarized

below by period.

Paleoindìan

Four charcoal lumps from area B, square 2/9,

level 5 analyzedby AA were determined not to have

been from fires associated with the Paleoindian
occupation ofthis level the site, but represented

intrusion andlor downdrift from upper levels. It is
interesting that projectile points from pit hearths

intrusive into level 5 were Halifax and Morrow
Mountain I. Three of the four l4C assays were

representative of time periods associated with Halifax
and Morrow Mountain I and IL The AA 9,155 180

B. P. date appears to have been associated with
PalmerÆfirk Comer-Notched occupation of level 4

and level 5.

The Beta 9,790 !200 B. P. date from the upper
portion offeature I oflevel 5 ofsquare 0/9 plus -ll9
(salvage excavation A) in area B represented a Clovis
hearttr of carbonized southern pine which
subsequently was determine to have contained
downdrift of partly carbonized oak and hickory
(McWeeney, Appendix D (l)). A second date from
the lower portion of the hearth contents, which
contained no partly carbonized material and was

composed of carbonized hard southern pine (based

on an identification by L. McWeeney), produced a

Beta date of 10,9201250 B. P. The Beta 9,790 B. P.

date is rejected based on contamination, and the Beta

10,920 B. P. date is considered acceptable for the

Clovis occupation of this site.

While no features with carbon were found at the

Clovis level 5 of square 2/9 of area B, a hearth-like
scatter of carbonized white pine was found 3 inches

(7.6 cm) below level 5 and in level 6 near the lèvel 7

interface. This hearth-like amorphous scaüer of
carbon was associated with seven quartzite flakes and

three quartzite core blades, and produced a Beta date

of 15,070 170 B. P. This feature (2/9-6-Fl) was

directly under the Clovis working surface, and the

carbon was submitted for l4C assay based on the

beliefthat it probably represented a deep Clovis
hearth. There was no observed difference in the

appearance ofthis feature and the appearance ofthe
feature in level5 of square 0/9 plus -ll9 which
produced the Beta date of 10,920 B. P. But, of the

two features only the feature in level 5 ofsquare 0/9
plus-l/9 produced Clovis-like chert tools. Eight
other carbon samples collected on a grid pattern from
squares 2l9,ll9 and 0/9 plus-l/9 from levels 5, 6,

and 7 were rejected for dating because they could not
be associated with a feature and they contained
contaminants in the form of partly carbonized
downdrift. None of these other samples was directly
below the in situ Clovis working surface as was the

white pine feature in level 6 of square 2/9.

Palmet/Corner Notch ed K¡îk

A Palmer/Kirk working surface and carbon

scatter was encountered as feature 24 in level 8 of
square N5E4 of area D. This feature (N5E4-8-F24)

was generally below a Decatur working surface to the

north and directly below a group of Fort Nottoway
tradition tools and a Fort Nottoway, side-notched
projectile point base. The carbon, oak and an

unidentified conifer, produced a Beta l4C assay of
8,940 +60 B. P. This date is consistent with Fort

Nottoway dates, but it is considered at least 200 to

400 years too late for Palmer. It is, therefore,
rejected as resulting from downdrift or intrusion from
the Fort Nottoway feature a few inches above.

Decotur

Two dates were obtained from feature 22 inlevel
7 of square N5E4 of area D. This feature (N5E4-7-

F22) was a basin hearth filled with carbonized wood,

bone and flakes, and it was associated directly with
three Decatur points and point fragments. The Beta

dates were 9,240 !160 B. P. and 9,140 +50 B. P.

The older date was recovered from deep in the

feature, intrusive into the Palrner/Kirk level and very
likely contained some contamination from that level.
The Beta date of 9,140 was obtained from the upper
part of the feature toward the more isolated northeast

corner, and it is considered uncontaminated and

acceptable. Based on the stratigraphic position of
Decatur, just below Fort Nottoway which is
discussed below, the 9,140 +50 B. P. date seems

generally correct. The Decatur dates were on

carbonized oak, hickory, pine, hard pine, and an

unidentified wood.
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Fort Noltoway

There are two dates from Cactus Hill which
represent carbon from what was apparently a very
large fire pit containing flakes, calcined bone, and
two fitted fragments of a fire-cracked Fort Nottoway
side-notched projectile point. Square N2El, levels 6,
7,8, and 9 produced carbon of oak, hickory, and
unknown wood from this feature (N2El-6/9-Fl)
which dated Beta 8,800 +120 B.P. A single lump of
carbon from level 9, below the other sample, dated
AA 8,920 +65 B. P. The latter sample was submitted
in hopes that it might date chalcedony trim flakes in
level 9 at the other end of the square which were
thought to possibly represent a Paleoindian
occupation. The carbon sample was intrusive,
however, and was associated with the Fort Nottoway
feature directly above. The Fort Nottoway
occupation of this site is therefore set at
approximately 8,750 to 8,950 B. P. and appears to
coincide in time with the use of large corner notched
Kirk points in West Virginia (Broyles l97l).

Fire Crached Rock Heørths

Three circular fire cracked rock hearths from
Cactus Hill were dated, two from area D and one
from area B. Two of the hearths were pit-like and
dated Beta 5,180 + 60 B.P. and Beta 4,980 + 170
B.P. The hearths were physically associated with
working surfaces apparently older than the hearths.
It appears that these features were intrusive into the
earlier surfaces. The Beta 5,180 B. P. date was from
a feature (N2E2-3-F1) associated \ilith a Kirk
Serrated point working surface in level 3 of square
N282, areaD, which apparently dates about 7,600 to
8,000 B. P. (see point description in Appendix A) on
the Nottoway. The Beta 4,980 B. P. date was
associated with three shouldered Guilford points
which probably date 500 to 1000 years older than the
hearth from level2 to 3 in salvage excavation B of
area B (feature Ex.B-2l3-Fl). In both cases, only
carbon below hearth stones was used for dating, and
it is unlikely that there was any contamination of the
samples. It is important to note that these features
were not boiling stones, but were highly fractured
stones (fìre cracked rock) perhaps used on coals in

pits for cooking. The one hearttr (4,980 B. P.)
contained hickory nut shell, the other (5,180 B. P.)
contained primarily carbonized oak and hickory
wood. Both features were probably associated with
the Halifax Side-Notched point tradition.

The third rock hearth was circular and
apparently a surface or shallow basin hearth which
dated (Beta) 4,070 + 80 B. P. This feature at level 3

of square N5E4, area D (N5E4-3-F8)was below a
surface containing a small stemmed Late Archaic
projectile point or drill tip, and intrusive into a level
containing a Monow Mountain I projectile point and
debitage of that period. The date was on carbonized
white oak and is apparently associated with the
Savannah River tradition use of the site in the Late
Archaic period.

Fíre Pits

In addition to the Fort Nottoway fire pit noted
previously, a much deeper pit was encountered from
level2 to level 9 in square N584, area D. This
feature G'{584-2/9-F2D-F9 /2) contained some minor
amounts of wood and over 200 grams of carbonized
hickory nut shell. There were no diagnostic artifacts
in this very distinctive feature which produced a date
of (Beta) 4,850 +70 B.P. The date indicates a
probable association with the Halifax tradition,
although no Halifax points were recovered in the
N5E4 excavation unit. A very similar feature
excavated in 1995 on the Grey Site in the Nottoway
drainage also contained a large amount of hickory
nut shell and was associated with three Halifax
projectile points (McAvoy, report in preparation).

Summary

A summary culture sequence developed by the
NRS for this region of southeastern Virginia is
presented later in Table 6.7, based on the l4C dates
for the Slade Site and Cactus Hill. A dated span from
4,070B. P. to 10,920 B. P. is indicated with a
questionable older data point of 15,070 B. P.
Acceptance of the older data point will require the
discovery of more sites of this period in eastern

North America.
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Tabte 6.3. RADIOCARBON DATES FROM AREAS B AND D, CACTUS HILL SITE, 445X202, NOTTOIryAY NVER SURVEY EXCAVATIONS 1993 AND 1994

Sample taken to northeast of and in feature 22,
shallow and away from Palmer and Fort Nottorvay
features, most acceptable date for Decatur

Mixed sample, oak, hickory
and hard pine

Shallow sample from northeast comer
ofhea¡th, Decatur points and tools,
above Palmer level

Area D, Sq. N5E4,
L.7,Fea.22
(N5E4-7-F22)

Beta-83012
(AMS)

9,140 150Decatur
heafh,
acceptable
date

Date is questionable as the sample appeaß to have
contained some carbonized wood from the Palmer
level below the Decatur surface, deep basin feature
intrusive into Palmer level

Mixed sample, oak, hickory,
pine, hard pine, and unknown
wood

Deep sample ûom Decatur basin
hea¡th with flakes, bone, Decatur
points and tools

Area D, Sq. N5E4,
L.7,Fea.22
(N5E4-7-F22)

Beta-801829,2!e +190I)ecatur
hearth,

Questionable
date (mixed?)

Date unacceptable due to downdrifl:/disturbance fiom
Fort Nottoway features above Palmer feature

Mixed sample, oak and
conifer

Working surface and hearth area with
Palmer point, wedge, and end scraper,

below Fort Nottoway surface.

Area D Sq. N5E4 L.
8,Fea.24
(NsE4-8-F24)

Beta-El59I
(AMS)

8,940 t60Palmer level,
unacceptable
date
(downdrift)

No dates acceptable as Paleoindian, all dates

corespond to Archaic Level downdrift into Level 5

and deep Middle Archaic pit features

All dates on single lumps of
carbon þine, oak, and

hickory)

Silt banded regions oflevel 5 in
general Clovis areas, or near Clovis
artifacts, no features

Area B Sq. 2/9, L.
5, general area

Arizona
(AA)
15023,
15026,
15025,
15024
(all AMS)

9,155 +80,

6,905 +55,

6,580 155,
5,285 f50

Clovis level,
unacceptable
dates
(downdrift)

Oak and hickory were incompletely carbonized and

represent typical downdrift from multiple upper
levels

Mixed sample of hard pine,

oak and hickory
Health, open scatter Wi¡liamson and

Mitchell quarry unifacial chert tools-
Clovis

Area B, Sq. 0/9 plus
-l19, L.5, Fea. I
(0/9 plus -ll9-Fl);
upper l/2 offeature
contents

Beta-E0lEl9,790 t200Clovis hearth,
unacceptable
date
(downdrift)

Sample hæd pine only (see McWeeney's report
Appendix D (l))

Hard pine (Southem)Hearth, open scatter, Williamson and
Mitchell quarry unifacial chert tools-
Clovis

A.rea B Sq. 0/9 plus
-l19, L.5, Fea. I
(0/9 plus -1l9-5-Fl);
lower l/2 of feature
contents

Beta-EI5E9t0,920 Ð50Clovis hearth,
acceptable
date

Under a Clovis working surface in Level 5, this
samples was 3" below Clovis material and in Lev. 6

White pine (These were the
only samples of white pine

from Cactus Hill)

Hearth-like, amorphous scatt€r of
cæbonized wood with bladelike
flakes, designated feature -l oflevel
6

Area B, Sq. 2/9,
L.6, Fea. I
Qtg-6-Fr)

Beta-EI590
(AMS)

I5,070 +70Very early,
hearthlike,
acceptable
date

CommentsCarbon Source
(Cæbonized Material)

Feature/Location, Description and

Associated Artifacts
Are4 Square,

Level, Feature

Lab #Date
B. P.

Radiocarbon
t Years

Component,
Status of Date
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TAhIE 6.3. RADIOCARBON DATES FROM AREAS B AND D, CACTUS HILL SITE, 445X202, NOTTOTTAY NVER SURVEY EXCAVATIONS lgg3 AND Ig94

Component,
Status of Date

Date
B. P.

Radiocarbon
* Years

Lab# Are4 Square,
Level, Feature

Feature/Location, Description and
Associated Artifacts

Carbon Source
(Carbonized Material)

Comments

Fort
Nottoway, pit
hearth,
acceptable
date

E,E00 tl20 Beta-7O127 Area D Sq. N2El,
L. 6, 7, 8 and 9,
(N2El-6/9-Fl)

Deep pit hearth from Level 6 to Level
9, fire cracked Fort Nottoway point in
levels 6 and 7, mixed with the
cæbonized wood

Mixed sample, oak, hickory
and unknown wood

l'eature 6 was identified in tle laboratory based on
field collected samples, notes and the floral analysis,
this feature could not be observed as a pit in the field

Fort
Nottoway, Pit
hearth,
acceptable
date

E,920 +65 AA-15027
(AMS)

Area D Sq. N2El,
L.9,
(N2El-6.9-Fl)

Deep sample from Level 9, bottom of
pit hearth, feature 6 (?)

Single lump of oak Sample was very deep, but directly below the Fort
Nottoway pit hearth in Levels 6,7 and I above, it
appears to associated with the pit

Fire cracked
rock heafh
(Halifax ?),
acceptable
date

5,tE0 t60 Beta-83013
(AMS)

Area D, Sq. N2E2,
L.3,
(N2E2-3-Fl)

Fire cracked rock hearth- circular pit,
intrusive into Kirk Serrated working
surface

Mixed sample of oak and
hickory, all carbonized wood
recovered under hearth stones

Date ofpit hearth feature does not match the surface
it is intrusive into, the date suggests Halifax age not
the Kirk Senated working surface it was found on

Fire cracked
rock hearth
(Halifax or
late Guilford),
acceptable
date

4,980 +170 Iteta-
801 I 83

Area B, Salvage
excavation B, L.2-
3, Fea. I
(Ex.B-2i3-Fl)

Fire Cracked rock hearth, circulæ pit-
like, associated with 3 shouldered
Guilford points, but feature may be
intrusive into Guilford working
surface

All hickory nut shell, all
recovered under hearth rocks

Date of FCR pit hearth feature seems late for
Guilford, and may represent either the shouldered
Guilford points or Halifax period, intrusive into
Guilford working surface

Deep pit,
Halifax (?)

4,850 + 70 Beta-80184 Area D, Sq. N5E4,
L.2to9, Fea.2 and
9
(NsE4-2/9-F2t9-
F9t2)

Deep pit, hearth and/or storage pit, at
Late Archaic to Late Middle Archaic
level, no associated diagnostic
artifacts

All hickory nut shell, all
recovered throughout pit

This tèature was a deep oval shaped pit fìlled with
carbonized hickory nut shell and minor wood, the
date indicates a possible Halifax association

l-ire cracked
rock hearth
(Late Archaic,
stemmed ?),
acceptable
date

4,070 180 Beta-80I44 Area D, Sq. N5E4,
L.3, Fea. 8

(N5E4-3-F8)

Circular fir cracked rock hearth,
surface, associated with stemmed
point and Monow Mountain-like
point, association likely Late Archaic
stemmed

White oak, all recovered
under hearth stones

This feature was in a level producing Late Archaic to
Late Middle Archaic material, the æsociations were
late stemmed and Monow Mt. I, the late stemmed
point association seems correct
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Faunøl Anølysís

Area D of Cactus Hill produced most of the

sample of 1,098 calcined faunal remains recovered in
the excavations of 1993 and 1994. All remains were

recovered by the NRS in area B and area D, but due

to soil conditions the area D remains were extremely
well preserved. The few remains recovered in area B
were much more chalky, weathered, and eroded.
The faunal analysis of the Cactus Hill assemblage

was performed by Thomas R. Whyte, of the

Department of Anthropology at Appalachian State

University, and his work appears as Appendix E. It
is Whyte's opinion that the archaeo-faunal remains

from Cactus Hill, though relatively few, represent the

best preserved and dated Early Holocene assemblage

from the Middle Atlantic region.

The Early Archaic sample was the most
complete and was bracketed by a number of
radiocarbon dates from 9,240 +190 B. P. to 8,800

tl20 B. P. Specific identifications were made for
perch-like fish, bullfrog, king/milk snake, mud/musk
turtle, turkey, muskrat, and white-tailed deer. Also,
there were a number of more general identifications.
Fewer identifications were made for the Middle and

Late Archaic as less data was recovered from these

periods. The single fragment of calcined bone from
the Paleoindian period was recovered in area B, but
was unidentifiable except as probably a scapula of a
large ungulate.

Whyte notes (Appendix E) that the faunal
remains provide no direct or measurable record of
environmental change for the Archaic period of
Virginia's inner Coastal Plain. The species reported
by Whyte are common in the area of the site today.

While the quantity of white-tailed deer may reflect an

animal which played a more focal role in the annual

diet, the overall assemblage is indicative of
generalized foraging. Such activities are interpreted
by rWhyte as probably on a seasonal basis throughout
the early to mid Holocene.

Whyte also stresses the point that what is

recovered incinerated as food residue, or through
refuse disposal, is not necessarily indicative of each

prey species. Large mammals are given as an

example of food which could be processed at a kill
site without the retum of bone with the meat and hide

to the residence. The Cactus Hill faunal assemblage,

therefore, is probably only a partial representation of
what was hunted.

In several instances the faunal remains provided
to Whyte for analysis (recovered in hearth or pit
features or general levels), were with carbonized
floral remains. In some of these instances the floral
remains were submitted for identification and

subsequent l4C assay.

Where the floral remains represent seeds, fruits,
or spores from leaves, with a seasonal availability,
this has been indicated in Table 6.4. These data
provide some information on the seasonality of the

hunting/gathering activities of the residents of Cactus

Hill. One would expect that a disproportionate
number of seeds and fruits would be available in the

Fall, as Table 6.4 shows.

Of the 20 associations, l9 contained at least

minor amounts of hickory nut shell, and five
contained acorn whiòh probably indicates site use

around the month of October. Twelve of the

associations were with features, as opposed to
general levels. Of the twelve features, the contents of
three features were subjected to flotation and

produced fern spores (chaned), as well as hickory
nuts. This would tend to indicate a likely time span

of April through September for the fern and then into
October for the hickory nut use. This may indicate
multiple use of the feature over the year, or more
than a short stay at the site. It is interesting that
where the flotation results containing seed and spore

data are added to the macro dry screen data a

somewhat different and perhaps more complete
picture emerges as to a multiple seasonality of site

use. (Flotation sample data analysis was provided by
Cheryl Holt and appears in Appendix D (3)). Also,
the faunal assemblage is not inconsistent with the
proposed time of site use. The large number of turtle
remains, for example, indicate spring through fall
harvesting, and turkey and white-tailed deer were

available all year.

Quarry activity on Cactus Hill may have been at

a maximum in the month of October, as water levels
in the river drop to the lowest point in this period.
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Table 6.4. FAUNAL REMAINS FROM CACTUS HILL COMPARED WITH ASSOCIATED FL)RAL REMAINS BY
S EA S ONAL A VA ] LA B I LI TY *

rilhyte in

N5E4, level 7 -8, featwe 23
(N5E4-7/8-F23), Kirk Comer-
Notched

N5E4, level 7, feature 22 (N584-
7-F22),Decatur 9,140 +50 B. P.

N584, level 5, fèature l9 (N5E4-
5-Fl9), Kirk Senated

N5E4, level 2-9, featu¡e 9
(NsE4 -2 /9 -F9 /2), Hal ifax (?)
4,850 +70 B. P.

NZE3, level ó, Fort
Nottoway/Kirk Comer-Notched

NlEl,level I, Middle Archaic

NlE0, level 6, Kirk Serrated

NIEO, level 3 (?)

NIEO, level 2, Halifax

N0E0, level 2, feature I (N0E0-
2-Fl), Halifax

N0E0, level l, Savannah River

N2El, level 9, feature 6
(N2El-6/9-Fl), below Fort
Nottoway pit, 8,920 +65 B. P

N2El, level 8, feature 6
(N2El-6/9-Fl), bottom of Fort
Nottoway pit 8,800+120 B. P.

N281, level 6, feature 5
(N2El-4/7-Fl), Palmer?

N2EI,level 5, feature 5
(N2El-4/7-Fl), Palmer?

N2El, level 4, feature 5
(N2El-4/7-Fl),
top of Palmer/Kirk hea¡th

N2El, level 4, general are4
MiddleÆarly Archaic

N2E I , level 3, Middle Archaic

N2El, level 2,feature 4 (N2El-
2-Ft),
Monow Mt. II

N2El, Ievel I, feature 2 (N2El-
t-F2),
Monow Mt. II

Area D, Square, Level,
and Feature
(New Feature Number**)
Probable Cultural
Association

Large bird
Mud/box/pond turtle
Mammal

Mammal
Mud turtle
King/milk snake

Large mammal
Mammal

Mammal

Mud/box/pond turtle
Muskrat

White-tailed deer

Wild turkey
White-tailed deer

Mud/musk turtle
White-tailed deer

Wild turkey

Large bird
Mud/box/pond turtle

Mud/musk turtle
Mud/box/pond turtle

Mud/box/pond turtle
graylfox squinel
white-tailed deer

Mud/box/pond turtle

Mud/box/pond turtle

Mud/box/pond turtle

bullfrog
Mud turtle

Mud/box/pond turtle

white tailed deer

Cf. painted turtle
white-tailed deer

Faunal Remains/
Common Name
(Appendix E Data)

I
2

23

ll
I
I

I
2

I

I

lt
I
I

I
I

I

I
I

I
2

4

I

I
I

I

I

I
3

NISP
(Faunal)

Hickory nut - October
Fem - April, May, June (non-food use during spring and
summer)

Hickory nut - October

Hickory nut - October
Fem - April, May, June (non-food use during spring and
summer)

Hickory nut - October
Sumac - Jan. through Dec.
rilatershield - March, April, May, Sept., Oct.
Fern - April, May, June (non-food use during spring and
summer)

Hickory nut - October

Hickory nut - October

Hickory nut - October

Hickory nut - October

Hickory nut - October

Hickory nut - October

Hickory nut - October

Acom - early Fall

Hickory nut - October
Acom - early Fall

Hickory nut - October
Acom - early Fall

Hickory nut - October
Acom - Eæly Fall

Hickory nut - October

Hickory nut - October
Cleaver seed - early Summer

Hickory nut - October
Acom ' early Fall

Hickory nut - October
Wolfberry - Fall

Hickory nut - October

Floral Remains by Seasonal Availability as Food
from Associated Features (data from Appendix Dl,
D2,D3)

Notes: *From data D
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This allows greater access to the quartzite cobbles on
the river shoals, channel and bars. This may be a
partial explanation for the strong indication of site

use in October.

Immunological Analysis of Stains on
Lithic Artifacts

Currently, there is considerable debate over the

accuracy and reproducibility ofresults of
immunological analysis techniques for identification
ofold and denatured bloodstains on artifacts.
However, seventy one artifacts from the Paleoindian
and Archaic periods were tested by the cross-over

electrophoresis (CIEP) method, and this method and

results are presented by Newman for some of the

Clovis artifacts in Appendix F. A summary of all of
Newman's work on this project appears here in Table
6.5. These test results represent our only indication,
although indirect, of the prey species of the

Paleoindian groups.

In contrast, there is considerable direct
information from stratified Archaic period deposits
on the site. Many species were identified by Whye
in the Early, Middle, and Late Archaic strata at
Cactus Hill from very small and fragmentary
calcined bone fragments, and these results were
presented previously in this chapter. Table 6.6

compares Newman's identifications with Whyte' s

findings by cultural period . It should be stressed that
this comparison did not result from a structured

scientific test, nor was any type of a test undertaken

Table 6.5. RESULTS OF CIEP ANALYSIS

for the purpose of a scientific comparison of the
direct and indirect analysis techniques. In fairness to
the CIEP technique, it must be recognized that of 23

animal categories in Table 6.6, at least l4 of these

were not tested for by CIEP. Also, no Late Archaic
material was submitted for immunological analysis.

With these caveats, a few general observations
may be made from the Table 6.6 data. Overlaps, or
similar results from both analysis techniques were

obtained in the Early Archaic period for deer,

carnivore (cat), possibly squirrel, and possibly
muskrat. For the Middle Archaic period, the single
overlap was deer with a possible overlap for human.

There was no overlap in the Paleoindian period as the

only faunal (calcined) fragment was unidentifiable,
except as representingalarge mammal. One
potential problem (?) with the CIEP data was a lack
of identification of bird, although it was a CIEP test

subject and it was identified six times in the faunal
sample. Also, CIEP identified bovine (bison or musk
ox), elk, and rabbit, but there were no faunal remains

of these animals. Neither analysis technique
identified bear, another CIEP subject.

Again, this was not a comparative test as there is

really no direct relationship between the mechanism

ofpreservation ofcalcined bone and residual protein,

or the manner in which either form enters the

archaeological record. What bone finds its way into
a hearth to be incinerated as garbage may be vastly
different than what was otherwise present on the site.

Results

Bovine
Negative
Deer, elk
Negative

Rabbit
Deer
Bovine
Negative
Bovine, rabbit
Negative

Negative
Negative
Deer, elk

Period/Date
Before Present

(8.P.)
Paleoindian, 10,920+/ -250 B. P

Paleoindian
Paleoindian

Paleoindian

Paleoindian
Paleoindian

Paleoindian

Paleoindian
Paleoindian

Paleoindian

Early Archaic, ca. 9,000 B. P

Early Archaic
Early Archaic

Artifact Type

Side scraper

Fluted point

Fluted point

Fluted point

Edge worked flake and graver

Graver

Edge worked flake
End scraper
Graver
End scraper

Kirk Side-Notched Pro.jectile point

Kirk Side-Notched Projectile point

Biface fragment

Test #
and Date

t, 4t3t94
2, 4/3/94
3, 4/3/94
4, 4/3t94
5, 4/3t94
6, 4t3t94
7. 4/3t94
8, 4t3/94
9, 4t3t94
10, 4/3/94

t, 5/14/94
2, 5^4t94
3, 5^4t94

Artifact#

I
)
3

4

5

6

7

I
9
l0
ll
t2
l3
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ól
60

59
5E

57

56

55

54

53

52

5l
50

49

48

47

46
45

44

43

42

4l
40

39
38

3l
3ó

35

34

33

32
3l
30

29

28

1a
26

25
24

23

22

2l
20

l9
I8
t7
ló
t5
t4

Artifact #

10, 2/26/95

9, 2/26t9s
2tz6/95

7, 2t26t95
, 2n6/95

5, 2/26/95

4, 2/26/9s

3, 2/26/95

2, 2/26/95

t, 2t26t95

t, 7/t8/94

40, 5/t4/94
39, 5/14/94
38, 5/r4t94
37,5/t4/94
36, 5t14/94

35, 5/14/94

34, sl14/94
33, 5/t4/94
32, 5/14/94

3t, 5/14/94

30, 5/14/94

29, s/t4/94
2E, 5tr4/94
27, 5/14/94

26, 5^4/94

25, 5/14/94

23, 5/t4/94
22, 5/t4/94
2t, 5/t4/94
20, s/14/94
19, s/t4t94
18, 5/t4/94
t7,5/t4/94
16, 5n4/94
15, 5il4/94
t4, 5tt4/94
t3, 5¡t4/94
t2, 5il4t94

tt, 5it4t94

10, 5¡14/94

9, 5il4t94
8, 5/t4/94
7,5/14/94
6, 5/14t94
5, 5/t4/94
4, 5/14t94

Test #
and Date

Kirk Senated projectile point
Kirk Senated projectile point
K¡rk Serrated projectile point
Kirk Senated proiectile point
Kirk Senated projectile point

Lecroy projectile point

LeCroy projectile point

Kirklike projectile point (deep

notched)

Early triangular
Early triangular

Clovis point
Flake knife
End scraper
End scraper

Palmer/Kirk proiectile point
Palmer/Kirk proiectile point
Palmer/Kirk projectile point
Palmer pro.iectile point
Palmer proiectile point
Palmer projectile point
Palmer drill tip

Decatur projectile point
Decatur projectile point
Decatur proiectile point
Decatur projectile point
Decatur projectile point.

Utilized flake

Side scraper

Celt
End scraper

End scraper

Fort Nottoway proiectile point
Utilized flake
Flakeþraver
Utilized flâke

Adz blade
Grinding stone fragment

Chopper/smoothing stone

Fort Nottoway projectile point

Fort Nottoway projectile point

Grinding stone fragment

Used cobble

Utilized flake
Scraper/knifè

Flake scraper

(;raver/awl
End scraper

Artifact Type

Middle Archaic
Middle Archaic
Middle Archaic
Middle Archaic
Middle Archaic, ca. 7,800 B. P

Early Archaic/Middle Archaic
transition

Early Archaic/Middle Archaic
transition, ca. 8,300 B. P.

Barly Archaic, ca. 9,500 B. P

Early Paleoindian (?)
Barly Paleoindian (?)

Paleoindian

Early Archaic
Barly Archaic
Early Archaic
Early Archaic
Early Archaic
Early Archaic
Early Archaic
Early Archaic
Early A¡chaic, > 9,240+l-190 B.P
Early Archaic

Early Archaic
Early Archaic
Early Archaic
Early fuchaic
Barly Archaic, 9,140+/-50 B. P

Early Archaic

Early Archaic
Early Archaic
Early Archaic
Early Archaic
Early Archaic
Early Archaic
Early Archaic
Early Archaic
Early Archaic
Early Archaic
Early Archaic
Early Archaic

Early Archaic
8,920 +/- 65 B. P.; 8,800 +/-120 B. P

Early Archaic
Early Archaic
Early Archaic
Early Archaic
Early Archaic
Early Archaic
Early Archaic

Period/Date
Before Present

(8.P.)

Deer

Deer
Negative

Negative
Negative

Negative

Negative

Negative

Negative
Human, rabbit

Negative

Negative

Negative
Cat

Dog
Rabbit
Negative
Rat

Negative
Deer
Negative

Guinea pig
Negative

Negative
Deer, elk
Negative

Guinea pig
Deer, elk
Negative
Negative

Negative
Negative
Negative
Negative
Negative

Negative

Negative
Negative
Negative
Negative

Negative

Negative
Negative

Negative
Deer, elk
Negative

Negative
Negative

Results
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Table 6.6. COMPANSON OF FAUNAL IDENTIFICATIONS t'rlTH IMMUNOLOGICAL (CIEP) TEST RESULTS, BY
CULTURAL PENOD AT CACTUS HILL

Notes: test; ¿ìs

immunological test would not indicate such a presence, or immunological test not performed.
-- =not found.

Results

Human, rabbit

Negative

Negative
Nesative

Negative

tsovine
Negative

Deer

Negative

Negative

PeriodlDate
Before Present

(8. P.)
Middle AÌcha¡c

Middle Archaic, ca. 7,400 B. P

Middle Archaic, ca. 6,500 B. P
Middle Archaic

Middle Archaic, ca. ó,000 B. P

Middle Archaic
Middle Archaic

Middle Archaic/ Late Archaic
transition, ca. 5,000 B. P

Middle Archaic/Late Archaic
transition
Middle Archaic/Late Archaic
transition

Artifact Type

Biturcate base (?) pro.iectile point

Stanly stemmed projectile point

Morrow Mt. II proiectile point

Morrow Mt. ll projectile point

Guilford proiectile point

Guilfbrd projectile point
Guilford proiectile point

Hal ifax projectile point

Hal ifax projectile point

Halifax projectile point

Test #
and Date

tt, 2t26t95

t2, 2t26/95

13, 2/26t95
t4, 2t26t95

15, 2/26t95
t6, 2t26t95
t7, 2/26/95

t8, 2/26/95

19, 2t26t95

20, 2/26/95

Artifact #

62

63

64
ó5

66

67

ó8

69

70

7l

Comments

Bison or musk ox only
reaction

(I)=match with (-)

any of several poss

many

(l):match with

deer or elk (anl

Period (see notes)

Late
Archaic

-/NA
--/NA
F/IIA
--lNA
--lNA
../NA

-/NA
--NA

(?)Fil.IA

-AIA
F/NA
F/NA
--/NA
--^.lA

-/NA
-/NA
--AIA

-/NA
--NA
-/NA
-/NA
ITNA
--^IA
FAIA

Middle
Archaic

-tr

F/I

-/l

(?) F/I

-/NA
F/NA
}7NA
F/--

../NA

-/NA
--lNA

-/NA
F/NA
F/NA
F/NIA

-iNA
F/NA
--/NA
F/NA

Early
Archaic

--/r

F/I
--lt
Fll

F(I)

F/(r)

-/l
--/NA
FAIA
FAIA
F/NA
H-

F/NA
FA{A
F/NA
F/NA
F/NA
--lNA
F/NA
f/NA
F/¡IA
F/NA
FAIA

Paleoindian

-il
-11
--lr
--ll
-/r

--lftA
F/NA

-/NA

--lNA
--lNA

-/NA
--A,IA

-/NA
.-/NA
--ll.lA

-/NA
-/NA
--lNA
--/NA

Common Name or
Group
Bovine

Blk
Deer

Rabbit
Camivore/cat

Gray/tôx squirrel
(Guinea pig)

Muskrat (rat)

Dog
Human

Cervidae

Indeterminate large mammal

Indeterminate mammal

Wild turkey
Indeterminate large bird

Indeterminate bird
Perch-like tish

Bullfroe
Mud turtle

Muümusk turtl€
Stinkpot turtle
Painted turtle

Eastem box turtle
King/mild snake

Indeterminate vertebrate
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Chronological Sequence of Diagnostic
Artifacts - Areas D and B

The chronological sequence of diagnostic
artifacts is presented in this section based upon the
laboratory analysis ofthe excavated artifacts
presented earlier in Chapter 5. An understanding of
vertical integrity of the microstratigraphy in areas D
and B, as discussed previously in this chapter, factors
into the establishment of such a sequence. Finally,
the radiocarbon dates also presented previously in
this chapter were used with the stratigraphic
sequence data to ftnalize the chronological sequence
of diagnostics. This section is directed only to the
diagnostic artifact sequence. For a discussion ofthe
other elements of material culture associated with
these diagnostic artifacts, see Chapter 5. More
detailed information conceming the traditions
represented by the diagnostic artifacts is presented in
Chapter 5 and Chapter 7.

The laboratory analysis ofthe projectile points
recovered from Cactus Hill excavations D and B
revealed at least 37 point types which are defined in
Appendix A. Figure 6.1 presents these point types in
fivo sequences as interpreted from the Cactus Hill
data. The column of artifacts to the left of the
vertical line in the center of the figure defines the
excavated or l4C dated sequence composite from
areas D and B. The column to the right is the
proposed chronological position of the diagnostic
artifacts not recovered in a clear stratigraphic context
and/or not accurately l4C dated. There are only 9
diagnostic artifact types which were clearly
excavated in sequence or dated upon Cactus Hill.
The remaining 28 types were placed in an
approximate sequence based upon more general
Cactus Hill data, previous work by NRS on the
Fannin or Slade Sites (up river), or based upon the
work ofother researchers. References related to
these point types are presented in Appendix A.

The following 9 diagnostic point types were
suitably recovered to indicate culture sequence:

Halifax: Excavated in situ tn area D, squares

N0E0 and NlE0 above Morrow Mountain II.
There is no l4C date for Halifax on Cactus Hill.
The type was dated on the Slade Site (see Table
6.7).

Morrow Mountain II and Morrow Mountain I:
Excavated in situ tn area D, in numerous

squares. The Morrow Mountain II points were
recovered above Morrow Mountain I, and both
were recovered below Halifax and above Kirk
Serrated. There is no l4C date for Morrow
Mountain on Cactus Hill. The type II was dated
on the Slade Site. (see Table 6.7).

Kirk Senated: Excavated in situ in area D below
Morrow Mountain in four units. Excavated
above St. Albans in units NlE0 and N280.
There is no l4C date for Kirk Serrated on Cactus
Hill, or on any site in this area of the Nottoway.

St. Albans: Excavated in situ above and with
Fort Nottoway in area D in units NlE0 and
NlE2. Excavated in situbelow Kirk Senated in
units NIEO and N2E0. There is no l4C date for
St. Albans on Cactus Hill or on any site on the
Nottoway.

Fort Nottowav: Excavated in situ with and
below St. Albans in area D in units NlE0 and
NlE2. Excavated above Decatur in units NlEl
and N2E3. There are two l4C dates for Fort
Nottoway on Cactus Hill presented in Table 6.7.

Decatur: Excavated in situbelow Fort Nottoway
in several units noted above in area D.
Excavated marginally above Palmer and Kirk
Corner-Notched (early variety -Large Palmer) in
units NlEl and N5E4. There are two l4C dates
one acceptable) for Decatur on Cactus Hill
presented in Table 6.7.

Palmer: Excavated in situ below Decatur in two
units (noted above) in area D. Excavated
marginally above Clovis in unit 2/9level4 area
B. There is no acceptable date for Palmer from
the Cactus Hill Site, but the apparent age is
>9,240 +190 B. P. This is based on a date from
a deep Decatur hearth, intrusive into the Palmer
level 8, of unit N5E4 in area D.

Clovis: Excavated marginally below Palmer and
marginally above quartzite core blades in unit
2/9level5 of area B on Cactus Hill. A single
acceptable l4C date was obtained from a Clovis
hearth in unit 0/9 plus -ll9 (salvage excavation
A) in area B, and this is presented in Table 6.7.
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Thin Side Notched
Small Stemmed

Tapered Stem
Large Triangular

Fish Tailed

Perkiomen
Island Swamp

Savannah River wide blade
Slade

Savannah River narrow blade
Bare Island

Lamoka-like

Halifax
ca. 5,000 B. P.
(Stratigaphic position area

Morrow Mt. IL ca.6,400 B. P.
(Stratigraphic position area D)

Morrow Mt. I, ca. 6,900 B. P

(Stratigraphic position area D)

Kirk Serrated, ca. 7,800 B. P
(Stratigraphic position area D)

St. Albans, ca. 8,700 B. P
(stratigraphic Position area D)

Fort Nottoway
(8,800 tl20 B. P. and
8,920 +65 B. P., Area D)

Decatur
(9,140 +50 B. P., Area D)

Palmer
(>9,240 +190 B. P., Area D)

Clovis Fluted
(10,920 t250 B. P., Area B)

t

lll

I'
)i

Guilford

Stanly
Stanly-like

Sharp's Mill Kirk Serrated

Kanawha-like

LeCroy

Kirk Side-Notched
Kirk Stemmed

-Kirk 

comer-Notched

Deep Notched Palmer

Hardaway Side-Notched

--- Middle Paleoindian (?) fluted point types

t
II
I

â

I

I Early Triangular
",

Figure 6.1 . Diagnostic artifact sequence, Cactus Hill Site. Left, sequence as clearly excavated and/or I4C dated in area D, or
as I 4C dated in area B. Ríght, probable sequence for other diagnostic artifacts not adequately excavated in sequence in area D,
and/or not I4C dated on this site.
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Tab|e 6.7. NOTTOI'IAY NVER SURI/EY SUMMARY RADIOCARBON DATED CULTURE SEQUENCE

Savannah River (narrow
blade)

Halitâx

Morrow Mt. II
(small variant, originally
inconectly typed as a

MonowMt. I)

Stanly level (mortar)

LeCroy

Fort Nottoway

Decatur

Palmer

Clovis

Possibly cultural, very eafly
(No diagnostic artifacts)

Cultural or Temporal
Marker

Slade, Area 7C5

Slade, Area 7Cl

Slade, Area 7Cl

Slade, Area 7C3D

Slade, Area 7C3C

Cactus Hill, Area D

Cactus Hill, Area D

Cactus Hill, Area D

Cactus H¡ll, Area B

Cactus Hill, Area B

Site, Area
excavated

4,070 r80, Beta-22156

5,050 1400, Beta-15529

6,470 !90,Beta-22838

7,420 +160,Beta-24427

E,300 +l l0 Beta-l6255

8,800 +120, Beta-70127:'8,920 +65,
AA-t5027

9,140 +50, Beta-83012
(<) 9,240 +190. Beta-80182

(>)9,240 1190, Beta-80182

10,920 -250, Beta-8 I 5 89

15,070 +70, Beta-81590

Date in Radiocarbon Years B. P

Large fire cracked rock hearth, and
carbonized hickory nut shell

Pit hearth with fire cracked rock, and
carbonized hickory nut shell, very
small sample

Hearth pit with calcined bone and
carbonized plant remains and nut
shell

Mortar at Stanly level; carbonized
hickory nut shell and wood under
mortar

Fire Cracked rock hearth, carbonized
hickory nut shell, large working
surface

Pit hearth, ca¡bonized oak, hickory
and unknown wood

Hearth, basin-like, carbonized oak,
hickory, and hard pine

Mixed carbon sample; Palmer and
Decatur features, Levels 7 and 8, Sq.
N5Bf, Area D

Hearth carbonized southem hard
pine; unifacial blade tools

Hearth (?) scatter, carbonized white
pine; core blade flake tools

Feafure/Circumstances
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Chapter 7

A Summary of Traditions

This chapter presents a brief summary of the
traditions discussed in this report with some general

conclusions. A convenient summary of some of this
information appears as Table 7.1 based on

information generated in area B of the site. Only
area B data were used for the table summary because

only area B produced an adequate representation of
all of the temporal markers (point types) from Cactus
Hill.

The Earlìest Inhabítants

When the Cactus Hill Site in southeastern

Virginia was first visited by humans traveling in the

Nottoway River Valley is unknown, but there is some

evidence that the first visitors had arrived between

I1,000 and 15,000 B. P . These Ice Age visitors
appear to have stayed long enough to build fires and

to make and sharpen stone tools, but with these

activities left only faint evidence oftheir presence. A
possible surface hearth represented by a scatter of
white pine charcoal and a few core blade tools dating
15,070 +70 B. P. was preserved on the ridge top in
area B of the site below a working surface of the

Paleoindian Clovis hunters. This date represents

radiocarbon years before present (RCYBP) which
may be equivalent to a date in calendar years as

much as 2,000 to 3,000 years older based upon the
generally accepted difference in radiocarbon years

and calendar years for very old samples. The later
Clovis activity was dated to 10,9201250 B. P.

(RCYBP).

The earliest people may have used a thin,
lanceolate, almost triangular projectile point as two
ofthese unusual spear tips have been recovered from
this area of the site. Both were excavated below
Clovis age artifacts in fairly good stratified context
on the ridge top at area B. Several spear tips similar
to the earliest recovered at Cactus Hill were reported
from the lowest levels of the Hardaway Site, in the

Uwharrie Mountains of North Carolina, by Joffrey
Coe 30 years ago (Coe 1964). These similar bifaces

were described as Hardaway blades. Also, the

Meadowcroft Shelter in western Pennsylvania
reported by Adavosio (1978) produced the primary
evidence for a human presence in this estimated age

range. Core blades were reported by Adavosio as

associated with pre-Clovis site use.

These people at Cactus Hill appear to have been

making tools from the better grades of local chert and
quartzite stone materials, and good grades of
metavolcanic materials similar to those from the

Carolina Piedmont. Core blades, blade cores,

worked fl akes, and lanceolate/triangular projectile
points or bifacial knives made up their tool kit used

in this area. One other site on the Nottoway River,
Slade 44SX7, produced a similar early triangular
projectile point in the lowest level of excavation area

E, below a Late Paleoindian Hardaway Side-Notched
camp. The Baskerville Site 44SX137, a surface

deposit l0 miles upriver, also produced a similar
assemblage of tools, but temporal placement is
unknown.

We have no remains of the game animals hunted
by these earliest people, but indirect tests through
residual protein analysis suggest that rabbit \tras some
part oftheir diet. These tests, however, are

considered controversial and unreliable by some

researchers. Overall, the evidence suggesting that
these people existed at all is scant, but it does exist
and must be addressed.

In contrast to the positive evidence presented

above which points to the existence of this early
tradition on the Nottoway River, the negative side of
the argument also must be reviewed. Only a small to
moderate number (15 to 20) of these artifacts/formal
tools have been recovered below Clovis on Cactus

Hill in a good context. This represents an

assemblage about the size ofthat recognized for the

Hardaway Side-Notched tradition. While area B has

produced Paleoindian material representing several
periods/traditions, the stratigraphy in area B has

demonstrated far less integrþ than in adjacent area

D of the site. Area B at Cactus Hill would not be
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considered suitable for establishing other than
general stratigraphic relationships in the Archaic
period. There is , however, less disturbance in the
Paleoindian levels and in the Middle Woodland
levels due to lower site use in these periods.

The artifacts assigned to this early (blade core)
tradition are quite unusual, but taken individually
they are not unique. A triangular biface without side
notches was recovered with a Hardaway Side-
Notched point on the ridge top at area B, and a
Decatur tradition bifacial knife also is lanceolate/
triangular in shape. These artifacts are somewhat
similar to the early triangular point type defined on
Cactus Hill, and because of their age they also would
be in a stratigraphic context near the bottom ofthe
cultural deposit. Drift of such artifacts below Clovis
would be possible. Blade cores and good core blades
while rare have been recovered in Palmer and Fort
Nottoway tradition artifact clusters on Cactus Hill,
and they were made of local quartzites. But, it is rare
to find them as synmetrical as those which were
recovered below Clovis.

The hearth-like scatter of carbonized white pine
producing a 15,070 B. P. date recovered in square 2/9
level 6, below Clovis, could have been the remnants
of a forest fire or an individual lightening strike.
This would be a unique occurrence on this site, as no
other examples have been discovered of fires created
by natural forces. An effort was made to locate wood
charcoal deep in the geological deposits to help
establish the age ofthe eolian sands, but none has yet
been found. The age ofthe carbonized wood, and the
identification as white pine, seem compatible for this
area of Virginia, and there is little chance that the
sample was contaminated in the eolian sand with
older carbon. There were ten quartzite flakes
associated with this feature and three of the flakes
\ryere core blades. Quartzite flakes were recovered in
the Palmer/Clovis levels,4 and 5 directly above, and
they probably originated there, or as downdrift, from
the Middle or Early Archaic. Still, none of these
flakes was a core blade as recovered with the
carbonized white pine scatter. Even if the carbonized
white pine is the result of a natural event it is
probably in the correct position stratigraphically and
represents a dated reference point in the site
development. The quartzite core blades would then
be bracketed between dates of 10,920 t250 B. P. for
Clovis and 15,070 t70 B. P. for the white pine. This
would strongly indicate site use somewhere in the

>l1,000 to 15,000 B. P. range.

In summary, natural forces and downdrift of
later artifacts could be an explanation for the early
(core blade) tradition postulated for Cactus Hill.
Since no other identical early assemblages have been
reported, the burden of proof rests with the
investigators of the Cactus Hill Site. Certainly, more
work (and more sites) would be needed to confirm
the existence of a human presence in this time period
in southeastern Virginia.

The Fluted Poínt Møkers
Clearly the most definite early use of the Cactus

Hill Site was by traditions of the fluted projectile
point makers. One group, apparently the makers of
Clovis-like fluted points occupied Cactus Hill
approximately 10,920 B. P. The Clovis hunters
made more identifiable use of the site than the
postulated earlier group, and they left examples of
their fine stone work at a number of locations on the
ridge at area B. The primary evidence of their
presence is their tool kit, which upon this site was
represented by fluted projectile points, side scrapers,
end scrapers, edge worked flakes, gravers, and blade
tools. As with most of the earlier people, the Clovis
people preferred the center ofthe ridge above the low
wet bottomland to the south of the site. Small
working/living surfaces, generally less than 100
square feet, contained a few tools and flakes from
tool sharpening and discard or breakage. Those tools
were typically worn-out reject stage projectile points,
broken scrapers, edged flakes, and thin flakes from
soft percussion biface reduction. Only one hearth
which was sufficiently protected and isolated to
allow dating produced an acceptable date for this
episode of occupation of the site. That date, 10,920
1250 B. P. was obtained on a shallow surface-like
scatter ofa hard, glassy southern pine charcoal which
could be no further identified as to species.

The Clovis occupation at Cactus Hill as

represented by use areas and artifact clusters was
typical of the other identified Clovis occupations on
the Nottoway River (McAvoy 1992). These sites are
on eolian sand hill caps, generally with southern
exposures, and above swamps or low islands. The
ratio ofprojectile points to end scrapers and other
tools is higher on the Nottoway River sites than
typically observed at base camps such as the
V/illiamson Site where activities other than hunting
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were of major concern. The Clovis tool kit at Cactus
Hill seems to reflect only hunting and repair of tools
and equipment. Little attention seems to have been
given to preparation of animal products, quarry
activity or initial tool production; at least this is the
case in those areas excavated as of 1995. We only
have faint and indirect evidence of what was being
hunted by the fluted point makers at Cactus Hill.
One small, quarter-size bone fragment from the dated
hearth has been identified only as representing a

large mammal. Indirect, residual protein tests

suggest, that bison, elk, deer, and rabbit were hunted,

but such test methods and results recently have been

questioned as to accuracy and reproducibility. The

debate continues as to the significance and accuracy
ofthese tests.

Based upon stone materials and projectile point
design it is speculated that the fluted point makers
occupied Cactus Hill in (or though) two time periods

The earliest period (about 10,900 to I1,000 B.P.) is
represented by four Clovis-like points oflocal chert

and quartz. A second, probably later, group using a
projectile point with a deeper basal concavity, and
longer (?) flutes employed more exotic stone
materials not locally available. These points are

somewhat similar to examples from northeastern

North America dated to approximately 10,600 B.P.
There is no difference in the size of tool clusters, or
use areas, based upon fluted point type. It is
speculated that in both fluted point periods the site

was occupied by small hunting groups of a few
individuals, for short duration, and upon several
occasions. They left few artifacts and probably
returned to a central base camp (?), such as the

Conover Site seven miles to the west, or the
Williamson Site 12 miles to the northwest, for most
new tool production. Also, the game killed near this
site could have been butchered here, but may have
been processed at a hunting related base camp with
the assistance of other individuals.

There is no doubt that the fluted point makers
occupied Cactus Hill, nor is there any significant
disagreement as to the general time period, in
radiocarbon years, of their presence. We have less

positive evidence oftwo separate episodes of
occupation, as area B of the site built so slowly that
the postulated 200 to 700 (?) years of, or between,

fluted point maker occupations demonstrate no
stratigraphic build or change. We do have two
traditions present based upon differences in projectile

point style and preferred lithics.

Clovis-like points, and the tools associated with
the hearth dating 10,9201250 B. P., are made of
'Williamson chert, Mitchell chert, and white qvartz.
A single artifact, probably the tip of a Clovis point is
made of an unknown weathered green metavolcanic
material which could be local. Other artifacts
including end scrapers, gravers and edged flakes
were offossiliferous gray chert, fibrous chert, and
weathering amber chalcedony. These are materials

common in local clusters of Clovis artifacts from the
Williamson Site, Greensville County Site, and the
Conover Site (McAvoy 1992). The known range of
these lithics is approximately 70 miles north-to-south
and 40 miles east-to-west. This is in good agreement
with the settlement pattern postulated for the local
Clovis culture (McAvoy 1992).

None of the deep concave base points was made

of lithics common to the Nottoway drainage. These
lithics were highly silicified black rhyolite or tuff,
glassy gray-black streaked rhyolite or highly
silicified rhyolite, orthoquartzite or oolitic quartzite,
clear crystal qvaÍtz, and an unknown type of
weathering jasper. The known range of availability
of some of these lithics is from 70 miles to the

southeast to 150 miles to the southwest, but the

source or range of other lithics is unknown, and may
be to the north. These artifacts cannot currently be
placed within any known or postulated settlement
pattern for a Middle Paleoindian tradition, but the

distance of movement may be more than 150 miles.

The use of the Cactus Hill Site by these people

seems to have been restricted completely to the single
ridge above the wet bottomland to the south of the
site. Their use areas were small and are scattered
over a distance ofabout 300 feet. The archaeological
record indicates visits of short duration by small
groups. These people probably regarded the Cactus
Hill Site no differently than any other of the seven or
so hunting sites they used over a distance of l0 miles
in this area of the Nottoway (McAvoy 1992).

The Løte Pøleoìndìøn and Very Early
Archøíc Perìnds

The Late Paleoindian and very Early Archaic
periods are not represented on the Cactus Hill Site by
well defined features or radiocarbon dates, but these
periods are represented by a few artifacts. Four
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projectile points of the Hardaway Side-Notched type
(Coe 1964) were recovered on the ridge in area B and
atareaA of the site. Associated artifacts included an
unnotched steeply pointed triangular biface, end
scrapers, and a side scraper. Lithic materials were a
layered chert-like material, silicified wood, and two
points were made of dark rhyolite or siliceous tuff.
These points were assumed by Coe to post-date
Dalton and pre-date Palmer which would position
them approximately after 10,400 B.P. but before
approximately 9,500 B.P. The two points recovered
in area B on the ridge top were found about 20 feet
apart in the area producing Clovis and Palmer
material. The two points found in area A were
separated by approximately 80 feet, but were found
on the ridge just above the slope to the swampy
bottomland. Only the one point found by Johnson in
the 1993 excavation ofareaA was recovered in a
stratified context, and the reader is referred to
Johnson's Appendix G in this work for any further
discussion of possible associations with this artifact.

Six examples were necovered by NRS of large,
deeply comer notched, concave, straight, or convex
base projectile points similar to Benthal's point from
level J at Daugherty's Cave (9,850 1400 B. P.) and
Broyles point from level36 at St. Albans (9,900
+500 B. P.). Benthal (1979) referred to his point as a
Charleston Corner-Notched type, based on Broyles
(1971) earlier description ofpoints from the St.

Albans Site.

All six of the Cactus Hill points were found by
NRS in controlled excavations. Two of the points
were found in area D of the site at the deepest level
ofa test square in the stratified deposit (45 to 50
inches below the surface). These artifacts are
presumably among the earliest excavated in area D of
the site, and based upon other artifacts found here
they probably date earlier than 9,300 B.P. One point
was excavated in 1990 by NRS in a stratified context
in area A ofthe site several levels below a Fort
Nottoway point. The Fort Nottoway type dated
8,800 B.P. on this site. Again, the position of this
point in area A, well below the Fort Nottoway point,
would suggest an age similar to those reported by
Benthal and Broyles. The last three points were
recovered in excavations in area B ofthe site. The
stratigraphic context in which these points were
recovered was considered disturbed or mixed with
other Archaic age materials.

Three of the six points are made of very fine
grain quartzite, a fourth is a good quality yellow-
brown jasper and two are metavolcanics. These
artifacts appear to be associated with end scrapers,
side scrapers, edge worked flakes, and thin, well
made, large triangular quartzite bifaces. Hearths are
amorphous, of uncertain size, and placed on the
surface with no association of rock or any lithic
structural elements. An estimate of the age of these
artifacts is 9,400 to 9,900 B.P. It is very interesting
that artifacts typically recognized as Early Archaic
corner notched types which are thought to be older
than 9,400 radiocarbon years are very rare on Cactus
Hill. This observation is consistent with Chapman's
(1977) fmdings on the Little Tennessee River where
the oldest l4C dates for Early Archaic Corner
Notched projectile points were approximately 9,400
to 9,500 B.P.

The range represented by the lithics ofthe
Hardaway Side-Notched artifacts is about 80 to 150
miles from the southeast and southwest. Points of
this type, of similar materials, have been reported
along the Meherrin and Chowan rivers to the
southeast into North Carolina, and along the
Mehenin and Roanoke rivers to the southwest into
Brunswick and Mecklenburg counties. They are
much more common into the North Carolina
Piedmont, but fairly rare 50 miles above the Virginia-
North Carolina line. The Nottoway River in eastern
Virginia appears to represent the most northeastern
extent ofthe general range ofthis tradition.
Examples of Hardaway Side-Notched points are
rarely reported to the north into Maryland. A
settlement range of the Hardaway Side-Notched point
tradition, based upon lithics seen in this area of the
Nottoway River, is about 200 miles east-to-west by
100 miles north-to-south. No Hardaway Side-
Notched point, made of common Nottoway River
quartzite, has ever been reported from this area.
Their use ofthis area can be described as transient
and infrequent.

The range represented by lithics ofthe early
deep notched Palmer-like points is more difficult to
estimate. Many of these points appear to be made
from the fine grain local quartzites, but others are
made ofjasper or the metavolcanics. These people
appear to have been using the local materials while
the Hardaway tradition generally shunned local
materials, particularly quartzite. A larger data base
for this point type will be needed for comparison
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with small Palmer points to determine if there are

significant differences. There is still no clear

evidence that this point type is older than some of the

small Palmer points. The small Palmer points were

the deepest excavated upon the Slade Site three miles

upriver (Egloff and McAvoy 1990).

The Early Archaic Períod
The Early Archaic period at Cactus Hill is

represented by a sequence ofprojectile points and

tools, use areas, and features. From work on several

excavations from 1990 through 1994 in areas A, B,

C, and D on the site, an Early Archaic sequence was

defined and refined. The sequence may start before

9,400 B. P. with small Palmer Corner-Notched
points. The smallest points were succeeded on

Cactus Hill by rarer, slightly larger forms which
possibly should be called Kirk Corner-Notched. The

entire Palmer sequence seems to range from >9,400

B.P. to 9,000 B.P. The sequence overlaps with the

Decatur point (often called Angelico in Virginia)
which can be defined as a separate type before 9,100

B.P. A maximum age range for Decatur would be

approximately 9,250 to 8,950 B.P. These points are

closely followed by Fort Nottoway Side-Notched
points dating approximately 8,900 to 8,800 B.P. with

a probable time range of 8,950 to 8,750 B.P.

In the same time period of approximately 9,300

to 8,750 8.P., occasional unusual "foreign" forms are

encountered which would be recognized as similar to

Plevna, Thebes, or Big Sandy points. Some of the

rare forms are made of atypical stone materials for
Decatur or Fort Nottoway, and probably truly
represent rare intrusive cultural elements. From the

dates for Fort Nottoway points on Cactus Hill, it is
clear that an overlap exists with the dates quoted by
other researchers for Kirk stemmed points and St.

Albans bifurcated base points. In area B of the site a

single hearth area produced six discarded Fort

Nottoway points and two St. Albans points. It seems

likely that these cultures, with quite different
projectile point styles and other different tool types,

may have coexisted for some period before the

material culture of the bifurcated point tradition
replaced the material elements of the Fort Nottoway

tradition. By late in the Early Archaic (LeCroy
bifurcate time, 8,300 B.P.), no corner notched or side

notched forms seem to have been in use in this area

on the Nottoway.

The onset of the Early Archaic tradition use of

Cactus Hill is quite obvious, and definable, in the

archaeological record at approximately 9,300 to
9,500 B. P. There was a very limited use of the site,

primarily in areas A and B on the ridge, before this
time, but after this time site use was extensive. The

quartzite cobbles became a primary resource in this
period, with heavy accumulations of debitage from
the quarry activity of some traditions. Still, until
approximately 8,900 B. P., it is difficult to clearly

define any structure or symmefy to site use. The use

areas for Palmer and Decatur traditions appear as

rather irregular tool clusters and not centered around

hearths or associated with other cross-connected tool
clusters. The nature of site use changed with the Fort
Nottoway tradition, ca.8,750 to 8,950 B. P. The

excavated data indicate central hearths and pits,

probably in house structures, with closely connected

tool clusters. Cross-mends of artifacts from different
tool clusters suggest simultaneous use of features

spread over several hundred square feet. There is a

strong appearance ofa residential base camp to the

size and symmetry of these Fort Nottoway features,

and this appearance is further supported by the

quantity of associated debitage.

The lithic choices for diagnostic artifacts of the

Early Archaic traditions is presented in the projectile

point charts of Appendix A. Palmer points were

manufactured of local quartzites and the Fall Line
cherts and jaspers generally available within 15 to 25

miles. Decatur points were manufactured from local
quartzites, and many were made of the metavolcanics

of the slate belt regions of Virginia and North
Carolina 70 miles to the southwest or possibly from
cobbles collected on rivers to the south or southeast.

Fort Nottoway points, however, were manufactured

almost exclusively from the local quartzites.

Other sites where Fort Nottoway points have

been observed in collections (by NRS), from the Fall
Line above Richmond 60 miles northwest, to the City
of Virginia Beach 70 miles to the east, to Gates

County, North Carolina 50 miles southeast, all seem

to produce points of the glassy Nottoway River
quartzites. Some of the Gates County, North
Carolina points were of the metavolcanic materials.

A concentration of Fort Nottoway points in
Mecklenburg County, Virginia (from the Arthur
Robertson collection) 70 miles to the southwest on

the Roanoke (which, like the Nottoway-Chowan
drainage, empties into the Albemarle Sound in North
Carolina) was observed to be predominately of the
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metavolcanics and quartz with only a few quartzite
points.

This "local" concentration of Fort Nottoway
points seems to be bounded within an area 130 miles

from east-to-west by approximately I l0 miles north-
to-south. This is from above the James River to the

north, to below the Virginia/l'{orth Carolina Line near

Albemarle Sound to the south. From east-to-west the

spread is from Virginia Beach to Halifax County,
Virginia. There may have existed two major quarry

areas, one for quartzite upon the Nottoway to the

north, and the other for metavolcanics in the volcanic

slate belt region in Mecklenburg and Halifax counties

to the southwest. One macroband of the Fort
Nottoway tradition may have existed in this area,

made up of several smaller microbands of these

people.

An almost identical grouping of concentrations

is observed for the Decatur tradition, with Decatur
points often occurring on the same sites as Fort
Nottoway points. The Decatur tradition may have
just preceded, and was directly related to, the Fort
Nottoway tradition. These two groups could likely
represent an Early Archaic Coasøl Plain continuum,

similar to, and to some extent concurrent with, the

Palmer/Kirk Corner-Notched continuum in the

Piedmont of Virginia and North Carolina. Decatur
points are known from areas in Alabama, Tennessee,

North Carolina, Virginia, and north into Delaware'

Although possibly occuning in "cluster" areas, the

range of this point type is rather wide, but generally

undated.

The Latter Períod of the Eørly
Archøic, und the Early Míddle
Archaíc

Among the most interesting periods throughout

the Archaic period in southeastern Virginia is from
late in the Early Archaic to early in the Middle
Archaic. This is the time span from approximately
8,600 (+) B. P. to 7,600 B. P. and represents the

traditions using bifurcated base and stemmed

projectile points/hafred bifaces with pronounced

blade edge serrations. The accepted sequence for this
period as defined by Broyles (1971), and Chapman
(1977), is St. Albans bifurcated followed by LeCroy
bifurcated followed by Kanawha, and then Kirk
Serrated (Coe 1964). This is a general sequence,

however, and variations are observed on the

Nottoway.

While three of these traditions are well
represented on the local Nottoway River sites, their
artifacts have been observed to be far more numerous

on some sites in the swampy headwaters of the

Blackwater River (Blackwater Swamp) 20 miles to
the north.

The earliest bifurcated base points are much like
St. Albans points defined by Broyles (1971), and

appear to be of similar age to the Fort Nottoway
points. The lithic assemblage of the early bifurcate
(St. Albans) tradition is significantly different from
the Fort Nottoway assemblage, however, as it
contains the first ground stone tools and there is a

decrease in the use of some unifacial edged forms.
Use areas of the St. Albans groups in area B and D at

Cactus Hill are small by comparison with other
groups, and there are fewer artifacts. At least 72.2%
ofthe diagnostic a¡tifacts recovered here associated

with St. Albans are of lithics foreign to this area and

were probably made 50 to 100 miles to the west or
southwest of Cactus Hill. The St. Albans points in
southeastern Virginia are generally more common
and occur over much wider areas than do Fort
Nottoway points. Viewed only from the perspective

of the Cactus Hill Site, Fort Nottoway tradition site

use was widespread and as a base camp, while St.

Albans site use was spotty, light, and appears quite

transient. A cremated burial recovered on the Slade

Site in the mid 1980s contained St. Albans period

artifacts including a fre damaged flaked adz blade

with a highly ground cutting bit. This tool was

similar to two recovered on Cactus Hill in St. Albans
period contexts, although burials have not been

clearly recognized on Cactus Hill.

Generally, the St. Albans period artifacts appear

to have originated over a very wide area in
southeastern and south-central Virginia and North
Carolina. The most common lithics seem to be

bounded by a distance east-to-west of 100 to 150

miles and north-to-south of 100 to 125 miles. The St.

Albans use of foreign lithics rivals that observed with
the Middle Paleoindian (?) fluted point makers, and

their area of settlement, or range, may have been as

large. It appears from the excavated data that Cactus

Hill was employed as a quartzite quarry by the St.

Albans groups for the replenishment of tools and as a

small hunting camp.

LeCroy tradition use of Cactus Hill was not
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nearly as extensive as the earlier St. Albans period
use. It is assumed that the date for LeCroy of 8,300
+l l0 B. P. on the Slade Site, three miles up river, is
accurate as well for LeCroy use of Cactus Hill.
Associated with the few LeCroy features (recovered

over a wide area in the sand pit walls) on Cactus Hill
were small slab anvils/mortars, manos,
hammerstones, pitted (nutting) stones, and
carbonized hickory nut shell. Distinct unifacial
edged tools are rare. Most projectile points were
made of local river cobble qvartz, but other local
materials such as quartzite were seldom used. A few
points were recovered of non-local green silicified
slate (silicified sediment or tuff) common 70 miles to
the southwest. A quafiz bipolar cobble quarry
industry can be recognized as associated with the
LeCroy tradition use of Cactus Hill. Also, there was
extensive exploitation ofhickory nuts as a food
resource. A few fragments ofground and polished
stone artifacts, perhaps adz or celt blades or
bannerstones, have been recovered on the Slade Site

with LeCroy features, but no similar associations
were observed on Cactus Hill.

The general range of lithics associated with
LeCroy on Cactus Hill varies from local (quartz) to a

distance of perhaps 50 to 70 miles south and
southwest (silicified slates/tufÐ. Non-local lithics are

rare, however, and site-wide represent less than l57o
of the projectile point total. A smaller settlement
area, or range, is suggested by the LeCroy
assemblage than was postulated for the St. Albans
tradition. With LeCroy there was a major change in
the artifact assemblage, from the typical Early
Archaic bifacial and unifacial tools, to bifaces,
hammers, anvils, and pitted "nutting" stones. These
formal tools reflected a greater diversþ in
exploitation of food resources. On the Nottoway
River, LeCroy is defined as the transition between
the Early Archaic and Middle Archaic periods.

Several hundred years later than the LeCroy
tradition, Kirk Serrated (Coe 1964) projectile
points/trafted bifaces were in use on the Nottoway
including Cactus Hill. The type appears to have been
dated by Blanton and Pullins (1994) on the lower
Nottoway drainage at approximately 7,800 to 7,600
B. P.

Of the 33 examples recovered in areas B and D
of Cactus Hill (see Appendix A) approximately 27o/o

were made of volcanic and metavolcanic materials.

A few were made of striped coarse grain rhyolite of
only moderate quality. These lithics are typical of
materials from the Piedmont of North Carolina 70 to
150 miles to the southwest. The settlement atea, or
range, associated with this tradition seems similar in
size to that associated with the St. Albans tradition
500 to 1,000 years earlier.

Other artifacts associated with Kirk Serrated on
Cactus Hill include pitted "nutting" stones,

hammerstones, and edged flakes. There is one fairly
good association of Kirk Senated with notched
cobble net sinkers which was one of the few
indications of fishing in the Archaic period recovered
in the archaeological record on Cactus Hill. This is
interesting, because Chapman (1979) reported net
sinkers with Kirk Serrated points on the Howard Site
on the Little Tennessee River. Chapman also
reported an association with rectangular
bannerstones, but none ofthis type has been
recovered on Cactus Hill.

Kirk Serrated points are common on the
Nottoway River, and throughout eastern Virginia into
Maryland. These points are extremely numerous
across the Piedmont of North Carolina.

The Míddle Archøíc Períod

The generally acknowledged traditions of the
Middle Archaic, Stanly, Morrow Mountain I,
Morrow Mountain II, Guilford, and Halifax utilized
Cactus Hill. Of the 543 projectile points recorded
from major excavations in area 8,272 or 50olo were
from the traditions of this period of ca.7,400 B. P. to
ca. 5,000 B. P. This contrasts with the 22.860/o of the
total time of Native American occupations of the site
that this period represents (based upon an assumed
time of 10,500 years). The number breakdown by
tradition of diagnostics is: Stanly, 12; Morrow
Mountain I, 33; Morrow Mountain II, 107; Guilford,
84; and Halifax, 36. As compared to numbers of
diagnostics produced by all traditions, Morrow
Mountain II and Guilford clearly rank as the largest
and second largest respectively, while Halifax and
Morrow Mountain I marginally rank as the third and
fourth largest.

In terms of preferred lithics, there is a fairly
large variation among the traditions of the Middle
Archaic period. Local quartzite and quartz, available
at Cactus Hill, was preferred for 67Yo of the Stanly
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points, 48% of Morrow Mountain I points, 9lo/o of
Morrow Mountain II,83yo of Guilford, and for 100%
of the Halifax points. These numbers, however, are

somewhat misleading as most of the Middle Archaic
points not made of local quartzite and quartz were
made of other lithics available within 25 miles of the
Cactus Hill Site. By contrast, the non-local lithic
sources for many of the traditions of the Early
Archaic and early within the Middle Archaic were in
the range of 50 to 100 or more miles from this site.

Except for Stanly tradition use of Cactus Hill,
The Middle Archaic traditions heavily occupied area

B, on the ridge, and there was variable use of area D
to the north. Individual use areas for Morrow
Mountain I, Morrow Mountain II, and Halifax in area

B are fairly large, although the Guilford use areas

appear smaller and more isolated. Very extensive
use of the Cactus Hill Site appears to coincide with
Morrow Mountain II at approximately 6,500 B. P.

This observation holds true for many of the other
sites in this area of the Nottoway River drainage, and
a higher population density is suggested for this
period.

The lithic cultural remains of this period are

fairly diverse. Most of the delicately made unifacial
tool forms of the Early Archaic period had
disappeared and were replaced by bifacial tools.
Other tools include hammerstones, slab mortars,
manos, bipolar cores, wedges, and furegularly shaped

unifacial and bifacial edged flakes. Chipped celts
andadz blades with ground cutting bits appear to
have continued in use from late in the Early Archaic,
and flaked notched axes appear first on Cactus Hill
with the Morrow Mountain II or Guilford traditions.
Bannerstones (atlatl weights) are present but very
rare.

Fire pits and hearth features became larger in the
Middle Archaic period, and some very large and deep
pits appear at Halifax time. A storage function may
have been some part of the life cycle of the pit
features, and associated floral remains suggest multi-
seasonal use. Many of the hearth/pit features from
this period contain large quantities of carbonized
hickory nut shell as well as hickory and oak charcoal.
A higher percentage of Middle Archaic hearths
contain larger quantities ofhickory nut shell than do
Early Archaic hearths. This may indicate a
sþificant increase in the importance of the role of
gathering plant foods, fruits and seeds.

The overall picture on Cactus Hill of the Middle
Archaic, at least from the Morrow Mountain I period
through the Halifax period, is one ofdecreased
territory or range and increased use of local lithics
and plant foods. Longer stays at Cactus Hill are

indicated by feature contents, and the large size of
use areas and large number of features in these use

areas may suggest an increase in population.

The Løte Archaìc Perìod
Late Archaic period use of Cactus Hill was

minimal in area D of the site. In area B, several
rather large areas contain Late Archaic period
artifacts. The point types included in this period with
the assumed temporal placement are: Perkiomen, ca.

3,500 B. P. to ca. 4,000 B. P.; Island Swamp, ca.

3,000 B. P. to ca. 3,900 B. P.; small stemmed, ca.

3,500 B. P.; Savannah River wide blade and narrow
blade, ca. 3,800 B. P. to ca. 4,200B. P.; Bare Island,
ca. 4,000 B. P. to ca. 4,300 B. P.; Slade, ca. 3,500 B.
P. to ca. 4,500 B. P.; and Lamoka-like, ca.4,500 B.
P.

The Savannah River types, small stemmed, Bare
Island, and Slade were fairly numerous (total of 95
diagnostics), but the total numbers of the other point
types were minimal (5). As there was little
identifiable site use during the Late Archaic period in
area D, only a few conclusions can be drawn
concerning Late Archaic site use from the area B
data. Generally, Late Archaic use of Cactus Hill was
on the ridge over the wetland in areas A and B. Use
areas are variable from small for some diagnostic
types to fairly large for others, and many of these

areas overlap. Use areas contain large concentrations
of hearth stones, and while few large continuous
hearth areas could be recognized, there were a
number of circular FCR hearths averaging about24
inches in diameter. Some of these features contained
fire damaged Late Archaic projectile points, so the
association is valid. The use of Cactus Hill by these

groups appears to have been as a quarry site and
occasional hunting camp not as a large (residential)
settlement.

The choice of local quartzite and quartz lithic
materials by tradition was: small stemmed, 867o

local materials; Savannah River wide blade, 100%;
Savannah River narrow blade, 100%; Bare Island,
95Yo; and Slade 100% local materials. It is obvious
that the major traditions of the Late Archaic on
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Cactus Hill were quite satisfied with locally available
lithics. There are no indications in the lithic record,

of foreign lithics or trade items associated with this
period. Only bifaces are commonly found
representing the Late Archaic. A few fragments were

recovered of thin well made steatite bowls, and two
steatite net sinkers, but these items were likely
associated with the transitional Late Archaic
Perkiomen tradition. Similar items have been

recovered upon three other sites in the area in clear
association with Perkiomen points/hafted bifaces.

The Woodland Perìod and Hßtoric

Períod

These periods are discussed entirely in Appendix
B for areas D and B of the Cactus Hill Site. Also,
Johnson recovered some Woodland and Historic
material, see Appendix G.

I

l
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Table 7.1. DIAGNOSTIC ARTIFACT SUMMARY, EXCAVATION AREA B, CACTUS HILL 445X202, NRS

200
(tom 8,800 B. P. to

9,000 B. P.)

400
(from 8,400 B. P. to

8,800 B. P.)

200
(from 8,200 B. P. to

8,400 B. P.)

600
(from 7,600 B. P. to

8,200 B. P.)

500
(from 7,100 B. P. to

7,600 B. P.)

300
(from 6,800 B. P. to

7,100 B. P.)

600
(from 6,200 B. P. to

6,800 B. P.)

700
(from 5,500 B. P. to

6,200 B. P.)

1,000
(from 4,500 B. P. to

5,500 B. P.)

E00
(from 3,700 B. P. to

4,500 B. P.)

700
(from 3,000 B. P. to

3,700 B. P.)

. 2,000
(from 1,000 B. P. to

3,000 B. P.)

Estimated
Total Years

Represented by
Artifact Cluster

Kirk Stemmed
Kirk Side-notched

Fort Nottoway
total

St. Albans and large
St. Albans

totâl

LeCroy

total

Kirk Serrated

Sharps Mill Kirk
Serrated

Kanawhalike
total

Stanly
Small StanlyJike

total

MonowMt. I

total

MonowMt. II

total

Guilford

total

Lamokalike
Halifax
Rowan

total

Savannah River(\ilide)
Savannah River

(narrow)
Ba¡e Island

Slade

total

Perkiomen-like
Island Swamp

Small stem

total

Large triangle,
thin side notched,

tapered stem,

fish tail
total

Diagnostic
Chipped Stone
Artifact Cluster

(1,885 sq. ft.
excavated)

IO
)

32
44

IE

l8

9

9

l9
3

3

25

9
J

t2

33

33

t07

107

84

84

2
36
ll
49

t5
24

))
l3
74

I
2

2l
24

I
I
I
I
4

Artifact
Totals
(s43)

90%
100%
97%

22%

78%

74%
0o/o

100%

67Yo

l00o/o

48o/o

9lYo

83o/o

t00%
100%
100o/o

100%
t00%

9s%
100%

l00Yo
t00%
86%

t00%
(cluster)

Percentage

ofLocal
Qte and Qu

t.t7

0.239

0.239

0.221

rJ.D7

0.584

0.944

0.637

0.260

0.493

0.t80

0.01I

Intensity of Site Use
(Cluster Diagnostics)
in Area Excavated

(Artifact
Total/Century#/l 00 sq. ft.)

2.0o/o

4.0o/o

2.O"/o

s.9%

5.OYo

3.0Yo

5.9o/o

6.9Yo

9.9o/o

79%

6.9o/o

19.8%

Time Span,
(Percentage of

Total Time
1,000 B. P. to
l1,100 B. P.)
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Table 7.1. DIAGNOSTIC ARTIFACT SUMMARY, EXCAVATION AREA B, CACTUS HILL 445X202, NRS

Notes: Qu:quartz

Time Span,
(Percentage of

Total Time
1,000 B. P. to
I I.100 B. P.)

2.O"/o

7.4o/o

5.OYo

4.0o/ø

6.9o/o

N/A

Intensity of Site Use
(Cluster Diagnostics)
in Area Excavated

(Artifact
Total/Century#/100 sq. ft.)

0.239

0.276

0.032

0.040

0.030

0.003

Percentage

ofLocal
Qte and Qu

44o/o

53Yo

70%

ïYo

ÙVo

s0%

25%
(cluster)

0%

Artifact
Totals
(s43)

9

9

39

l5
24

3

3

2
3

3

I

4

z

2

Diagnostic
Chipped Stone
Artifact Cluster

(1,885 sq. ft.
excavated)

Hardaway Side-
Notched

DaltonJike (?)
total

total

Decatur

Kirk Comer-Notched
Palmer Comer-

Notched
total

Deep Notched Palmer
or Kirk like - very

early (?)

total

total

Middle Paleoindian (?)
CIovis

Early triangular or
Hardaway BladeJike

bifaces (?)

total

Estimated
Total Years

Represented by
Artifact Cluster

200
(from 9,000 B. P. to

9,200 B. P.)

750
(from 8,750 B. P. to

9,500 B. P.)

500
(from 9,500 B. P. to

10,000 B. P.)

400
(ûom 10,000 B. P
to 10,400 B. P.)

700
(from 10,400 B. P

to 11,100 B. P.)

4,000
(from I1,000 B. P
to 15,000 B. P.?)
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ADDEIIDT]M:

Excavation of the Cactus Hill Siteo 445>(202,Area A-8, Springl996

Summnry Report of Activítìes ønd Fíndìngs

J.lì{. McAvoy

Nottoway River Survey

Introduction
The remaining unexcavated area of the south ridge

of the Cactus Hill Site, designated area A-8, Figures I
and 2, was investigated by Nottoway River Survey
(NRS) between Mmch 28 and July 5,1996. This work
was supported in part by the Virginia Departrnent of
Historic Resources, through the Threatened Sites

hogram, and by NRS volunteers.

The area investigated, which totaled
approximately 1,400 square feet, was between
McAvoy's 1993 work area B and Johnson's 1993

work area A. To briefly review, area B was located to
the south and west of the sand pit over a wetland and

was a ridge composed of a medium to fine sand with
lamellar silt bands. Area B contained cultural deposits
to a depth of 27 to 30 inches below the surface. This
very heavily utilized area ofthe site revealed artifacts
from early eighteenth century age through Paleoindian
age. Generally, only Middle Woodland, Early Archaic
and Paleoindian occupation zones could be identified
and separated, and even for these periods remaining
areas of working surfaces were very small.
Disturbances were atfibuted to a combination of
cultural impact and microbiotwbation.

In area A-8, excavated in 1996, approximately
150 feet to the east of area B, the soil was identical to
that of area B. Cultural deposits were as deep as 37
inches below surface with a heavy concenfration of
Middle Archaic artifacts and features but a much
lighter concentation of material of Early Archaic age.

The absence of significant Early Archaic use of
area A-B resulted in much easier identification of the
light concentration of Paleoindian artifacts and features

in the lowest levels of this area of the site. In many
excavation units in area A-B there was almost a sterile
zone between Morrow Mountain and earlier Clovis

occupations. Area A-B was riddled with looter's
trenches and localized "pot holes". Approximately
400 square feet ofthe total area was found to have
been looted and provided very little data. Over a
period of three months, more than 2,000 volunteer man
hours were spent on the excavation. Nottoway River
Survey members accounted for approximately 1,400 of
these hours, unaffrliated persons and ASV members
for over 300 hours, and the Appalachian State

Universþ (AS[I) field school, under Dr. Thomas
Wh¡e, added over 250 hours to the project.

Figures 3 tbrough 5 show various excavation units
under investigation by volunteers in the spring 1996

work on Cactus Hill. Figure 3 shows the typical
manner in which the upper levels of the eastem block
of units in areaA-B were excavated. Hand foweling
of most ofthe upper levels ofthe undisturbed deposit
resulted in recovery of many in situLate Archaic
features such as the hearths and mortar shown in the
figure. Also recovered in the features were calcined
bone and carbonized plant remains. Figure 4 shows
recovery of core blades by volunteers working deep in
lower levels of units Wl65Nl05 and Wl l0Nl00 in
areaA-8. All recovery work in the deepest levels of
the site was by hand ftoweling, and in most units soil
samples at this level were fine screened and/or
processed by flotation to recover fine carbon particles

for l4C dating. As shown in Figure 5, many
excavation units in the eastem and westem blocks of
units were under investigation simultaneously.
Excavation progression into the deposit, and observed
cultural stratigraphy, were recorded by use oftransit
and rod in all levels of all units. Field school activities,
as shown in Figure 5, encompassed many
archaeological techniques.



During the 1996 field work the project site was
visited by several well known students of early man in
North America including C. Vance Haynes and Dennis
Stanford, Figure 6. Dr. Haynes took extensive notes

on the project and carbon samples from an older area

of the site for study at the University of Arizona.
Representatives of the propefy owner, Union Camp
Corporation, visited the site on several occasions to
wiüress the work, and they were most cooperative. We
greatly appreóiate the assistance of Mr. Steve Jones,

Union Camp's district forester, dwing the 1996

excavations.

Findings

One major accomplishment of the 1996 field
season was the discovery of an area of Clovis quarry
activþ where local quafizite cobbles were being made

into fluted points. No quarry activþ had been

observed in the previous excavations of Clovis
working surfaces. Ten broken/rejected in-process
quartzite Clovis points were recovered over a distance
of 80 feet along the ridge top. Intermixed with the
points and quartzite debitage were a few discarded
tools and debiøge of Williamson chert, Mitchell chert,
and some exotic non-local materials. Also, two
"classic" Clovis tools were found of quartzite which
indicated that this material was occasionally used for
more than just projectile points.

Among the broken quartzite Clovis preforms was

discarded a Clovis preform of Williamson chert. This
artifact, which apparentþ was made upon the
Williamson Site 12 miles to the west on the Little
Cattail Creek, appears to have been discarded at Cactus

Hill as larger quartzite preforms were made. The
presence of the nearly completed Williamson chert
point clearly indicated that one product of the
Williamson quarry was unfinished points or preforms

which were caried away from that site to be

completed at a later time as needed. rüilliamson chert
preforms are occasionally recovered as surface fìnds
on local Clovis camp sites away from the Williamson
site (McAvoy 1992). .This furttrer supports the
conclusions drawn for the Williamson chert preform
found upon Cactus Hill.

Most of the Clovis artifacts from the spring 1996

work on Cactus Hill are shown in Figures 7, 8, and 9.

No completed Clovis points were found in the 1996

excavations, and it was concluded that area A-B was

used primmily for quarry work and other
manufacturing activities. The working surfaces

containing most of the finer tools, completed fluted
points, and hearth features were closer to the river in

area B of the site which was excavated in 1993 and
1994.

The primary purpose for the additional salvage
work at Cactus Hill in the 1996 field season was to
determine if a pre-Clovis component could be
confirmed on this site. ln several excavation units
where there was a clear Clovis presence there also was
an indication of site use before Clovis. From the
1993/94 work on Cactus Hill it was observed that
below the fluted point horizon on the site there was a
very strong indication ofsite use by an even older
tradition. In area B, NRS recovered blade cores and

core blades in a variety of sizes as well as two small
trianguloid bifaces. These artifacts, which were
recovered below Clovis levels, were identical to
artifacts recovered in 1985 in a surface collection on
the Baskerville site 13 miles upriver from Cactus Hill.
The Baskerville Site artifacts were recovered on a high
sandy clay ridge adjacent to a flood chute swamp near
the Nottoway River. Site topography was very similar
to that observed on Cactus Hill, but the Baskerville
cultural deposit was shallow and in the plow zone.

In area B of Cactus Hill one cluster ofthree blades

was recognized in the 1993 work in unit 2/9 below a
Clovis working surface. The core blades were in a
single silt band with a scatter of white pine charcoal.
This feature was initially identified as a possible Clovis
hearth set about 3 inches below the Clovis level. Three
lumps of charcoal from the feature (all identified as

white pine) were l4C dated to 15,070+70 B.P. (see

main Cactus Hill report - Chapter 5).

Several other excavation units in area B produced
artifacts below the fluted point levels. Unit 2/7
produced a blade core, core blades, and a thin
trianguloid biface fragment below chert, jasper, and

chalcedony Clovis-like tools. The Clovis-like artifacts
in this unit had been recovered below a level
containing Early Archaic projectile points. Other
blade cores, and blades, were recovered in area B
below fluted points and tools in units 0/5, 2lll, and
salvage excavation units B and C. However, the total
number of such artifacts recovered below Clovis in the
1993 work was relatively small and no additional
features could be recognized.

In the spring 1996 excavation, clusters containing
core blades and blade cores again were recovered
below Clovis-like artifacts, primarily chert tim flakes,
Clovis unifacial tools, and broken Clovis preforms.

One of two blade cores recovered in this work was in
questionable context, but overall, the stratigraphic
relationship between Clovis-like artifacts and clusters



of core blades was better in the 1996 work. The higher
integrity of the deposit in area A-B was a result of less

disturbance in this area of the site during the Archaic
period.

Six blade clusters were recognized below Clovis
levels in eleven excavation units (Figure l0). The
units were maintained as small 5 by 5 foot squares to
minimize the effect of ariy vertical distortion across the
silt bands in the dune. Viewed in a broader
perspective, only three individual cluster areas could
be recognized.

The first cluster area discovered in the 1996 work
was across three units from west 100 through west I l0
at (approximately) north 100 (Figure I l). This cluster
was contained in an area l0 feet east-to-west by at least

7 feet north-to-south and thus represented a minimum
arcaof 70 square feet. A more precise estimate of the

cluster area was not possible due to disturbances in
adjacent units. Two levels of the cluster area contained
core blades. The upper blade level, at approximately
28 to 30 inches below surface, contained small blades
(Figures 12 and l3). A single cluster of5 ofthese
blades averaged 29 mm in length, 16 mm in width, and

3.6 mm in thickness (Table l). All were quartzite. A
lower level at approximately 30 to 33 inches below
surface contained larger quartzite blades. A
continuous cluster across two excavation units in this
lower level contained I I blades (Figures 12, 13, and

14) which averaged 22mm in width, and 7.1 mm in
thickness (Table l). No average length could be

determined due to the fractured nature of the blades. A
single l4C date on partlypreûeated carbonaceous soil
below the largest core blade in unit Wl l0Nl00 was

10,160+60 B.P. (Table 2), but this date should be

viewed as a minimum age due to the lack of alkali
pretreatrnent ofthe sample (very small size) to remove

organic acids. The blade clusters in this area of the site

were several inches below the Clovis level and

separated by almost sterile sand and silt bands. Figure
15 shows a cross section of these units with notation of
cultural stratigraphy.

The second cluster area was discovered in the four
adjacent units wl65Nl05, wl70Nl05, wl70N1l0,
and Wl73Nl00 (Figure 16). Over this area, two
adjacent blade clusters were recognized representing 9
quartzite core blades (Figures 17, 18, and 19) which
were spread over an area of50 to 60 square feet in
units Wl65Nl05 and Wl70Nl05. These clusters were
estimated to have been at an average depth of 32

inches below the surface and approximately four
inches below the Clovis level. Both clusters were

judged to be of the large blade variety with dimensions
of length 66 mm and 40 mm, width 28.5 mm and26
mm, and thickness 7 .2 mm and 7 .2 mm respectively
(Table l). The two blades found in unie Wl7ONl l0
and Wl73Nl00, which were some distance away from
the main clusters, are not shown or used in the
dimensional averages.

The cluster in unit Wl70Nl05 produced one l4C
date of 9,250+70 B.P. (Table 2) on a dark stain of
carbonaceous soil under a large blade-like flake. The
carbonaceous soil date of 9,250 B.P. is considered to
be much later than the age of the artifact cluster with
which it was found. A Middle Archaic feature which
was intrusive into the Clovis level (and below it) was
observed to be about 1.5 feet to the south of the blade
cluster. That feature contained carbonized hickory nut
shell and wood, and it was evaluated as a Morrow
Mountain I hearth. A carbon sample was collected and

submitted for dating. The resulting date was
6,700+130 B.P. which is consistent with Chapman's
age mnge for Morrow Mountain l (MM I) on the

Howard site on the Little Tennessee River (Chapman

1979). While possibly representing the source of the

"late" carbon contamination of the blade cluster, the
MM I feature also is thought to have resulted in
another closely related problem. The disturbed and pH
modified soil in the MM I feature would have
promoted root growth. Small microroots penetrating

across the silt band over to the blade cluster would
have found trapped residual moisture under the large
flake, and this would have promoted the growth of a
microroot matte. This is observed even no\ry in some

circumstances with Late Archaic rock hearths. As the
roots deteriorated a series of small troughs, conduits

for carbon from the MM I hearth, would have

remained leading directly under the flake. The flake
then would have acted to protect the root remains,

carbon particles, etc., from downflow of surface water;
thus the dark stain noted under the flake during
excavation. What were thought to be carbonized but
unbumed root fragments were reported by C. Vance

Haynes (personal communication 1996) from his
initial inspection of part ofthe soiVcarbon sample

removed from under the artifact.

One soil sample from level l0 containing the
blade cluster in unit Wl65Nl05 produced a hearthlike
concentration of fine charcoal particles which was l4C
dated to 16,670-730 B.P. (Table 2). From a review of
the field data sheets it is noted that the carbon particles

were collected by flotation primarily in one of three
soil samples representing the 5 by 5 foot unit in a two
inch thick level among the blade cluster. The other



two soil samples produced very little carbon (particles)
which led to the conclusion that the carbon was
localized. No definite hearth feature was identified,
but the carbon particles were concentrated in
approximately one third of the unit. Unit Wl65Nl05
was very clean by Cactus Hill standards. There was
little Archaic period hearth activity in the unit, thus the
common down drift problem seen at Cactus Hill above
the blade level should have been minimized. Still ttìis
was a very small carbon sample, and after pretreaûnent
(which normally removes approximately 80 percent of
the sample weight) the laboratory counted the sample
for approximately a week to produce a date. Since
typical contamination problems in the Cactus Hill
deposits result in laterthan expected dates, not earlier
dates, the reported date at2 sigma is thought to be
reasonably accurate. The cross section ofthis blade
cluster area is shown as Figure 20.

The third cluster area was recognized by NRS in
adjacent units WI60N95, Wl65N95, and Wl60N90
(Figure 2l). This area ofthe excavation represented a
convergence of the old silt banded dune profile with an
apparently more recent sand fill (Figure 22). Here
artifacts of Fort Nottoway, Clovis, and blade core age
were intermixed over an ilea of approximately 75
square feet. Six blades (Figwes 23 and24)which
were recovered in unit Wl60N95 ranged in width from
l8 mm to 42mm and in thickness from 4 mm to 13

mm (Table 1). The sþificance ofthe overall cluster
area is unknown, and it may represent a mixture of
artifacts from several time periods. Blades collected in
unit Wl60N90 were badly intermixed with other
cultural material and are not shown or considered in
Table l. The cross section of blade cluster area three is
shown as Figure 25.

Based upon an analysis of the blade clusters
recovered in the 1993 and the 1996 work, it is
concluded that there was a period of occupation upon
the Cactus Hill Site by groups using a blade core
technology prior to use of the site by groups making
fluted projectile points. Also, there is some evidence
to suggest several periods ofoccupation by these early
blade makers. Older horizons represented by large and
intermediate size blades appear to be followed by a
later horizon represented by small blades and
tianguloid-to-lanceolate bifaces.

From the 1993 through 1996 work on Cactus Hill
a suÍrmary of all atifact types found in all blade levels
includes: blade cores, core blades, small flakes,
tianguloid-to-lanceolate bifaces, edge modified and
end modified blade flakes, edge damaged and edge

worn blade flakes, and a flat slab sandstone abrader.
No other artifact types have been recovered in the
blade levels except very small trim flakes which may
have drifted down into the blade levels from Clovis or
Early Archaic levels. A review of the blade cluster
patteming and dimensions suggests that individual
clusters were no more than 100 square feet in area and
separated by as little as l0 to 15 feet on the ridge
center line in areas B and A-B. Blade clusters were
encountered over a distance of approximately 300 feet
on the ridge, and many ofthe areas producing core
blades also produced Clovis artifacts in higher levels.

The results of l4C dating, combined with the
stratigraphic data, suggest that the earliest occupation
of the site was as early as 15,000 to 16,000 B.P. This
temporal placement is highly consistent with the
estimated time of earliest use of the Meadowcroft rock
shelter in westem Pennsylvania (Adovasio et al. 1978).

Other findings in the 1996 field season included
fairly well separated Savannah River and Morrow
Mountain occupations. While the Savannah River
occupation of this a¡ea of the site was fairly light, the
Morrow Mountain occupation was quite heavy. The
Morrow Mountain occupation was recognized by
numerous diagnostic bifaces, rows of hearths, and
elongated shallow pits filled with debitage. A possible
human cremation burial was represented by a calcined
human tooth fragment recovered near an adz blade
found under a Morrow Mountain working surface.

A continuum of Morrow Mountain occupation
from typical Morrow Mountain I through Morrow
Mountain II was recognized (and stratigraphically
separate) in some excavation units. Changes in lithic
choices and degree ofartifact curation were evident
across the Morrow Mountain traditions represented in
area A-B of the site. The single date for a Morrow
Mountain I hearth from area A-8, 6,700+130 8.P.,
compares at I sigma with the latest date for Morrow
Mountain I obtained by Chapman (1979) on the
Howard site in Tennessee. As more l4C dates are
obtained across Virginia in the future for Morrow
Mountain I, it will be interesting to see if a general
time lag is maintained between the Virginia and
Tennessee dates.

Compared to the normally observed Early Archaic
usage of the south ridge of the Cactus Hill Site in area
B, there was relatively little Early Archaic use of much
of area A-B especially up-slope (north) around the
west 150 to 160 units. This situation aided greatþ in
recognition ofthe Clovis quartzite quarry activity.
Still, some Early Archaic activþ was recognized



around the Wl00 to Wl 15 units, and down-slope
(south slope) in the Wl50 to W165 units. Early
Archaic material encountered in discreet clusters
included Decatur, Fort Nottoway, and bifurcate
(LeCroy). One fragment of a Hardaway side-notched
point was recovered which matched to a fragment of
the same artifact found on the surface four years ago
(1992) discarded in a looter's backfÌll. Archaic period
artifacts from several ofthe excavation units from two
areas of the 1996 excavation are shown as Figures 26

and27 in the overall stratigraphic sequence as

excavated.

Table 3 presents atypical analysis ofrecovered
lithics in excavation units in the 1996 work on Cactus

Hill. Two units are analyznd, one unit from an up-
slope ftigher) position and one unit from a down-slope
(lower) position on the ridge. The up-slope position
lithic weights in area A-B are observed to be

equivalent to the largest values obtained in the
excavations of area B (main report). Totals of
approximately 300 pounds per 100 square feet appear

common on the up-slope locations in area A-8.
Down-slope totals were around 50 pounds per 100

square feet.

A more detailed analysis of the Archaic period use

of area A-B on Cactus Hill is not considered necessary

for this supplementary report due to the very detailed

analyses previously made of the Archaic period use of
areas D and B (Chapter 5 of the main report). All of
the 1996 work was documented by excavation plans

and forms kept level-by-level for each unit. Numerous

slides and photographs also were t¿ken as the work
progressed. The artifacts and documentation from the
1996 field work at Cactus Hill are stored at the NRS

facilþ in Sandston, Virginia.

Recommendations

This work completes the major excavations of the

higher locations on the south ridge at Cactus Hill.
Geological analysis of the dune formation
mechanism(s) should continue throughout 1997, as

should an analysis of the age of the dune which
includes a search for geological carbon in the dune
sands. This can be accomplished by excavating deeper

in areas already excavated by NRS which produced

blade clusters and which are bench marked with l4C
dates. Almost none of the areas of higher elevation
(which produced the blade clusters) remain for

archaeological investigation. Most of the more
productive areas have been destroyed by sand mining
and looting. One small area to the extreme east on the
ridge which was not looted was recently excavated by
M. F. Johnson, with some success, but this location
was slightly lower in elevation than most ofthe areas

which have produced the heavy concentrations ofearly
material.

Across the sand pit to the north of area A-B a

major unexcavated, and unlooted, part ofarea D ofthe
site (Figure 28) remains. This area dates ca 4,000 B. P.

to ca 10,000 8.P., and it contains the best open site

stratigraphy observed on the Nottoway River. An
earlier test excavation in area D ofthe site to the
extreme north ofthe primary artifact concentrations
and close to the river revealed an apparent stratified
woodland component. Artifacts of Late, Middle, and

Early rü/oodland age were recovered in a stratified
sequence with fluvial sands.

Throughout area D of the site there is excellent
preservation in the dry, sandy soil of calcined faural
remains and carbonized wood and seeds to a
microscopic level. The remaining area is

approximately two acres. Union Camp has expressed

an interest in preserving this areq and they have agreed

not to remove sand or cut timber here while the
archaeological project is ongoing. This area ofthe site

has datable hearths possibly representing every group

to use the site throughout the Woodland and Archaic
periods, and in the opinion ofNRS area D has

excellent research potential and should be protected if
possible.
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TABLE I. CHARACTERISTICS OF BLADES BY CLUSTER. I 993 AND 1 996 NRS EXCAVATIONS,
CACTUS HILL

J

2

2

I

I

1

(ree3)

Blade
Cluster

A-B
wl60N95
Level 9

A-B
wl70N105
Level ll

A-B
wl65Nl05
Level l0

A-B
w105N100
Level 13

A-B
wI05N100
Level12

A-B
wlloNl00
Level l0/ll

B
2/9

Site Area'
Unit#

6lallqte.,

þlus I
blade
core)

3 (plus 3
flakes/all
qte.

6lallqte.

5/all qte.

5 (plus 3

flakes/all
qte.

6lall qte.

3lallqte.

Number of
Blades/
Material

49

66

40

N/A

29

N/A

43

Length
(Ave.)
mm

27

28

26

22

t6

22

l9

Width
(Avg.)
mm

7.2

7.2

7.2

7.8

3.6

6.4

5.8

Thickness
(Ave.)
mm

67%

33o/o

100%

80o/o

60Yo

67v,

l00Võ

o/oEdge

Worked/
Damaged

83%

100%

83o/o

80%

40o/o

50Yo

67%

o/oEdge

Worn
(used)

50o/o

67%

83%

20%

0Yo

50%

33o/o

%
with

Cortex



TABLE 2. BLADE LEVEL CARBON 14 DATE SUMMARY, 1993 AND 1996 NP,S EXCAVATIONS, CACTUS HILL
AREAS B AND A-8.

Associated
Artifacts

Three core
blades

Six core
blades

Five core
blades

Six core
blades

Three core
blades,

three small
flakes

Morrow
Mountain I
projectile
points, fire
cracked
rock

Date (8.P.) /
Laboratory #

15,070170
Beta-81590

10,160 r 60
Beta-92923
€ee not6 I )

Sample rejected
after initial
pretreatrnent due

to lack ofcarbon
16,670+730
Beta-97708

9250t60
Beta-93899,
sample

apparently
contaminated by
hearth in
wl70Nl00
67001130
Beta-98363

Carbon Source

Chunks of solid
white pine
charcoal

Carbonaceous

soil - very fine
carbon particles

Carbonaceous

soil

Flotation sample

of very fine
carbon particles,
possible hearth

Directþ
excavated
sample of
carbonaceous

soil and charcoal
particles under
large flake

Mechanically
screened sample

ofcarbonized
wood and nut
shell, chunks of
charcoal;
sample taken
from level 7

above blade level

Feature

Blade cluster with
hearth

Blade cluster
with possible hearth

Blade cluster
continuation from
unitwlloNl00

Blade cluster with
association offine
carbon particles in
30% ofunit area

Blade cluster with
dark stain under a
large flake in center
of cluster

Morrow Mountain I
pit hearth, inûusive
into Paleoindian
levels and adjacent
to blade cluster in
Wl70Nl05, Lev. I I

Period

Early
Paleoindian
(blades)

Early
Paleoindian
(large blades)

Early
Paleoindian
(large blades)

Early
Paleoindian
(large blades)

Early
Paleoindian
(large blades)

Middle
Archaic

Area
Unit/I.evel
AreaB
2/9
level6
(lee3)
AreaA-B
wll0N100/
level l0/1 I
(1996\
AreaA-B
wl05Nl00
level 13

(1996)

AreaA-B
wl65Nl05
level l0
(lee6)
AreaA-B
wl70Nl05
level I I
(tee6)

AreaA-B
w170N100
level T
(tee6)

Note l: Sample was incompletely pretreated (acid wash only). Due to very small size, sample was not given
an alkali wash because of concern that the entire sample would dissolve.



TABLE 3. ARTIFACTTYPES, NUMBERSAND Ií/EIGHTS FROMTTryOTYPICAL EXCAVATION WITS,
1996 NRS EXCAVATIONS, CACTUS HILL.

Totals
(100 sq.

ft..)

ll
l0
9

7

6
5

4

3

2

I

(down-slope)
wll5N70

Totals
(25 sq. ft..)

l0
9

8

7

6

5

4

J

2

I

(up-slope)
wl65N100

Unit/level

52.6

0.1

1.0

3.0

3.0

4.5

9

t5

t2
1.5

1.5

2.0

75.85

0
0.1

0.75

1.0

5.5

17.5

38.5

10.0

5.5

N/A

Total
rù/eight

lbs

19.2

0
0

0

0

0

4
7.5

5.5

0.5

0.5

1.2

50.3

0
0
0

0

0.3

10.5

30.0

6.5

3.0

N/A

FCR
Weight

lbs

4t50/20.9
t2
197/0.7

2t7/0.8

445t2.0

391/1.8

642/3.9

1099t4.5

74615.0

t74/0.8

160/0.8

65/0.5

300?/t8.4
0

t2
t07t0.6

2lt/0.8

329/2..8

1209/4..s

l32t/5.9

M4/2..0

578/1..8

N/A

Qte Flakes
#AMeight

lbs

137

2

4

12

22

7

l7
42

8

5

t2

6

192
0
I
7

t6

2l

58

53

20

l6
N/A

Qu
flakes

#

283
l3
43

4t

56

51

46

23

l0
0

0

0

7l
0
I
l5

ll

9

9

22

)

2

N/A

Other
Flakes

#

8-diagnostic artifacts,
3 l-bifaces

small frim flakes ónly
l-unifacial tool
2-bifaces

l-FortNottoway point
3-bifaces

l-Fort Nottoway point

l-Morrow Mountain II point, l-Morrow
Mountain I point l-Decatur point (north end of
excavation unit)
l2-bifaces

4-bifaces

2-Savannah Rivø points (argillite),
3-bifaces

3-bifaces

pottery-same as lev. I above,
l-side notched point
4-bifaces

Early and Middle Woodland pottery-cord
marked

8-diagnostic artifacts,
lS-bifaces

sterile (blade level - no blades present this unit)
small frim flakes only
l-Clovis biface (preform) tip - chert

l-Fort Nottoway point
l-Morrow Mountain I point in a pit bottom

l-comer notched E.A point with bifurcated
base,

3-bifaces

l-comer notched E.A. point,
2-bifaces

l-Morrow Mountain II,
6-bifaces

l-MonowMt. I,
2-bifaces

2-Savannah River points,

2- bifaces

heavily disturbed - disca¡ded

Diagnostic Artifacts and Bifaces



Figure 1. Area A-B of the Cacus Hill Site on the sand ridge, as seen looking west toward the Nottoway River. Top,

March 1996 afier removal ofvegetation prior to qcavation. Bottom, during the qccwation in May 1996.
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Figure 2. Cactus Hill area A-8, I 996 NRS excavation planfor the south ridge over wetland.



Figure 3. NRS excavation of Late Archaic levels of units W|05N97.5 through Wl /,0N98 in area A-8, Cactus Hill Site

in early June 1996. The units are under investigation by volunteers.
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Figure 4. NRS qcøvation of øea A-8, Cactus Hill Site in spring 1996. Top, NRSvolunteer excavating a blade cluster
below the Clovis level in unit Wl65N105; bottom, NRS volunteer accøvating a blade level below the Clovis level in
unit w|loNI00.



Figure 5. NRS e¡ecovation of area A-8, Cactus Hill site in spring 1996. Top, volunteer working in the west block of
unitsintheupperlevels. Bottom,ASUfieldschoolworkingintheeastblockofunitsatlVl05Nl00throughNll0.



Figure 6. Visit to Cactuì Hill on 5/27/96 by Haynes and Stanford, inspecting various excavation units with NRS
volunteers.
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Figure 7. Clovis artifacts excøvated in area A-B on Cactus Hill in spring I996; shown are Clovis preforms of chert

and quartzite, and unifacial tools. Photograph ofobv. (top), and ofrev. (bottom).
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Figure 8 . Clavis artifaas excavated by NRS in area A-B on Cactus Hill ín Wing I 996; I , Clwis preþrm (rejoinedfrom tvo pieces) of green chert

found in level S ofunits WI65NI00 and NI05; 2, Clovis preþrm of brown quarcitefound in level S of unit llISoNI I0; j, Clovß preþrm of brown

quarØitefound in looted arca oÍtmit WI00NI05; 4, Cla,ß preform ofbrownquartzitefourd inlevel9 ofunit W180NI I0; 5, Clovß preform of
Wiltianson chertfomd in level 7 ofunit Í1455N100; 6, Clovß preform of brown quøraitefound in lootedarea ofunit WI IqNI10.
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Figure 9. Clwis artifacts excavated by NRS in area A-B on Cactus Hill in spring 1996; l, Clovß preþrm of white qmrafound in level 9 of unit
ll4 60N95; 2, Clovis preform of white quartzfound in level 7 of unit WI60N95; 3, Clovß preform of gray-brown Enrzite found in level 9 of unit
lï160N100; 4, Clovispreform ofgray-brownquarÞ.ilelound inlevelS ofunitlï160N95; 5, side scraper ofchertfound inlevelS ofunitWll0NI00;
6, chisel graver of brownjasperfound in level 9 of unít \il60N105; 7, spol<eshave of blue IYillianson chertfound in level S of unit I{160N95; 8,

graver of Mitchell chertfound in level9 of unit WI55N95; 9, limace (slugJike uniface) of blue (mountain") chertfound in level I0 of unit
Iil 60N100; 10, end scraper with graver spu.r of browt qtnrzitefound in level 7 of unit ilrl70Nl 10; I I, snapped graver on scraperfragment of
Mitchellchert,foundinlevel 9ofunitWI60N95; l2,endsøaperfragnent(/ìreexploded)ofjasperfoundinlevel 6ofunitlVI60N95: I3,wedgecore
- edge used/damaged ofJìred ø/illiønson chertfound in level 10 of unil Iil 60N100; 14, core blade of gray quarÞitefound in level 7 of unit
TNTONIIO.
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cluster. Photograph of blades during excattation in level I0 of unit I'f I I0NI00.



Figure 12. Photograph of core blades from blade cluster I , levels I 2 and I 3 of unit 144 05N100 (op three rows), and
levels l0and 1I ofunitWIl0Nl00 þottomrow).
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Figure 13. Drawingsofcorebladesfrombladecluster I; l throughS(top)arefromlettel 12 ofunitWI05NI00, I
tlrough 5 þottom) ørefrom level I3 ofunit W105N100. Arrows at edge of blades note øetent ofwork or use
damagdweø.
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Figure 14. Drawingsofcorebladesfrombladecluster I; I through6arefromlevels l0and ll ofmitWIt0Nt00.
Arrows at edge of blades note qcterut ofwork or use damage/wear.
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blade, H = hearth, Triangles = diagnostic artiþcts including prqjectile points, Clovis preþrms, Clovis unifacial tools, and core blades.
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Figurel7. Photographofcorebladesfrombladecluster2,tevell0ofunitWl65Nl05,andadjacentlevelllofunit
w170N105.
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Figure 22. Durc pro/ìle in unit WI63N9j of area A-B of CacUs Hill showing old silt banded region of the dune

merging with an area of more recent sandJìll. NRS qccavation spring I 996. Top photograph shows silt bands

highlíghted; bottom photograph shows natural appearance of s¡lt bands.
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Figure 23. Photograph of core blades ofprobable Paleoindian agefrom blade cluster 3, level 9 of unit 14460N95.
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Fipre 24. Drawing of core blades, and one blade corefrom blade chæter j; I through 6 øe bladesfrom 11460N95
level 9, and item 7 is a blade corefrom WI65N95 level 9. Arrows at edge of blades note øctent of work or use
damagdweø.
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Figure 26. Photograph of typical Archaic Period diagnostic artifocts in stratigraphic sequence (as accavated) in
eastern units in area A-B ofCactw Hill, 1996 NRS excavation. Several excovation units are represented by the artfact
sequence, ond the artiþct at bottom of the photograph ß a Clovis side scraper.



Figure 27 Photograph of typícal Archaic Period diagnostic artifacts in stratigraphic sequence (as øccøvated) in

western units in area A-B of Cactus Hill, 1996 NRS qecavation. Several excqvation units Øe represented by the artfact

sequence. Clovis preforms are shown in sequence qccavated at bottom ofphotograph.



Figure 28. The remaining part of accavation area D of the Cactus Hill Site as it appeared in 1996. Top photograph,
wide areaview of area D in background, March 1996; bottom photograph, closer view of area D in May 1996.
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PROJECTILE POINT DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS
CACTUS HILL SITE, EXCAVATION AREA B

Type l, Large Triangle; n:1, Quartzite
A medium to large unnotched triangular biface manufactured directly from a flake, primarily by soft
percussion with minor pressure retouch. Flakes are wide and shallow, drawn at very low angle into the blade.
Often flakes hinge leaving sharp rises in the blade medial ridge location. The blade is normally excurvate to
straight, and the base is concave to straight. Length: 40 mm to 60 mm; width: 20 mm to 35 mm; and
thickness: 4 mm to 6 mm. This type upon the Nottoway is almost exclusively made from cobble quartzite.
The cultural period is Late Middle rù/oodland to Late Woodland. The type is rare on Cactus Hill and may
represent a hafted knife or unnotched Potts point preform.

Type2, Thin Side Notched; n:1, Quartzite
A small to medium, shallow side notched hafted biface. This point was based upon a tiangular preform
which was manufactured exactly as the type l, Large Triangle (above). The blade is normally excurvate, and
the base straight to slightly concave. Notches are elongated and shallow, and often pressure flaked from
alternate edges. Length: 25 to 45 mm; width: 20 to 30 mm; and thickness : 4 to 6 mm. This type upon the
Nottoway is made from cobble quartzite and frre grain metavolcanic materials such as silicified rþolite and
silicified volcanic sediment (silicified slate). The cultural period is Middle V/oodland to Late Woodland. This
type is similar to the Potts point identified by McCary (1953) from the Potts Site on the lower Chickahominy
River in New Kent County, Virginia.

Type 3, Tapered Stemmed; n:I, Quartzite
A small to medium, thick, crudely flakedtapered stem projectile point. This point was manufactured from a
flake by direct soft percussion with minor or no pressure retouch. Flakes me wide and deep often hinging
rather than carrying across the blade, producing a crude, stepped flake appearance. The tapered stem is
elongated and irregular to short and fairly symmetrical. Length:25 to 45 mm; width: 15 to 20 mm; thickness:
6 to 10 mm. This type upon the Nottoway is made of quartzite, poor quality rhyolite, layered and poorly
silicified local materials, and soft argillite. The cultural period is Middle Woodland, and this point is found
with Stony Creek cord marked pottery. This type somewhat resembles the Rossville and Piscataway point
types identified further to the north (Ritchie 196l; and Stephenson etal. 1963 respectively).

Type 4, Fishtailed; n:I, Quartzite
A medium to large elongated stem projectile point with slightly expanding concave base. There is a
distinctive "fishtailed" appe¿¡rance to the basal form, similar to the Orient Fishtail (Ritchie 1958) from the
Northeast. This point was carefully manufactured from a narrow elongated preform by a combination of soft
percussion and pressure flaking. Flakes smoothly overlap at the central ridge producing a thick oval cross
section. The margins of the elongated stem and basal concavity are ground or smoothed. Length: 50 to 75
mm;width: 20to25 mm;thickness: 7to l0mm. ThistypeupontheNottowayismadeofquartzite, qvartz,
and rhyolite. The stone materials are often of high quality and colorful. This point type resembles not only
the Orient Fishtail noted above but also exaggerated subtypes within the Halifax group (Coe 1964). This type
is rare on all but a few sites on the Nottoway. The cultural period in this region is unknown, but may be
transitional Late Archaic to Early V/oodland.

Type 5, Perkiomen, fl:I, Rhyolite
A small to large, stemmed, wide hafted biface probably used both as a projectile point and knife. The blade
edges are excurvate and the point shape and stem placement is often asymmetrical. This point is based upon a
large oval or pentagonal biface preform. The flaking is wide and shallow soft percussion with some pressure



retouch around the base. The flakes are at low angle into the blade producing an essentially flat cross section.
Flakes generally overlap near the center of the wide blade. Most of these points of chert or jasper were made
upon thermally altered flakes or preforms, and pressure flake scars are often glossy or waxy in appearance.

Length: 25 to 7 5 mm; width: 25 to 6O mm; thickness: 3 to 7 mm. This type upon the Nottoway is made of
chert, chalcedony, jasper, rhyolite, silicified slate (sediment), quartzite, and silicified wood. Most frequently,
Cattail Creek chalcedony, Bolster's Store chalcedony, and speckled blue or black rhyolite were employed.
The cultural period is tmnsitional Late Archaic, and these points are associated with thin, well made soapstone
bowls, some quite small in size. The qpe was identified by John rü/itthoft in 1953 from sites in Pennsylvania.

Type 6,Island Swamp; n:2, Quartzite
A large to very large, wide, tapered stem knife or projectile point. This point was excavated in situ tn 1984 by
the Nottoway River Survey (NRS) on the Fannin Site, 44SXl4, six miles upriver from Cactus Hill, on the
northern sþe of the site over Island Swamp. The point has excurvate blade edges with an elongated tapered
stem. Basal stem margins are ofren smoothed by abrasion. This point type was manufactured by soft
percussion with little or no pressure retouch. The flakes are very wide and overlap at the center of the blade.
The cross section is oval and often very symmetical. Length: 50 to 175 mm; width: 40 to 100 mm;
thickness: 7 to 15 mm. This type upon the Nottoway is made of cobble quartzite and rþolite. The rþolite is

usualþ a coarse blue or green variety and is not a local material. The cultural period is the transitionalLate
Archaic to Early rüoodland. On the Fannin Site these points were excavated just below Middle Woodland
Stony Creek cord marked pottery but above broad blade Savannah River points. The apparent age is 3,000 B.
P. to 3,900 B. P. This type is fairly rare in the Nottoway drainage, but it has been noted to be quite common
on the James, and Chickahominy drainage 50 miles to the north, and in the Dismal Swamp to the east. It
appears to be one of the terminal forms within the broad spear tadition, and may be associated with soapstone

bowls on the Nottoway.

Type 7 , Small Stemmed; n/2.1 , Quartzite:l 4, Quarw=4, Rhyolite:2, Argillite:l
A small stem base projectile point much like the Bare Island type 10, but smaller in all details. The blade is
nrrrow and thick with steep flakes giving the point and oval cross section. The stem is normally squared and
about as wide as long. This point was manufactured by soft percussion and pressure retouch on the stem and

tip. Often the discard forms show a steep edge angle from resharpening. While this point type was not
excavated in sin tn area D at Cactus Hill, it was found ¡n situ n 1983 by the NRS on the Fannin Site, 44SXl4,
six miles up river. Length: 25 to 45 mm; width: 18 to 23 mm; and thickness: 5 to l0 mm. Upon the
Nottoway, this type often was made of cobble quartzite and quartz, but many examples have been recovered
of the meûavolcanic materials including silicified slate, rhyolite, and argillite. On the Fannin Site this point
type was excavated above broad blade Savannah River points. Although similar in form to the Bare Island
type, they were not recovered in Bare Island point clusters on Cactus Hill. The Iddins type, ca. 3,500 B. P.

reported by Chapman (1981) from the Iddins Site on the Little Tennessee drainage is a very similm form. The
cultural period is the ûansitional Late Archaic.

Type 8, Savannah River Wide Blade @road Spear); n:15, Quarøite
This hafted biface form was defined by Coe (1964) from work on the Doerschuk Site and the Gaston Site in
the North Carolina Piedmont. The examples from Cactus Hill are identical to those reported by Coe from the
Gaston Site in Halifax County, North Carolina. They are somewhat smaller than those from the Doerschuk
Site. A large, wide, stemmed knife or projectile point with an excurvate blade, square to slightly sloping
shoulders and shaight to concave stem base. The preform shape was a large, wide lanceolate. Flakes were
drawn by direct soft percussion and are wide and irregular. The cross section is fairly oval, and there is little
or no pressure retouch. Length: 50 to 105 mm; width: 35 to 60 mm; and thickness: 7 to 12 mm. More than
95 percent of these artifacts recovered on the Nottoway River are of local cobble quartziæ. The metavolcanics
and quartz account for the remaining five percent. The cultural period is Late Archaic and dates reported by
other researchers cluster around 4,000 B. P.



Type 9, Savannah RiverNarrowBlade; rr14, Quartzite
This a¡tifact is similar in general shape to type 8, Wide Blade, but the blade is normally thinner and more
narow. Overall, the point is shorter. Many of these points are quiûe thin and well made by careful soft
percussion an<i some pressure retouch. Primary flake sca¡s are wide and shallow. Coe (1964) made no
distinction between the wide and narrow forms, but upon the Nottoway the two forms normally do not occur
in the sarne features. Preforrns are lanceolate with concave bases. Length: 45 to 95 mm; width: 20 to 35

mm; thickness: 6 to l0 mm. Upon the Nottoway this point is normally made from cobble quartzite. The
cultural period is Late Archaic, and upon the Slade Site the type was dated 4,070 +/- 80 B.P. in 1988 by the
NRS. This type may be slightly earlier here than the wide blade vmiety.

Type 10, Bare Island;fi=-22, Quartzite:l8, Quartz:3, Rhyolitæl
A narow, medium to large, stem base projectile point or knife, fairly thick with an oval cross section. The
stem is square and normally sûaight across the base. The shoulders are normally square. These points were
manufactured by soft percussion with pressure retouch on the tip and around the base. The blade edge flake
angle is steeper than observed with the narrow blade Savannah River. Length: 50 to 80 mm; width: 18 to 25
mm; thickness: 8 to 12 mm. Upon the Nottoway, these points were made from quartzite, Qüâf,tz, rþolite,
silicified slate (sediment), and argillite. The associated cultural period here is the Late Archaic, probably
between 4,000 B. P. and 4,300 B. P., but there are no radiocarbon dates from the Nottoway. The general type
was identified by Ritchie (1961).

Type I l, Slade; n:l3, Quartzite
A medium size, wide projectile point or knife with an expanding and usually concave base. The blade is

normally straight with a decided alternate edge bevel, chipped from the right side with the tip upward. This
results in the beveled edge being visible on the left edge. The resharpening statery was to keep the edge

staight as opposed to an incurvate blade edge bevel statery observed with several Early Archaic point types.

The flaking was accomplished by broad soft percussion with pressure retouch on the base and blade. The

basal edges are often ground, and a common tait is very heavy grinding on the shoulders or barbs. Length:

45 to75 mm; width: 28 to 40mm; thickness: 6to 12 mm. The cultural period is the Late Archaic, but this
temporal placement is not based upon radiocarbon dating. The point is similar in shape to the Buffalo
Expanding Stem reported by Broyles (1976) from Putnam County, rWest Virginiq except the Slade point has a
concave base stem. These points were first excavated by the NRS on the Slade Site in 1985. The point type is

named for that site.

Type 12, Lamoka-like ; t:,-2, Quartzite
A medium size projectile point with shallow elongated notches and an expanding stem with a convex base.

The cross section is a thick oval. These points were crudely made by soft percussion and little or no pressure

retouch. Theedgesofnotchesandthebasalregionareabraded. Length:40to70mm;width: l8to24mm;
thickness: 8 ta 12 mm. Upon thè Nottoway, these points are made of quartzite and rhyolite, with quartzite

representing over 90 percent ofthe total. The cultural period appears, from excavated data on the Slade Site,

to be the Late Archaic approximately 4,500 B. P., but this is not based upon radiocarbon dating. The similar
Lamoka point was dated by Ritchie (1965) on the Lamoka Lake Site in New York to approximaûely 4,500 B.
P.

Type 13, Halifu; n:36, Quarøitæ3l, Quartæ5
This point type was defured by Coe (1964) from work on the Gaston Site in Halifax County, North Carolina.

The points recovered on the Nottoway are very similar ûo those reported by Coe, except the favored stone

material on the Nottoway was quarøite rather than quartz. This t¡pe is a medium size side notched projectile
point with sfaight blade edges. The edges of notches and the base are usually well abraded. These points
were manufactured by soft percussion and pressure retouch, resulting in a thick, symmefical oval cross



section. The examples of quartz are usually smaller than those of quartzite. Length: 30 to 70 mm; width: 17

to 28 mm; thickness: 8 to I I mm. Upon the Nottoway, these points are made of quartzite, quartz, rþolite,
and silicified slate (sediment). The cultural period is transitional Late Middle Archaic to Late Archaic.
Numerous hearth and pit features have been radiocmbon dated upon the Nottoway which are considered to be

of Halifax age. Most dates fall between 4,850 B. P. and 5,500 B. P.

Type 14, Rowan; n:l1, Quarøite:I0, Quartæl
This point is similar to some forms of the Halifa¡< type (13 above) except that for the Rowan point the notches

are deeper, and there is a more "squared" appearance to the base which is wider. The basal region is more
frequently concave in the Rowan type, and heavily ground on the margins. The overall dimensions are the

same for both types except the Rowan point may be as wide as 30 mm. The manner of manufacture appears

the same for both, but the Rowan type on the Nottoway is more frequentþ manufactured of metavolcanic

materials. This type appears to be more cornmon in the North Carolina Piedmont than Coastal Plain Virginia.
The name Rowan is in common usage for this projectile point type by avocational mchaeologists and

collectors in Virginia and North Carolina. The age of this point has not been established by radiocmbon
dating, but upon the Nottoway they have been excavated in only Middle Archaic contexts. The point shape,

thickness, materials and manufacturing characteristics are typical of Middle Archaic forms in the Middle
Atlantic region. A date of around 5,500 B. P.

Type 15, Guilford; n:84, Quartzite:S4, Quartæ16, Silicified Slate:l, Rhyolite:3,
Argillite:3, Layered Silicified SedimenFT

A small to large, natrow, lanceolate projectile point with a smight, round, or concave base. Cross section is

thick oval to diamond shaped. Some examples have faint shoulders above the basal end. Manufacturing

technique varies considerably with available stone materials. Wittr good qualþ quartzite, quartz, and

metavolcanic materials, these points were made by a combination of soft percussion and pressure retouch.

Many points were manufacûued of poor quality argillite and layered silicified materials by splitting large thin
fragments from bipolar tabular (layered) cores. The thin fiagments were then shaped by soft percussion,

pressure flaking, or edge snapping into ftral shape. Most examples have abraded basal margins. Length: 30

to 100 mm; widttr: 17 to 25 mm; thickness: 5 to 12 mm. This point was defined by Coe (1964) from work on

the Doerschuk Site in the Piedmont of Norttr Carolina. The Nottoway River examples of this point type show

considerably more flexibilþ in flaking technique and choice of lithics than noted by Coe for the Doerschuk

Site examples, but are more similar to his examples from the Gaston Site on the Roanoke River to the south.

There is no radiocarbon date for this Middle Archaic point type on the Nottoway, or from North Carolina.

The suggested temporal placement based upon relative position in excavations is greater than 5,500 B. P. to
perhaps 6,200 B. P. The shouldered form may date as late as approximately 5,000 8.P., based on one

radiocarbon date from Cactus Hill for a feature which may have been associated with this type of Guilford
point.

Type 16, Morrow Mountain II; n:107, Quartzite:90, QuartFT, Rhyolite:l, Argillite:8,
Otherl
A small to large, narro\ü, tapered stem projectile point with excurvate to sfiaight blade edges. The stem is

narrow and elongated, and the cross section is thick, oval, and symmetrical. The basal margins are well
smoothed, as are the shoulders and a short distance of the blade above the shoulders. These points were well
made by a combination of soft percussion and presswe flaking. Many quarøite examples are reddened from
exposure to fire, but it is unclear that any intentional thermal alteration was employed in the manufacturing
process. Length: 35 to 80 mm; width: 18 to 30 mm; thickness: 6 to l0 mm. Upon the Nottoway, these

points were most frequently made of local cobble quartzite, but nonlocal metavolcanic materials such as the

rþolites and argillites also were used. The truly poor quality materials, sometime used by the Guilford
people, generally were not employed by the Morrow Mountain tr people. The cultural period is Middle
Archaic, and a single radiocarbon date for a feature with a small Monow Mountain II point from the Slade



Site was 6,470 +/-90 B. P. Overall, a time span of 6,200 B.P. to 6,800 B.P. is suggested. This type was fnst
identified and named by Coe (1964) from work on the Doerschuk Site in the Piedmont of North Carolina. On
the Nottoway River, the Morrow Mountain II point seems to be associated with tubular bannerstones and
possibly with flaked or ground adz blades.

TypelT, MorrowMountainl; n:33, Quartzite:T,Quartrg,RhyolitæI, Chert(Fall
Line):9, Argillite:7
A small, tapered stem projectile point with süaight blade edges and a flat to oval cross section. The stem is
much shorter and wider on the Morrow Mountain I variety than observed on the Morrow Mountain II variety,
imparting almost a diamond shape to some greatly resharpened examples. Many of the chert points were
made upon thermally altered flakes, and there is an indication that even fine grain cobble quartzite was heated
prior to use. The basal margins are unabraded, to lightly abraded on some examples. Flaking was by soft
percussion followed by fine pressure retouch. Starting flakes may have been derived from bipolar cores and
small cobbles reduced by bipolar techniques. The soft percussion flakes on points were drawn at low angle
into the blades and may reflect the use of an anvil in the flaking process. Some blade edges are serrated, but
this is a rare trait. Length: 17 to 40mm; width: 15 to 30 mm; thickness: 3 to 6 mm. Upon the Nottoway,
several materials were favored for these points: Cobble quartzite, chert, cobble qviltz., and a soft argillite.
The chert and argillite appear to have been quarried in the Fall Zone and elsewhere in the Piedmont. Cherts
from the Bolster's Store and Cattail Creek quarries (McAvoy L99?)havebeen identified. There is probably a
single source of the argillite, as most of the points weather in the same manner and to the same color and
texture. The cultural period is Middle Archaic, and there is one date from area A-B at Cactus Hill of 6,700 +/-
l30B.P.fortheMorrowMountainI. Thelikelytimespanisapproximately 6,700or6,8008.P.to7,1008.
P. based upon otherknow dates forMorrow Mountain II and Stanly. This point was fnst identified and placed
in proper statigraphic sequence by Coe (1964), and dated by Chapman (1979) on the Howard Site on the
Little Tennessee River.

Type 18, Stanly; n:9, Quartzite:6, silicified Slate (Sediment):1, Argillite:l, Layered
Silicified Material:l
A medium to large stem base point with straight to incurvate blade edges. The stem is comparatively narrow
and the base concave to decidedly notched. The point is wide at the shoulders which usually are heavily
ground on the margins. The stem margins also are ground on some examples. A few examples have serrated
edges, but these tend to blend into Kirk Serrated points (type 20). Many of these points found on the
Nottoway, and made of quartzite, are deep red in color from exposure to heat. The few Stanly points known
from this area made of Fall Line chert have been thermally altered and also are deep red. The process of
thermal alteration of lithic material was known to the Stanly people as well as the Morrow Mountain I people
who closely followed them. These points were made from large oval preforms which were flaked by sofr
percussion. The points were finished by fine pressure flaking in the notches and around the shoulders and tip.
Length: 40 to 80 mm; width: 28 to 55 mm; thickness: 7 to l0 mm. Upon theNotûoway, these points were
made of quartzite, silicified slate (sediment), argillite, qrartz, chert, and layered silicified materials. The
cultural period is the Middle Archaic, and one radiocarbon date obtained by the NRS from the Slade Site
associated with Stanly period artifacts was 7,420 +/- 160 B. P. This point was first identified by Coe (1964)
on the Doerschuk Site.

Type 19, Small Stanly-likei tr:3, Qvatnte:2, Quartæl
A small projectile point similar to the Stanly type (18). These points seem to rilarrant a separate type
description on the Nottoway River as they are unusually small and thin and do not seem to simply represent a
resharpened form. They aÍe not found in clusters of tlpical Stanly artifacts. The stems are often very narow
and notched, but the overall point size is no larger than a large LeCroy point (type 23). They were made by
soft percussion and pressure flaking, and are normally made only of quartz or quartzite. Length: 28 to 35
mm; width: 20to25 mm; thickness: 4 to 6 mm. None has been observed to be made of thermally altered



materials. The cultural period is the Middle Archaic and the type may just precede or just follow Stanly. It is
also possible that this point type may be a local variant of the Kanawha @royles l97l), type 22.

Type2}, Kirk Serrated;r.20 Quartzite:l4, QuartFl, Silicified Slate:l, Rhyolitr4
A medium to large stem base projectile point or knife with senated edges. The base may be either staight or
concave, the shoulders are usually square, and the serrations on some examples are deep. The margins of the

basal area are ground on some examples, although the shoulders are serrated and may not be ground on

reworked points. Some of these points were resharpened by alternate edge beveling of the blade edges. Held
tþ up, the beveled edge on most examples is seen on the right, and the blade may appear incurvate. Flaking
was by soft percussion and pressure retouch of the blade edges, base, and shoulder areas. Most of these points

were well made, and many are fairly thin with a symmetrical oval cross section. Length: 40 to 100 mm;
width: 20 to 30 mm; thickness: 5 to l0 mm. Upon the Nottoway, these points are made of quartzite, qvartz,

rþolites, highly silicified metavolcanics, and silicified slate (sediment). Overall, on many sites a high
percentage are of the metavolcanic materials. The cultural period is the Middle Archaic, but this is not based

upon radiocarbon dating by the NRS. Blanton and Pullins (1994) appearto have dated the type near the

Virginia/l.Iorth Carolina line on the Nottoway, at approximately 7,700 B. P. This is consistent with our
placement of the point at about 8,000 B. P. The type was first identified by Coe (1964) on the Hardaway Site.

Type2l, Sharp's Mill - Kirk Senated; n:3, Chert

This is a medium size distinctive subtype within ttre general Kirk Serrated type. It is similar to type 20 in
shape, but it is thicker and most examples are made of heat treated Fall Line chert. Some examples have a

notched StanlyJike base. Overall, this subtype is so distinctive it has been desigrated the Sharp's Mill type,

based upon the Sharp's Mill Site (44SX137) on the Nottoway where it was first found in sufücient numbers to
recognize it as a type. The stem and shoulders are slightly less distinctive on many Sharp's Mill points than on

the typical Kirk Senated. They were made from heat treated chert bifaces or flakes by soft percussion with
minor pressure retouch on the blade edges and serrations. The serrations are usually finer than observed with
the Kirk Serrated. Many examples have little or no abrasion of the margins around the base. Length: 35 to 60

mm;width: 25to35mm;thickness: 8to 12mm. MostofthesepointsontheNottowayaremadeof
thermally altered red-brown Bolster's Store chert. The cultural period is the Middle Archaic, probably from

7 ,400 to 7,800 B. P. The type was excavated in situ onthe Fannin Site, Slade Site, and Cactus Hill. There are

no radiocarbon dates for this type.

Type 22, Kanawha-like; n:3, Quanzite:I, Quafir2
A small, expanding stem, notched base projectile point with serrated edges. The basal margins are abraded on

some examples. This point has some characteristics of the Kanawha point defined by Broyles (1971) on the

St. Albans Site. This is a rare form on the Nottoway River. It was made by soft percussion and extensive
pressure retouch on the base and serrations on the blade edges. Lengfh: 28 to 38 mm; width: 23 to27 mrn;
thickness: 4 to 6 mm. Examples on the Nottoway are made of quartzite, quartz, metavolcanics, and chert.

There is no date for this type on the Nottoway, and it has not been excavated here in good stratigraphic

context.

Type23, LeCroy; n:9, Quartz:7, Silicified Slate (Sediment):2

A small stem base point with a deeply notched (bifurcate) base and deeply serrated blade edges. The notch is

natrow, and many examples have well formed square shoulders. On some, basal margins are abraded. Most
examples on the Nottoway are made of good grades of white quartz and a¡e thin and well flaked. These points

were made from small oval bifaces by soft percussion, or they were pressure flaked directþ from large thin
flakes. Length: 15 to 35 mm; width: 15 to 25 mm; thickness: 3 to 6 mm. Upon the Nottoway, these points

were made of white quartl silicified slate (sediment), rhyolite, quartzite, crystal qJartz. and chert in roughly
that order of preference. The period is tansitional (late) Early Archaic or the early part of the Middle Archaic,



based upon the position of the researcher. The points were first dated by Broyles (1971), from work on the St.
Albans Site, at 8,300 B. P. On the Slade Site the points were dated 8,300 +/- I l0 B. P. in 1986 by the NRS.

Type24, St. Albans; n:18, Quartzitr3, Quartæl, Silicified Slate (Sediment):7, Rhyolite
or TuF6, CherFl
A small to medium size bifi¡rcate base projectile point with moderate to well formed shoulders and a serrated
blade edge. These points have a fairly large basal noûch angle as compared to the LeCroy point (type 23) and
on some examples the stem has a lobate appeañmce. These points are thin and well made from the better
grades of metavolcanic materials. The manufacturing process w¿rs skillful, soft percussion followed by
extensive pressure retouch around the basal notch, shoulders, and serrated blade. Length: 30 to 50 mm;
width: 23 to 32 mm; thickness: 4 to 7 mm. Upon the Nottoway, these points ate most frequently made of
nonlocal highly silicified metavolcanic materials which must have been obtained at distances of 50 miles or
more from this a¡ea. The use of local cobble quartzite and quartz was minimal. The cultr¡ral period is the later
part of the Early Archaic. Associated artifacts are crude end scrapers, well made unifacial side scrapers and
flake knives, and flaked adzutd celt blades with ground cutting edges (bits). St. Albans projectile points
occur at almost the same depth in the statified deposit, in area D at Cactus Hill, as do Fort Nottoway points
(typez7) which are dated at approximately 8,750 to 9,000 B. P. A single isolated hearth feature in area B at
Cactus Hill was associated with six Fort Nottoway points and two St. Albans points. The two t¡pes, therefore,
probably overlap to some degree in age with the Fort Nottoway q?e slightly older on the Nottoway. The St.
Albans point was identifîed by Broyles (197 l) from work on the St. Albans Site on the Kanawha River in
WestVirginia.

Type25, Kirk Stemmed; n-10, Quartzite:4, Quartz:5, Rhyolitæl
A medium to large expanding stem projectile point or knife, with variable shoulders and a straight or incurvate
serrated blade. Some points have a straight base, while other a¡e slightly concave or convex. Some examples
have barbed shoulders, but others have shaight to sloping shoulders. Serrations are usually fine in comparison
to the Kirk Senated point (type 20). These points were make by soft percussion, followed by pressure flaking
around the stem and serrated blade edges. The basal region is usually thinned by removal of several parallel
flakes. Length: 45 to 75 mm; width: 25 to 40mm; thickness: 6 to l0 mm. Upon the Nottoway, these points
are normally made of quartzite, qDñIz, and the silicified metavolcanic materials. While some of these points
are probably greatly resharpened Corner Notched Kirks, others appear to be an early stage in the transition of
the CornerNotched Kirk to a stemmed or bifurcate form. It is also possible that some rare forms of the Kirk
Serrated (type 20) may approach the shape of the Kirk Stemmed. These points were excavated in area D at
Cactus Hill above Palmer and below St. Albans. The cultural period is the Emly Archaic and a temporal
placement of 8,700 B. P. is most likely on the Nottoway River. The type was definedby Coe (1964) from
work on the Hardaway Site. This point is similar to the later Kirk Serrated type and the two are ofren confused
by researchers.

Type 26, Kirk Side-Notched; rr-2, Quartzite
A medium to large, narrow projectile point with elongated side notches of variable depth and a straight to
incurvate serrated blade edge. The base is usually staight but may be slightly convex or concave. This point
type is probably a resharpened form of the Kirk Corner-Notched (type 30) or the Kirk Stemmed (type 25), and
may be a colnmon variant of both of these two types. It is unclear that this type exists as a unique cultural
marker, since multiple finds of the type seldom occur around a single archaeological feature. These points
were made by soft percussion followed by extensive blade modification by prcssure flaking. Some examples
have steep blade edges and large serrations indicative of extensive resharpening. Length: 45 to 80 mm;
width: 2l to 26 mm; thickness: 6 to 10 mm. Upon the Nottoway, this type is normally made of quartzite or
the metavolcanic materials. A few examples of quartz are known. The cultural period is the Early Archaic at
about the Fort Nottoway (Wpe 27) time period, but later than Decatur (type 28). This suggests a time span of



8,700 to 9,000 B. P. These points were excavated in situ n area D at Cactus Hill at the same level with Fort
Nottoway points, and the late variant of the Kirk Corner-Notched type.

Type2T,FortNottoway;n:32,Quartzitæ31, Jasperl (AreaDproduced 15 others, 12

Quartzite, I Quartz, I Rhyolite, 1 Chert or Rhyolite)
A medium to large, square base, side notched projectile point with beveled and serrated blade edges. The

cross section is flat rhomboid to oval and very symmetrical. The base is usually slightly concave, but may be

sfaight. The blade on most examples is incurvate but recurved toward the tip. This blade shape is a result of
the resharpening strategy from an initial blade shape which is excurvate without bevel or serrations. The side

notches are narro\tr and fairly deep on most examples, with the notches incised into the base parallel to ttre

basal concavþ. Most examples slope inward, or constict, at the base, which is a result of the pentagonal

shape of the preform. The basal region and notches are heavily ground on most examples. Serrations are

small and associated with the beveling flakes. These points are almost always resharpened with the altemate

edge beveled side showing to the left with the tip upward. Basal regions may be well thinned by one or two
long longitudinal flakes up the blade face on one side. The flaking technique was soft percussion, removing
wide and thin parallel biface reduction flakes. The points were finished with extensive pressure retouch

around the base, notches, and on the blade edges. Length: 45 to 100 mm; width: 25 to 50 mm; thickness: 4
to 8 mm. Upon the Nottoway, most of these points are made of the high qualþ gray, blue, and brown
quarøites, but a few examples have been repofed of quartz, rhyolite, chert, jasper, and green silicified slate.

The cultural period is the Early Archaic, and the two radiocarbon dates obtained by the NRS for this type on

Cactus Hill are 8,800 +/- 120 B. P. and 8,920 +/- 65 B. P. The most likely time range is 8,750 B. P. to 9,000

B. P. These points are associated with unifacial tools such as end scrapers, side scrapers, and worked flake

knives. Chipped celts and adz blades, and large bifacial senated knives are found on their working surfaces.

Thick, heavy gravers and wedges also occur with these points. These points were named for the Fort
Nottoway Site about 9 mile upriver from Cactus Hill, where the tlpe was definedby the NRS.

Type2&, Decatur; n:9, Quartzite:4,Rhyolite:2, Silicified Slate:2, Chert:l (Area D
produced 19, Quartzite:I4, Oolitic Quartzitæl, Highly Silicified Black Rhyolitæ2)
This point, which is sometimes called Angelico (Painter 1964) in Virginia, was first described by Cambron
(1957) from sites near Decatur, Alabama. The Decatur is a small to medium comer notched, or expanded

stem projectile point with a staight or concave base and a shaight or incurvate alternate edge beveled and

serrated blade. The points are very thin with a pmallel or rhomboid cross section. The basal margins and

notches are very heavily ground, and rarely on a Virginia example the basal margins may be flattened or

burinized by removal of the entire edge with one or two cross-edge flakes. Most of the Alabama examples are

made of fine cherts and have burinized basal margins, but the Virginia examples a¡e often of inferior materials

and usually lack this distinctive tait. The shoulders are often barbed as a result ofresharpening, and the barbs

may slope toward the base, tip or extend straight out from the blade. The altemate edge blade bevel may be to
either lefr or righq but is more frequently observed on the left with the tip upward. Some examples of this
pointtypeblendintothePalmerComer-Notchedtype(3la). Length:22to57mm;width: l8to32mm;
thickness: 3 to 6 mm. Upon the Nottoway, these points are most frequently made of fine grain quartzite,

silicified rhyolite, silicified slate, and quartz, and rare examples are made of chert, jasper, black (mountain)

flint, and oolitic quartzite. The cultural period is the Early Archaic, and upon Cactus Hill this type dated 9,140
+/- 50 B. P. An estimated time range for the type is 9,000 B. P. to 9,2508, P. This point is associated with a
well made concave base fiangular knife, drills, unifacial end scrapers, side scrapers, worked flakes, and

wedges. The tool tlpes are very similar to those associated with the Palmer points (type 3la and b).



Type29, Plevna; n:0 (AreaD of Cactus Hill produced 2, Silicified SedimenFl,
Quartzite:l)
This is the only point tlpe from Cactus Hill which was recovered in area D of the site and not in area B. The
Plevna, as defined on the Nottoway, is a side notched projectile point with a round base which is marginally
ground. These points have straighg incurvate, or slightly excurvate serrated blade edges, and they are thin and
well made. The cross section is oval. There is a faint trace of beveling on a few examples. The notches are
natrow, but fairly deep, and are ground. Flaking was accomplished by broad wide soft percussion flakes
followed by pressure retouch a¡ound the base to form the notches.and the serrations. Length: 35 to 60 mm;
width: 22 to 30 mm; thickness: 4 to 7 mm. Upon the Nottoway this rare point form is most often made of
green silicified slate (sediment), but some are quartzite. The cultural period is the Early Archaic, and the type
has been excavated in situ on the Slade Site and area D on Cactus Hill. The temporal placement seems to be
8,800 to 9,200B.. P. The type was defined from points found on the Plevna Site in Madison County, Alabama
(DeJamette, Kurjack, and Cambron 1962).

Type 30, Kirk Corner-Notched;n:15, Quaftzite:7, Quartæl, Silicified Slate
(Sediment):2, Silicifi ed Rhyolite or hrF4, CherF I
A small to large, thin, and well made, corner notched projectile point or knife with staight to slightly concave
or slightþ convex base. The blade edges may be staigh! incurvate, or excurvate and vary considerably with
resharpening. The blade is rarelybeveled, butresharpenedexamples are usually serrated. The cross section is
oval and usually symmetrical. The notches may be shallow or deep, and the notches are usually elongated as
compared to the Palmer (type 3l). On some examples the base may be fairly long or extended. On most
examples the shoulders, or barbs, are wider than the base unless there has been extensive resharpening where
the barbs may have been eliminated. For the Nottoway River examples, the basal margins and notches
normally are at least lightþ abraded and may be heavily abraded or even ground smooth. A few rare
examples have no abrasion of basal margins or notches. Kirk Corner-Notched points were made by a
combination of well contolled soft percussion and frne pressure retouch around the margins. Length: 32 to
100 mm; width: 20 to 50 mm; thickness: 5 to l0 mm. Upon the Nottoway, these points are made of the
better grades of highly silicified metavolcanic materials and of ftre grain quartzites. A few examples are made
of quartz, and a rare example is made of chert orjasper. The cultural period is the Early Archaic, and this type
appears to have been of long duration being reported by researchers from about 9,400 B. P. (Chapm an 1977 ,
1985) to 8,850 B. P. @royles l97l). This type on the Nottoway has been recovered in excavations below
Decatur (9,140 +l- 50 B. P.) to above or with Fort Nottoway (8,800 +/- 120 B. P.). On the Nottoway, the older
forms appear to have deeper, more narow notches, and they have heavier abrasion or grinding ofbasal
margins and notches. The older forms are sometime referred to as "Large Palmers", or "Lower Kirk" by some
researchers. The type was first identified by Coe (1964) on the Hardaway Site.

Type 31, Palmer; fi--24, Quartzite:I7, Silicified Slate:l, Rhyolite:I, Chert and Jasper5
A small to medium thin and well made comer notched projectile point which occurs in two primary forms.
Subtype 3la has a staight or slightly concave base which is heavily ground on the margins. The notches are
diagonal from the cotners and are well abraded on the margins. This may be the older of the two forms.
Subtype 3lb has a distinctive convex base which is heavily ground smooth on the margins. The corner
notches are almost perpendicular to the blade on some examples producing a somewhat "side-notched"
appearance to the point, especially when it has been resharpened and the ba¡bs reduced in size. It was noted in
areas B and D on Cactus Hill that the two projectile point forms are mutually exclusive on some working
surfaces. This adds credibilþ to the argument that there is a cultural or temporal distinction between the
forms. Both point types have oval cross sections and excurvate or staight blade edges which a¡e serrated.
The notches are nanow and deep, but tend to lose the "barbed" apper¡rance as the points are resharpened. The
width of the base tends to more closely equal the width of barbs on the Pahner type than on the Kirk Corner-
Notched. These points were manufactured by pressure flaking from small hiangular preforms which were
made by well controlled soft percussion. Occasionally, these points were made by pressure flaking directþ



from thin flakes. Length: 25 to 50 mm; width: 20 to 35 mm; thickness: 3.5 to 6 mm. Upon the Nottoway,
these points are normally made of fine grain quartzite, chert, orjasper. They me occasionally made of quartz
and crystal quartz, and rarely made of the metavolcanics. Other than quarEite, the lithic choices for Palmer
points are quite different than noted for Comer-Notched Kirks. The cultural period is the Early Archaic, but
there are no radiocarbon dates for this type on the Nottoway. They were excavated below Decatur points in
Area D at Cactus Hill and must date prior to 9,140 +l- 50 B. P. A temporal placement on the Nottoway River
of approximately 9 ,200 B. P. to 9,600 B. P. seems reasonable. The type was first identified by Coe ( I 964) on
the Hardaway Site.

Type32, Deep Notched (Palmer); n:3, Highly Silicified Slate (Sediment):1, Highly
Silicified Rhyolite or TufFl, and Jasperl (Area D produced 2 examples, and area A (test

square) produced I example, all fine grain quartzite)

The Deep Notched (Palmer) type is very similar to the Palmer type 3la, except the point is larger, the basal
area is usually heavily ground on the margins, and the notches are deeper and more narrow. This type most
closely resembles the Charleston Corner-Notched points (9,900 +/- 500 B. P.) defined by Broyles (1971) from
the lowest levels on the St. Albans Site in West Virginia. It also resembles the Early Archaic comer notched
form recovered by Benthall (1979) from the lowest level of Daugherly's Cave in Russell County, Virginia,
which dated 9,840 +l- 400 B. P. These points on the Nottoway \ryere very carefully flaked by a combination of
soft percussion followed by delicate pressure flaking around the entire margins and in the notches. Length:
30 to 65 mm; width: 25 to 35 mm; thickness: 5 to I mm. Upon the Nottoway this type is made of the better
grades of quarøite and the highly silicified metavolcanics. Jasper was rarely used. The cultural period is the
earliest part of the Early Archaic, and a suggested temporal placement on the Nottoway River is

approximately 9,500 B. P. to 10,500 B. P. There are no radiocarbon dates for this type in this are4 and the
Deep-Notched Palmers have been excavated by the NRS in situ only in a¡ea D at Cactus Hill, and one
example was excavated on the Slade Site three miles upriver. These points are rare on the Nottoway River.

Type 33, Hardaway Side-Notched;n:l, Silicified Rhyolite (Three other examples are

known from Cactus Hill, I other from area B and 2 from area A, Silicified Rhyolite:I,
Chert-likæ l, unknown fire-cracked silicified material (wood?): I )
A small to medium, very thin side-notched triangular projectile point with a flat cross section and a concave
base. The examples from the Nottoway River area have sfraight to excurvate blade edges and more shallow
basal concavities than some of the forms from the North Carolina Piedmont. The notches are fairly shallow
and u-shaped, and the basal concavþ and notches are unabraded to lightly abraded. Some examples were
well thinned from the basal concavþ by pressure flaking. These points were made by pressure flaking from
very thin triangular bifaces. The bifaces were made by carefully contolled soft percussion, usually from large
flakes of highly silicifïed metavolcanic materials or jasper. Approximately 50 of these points have been
observed from artifact collections in the Nottoway River drainage. Length: 20 to 50 mm; width: 20 to 35

mm; thickness: 3 to 5 mm. Upon the Nottoway River, these points are made of highly silicified metavolcanic
slates (sediments), rþolites, and tuffs, jasper, chert-like layered materials, silicified wood, and orthoquartzite
(oolitic quartzite). The cultural period is the tansitionalLate Paleoindian or very earliest part of the Early
Archaic. These points were excavated by the NRS in situ onthe Slade Site, three miles upriver from Cactus
Hill, and were recovered below all corner notched Palmer and Kirk points. There are no acceptable
radiocarbon dates for these points in Virginia or North Carolin4 but based on the excavated position on the
Slade Site the suggested temporal placement is 10,000 to 10,200 B. P. This type was first identified by Coe
(1964\ onthe Hardaway Site.



Type 3 4, DaltonJike ; n:2, Quartziæ: 1, Rhyolite:l
A medium size, pentagonal shaped projectile point of knife with parallel sided or expanding basal edges, and a
concave base. The blade edges are incurvate and resharpened. Neither example is beveled or serrated. Both
examples were abraded in the basal concavity and along the margins of basal edges. Both examples are
resharpened from larger lanceolate bifacial forms. Manufacturing technique appears to have been soft
percussion with little pressure retouch. It is unclear that either of these points is a tue example of the Late
Paleoindian Hardaway Dalton point type which is know throughout North Carolina. Only a few classic
Hardaway Dalton points are known from the Nottoway, and most of these are made of highly silicified
metavolcanic materials. One example found near the Cactus Hill Site is of Bolster's Store green chert.
Length: 40 to 7O mm; width: 22 to 30 mm; thickness: 5 to 6 mm; This is a Late Paleoindian projectile point
first described by Coe (1964) from the Hardaway Site. Suggested temporal placement is 10,000 to 10,500 B.
P.

Type 35, Middle Paleoindian (?) Fluted Projectile Points; n:3, Jasperl, Chert-like
Rhyolite:I, Crystal QuartFl (Area B produced I other point, and area A produced I other
point, Orttroquartæl, Highly Silicified Rhyolite or TuFl)
Middle Paleoindian fluted points from Cactus Hill generally follow four subtypes as follows: Subtype 35a: a
small, thin triangular fluted projectile point with a deeply concave base and excurvate blade edges. Probably a
resharpened form ofsubtype 35b. Subtype 35b: a medium to large, thin, parallel sided fluted projectile point
with deeply concave base. The blade is excurvate. Subtype 35c: a small, thin waisted or "fishtail" base fluted
projectile point with muþle flute scars. The blade is excurvate, and the basal concavþ is shallow to
moderate depth. Subtype 35d: this point may belong in type 36, Clovis. It is a thin, well made point with
single, long, wide flute scars on each face. The basal concavity is moderate to deep. All ofthe points in type
35 share the ûzits of being quite thin, having different unusual features such as deeply concave basal
concavities, waisted "fishtail" basal areas, single long flutes on each face, and all are made of stone materials
which are foreþ to the Nottoway River drainage. Like most Virginia fluted points, all of these points have
ground basal margins. Some of these types are more commonly identified with traditions in the Northeast
which date to approximately 10,600 B. P. Dimensions will not be given here as all of the Middle Paleoindian
fluted points were reported individually in the main text of the Cactus Hill report. The following is the
number of known examples of each type from Cactus Hill:. 35x-1,35b=1, 35c:1, 35d=1. Forms similar to
35c and 35d are known from the Williamson Site in Dinwiddie County, Virginia" 12 miles to the northwest.

Type 36, Clovis Fluted Projectile Points; n:I, Quartz (Area B has produced 3 other
examples and Area A has produced I other example; CherF3, Metavolcanic Silicified
material (?):l)
Clovis fluted projectile points from Cactus Hill generally follow two subtypes as follows: Subtype 36a is a
large, thick, heavy parallel sided projectile point or knife with excurvate blade tip, and ground basal edge
margins. Fluting was accomplished by removal of one or multþle flutes probably by soft percussion. Flake
work is primarily soft percussion with pressure retouch around the margins. Subtype 36b is identical except
that the blade expands from the basal region to mid length. The blade is excurvate. Both point types on
Cactus Hill are manufactured of local stone materials including Fall Line cherts (Williamson and Mitchell
quarry cherts) and white quartz. One broken tip of a Clovis (?) is made of a weathered, green metavolcanic
material of unlnown origin. The Clovis types on Cactus Hill are not found in clusters with the assumed
Middle Paleoindian fluted types. Also, the Clovis types are generally larger and about l-l/2times as thick as
the Middle Paleoindian fluted types. Clovis poins are made of local cherts and cobble (?) quartz while the
other points are made of high quality lithics foreþ ûo the Nottoway. Dimensions are not given here as they
are given for all Clovis points (except one) in the main text of the Cactus Hill report. A Clovis tool cluster and
heartlr on Cactus Hill produced a radiocarbon date of 10,920 +l- 250 B. P. The Clovis type has been dated by
Hayres (l 984) in the Southwest to as early as I 1,200 to I 1,500 B. P.



Type 37, Early Triangular (Trianguloid/Lanceolate) ; rr2, Rhyolite
A small to medium, thin, triangular (trianguloid/lanceolate) projectile point wittr a concave base and excurvate

blade edges. The cross section is relatively flat and the basal margins are lightþ abraded or unabraded.
Flaking was accomplished by soft percussion with little or no pressure retouch. Basal regions were thinned.
One resharpened example approaches a pentagonal shape. Length: 30 to 50 mm; width: 20 to 30 mrn;

thickness: 4 to 5 mm. Upon the Nottoway, these points are made of highly silicified metavolcanic materials
such as rhyoliæ and slate (sediment), and very fme grain quartzite or metaquartzite. The cultural period is
Paleoindian, and may be Early Paleoindian from the excavated position in area B on Cactus Hill where this
t)?e was recovered in situbelow Clovis. Not enough occurences have been documented in an excavated

context to clearly establish a relative age for these points and there are no radiocarbon dates, but the type may
date to 12,000 B. P. or older. This type is similar to some of the examples of the Hmdaway blade identified
and shown by Coe (1964) as being recovered from the lowest levels of the Ha¡daway Site. It is also possible

that both of the examples from Cactus Hill are greatly resharpened remnants, and that the earlier stage of this
artifact form is much more lanceolate in shape. However, three other good examples of this type known from
Nottoway River sites are about the same size and shape as the two Cactus Hill points recovered by NRS.
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Sequence of Tables for
Excavation Units Cactus Hill, Area B

TABLE I. IJNIT O/O

T¡SLS2E. UNTT O/I4
T¡sI,B3. TINIT0/16
TABLE4A. UNITO/1
TABLEs. UNITO/20
T¡srp6¡' UNIT0/4
TABLETA. I.'NITO/5
TABLESA. UNITO/8
T¡sls9a. LJNIT l/ll
TABLE IOA. SALV. EX. B
TABLE IIA. UMT2/II
TABLE12. UNIT2/16
TABLEI3I UNIT2/I2
TABLE I4e, IJNTT2IT
TABLE I5A. UNIT I/9+2/9
TABLE 16. UNIT3/20
TABLE I7A. TJNIT 3/2
Te¡Le 18. UNIT3/4
TABLE I9A. I.JMT 4/I I
TABLE2OA. UNTT 4N2
TABLE2IA. UNIT4/9
TABLE22A, UNIT6/II
TABLE23A. SALV.EX.A
TABLE24A, SALV. EX. C
TABLE2sA. UNITO/22

Lithic Material Symbols In Tables

Qæquartzite
Qu:quartz
S:silicified slate (silicified sediment or tuff)
Ry-=rhyolite or silicifi ed rhyolite
Ch:chert
Arargilliûe
Jrjasper (normally listed under che$
Ld:layered siliceous material



Table I. UNIT0/0

CACTUSHILL

Table 2a. LNIT 0/14

CACTUS HILL

AREA

AREA

LEVELS I.9 NODIAGNOSÏCS AND 5-9 DEPOSIT DEPTH INCIIES 6 + zlEX = 2T,EXCAVATED BY NOTTOWAY RIVER SURVEY

LEVELS I DEPOSIT DEPTH INCHES 6 + l6EX= 22, EXCAVATED 4/94, BY NOTIOWAY RMR SLJRVEY

222TOTAL )22

MonowMt. II II
Guilford II

IHalifax I
IIISavannah R-N I

IISavannah R-W

AfchRySSQua€
'lot.oth.AIChRySSQuaeTot.oft.ArchRYssQuOeTot.Oth.

LEVEL 2 - LITHIC MATERIALSDIAGNOSTIC
ARTIFACTS

LEVEL 4- LITHIC MATERIALSLEVEL 3. LITHIC MATERIALS

223I2TOTAL EII628I23

Daltonlike I I
Kirk C-N (Early ?)

FortNottowav I
St. Albans I I

IKanawha-like I
IIMorrowMt. I )II2

MonowMt. Il I9II7 1

I3Guilford 5I
1Rowan

.,
2)

IHalifax I
IBare Island )I
ISavannah R-N I

ISavamah R-W I
4IISmall Stemmed 4

)Island Swamp 2

0ttl.ArchRySSauae
'Iot.oth.AfChRySSQuaeTot.orh.ArChRyssOuOeTot.

LEVEL I -LITHIC MATERIALSDIAGNOSTIC
ARTIFACTS

LEVEL 3- LITHIC MATERIALSLEVEL 2. LITHIC MATERIALS



Table2b. WI0/14
CACTUS HILL AREAB,

Table 3. UNIT 0/16

CACTUS HILL 44SX202, AREA

0/14, LEVELS I DEPOSIT DEPTII INCHES 6 + I6EX: EXCAVATED 4/94, BY NOTTOWAY RIVER SURVEY

LEVELS I,2,AND5, DI,AGS. IN AND DEPOSITDEPTH INCHES 6+ ISEX= EXCAVATED ltl7t93 BYOTTIERS

LEVEL 4 - LITHIC MATERIALS LEVEL 5- LITHIC MATERIALS None LEVEL 6- LITHIC MATERIALS N/ADIAGNOSTIC
ARTIFACTS Qe Qu SS RY ch Ar oth. Tot. O€ Qu ss Ry Ch Ar oth. Tot. Qe Qu SS Ry ch Ar Otlr. 'l-ot--

Rowan

Mt.tr
I I

St. Albans

I I
I I

TOTAL 3 3

LEVEL I -LITHIC MATERIALS LEVEL 2- LITHIC MATERI,ALS LEVEL 5. LITHIC MATERIALSDIAGNOSTIC
ARTIFACTS a€ Qu SS Ry Ch Al oth. Tot. Oe Ou SS Ry Ch A¡ Oth. I ot. (æ au SS Ry ch Ar Oth. Tot.

R-N I I I I
I I

Rowan I I
Mt. II 2 I 3 I I

I I
I I

FortNottoway 2 2
c-N I I I I

I I I I
TOTAL 4 2 I 7 I I I I



Table 4a. UNI0/l
CACTUS HILL AREA

Table4b. UNIT0/l
CACTUS HILL 44SX202, AREA

Table 5. UNIT 0/20

CACTUS HILL A,REA

LEVELS I - 8 NO DI,AGNOSTICS 5 AND 8 DEPOSITDEPTII INCHES 6 + 24EX = EXCAVATED BY NOTTOWAY RI.VER SI.JRVEY

LEVELS I .8 NODIAGNOSTICS 5 AND 8 DEPOSIT DEPTH INCHES ó + 24EX = 30, EXCAVATED 10/93, BYNOTTOWAY RMR SURVEY

O/20, LEVELS I . 3, DEPOSIT DEPTH INCÍTES 9 + 12 EX : 2 EXCAVATED BY NOTTOWAY RIVER SURVEY

Iz't()l'AL Iz223 3

PalmerC-N
St. Albans

IMorrow Mt. II III 2
IIIGuilford I
IHalifÐ( I

IISlade

Savannah R-W II
oth.A¡chRySSQu@ AfchRySSQua€Tot.oth.ArchRySSOuOeTot. Tot.oth.

LEVEL I - LITHIC MATERIALSDIACNOSTIC
ARTIFACTS

LEVEL 3- LITHIC MA'IERIALSLEVEL 2. LITHIC MATERIALS

444IJTOTAL II
IPalmerC-N I

St. Albans I I
24I3MorowMt. II )
IGuilford I

Halit¿rx

Slade

Savannah R-W

AfchRySSQu(æ oth.ArChRySSQua€Tot.oth.ArChRySSOuOeTot.Oth. Tot.
LEVEL 4 - LITHIC MATERIALSDIAGNOSÏC

ARTIFACTS

LEVEL 7- LITHIC MATERIALSLEVEL 6. LITHIC MATERIALS

l0III7TOTAL z)JI2

PalmerC-N II
KirkC-N II

IFortNottoway III
IIShams Mill/K-S

ISmall Stanly-like I
IIGuilfôrd 2

3I2Rowan

IIHalifax II
Slade II

ISavannah R-N I
Qu(Je'Iot.Oth.ArchRySSQuaeTot.oth.ATChRyssQuQe'. Tot.oth.ArChRySS

DIAGNOSI'IC
ARTIFACTS

LEVEL 2- LITHIC MATERIALSLEVEL I - LITHIC MATERIALS LEVEL 3- LITHIC MATERIALS



Table 6a. UNIT 0/4

CACTUS HILL AREAB, O/4,LEVELS DEPOSITDEPTH INCIIES 8 + l6EX= EXCAVATED 4/5/92, BY NOTTOWAY RTVER STJRVEY

Table 6b. WIT0/4

CACTUS HILL AREAB, 0/4, LEVELS l- DEPOSITDEPTII INCIIES 8+ l6EX= EXCAVATED 4/5/9¿ BYNOTTOWAY RIry-ER SL]RVEY

LEVEL I .LITHIC MATERIALS LEVEL 2. LITHIC MATERIALS LEVEL 3- LITHIC MAÏERIALSDIAGNOSTIC
ARTIFACTS ae au ss Ry ch Ar oth. Tot. Oe Ou ss Ry Ch Ar oth. Tot. Qe au SS Ry ch AI oth. 'lbt.

I I
I I

2 I 3 2 2
Morrow I I

Mt. I I I 2

I I
'TO'TAL 3 ) I 7 z ) I I 2

LEVEL 4 - LITIIIC MATERIALS LEVEL 5- LITHIC MATERIALS None LEVEL 6-LITIIIC MATERIALS N/ADIAGNOSTIC
ARTIFACTS Qe au SS Ry Ch Ar oth. 'lot.

Q€ au SS Ry ch Ar oth. Tot. Oe Ou SS Ry ch A¡ oth. Tot.
Small Stemmed

Base

Mormw I I
Mt. I

Irort Nottoway I I
PalmerC-N

OI'AL ., "'



Table 7a. WI0/5
CACTUS HILL 44$C02, AREA B, SQUARE

Table 7b. UNIT 0/5

CACTUS HILL 44SX202, AREA B,

LEVELS I- DEPOSITDEPTH INCHES 6+ 22EX= EXCAVATED IO/93, BY NOTTOWAY RIVER STJRVEY

LEVELS 1. DEPOSIT DEPTH INCHES 6+228X= EXCAVATED IO/93, BYNOTTOWAY RIVER SI.JRVEY

ITOTAL I 7 7
Mid Paleo Fluted
Palmer C-N
Decafur

FortNottoway
Kirk Stemmed

LeCroy
MonowMt. I
Morrow Mt. II I I

IGuilford I 4 4
Rowan I I
Halifæ(

Slade

Savarmah R-W
Small Stemmed I I

AfchRySSQuOe RySSQuO€Tot.oth. SSQua€Tot.oth.Arch Tot.oth.AlchRy
DIAGI.IOSTIC
ARTIFACTS

LEVEL 1 .LITHIC MATERIALS LEVEL 2- LITHIC MATERIALS None LEVEL 3- LITHIC MATERIALS

I2't.TOTAL 6l0 327I 5
Mid Paleo Fluted II Jr.
PalmerC-N I I
Decafur I I
FortNottoway
Kirk Stemmed ) 2

ILeCrov I
IMonowMt. I I IIII 2

MorowMt. ll 22 3 J
2Guilford )

Rowan
HalitÐ( I I I

.,
Slade 2
Savannah R-W

ISmall Stemmed I
RySSQua€ SSQuaeTot.Oth.AIch auQeTot.oth.ArchRy Tot.oth.ATchRySS

DIACN{OSTIC
ARTIFACTS

LEVEL 4 - LITHIC MATERIALS LEVEL 5. LITHIC MATERIALS LEVEL 6- LITHIC MATERIALS



Table 7c. WIT0/5

CACTUS HILL

Table 8a. UNIT 0/8

CACTUS HILL

AREA SQUARE 0/5,LEVELS l- DEPOSITDEFIH INCHES 6 + 22EX= EXCAVATED IO/93, BY NOTTOWAY RIVER SI.]RVEY

AREA LEVELS I -6,DEPOSITDEPTH INCIIES 6+ ISEX: 24,EXCAVATED 6t8t9t BY NOTTOWAY RTVER STJRVEY

LEVEL 7 - LITHIC MATERIALS None LEVEL 8- LITIIIC MATERIALS None LEVEL 9- LITHIC MATERIALSDIAGNOSTIC
ARTIFACTS Qe Qu SS Ry ch Ar Oth. Tot. a€ au ss Ry ch Ar oû. Tot. Oe au SS Ry ch Ar Oth. Tot.
Small Stemmed

Savannah R-W I I
Slade

Rowan

MorrowMt. tr
Mt.

FortNottoway I I

Mid Paleo Fluæd
'I()'¡'AL 't 2

LEVEL I -LITHIC MATERIALS LEVEL 2 . LITHIC MATERIALS LEVEL 3 - LITHIC MATERIALSDI,AGNOSTIC
ARTIFACTS Oe Qu ss Ry Ch Ar orh. Tot. Oe ()u SS Ry ch Af Oth. 'lot. @ au ss Rv ch Ar oth. Tot.

R-N z z
3 J ) 2

3 J I I) 2
I I

St. Albans

I I

TOTAL 5 5 E I I I I



TableSa. WIT0/8

CACTUS HILL

Table 9a. UNIT 1/1 I
CACTUS HILL

AR.EA LEVELS I. DEPOSIT DEPTH INCIIES 6 + l SEX = 24, EXCAVATED 6/8/91, BY NOTTOWAY RMR SURVEY

vt LEVELS 1.IO DIAGNOSTICS 7-I DEPOSIT DEPTH INCIIES 8 + 18EX = 26, EXCAVATED BY NOTTOWAY RTVER SI.JRVEYAREA

z7)J2TOTAL 2

IIPalmerC-N
KirkC-N
Decafur

)IIKirk Stemmed

IISt. Albans

J3LeCroy
Morrow Mt. I
Morrow Mt. II ).,
Guilford
Bare Island
Savannah R-N

ChRySSQuQe
'lot.Oth.ArchRySSQuaeTot.oth.ArChRyssQuOeTot.Oth.Ar

LEVEL 4 - LITHIC MATERTALSDIAGNOSTIC
ARTIFACTS

LEVEL 6 . LITHIC MATERIALSLEVEL 5 -LITHIC MATERIALS None

II3TOTAL 3225 3

PalmerC-N I I
St. Albans

IIMorrow Mt. I
zJI2MorrowMt. II 2

Guilford II
Halifax

ISlade I
ISavannah R-w 1

Small Stemmed

SSQu RVSSQuaeTot.oth.ArChRySSQuaeTot.Ottt.ArchRyOe Tot.oth.ArCh
LEVEL I .LITHIC MATERI"ALSDIAGNOSTIC

ARTIFACTS

LEVEL 3- LITHIC MATERI,ALSLEVEL 2- LITHIC MATERIALS



Table 9b. WIT I/l I
CACTUS HILL,l4SX202, AREA

Table I1a. SALV. EX. B

CACTUS HILL 44SX202, AREA

vt LEVELS I-IO DIAGNOSTICS 7-10), DEPOSIT DEPTH INCFIES I + I 8EX = 26, EXCAVATED IO/93, BY NOTTOWAY RIVER SIJRVEY

SAL. LEVELS I- 6, DEPOSITDEPTH INCHES 8+I8 EX : EXCAVATED 5/28194, BY NOTTOWAY RIVER SURVEY

LEVEL 4 . LITHIC MATERIALS LEVEL 5- LTTHIC MATERIALS LEVEL 6- LITI{IC MATERIALS
DI,AGNOSTIC

ARTIFACTS A€ Ou SS Ry ch A,r Oth. 'lbt. a€ Qu ss Ry Ch Ar oth. 'lbt.
Q€ Qu ss Ry Ch Ar orh. Tot.

I I I I
R-W

HalifÐ( I I
I I

Mt. II
I I I

I I
St. AJbans I t

3 I 4 I I I I )

LEVEL I .LITHIC MATERIALS LEVEL 2- LITHIC MATERIALS LEVEL 3- LIT}IIC MATERIALS
DIAGNOSTIC
ARTÍF'ACTS ae Qu SS Rv ch A¡ oth. Tot. Q€ Qu SS Ry ch Ar orh. Tot. (æ Qu SS Ry ch AT oth. Tot.) ) ) a

3 J z 2
I I I I

Rowan I I I I .,

4 2 I 7 I 2 I 3Ld 7 I
Mr. 7 7 4 I 5 I I 2I I ) 3

I I I
I

Kirk l? I

I I
D.N lJr I

IE 2 J ) 25 l0 3 I I I I 3 20 J 2 I I 7



Table I0b. SALV. EX. B

CACTUS HLL 4 4SX2O2, AREA B,

Table I Ia. WIT 2/l I
CACTUS HILL

SAL. LEVELS 1. 6, DEPOSITDEPTH INCHES 8+I8 EX :26, EXCAVATED 5/28/94, BY NOTTOWAY RTVER STJRVEY

AREAB, 2/II, LEVELS I- 10 DIAGNOSTICS DEPOSITDEPTH INCHES 8 +2OEX: EXCAVATED 10/93, BYNOTTOWAY RIVER SIJRVEY

II5III2TOTAL

1IEarly Triangular

IIClovis

IIPalmerD-N
Palmer C-N
KirkC-N

IIDecatur

22Kirk Stemmed

LeCroy

Kirk Serr¿ted

MonowMt. I
MorrowMt. II
Guilford
Rowan

Halifax
Savannah R-N
Small Stemmed

'tbt.oth.ArchRySSQuOeTot.Ottr.AfChRySSQua€Tot.oth.ArchRySSQuOe

DIAGNOSTIC
ARTIFACTS

LEVEL 6- LITIIIC MATERLALS NoneLEVEL 5- LITHIC MATERIALSLEVEL 4 - LITHIC MATERIALS

4TOTAL I54 56 I 6
tPalmerC-N I

KirkC-N
Decatur

Fort Nottoway

Kirk Serr¿ted
I I

Morrow Mt. I
MonowMt. II 2 22 2
Guilford I I
Halifax 2 2

ISlade II I
1Bare Island I I tI I

Savannah R-N 1 I
Unknown Stemmed. I I

ChRySSOuOe Q€Tot.oth.A1 AfChRySSQu SSQuQeTot.Oth.
'l-ot.oth.ArchRv

DIAGNOSTIC
ARTIFACTS

LEVEL I - LITHIC MATERIALS LEVEL 2. LITHIC MATERIALS LEVEL 3- LITHIC MATERIALS



Table I Ib. UNIT 2/l I
CACTUSHILL

Table I Ic. UNIT 2/l I
CACTUSHILL

AREA

AREA 2/ll

2/ll, LEVELS l-10 DIAGNOSTICS 9.I DEPOSITDEPTH INCIIES I +208x= EXCAVATED IO/93, BY NOTTOWAY RTVER SURVEY

LEVELS 1- IO DTAGNOSTICS DEPOSITDEFTH INCIIES 8 +2OEX: EXCAVATED IOD3, BYNOTTOWAY RIVER SIJRVEY

LEVEL 4 -LITHIC MATERIALS LEVEL 5 -LITHIC MATERIALS None LEVEL 6 -LITHIC MATERIALSDIAGNOSTIC
ARTIFACTS Qe au SS RY Ch tu orh. Ibt. Qe au SS Rv ch AT Oth. Tot. ae au SS Ry ch Ar orh. Tot.
Unknown Stemmed.

Savarmah R-N
Bæe Island

Slade

Ilalifa(
Guilford
MonowMt. II I I
MorrowMt. I I I 2

Serrated

FortNottoway I I
Decatur

KirkC-N I I
PalmerC-N I I
TOTAL I I 3 I I 5

LEVEL 7 -LITHIC MATERIALS LEVEL 8 -LITHIC MATERIALS LEVEL 9 - LITHIC MATERLALS NoneDI,AGNOSTIC

ARTIFACTS Oe Ou SS Ry Ch Ar oth. Tot. Oe Ou SS Ry ch Ar oth. Tot. (& au SS Ry Ch Ar Oth. Tot.
Unknown Stemmed.

Savamah R-N
Bare Island

Slade

Halifax
Guilford
MonowMt. II
MorrowMt. I I I I I
Kirk Serrded I I
FortNottoway
[þcatur I I
KirkC-N
PalmerC-N
.TOTAL I I ., I 3



Table 12. WIT 2/16

CACTUS HILL AREA

Table I3a. WIT 2/12

CACTUS HILL 44S)P02, AREA B, SQUARE

2/16LEVELS l- DEPOSIT DEPIH INCIIES 6+l2EX= EXCAVATED 3/2Il93, BY NOTTOWAY RTVER STJRVEY

LEVELS I- 6, DEPOSIT DEYTH INCI{ES 6 + 2IEX = 27, EXCAVATED BY NOTTOWAY RIVER ST]RVEY

225327IóTOTAL

2.,
LeCroy

IIMorrow Mt. I

2.,.,
2)')Morrow Mt. II

.,IIBare Island

.,
2Savannah R-N

IISavannah R-W

Tot.Ottt.ArChRyssQu(æTot.Oth.tuchRySSQuO€Tot.Oth.ArchRyssQu(Þ
DIAGNOSTIC
ARTIFACTS

LEVEL 3- LITHIC MATERIALSLEVEL 2. LITHIC MATERIALSLEVEL I .LITHIC MATERIALS

TOTAL I7 I78 II Il0 7I
KirkC-N
FortNottoway
Kirk S-N
Kirk Stemmed

St. Albans

Kirk Serrated I I
MorowMt. I
Morrow Mt. II I II I

)C¡uilford )2 3I
IHalifax I I2 3

Elongated Stemmedi I I
Fishtailed ? I I

ISavannah R-N I I I
Savannah R-W I I

zSmall SteÍimed I J

RySSQua€ (æTot.oth.Arch ArChRyssOu SSQuOeTot.Ottt.
'lbt.oth.ArchRy

DIAGNOS'I'IC
ARTIFACTS

LEVEL I .LITHIC MATERIALS LEVEL 2- LITHIC MATERIALS LEVEL 3. LITHIC MATERIALS



Table I3a. UNI2/12

CACTUSHILL AR.EA LEVELS I- DEPOSITDEPTH INCTIES6+2IEX:27,EXCAVATED IO/I8/92,BYNOTTOWAYRIVERSI.JRVEY
LEVEL 4 - LITHIC MATERIALS LEVEL 5- LITTIIC MATERIALS LT,VEL ó- LTTHIC MA.IERIALS NoneDIAGNOSTIC

ARUTACTS Qe Qu SS Ry Ch Ar oth. Tot. A€ Ou SS RY Ch Ar Ott¡. Tot. Oe Ou SS Otlt. 'Iot.Ry ch AI
Small Stemmed

Savarmah R-W
Savannah R-N
Fishtailed ?
Elongated Stemnedl
HalifÐ(
(tuillbrd I 2
Monow Mt. ll 2 I 3

MonowMt.I I I
Kirk Serr¿ted

St. Abans I I
Kirk Stemmed I I
Kirk S-N t I
FortNottoway 3 3

KirkC-N I I I I 2

I(JI'AL 5 2 7 4 2 I I 8



Table l4a. WI2/7
CACTUS HILL 44$002, AREA B,

217 LEVELS I-3

2IT,LEVELS I- 6, DEPOSIT DEYTH N{CIßS 8+16 EX:24 EXCAVAÏED BY NOTTOWAY RIVER SIJRVEY

2433LOI'AL l0II87I
Ba¡ly lriansular
Palmer C-N

zIIKirkC-N
Fort Nottoway II
Kirk S-N

Kirk Stemmed

St. Albans

Kirk Serrated II
ISmall Stanly-like I

MonowMt. I
MonowMt. lI 22

IGuilfôrd I
IIIIHdifa( )

IIIISlade

22Savannah R-W
Small Stemmed IIII

IPerkiomen I
IITaper€d Stemmed

IILarge Triangular

Lot.oth.ArchRySSaua€Tot.oth.ArchRyssOuOeTot.oth.tuchRvssOuOe

LEVEL 3- LITHIC MATERIALSLEVEL 2. LITHIC MATERIALSLEVEL I .LITHIC MATERIALSDIAGNOSTIC
ARTIFACTS - T rr l

LEVEL3

LEVEL2
i-+A 0

LEVEL I

0



Table I4b. UNIT 2/7

CACTUSHILL AREAB,

SQUARE 217 LEVELS 4-6

217 ,LEVELS I - 6, DEPOSIT DEFrH INCHES 8+ I 6 EX=24, EXCAVATED 3/8/92, BY NOTIOWAY RIVER SLJRVEY

LEVEL 5- LITHIC MATERIALS LEVEL 6- LITHIC MATERIALSLEVEL 4 - LITHIC MATERIALS

Qe Ou ss Ry ch Ar oth. Tot. A€ Qu SS RY Ch Al Ottr. Tot. 0e au SS Ry Ch Ar oth. Tot.
DIAGNOSTIC
ARTIFACTS

Large Triangular

Tapercd Stemmed

Perkiomen

Small Sterffned

Savannah R-W
Slade

IHa¡if¿ü I
Iliuilford I

MonowMt. II
Morrow Mt. I I I

ISmall Stanly-like I
Kirk Senated I I 2

St. Albans I I
) )Kirk Stemmed

KirkS-N I I
FortNottoway
KirkC-N
PalmerC-N I I

IEarly Triangula¡ I
TOTAL 4 I I I 7 ) I I 4 I I

LEVEL

ó
4

ô 0
LEVEL 5

t3 t t
LEVEL6

)



Table I5a. UNIT I/9+2/9

CACTUS HILL AREA

SQUARE l/9+2/9 LEVELS l-3

II9+2Iq,LEVELS I.7, DEPOSITDEI}TH INCTIES 8+ EXCAVATED I BY NOTTOWAY RTVER SI.JRVEY

El6IITOTAL II)725I ll
Mid Paleo Fluted
PalmerC-N I1

KirkC-N
D€câtur I I
FortNottoway II
Kirk Stemmed II II
St. Albans III 2

ILeCrov I
Kirk Senated II
Stanly II
Morrow Mt. I II

IóMorrow Mt. II I7 I
3)Guilford II5

Halit¿¡x II )))
Slade II
Bare Island 3J

Savannah R-N ')2

IISavarmah R-W
Qu(æ 'lot.Oth.ArchRySSQuOeTot.orh.ArchRyss Tot.Oth.ArchRySSQua€

DIAGNOSTIC
ARTIFACTS

LEVEL 2. LITHIC MATERIALSLEVEL I -LITHIC MATERIALS LEVEL 3. LITHIC MATERIALS

t DtI c

LEVEL ôö cC o *ôoôÔ Ôô

LEVEL I



Table I5b. UNIT 1/%2/9

CACTUS HILL 44SX202, AREA B,

ll9+219 LEVELS 4-6

l19+ LEVELS I-7 DEPOSITDEPTH INCHES 8+228]{=30, EXCAVATED 10/93, BYNOTIOWAY RI.R SLJRVEY

LEVEL 6- LITHIC MATERIALSLEVEL 5 LITHIC MATERIALSLEVEL 4- LITHIC MATERIALS
Ry ch Ar oth. Tot.Ou SS Ry ch Ar orh. Tot. ae Qu SSOe Qu SS RY ch Ar oth. lbt. Qe

DIAGNOSTIC
ARTIFACTS

ISavannah R-W I
Savannah R-N

I IBare Island

Slade
I IHalifÐ(

Guilford
tMonowMt. II I

I II IMonowMt. I
Stanly

Kirk Senated

LeCroy

St. Albans
KirkStemmed
FortNottoway
I¡€catur
KirkC-N

II 2 II 3 IPalmerC-N )
lCl I 2Mid Paleo Fluted

I3 I 2 6 I4 I .,
1TOTAL

I ) ¡

LEVEL4

JÂ I
\r/LEVEL6



Table ISc. (NI I/9+2/9

CACTUS HILL44SX202, AREA

y9+219 LEVEL 7

Table 16. WIT 3/20

CACTUS HILL 44SX202, AREA B,

LEVELS I.7 DEPOSITDEPTH INCHES 8+22EX=30, EXCAVATED BY NOTTOWAY RÍVER SI.JRVEY

3/20, LEVELS l- 3 DEPOSIT DEPTH INCHES 8+l2Ex = 20, EXCAVATED 2/14/13,BYNOTTOWAY RIVER SURVEY

ITOTAL 3II
Mid Paleo ¡luted
PalmerC-N

IKirkC-N I
Lþcatur

FortNottoway
Kirk Stemmed

IISt. Albans
LeCroy

Kirk Serrated

Stanly

IIMonowMt. I
Morow Mt. Il
Guilford
Halifd(
Slade

Bare Island

Savannah R-N
Savannah R-W

'tbt.oth.ArChRySSQuO€ au(æTot.Ottr.ArChRyssQuae Tot.oth.ArchRySS

LEVEL 7. LITHIC MATERIALSDIAGNOSTIC
ARTIFACTS

LEVEL 8 LITHIC MATERJALS NONC TERIALS None

LEVELT

a)IITOTAL I4II I
FortNottoway II
Shams Mill/K-S II
Kirk Serated 2 3I
Guilford II

IBare Island I
Qe

'lbt.oth.ArchRySSQuOe RySSQu(ÞTot.O,th.ArchRySSQu Tot.oth.Arch
DIAGNOS'IIC
ARTIFACTS

LEVEL I .LITHIC MATERIALS LEVEL 2- LITHIC MATERIALS LEVEL 3. LITHIC MATERIALS



Table I7a. UNIT 3/2

CACTUS HILL AREA

Table I7b. UNIT 3/2

CACTUS HILL,I4SX2O2, AREA

Table 18. WIT 3/4

CACTUS HILL 44SX202, ARÊq.B,

3/2LEVELS I- DEPOSITDEPTH INCFIES 6+ 16EX= EXCAVATED BY NOTTOWAY RTVER SI,JRVEY

3i2LEVELS I- DEPOSIT DEIrIH INCHES 6 + l6EX= 22,EXCAVATED BY NOTTOWAY RTVER SIJRVEY

3/4 LEVELS DEPOSIT INCHES 6 + 14 : 20, EXCAVATED 4192, BY NOTTOWAY RIVER SI.JRVEY

LEVEL I . LITHIC MATERIALS LEVEL 2- LITHIC MATERIALS LEVEL 3- LITHIC MATERIALSDIAGNOSTIC
ARTIFACTS Qe Qu SS Ry Ch Ar orh. Tot. Oe Qu ss Rv ch Ar oth. Tot. Ae Qu SS Ry ch Ar Oth. Tot.
Thin S-N. I I
Halit¿rx I I
Rowan

Guilford 3 3 3 3 I I
MonowMt. [I I I 1 I I 2
Kirk SenatÊd

Kanawha-like I I
St. Albans

PalmerC-N I I
Hardaway S-N

TOTAL 6 I 7 5 I I 7 I I

LEVEL 4 - LITHIC MATERIALS LEVEL 5- LITHIC MATERIALS None LEVEL 6- LITHIC MATERIALS N/ADI,AGNOSTIC

ARTIFACTS ae Ou ss Ry Ch AT Oth. 'lot.
Qe au SS Ry ch Ar Ottr. 'lbt. Oe au SS Ry ch Ar oth. Tot.

ThinS-N
Halifa(
Rowan I I
Guilford I I
Morrow Mt. tr I I
Kirl( Ser¿ted I I
Kanawhalike
St. Albans I I
Palmer C-N
Hardaway S-N I I
'l()tAL 3

., I 6

LEVEL I . LITHIC MATERIALS LEVEL 2- LITHIC MATERIALS LEVEL 3. LTTHIC MATERIALSDIAGI.IOSTIC
ARTIFACTS Oe Ou ss Ry ch Af Oth. Tot. a€ au SS RY Ch Ar Ottr. 'tbt. (æ au SS Ry ch Ar orh. Tot.
SmaU Stemmed I I
Guilford I I
MorrowMt. I I I
PalmerC-N 2 2
TOTAL I I I I ) 1 2



Table I9a. WI4/l I
CACTUS HILL AREA

Table 19b. UNI4/l I
CACTUS HILL AREA

No diagnostic artifacts were recovered in Level 7.

Table 20a. UNIT 4/22

CACTUS HILL 44$C02, AREAB,

4tl LEVELS l- 7 , DEPOSIT DEPTH INCHES 8+L9EX=27,EXCAVATED 10/93 BY NOTTOWAY RTVER SI.JRVEY

4tn LEVELS I- 7 DEPOSIT DEPTH INCTIES 8+ 1 9 EX : 27, EXCAVATED I O/93 , BY NOTTOWAY RIVER SI.JRVEY

4I22,LEVELS I- 6, DEPOSIT DEPTH INCHES 8 + 28EX: E)r.CAVATF.D 4/25193, BY NOTTOWAY RIVER SURVEY

2t()lAL )2 442

Decatur

IIStanly

MonowMt. I
Morrow Mt. II 2II 2
Guilford II
Bare Island 2 2

IISlade

RySSQu(æ Q9lot.oth.ArChRYSSQuOcTot.Oth.Arch Tot.Ottr.AlchRyssQu

DIAGNOSTIC
ARTIFACTS

LEVEL 2- LITHIC MATERIALSLEVEL I -LITHIC MATERIALS LEVEL 3- LITHIC MATERÍALS

)TOTAL IIII2 2

Decafur )II
MonorvMt. I II
Morrow Mt. II

IGuilfÒrd I
IIBare Island

Slade

chRySSQuQe SSQu(æTot.oth.ArChRYSSQuOeTot.oth.AT Tot.oth.ArchRy
LEVEL 4 . LITHIC MATERIALSDTAGNOSTIC

ARTIFACTS
LEVEL 5- LITHIC MATERIALS LEVEL 6. LITHIC MATERIALS

6TOTAL I3446 5I
PalmerC-N
Sha¡ps MilliK-S II

IIKirk Serr¿ted

Morrow Mt. I I I
MorowMt. II II
Guilfôrd Iz2 I
Rowan I I

IIHalifð( II
ISlade I

Savannah R-W 44

QuQeIbt.Oth.ATChRySSQua€ Oth.ArchRySSQuaeTot.orh.ArchRySS Tot.
LEVEL I -LITHIC MATERIALSDIAGNOSTIC

ARTIFACTS

LEVEL 3- LITHIC MATERIALSLEVEL 2- LITHIC MATERIALS



Table 20b. UNIT 4/22

CACTUS HILL AREAB,

Table 2Ia. WIT 4/9

CACTUS HILL,l4SX202, AREA B,

Table 2lb. UNIT 4/9

CACTUS HILL 44SX202, AREA

4DL,LilIELS I- 6, DEPOSIT DEPTH INCTIES 8 + 28EX = EXCAVATED 4/25i93, BY NOTTOWAY RTVER SURVEY

4/9,LEVELS I -9 DIAGNOSTICS DEPOSIT DEPTH INCI{ES 8 + 15EX : 23, EXCAVATED BY NOTTOWAY RTVER SI.JRVEYAND

LEVELS I -9 DIACNOSTICS 2,3,6,8 AND 9), DEPOSIT DEPTH INCFIES 8 + l5EX = EXCAVATED BY NOTTOWAY RTVER SURVEY

LEVEL 6 -LITHIC MATERI,ALS NoneLEVEL 5 -LITHIC MATERIALSLEVEL 4 - LITHIC MATERLALS None
oth. Tot.Ry ch AI oth. Tot. Oe au SS Ry ch Arae Ou SS Ry Ch Ar Otlt. Tot. (¡e Qu SS

DIAGNOSTIC
ARTIFACTS

SavamahR-W
Slade

Halitàx
Rowan

Guilford
MorrowMt. tr
Monow Mt. I
Kirk Senated

Sha¡ps Mill/K-S
I IPalmerC-N

I ITOTAL

LEVEL 5 . LITHIC MATERIALSLEVEL I -LITHIC MATERIALS LEVEL 4 . LITHIC MATERIALS
SS Ry Ch Ar oth. Tot.Oth. Tot. Oe Ou SS Ry ch Ar oth. Tot. Qe au

L¡IAGNOSTIC

ARTIFACTS ae au SS Ry ch Ar
I ISlade

IIHalifð(
Guilford

2I 2IMonowMt. Il
Kirk Serr¿ted

I ISt. Albans
IIKirkC-N

I 3 I I 5I ITOTAL I

LEVEL 8 -LITHIC MATERIALS None LEVEL 9 . LITHIC MATERIALS NONELEVEL 7 -LITTIIC MATERIALS
Tot. O€ Ou ss Ry Ch Ar oth. Ibt.ch Ar Ottt. Tot. ae Qu SS Ry Ch AI oth.

DIAGNOSTIC
ARTIFACTS a€ au SS Ry

Slade

Haüfo(
ICuilford I

MonowMt. II
IKirk Serr¿ted I

St. Albans

Ktkc-N
2TOTAL z



Table 22a. UNI 6/l I
cAcTUS HILL 44SX202, AREA B, SQUARE 6/l I, LEVELS l- 8 NO DI,AGNOSTICS 5 AND 7 - 8 DEPOSIT DEPTH INCHES 6 + 22Ex= EXCAVATED IO/93, BY NOTTOWAY RTVER SURVEY

Table 22b. UNIT 6/l I
CACTUS INLL 445X202, AREA B, 6/l I, LEVELS l- 8 ( NO DTAGNOSTICS 5 AND 7 - 8 DEPOSIT DEFIH INCHES 6 + 22EX: EXCAVATED BY NOTTOWAY RIVER SURVEY

ITOTAL 4I I4 I
Decafur

FortNottoway
Stanly I I

IMonowMt. II I
IGuilford I

IHalit¿rx I
Bare Island I I
Savannah R-N I I

QuQe
'Iot.oth.ArChRYSSQuO€ auQeTot.Ottt.ArChRYss Tot.Ottr.AlchRySS

LEVEL I .LITHIC MATERIALSDIAGNOSTIC
ARTIFACTS

LEVEL 2- LITHIC MATERIALS LEVEL 3. LITHIC MATERIALS

IITOTAL I I
IIDecatur

Fort Nottorvay I I
Stanly

MonowMt. II
Guiltôrd
Halifax
Bare Island
Savannah R-N

Qe'Ibt.Orh.ArChRySSQua€ auQ€Tot.oth.ArChRyssOu Tot.oth.ArchRyss
LEVEL 4 . LITHIC MATERIALSDIACNOSTIC

ARTIFACTS
LEVEL 5- LITHIC MATERI,ALS NONC LEVEL 6. LITHIC MATERIALS



Table 23a. SALV. EX. A

CACTUSHILL AREA

Table 23b. SALV. Ð(. A

CACTUS HILL,I4SX2O2, AREA B,

SALV. LEVELS I- DEPOSIT DEPTH INCHES 8 + ISEX = 26, EXCAVATED BY NOÏ-IOWAY RIVER SI.JRVEY

SALV LEVELS I- DEPOSIT DEITTH INCIIES I + ISEX = EXCAVATED BY NOTTOWAY RÍVER SI.JRVEY

LEVEL I -LITHIC MATERIALS LbVBL 2- LITHIC MA'IERIALS LEVEL 3. LITHIC MATERIALS
Ottr. Tot. Oe Qu SS Ry ch Ar Oth. Tot. Oe Ou ss Ry ch Ar orh. Tot-

DIAGNOSTIC
ARTIFACTS (æ Qu SS Ry ch Ar
Ba¡e Island ) 2

Slade I I
Hatit¿x 3 3

2 2Gr¡iltòrd

MorrowMt. II I I 2 I J I I ')

Morrow Mt. I I I I I I I
Stanly

I IKanawhalike
Kirk Stemmed I I
Decatr t I

IDalton-like I
Clovis

9 I I ll I 4 I I 7TOTAI ) I 3

LEVEL 4 - LITHIC MATERIALS LEVEL 5- LITHIC MATERIALS LEVEL 6- LITHIC MATERIALS None

RV ch AI ch Ar Oth. Tot.
DTAGNOSTIC
ARTIFACTS ae au SS Ry ch AT oth. 'lot. (æ au SS oth. 'lbt. (¡e au SS Ry

Bare Island
Slade

Halifàx
Guilford
MormruMt. tr
Morrow Mt. I

I IStanly

Kanawha-like

KirkStemmed
I IDecatur

Dalton-like
Clovis 0ools) tool

I I I'IUI'AL I



Table24a. SALV.EX.C

CACTUS HILL 44SX202, AREA B, SQUARE SALV LEVELS I-5 DEPOSIT DEPTH INCHES 8+208X = 28, EXCAVATED BY NOTTOWAY RTVER SIJRVEY

Table24b. SALV. EXC

CACTUS ktrLL 44SX202,AREA B, SQUARE SALV LEVELS I.5 DEPOSIT DEPTH INCHES 8+20EX = 28, EXCAVATED BY NOTTOWAY RTVER STJRVEY

I)7TOTAT I9l1I I2I312II 7

Palmer C-N

KirkC-N I III 2
FortNottoway 3II 3

IKirk Stemmed I
St. Albans I II
LeCroy I I
Kirk Serr¿Îed 3J

Stanlv IlLd II
36I5MonowMt. II 4I

Guiltõrd )2

ILamokalike I
ISavannah R-W I

'Iot.Orh.ArChRySSQuOe SSQuaeTot.O,tÌt.ArchRyssQuae Tot.oth.tuchRy
LEVEL I -LITHIC MATERIALSDTAGNOSTIC

ARTIFACTS

LEVEL 2- LITHIC MATERIALS LEVEL 3- LITHIC MATERTALS

3I2TOTAL

IPalmerC-N I
KirkC-N

)FortNottoway )
Kirk Stemmed

St. Albans

LeCroy

Kirk Senated

Stanly

MonowMt. II
Cuilfbrd
Lamoka-like
Savarurah R-W

chRySSQuae Oth.AIchRySSQuOeTot.Oth.AT
'tbt.Oth.ArChRySSQuOeTot.

LEVEL 4 . LITHIC MATERIALSDIAGNOSTIC
ARTIFACTS

LEVEL 5- LITHIC MATERIALS None LEVEL 6- LITHIC MATERLALS None



Table 25a. WIT 0/22

CACTUS HILL AREAB,

Table 25b. (NIT 0/22

CACTUS HILL 44SX2O2,AREA B,

O22,LEVELS I-s,DEPOSITDEPTH INCHES 6 + EXCAVATED 6/20192, BY NOTTOWAY RIVER SURVEY

0/22, LEVELS l- DEPOSIT DEPTH INCHES 6 + EXCAVATED 6/20192, BYNOTTOWAY RIVER S{JRVEY

LEVEL I -LITHIC MATERLALS None LEVEL 2- LITHIC MATERIALS LEVEL 3- LITHIC MATERIALSDIAGNOSTIC
ARÏFACTS ae Qu SS Ry ch tu oth. Tot. (æ au SS Ry ch Ar oft. Tot. Oe Ou ss Ry ch Ar orh. Tot.
Rowan I I
Guilford I I
MorowMt. I I I
Stanly ) 2
St. Albans 2 2
FortNottolvay ) 2
Consticted Stnd. ? I I
TOTAL 4 I 5 3 2 5

LEVEL 4 . LITHIC MATERIALS LEVEL 5- LITIIIC MATERIALS None LEVEL 6- LITHIC MATERIALS N/ADIAGNOSTIC
ARTIFACTS ae Qu SS Ry Ch Ar orh. Tot. Oe Qu SS Ry Ch Ar Otl¡. Tot. a€ Qu ss Ry ch Ar oth. rbt.
Rowan

GuilÎôrd
MorowMt. I
Stanly
St. Albans

FortNottowav 3 I Jr. 4
Conshicted Stnd. ?

TOTAL 3 I 4
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Analysis of \iloodland and Historic Period Occupation
at the Cactus Hill Site

by
James P. McAvoy

Introduction
This appendix summarizes the Woodland and

Historic artifacts and components from the Cactus Hill
Site (445)(202) in Sussex County, Virginia. The
Woodland occupation is rçresented mostþ by
ceramics, while the Historic component is represented
by artifacts and features dating from the early l8th
century. Historic documentation ofthe Cactus Hill
Site area is also presented.

Excavation Methods
The Cactus Hill Site has undergone recent logging

and reforestation which has compromised the vertical
and horizontal integrity ofthe top few inches ofthe
archeological deposit. During reforestation, large piles
of forest debris were pushed into rows, which are
visible in an aerial photo taken in 1978 (Fig. 1.2 of
main report), with heavy equipmentthat could have
dislocated the soil over fifty feet horizontally.

Due to this disturbance and the fact that the main
interest in excavating the siæ was devoted ûo the Early
Archaic and Paleoindian levels, the plow z)ne was
deemed as having little importance and w.as rernoved
without screening in nearly all of the excavations.
Generall¡ the fnst formally excavated þers
represented the Woodland or Late Archaic time
periods, meaning that some or all of the Woodland and
all ofthe Historic artifacts \ilere removed from most
excavation uniß with the plowzone.

Unexpected sources of artifacts were the backdirt
piles left by artifact collectors. Sifting through these
piles produced a number of Historic artifacts and
prehistoric sherds. Although these artifacts lack
vertical provenience, they do retain a general
horizontal proveniøce.

Unless they were from a feature, all Historic
artifacts were plowzone or surface finds. The two
largest Historic features (l and 2) were excavated by
artifact collectors. The artifacts from these features
that appear in this report were either recovered from
the artifact collectors' backdirt piles, or bonowed for
analysis from the collectors that excavated the features.

In many cases there were prehistoric sherds mixed
with the Late Archaic levels, or a portion of the
rù/oodland layerwas left intactbelow the plowzone,
and this þer (Soil Zone 2, Figure 5.1 of main report)
was generally a light brown color when compared with
the tan colored soil of the Archaic levels. Most of the
excavated Woodland sherds a¡e from one of these
contexts.

The \iloodland Component
Due to a lack of statigraphy in the rù/oodland

stratum, the Cactus Hill Site provides no data on
Woodland artifacts from a chronological point of view,
but it is hoped that a detailed atüibute description of
the sherds will add to the database for future studies.
A¡tifacts found on the Cactus Hill Site attributable to
the Woodland period include3TT ceramic sherds, one
gray slate gorget fragment, and two projectile points.

Ceramics
T\e 377 Woodland sherds found at the Cactus

Hill Site are listed by provenience in Table I (for
location of excavation units, see Figure 5.24 of main
report and Figure 3 of this appendix). They were
divided into categories based on their temper and
surface {reaünent. It was soon rcalized, however, that
many of these sherds belonged to specifìc vessels. Out



of377 sherds,284 ofthem belong to only eight
vessels. This left 93 sherds not attributed to specific
vessels. These sherds were sorted by surface teafnent
and temper and are presented in Table 2.

The variety in the materials used to temper the

Woodland vessels is small. The most common temper

is quartz sand, sometimes with larger quartz pebbles,

but never with crushed g¡:,ørtz. Only two shell

tempered sherds were recovered, one of which is net

impressed while the other's surface freatnent is

unidentifiable.

A few sherds were recovergd which have crushed

sherds of pottery as their temper. At the Cactus Hill
Site, the crushed sherd temper was not easily

recogrizable and was visible in only a few sherds. In
most crushed sherd tempered ceramics this author has

viewed, the crushed sherds are present in poorþ fired
vessels and are easily recognizable by their difference

in color with the rest of the paste. At the Cactus Hill
Site, however, the pots were better fired and the
crushed sherds welded and blended well with the rest

of the paste, only becoming visible within ûactures.

Because of this, it is likely that some sherds with
crushed sherd temper were not recognized as such.

The only surface treaûnent found associated with this

temper was cord-wrapped dowel impressed.

Surface treaürients of ceramics found at the Cactus

Hill Site include cord, cord-wrapped dowel, fabric, and
net impressed, in order of popularity.

Careful scrutiny of the cord marked ceramics
reveals a multitude of different variations based on
what are currently considered subtle differences in
temper, paste, exterior and interior surface teaünent,
decoration, color, and wall thickness. The wide
variation in the ceramics placed within the Stony

Creek series is testament that more refined categories

may need to be generated. This will not be possible,

however, until excavated data support a particular
chronology.

The ceramics recovered at the Cactus Hill site are

representative of Late, Middle, and Early Woodland
wares. The Late Woodland period is represented by a
sherd of simple-stamped Gaston Ware (Coe 1964:105-
106) recovered in square 3/34, a sherd offabric

impressed Branchville Ware (Binford 1964:287 -303)
or Cashie Ware @helps 1984:48-5 I , Egloff and Potter
1982:109) found on the surface in area B, and a sherd

of Townsend Ware (Blaker, 1963:14-22) from square

3/44. The Townsend sherd is not shell tempered, but
instead has sand and some pebbles. It is apparentþ
representative ofan inner coastal plain variety of
Townsend Ware similar to that mentioned by Mouer et
al. (1986:145) for the fall line area of the James River
drainage.

The Middle Woodland is represented by Stony
Creek (Evans , 1955:69-7 , Egloff and Potter 1982:99-
103), Prince George (Evans 1955:60-64) and Mockley
(Stephenson et al. 1963:103-109) Wares. Vessel #3

was cord marked Prince George ware, and one sherd

of Mockley ware was recovered in square 3/44. Stony
Creek Ware was common throughout the site.

The sherds possibly representing the Early
Woodland period at the Cactus Hill site are sherd

tempered cord-wrapped dowel impressed.

Eight groups of sherds identifiable as belonging to
single vessels have been identified. These a¡e

presented in Table 3, where many categories a¡e used

to describe the vessels. Most categories are self-
explanatory, but some require further explanation.
Within the "vessel" column is a number arbitarily
assigred to a group of five or more sherds that were

seen by the author as likely representing a single
vessel. The "twist'' column is the fmal nvist direction
ofthe cordage used to apply the surface treafnent.
The twist direction exhibited on the sherds was seen as

a negative and was reversed to ascertain the actual

twist direction as presented in Table 3.

Out of the 377 sherds recovered, 284 ofthem, or
75%o, can be assþed to only eight vessels. This,

along with the fact that many of the vessels are not
likely contemporaneous, indicates that the area of the

site investþated was not a large or long term camp, but
was more likely an infrequently reoccupied temporary
camp during the Woodland period. Another
possibilþ is that the area investþated represents the
outskirts of larger, longer term camps closer to the
river. Because only limited sampling was done in that
are4 this scenario remains to be proved or disproved.



Table l: Woodland A¡tifacts Recovered by Provenience

3144

.3ß4

2/7

0/22

0/s

o/l

0/l4w

2n6W

2/12W

4/22W

Provenience

I knotted net/shell sherd

I knotted net/sand, pebbles >2mm, <5mm sherd

I fabric/sand, pebbles >2mm, <5mm sherd

3 cord/sand sherds

2 unid/sand sherds

I unid/sand, pebbles >2mn¡ <5mm sherd

I simple stamped/pebbles >5mm sherd

I cord/sand sherd

I quaraite hiangulæ point

I quartite Rossville point

I gray slate gorget fr'agment

4 vessel #6 sherds

I vessel #8 sherds

I cord/sand sherd

I vessel #3 sherd

I unid/sand sherd

I vesel #7 sherd

I vessel #l sherd

83 vessel #l sherds

2 vessel #3 sherds

I vesel #4 sherd

I I vessel #6 sherds

I cord/sand rim sherd with reed punctates on lip

I cord/sand, pebbles >2mn¡ <5mm

2 unid/sand

I vessel #l sherd

3 vessel #3 sherds

I cord/sand, pebbles >2mn¡ <Smm sherds

2 vessel #l sherds

I vessel #6 sherd

2 cord/sand sherds

I unid/sand sherd

3 unid/sand" pebbles >2mn¡ <5mm sherds

Artifacts

Surfac€

Historic Featur€ 3

Historic Feature 2

Historic Featurc I

Salvage Excavation D

Salvage Excavation B

Salvage Excavation A

4/tl

3t52

llovenience

5 vessel #l sherds

97 vessel #2 sherds

4 vessel #3 sherds

9 vessel #4 sherds

3 vessel #5 sherds

2 vessel #6 sherds

8 unid/sand sherds

3 vessel #7 sherds

7 vessel #8 sherds

15 cord/sand, pebbles >2mrn, <5mm sherds

3 unid/sand, pebbles >2mm, <5mm sherds

2 cord/sand, pebbles >5mm sherds

15 cord/sand sherds

I vessel #5 shefds

I vessel #l sherd

7 vessel #5 sherds

I unid/shell sherd

I vessel #l sherd

I vessel #4 sherd

2 vessel #5 sherds

I cord/sand rim sherd with reed punctates on lip

2 cord/sand sherds

4 unid/sand sherds

4 unid/sand, pebbles >2mm, <5mm sherds

4 vessel #6 sherds

4 vessel #7 sherds

I unid/sand sherd

I vessel #l sherd

16 vessel #3 sherds

3 vessel #5 sherds

I vessel #8 sherd

I vessel #6 sherd

3 cord-wrapped doweVsand, pebbles >2mm,-
<Smm sherds

I cord/sand sherd

I unid/sand sherd

7 unid/sand, pebbles >2mn¡ <5mm sherds

Artifacts



Surface Treatment

Total

47

40

4

2

93

Unid

20

l8

I

39

Simple
Stamped

I

I

Net

I

I

2

Fabric

I

I

2

Cord
Dowel

J

3

Cord

27

t7

2

46

Temper

Sand < 2mm

Sand, pebbles > 2mm, < 5mm

Sand, pebbles > 5mm

Shell

Total

Table 2: Temper and Surface Treatment ofSherds not Assigned to Specific Vessels

Fígare 1: lloodland Sherdl Top row, lefi to right: vessel #1 sherdfrom 2/16W, vessel #2 sherd with incßed chevron

from Area A backdirt piles þwface), vessel #3 sherdfrom 2/12W, vessel ll4 rim sherdfrom surface, vessel #5 sherd

from Historic Feature 2. Middle row, lefi to right: vessel #6 sherdfrom 2/16W, vessel #7 sherdfrom salvage
erccqvation C, vessel lß sherdfrom salvage etccayation A, simple stømped Gaston Ware sherdfrom 3/j4, fabric
impressed Branclwille/Cashie Ware sherdfrom surface. Boltom row, lefi to right: fabric impressed and incised
Townsend llare sherdfron 3/44, cord marked sherd with incised chqronfrom surface, incised rimfrom 3/52, cord
marked sherd showing interior rim notchesfrom 2/12W, cord-wapped dovel impressed rimfrom 3/52.



I CM
t¡t

Fígure 2: Woodland Lífhícs. From Iefi to right: quarÞite triangular pointfrom 2/7, quartzite Rossville pointfrom 2/7,
gray slate gorget fragment from 0/2 2.



Table 3: Ceramic Vessels

Fragments ofvessel #1, represented by 93 sherds,

were found in several different excavations, though the
main concenfiation was in unit 2/16 rù/ (Table 4). The
sherds exhibit a surface teatnent which appears to be
repeatedly overstamped cord markings. The color is a

tânnish brown. The temper is sand and rounded
particles, and many of the particles appear to be
feldspar rather than just quartz as with the other sand

and pebble tempered sherds from the site. No
decoration is evident on any ofthe sherds, though there
are mend holes on a few sherds and what appears to be

the remnants of a lug handle on one sherd.

Table 4: Provenience ofVessel #l Sherds

Sherd Count

1

83

I

5

95

Provenienc€

4/22W

2/t2W

2/16W

0/l4w
salvage excavation A

salvage excavation D

Historic Feature 2

surface

Total

The 97 sherds that represent vessel #2 were found
entirely in artifact collectors' backdirt piles in Area A
of the site. No other vessels were represented by the
sherds recovered from these backdirt piles. It appears

that this was an area where one pot was broken and
scattered over an area ofat least fifteen by fifteen feet,

judging by the size ofthe artifact collectors'
excavation. The temper includes sand and frequent
quartz pebbles up to 5mm in size. The surface

teaûnent is a thick Z twist cord. The vessel falls into
the Prince George Ware type, based on the large and

abundant pebbles. The color is light brown with a
reddish tint. Two mending sherds have an incised
chewon design (Fig. l).

Vessel #3 is cord marked (S twist) with a clayey
paste and falls into the Prince George ware type. The
cord markings are perpendicularly overstamped,
giving the surface teaûnent a net-like appearance.

The temper is sand with abundant quartz pebbles

ranging up to one centimeter in size. The thickness of
the vessel ranges from 5 to 9 mm and is quite variable,
even on a single sherd. The uneven nature ofthe
sherds is probably due to the coarse temper. The
quartz pebbles often come through the smoothed
interior surface with tiny cracks surrounding each
protrusion.

Table 5: Provenience ofVessel #3 Sherds

Sherd Count

J

2

Ió

4

26

Provenience

2n2W

2/16W

salvage excavat¡on A

surface

Total

Sherd

Count

95

97

26

ll
ló

23

7

9

Decoration

lug handle, drill
holes

incised chevron

none

drill hole

rnclsmg

none

none

none

'l'hickness

6-9mm

5-7mm

5-9mm

7-8mm

7-lOmm

7-llmm

7-lOmm

7-9mm

Color

tannish brown

brownish red tan

tannish light brown

tan

brownish tan

brownish tan

reddish brown tan

reddish tan

Paste

sandy

sandy

clayey

clayey

sandy

sandy

sandy

clayey

Temper

sand, pebbles >2mm,
<5mm

sand, pebbles >2mm,
<5mm

sand, pebbles >zmm,
<5mm

sand

sand, pebbles >5mm

sand, pebbles >2mm
<5mm

abundant sand,

crushed sherds

sand, crushed sherds

Twist

,ì

z

s

?

S

,l

'!

Surface Treatnent

cord

cord

cord

co¡d

fabric

cord

cord wrapped
dowel

cord wrapped
dowel

Vessel

I

.,

3

4

5

6

7

E



Vessel #4 is represented by eleven sherds and has

a very fure compact sandy paste. The vessel is cord
marked and the cordage used had an S twist. A few
sherds exhibit tie holes. The color is an even tan, and

the wall thickness is a uniform 7-8mm. This vessel is
categorized as Stony Creek ware.

Table 6: hovenience ofVessel #4 Sherds

Total

surface

salvage excavation I)

arcw
Provenience

1t

9

I

I

Sherd Count

Vessel #5 is a relatively thick (averages 9mm)
fabric impressed vessel with a sandy paste and

abundant quartz pebbles as temper ranging up to one

centimeter in size. This vessel also exhibits narrow
(0.5-lmm) incised criss-crossing diagonal lines as

decoration.

Table 7: Provenience ofVessel #5 Sherds

Total

surface

Historic Feature 3

Historic Feature 2

salvage excavation D

salvage excavation A

Provenience

l6

3

I

7

2

3

Sherd Count

The sherds attributed to vessel #5 may date from
the Historic period, as evidenced by their frequent
occurrence in historic features. Out of 17 sherds, 8

were recovered from Historic Features 2 and 3. Since

the Historic occupation of the site represents an early
influx into the are4 it is possible that the inhabitants
obtained the pot from a Native American living
nearby. The sherds may merely have been incidenøl
inclusions in the features, however.

Vessel #6 is representedby 23 sherds and falls
into the category of Stony Creek Ware. The surface is
cord marked, and the temper is sand with pebbles no
largerthan 3mm. It is possible that more than one

vessel is actually represented by the sherds assigted to
vessel #6.

Table 8: Provenience ofVessel #ó Sherds

Total

surfâce

salvage excavation B

4/tl
or2z

at6w
4t22W

Provenienc€

23

)
4

I

4

n
I

Sherd Count

Vessel #7 is represented by 7 sherds. The surface
treatnent is cord-wrapped dowel impressed, and the
temper is abundant sand and occasional crushed
sherds. The color is a reddish tan brown.

Table 9: Provenience ofVessel #7 Sherds

Total

surtace

salvage excavaüon B

0tl

Provenience

7

1

4

I

Sherd Count

Vessel #8 is very similar to vessel #7, except
vessel eight has very little sand in the temper and has a

clayey paste. Crushed sherds are evident in the
temper, and one sherd has a crushed steatite tempered
sherd in the temper. The surface teatment is highly
variable, even on a single sherd. There are cord-
markings, cord-wrapped dowel impressions, and some
sort ofscraping or incising on the sherds (Figure l).
As with vessel #6, these sherds may actually represent
more than one vessel.

Table l0: Provenience ofVessel #8 Sherds.

TotaI

surface

salvage excavation A

ot22

Provenienc€

9

7

I

I

Piec€ Count

A possible progression in technology can be seen

between the Early Woodland cord-wrapped dowel
impressed, crushed sherd tempered pottery and the



sand tempered Stony Creek series in Southeastern
Virginia. A vessel section has been recovered by
Nottoway River Survey from the Gravel Pit Site
(44SXl4) just six miles southwest ofthe Cactus Hill
Site which has steatite tempered sherds crushed and
used as temper. A single sherd with the same crushed
steatite tempered sherd temper has been found at the
Cactus Hill Site. These sherds establish a clear cultural
link between the use of steatite temper and crushed
sherd temper.

An additional link between crushed sherd temper
and cord-wrapped dowel impressed surface treatment
is suggested based on the recovery of sherds with the
two traits from the Cactus Hill Site and the Tawney
Site in Gates CountyNorttr Carolina. A nearþ
complete pot recovered at the Tawney Site was
reported by MacCord and Darden (1966:25,29)urd
exhibits crushed sherd temper, cord-wrapped dowel
impressed surface featment, and a flat bottom.
Although the surface treaünent was identified within
the report as having "coarsely cord- and fabric-marked
surfaces," a picture of the vessel clearly shows the cord
wrapped dowel surface treatment.

A cord-wrapped dowel impressed vessel with only
sand temper was recovered by Nottoway River Survey
at the Cerny Site, located íYzmiles east of the Cactus
Hill Site. The pot has a conical base and no crushed
sherds are evident in the paste. This suggests that
while the sherd temper and flat bases disappeared, the
cord-wrapped dowel impressed surface treaünent
remained.

It is significant that the location of Woodland
artifacts is limited to areas near the river, and to areas

A, A-8, and B on the south side of the hill sloping
towards the wetland.

Lithics
The only lithics attibutable to the Woodland

period are one gorget fragment and two projectile
points (Figure 2). As mentioned previously, many of
the sherds recovered were found mixed with the upper
zone of the Late Archaic levels at the site. Similarly,
no Woodland points were excavated in a pwely
Woodland context. Therefore, the points were
identified by style rather than context. lWhen placing
points in the Woodland timeframe by shape only, one
must be careful not to misidentiff Middle Archaic
Morrow Mountain I and II points as Piscataway or
Rossville points. The Morrow Mountain I point as

defined by Coe (1964:37-38) is larger in the Piedmont

of North Carolina than in other areas (compare, for
example, with Chapman 1979:24-27), andmany
popular projectile point guides incorrectly identiff a
tapered stem form ofthe Savannah River Broadspear
(referred to as Island Swamp in this report) as Morrow
Mountain I, leaving some to assume that the smaller
forms are Woodland. In Southeastem Virgini4
Morrow Mountain I points rarely exceed four
centimeters in length, making them easy to misidentiff
as rü/oodland points. In addition, Morrow Mountain II
points are sometimes reworked to the extent that they
are identical to Rossville points as described by
Stephenson et al. (1963:145, plate XXIID.

It is possible that some of the points identified as

Morrow Mountain are actually Rossville points. The
two tlpes are usually too similar to differentiate unless
they are found at a site with high süatigraphic
integrity, which Cactus Hill lacks in Area B.

The two Woodland points are shown in Figure 2.
One is a Rossville point made of quartzite, and the
other is a medium sized tiangular poinf also of
quartzite. Ironically, though these points are thought to
date to different times within the Woodland period,
they both came out of the same level ofthe same
excavation lurl'it(217), which did not produce a single
sherd of pottery.

The Historic Component
The Historic component ofthe Cacnrs Hill Site is

represented by artifacts and features from the early
lSth century. Historic documents were researched in
order to put a name to the artifacts recovered.

Historic I)ocumentation

Information on patents and land grants within the
area of modern day Sussex County has been compiled
by Hudgins (n.d.), and consists of over 800 land
surveys typed from their original hand wrifien entries
within deed books. After plotting the patents in the
vicinity of the Cactus Hill Site and researching the
Surry and Sussex County court records (Sussex

County was part of Surry County until 1753), the
identity ofthe lSth century properly owners of the
Cactus Hill Site became evident.

The land was originally the northempart of a
1,400 acre tact granted to Robert Hawthorne in 1701

for the transportation of 28 people into the Colony of
Virginia (Hudgins, personal communication I 993).
Hawthome proceeded to sell offportions of this land to



others, and the area of the Cactus Hill Site was sold to
Thomas Dickens (also spelled Dickins, Dinkins, and
Dickings). Because no deed was recorded, the date of
this transaction is unknown, but would fall between
1701, when the land was patenûed to Hawthorne, and
1718, when Thomas Dickens died.

The approximate boundary of this tact has been
reconstructed by plotting the surrounding land patents

and is shown in Figure 4. These patents should line up
with each other, but errors in the original lSth century
surveys prevent this. A good idea of the approximate
boundary location can be gathered from this figure,
however.

Thomas Dickens had a large family, and judging
by the court records at least two, possibly more house

sites should be located on the tact he purchased from
Hawthome. Since athorough archeological survey of
this land has not been carried out, it is not possible to
assþ the Cactus Hill site to a single member ofthe
Dickens family at this time. It is possible, however, to
say that the house belonged to either Thomas Dickens,
Alexander (Sanders) Dickens, or William Dickens.

Ilistoric X'eatures

Three lSth century Historic features were
identifïed. Features I and2 were, for the most part,
excavated by a¡tifact collectors before their plan view
or statigraphy could be recorded. However, the
author was allowed to examine most of the material
recovered from Feature 2 by its excavator. Based on
his account, we have a fairly accurate description of
the size and location ofthis feature. Feature l, which
\ilas excavated by other collectors, is represented
primarily by artifacts left behind or missed by the
collectors. Feature 3 was encountered in unit 0/14 W,
but its boundaries were unclear and could not be

determined accurately. Also, Feature 3 was much
smaller than Features I and 2.

Faunal remains recovered from Features 1,2, and
3 have been analyzed under the direction ofJoanne
Bowen of the Colonial Williamsburg Foundation (see

the attachment to this appendix).

Feature I was excavated:rr- lgg2 by artifact
collectors. For the most part only the larger historic
sherds and the complete pipe bowls were kept by the
collectors; everything else was discarded on backdirt
piles. Table I I is a list ofthe artifacts recovered from
the backdirt piles associated with this featu¡e. It
appears that this feature was deliberately filled with
trash, since the surrounding plowzone did not produce

nearly the density of artifacts found in the feature.
rWhether the feature represents a deliberate trash pit or
an abandoned root cellar or other feature filled with
trash is uncertain.

As can be seen in Table I l, many ofthe sherds
from Feature I represent single vessels. Three
coarseware vessels are represented. One of the vessels
is a miþan with light brown lead glazn on the interior
and no glaze on the exterior. Another coarseware
vessel is a bowl with dark green glazn on the interior
and light green glaze on the exterior. A single large
coarse\ilare sherd that does not belong to either of the
other two vessels has an unidentified form.

Two Staffordshire Slipware cups are represented,
one with a collar and rim dots, and another without the
colla¡ or dots. The Westerwald stoneware sherds all
represent a single tankard (mug) of large capacþ. The
colono ware from Feature I is less easily allocated to
specific vessels. Twenty-two of the colonoware sherds
are defïnitely from a single bowl. These sherds are
very thick at the base (12mm), and thin out to 5mm at
the rim. The paste is clayey, and the temper
isabundant subangular (but not crushed) quartz
pebbles. This is not typical for colonoware in this area,
and may represent a European or African variation of
the Native American Gastor/Cashie Ware indigenous
to the area. Judging by the curvahre of a large
rimsherd, the mouth of the bowl was approximately 9
inches in diameter, and the depth of the bowl was
between 4ll2 and 5 inches. The remaining 8
colonoware sherds from Feature I have very little
temper and are refered to as "flne tempef'
colonoware. They are similarto Binford's Courtland
Series (Binford 1964:303-314) and MacCord's
Camden Ware (MacCord,1969:12-18). As their label
implies, the temper in these sherds is generally a fure
sand. The surface is always smooth and even
burnished in a few cases. The sherds are also much
thinner, averaging 7mm. At least2, probably more,
vessels are represented by these 8 sherds.

Exactly 200 tobacco pipe fragments were
recovered from Feature l, only two of which were
local (terra-cotta). Using Binford's pipe stem dating
formula (Hume 1982:299), Featue I has a date of
1739.6. Most of the tobacco pipes recovered from
Feature I were Hume's type l8 (1982:303) which
Hume dates between 1720 nd 1820. The only pipe
bowl with a heel (Hume's t¡pe 15 or 16) from the site

was found in Feature l. Also the only one pipe bowl
was recovered with amaker's mark, which was "RT"
(Figure 6).



Many items from this feature were bumed, and
much charcoal and fre reddened daub was present,
indicating that it was possibly a root cellar or other
feature located inside a waddle and daub structure
destoyed by fire. Dimensions of the feature are
unknown, but from talking with the collectors who
excavated it, the feature was at least 5 feet by 5 fee!
probably much larger. The area around the feature was
too disturbed by collectors to look for postnolds, and
presentþ this area has been claimed by the sand pit.

A few of the metal artifacts warrant further
mention. First a sixpence dated, 1696 was recovered
from the surface near Feature l. This was the only
coin recovered from the site. Also, an iron fish hook
was found associated with two flat pieces of lead that
had each been rolled into a tube for use as fishing line

H¡STORIC FEATURE 3

weights. A fragment of an iron jointed mouth curbed
bit was recovered from Feature l, indicating that the
Dickins family kept at least one horse. A large iron
hook with eye was found and may have been a part
from a horse drawn carriage or plow.

The firing mechanism of a flint lock rifle,
specifically a dog lock similar to that shown on page
25 (Figare27) of Peterson's Arms and Armour in
Colonial America (1956), was also recovered.
Peterson (1956:31) mentions that these rifles were used
mostlybetween1625 and 1675. Ifthe early lSth
century date for Feature I is correct, this means that the
rifle was in use for quite awhile before being
discarded, possibly indicating that the residents were of
low economic status.
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20 Westerwald tankard sherds
(same vessel)

9 Staffo¡dshire Slipware cup
sherds (two vessels)

l0 coa¡seware milþan sherds
(same vessel)

I I coarseware bowl sherds
(same vessel)

I coa¡seware unid vessel form
sherd

22 coarse temper colono $'are
bowl sherds (same vessel)

I fine temper colono ware unid
vessel form sherds

Ceramics

42 wine bottle
fragments

Glass

I brass skimmer

24 brass pins

I brass pair ofcufflinks

2 brass unid fragments

4 pewter spoons

l0 lead shot

2 lead unid fragments

I iron fishhook with two lead sinkers

I iron dog lock

I iron key

4 iron knives

I iron two-tined fork

I iron pair ofscissors

I iron buckle fragment

I iron jointed mouth curb bit

225 hand-wrought iron nails

I iron large hook with eye

I iron clothes iron missing handle

I iron pointed rod

l0 unidentified iron objects

Metals

198 prpe

fragments

2 tena cotta pipe
fiagments

Pipes

fragment

bumt daub

animal bone fiagments

I mud dauber's nest

Misc

Table I l: Historic Feature I Artifacs

Feature 2 is more accurately represented. Oval in
plan view and measwing approximately 4 feet by 3
feet, this feature is smallerthan Feature I and located
I l0 feet to the east-southeast. A complete historic
artifact catalog is available and is presented in Table
12. Feature 2 contained only two metal artifacts other
than nails; one of these is a possible knife handle,
while the other is a piece of scrap iron. Also, no
cer¿rmics other than coarseware and colonoware were
recovered. Seven sherds of Woodland vessel #5, a
pebble tempered fabric impressed vessel with incising,
came from this feature, possibly indicating it is of
Historic age. Most of the coarseware sherds were

Table 12: A¡tifacts ñom Feature 2

burned to the extent that thetr glaze has cracked off.
Some ofthe coarseware sherds do mend, suggesting
that all the coarseware sherds recovered from Feature 2
are from the same vessel, apparentþ a large storage
jar'

Only one wine bottle fragmentwas recovered
from Feature 2. Many ofthe artifacts in Feature 2
were burned, and the feature contained sþificant
quantities of bumt daub, insinuating a collapsed
burned waddle and daub stucture. The stucture
around Feature 2 appears to be an outbuilding to the
structure around Feature l, based on the lack of
household utensils and refmed ceramics.

l0 colonoware sherds

8 coarseware sherds

32 kaolin pipe fragments

2 tena cotta pipe fragments

Ceramics

40 hand-wrought nails

I iron knife handle (?)

I piece ofscrap iron

Metals

I wine bottle lip

Glass

animal bones

wood charcoal

daub sample

egg shell fragments

Misc
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Figure 5: Hßtoríc Ceramícs. Far lefi: l(esterwald tankardfrom Feature 1. Top center: Stafordshire Slipware cup

fromFeaturel. Bottomcenter:coarsewarestoragejarrimshowingcraclædofglazefromFeature2. Topright:
coarseware bowl rimfrom Feature 1. Bottom right: coarseware milþanrimfrom Feature I.



Fígure 6: Pipes. Top row, left to right: kaolin pipe bowl with " RT" maker's markfrom Feature I , kaolin pipe bowl
with heelfrom Feature I, terra cotta pipe bowl withflat heelfrom surfoce. Bottom row, left to right: kaolin pipe bowl

from Feature I , rouletted terra cotta pipe bowl fragment from surface.



12 line temper colonoware
sherds

Ceramics

I tena cotta pipe stem
ûagment

Pipes

2 iron hand wrought nail fragnents

Metals

8 daub chunlis

I mud dauber's nest

animal bone ftagmenß

Misc

Table 13: Historic Feature 3 Artifacts.

Feature 3 was located in excavation unit 0/14'rW
and was similar to, though smaller than, Feature 2.
The boundaries of this feature were unclear, and the
feature's location can be said only to be the north
corner ofunit 0ll4w. Due to its proximþto Feature
2 (Figure 3), it was probably related to that feature in
some way. Only colonoware ceramics were found,
and some fire reddened daub was again recovered

Other Historic Artifacts
The Historic artifacts not found within features a¡e

listed by provenience in Table 14. As can be seen by
comparing Tables ll,12, 13, and 14, there is a
dichotomy between the Historic artifacts recovered
from Feature I and the artifacts recovered from
Features 2 and3, from the upper levels of excavations,
and ûom the surface. The most notable contast is the
lack ofhousehold utensils from anywhere but Feature

l, with the exception of2 scissors fragments from the
surface and a possible knife handle from Feature 2.
Also, while Feature I contained Westerwal{
Staffordshire Slipware, a coarseware miþan, and a
coarseware bowl, all other proveniences produced
mainly colonoware and non-discript coarseware
sherds. Exceptions are sherds of Staffordshire
Slipware, a coarseware miþan, and a coarseware
bowl from the surface, but the miþan and bowl
sherds (and likely the Staffordshire sherds as well) are
pieces ofthe same vessels found in Feature l. This
material was likely in Feature I originally, before the
feature was truncated by plowing and deforesbtion.

This dichotomy could mean that a stucture nea¡
or over Feature I served as the main living area or
kitchen (or both, if the kitchen was not separate),
which would be expected to have more household
items. The other features may then represent
outbuildings, where only utilitarian wares would have
been in use. Since both Features I and2had bumed
artifacts, the features may represent root cellars that
were filled with trash after the sfructures were
abandoned, and the stuctures were accidentally or
intentionally burned down.

Another possibilþ is that Features 2 utd3
represent an early stucûre (or stuctures) built when

the Dickens family first arrived, which was initially
used as living quarters, but then abandoned or used as

outbuildings once the structure around Feature I was
constucted.

It must also be mentioned especially given that
Feature I was so close to and eventually taken by the
sand pit, that the sand mining operation claimed more
of the historic component. There is no way of
knowing the original extent ofthe historic site. Only a
few isolated artifacts have been recovered in area C,
and one nail was found in area D, indicating that the
scatter of hisûoric artifacts was not intense but did
extend into these areas.

Fígare 7 : Brass figurine from surface.
(Scale is I inch long.)



Table 14: Historic A¡tifacts tom Proveniences other than Features

same æ represented in

Artifacts

Ceramics

4 brown stonewarejug sherds (same
vessel)

4 Staffordshirc Slipware cup sherds

4 coa¡seware bowl sherds*

5 coaneware milþan sherds*

2 coaneware unid vessel form sherds

l0 fine temper colonowa¡e sherds

I coarse temper colonoware sherdi

Pipes

17 kaolin pipe stem fragments

I I kaolin pipe bowl fragmens

2 tena cotta pipe stem ñagments

4 terra cotta pipe bowl ûagments

Metals

I silver 1696 sixpence

I bræs fìgurine

2 iron scissors fragments

I iron buckle fragment

57 iron hand wrought nails

3 unid iron fragments

Glass

24 wine bottle liagments

I white glass donut-shaped bead

Misc

I English flint chunk

I daub chunk

hoveniencÊ

Surface

Aftiåcts

I tine teriper colonoware sherd

I kaolin pipe bowl fragment

I iron hand wrought nail

I Englishgunflint

I English flint flake

4 daub chunks

I line temper mlonoware sherd

2 fine temper colonowa¡e sherds

I fine temper colonoware sherd

I daub chunk

I kaolin pipe stem fragment

I ten"a cotta pipe stem fragment

I freshwater mussel shell

I tera cotta pipe stem fi"gment

I kaolin pipe stem liagmerit

I kaolin pþ stem ûagment

I iron hand wrought nail fragment

I delftware sherd

5 coa¡seware sherds

7 fine temper colonowre sherds

I kaolin pipe stem fiagment

5 kaolin pipe bowl ûagments

13 iron hand wrought nail fragments

7 unid iron fragmenß

Provenience

2^6W

2^2W

0/16 w
0t22

U9

t/tt
Salvage excavation B

Salvage excavation C

Salvage excavation D
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Figare E: Melal ArlfacßlÌom Featuîe I. Top row, lefi to right: iron jointed mouth curbed bit, iron dog lock rifle
firing mechanism. Middle row, brt tu right: brass skimmer, iron scissors, iron key, iron large hook with qte. Bottom:
iron pointed rod.



Fígure 9: Other Hístoríc Arttracß. Top row, brt to right: silver 1696 sixpencefrom surþce,faceted beadfragment

from Feature I, opaquewhite glass beadfrom surface, 2 leadlineweights and ironfrshhookfrom Feature I. Bottom

row, Iefi to right: English gunfliøfrom Feature I, brass hingefragmentfrom Feature I, brass cufflinksfrom Feature I
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Telephone : AO4- 229 - IOOO

P. O. ß OX 1776'wl LLI-eMsBuR(ã^, N lRgrNlÂ 23187-1776

Ma¡ch 19,1996

Mr. James McAvoy
5861 White Oak Rd
Smdston, VA 23150

Dea¡ Mr. McAvoy,

Enclosed you will find a brief report prepared by my assistmt Jerry Dædoy. Given
the relativeþ small number æd highly fragmented condition of mæy of the farmal remains,
we opted to limit malysis to identifications. Every fragment has been identified to the lowest
possible taxon. In his report Jerry has used both taxonomic æd common names, md in
charts he lists each fragment ide¡rtifîcation according to its class, order, or species, md the
element. I hope this is satisfactory md that you will find information included in ferry's
report useful.

If you have my questions, please do call either Jerry or myself at (804) 220-7338

Sincerely,

%,.

,¡N^ .<--.

Joanne Bowen



CACTUS HILL SrrE (445X202\

Jeremiah R. Dmdoy
Colonial Williamsburg Foundation

Ma¡ch 19,1996

A brief analysis was made of the far¡nal array of five contexts in the Cactus Hill Site
(445X202). The malysis was intended to ide,ntify the species contained therein without
spending excessive time with all the bones if they did not rypear to contribute to increasing

the richness of the species within the contexts.

This is the species list for the contexts:

Osteichythyes
Castostomidae
Tsetudines
Chelydridae
Aves
Anatidae
Gallus gallus
Felis domesticus
Sus scrofa
Bos taurus

Unidentified fish
Sucker
Turtle
Snqping Turtle
Unidmtified bird
Duck sp. (excluding swm md goose)
Chicken
Cat
Pig
Cow

Give,n the small number of bone fragments, md the fact that all methods to determine relative
dietary estimates require large numbers of bones, we made no attempt to determine the
Minimum Number of Úrdividuals (MNI's), or meat weight.

The attached tables show the species by element, using the common species nnme. The

abbreviations "im" md "decid" stmd for immature æd deciduous respectively, indicating
yor¡ng mimals.
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INTRODUCTION

Many Paleoindian archaeological sites have been identified along the Nottoway River in
Sussex County, Virginia. This reach of the river meanders northeastward for 18 miles (29 km),
crossing through the Fall Zone (Figure l). The bed of the Nottoway is covered with quartzite and

quartz cobbles which were used extensively by earþ inhabitants of the area as a source of lithic
material for stone tools @glotr 1989).

Cactus IIll Archaeological Site
(4SX2O2)is located on a terrace east

of the Nottoway River about 5 miles
(8 km), northeast of the town of Stony
Creeh Sussex County, Virgnia (Figure
2). The site has yielded abundant
Paleoindian cultural material, including
project tile points, ubiquitous debitage,
fire-cracked rocks, and a virtually
complete, stratified archaeological
sequence dated by radiocarbon from
charred wood to at least 11,000 and
possibly 15,000 years before present
(8.P.) (McAvoy, this volume). Cactus

Hill is one ofthe earliest sites of human

occupation identified on the east

coast of the United States.

0 l0 20 30 N 50 kilometers

Figure 1. Map showing location of Cactus
Hill archaeological site.

Sand and gravel was mined at
Cactuslüll. Prior to 1995, this mining
had produced a pit measuring
approximately 600 by 250 feet (180m
by 75m) and up to 13 feet (4m) deep.
Most ofthe artifacts from the mined land

ææ
l¡g:æ-J
0 l0 20 30 miles Virginia

have been lost. Some areas ofhigh artifact densþ have been looted, resulting in extensive
disturbance ofthe upper 3 feet (lm) of sediment over much of the southern half of the site.

The exposed stratigraphic sequence at Cactus Hill site is comprised of three units: an older
clay unit, an interbedded sand and gravel, and a surficial, stratified, artifact-bearing medium sand

which overlies the first two. The sand and gravel is fluvial in origin and inset against the clay unit.
The zurficial sand is a dune deposit which mantles the paleotopography of the underþing units. The
dune sand, which is absent to the north and east of Cactus Hill, probably deflated from the sand and
gravel unit to the northwest.
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METHODS

A combination of topographic sunreying, hand augering, vibracoring, üd textural and
mineralogical laboratory analyses were used to determine the distribution and origin ofthe surficial
sand.

Sediment samples were obtained by hand auger and vibracore and from pit banks and road
cuts. These samples were analyzed for grain size, sorting, roundness, and mineralogy in the
laboratory to detemine the variation in the sediments across the site. Samples taken at depth were
analyzed iñ order to locate the contact between the dune sand and the underlying sand and gravel and
clay units. The soil profiles of the sand unit and clay unit were also examined. The topography of
Cactus Hill and the locations of borings \ilere surveyed with a theodolite.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC SETTING

The Nottoway River flows northeastward through the Fall Zone, from the upper Coastal
PlainÆiedmont into the middle Coastal Plain. In the middle Coastal Plain, the river flows through
a terraced landscape @þre 2). The elevation of the river at low flow near Cactus Hill is

approximately 45 feet (13.6m) above sea level. A discontinuous, low floodplain exists on the inside
of meanders and locally along straight reaches ofthe river. The first major terrace above the river,
on which the lower part ofthe Cactus lüll site is located, exhibits ridge and swale topography (Figure
3). The rectilinear ridges and swales trend east-west and have a relief of about 5 feet (1.5m). The
elevation of the swales on this terrace ranges from 55 to 60 feet (16.7-18.2) above sea level. The
terrace upon which Cactus Hill is located is correlated with the Grafton Plain and is bounded on the
south by the Lee Hall Scarp and the Nottoway River valley on the north. A succession of terraces
with tread elevations of about 75 feet (22.7) and 100 feet (30m) above sea level lie above the Lee
Hall Scarp.

(north)
A'

(south)

Lee Hall Scarp

Cacns Híll

70
Ridge and sx,ale topography

60
Nottoway River

50

500 1,000 1,500 meten

0 1,000 2,000 3,000 4,000 5,000 feet

Figure 3. Topographic cross-section along line A-A' showing the Nottoway
River, ridges and swales on the first major terrace, and the Lee Hall scarp.
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Topographicall¡ the Cactus Hill site exhibits different morphological characteristics from
west to east (Figure a). The western part of Cactus Hill (C-C') is asymmetric; the ridge slopes gently
to the north and more steeply tothe south. The central pan ofthe ridge is nearly symmetrical, sloping
to the north and south at about l' (B-B'). At the eastern end of the site, a buried north-facing scarp
emerges from under the surñcial sand that masks it to the west.
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Figure 4. Topographic map of Cactus Hill showing the area of sand and
gravel mining. Contour interval I foot. Points represent surveyed points.

GEOLOGIC SETTING

Much ofthe lithic material found on the Cactus Hill site came from the bed of the Nottoway
River and was used by early inhabitants of the area for the manufacture of tools and weapons. The
source ofcobbles and small boulders on the river bed and in the banks is the Piedmont rocks to the
west and the thin discontinuous gravelly beds at the base ofthe upper Coastal Plain exposed in the
Fall Zone. The Piedmont rocks of the Nottoway drainage basin include granites, slates, þanitic
quartzites, abundant quartz veinq and a variety of mafic to felsic igneous and metamorphic rocks.
The weathered mantle on the Piedmont contains abundant quartz clasts, which over time become
introduced into the Nottoway drainage system.
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The sediments ofthe upper middle Coastal Plain contain coarse clasts derived not only from
the Piedmont but also from the mountains to the west of the Piedmont. Principal among these clasts
are the quartzites of the west flank of the Blue Ridge and adjacent Valley and Ridge. The present
drainage basin of the Nottoway does not extend to the Blue Ridge or Valley and Ridge, however.
These quartzites were initially eroded from the ancestral Appalachian Mountains, and have been
moved eastward during repeated cycles of transportation throughout the Mesozoic and Cenozoic.

The bed of the Nottoway River is mantled with pebbly, cobbly, and sandy alluvium. The
base ofthe alluvium rests on coarse sediments of the Cretaceous Potomac Group (Weems et al., in
preparation). The Nottoway channel walls are cut into early and middle Pleistocene formations,
including the Windsor, Charles City, and Chuckatuck, and the Pliocene Yorkfown Formation.

STRATIGRAPIIY

Three stratigraphic units are recognized on the Cactus Hill site: an older basal clay unit ìilith
a probable paleosol, a fluvial sand and gravel, and a surficial aeolian sand (Figure 5).

The basal clay unit in exposure is typically a mottled light grey (N7) and dark yellowish
orange (l0YR6/6), compact silty clay containing scattered sand grains. The sand grains are rounded
and range in size from fine to coarse. This unit, tentatively assigned to the Chuckatuck Formation,
coarsens downward into a light gray clayey, silty fine sand. The paleosol developed on the clay is
similar to the modern Altavista-Augusta soils (tlodges, persersonal communication).

The fluvial unit is typically a moderate yellowish-brown (10YR5/4), very poorly sorted,
pebbly coarse sand. The sand grains are mostly angular, whereas the pebbles and scattered cobbles
are well-rounded. Mneralogically, the unit is at least 95 percent quartz and less than 5 percent
feldspar with a trace of heavy minerals. The fluvial unit is inset against the clay unit.

The zurficial sand mantles only part ofthe Cactus Hill site and contains the stratified sequence
of archaeological artifacts. The surficial sand covers a parl of the fluvial unit, thickens southeast-
ward to where it laps onto the clay unit, and then thins southeastward and eastward across the clay
unit. The surficial sand is typically a moderate yellowish-brown (10YR5/4), moderately sorted,
zubrounded medium sand. It is sin,ilar in composition to the gravelly sand and is composed of about
94 percent quartz,S percent feldspar, and I percent healy minerals and lithic fragments, including
numerous mica flakes.

RESULTS

Auger samples show that the stratigraphic sequence in the central and northern parts of the
Cach¡s Íüll site consists of a surficial sand underlain by only the fluvial sand and gravel unit (Figure
6). kt the westem part of Cactus lfill, the surficial sand overlies the sand and gravel unit on the gentle
north slope and the clay unit on the steeper south slope (Figure 6).
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Figure 5. Schernatic diagra¡n of the Cactus Hill area showing the sûatigraphy and physiography of
the site.
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Auger sampling also shows that the topography of the central part of Cactus Hill
approximates the contact between the surficial sand and fluvial sand and gravel unit. The sand unit
here is about 4fu. (1.2m) thich although it thins to only 1.7 feet (0.5m) at the northwestern end of
section B-8.

The surficial sand decreases in grain size from medium sand on the northern slope and crest
of Cactus Hill to clayey medium to fine sand on the southern slope. Sorting of the surficial sand is
greatest, well to moderately well sorted, at the crest of Cactus Hill and is generally moderate
elsewhere on the northern slope. No obvious variations in surficial sand grain roundness were
observed in the north-south transects across the site; the grains were generally subrounded to
subangular. Initial field inspection suggested that grain roundness may increase eastward, but this
has not yet been established by a thorough microscopic analysis.

The distribution and morpholory ofthe zurficial sand unit, its medium and fine grain size, and
well to moderatd sorted nature indicate that the unit is aeolian. The source area of the aeolian sand

was the nearby fluvial sand and gravel unit to the northwest. The fining ofthe medium sand to the
south and east supports the aeolian mode of deposition and a source area to the northwest. The
mineralogical similarity ofthe fluvial sand and gravel unit and the surficial sand unit, both ofwhich
consist of about 95 percent quartz and4 to 5 percent feldspaq also supports the fluvial sand and
gravel source area. The generally moderate sorting and subrounded to subangular grains are not
typical of aeolian dunes whose sediments have been transported long distances. In this case,

however, the source area was nearby Because the grains were not transported a great distance, the
resulting accumulation of sediment is neither as well sorted nor as well rounded as it would have been
otherwise.

The sand above the paleosol and fluvial sand and gravel unit but below the stratified
archaeological sequence has similar textural and mineralogical properties to the sand containing the
sequence. The entire surficial sand unit, including the stratified archaeological sequence and its
underlying aeolian sands, was probably deposited during the same extended period of aeolian
deposition. This indicates that aeolian deposition must have begun before 15,070 years 8.P., the date

obtained for the base ofthe archaeological sequence by McAvoy (this volume). No dates have been

obtained for the sand sequence below the archaeological sequence because significant amounts of
organic material have not yet been recovered. Assuming that the rate of aeolian deposition of the
sand below the sequence was comparable to that of the artifact-bearing sand, aeolian deposition may
have begun 25,000 to 30,000 years B.P.

Parts of the Cactus Hill site have been carefully excavated and studied by loseph McAvoy.
Dates for horizons in the surficial sand were initially determined by cultural material and later con-
firmed by radiocarbon dates on carbonized wood. Based on these dates, accretion rates were
variable but generally decreased from as much as 1.8 inches (a 6cm) per 100 years in the time interval
to 8,900 to 9,100 years B.P. to less than 0.4 inches (l.Ocm) per 100 years between 6,000 years B.P.
to present (Figure 7 and Table l).
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Table 1. Average accretionary rates of sand at Cactus Hill.
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(8.P.)

Average accretion rate
(per 100 years)

Number of samples
used in average

6,500-7,000
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8,300-9,100
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The variable accretion rates ofsand probably reflect several different natural and anthropo-
genic causes. Among potential variables affecting the accretion rate are the availability of sand,
prevailing climatic conditions, intensity of local winds, the vegetative cover, frequency of fire, and
intensity of human activity on the site.

Because the sandy fluvial deposits, exposed north of the buried scarp, were available for
deflationthroughout the period of aeolian accretion, the supply of sand for aeolian transport would
have been constant or diminished somewhat as sand was selectively removed leaving a lag of material
too coarse to be moved by the wind. With the onset of glaciation, during the late Wisconsinan both
climatic and vegetative changes occurred. Although it is impossible to prove that these conditions
initiated aeolian deposition at Cactus lilll, the estimated timing (25,000 - 30,000 years B.P.) coincides
with the probable onset of aeolian deposition.

Stronger, drier winds flowing southward offcontinental glaciers in the Midwest and New
England during Wisconsinan Glaciation probably caused higher rates of aeolian deposition than
during the post-glacial period. These rates probably decreased with the retreat of glaciers and
establishment of extensive deciduous cover. Natural and man-made fires and intensive human
occupation of the site would have reduced or removed surface cover, allowing for the deflation of
ba¡ren sand. Such a rernoval of surface cover may have contributed to the high sand accretion rates
noted from about 8,900 to 9,100 years B.P.

Human occupation began approximately halfway through the accretion of aeolian sand at
Cactus lilll. Although human occupation of the Cactus Hill site may have increased the rate of sand
accretion, this occupation could not have initiated aeolian deposition.

GEOLOGIC RECONS TRUCTION

Before the onset of aeolian activity, the landscape at Cactus ÍIill consisted of a low, east-west
trending scarp separating an upland to the south underlain by clayey sand (Figure 8,b) and a lower
area to the north underlain by sandy fluvial deposits of the younger Chuckatuck Formation (Figure
8,d). Long before 15,000 years 8.P., and possibly 25,000 to 30,000 years 8.P., aeolian activity
began. The fluvial sand and gravel blanket was deflated and.medium and fine sands were blown
southward and accreted along the northern edge ofthe scarp (Figure 8, e). As deflation of the fluvial
sediments continued, the aeolian sand eventually overtopped the scarp, capping the clay near the
scarp with aeolian sand @gure 8, f). Thereafter, the earliest human inhabitants migrated to the are4
occupied the locally high sand veneered areas, and utilized the lithic resources found on the bed of
the nearby Nottoway River.
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The main part of the Cactus Hill site v/as, even at the time of earliest occupancy, a
well-drained area. By contrast, the linear trough to the south, underlain by clayey soils, was poorly
drained and wetter. This trough was apparently also less inhabited because few a¡tifacts have been
found there. Since the time of earliest inhabitation, the Nottoway River has eroded and deepened its
channel. Ifthe bed ofthe riverwas higherthen than it is today, theNottoway could have occasionally
flooded the area to the north of Cactus Hill and would have produced a higher water table, making
the swale areas around Cactus Hill even more poorþ drained than they are today. The occupation
of Cactus Éfll was centered on the well drained area underlain by interbedded sands and gravels and
aeolian sands.

CONCLUSIONS

The topography, distributiorl texturg and relationship ofthe surficial sand to underþing units
indicate that this sand is aeolian. The topography at Cactus Hill site from north to south is
asymmetrical with the northern slope being gentler than the southern slope. The surficial sand is
medium grained and finer, decreases in grain size to the south and east, and is generally well to
moderately sorted. Typical aeolian sorting and grain rounding are not present in the surficial sand
because the sediment was transported only a few hundred feet from fluvial deposits to the north. The
sand was deposited across a fluvial surface, accreted against a north-facing paleoscarp, and spilled
onto the edge ofthe adjacent upland.

Sand accretion rates varied, decreasing from over 1.8 inches (4.6cm) per 100 years about
9,000 years B.P. to under 0.4 inches (l.Ocm) per 100 years at present. These rates may have been
strongly influenced by earþ Holocene climatic and vegetative conditions and later by human
occupation.

FUTURE WORK

In the forthcoming year, the pre-cultural surficial sand will be carefully searched for dateable
organic material in order to establish a date for the onset of aeolian activity at Cactus Hill. Careful
geomorphic and stratigraphic sn¡dies ofthe Nottoway channel and area to the west and south would
likely help resolve some ofthe chronologic problems and paleonenvironmental issues.
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Uncontaminated Charcoal: Significant Dates and Environmental Reconstruction from the Cactus Hill
Site, Nottoway River, Virginia

Lucinda McWeeney, Curatorial Affiliate, Peabody Museum, Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut 06520

Abstract

Radioca¡bon dates on charcoal found in the Paleoindian level at the Cactus Hill site initially were younger
than expected for that cultural period. Before dating additional samples, the charcoal was analyzed and
identified. Whiæ pine, which does not grow in the coastal zone today, was identified among the charcoal
samples from a level beneath a fluæd point level and AMS dated to 15,070 t70 B. P. Southern hard pine
associated with the fluted point component was isolated from incompleæly carbonized hickory and was AMS
daæd at lO,92O+250 B. P. It is critcal to identify what is submitæd for dating for two reasons: First, to nssure
the sample in not conüaminaæd; second, to know what was growing in the environment at the time period. The
presenc€ of white pine followed 4,000 years later by southern hard pine provides critical documentation for a
small portion of the late -Pleistocene environment in southeastern Virginia during initial settlement by humans.



Introduction

V/orking on (he Cactus Hill project has been

and continues to be an exciting prospect based on
the great age and the number of components
associated with the æchaeological components.
When I was first contacted by Joe McAvoy to

identify some of the charcoal from the Cactus Hill
excavations he expressed dissatisfacton with some
of the radiocarbon dates associated with the fluæd
point component. As an archaeobotânist and
paleoecologist, I wanted the opportunity to detect

any potential contamination problems with the

charcoal sample before it was sent off for dating.

The presorting of the sample resulted in a 15,050 t
B. P. uncalibrated date on white pine charcoal and

L0,920x. B. P. on southern hard pine. The new

dates opened up the possibility of a pre-Clovis,
blade manufacturing occupation and provided an

appropriate date for the fluted point componenl In
this paper I want to stress 2 things: 1) the value of
presorting your carbon samples prior to dating and

2) how you can use the identified charcoal to
reconstruct the local environment before it is sent

to the radiocarbon lab and disappears into carbon

atoms. Then, the identified charcoal and
radiocarbon dates will allow you to make
environmental inærpretations at the spatial and

æmporal scale appropriate for archaeology. This
paper will focus on the late-Pleistocene charcoal
and related environmental reconstruction for
Cactus HiU. A potential scenario for the Holocene
will be included as well. The appendix conlains
the actual feature designations and sample
identifications.

Charcoal from daæd archaeological contexts
is critical for establishing a link between people

and'their environment. The archaeobotanist's goal
is to document what was available for human
consumption and to assess how settlement patterns

may have been related to plant resources during
different archaeological periods. Plant remains
associated with human activities such as cooking,
heating, and land clearing are necessary to provide
crucial information for inærpreting prehistoric
lifeways. An association with artifacts such as fire
cracked rocks, lithic debris, calcined bone, or
ceramic fragments documents the cultural context
needed for research.

Methods

Charcoal identification is made using a

synoptic collection of wood and charcoal

specimens, reference slides, and photomicrographs
(Barefoot and Hankins 1982; Core, Côté, and Day
1981; Panshin and de Zeeuv 1980; Pearsall 1989;

Schweingruber 1978, 1990). The charcoal samples

may be weighed and/or counted for quantification
purposes (Popper 1988). However, time and

budgets frequently determine the amount of
material identified from each sample.

More than one microscope is necessary for
identifying charcoal. I use a Zeiss binocular
microscope with magnification between 7 and 50X
for the initial orientation of wood charcoal as well
as examining the cross-secton. Fiber optic light
sources are used because they project stronger,
cooler light for viewing rhe plant specimens under
binocular microscopes. However, an incident light
microscope with magnification up to 400X is

needed for viewing the tangential and radial
sections of the cha¡coal.

When working with charcoal that is to be

radiocarbon dated, care must be taken not to
contaminate the pieces. Metal forceps and glass

petri dishes and slides are used to hold and mount
the fragments for examination. New razor blades

are used to section the charcoal. If the fragment
does not rest easily on the glass slide, sterile sand

can be used to support it in the appropriate view. A
small fragment of a difficult to identify specimen

may be mounted in plasticine, but these fragments
will not be part of the daæd sample. In most
cases, all of the specimens sent in the 21 samples

from Cactus Hill were identified. The results are

enumerated in the appendix to ttris paper.

Nomenclature (Table 1) follows Fernald (1970).

Discussion

The Cactus Hill Site is located along the

Nottoway River in the Coastal Plain Province of
southeastern Virginia. Today, the study area lies

along the northern edge of the Southeastern
Evergreen Forest Region bordering the deciduous
Oak-Hickory Forest (Braun 1950; Delcourt and

Delcourt 1987; McAvoy 1992).



The present day vegetation along the river,
wetland, and swamp reflects the diversity found in
the biome with white, red, and black oak, beech,
pignut hickory, and tulip poplar with some red
maple, sassafras, dogwood, and possibly black
gum trees; the conifers include long leaf and
shortleaf pines (Joseph McAvoy, personal

communication 1995). The site of the Paleoindian
through Archaic settlements at Cactus Hill is
located on well-drained sand, while the
sunounding area includes a variety of soil
conditions creating microhabitats.

Archaeologists have long relied on pollen
studies to provide interpretations of the prehistoric
vegetation patterns. However, pollen ofæn
produces a regional picture of the environment
(Carbone 1976; Crug 1969; Kneller and Peteet

1993; Watts 1979; Whitehead 1972,1981; and the
overview by Delcourt and Delcourt 1986). When
we combine the archaeologically recovered,
identified, and dated plant remains with the pollen
evidence we have a betfer opportunity to interpret
the local environment associated with the humans
who lived there.

West of the Appalachian mountains,
reseæchers report spruce, fir, larch, and early hard
wood pollen during the late-Pleisûocene. Conifer
and deciduous macrofossils such as white spruce,
walnuts, hickory nuts, acorns, hazelnuts, and
beechnuts were found in association with a 17,000
year old mastodon burial site in Tennessee
(Delcourt and Delcourt 1984:24). The Delcourts
surmise that cold glacial meltwater flowing south
in the Mississippi cooled the adjacent land, and
the warmer Gult Stream air produced fog and
subsequently a humid environmenl This scenario
appæently provided the necessary conditions for a
full glacial refugium for mesic temperate flora
(Delcourt and Delcourt 1984:.24). The significance
for this paper is the suggestion that similar
refugium may have existed along "other major
river systems of the southeast," (Delcourt and
Delcourt 1984:24).

Pollen (Table 2) was recovered from
Saltville Valley, Virginia, in the Ridge and Valley
Province at 1722' elevation (Delcourt and Delcourt
1986). Based on the pollen, jack pine, aspen, hee
birch, and oak grew there over 15,000 years ago
along with maple, beech, hickory, elm, and cherry
(Delcourt and Delcourt 1986). The Delcourts
(1986) interpreted that red spruce, balsam fir, and

larch grew in the bottomlands, while open areas
contained shrubs, grasses, and sedges typical of a
boreal community (Table 2). However, there is no
mention of whiæ pine which was found along the
Nottoway River, suggesting southeasærn Virginia
may have been a glacial refugium for that species,
and a migration lag may be indicaæd.

Looking north up the Ridge and Valley,
cores from Brown's Pond cont¿ined pollen (Table

3) from the haploxylon and diploxylon pines
17,000 ago. Macrofossils from a 2 needle pine
suggest jack, red , pungent, virginia, or shortleaf
pine may have grown locally. Spruce and small
amounts of fr, oak, birch, and alder pollen were
also reported. Still no mention of white pine;
however, oak was there.

This is a good place to argue for exænding
our perceptions beyond general overviews of the
environment. For inslance, archaeologists have
been interpreting the environment based on the
major pollen contributors. However, this has

obscured the broader picture that can be derived by
looking at the low pollen confibutors such as

larch, fir, maple, hickory, and all of the insect
pollinated species as well. You may be surprised
to learn that during the Oak/Hickory zone, hickory
pollen remained below 57o.

Today, whiæ pine grows in the Appalachian
Mount¿ins (Burns and Honkala 1990), and it is not
a native in coastal forests. Clearly, the charcoal
from Cactus Hill, AMS daæd to 15,070 B. P.,
confirms t¡at white pine was along the Nottoway
River drainage during the late Pleistocene period
possibly favoring more ameliorated sites than the
jack or red pines reported elsewhere. According to
Fernald (1970), jack pine prefers barren, sandy, or
rocky soil, but white pine grows on a variety of soil
types and can survive in wetlands and on dry
ridges. Whiæ pine colonizes open fields and
swamps within its range. It extends into regions
where the average January temperature reaches

-ó'C, and at its northem extent grows close to the
boundary for northern red oak, red maple, and
black ash. Based on the conifer and temperate
deciduous pollen spectra from Saltville Valley at
1722' and Brown's Pond at 2A3O', and the local
occurrence of white pine, there is every re¿¡son to
believe that 15,000 years ago, if humans were
living at Cactus Hill, it is conceivable that they
had beechnuß, hickory nuts, acorns, fruits such as

chenies and raspberries, other seeds, plus tree and



shrub proclucts such as bark and rooß available fbr
human and animal consumption. Comparing this
scenario wittr that dominated by the conil-er
traditionally emphasized from the pollen spectra, it
appears that soulhern Virginia, and Cactus Hill in
particular, provided a very hospitable environment.

Based on some of the regional pollen
evidence, the oak charcoal and charred hickory
nutshells being recovered from the st¡at¿ 12 inches
below lhe fluted point levels may not be the result
of bioturbation. Considering that the white pine
dares ro 15,000 B. P., ir would be worrhwhile ro

AMS date some of these allegedly aberrant
specimens to gain a better understanding of the
local prehistoric environment ând site taphonomy.

Other charcoal samples from the "Clovis"
area included material t'rom several diftèrent units.
Southern hard pine and hickory came fiom a hearttr
in Square ll9,level5. The hickory was not
completely carbonized; it was removed fiom the
sample prior to dating so it would not contaminate
the process. Then, the southern hard pine was
AMS dated to 10,920t B. P. This date was more
appropriate for the fluted point level and relates
well with the influx of southern hard pines
presented in the regional pollen spectra.

Southern hard pine includes several species.
Those which have distribution in Virginia today
include loblolly, shortleaf, and Virginia pine. (The

following modern growth ranges and conditions are
from Burns and Honkala 1990). Loblolly pine
grows along the Atlantic coastal plain and extends
into the Piedmont region. It is scarce in the coarse
sands in the coastal plain, but will grow in the
uplands and along flood plains and river terraces in
the Coast¿l Uplands. It prefers humid, warm,
temperate climate with long, hot summers and
mild winters. The growth range for Virginia pine is
more restricted, and could possibly grow near the

Cactus Hill a¡ea today. Based on late-Pleistocene
range patterns, Virginia pine could have been at
the site during the late Pleistocene.

Shortleaf pine prefers humid conditions, and
average annual temperatures range fiom 48oF to
70'F. Some of the best growing conditions æe

found on flood plains with deep, well-drained soils
of fine sandy loam. However, shortleaf pine is
quickly replaced by competing hardwoods.
Common, modern associates of the short leaf pine
include scarlet oak, southern red oak, blackgum,

sweetgum, pignut hickories, winged elm,
sourwood, red maple, water oak, willow, American
beech, and Carolina ash. The understory trees and
shrubs may include mountain laurel, llowering
dogwood, redbud, persimmon, and eastern red
ceda¡. This community may be indicative of the
potential vegetation and succession occurring at
Cactus Hill during the late Pleistocene and early
Holocene.

In terms of succession, soutleastern Virginia
may have been a focal point of rapid vegetation
changes east of the Appalachians during the late
Pleistocene. By 13,0ü) B. P. more northerly sites,
albeit west of the Appalachians, contained
admixtures of pollen and macrofbssils tiom spruce,
fir, and larch, along with oak, ash, elm, hazel,
maple, and hickory. A 13,0û0 year old bone bed

from cenûal Indiana contained mastodon, ca¡ibou,
and giant beaver remains, along with the eclectic
mix of pollen (Whitehead et al.. 1982). Similar
pollen assemblages have been found in lllinois
(Gruger 1972, cited in Whitehead et al. 1982),
Ohio (Shane 1980; 1987) and northern Indiana
(Bailey 1972, ciæd in Whitehead et al 1982) by
13,000 B. P. However, at this time an arctic-like
tundra environment persisæd in southern New
England (McWeeney 1994), on the Allegheny
Plateau in West Virginia and in Pennsylvania
(Watts 1979), as well as at higher elevations in
the Blue Ridge and Appalachian Mountains
(Delcourt and Delcourt 1981), However, based on
the white pine growing along the Nottoway River,
and the record for úemperate pollen in the Ridge
and Valley Province, the Delcourt's (1986)
suggestion that a pine-spruce taiga exisled along
the Atlantic Coastal Plain may need to be

reclassified to a conifer /ha¡dwood forest.
Certainly by 12,000 B. P., when a warming period
saw the migration of white pine into Connecticut
(McWeeney 1994), there should be no difficulty
accepting a mesic temperate forest at Cactus Hill.

The white pine may have migrated westward
as climate changed and been replaced by southern
hard pine by the time the fluted point users
("Clovis") occupied the Cactus Hill Site. Southern
hard pine charcoal was identified tiom the 10,920t
B. P. hearth found in level 5 from area B square -
1/9, N10W7. Southern hard pines found in Virginia
include Loblolly pine (Pinus neda,), shortleaf pine
(Pinus echinan), or Virginia pne (Pinus
virginiana). (The following growth range and
conditions are from Burns and Honkala 1990).



The growth range for loblolly pine extends
from southern New Jersey to cenüal Florida along
the Atlantic coastal plain into the Piedmont. It is
scarce in fhe coarse sands in the coastal plain, but
will grow in the uplands and along tlood plains and
river teraces in the Coastal Uplands. Loblolly
pine pref'ers a humid, warm, temperate climate
with long, hot summers and mild winters.

Shortleaf pine grows from southeastern New
York to northern Florida and west into Texas. It
prefers humid conditions but tolerates a variety of
conditions. The average annual temperature
ranges from 48"F to 70"F. Some of the best
growing conditions are found on flood plains with
deep, well-drained soils of fine sandy loam.
Shortleaf pine is replaced by competing species
such as ha¡dwoods. Common associates of short
leaf pine include oaks, hickories, sweet and black
gum, elm, maple, beech, and ash. The understory
trees and shrubs may include mountain laurel,
flowering dogwood, redbud, persimmon, and
eastern red cedar (Table 2).

The growth range for Virginia pine is much
smaller than shortleaf pine, extending inûo New
Jersey, southern Pennsylvania, and south into
northern Georgia, Mississippi, and Alabama. It
may grow near the Cactus Hill area in southeastern
Virginia. The modern proximity suggests that
Virginia pine could have been at the site during
the late Pleistocene considering the range
extension already identified for the whiæ pine.

The other charcoal from the "Clovis" area
included material tìom several ditÏerent units.
Southern hard pine, and an indistinguishable
conifer and hickory came from square 1/9, level 5
The hickory u/as not completely carbonized and
was interpreted to be a contaminant.

Holocene

The remaining charcoal samples all came
from Holocene period occupations. Oak and
hickory pollen along with other deciduous tree
pollen unquestionably increased during the
Holocene period and tle preference for these
woods is echoed in the charcoal assemblage.
Several specimens daæd benveen 8,800 and 9,800
yrs B. P. Oak was identified in a mixed sample
from area B, Square 1i9, which collectively daæd
tÐ 9,790 yrs B. P. Oak and hickory were found in

square 219. Area D had a similar assemblage of
oak and hickory with ttre addition of conifer wood,
some of which was identified as southern ha¡d
pine. Identfication of the samples (5-98) dating
approximately between 8,üÐ and 6,000 yrs B. P.,
indicates that oak and hickory were prime sources
lbr fuel during the Middle Archaic period. Oak and
hickory continued to be the choice for t'uel into the
Laæ Archaic. Common, modern associates of the
possible white oak group trees found in Virginia
æe lisæd in Table 3. The variety of trees and
shrubs found with oaks today indicaæs that a
diverse assemblage of plants, and the animals they
attracted could have been available to prehistoric
inhabitants at Cactus Hill.

Hunting

Reconstruction of the plant environment also
lends itself to hypothesizing about the faunal
community. For this paper, I will focus on the
ungulates long thought to be Paleoindian prey, the
caribou (Rangifer ørandus).In particulæ, there has

been a predilection to see the eastern fluted point
users as caribou hunters (Funk et al. l97o; Johnson
1996). According to Spiess (1979), the woodland
caribou lived in the northern Maine conifer
hardwood forest up until the early 1900s. A mature
spruce-fir forest with beech, maple, and rare oak
was the adopted habiøt for these animals. The
key word here is "mature," and this is based on the

caribou's lichen based diet (Edwards 1954). In
British Columbia "Tree moss" that grows on
spruce and fir branches, and rock lichens, which
are not found above the treeline, are the major
food resources for the mountain caribou (Edwards
1954). The environment in the unglaciaæd
southeast supported mature pine, spruce, larch, and
fir trees during the glacial maximum. However, as

temperatures ameliorated and the glacier receded,
rapid vegetation changes occurred on newly
exposed landscape with major migratory shifts
throughout the easl A vast tundra-like region
emerging in southern New England by 15,000 B. P.
(McWeeney 1994) may have drawn the migrating
caribou northwa¡d. As the spruce, fir, whiæ pine,

and larch migraæd northward tiom the southeast
(Davis 1978; Kneller and Peteet 1993), admixtures
of oak, hornbeam, ash, elm, beech, and maple also
colonized the landscape reaching southern New
England by 12,000 B. P. Imagine the shifting
vegetation pushing the caribou and other cold
adapted fauna further north in latitude as they



'depleted their spatially limited, favored habitats at
higher elevations.

If spruce and fir persisted in the mountains
at Saltville Valley a¡ound 15,000 B. P., we can

only ponder how long the lichens and other critical
food sources survived intense predation by relict
herds of caribou. According to Lindsay (1973:10'l)
trampling and eating lichen destroys the plants and
"ðan totally transform the nature of the vegetation
in a very short time." It may t¿ke more than a
decade for regeneration; recovery can take over 30
years in Anta¡ctica (Lindsay 1973). In the

southeastem United States, where temperatures
were warming and vegetation zones were shitting,
the open ground once covered by lichens and
herbaceous plants would have been replaced by
meadows, shrubs, and trees. High canopy
deciduous trees would have replaced shade
intolerant conifers. It becomes clear that the major
caribou population would have been forced to
move northward where their preferred vegetation
was expanding in the wake of the glacier. It may
have been during these major environmental shifts
that some of the Rangifera tuffandus survived by
adapting to forests, becoming the woodland
caribou population that lived in Maine up until 100
years ago.

If humans were here, caribou hunting may
have been possible in the Appalachian mount¿ins
around 15,000 B. P. By 12,000 years ago, a few
small, relict groups of caribou migrating through
the Appalachian Mountains and along the Ridge
and Valley Province may be all that survived in
the south. There are only three late Pleistocene
caribou bone sites in Virginia, and those are
located in the mounøins (Lundelius et al. 1983).

Many other mammals, now extinct or no
longer natve to Virginia, populated the Southeast
during the late Pleistocene. At the salt springs in
Saltville Valley, ground sloths, mastodon,
mammoth, musk-ox, elk or moose, and bison bones
were discovered along with the caribou (Lundelius
et al. 1983). Dates on individual taxa would
clearly help to refine when various environmental
transitions occurred to support the different animals
(or the aüraction of the salt seeps may have
overridden vegetation zones). Undated bison
remains also have been discovered in three
Coastal Zone sites and occasionally off-shore on
the Continent¿l Shelf (Lundelius et al. 1983).
Itrhen the environment deterioraæd 11,000 years

ago, during the Younger Dryas episode, any relict
caribou herds in the Appalachian Mountains could
have migrated to lower elevations as seasonal
extremes, higher snow packs, and lowered
snowlines prevailed fbr 1,fr)0 years. A similar
scenario has been demonstraled for late

Pleistocene Rangifera assemblages in the
southwestern European mounüains, where
archaeological deposits indicated that animals
migrated vertically between winter and summer
t-eeding grounds (Delpech 1983 and Altuna and

Mariezkurrena 1993 as cited in Strauss 1996: 9l).
As the caribou herds migrated north, the

mountainous regions may have been their only
refuge while the environment ameliorated in the
lowlands. It is likely that whiæ-tailed deer and elk
filled the gap left by the caribou in the southeast,
but that scenario awaits paleontological and

archaeological verification.

Conclusion

The charcoal identitìcation has proved to be

valuable beyond providing evidence for the
presence of certain plants in the prehistoric
environment. We can also learn something about
human patterns such as the inhabitants at Cactus
Hill had a sûong preference for oak, hickory, and
pine for fuel.

One of the most signitìcant results from the

charcoal analysis came from the presorting of the

material to be AMS dated from the "Clovis level."
I was able to determine that many fragments of
charcoal had not been completely carbonized,
suggesting they may have been modern
contaminants. When the hearth charcoal found in
"Clovis level 5" was redated using completely
carbonized southern hard pine specimens, ttre date
came back about 1,000 years older than the tirst
daæ changing from 9,790 to 10,920 B. P. In a
similar examination from Area B Square 219, the
compleæly carbonized fragment of whiæ pine was
AMS daæd to over 15,000 years old.

Based on this environmental reconstruction
for southeastern Virginia during the laæ
Pleistocene, it is unlikely that herds of woodland
caribou were living near to the Cactus Hill siæ
when the first settlers arrived there. It is more
likely that the att¡action to the site was the

ameliorated environment¿l surroundings along the
river and a mosaic of plant and animal resources.



Table 1. in text

rock lichens
tree moss
spruce

hemlock
Virsinia pine
loblollv leaf
shortleaf pine
iack oine

larch/tamarisk
eastern red cedar

balsam fir
CONTTER

winsed elm

elm
basswood

sassafras

honev locust
willow oak

black oak, water oak

southern red oak

scarlet oak
white oak

cherry

asDen

balsam poolar
sourwood
black eum

southern masnolia
tulio (vellow) noolar

sweetsum

mountain laurel
sreen ash

black ash

Carolina ash

American ash

American beech

oersimmon

hawthorn
hickorv

pisnut hickory
birch. ftee

birch. shrub tvoe
susar maole

red manle

DECIDUOUSTREES

strined maole

Cladonia soo

Alectoria sdrmentosa
Picea soo.

Tsusa canadensiß

Pinus virpiniana
Pinus taeda

Pinus echinata

Pinus banksinna

Larix laricina
Junioerous virpiniana
Abies balsamea

Ulmus al.ata

Uhnus soo.

Tilia americana

Sassafras albidum

Robinia pseudoacqcia
Ouercus ohellos
Ouercus nipra
Ouercus falcan
O.uercus coccinea

Ouercus alba

Prunus soo.

Populus temuloides
Pooulus balsamifera
Omdendrum orboreum

Nvssa svlvatica

Masnolia soo.

Lir io de ndr o n alio ife r a

L iq u idamb ar s tvr aciflu a

Kalmia latifolia
F raxinus oenns vlvanica

Fraxfuus nipra
Fraxinus caroliniana

LATIN NAMES

FrØrinus americanq

Fapus prqndifolia
Diosovos virpiniana
Crataepus sno.

Carya sDD.

Carva slabrq
Benla soo.

Betula plandulosa tyÛe

Acer sacchqrum

Acer rubrum
Acer oennsvlvanicum

UNDERSTORY

possumhaw vibumum
southern arrowwood
willow
mountain laurel
swamo nrivet
flowerins doswood

redbud

sugarberrv

American hornbeam

DawDaw

devil's walkinp stick

Vburnumnudum
Viburnum dentatum

S¿lrx sno.

Kalmia lntifolia
Forestiera acuminata

Cornus tlorida
Cercis canadensis

Celtß løevipata
Carpinus caroliniana
Asimina triloba
Arali"a soinosa

LATIN NAMES



Table 2. Vegetation reported for Saltville Valley

from Deloourt and Deloourt 19E6)

MacrofossilsDêciduous

Pollen

oak

birch

aspen

maple

beech

hickory

elm

cherry

oak

hornbeam

ash

maple

hickory

elm

willow

increasing

ConÍfer Pollen

pines : haploxylon (ack pine)

spruce

fir

larch

decreasing

pme

spruce

fir

>15,000

12,0(x)

Date

I



Table 3. Vegetation reported for Brown's Pond

10,9s0

ta 9,240

Zone

12,8t0

to

10,950

Zone

BR-2b

14,000

t0

12,810

Zone

BR-2a

17,345 ta

14,wo

Zone

BR-I

Date

Yrs BP

pine

spruce

fir

pme

spruce

fÍ

influx rates decrease

degradation of pollen

pme

spruce

fir

pines : haploxylon and

diploxylon

spruce (black and white)

fir

Conifer Pollen

alder

oak up la 2OVo

hornbeam l5Vo

hazel 6Vo

alder hornbeam

oak + 57o

Alder dominates

oak +2Vo

birch

oak

birch

alder

(speckled)

Deciduous

Pollen

sedge

Tubuliflorae

ferns

sedge

quillwort

lvater lily

Canadian burnet

Tubuliflorae

meadow rue

wormwood

quillwort

sedges

Other Pollen

only quillwort

decrease in #

spruce

fir

larch

alder

raspberry

st. Johnswort

violet

buckbean

sedges

lvater lily

2 needle pine=

jack, red,

pungent,

virginia, anrVor

shortleaf

spruce

fir

alder

buckbean

violet

pondweed

stonewort

quillwort spores

Macrofossils



Table 4. Modern short leaf

Kalmia latifolia

Liauidamb ar s tvr a ciflu a

Nvssa svlvaticø

Omdendron ørboreum

Pinus echinata

Ouercus coccinea

Ouercus fslcaø
Ouercus nipra
Salr¡spp.
Ulmus alan

Cercis canadensß

Cornus florida
Diosovrous virpininna
Juninerous virpinin

LATIN NAME
Acer rubrum
Carvø slnbra
Fapus prandifolia

Fraxinus caroliniana

UNDERSTORY
redbud
flowerins doswood

Derstmmon

eastern red cedar

mountain laurel

red maole

oisnut hickories
American beech

Carolina ash

sweetgum
blackeum

sourwood

short leaf oine

scarlet oak
southern red oak

water oak
willow
wineed elm

COMMONNAME



Table 5. White oak associated in

oossumhaw viburnum
southern arrowwood

willow
swamo orivet
susarberrv
DAWDaW

devil's walkins stick
doswood
American hornbeam

UNDERSTORY
eastern hemlock
white nine
shortleaf pine
loblollv oine

CONIFERS
sweetgum

yellow poplar
Dersrmmon

southern masnolia
susar maole

red maole

honeylocust
hickories
hawthorn
elm
cottonwood
blacksum
American ba^sswood

American beech

ash
Dost oak
water oak

white oak

ASSOCIATES

x
x

x
x

x

x
x

x

X

X

x
x

x

WATER OAK

x
x
x
x

X

x

x

x

x

x
x
X

x

x

WHITE OAK

x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x

x

x

X

x

x
x
x
x
x

SlryAMP
CHESTNUT
OAK

x

x

x

x
x lcedar elm)
x

x

wILLow
OAK



Hopefully, this presentation ha^s convinced
you of the value in examining your botanical
samples prior to sending lhem tbr radiocarbon
dating. Presorting and identification of plant

macrofossils can prevent mixing with modern
contaminants and provide more reliable
environmenlal documentation.
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REPORT ON THE CHARCOAL REMAINS FROM THE CACTUS HILL
srTE, NOTTOIYAY RTVER, VTRGTNTA

Prepared by Lucinda MclYeeney' Ph. D.
Archaeobotanist

June 1995

INTRODUCTION
Thirty-one sample packages of wood charcoal from the Cactus Hill Site, 445X202,werc

sent to be identified to genus and or species level of classification. Each package had a different

number of specimens ranging from I piece to over 100 fragments. The dates provided are all in
radiocarbon years before present (BP). The specimens came from :

Area B

Feature I
Silt bands

Hearth
Feature I

Sq. -ll9
Sq. 219

Sq. 219

Sq. -ll14

level5
level5
level6
level2-3

Test Excav.V 611992 level4

10,920+l-250 on hard pine

9, I 55+/-80 mixed sample

15,070+170 on white pine
4,980+!-170 from level w/ Shouldered Guilford
point
ca. 8600-8800 St. Albans-Nottoway Ft.

ca. 8,800 Ft. Nottoway
(Space adj. to Fea. l) ca. 8,800 Ft. Nottoway
ca. 6,500, Morrow Mt.II
8,800+/-120 Ft. Nottoway
Kirk stemmed level, hearth intrusive, 5,180+/-60

ca. 6,500, Monow Mt.II
LeCroy ca. 8,300

4,850+l-70 Halifax (?)

4,850+L70 Halifax (?)

4,070+l-80 Lt. Archaic
ca.8,000 Kirk Senated(?)
ca.8,000 Kirk Serrated

9,240+l -190; 9,1 40+ I -50 Decatur
ca. 9,1 00-9,500 Kirk-Palmer
ca. 9,100 Kirk comer notched
8,9 40+ I -60 Palmer-Ft. Nottoway(?)
ca. 9,000 Decatur

Area I)
Feature I Sq.NlE2 level3
Feature I Sq.NlE2 level3
Feature 4 Sq. N2El Ievel2
Feature 6 Sq. N2El level6
Feattre 4 Sq. N2E2 level3
Feature 2 Sq. N0E0 level2
General area Sq. N0E0 level4
Feafxe2/9 Sq. N5E4 level2
Feafiire9l2 Sq. N5E4 level3-8
Feature 8 Sq.N5E4 level3
Feature 16 Sq. N5E4 level 5
Feature 19 Sq. N5E4 level5
Feature22 Sq. N5E4 level T
Non-feature Sq.N5E4 level8 west
Feature 23 Sq. N5E4 level 8 north
Feafixe24 Sq. N5E4 level 8

Test Excav.H llll990 30" B.S.



In most cases, all of the specimens in the 3l samples from Cactus Hill were identified. It is
my understanding that the sample packages did not contain all of the charcoal from the unit. When
the number of specimens exceeded 12-14, the sample was randomly divided into quarters either by
weight or number. For example, Sample 5C had 138 fragments of charcoal and specimens ftom l/4
of the weight were identified. Sample 8, Feature 8 and Sample l1B, Feature I were poured over a *
grid and the northwest quadrangle was identified for each sample. Sample 22had22 ftagments,
initially 12 were identified, and all but one was the same taxa; I examined the remaining specimens
to look for any mixing.

Specimens that required detailed examination were mounted on plasticine. When the
identification wrrs complete the specimen was placed into gel capsules. DO NOT USE THE
SPECIMENS IN GEL CAPSULES FOR DATING PURPOSES.

I)efinitions

Early wood (E\Ð - part of the growth ring that grows during the spring.
Late wood (L\Ð - part of the growth ring that grows during the summer.
Resin canals (RC) - tubular, intercellular space, bearing resin in the sapwood; normally found in

pine, larcho and spruce in the Pinaceae.
Tracheids - fibrous lignified cell with bordered pits; long in conifers (up to 7 mm), shorter

in hardwoods (Angiosperms), usually not more than 1.5 mm.
Parenchyma - tissue consisting of short cells generally with simple pits; primarily for storage

and distribution of carbohydrates.
Ray - ribbon-shaped sfand of tissue extending in radial direction across the grain.
Ray tracheid (RT) - horizontal ray cells with bordered pits and devoid of living contents, for¡nd in

wood rays of some softwoods (conifers).
Dentate ray tracheid - ray tracheids with tooth-like projections on the interior walls of the cells;

diagnostic feature in the hard pines.
Ray parenchyma (RP) - parenchyma included in rays; form the rectangular or irregular area of

coÍrmon wall between a ray parenchyma cell and a longitudinal tracheid
(cross-field).

Pinoid pitting - aterm used for the smaller types of early wood cross-field pits foup{ in
several species of pine.

Cross-field - the coÍtmon wall area between an axial cell and a ray cell; this term is most
commonly applied to conifers.

Ray types - uniseriate ray - one ray cell wide multiseriate ray - more than one ray cell wide
wide ray - oak-type rays with > 13 ray cells.

Abbreviations Used in Text

cf-
poss.
prob.

woc -
ROG -

closely favors.
the identification is possibly that genus and/or species.
the identification is probably that genus or species, but not all of the structural
components were found due to the small size or deterioration.
white oak group, subgenus division
red oak group, subgenus division.



NCC -
mm-
cm-
('-
Þ
B.S.-
BP-

not completely carbonized.
millimeters.
centimeters.
gr¿rms.

below surface.
radiocarbon years before present.

RESULTS

The identification results are presented in tabular form and in numerical order by sample
number in Tables I and2.

Table 1. Cactus Hill Site, 44sx20z,Identification Results Area B, Squares 219,119,-119.

Date

15,070+/-70 BP

10,920+l-2508P
on hard pine

Comments

late-wood

NCC

deteriorated
NCC

carbon scatter hearth?

window-like cross-fields

deteriorated
NCC

Deteriorated
NCC

Clovis hearth

Carbon Sample Grid
Position/wood Type

Nl0W5 Level5

1 oak

N13Wl0 Level5

3 oak
I unknown

N9Wl0 Level T

cf hickory

N7W0 LevelT

unknown

Nl1Wl9 Level 6

3 white pine

N8W0 Level5

unknown

N4W0 Level5

unknown

N-10W7 Level5

Submittal #2, Clovis
Levels

Sample #/Square

I /2/9

2 /2/9

3 /2/9

4 l2/9

s /2/9

6 /2/9

7/t/9

8 / -t/9



l0 /2/9

9 /2/9

I / -l/9 (cont'd)

Submittal #2, Clovis
Levels

Sample #/Square

conifer
unknown

NI2WB Level6

I cf hickory
I cfoak
I unknown

N13W8 Level6

I hard pine
I unknown
1 conifer

Carbon Sample Grid
Position/wood Type

allNCC

anglospenn

Comments Date

Table l. Cactus llill Site, 44sXz0z,Identification Results Area B, Squares 219,119,-119.

Table 2. Cactus Hill Site, Identification Results Areas B and I), General Submittal.

0.4 e

3A Area I)

28 Area I)

2A Area B

1 Area B

Submittal #1,
Sample #
Site Area

I oak - WOG
I oak - ROG
3 cfoak
I cf hickory
2 hickory nut 2 hard pine
3 unknown

N5E4 Level S

Feature 23

3 oak
4 cfoak
3 conifer
2 unknown

N5E4 Level S Feature24

3 cfoak
3 cf hickory
2 unknown

219 Levelí
silt bands

I oak
I unknown

-l/9 Level5

Excavation Unit and

Level/Wood Type

deteriorated

Kirk Corner Notched

Palmer or FortNottoway

deteriorated
NCC, lignified

mixed sample of charcoal

Comments

8,940+/-60 BP

9,155+/-80 BP

9,790+/-2008P

Date



Tabte 2. Cactus llill Site, 44SX202r ldentification Results Areas B and I), General Submittal.
Date

ca. 9,100 to 9,500
BP

9,240+/-t90BP

ca 9,000 BP

8,800+/-120 BP

ca. 8,300 BP

ca. 8,000 BP

Comments

Kirk Corner Notched &
Palmer

lignified

Decatur & Palmer

2 WOG, INCC

Decatur

distorted
distorted

Fort Nottoway /St. Albans

FortNottoway

50% nutshell (J. McAvoy)
some of the oaks and

hickories could not be

ruled out by vessel pattern

Fort Nottoway

deteriorated

Fort Nottoway

LeCroy

Kirk Serrated

NCC

Excavation Unit and

Level/Wood Type

N5E4 west Level I general

afea
4 cfoak
7 hickory
N5E4 LevelT
Featve22
3 oak
I hickory
5 pine family
I hard pine
4 unknown

Test Esc. H
Level -30" BS

2 cf oak
2 cf hickory

0/22 Level4 6/20194

1 oak - WOG
NlE2 Level3
Feature I

3-4 oak
l-2 hickory
1 conifer

N2El Level6
Feature 6
Pit into level 7 (Hearth)
4 oak
5 hickory
5 unknown

NlE2 Level3
Adi. to Fea. I
6-8 oak - WOG

N0E0 Level4
3 oak - WOG
3 hickory
N5E4 Level5
Feature 19

8 oak - ROG
2 hickory
3 unknown

Submittal #1,
Sample #
Site Area

3B Area I)

4A Area I)

48 Area D 11/1990

5A Area B
Test Exc. V

5B Area I)

5C Area I)

138 frgs. quarter
sample by wt.

5D Area I)

6 Area I)

7A Area I)



Table 2. Cactus Hill Site, 44sr(202r Identification Results A.reas B and I), General Submittal.

1/4 (NW) quad
sampled

11 B Area I)

examined remaining

sampled 12 of 22

llA Area I)

l0 Area B
Salvage

<o.l g

9B Area I)

9A Area I)

Quarter sampled on
grid

I Area I)

<0.2 g

7C Area I)

<o.l g

78 Area D

Submittal #1,
Sample #
Site Area

IIoak-WOG
I poss. hickory nut frg.

N5E4 Level2
Feature 1

8 oak
2 unknown

ll oak
I unknown

N5E4 Level3-8
Feature 9

6 maybe oak

Exc.ttCtt

Level2-3
Feature I

4 oak - ROG
4 hickory

N2El Level2
Feature 4

6 oak - WOG

N0E0 Level2
Feaine2

12 oak - WOG

N5E4 Level3
Feature 8

6 oak
5 hickory
I unknown

N5E4 Level5
Feature 16

Hearth

2 cfoak
6 hickory nut

N2E2 Level3
Feature 4

Excavation Unit and
Level/Wood Type

Halifax (?)
Pit hearth

(J.McAvoy)

>200g. hickory nut

Halifax (?)
Pit hearth

deteriorated

96% hickory nut
(J.McAvoy)

Guilford (Shouldered)
hearth

Morrow Mt. II
hearth

Morrow Mt. II
hearth

Late Archaic
Stemmed

some NCC

Kirk serrated

Kirk Senated/
intrusive feature

Comments

4,850+/-70

4,850+/-70 BP

4,980+/-170 BP

ca. 6,500 BP

4,070+/-80

ca. 8,000 BP

ca.8,000 BP/
5,180+60 BP

Date
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UNIVERSITY
OF KENTUCKY Research and Graduate Studies

Program for Cultural Resource Assessment
101 American Building

Lexington, Kentubky 4050ó-0100
606-257-]944

June 28, 1994

¡*lr. .toEeph M. McAvoy

Notto$ray Rrver Survey
5861 white oak Road
Sandston, VÀ 23150

Dear Mr. McAvoy!

Encloeed are the regults of my analysJ-s of the plant eamples from the
Cactue HilI eite. I have Ldentifl-ed and quantified the nut and geed remaLns.
Unfortunately, the wood fragments were all quite emall. After eeveral
attempts, I decided that they were too small to make reliable identLfications.
f would aIEo note that the nut remains (aE is typical for moet nutshell from
archaeological eitee) are too fragrmentary for identification beyond the genus
level.

The plant food assemblage from the PaleotndianGþontexte at the Cactue
HilI sLte is quite similar to aggemblages from Early and Middle Archaic Eites
in the eaatern U.S. For a good syntheel,s of patterne of plant food use Ln the
Southeagtr you might want to refer to the arttcle by Richard Yarnell and Jean
Black in Soutåeastern ArchaeoTogy (aee reference below).

I have enclosed an tnvoice for my work and have put the samplee ln the
mail to you.

Sincerely,

(_

C. ¡4argaret Scarry, Ph.D.
Staf f Àrchaeologist/Archaeobotanist

YarneII, Richard 4., and M. Jean Black
1985 Temporal Trendg Indicated by a Survey of Archaic and Vloodland

Plant Food Remaing from SoutheaEtern North Àmerica. Southeastern
Archaeology 4 (2) :93-106.

l^"y"'*/ tn*tr

An Equal Opportuníty Uniztersity



Archaeological plant rernaira from siûe 4dlSKlfrz.

P¡ovenience IVood Hickory
Carya sp.

Weight Count \[eight Count Wcight

Other Residue

PtanUCount lVeíght fVeight

Acorn
Qrurcus sp.

219-l l.evel5 Sanple B

219-ll*vel7 Sample A

219-ll*'tel? Sample C

219-2[*vel5 Sample A

219-2Level5 Sanple B

219-2,LevelS Sample D

219-2Level5 Sample E

219-2. ï.evel 5-7 Sanple C

219-3 f.evel T Sample 3

2l94level5 Saryle A
Palmer point

2194[*vel5 Sample B
within 2' of Clovis

2l94Level5 Sanple C
next to Clovis

0.04

o.24

0.10

0.03

0.02

0.03

0.07

o.23

o.n

0.t2

0.08

0.11

o.t2

0.15

4.05

2.62

1.68

0.06

o.v2

o.t7

2.23

t.t2

0.50

t4

2

L2

390

r85

104

77

2 persimmon
seds
Dìospyros
vírgìniana

I persimmon
seod

Diospyros
virginíaru.

0.05 0.93 o.23



Arcfraological plant rrrnairu frcm site 44SXLVL.

h.ovmimce Wmd Hic}ory
Carya sp.

Weight Corurt frVe¡ght

Acorn
Qurcus sp.

Othen Residue

Plant/Count Weíght WcíghtCount Weíght

N2E1 t-evel I

N2El l-evel2

N2El Level3

N2E1 Level4

N2El l-evel4
Palmer hearth

N2El Iævel5

N2El Level ó

N2E1 l-evel7

N2El Level8

N2El Level9
!1c EE00tl20BP

N2El Level9
tcc t800tlæBP

3.33

1.22

2.39

1.79

1.01

5.37

5.23

1.13

1.20

o.43

0.34

2908

235

t0É.2

47t

2

5

70.51

6.36

11.54

7.O3

4.59

25.13

9.78

o.t2

0.04

0.05

0.01

0.03

0.19

0.18

0.34

0.19

o.zrt

2.to

t.43

4U

300

258

I wolfberry
Elcapus sp.

I r¡nid. seed

1 scorn mÊ¿t

Qucrcus sp.

I cleever seed

Galíum sp.

2 unid. sêed

I pine cone

2 acorn meat

Qucrqs W.

2

9

15

13

5

0.01

0.05

0.06

0.04

o.t2
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Archaeobotany of the Cactus Hill Site,
44S){?.O2, Sussex County, Virginia

By
Cheryl A. Holt

INTRODT]CTION

There a¡e diverse and complicated interrelationships between food acquisition, storage,
consurnption, and disposal of food by-products in prehistoric sites. It is likely that long before native
populations established seasonal settlements, planted and harvested crops, and domesticated animals, they
had accrunulated an extensive knowledge of plant and animal usage. Prehistoric populations exploited floral
(as well as faunal) commodities to meet needs beyond subsistence. Plants were obtained to medicate and
intoxicate, to make dyes, cordage, mats, baskets, decorative objects, and to constnrct shelter.

Botanical specimens recovered by flotation from the Cactus Hill Site, 4Ø'SX2O2, were examined in
order to advance understanding of resource availability, resource selection, and procurement. This research
capitalizes on the unique interplay seeds have with culture and the environment and formr¡lates research
quesúons that integrate floral data into general and specific research goals for the Cactus Hill Site. The
primary research goals were tl¡reefold: to delineate prehistorically utilized floral specimens; to examine the
ecosystem as reflected by the recovered floral spec.imens; and to understand the dietary strategies as employed
by this population.

A small amount of charred botnnical material was derived from the Cactus Hill Site. Despite the
paucity of recovered cha¡red floral material; ttre identified daø has qualitative interpretive value. The charred
specimens recovered from the Cactus Hill Site represented five native plant types for which there is
ethnographic documentation of usage by Native American populations. Watershield and Bulrush possess
tubers and edible leaves. Sumac provided a leaf for smoking and was used as a dye and for medicinal
purposes as well as basket-making. Fern provided edible fronds which were prirnarily used to line storage
and cooking pits. Hickory nuts were used as food, and the shells were utilized for hot srnokeless fires. All
of these plant types cor¡ld have provided motivation for seasonal exploitation of this site area during the
spring and fall.

METHODOI¡GY

Five sarnples were studied for this analysis. The five soil samples turder study were subjected
to a flotation procedure prior to examination. The samples were taken from area D of the site in
excavation unit N5E4, from levels 2 through 8. Each of the studied samples was derived from a feature
defined as a heath area.

Examination of biological materials was made with a binocular dissecting microscope. Each of
the samples was systematically scanned and floral specimens were identified, counted, extracted, and
placed in a labeled vial. Each floral specimen was given a count value of one. Nutshell was counted and
weighed in grams. Tables and text discuss both charred and uncharred specimens recovered úuing
analysis.

Floral material was identified to the species level where possible. Confirmation of species was

aided by the use of an extensive type collection of floral material and reference materials (Cox 1985;
Fernald 1970;Gturn L912;Lawrencn,andFitzsimons 1985;Martin I972;Mar¡nandBarkley 1961;
Mohlenbrock 1980,1981 ; Peterson 1977 ;Renfrew 1973).

Quantific¿tion of Floral Tlata

Quantifying botanical data by absolute counts of plant types in each sample is problematic because

absolute frequencies may reflect preservation or sampling factors. Absolute frequencies must be viewed



with particular caution at this site because so few charred potentially prehistoric seed specimens were
recovered.

A ubiquity analysis was performed for the site area under study. A ubiquity analysis disregards the
absolute count of a recovered plant type and instead looks at the number of samples in which the plant type
appears within a group of samples. Each botanical species is scored present or absent in each sample
(Popper 1988:60-64). The species is considered present whether the sarnple contains I specimen or 500
specimens. The tlbiquity Score of a plant type is the number of samples in wlúch the plant type is present
expressed as a peraentage of the total number of samples in the group. Therefore five samples is the base

number on which the scores are based. For example, hickory nutshell fragments were observed in 4 of the
5 samples thus giving giving hickory fragments a tlbiquity Score of 807o.

In a ubiquity analysis, the scores of one genus does not affect the score of another, and therefore
the scores of different plarit species can be evaluated independently. The scores can suggest the relative
importance or abundance of plant types. The Llbiquity Scores of uncharred planf types can suggests their
prominence within the "site landscape". The {Jbiquity Scores of charred specimens can suggest the
importance in prehistoric utilization as well as botanical prominence within the "site landscape".

The assumptions made for a ubiquity analysis are that all samples in a group me independent. If
sample sizes a¡e not all the same there is no worry that variation in sample size will inflate the frequency
scores of the botanical families in larger samples.

flelineation of Prehistodc Specimens

Delineation of prehistoric specimens from historic specimens or natural seed rain was the first
focus of analysis. To be given consideration as a potential prehistoric floral specimen, two importarit
criteria must be rnet. First and foremost, the botanical history of each plant recovered rnust be considered.
Plants which are not native to America and were introduced by the colonists were obviously plants not
available to prehistoric populations.

The second important criteria is that seed specimens must have been modified in a tnanner that
allows preservation of what is really a biodegradable artifact. Unclerstanding seed reproductive sftategies has

led investigators to consider only charred seed specimens as useful (and legitimate) constituents of a
prehistoric archaeological floral assemblage (Minnis l98l 147 Quick 1961:94-99). The logic behind this
assumption is that given normal soil conditions seeds will either fulfill their reproductive function or will
decay. The dormancy period for most plants is rarely over one hundred years (Harrington 1972'¡. T\erefore,
the way that a seed enters the archaeological record is by short circuiting that reproductive function, i.e., by
charring. Desiccation is another way in which seeds can circumvent decomposition; however, the
environment of the northeastern United States is such that desiccation is a very unlikely occturence.

All factors which influence preservation must be considered because archaeological plant remains
are neither a large nor representative sample of the diet. At an open site in a ternperate environment very
linle plant material is ever preserved. In order to evade microbial action, the material must become charred,
a process that requires special circumstances. The specimen must first find its way into a fire and ignite.
Then it must be withdrawn from the flames quickly before it tums to ash, or it must be buried so deep in
the coals that it cannot find enough oxygen for complete combustion (Keene 1981:183;'Wetterstrom
1978: l1 l-ll2). Following charring, the specimen must be protected from the elements and disturbance in
order to remain intact for succeeding centuries. Finally, it rnust endure the excavation process and the
flotation procedure. Clearly hard items such as nutshell are favored whereas soft items are not.

Plant parts can be segregated into three types: those with dense inedible parts that might be
disca¡ded in or near a fire (nutshell or fruit pits); those with somewhat dense parts like small seeds which are

consumed and would only be bumed or buried accidentally; and those plants with no dense parts and a high
water content (tubers and greens), which would be ingested and unlikely to carbonize under most
circumstances (Keene 1981 : 183).

In no way do the c¿rbonized plant remains represent a true summary of the diet of the site
occupants because charring is a fortuitous but nevertheless accidental event. liVhile it is safe to assume that



the uncharrecl specirnens within the samples are not prehistoric in origin, charring alone does not gr¡arantee
prehistoric status to a seed specimen. To assume all chaned seeds within a sample to be prehistoric in
origin is an assumption with a potential source of error. It is not uncommon for moclem seeds to become
incorporated into prehistoric assemblages. Vertical seed dispersion cÍul occur frorn plowing, root holes,
drying cracks, downwashing, earthworms, and other burrowing animals (Miruris 1981: 145; Keepax f977;
Smith 1985). These processes cross-cut cultural depositional processes.

Sources--of Prehi storic Seeds

There are several sources ofprelústoric seeds recovered from archaeological contexts. The most
widely considered source of prehistoric seeds is direct utilization of the seeds. Many botanical afifacts are
the direct result of the collection, processing, and trse/consumption of plant resources. Accidents in
processing, burning of debris, and the burning of stored materials a¡e the most common actions which
resultinthedirectevidenceof seeduse(Mnnis 1981:145). Fewplantpartswillbedeliberatelyburnedina
fire because most plant discard is too wet to burn readily or it may smoke or smell if bumed. However, the
medicinal uúlization of plants whereby the leaves or roots were sprinkled on hot stones or boiled or steeped
in water could result in charred seed remains. The lining of cooking pits with large leaves can also result in
chared seed remains.

Of coruse, another possible source of archaeological seeds is the accidental preservation of the
prehistoric seed rain un¡elated to any use of the seeds or plant. Naturally dispersed see<ls can blow into
hearths or be burned on trash middens. Plants can also become ca¡bonized when vegetation is burned off by
man or natural means. Day (1953) has documented that in lústoric times many native American groups in
eastern North America manipulated local vegetation conditions by using fire. Intentional burning of forest
cover and second growth to clear land for agricultural or hunting purposes was done to clear campsites,
increase visibility, facilitate movement, eliminate rodents, improve soil fertility, and foster growth of
certain plant species.

The amount of plant food used by a prehistoric population may be meagerly represented in the
archaeological record (Keene 1981). Because of the vagaries of survival for plants brought to open sites,
quantitative summaries should be viewed with this in mind.

Comnuter Entry of Data

The cataloging procedures for data were such that the first delineation of data was made at the
category called "Specimen". This entry delineated the category of botanical remains such as seed,
nutshell, or spore. Latin species nomenclature for floral data was entered in the "Name" column. This
category shows how refined the idcntification was as to whether the precise species and family could be
ascertained in analysis. The "Common Name" entry is the name of the botarúcal specirnen by which it
is generally known. The data entry listed as "#" is the absolute count nurnber of recovered specimens.
The u# Cha¡red" category denotes how many specimens of the absolute count are charred. For example,
if the number 2 appears in the "#" column and the number 2 appears in the "# Charred" column; that
means that of the 2 recovered specimens both werc recovered in the charred state. The category labeled
'TVgt" is a gftrm weight.

FLORAL ANALYSIS

A total of 9 plant species were recovered from the samples under study. Table I delineates the
occu¡rence of these plant species within the units studied. It is noted that nutshell fragrnents were ahnost
exclusively recovered from excavation. The small amount of nutshell that was recovered from the flotation
samples was incorporated into the larger samples recovered from excavation. Nutshell fragments have been
incorporated into the data base, are included in all tables, and are included in all aspects of this analysis.
The nutshell data is analytically subsumed urder the category of flotation botanical data.

The uncharred assemblage was comprised of sedge, carpetweed, jewelweed, and buttonbush.
The charred specirnens included fern, sumac, hickory nutshell, and watershield. Bulnrsh was recovered in
both the charred and r¡ncharred state.



TABLE 1 SPECIMEN TOTALS IN FEATURES

Feature Common Name Site Area Square Level Specimen Name , f Charred Wgl

bulrush

buttonbush

carpetweed

f ern

hickory

sedge

sumac

9 buttonbush

carpetweed

fern

hickory

jewelweed

sedge

sumac

watershield

19 buttonbush

carpetweed

f ern

hickory

jewelweed

445X202 D

445X202 D

445X202 D

445X202 D

445X202 D

445X202 D

445X202 D

445X202 D

445X202 D

445X202 D

445X202 D

445X202 D

445X202 D

445X202 D

445X202 D

445X202 D

445X202 D

445X202 D

445X202 D

445X202 D

N5E4

N5E4

N5E4

N5E4

N5E4

N5E4

N5E4

2

3

6

'17

70

4

1

2 seed

2 seed

2 seed

2 spore

2 nutshell

2 seed

2 seed

Scirpus sp.

Cephalanthus occidentalis

Mollugo verticillata

PTERIDOPHYTA

Carya sp.

Carex sp.

Rhus spp.

Cephalanthus occidentalis

Mollugo verticillata

PTERIDOPHYTA

Carya sp.

lmpatiens biflora

Carex sp.

Rhus spp.

Brasenis schreberi

Cephalanthus occidentalis

Mollugo verticillata

PTERIDOPHYTA

Carya sp.

lmpatiens biflora

Total for 1: 1og 89

22

974 22.39m

1

17

7O 3.29m

N5E4

N5E4

N5E4

N5E4

N5E4

N5E4

N5E4

N5E4

N5E4

N5E4

N5E4

N5E4

N5E4

1

5

22

974

2

4

1

1

3 seed

3 seed

3 spore

3 nutshell

3 seed

3 seed

3 seed

3 seed

Total for 9: 1,010 998

1

12

44 1.39m

5 seed

5 seed

5 spore

5 nulshell

5 seed

9

1

12

44

1



TABLE 1 SPECIMEN TOTALS IN FEATURES

Feature Gommon Name Site Area Square Level Specimen Name , lGharred Wgt

Total for 19: 67 57

42 1.39m

22 buttonbush

hickory
jewelweed

23 carpetweed

f ern

jewelweed

44SX202 D

445X202 D

445X202 D

445X202 D

445X202 D

445X202 D

N5E4

N5E4

N5E4

N5E4

N5E4

N5E4

7 seed

7 nutshell

7 seed

I seed

I spore

I seed

Cephalanthus occidentalis

Carya sp.

lmpaliens biflora

Mollugo verticillata

PTERIDOPHYTA

lmpatiens biflora

4

42

1

Total lor 22: 47 42

1

2

1

2

Total for 23: s 1

TOtall't,232 1,187



Unch¿rred Non-N¿tiye,tpccic¡

Carpetweed

Carpetweed ( Mollugo verticillata) is an arurual weed with a deep taproot which becarne naturalized
throughout North America from tropical Amcrica (Cox 1985; Fernald 1970). It is not an early spring
plant; but rather germination usually occurs later in the season when conditions are more like those of its
w¿umer native habitat. Its late start is compensated for by a very rapid rate of growth in surnmer and fall
when it becomes a nrúsance in cultivated areas. It is a common weed in a variety of environmental
settings. Although the plant can be cooked and eaten as a potherb, there is some debate as to its
availability to native populations (Chapman et al. 1974). The combination of being uncharred and its
wrsubstantiated prehistoric availability eliminates this plant type from potential prehistoric utilization
within the context of this research. A total of 53 unchaned Carpetweed seeds were recovered from four of
the five features studied. Carpetweed had a l-Ibiquity Index of 807o.

Uncharred Native species

Sedge

SeÅge (Carex sp.) is a grasslike or herbaceous perennial plant. Sedge is a large widely dispersed
family forurd in damp sandy soil (finer 1987:ll3-I22). Solitary or loose clumps ciur grow from one to
three feet in height. No ethnographic descriptions for use of this plant were located. A total of eight seeds
wererecovered. t,lncharredsedgewasidentifiedinFeatures L and9andhasaLJbiquitylndex of 4OVo.

Jewelweed

Jewelweed (Impatiens biflora) is an arurual with a dense cluster of fibrous roots. Of the two
native species of this genus in the Northeast, Impatiens biflora is the most coÍ¡mon. Jewelweed is
partial to wet woods, roadside ditches, and margins of shady swamp areas. The seeds are eaten by birds,
and this contributes to seed dispersal (Cox 1985:295). Both the young stems and the seeds are edible.
The seeds have the taste of butternuts. The water from cooking the plant or the fresh juice is said to
prevent poison ivy rash if applied immediately after exposure. Ethnographic accounts describe use of the
fresh plant to ease the itching caused by poison ivy rash and insect bites (Cox 1985:295). A total of six
seeds were recovered and the lJbiquity Index was 807o. Two rmcha¡red seeds were recovered from both
Feature 9 and Feature 23. A singleuncharred seed was identified in Featrue 19 and inFeatwe22.

Buttonhush

Buttonbush (Cephalanthus occidentalis) is a deciduous shrub wlúch can reach ten feet in height.
I"raf stalks are often red and have fruit-nutletbearing balls from September through December (finer
l9't37:230). Buttonbush is found along the borders of strearns and in forestecl wetlands. A total of 17
seeds were recovered which were identified as Buttonbush. However none were recovered in the charred
state. ThreeseedswererecoveredfromFeature 1. NineseedswererecoveredfromFeature 19. Four
specimens were recovered from Feature 22, and a single seed was recovered from Feature 9. The
lJbiquity Index forButtonbush was 807o.

Potentially Utilized Charred Native

Watershield (fubers, I-eaves--Food ard Medicine)

Watershield (Bra senia sclreberl is a perennial aquatic with a long horizontal rhizome shallowly
buried in bottom mud. Watershield is important in some areas as a source of food for ducks. They eat the
seeds and probably contribute to the dispersal of the plant. It also provides good shade and shelter for fish.
Watershield is forurd in sluggish streams. The very young leaves can be used in salads or cooked as greens.
The small tuberous roots were used for food by Native American groups (Cox 1985:331). The tubers can
be eaten like a potato. The tubers can be gathered in quantity by freeing them from the rnud with a súck
and collecting them as they float to the water's surface. Alttrough somewhat unpleasant tasting when eaten



raw, they are more palatable when cooked. They can also be ground into llou (Peterson 1917l.96). T\e
leaves a¡e available in the spring, and the tubers are available in the fall and early spring.

An early writer discussing medical flora wrote the following about watershield:
The underside of the leaf is covered with a coat of pale jelly, sometimes
purplish,...the leaves afford one of the few instances of ptue homogeneous
vegetablejelly, being spontaneously produced and covering the whole under
surface of the leaves and the stem. Deer are very fond of eating these leaves;
even swim in the water in sea¡ch of them. They are mucilaginous,
astringent,...tonic and nutritious. When dry the gelatinous matter almost
disappears yet they impart mucilage to water...unnoticed as yet by all medical
writers but well known to the Indians (Rafinesque [1828] as quoted in Erichsen-
Brown I979:2ll).

A single charred watershield seed was recovered from Feature 9. Watershield has a Llbiquity Index of 207o.

Bulmsh (Tuber, Starchy Seeds-Food)

Bulrush (Scirpa.r sp.) is a tall plant generally found in dense stands in shallow fresh or brackish
water. The young shoots are good eaten raw or cooked as well as the tender cores at the bases of older
shoots. The pollen and ground-up seeds can be used as flour, and the tips of the rootstocks are rich in starch

and sugar can be roasted several hours and eaten like potatoes. The rootstocks c¿n also be dried and pounded

into flour. The shoots are available in the spring, the pollen in the summer, the seeds in the fall, and the

rootstock in the fall and early spring (Petersonl977:23O).

Bulrush was recovered in the chaned and uncharred state from Feature 1. Two seeds were recovered,

and one was charred and one was not. The lJbiquity Index was 207o.

Hickory-(Nuts-Food- Shell -Fire Fnhancer)

Hickory (Carya sp.) was also represented within the site area. Hickory trees grow best in well
drained soils and is commonly found along riverbanks and hillsides. Hickory bears more consistently than

black walnuts however yearly yields do vary. A good crop may be expected every one to three years (Keene

1981:66). Hickory is an important wildlife food, and competition with animals should be great. Squirrels,
for example, tend to remove the unripened green nuts from the trees. However, hickory is not subject to
the extensive damage or production of immature seed observed in acorns (Keene 1981:66). Hickory nuts are

at their peak generally in October.

Hickory nut shells seern to be the one item remaining from food preparation that is consistently
burned. Apparently aboriginal groups in eastern North America discovered that hickory shells make an

excellent, ñõt virtuAty smokeless fire for cooking (Smith 1985:121). The proportion of hickory shell far
outweighs other shell types in prehistoric sites of the East. The occurrence of walnut shell in eastern

prehistoric sites is much more sporadic and less consistent.

Ethnographic accounts dating from the contact period are useful in determiniug how peoplg m1-y

have prepared these nuts. According to early travelers, Indians collected hickory nuts mainly for their oil,
although they also ate the mrt meats (Swanton l9M:3Ø). An early historian described how the oil was

extracted:

"At the fall of the leaf, they gather a number of hiccory-nuts,which they pound

with a round stone, thick and hollowed for the purpose. When they are beat fine
enough, they mix them with cold waterjn a clay bason, where the shells

subside. The other part is an oily, tough, thick white substance, called by the

traders hiccory milk, and by the Indians the flesh, or fat of hiccory-nuts, with
which they eat their bread" (Adair 1775:408, quoted in Swanton 1946:365).

There is a distinctive matcrial culture associated with hunter-gatherer groups that depended heavily
on the consumption of nutrneats, and the limited evidence of nutshell processing in the Middle Atlantic



region may be related to the extraction of oil rather than nutmeat (Blume l99l). It is doubtful that nuts
were an important dietary element for Mddle Atlantic Archaic poptrlations, but nuts rvere an important
wildlife food, and the regional expansion of oak-hickory forests during certain periods of the Holocene
would have permitted ari increase in animal populations that in turn allowed expansion of human
populations (læeDecker l99I:273 -27 4).

A total of 1,130 charred nutshell fragments with a total weight of 28.1 grarns were recovered from
four of the five features under study (Jbiquity Index 807o). The fragments were quite small measuring less
than 1 mm to the largest fragment being 4 mm in size. The largest amount of recovered mrtshell (827o)
was from Feature 9.

Fern (Iæaves, Tuberous Rootstock--Food,Medicinallining-tor Storageand Fire PjIs)

A component of the assemblage were macrospores from the fem family. A total of 52
macrosporeswasrecoveredfromfeaturesl,9,I9,and23(UbiquityIndexS0To). Allrecoveredrnacrospores
were charred. PIERIDOPHYTA are plants without true flowers which reproduce clúefly by spores. Some
classes of vascular cryptograms produce male microspores and larger fønale macrospores. l-arge spores c¿m

reach several millimeters in diarneter.

One of the first green edible plants in spring is the newly ernerging curled frond offerns. In early
spring, the new fronds could be gathered and eaten raw, cooked, or simmered in soups and stews for their
thickening qualities (Kavasch 1979:68). Ferns are high in oil and starch, and the slender stalks could be
ground into flour for bread. The rhizome (underground stem) cotrld be baked like potatoes in hot coals.
Virginia Indians used hickory ashes as seasonings for this vegetable (Kavasch 1979:72).

Members of the fern fanily have also been documented as utilized by American Indians for
medicinal purposes (Harris 1985:95). The Cherokee placed great medicinal value in several species of ferns
as anti-rheumatics because the urnolling of the fronds suggests the straightening out of contracted muscles
and limbs. It was thought that rheumatism w¿rs caused by worms because the cramped movements of the
patient resembled those of the worm. The roots were used Írs a worm expellant (Flarris 1985:31). Ferns
were also used by East coast tribes as an absorbent dressing for open sores and wounds (Kavasch 1979:69-
70).

Fern comprised a large component of the floral assemblage, and it is important to understand why
fern is so dominant in the assemblage. One explanation lies in the fact that the undersides of the leaflets
contain thousands of spore cases each containing thousands of macrospores (Cobb 1963:36). Therefore,
millions of spores are produced each season and thereby, by virtue of the sheer volume, have an increased
likelihood of being incorporated into the archaeological record. While this is certainly a factor not to be
ignored, a more important reason why macrospores are so prevalent is that ferns were used to line cooking
pits (Stewart 1982). This frmctional utilization provides an ideal opportunity for macrospores to become
charred and incorporated into the a¡chaeological record. Indeed, the features from which the specimens were
recovered were identified as oval or circular hearths or cooking pits.

Sumac (T eaves,@-Dys. Medicine, and Rasket Making; Fruil-.BerLer4ge)

Sumac (Ãåas ssp.) is a small tree or shrub with dense clusters of srnall fruit. Poison surnac ls
easily distinguished from other varieties of sumac because the poisonous berries are white and all others are
red (Medsger 1966:214). The fruit; when soaked in water; makes adelicious beverage (Peterson L977:I86).
The beverage has been dubbed 'lndian lemonade" (Medsger 196ó213). There is extensive documentation
for the medicinal utilization of numerous species of Sumac by the Navaho, Ojibwa, Delaware, Chippewa,
Fox, Pawnee, Ponca, Iroquois, and Potawatomi. The uses ranged frorn elimination of wonns to healing
snakebites and sores (lkng 1984:74; Vogel 197O:376).

Sumac leaves and root were used to make a ceremonial tobacco rnixture, and the split stems were
used in basket making (Moerman 1986:4A2-4O7). According to the Historical Dictionary of 1813 (as

quoted in Kavasch 1979:1,65) sumac berries became so esteemed iu Europe for smoking that they were
prefened to the best of the cured Virginia tobacco. It was reported by an early writer in 1779 that



An Indian carries pouch and pipe with him wherever he goes, for they are

indispensable. For state occasions they may have an otter skin pouch or a
beaver-pouch...In the pouches they carry tobacco, fire rnaterial, knife and pipe.

Sumac is generally mixed with tobacco or surnac smoked without tobacco (as

quoted in Erichsen-Brown 1979: ll5\.

It is further reported in 1778 that:

Sumac likewise grows here in great plentli the leaf of which , gathered...when it
turns red, is much esteemed by the native. They mix about an equal quantity of
it with their tobacco, which c¿ìuses it to smoke pleasantly (Carver 1778.,3O a,s

quoted in Erichsen-Brown 1979: ll5).

Byrne and Finlayson QnÐ report that staghorn sumac made up 15.6 percent of the wild seeds found at the

Crawford l¿ke Site in Ontario. They were found in 39.3 percent of the features examined--pits, ovens, and

middens. They were the only seeds identified to the species level (Erichsen-Brown 1919:Il5).

A report written by Haniot in 1590 entitled Virginialndians says about surlac:

Dyes of divers kindes. There is Shoemalie well knowen, and used in England for
blacke...The inhabitants use them only for the dyeing of hayre; and colouring of
their faces, and Mantles made of Deare skirures; and also for the dying of Rushes
to make artifical workes withal in their Mattes and Baskettes (as quoted in
Erichsen-Brown 1979: 1 15).

A single sumac seed was recovered from Feahre 1 and Feature 9. The lJbiquity Index was 4O7o.

F.xploitation Strategies

Table 2 indicates the seasonal availability of the nuts, tubers, greens, and starchy seeds. Some of
the plant types fall into more than one category. For example, bulrush is comprised of tubers and greens as

wef as starchy seeds. Bulrush is therefore repeated in each appropriate category. The data is categorized in
this fashion because more than one element of the plant may have been used and more importantly the

various elements may be available at different times of the year.

Tubers and rootstocks were most likely abundant in the study area. Historically, tubers were

important plant foods to the indigenous populations in the Eastern Woodlands (Kavasch 1979; tlamel and

Chiltoskey 1975). Tuberous plants abound in damp habiøts such as sw¿ìmps, steam edges, riverbanks, and

moist woods.

Collection costs for tubers are variable. Some species tend to aggregate, whereas others a¡e more

dispersed. Some species require extensive excavaúon, while others are easily gathered (Keene 1981:85).

Similarly, the amount of processing required varies by species. Generally, tubers are either boiled or
roasted. In most cases, piocessing for storage wotld have been incidental to preparation for consumption
(Keene 1981:85).

Tuberous plants were available in early spring and late autumn. Most aquatic tuberous plants

produce more than 1 tuber per plant. Keene estimates ¿m average yield of 5 mature tubers per plant
(1981:85).

Along the streams and creeks, edible greens would have been abunclant. Many of the tubers also

possess edible greens as a plant part constituent. Edible greens tend to exhibit a scattered but dense

distribution. Keene (1981) reports that densities for greens is high in terms of stems per acre and these

resources would have been sufficiently abundant. Search time would not have been a major component in
cost of acquisition. In addition to this, the cost of processing would be minimal, consisting of leaf
stripping and c.ooking. Greens would have provided a good food source for minimum investrnent of time
and energy.



Starchy' seeds have a very.high cost in tenns of expended labor. Seeds have a very high utility but
have a relatively high processing cost. More intensive labor is needed for collecting and processing starchy

seeds than any other wild plant food.

While seed-bearing weeds entail a relatively high processing cost they would also be a relatively
predictable and prolific resource with low search and pursuit costs (Keene l98l:90). Weedy genera require no
thinning, watering, fertilizing, planting, or hoeing in order to achieve significant stands; therefore, the
maintenance expenditure is quite low (tlatch 1980). One of the most important aspects of the opportunistic
plants is that the seeds are most efficiently harvested after the first killing frost wheu other plant foods
would have been scarçe.

Humans would have been in direct competition with wildlife for fruit and uuts. Reidhead (1980)
notes that production of fruit-bearing shrubs would not have had to be very high to allow economic
utilization. Because most tend to dense stands or thickets and are relatively consistent over the short mn,
productive localities could be exploited repeatedly without a major search cost (Keene l98l:80-81).

The processing of nuts involves collecting, hulling, shelling, and preparation. Keene ( 198 1 )

developed a rank order for nuts depending on the time and energy expended to perfonn these processing

functions. Keene determined that black walnuts would be the least expensive to collerct because of their
large size and high yield per tree. However, black walnuts have thick hulls and would be more time
consuming to shell. Acorns would have a higher initial collection cost than black walnut because of their
smaller yield per plant and smaller size but alower marginal cost and could be efficiently collected in large
quantities (Keene 1981:71). Keene (1981) ranked hickory as the most efficient nut to collect, hull, shell,

andprocess.

Plant material was also exploited for medicinal purposes. Prehistoric populations understood and

utilized the natural resources of their environment. An early report on Indian medicine relates:

Although the Indiaris, being without the advantages of science to guide them in
their choice of remedies, and treatment of diseases, derive their principles from
mere experience, it is certain we are indebted to their materia medica for many
valuable articles of a vegetable kind...(Winder l&16:1 I as quoted in Erichsen-
Brown 1979:278).

Medicinal barks were so generally available that they were usually gathered when they rvere ueeded

(Densmore 1974:327). Bark is not listed in Table 2 because it is assumed that it was available all year

long.

The part of the plant most frequently used medicinally was the root. Most roots could be gathered

all year, but it is easier to gather roots when the plant is in bloom because they can then be identified rnore

readily. Unless references specifically noted that roots of a particular plant were gathered all year, then they

are listed in Table 2 for the period of growth when they would have been the rnost recognizable.

Many etlurographic accourts refer to root preparation and storage. Roots intended for later use

could be pulverized and stored in that forrn. Certain roots, when used, were broken into short pieces and

boiled or steeped, but a majority were prepared for use either by pounding until they were in shreds or by
pulverizing them in the hands. The most cornmon method of pulverizing roots was to place them in the

palm of the left hand and then to rub them either with the thick portion of the right hand below the thumb

òr with the fingers of the right hand @ensmore 1974:326) If several roots were to be used in combination,
they were usually pounded together in order to blend them. Potrltices were made by rnoistening the pounded

fresh or dry roots or herbs (Densmore 1974:329).

If stalks, leaves, or flowers were to be used as remedies, they were dried by hanging them with the

top downward and kept as clean as possible. After drying, they could be stored. Stalks, leaves, and flowers
wère usually pulverized in a similar manner to the preparation of roots. Vegetable substances were further
prepared for use by combining them with water. Some were boiled a few moments; others were allowed to
come to a boil, then removed from the fire, and others were scaled or steeped.



PLANT PART
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Sumac
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Native Americans smoked many plants long before they srnoked tobacco, and they coutinued to
smoke these plants after they could obtain tobacco. They srnoked to please the spirits upon whose
goodwill their existence depended. Smoking, drinking, and chewing decoctions of plant materials produced
narcotic effects. The native Americans also srnoked plants for their medicinal properties, and some plants
were smudged on the fire to drive away insects or to serve as purifiers (Erichseir-Brown 1979:vi).

ST]MMAR\l

Eastern prehistoric setflement patterns are generally characterized by seasonal movements tbrough a
series of habitats that provide various plant and animal foods at different time of the year. 'Ihe recovered
botanical data frour Cactus Hill Site suggests that early populations exploited the area most intensively
during the spring and fall.

Tubers were important plant lbods to the indigenous populations in the Eastem lVoodlands, and
they were usually boiled or roasted prior to consumption (Kavasch 1979; Keene l98l; Hamel and
Chiltosskey 1975). Tuberous plants were available in the early spring and late auturrur, and some species
were available throughout the year.

Edible greens also would have been abunda¡rt in strearnside and wetland areas, and many of the
tubers also possess edible greens as a constituent plant part. Shoots and leaves frorn fems, bulrush, and
watershield would have been most abundant druing the spring. Sumac has an availability lasting well into
the early winter months. Edible greens tend to exhibit a scattered but dense distribtrtion, btrt they would not
have required a large amount of search time. The processing requirements for greens are rninimal,
consisting only of leaf stripping and cooking (Keene 1981).

Relative to other plant foods, starchy seeds have a high cost in terms of the labor required for
processing. But while they require more effort for processing, seed-bearing plants were a predictable and
prolific resource that required minimal effort for acquisition. One important aspect of the starchy seeds is
that they were most efficiently harvested after the first killing frost, when other plant foods would have been
scarce (Hatch 1980; Keene l98l).

Chared hickory nut often accoruits for the majority of the botanical assemblage from hunter-
gatherer sites in the eastern United States, but the preservation of nutshell in archaeological contexts may
reflect taphonomic factors rather than its importancr in the diet. Relative to other plant parts, nutshell is
hard and dense, and these physical characteristics may have facilitated its preservation.

The recovered botanical data represeut potentially utilized plant resources. The recovery of
potentially edible aud medicinally valued plants does not necessarily mean that all were culturally perceived
or regularly utilized as important food, medicine, or smoking material. However, all of the charred native
specimens are potentially exploited tubers, greens, rootstock or starc.h seeds.
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INTRODUCTION

Vertebrat.e faunal remains analyzed from the Cactus Hill Site (445X202l'
include l-,098 specimens, mostly small (Less than one cent.imeter), fragmentary,
and cal-cined (incinerated) . The specimens submitted for analysis came from
two excavacion areas (B and D) of the site. Faunal- remains were recovered
from six excavation squares and from six excavation leveLs in area B and from
I excavation squares and 9 excavation Levels in area D. In addition, calcined
bone was recovered from hearths and other feature contexts.

These remains were identified to the smal-lest possible taxonomic
division using t.he aut.hor's comparat.ive vertebrate osteological collection
which is fairly comprehensive for Middle Atl-antic region Hol-ocene epoch fauna.
Given the ages of the component.s of the Cactus Hill Site and the paucity of
archaeofaunaL remains in Virginia predating the V'Ioodland period, an unusually
int.ensive effort was made in these ideneifications. Only one specimen
appeared to be unident.ifiable due to comparative coll-ect.ion deficiencies and
was sent to Paul üf. Parmalee of the University of Tennessee, Knoxville. Most
specimens, however, were only identifiable as rtvertebrate" or rrmammalian" due
to extreme fragmentation (on1y three whole bones were included) and
weathering. Furthermore, since all- but three of the specimens are calcined,
warping and shrinkage had to be factored into the identification process.

In addition to t.axonomic assignment, an attempt was made Lo ident.ify the
skelet.aL e1ement, eLement side and port.ion, and the age of the individual
represented by each fragment. Observations of burning and other postmortem
aLterations were also made and recorded. No evidence of artificial
modification (e.9., cut marks) other than calcination was observed among the
pieces. In addition, no specimens exhibited conclusive evidence of animal
mastication or digestíon.

IDENTIFICÀrIONS

Remains of individuals representing all cfasses of vertebraLes were
identified in the sample. OnIy 23 specimens vr¡ere identified to the species
taxonomic l-evel (Table 1), and more than haff of these were identified as
white-tail-ed deer (OdocoiTeus virginianus) .

ClasE Písces (Fishes)

Order Perciformes

Only one very smal1, cal-cined, and fragmentary scapula recognizable as
belonging to a perciform fish was identified from unit N281, leveI 4, wiLh an
Earty Archaic, Palmer association. The fragment incl-udes the pectoral
art,icuLar surface and compares best wiÈh examples from the family
Centrarchidae (sunfishes) . The individual was probably comparable in size to
an adult sunfish such as a pumpkinseed (I'epomis gibbosusl .

CIaEs Ànphtbia (Ànphibians)

Rana catesbeiana (Bullfrog)

One calcined fragment including the acetabul-ar portion of the left ilj-um
of a bullfrog was identified from unit N2El-, Ieve1 4, with an Early Archaic,
Pal-mer association. This identification is based primarily upon size. Even
having possibly shrunk from calcination, the ilium is larger than would be
expected for other ranid frogs.



CIaEE Reptflia (ReptileE)

Lampropeltis sp. (King/r¡ilk Snake)

One calcined vertebra of a king/milk snake recovered from unit N584,
leveL 7, feature 22, was identified on the basis of its high narrow haemal
keel and deeply notched zygosphene. This represents an Ear1y Archaic, Decatur
association.

Kinosternon subrubrum (Mud Turt1e)

Two specimens, a hypoplastron from unit N181, level 7 and a peripheral
from unit N2El-, level 4, were readily identified as mud turtle she1l. Each is
calcined and appear to represent. an adult individual. These fragments were
recovered from Early Archaic context,s.

Sternotherus odoraCus (Stinkpot)

One calcined right hy'poplastron fragment of a small st,inkpot was
recovered from the leve1 4 floor of unit N5E4 and was thus associated with
IJat.e St.anley, Middl-e Archaic period materials.

Fanily KinoEternídae (Mud/MuEk Turtle)

Six specimens incLuding two carapace peripherals (unit N1Eo, leveI 2 and
unit N2E1, level 9), two miscellaneous carapace fragments (unit N584, leve1 5)
and parts of two plast.rons (unit N181, level 7 and unit N5E4, level 7, feat.ure
22') assignable t.o the famiì-y KinosternÍdae were identified. All six are
calcined. The specimens were recovered from Early and Middle Archaic
context,s.

Chrysemys cf. picta (Painted Turtle?)

The proximal shaft of a left humerus resembling that of the painted
turtle, Chrysemys picta, was ident.ified from level 1of uniE N2E1 . Other
locally common members of the genus (".9., C. concina), however, exhibit. very
similar appendicular skeletal morpholog'y, precluding more than a tentat.ive
identificat.ion for this fragmentary calcined specimen.

Terrapene carolina (Eastern Box Turtle)

one calcined carapace peripheral, recovered from unit, N180, level 9
(undated contexÈ), was identified as belonging to an eastern box turtle
(Terrapene carolina).

Family Kl-noE ternf dae/Enydldae (lf'ud/ B,ox / Pond Tr¡rt1e )

Thirty calcined and fragrmentary specimens, recovered from various units
and l-evels of excavation, were identifiable only as belonging to either t.he
famiJ-y Kinosternidae (mud turt.les) or Emydidae (box/pond t.urtles) . One
specimen is a carapace peripheral fragment, one is a carapace pleural
fragment, two are plastron fragments, and t,he ot.hers are indet.ermínate shell
fragments.

Class Àves (Bj.rds)

ùIeleagris gallopavo (Wtld Turkey)

Two calcined specimens h¡ere identifiable as fragments of bones of the
wild t.urkey (Meleagris gaTTopavol. These include one portion of a righÈ
coracoid including t,he scapular and glenoid facets recovered from a Míddle
Archaic hearth in unit N080, level 2 and one shaft port.ion of a righÈ ulna
recovered from an Early Archaic context, unit N180, leveI 6.



Indetermlnate l¿arge Bird

Three calcined specimens, including one long bone diaphysis fragment
from a hearth ín unit N281", level 4, and one from unit N584, Level 8, and one
distal fragment of a right tibiotarsus, including the interior condyle, from
unit N0E0, level 1, are identifiable only as "Iarge bird".

Indeterminate Bird

One calcined diaphysial fragment of a long bone, identifiable only as
"indeterminate bird", was recovered from a hearth in unit N281, Ievel 5.

Class Mam¡ralLa (Mannals)

Order Carnivora (CarnLvores)

One calcined rotular groove portion of the righL femur of a bobcat,-sized
carnivore was recovered from unit Nl-81, Ievel 5 (Early Archaic) . The piece is
Èoo fragmentary for a more definite identification.

Sciurus sp. (Gray/sox Squirrel)

one calcined fragment of the right astragalus of a squirrel was
recovered from unit N2El-, l-evel B (undated context). Because of shrinkage due
to calcination, it cannot be determined as to which species of Sciurus it
belongs.

Ondatra zibethicus (Muskrat)

A portion of the shaft of a left tibia was recovered from an Early
Archaic, Fort Nottaway context. in unit N283, level 6. Its size, accounting
for shrinkage from calcination, and its dístinctive dorso-medial crest
conclusivety identify it as belonging to a muskrat (Ondatra zibethícus).

odocoiTeus wirginianus (ltlhite-tailed Deer)

Fourt,een specimens belonging to white-t.ailed deer were recovered from
Early through Lat.e Archaic period contexts. The specimens include six
fragments of phalanges, four distal fragments of metapodials (including one
metacarpus), one whole sesamoid, and one portion of a left humerus including
the Lateral supracondyloid ridge. Alt specimens are calcined and appear to be
from adul-t individuals.

Fanily Cervidae (Deer/Elk/Caribou)

EighL calcined pieces of ant.ler (six from an Early Archaic hearth in
unit N2E1, level 5 and two from an Early Archaic context in unit Nl-EL, level
3) were identifiable only as belonging to t.he family Cervidae. Given the
relat,ive abundance of whit,e-tailed deer (Odocoí7eus virginianus) remains
identified in other Early Archaic contexts of the site, they probably
represent deer antler rather than efk.

Family Suldae (nfg¡

One piece of the enamel of a molar which, based upon its cusping
patLern, can only have come from a pig, was found in level 1 of unit 1/9, area
B. This unburned fragment may belong to domest,ic pig (Sus scrofa) which would
identify it as an historic period introduction to this mixed deposit which
also contained Late Archaic period materials.



Homo sapieas (Hr¡nan)

One smalI (dime-sized), calcined fragment of human cranium was recovered
from area B, unit L/9+2/9, level 2. This fragment may be all that remains of
a human cremation and probably dates to the Middl-e or lJat,e Archaic period.

IndetermLnate Large Mamma1

Seven calcined fragment.s (three long bone diaphyseal, one rib, one
scapular, and one vertebral) were identifiable only as having come from a
large (deer-sized) mammal. Given the relatíve abundance of white-taiLed deer
remains and the lack of identífiable remains of other large mammals in the
assemblage, these specimens probably belong to whiÈe-tailed deer. One
fragment, the glenoid surface of the scapula of probably a large ungulate, was
recovered from a Pafeoindian context (area B, unit, 0/9, leve1 5) .

Indetsminate Mannal

One hundred and sixty-eight fragment.s were identifiable only as having
come from mammaLs based upon their overal-I structure. Four are long bone
diaphyseal- fragment.s, and the remainder are only recognizable as bone
fragments.

Indeterminate VerÈebrate

Most. (846) of t.he specimens submitted for analysis are only idenÈifiable
as bone and are, therefore, from unknoh¡n vertebrates. Most of these specimens
(836) are less than 1 cm in maximum dimension, and none is larger than 1.5 cm
in maximum dimension.

coNcr.usroNs

AlÈhough the archaeofaunal sample from Cactus Hill is small and the
specimens are nearly a1t calcined and fragrnentary, they do constitute the
largest sample yet recovered from stratified Archaic period context.s in the
eastern part of Virginia. Consequent.Iy, there is nothing in the region with
which to compare Èhe sample or from which Eo draw expectations concerning its
composition. Various aut.hors (Barber L99L¡ Stevens ]-99]-¡ Whyte 1990), lacking
tangible evidence have attempted by means of extraregional analogs and
reference to later prehistoric and hist,oric period faunal assemblages Lo
const.ruct. models of Archaic period human subsistence and ecology in the Middle
Atlantic region. In certain cases, negative evidence has been invoked in
support of such models. Stevens (1990:204)-, for example, offers Èhe
following:

The absence of Middle Archaic she11 middens indicates shellfish
gathering did not contribute si-gnificantly to the Middle Archaic
diet. Similarly, the absence of any direct or indirect evidence
to support the exploitation of anadromous fish suggests that this
resource played little, if any role in Middle Archaic adaptive
strategies.

Such desperate attempts to make at best a guess at. the nature of the human
past only emphasize the problem at hand and the evident need for additíonaf
discovery and invesÈigaEions of sites such as Cactus HilI where some of the
actual remains of peoples' foods have been preserved and carefully recovered.
St.evens' remarks are also testimony to t,he common failure of researchers to
consider the complexities of taphonomic processes in the transformation of
archaeofaunal assemblages .

Nearly every specimen recovered from and therefore preserved on t.he
Cactus Hill sit,e has been burned to the degree that it is "calcined. "
Experiments by Shipman et aI. (1984) in the burning of bones and teeth
indicate that bones become white with tints of bLue (calcined) when heated to



temperatures of >645oC. In other words, the bones recovered from t.he Cactus
Hill Site were either (1) deposited in open fires as a means of refuse
disposal, (2) inadvert.ent.ly burned by fires constructed on or occurring
directly over them, or (3) burned as a result of deliberate cremation of
animals. Bones do not become calcined in the process of successful cookery.
Even the shells of turtles roasted in flames or coals would not have become
calcined both inside and out as a result. of the cooking of their contents for
human consumption. Based on the author's own experiments with snake cooking
and bone burning (V{hyte L991), the first scenario mentioned above explains
most of the burning evidenced by the Cactus Hill vertebrate remains.

It. is acceptable to assume then that only bones which were incinerated
in refuse disposal and perhaps occasionally by other means have survived the
tests of time in the matrix of the Cactus HilI site. It is possible that only
certain bones of sefected species eaten by visitors to t.he site were treated
in this manner (see Inlhyte L99L) . Given this possibility, one must question
the represent,ativeness of the recovered archaeofaunal sample. The sample
recovered is a sampl-e of what h¡as preserved; the latter is a sample of what
was burned; Èhe latter was a sample of what was deposited at the site; and the
latter was a sample of what was actually consumed by t,he residents of the site
(see Kleín and Cruz-Uribe l-984:3-4). It. is not surprising, therefore, that
the archaeofaunaf data from the siÈe do not provide a tidy fit with Newmanrs
results of immunological analyses of residues on stone tools from Cactus Hi11.
For example, it is well known that hunter-gatherers may process the carcasses
of large mammals such as elk or muskox at the kill site, Lhus imparting
residues of tissue and bl-ood to the surfaces of their tool-s, yet return to the
residence wit,h only the meat and hide (Perkins and Daly's []-9681 "schlepp
effect" ) .

Given these considerat,ions, the Cactus Hill archaeofaunal sample can be
interpreted only with extreme caution. .Any attempt to explore tshe specifics
of human dietary composition by means of quantifications of taxonomic
abundance and diversity and allometric conversions would be unfounded.
Although the Cactus Hill SiÈe excavations have provided a rare opportunity to
view Virginia's most ancient human pasL, we are unfortunatefy restricted by
taphonomic facÈors t,o the construction of a partial "grocery list" and to some
t.ent.ative estimations of the region's paleoenvironment.

There were no "surprisesrr in the identificaEions in that the species
represent.ed among the ident.ifiabl-e specimens are common within the region
today. Consequently, no evidence of environmental- change within the region of
the sit.e since the Early Archaic period is provided by the modest
archaeofaunal data. Assuming that the individuals of aquatic species (fish,
frog, turtles, muskrat) represented were obtained by foraging near the site,
the immediate environs would have included still or sl-ow water such as marshes
or sloughs just as they do today. The site is nearly surrounded by swamp and
is bordered on the !,¡est by Che Nottoway River.

As a whole, the assemblage indicates the acquisition of a variety of
terrestriaÌ, avian, and aquatic fauna by visit.ors to the site. PossibLe
seasonal indicators include t,he identifications of buIlfrog, snake, and
turtfes which would have been more obtainable in warmer seasons. The recovery
of cervid antLer fragments does not indicate a faLl- or winter use of the site
in that antlers are shed and were often carried along as tool supply. Given
t.he extreme temporal range of site occupations, one would expect that each
season would be represented by the overall assemblage.

Most of the specimens were recovered from Early and Middle Archaic
Ievels of the site. It follows that most of the taxa identified are also
represented in these levels (Table 3) . Aquatic taxa (fishes, amphibians,
turtles, and Muskrat) are nearly restricted to Early Archaic contexts based
upon the sample recovered (Table 3). The question of whether this represenÈs
temporal variation in site funct.ion, seasonality, or human diet or is a



product of depositional/preservational bias can only be clarified through
investigat,ion of similar sites within the region.

The poor correLation between the archaeofaunal and immunological data
for the Early Ãrchaic manifestations at Cactus HiIl may be disappointing but
is not Loo difficul-t to explain. Newman obÈained positive reactions Lo deer,
raÈ, rabbiÈ, do9, and cat on Pa1mer period art.ifacts, Guinea pig, deer, and
elk on Decatur and Fort Nott,a$ray period artifacts, and deer and elk on Kirk
Side-notched period artifacts. Among the vertebrate remains preserved from
Early Archaic contexts, deer, muskrat, and unidentified carnivore were
identified to match particular immunological react.ions.

No remains of rabbiÈ or elk were identifi-ed. It is almost certain that
rabbits would have been eaten by the various sit.e occupants, but it should not
be expect.ed thaE their bones would have remained preserved among the few
idenEifiable fragments recovered from the site. The absence of remains of
e1k, however, requires another explanation if we are to assume that, the
immunologicaL identifications of elk protein are accurate. As mentioned
above, larger animals killed at a distance from the residence may have been
filleted to facilitate transport of the meat, leaving t.he heavy bones at the
kiII site. Thus, the only preservable evidence of elk returning to the site
may have been blood residues on stone toofs.

ST'MMARY

The archaeofaunal remains recovered from the Cactus HilI Site, although
few, fragmentary, and calcined, consÈitute the best preserved and dated Early
Holocene assemblage yet recovered from the Middle Atlant.ic region.
Consequent,ly, an extreme effort. was made to correctly identify the specimens.
Fragments of a bone (probably a scapula) recovered from a deposit including
Paleoindian stone tools were only identifiable as having come from the
skeleton of a large mammal. Specimens recovered from PaLmer, Kirk, Decatur,
and Fort Noetaway (Early Archaic) deposits include bones identified as fish,
bullfrog, king/milk snake, mud/musk turtle, turkey, muskrat, and white-Èailed
deer. Middle Archaic (Stanly, Morrow Mount.ain, HaIifax, Guilford) deposits
included remains of mud/musk turtles, paint.ed t.urt1e, turkey, and white-tailed
deer. Late Archaic (Savannah River) deposits yielded remains of mud/musk
turtle and white-tailed deer. In addition, one calcined human craniaÌ bone
fragment was recovered from a deposit dating to Èhe Middle or Late Archaic
period.

These remains provide no measurable faunal record of environmental
change for the Archaic period of Virginia's Inner Coastal Plain. The species
represent.ed are common in the area of the siÈe today. the assemblage is
furthermore indicative of generalized foragíng by t.he occasional hunter-
gatherers who visiLed the siÈe on probably a seasonal basis throughout the
early- to mid-Holocene. The white-tailed deer, however, may have played a
more focal role in the annual diet.
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Table 1. Vertebrate Archaeofaunal Remains from the Cactus H¡ll
Site (44SX202). Sussex County. Virginia.

Taxon

(Area B, Sq. 0/0, Level 2)

Vertebrata

E lcment Condition Sizc NISP

(Area B, Sq. 1/9, Level 1)

1

Suidae (pig)
Mammalia
Vertebrata

(Area B, Sq. 1/9 & 219, Level 2)

Od oco ileu s v i rgi ni an us

Homo sapiens
Mammalia

Vertebrata

(Area B, Sq. 1/9 & 219, Level 3)

Vertebrata

(Area B, Sq. J/9 & 219, Level 4)

Vertebrata

(Area B. Sq. 1/1 1, Level 1)

Odocoileus virginianus
Mammalia

(Area B, Sq. 2/11, Level 6)

Vertebrala

(Area B. Sq. 4/11, Level 5)

large Mammalia

bone

molar
bone
bone

metapodial
l. phalanx 2
cranial
bone

bone

bone

bone

phalanx 1

long bone shaft

bone

calcined 0-1 cm

unburned
calcined
calcined

calcined
calcined
calcined
calcined

calcined
calcined

0-1 cm
1 -2cm
0-1 cm

0-1 cm
0-1 cm
1-2cm
0-1cm
1-2cm
0-1 cm

1-2cm
1'2cm

1

1

1

2
1

2

1

1

4

1

2

calcined

calcined 0-1 cm

calcined 1-2cm

unburned 0-1 cm

1long bone shaft calcined 2-3cm



(Area B, Sq. 0/1, Level 6)

Vertebrata

(Area D, Sq. N0E0, Level 1)

Kinosternidae/Emydidae
large Aves
Mammalia

(Area D, Sq. N0E0, Level 2: Halifax
Hearth)

Meleagris gallopavo

(Area D, Sq. N0E0, Level 5)

Vertebrata

(Area D, Sq. N1E0, Level 2)

Kinosternidae
Odocoileus virginianus

Mammalia
Verlebrata

(Area D, Sq. N1E0, Level 3)

Odocoileus virginianus
Mammalia

Vertebrala

(Area D, Sq. N1E0, Level 4)

Mammalia

(Area D, Sq. N1E0, Level 5)

Mammalia
Vertebrata

bone

shell
r. tibiotarsus
bone

r. coracoid

bone

marginal
metapodial
phalanx 1

bone
bone

sesamoíd
bone

bone

bone

bone
bone

calcined

calcined
calcined
calcined

calcined

calcined

caloined
calcined
calcined
calcined
calcined

calcined
calcined

calcined

calcined

calcined
calcined

1-2cm

0-1cm
0-1 cm
0-1cm

1-2cm

0-1cm

0-1 cm
0-1 cm
1-2cm
0-'l cm
0-1 cm
1-2cm

0-1 cm
0-1cm
1-2cm
0-1cm
1-2cm

0-1cm

1-2cm
0-1cm

1

1

10

1

2

1

1

1

1

3
1

1

1

1

3
1



(Area D, Sq. N1E0, Level 6)

Meleagris gallopavo

(Area D, Sq. N180, Level 7)

Kinosternidae/Emydidae
Od oco ile u s virgi ni an us

(Area D, Sq. N1E0, Level 8)

Vertabrata

(Area D, Sq. NlE0, Level9)

Terrapene carolina
Mammalia

(Area D, Sq. N1Ê1, Level 1)

Odocoileus virginianus
Vertebrata

(Area D. Sq. NtE1, Level2)

Mammalia

(Area D, Sq. NlEl, Leve!3)

Cervidae

Mammalia

(Area D, Sq. N1E1, Level4)

Mammalia
Vertebrata

(Area D, Sq. N1El, Level5)

Carnivora
Mammalía

r. ulna

marginal
phalanx 3

bone

l. marginal
bone

metapodial
bone

bone

antler

bone

bone
bone

r. lemur
bone

calcined
calcined

calcined
calcined

calcined
calcined

unburned
calcined

calcined

calcined

calcined
calcined

calcined
calcined

0-1 cm
0-1 cm

0-1 cm
0-'l cm

1-2cm
0-1 cm

0-1cm
0-1 cm

0'1 cm
1 -2cm
0-1cm

0-'l cm
0-1cm

0-1 cm
'l -2cm

calcined 1-2cm 1

1

1

calcined 0-1 cm 5

1

1

1

2

1

1



(Area D, Sq. NiEl, LevelT)

Kinostarnon subrubrum
Kinosternidae

(Area D, Sq. NtE2, Level 1)

Mammalía

(Area D, Sq. N1E2, Level 1)

large Mammalia

(Area D, Sq. N2E0, Level 1)

Mammalia
Vertabrata

(Area D, Sq. N2E0, Level 2)

Mammalia
Vertebrata

(Area D, Sq. N2E0, Level 3)

Mammalia

(Area D. Sq. N2E0. Level4)

Mammalia

(Area D, Sq. N2E0, Level 5)

Mammalia
Vertebrata

(Area D, Sq. N2E0, Level6)

Vertebrata

l. hypoplastron
plastron

bone

long bone shatt

bone
bone

bone
bone

bone

bone

bone
bone

bone

calcined 0-1 cm
1-2cm

calcined 1-2cm

calcined
calcined

calcined
calcined

calcined
calcined

calcined
calcined

1-2cm
0-1 cm

0-1 cm
0-1 cm
1-2cm

1-2cm
0-1 cm

0-1 cm
0-1 cm
1-2cm

1

1

1

1

2
4
1

calcined 0-1 cm

calcined 0-1 cm

2
4

2
2
1

1

2calcined

II

0-1 cm



(Area D, Sq. N2E0, Level 7)

Vertebrata

(Area D, Sq. N2E1, Level 2)

Mammalia
Vertebrata

(Area D, Sq. N2E1, Level 5)

Mammalia

(Area D, Sq. N2E1, Level 5: Palmer
Hearth)

Aves
Cervidae

Mammalia

(Area D, Sq. N2E1, Level 8)

Odocoileus virginíanus

(Area D, Sq. NZÉf , Level 1: Lowest
Region fine scr)

ct Chrysemys picta
Odoco ile u s virgi n i an us

Mammalia

Vertebrala

(Area D, Sq. N281, Levsl 2 fine scr.)

Odocoileus virginianus
Vertebrata

bone

bone
bone

bone

long bone shatt
antler

bone

l. humerus

l. humerus
metacarpus
metapodial
bone

bone

phalanx
bone

calcined 0-1 cm 6

calcined
calcined

calcined
calcined

calcined
calcined
calcined
calcined

calcined

calcined
calcined

0-1 cm
0-1 cm

1-2cm
0-1 cm
1-2cm
2-3cm
3-4cm
0-1 cm

0-1 cm
'l-2cm
0-1cm
0-1cm
1 -2cm
0-1 cm
1-2cm

0-1cm
0-lcm

2
2

calcined 0-1 cm 3

1

1

2
1

2
1calcined

calcined 1-2cm 1

1

1

2
6
4

89
2

1

4



(Area D, Sq. N2Et, Level 3 fine scr.)

Kinosternidae/Emydidae
Mammalia

Vertebrata

(Area D, Sq. N2E1, Level 4 fine scr.)

Perciformes
Rana catesbeiana
Kinosternon subrubrum
Mammalia

Vertebrata

(Area D, Sq. N2E1, Level 4: palmer
Hearth? fine scr.)

Kinosternidae/Emydidae
large Aves
Vertebrata

(Area D, Sq. N2E1, Level 5: palmer
fine scr.)

Kinosternidae/Emydidae
Mammalia
Vertebrata

(Area D, Sq. N2E1, Levet 6: palmer+
fine scr.)

Kinosternidae/Emydidae

Mammalia

Vertebrata

(Area D, Sq. N2E1, Level 7 line scr.)

Vertebrata

(Area D, Sq. N2E1, Level 8 fine scr.)

Kinosternidae/E mydida e
Sciurus sp.
Verlebrata

shell
bone

bone

scapula
l. ilium
marginal
bone

bone

shell
long bone shatt
bone

shell
bone
bone

shell

bone

bone

bone

shell
r. astragalus
bone

calcined
calcined

calcined

calcined
calcined
calcined
calcined

calcined

calcíned
calcined
calcined

calcined
calcined
calcined

calcined

calcined

calcined

calcined
calcined
calcined

0-1 cm
0-1cm
1-2cm
0-1cm

0-1 cm
0-1 cm
0-1 cm
0-1 cm
1-2cm
0-l cm

0-1cm
0-1 cm
0-1 cm

0-1cm
1-2cm
0-1cm

0-1cm
1-2cm
0-1cm
1-2cm
0-1cm

0-1cm
0-1cm
0-1cm

1

1

8
1

33

1

1

1

2
1

I

3
1

2
1

þ

calcined 0-1cm

1

'l

10

1

2
25

63

1

1

38



(Area D, Sq. N2E1, Level 9 line scr.)

Kinosternidae
Kinosternidae/Emydidae
Mammalia
Vertebrata

(Area D, Sq. N2E3, Level 6)

Kinoste rnid aelE mydidae
Ondatra zibethicus
large Mammalia

(Area D. Sq. N283, Fire Pit)

large Mammalia

(Area D, Sq. N584, Level 3, Fea. 9)

Mammalia
Vertebrata

(Area D, Sq. N5E4. Level 4)

Mammalia
Vertebrala

(Area D, Sq. N584, Level 4 floor)

Sternotherus odoratus
Kinosternidae/Emydidae

(Area D, Sq. N5E4, Level 4, Fea. 15)

Verlebrata

(Area D, Sq. NSEa, Level 5, East)

Kinosternidae/Emydidae
Mammalia
Vertebrata

(Area D, Sq. N5E4, Level 5, West)

Mammalía

marginal
shell
bone
bone

shell
l. tibia
vertebra

long bone shatt

bone
bone

bone
bone

hypoplastron
shell

bone

pleural
bone
bone

calcined
calcined
calcined
calcined

calcined
calcined
calcined

calcíned
calcined

calcined
calcined

calcined
calcined

calcined
calcined
calcined

0-1 cm
0-1cm
0-1 cm
0-1 cm

0-1 cm
0-1 cm
0-1 cm

0-1 cm
0-1 cm

0-1cm
0-1 cm

1-2cm
0-1cm

1-2cm
0-1cm
0-1cm

1

2
2

21

calcined 1-2cm

1

1

1

5
2

1

6
7

't4

calcined 0-1cm 1

bone calcined 0-1cm



(Area D, Sq. N5E4, Level 5, Fea. 19)

large Mammalia
Mammalia
Vertebrata

(Area D, Sq. N5E4, Level 6, East)

Kinoste rnid aelEmydidae
Kinosternidae/Emydidae
Mammalia
Vertebrata

(Area D, Sq. NSEa, Level 6, West)

Kínosternidae/Emydidae
Vertebrate

(Area D, Sq. N5E4, Level 7, East)

Kinoste rnidae/E mydidae
Kinosternidae/Emydida e
Mammalia
Mammalia
Vertebrata

(Area D, Sq. N5E4. Level 7, West)

Vertebrata

(Area D, Sq. N5E4, Level 7, Fea.22)

Lampropeltis sp
Kinosternidae
Mammalia
Verlebrata

(Area D, Sq. NSEa, Level 8)

Kinoste rnidae/Emydidae
Vertebrata

rib
bone
bone

plastron
shell
bone
bone

shell
bone

carapace
shell
long bone
bone
bone

bone

verlebra
plastron
bone

bone

shell
bone

calcined
calcined
calcined

calcined
calcined
calcined
calcined

calcined
calcined

calcined
calcined
calcined
calcined
calcined

calcined
calcined
calcined
calcined

calcined
calcined

1-2cm
0-1cm
0-'lcm

0-1 cm
0-1 cm
0-'tcm
0-1 cm

0-1cm
0-1cm

1-2cm
0-1 cm
1-2cm
0-1cm
0-1cm

1-2cm
1-2cm
0-1cm
0-1cm

0-1cm
0-1cm

2
7
7
I1

1

2
7

1

1

2
1

6

calcined 0-1cm

16

2

19

1

1

11
125

2



(Area D, Sq. N5E4, Level 8, SE)

Kinosternidae/E mydídae
large Aves
Mammalia
Vertebrata

(Aiea D, Sq. N5E4, Level 8,NW)

Vertebrata

(Area D, Sq. N5E4, Level 8, West)

large Mammalia
Mammalia
Vertebrata

(Area B, Sq. 0/9. Level 5)

large Mammalia

shell
long bone
bone
bone

bone

long bone
bone
bone

scapula

calcined
calcined
calcined
calcined

calcined
calcined
calcined

0-1 cm
0-i cm
O-l cm
0-f cm

1-2cm
0-i cm
0-1 cm

calcined 0-1 cm

2
1

23
33

18

1

2
46

calcined 2-3cm



Table 2. Number of ldentified Specimens (NISP) per Taxon from the Cactus Hill Site (44SX202),
Sussex County, Virginia

Scientific Name Common Name

Order Perciformes
Rana catesbeiana
Lampropeltis sp.
Kinosternon subrubrum
Sternotherus odoratus
Family Kinosternidae
Chrysemys ct. picta
Terrapene carolina
Family Kinosternidae/Emydidae
Meleagris gallopavo
lndeterminate large bird
lndeterminate bird
Order Carnivora
Scrurrus sp.
Ondatra zibethicus
Odocoile u s v irg i n ia n u s
Family Cervidae
Family Suidae
Homo saprens
lndeterminate large mammal
lndeterminate mammal
I ndeterminate vertebrate

perch-like fish
'bullfrog
king/milk snake
mud turtle
stinkpot
mud/musk turtle
cf. painted turtle
eastern box turtle
mud/box/pond turtle
wild turkey
lndeterminate large bird
lndeterminate bird
carnivore
gray/fox squirrel
muskrat
white-tailed deer
deer/elk
pig
human
I ndeterminate large mammal
lndeterminate mammal
I ndeterminate vertebrate

Total:

NISP

1

1

1

2
1

b
1

1

30
2
3
1

1

1

1

14
I
1

1

7
168
846

1 098



Table 3. Temporal Distribution of Taxa Represented at the Cactus Hill Site
(44SX202), Sussex County, Virginia

Taxon

Perciformes
Rana catesbeiana
Lamprcpeltis sp.
Knostemon subrubrum
Sfemofñerus odontus
Kinostemidae
Chrysemys ú. picta
Terrapene carclina
Kinosternidae/EmYdidae
Meleagris gallopavo
lndeterminate large bird
lndeterminate bird
Camivora
Scrurus sp.
Ondatn zibethicus
Odocoile u s v i rg i n i a n u s
Cervídae
Suidae
Homo saprens
lndeterminate large mammal
lndeterminate mammal
lndeterminate vertebrate
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In recent years there has been an increased use of molecular biological techniques in the analysis

of archaeological materials. Immunological methods have been used to identify plant and animal
residues on flaked and groundstone lithic artifacts (Downs 1985; Hyland et al. 1990; Kooyman
et al. 1992; Newman 1990; Newman and Julig 1989; Yohe et al. I99t). Plant and animal
residues on ceramic artifacts have been identified by their amino acid sequences (Broderick
1979) and by analysis of lipid and fatty acids (Fredericksen 1988; Heron et al. l99l; Hill et

al. 1985) while serological methods have been used to determine blood groups in skeletal and

soft tissue remains (Heglar 1972; l-ee ø al. 1989) and in the detection of hemoglobin from
4500-year-old bones (Ascenzi et al. 1985). Human leukocyte antigen (HLA) and

deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) determinations made on human and animal skelet¿l and soft tissue

remains have demonstrated genetic relationships and molecular evolutionary distances (Hansen

and Gurtler 1983; l,owenstein 1986; Pääbo 1985, 1986, 1989; Pääbo et al. 1989). It has

become evident that data obtained from these analyses can contribute valuable information to
archaeologists - information that cannot be obtained by other means.

Although various immunological methods have been used, the basis of all is the antigen-antibody
reaction first observed in the classic precipitin test in the late 1800s. Following its discovery,
the test quickly achieved integrity in the fields of clinical and forensic medicine and has been

used extensively in medico-legal work since the beginning of this century (Gaensslen 1983).

While the successful identification of protein residues is dependent on their condition, forensic
studies have demonstrated that proteins are extremely robust molecules and can withst¿nd harsh

treatment while still retaining their antigenicity and biological activity (Arquembourg 1975;

Haber 1964; Gaensslen 1983; Lee and DeForest 1976; Macey 1979; Sensabaugh et al. I9'll,
among others). The fact that valid results from the analysis of old and severely denatured
proteins are obtained in forensic medicine is of special relevance to archaeology where 'old and

denatured' proteins are the norm. The sensitivity and specificity of precipitin reactions makes

them an extremely effective method for the detection of trace amounts of protein (Kabat and
Meyer L967:22).

Materials and Methods

Cross-over immunoelectrophoresis (CIEP) is used for the identification of bloodst¿ins, body
tissues and fluids in medico-legal work (Culliford 1964; Gaensslen 1983) and is the method of
analysis used in this laboratory. Minor adaptations to the original method were made following
procedures used by the Royal Canadian Mounted Police Serology Laboratory (Ott¿wa) and the
Centre of Forensic Sciences (Toronto). The test is based on the principles of the precipitin test

but affords a higher degree of sensitivity and can identify 10-89 of protein (Culliford 1964;
Gaensslen 1983). The procedure is discussed fully in Newman and Julig (1989).

Ten Clovis lithic artifacts recovered from the Cactus Hill site (445X202), Sussex County,
Virginia, were submitted for residue analysis. Possible residues were removed from the artifacts
using a 5% ammonium hydroxide solution. This has been shown to be the most effective



extractant for old and denatured bloodstains and does not interfere with subsequent testing
(Dorrill and Whitehead 1979; Kind and Cleevely 1969). Artifacts were placed in shallow plastic
dishes and 0.5mL amounts of 5% ammonia solution applied directly to each. Initial
disaggregation was carried out by floating the dish and contents in an ultrasonic cleaning bath
for two to three minutes. Extraction was continued by placing the boat and contents on a
rotating mixer for thirty minutes. The resulting ammonia solutions rilere removed with a pipette,
placed in individual numbered plastic vials and refrigerated prior to further testing.

Initial testing of samples wÍrs carried out against pre-immune serum (i.e., serum from a
non-immunized animal). A positive result against pre-immune serum could arise from
non-specific protein interaction not based on the immunological specificity of the antibody (i.e.,
nonspecific precipitation). No positive results were obtained and testing was continued against
the antisera shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Antisera used in analysis.

anti-elk

anti-elephant

anti-pig

anti-camel

anti-sheep

anti-rat

anti-rabbit

anti-horse

anti-guinea-pig

anti-dog

anti-deer

anti-chicken

anti-cat

anti-bovine

anti-bear

ANTISERA

University of Calgary

Sigma Scientific Co.
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Antisera obtained from commercial sources are developed specifically for use in forensic

medicine and, when necessary, these sera are solid phase absorbed to eliminate species cross-

reactivity. However, these antisera ile polyclonal, that is they recognize epitopes shared by

closely related species. For example, anti-deer will give positive results with other members

of the Cervidae family such as deer, moose, elk and caribou as well as with pronghorn
(Antilocapridae family). Two additional antisera, to elephant and elk, were raised at the

University of Calgary. The elk, raised against modern species (Cenus canadensis) is species-

specific while the elephant, raised against serum from modern African elephant, will detect

extinct and extant members of the order Proboscidea.

Results

The results of CIEP analysis are shown in Table 2 and, discussed below.

Positive results to bovine antiserum were obtained on three artifacts, #s 1,7 and 9. Positive

reactions to this antiserum are obtained only with bison, muskox and cow of the Bovidae family.
Cross-reactions with other families do not generally occur with this antiserum.

Two artifacts, a Clovis point and a graver, tested positive to deer antiserum. As noted above,

these results may represent any member of the Cervidae family. However, one of these

artifacts, a fluted point (# 3) also elicited a positive reaction to species-specific elk antiserum.

Thus the species represented on this artifact is elk (extinct or extant form).

Positive results to rabbit antiserum were obtained on two artifacts (#s 5 and 9). Positive results

to this antiserum are obtained with all members of the order Lagomorpha (rabbits, hares and

pikas) but cross-reactions with other orders do not generally occur. The identification of two
distinct species on artifact # 9, a graver, suggests the dual use of the implement or that blood
or sinews of one of them may have been used in a hafting process.

No other positive results were obtained in this analysis. The absence of identifiable proteins on

artifacts may be due to poor preservation of protein or that they were used on species other than

those encompassed by the antisera. It is also possible that the artifacts were not utilized.



Table 2: results of CIEP analysis.

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

þr¡T,tfact #

End scraper

Graver

End scraper

Edge worked flake

Graver

Edge worked flake/graver

Fluæd point

Fluæd point

Fluted point

Side scraper

Artifact type

Negative

Bovine, rabbit

Negative

Bovine

Deer

Rabbit

Negative

Deer, elk

Negative

Bovine

Result
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Introduction

In the spring of 1993, Anneüe Ba:r of
Peûersburg, Virginia, notified the author of three
potential fluted points in Sussex County, Virginia.
During the recording visit to the Barr's home, it was
determined that two of the points were worthy of
inclusion in the McCary Fluted Point Suwey (See

fluted points #%0 ard #932 nJohnson and Pearsall
1995). The Ban family led the author and Joyce
Pears¿ll to the site where the points were recovered,
which turned out to be an active s¡nd quarry owned
by the Union Cary Corporation (Figure 1). It should
be noted that the Barrs had permission ftom Union
Camp to be on the property when they recovered the
flutedpoints.

Confronted with a serious threat to what was
obviously a stratified Paleoindian component, the
author called Joe McAvoy who bad spent nuny yeârs
surveying and excavating in the Nottoway River
drainage of Sussex and Dinwiddie counties (McAvoy
1992>. It was also obvious during the visit th¿t the
site was actively being destroyed by artifact hunters
who had dug nrmerous deep potholes. Withthe
discoveries made at Cactus Hill, Union Cary bas
withdrawn permission to collect on the site ând posted
the properly against trespassing. However, the site
continues to be destroyed by looters who sneak into
the site. The term looter will be used henceforth in
this part of the report to refer to those who violate the
propefy rights of Union Canp by illegally entering
the site intheirpursuit ofartifacts. It does not refer
to artifact collectors, many of whom assisted in the
1993 and 1994 archeological excavation of Cactus
Hill, and who obey the law.

Although McAvoy had tested the site in the
late 1980s, it was agreed that the new information
from the Bar family ând the serious threat fromboth
sand çarrying and looting indicated that a major
effort to salvage a portion of the site was warranted.
Based on McAvoy's knowledge of the site and the
logistics of multiFle Archeological Society of Virginia
(ASV) chapter involvement, a two-pronged approach
was devised. The Northern Virginia Chapter (NVC),
under the author's direction, was assigned to an area
on the south side of the quarry where the Barr's bad
recovered the two fluted points. As can be seen ftom
Figure 2, the Northern Virginia Chapter excavation,
designated area A, rv¿5 ¿ significant dist¿nce
(approximately 350 feet) ftom the Nottoway River.
McAvoy's previous testing hâd indicated that portions
of the site were disturbed by alzter Woodland
occupation nearer the Nottoway River. The potential

for undisturbed strâta was thought to be better further
away from the river. Area A was also predicted to
have fewer artifacts which would make it easier to
detect isol¿ted activity areas in the uniform sand
m¿trix. The Greater Ricbmond and Nansemond
Chapters of the ASV, under McAvoy's direction,
were assigned area B, and area C was only scheduled
to be tested (see McAvoy, this volume). Due to
predicted tolerable weather conditions and apredicted
decreased in biting insects, the excavation was
scheduled for the first two weels in October.

The author, tbrough the ASV, was able to
obøin a Threatened Sites grant from the Virginia
Deparûnent of Historic Resources. These funds were
critical to ensuring the paÍicipation of the NVC's
volunteers and to purchase equipment and supplies.
Addition¿l assistance was provided by the Virginia
Commonwealth University Archeology Club and
Antbropology Department, which provided both crew
and a surplus Army command post tent. The tent,
which was pitched at a nearby KOA campground,
served as a field head<¡uarters and lab for the Area A
(NVC) crew.

Due to problems with stratigraphy ln1993,
discussed below, the NVC made a second trip to the
site in early April of 1995 in order to better identi$
the culturat stratigraphy. The resea¡ch design called
for a much less ambitious excavation in terms of
horizont¿l coverage. The focus was on vertical
control. Again the Virginia Deparûnent of Historic
Resources provided basic funding support from its
Tbreatened Sites Fund.

Althougb the NVC, tbrough the McCary
Fluted Point Survey, was the catalyst for re-opening
investigations at Cactus Hill, it was decided tb¿t its
efforts would be supportive of McAvoy's research in
the region. Excavation techniçes were designed to
be consistent with those used by him.

In tlat vein, this part of the report is
designed to provide supporting data to the core report
by McAvoy. However, the analysis is independent.
In accordance with McAvoy's desi¡es for an objective
test, the data and analysis inthis report has not been
coordinated in any way other than througbpoint
typologies.
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Field Methods

1oQ3 Bxcavation

Due to the perceived immediate tbreat to the site from
both sand quarrying and looters, the first year's
excavation was designed to investigate horizontally as

much as was possible within a two weekperiod.
Maximizing horizont¿l coverage was aimed at
increasing the possibility of discovering Paleoindian
activity areas which were expected to be ephemeral in
area A. Although the site was known to be rich in
Early and Middle Archaic occupations, area A was

designed primarily to locate Paleoindian rem¿ins.

Since the areahad a mixed plow zone known
to contain Late Arcbaic (post-Savennrh River) and

Woodland material, the plow zone in area A was
removedby abulldozer. The exposed area

encompassed approximately 1,100 sçare feet. This
was expanded by another 250 sErare feet during the
last week of the excavation.

Horizont¿l control was mainøined by a ten
foot grid, consisting of two contiguous rows of 10x10

foot excavationunits atigued in an east-west direction
along the southern edge of the quarry (Figure 3). A
row of single units was extended to the north ftom the
eastern-most end of the main block. The result was
an L sbaped block. The initial 1,100 sErare foot
block was later extended, first to the west by two balf
(5x10 foot) units. Near the end of the excavation,
whole unit 14 and baH of unit 15 were added to the
north end of the east side of the block.

Unit 7 was not excavated. It was discovered
early that it was situ¿ted almost exactly over a large
pothole, which could be identified by a marbled
m¿trix of dark humus and ligbt subsoil. Units 10 and
11 were not excavatedbeyond lsysling the exposed

surface. Unit 8 was exc¿vated to only level 6 because

of time constraints and low priority. These units were
considered to be of lower priority than units 12

through 15, because they were the farthest away ftom
the site's centerline as determined by McAvoy. The
centerline of the sand dune containing the site was

thought by McAvoy to have the highest potential for
Paleoindian occupation. It had been largely removed
by the quarry.

Vertical control was maintained by use of
two water levels. The water level, designed by
volunteer, Dave Rubis, has proven to be dramatically
more accurate and easier to use tban line levels.

Figure 4 shows one being used during the 1995
excavation.

Arbitrary two-inch levels were chosen in
order to be consistent with McAvoy's excavations.
Iævel control in the large units was maintained by
pre-excavating small, two-inch deep trowel holes in
the cornets, the cenfer of each wall, and in the center
of the units. A two-inch long, flat-head nail, painted
in a florescent color, was driven to the target depth in
the hole. Square, rather rbanpointed, finishing
trowels were used to increase accuracy in the soft
send. The remainder of the unit was either carefully
flat shoveled, skimmed with dust pans, or troweled.
Upper levels were more often flat shoveled. Only
features and diagnostic artifacts were mapped and
plotted in three dimension¿l coordinates.

Sand matrix was sifted through 1/4 inch
hardware cloth. Obvious pebbles end soil concretions
were discarded at the screens. As a result, some
potential environmental information was lost. This
methodological enor was conected during the 1995

excavation. All stone ¡nd ceramic artifacts were
recovered and bagged by unit and level.

Charcoal \ryas coûrmon throughout the levels.
However, the only ch¿rcoal recovery was made from
pedestals under feature artifacts and selected large
cobbles. This was accomplished by recovering an
invefed cone of sand ftom under each large rock in
each feature. This s¡nd was later screened through
graduated sieves where the charcoal was picked out of
the coarsest two mesh sizes (U.S. Bureau of
Standards sieve sizes 6 and 20). McAvoy had pointed
out tlat before the 1993 season he bad gotten
inconsistent d¿tes from level charcoal, because upper
level ch¿rcoal seemed to bâve a tendency to migate
down in the sand. It was hoped tb¿t the sand sbadows

under the larger and relatively undisturbed rocls
might bave beenprotected from cont¿mination. Some

level charcoal, as well as soil concretions, did suwive
tJlie ll4 inch sifting. They were recovered in the lab.
A more thorough attempt to recover charcoal, soil
concretions, and pebbles was made during the 1995

excavation.

All artifacts rnd srnd samples were retumed
each day to the field lab. A preliminary artifact
qr¿5hing and sorting was done at tbat time. Initially,
obvious fue cracked rocls end any remaining pebbles
were discarded. The fire cracked rocks were counted
and recorded by raw material before discard. All
sorted artifacts wele re-bagged in ziploc bags and
retuned to thefu ñeld bags before boxing for eventu¿l
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Figure 4. Arurette Barr (fluted point reporter) using water level to mea$re depth on artifact in Block B, Unit 16.



Eansport back to Northern Virginia. Later, during
the 1993 excavation and during the entire 1995

excavation, fire cracked rocls were retained.

1aa5 Excavation

The fact that the arbitrary levels used in 1993 were
not synchronized with the cultural levels was not
discovered until after the 1993 excavation. As a
result, after the lab work on 1993 was completed, a
second, more lfunited excavation was undertaken in
1995. The purpose was to better identiS the cultural
stratigraphy and to obt¿in a sample of ñrnctionally
diagnostic artifacts tb¿t could be stratigraphically tied
to the ch¡onologically diagnostic artifacts.

A secondary objective was to get a broader
sample of the stratigraphy. To that end, two trcnches
were liaid out, and designated bloclcs B and C (Figures
2 and,3). Each trench consisted of two half-units
(5x10 foot) placed end to end, naking two 5x20-foot
trenches. A fifth hâlf-unit, designated Bl8, was laid
out in an area thought to have a higher potential for
Paleoindian remains. This was next to unit 816,
which was ¿s high up on the dune as possible. Unit
B18 was not dug because it took the full two weels to
excavate the two trenches.

Block B was oriented to avoid looter holes
and trees. Block C was oriented to be parallel with
rows of planted sweetgum trees and was situated as

close to the top of the dune line while avoiding looter
dish¡rbances. As a result, the nuo blocls were not
oriented along cardinal directions.

Most iryortantly, the plowzone was
excavated rather than mechanically removed. As a
result, the starting slope of the aúitrary levels to the
south was more severe thân that of the 1993 levels.
The plan was to adjust the levels as the trench was
excavated, based on cultural slopes determined by
marking diagnostic point finds with nails and labels in
the adjacent walls. This technique was observed
being usedby McAvoy lnL994 inhis area D
excavation. It was çickly determined thåt the n¿tural
slope closely matched the cultural stratigraphy. It
became clear that, in stripping the plowzone ln1993,
the bulldozer h¿d altered the natural and cultural
stratigraphy in the upper levels of block A, which
meant that the arbitrary excavation levels were not
syncbronized with the cultural levels.

The only differencebetweenthe 1993 and
1995 excavation techniçes were tlat in block B all
artifacts larger than a quarter were napped in three

dimensions with top and bottom elevations; related, a
significantly gIeater proportion of each level was
troweled rather than flat shoveled, and everything,
including pebbles was recovered. This assured a
better chance of relating frnctional diagnostics to
chronological cliagnostics. Howevef, in block C
extensive mapping of nondiagnostic artifacts was not
done until late in the excavation when it was clear that
there was sufficient time to complete the block (Figure
5). Ever¡hing th¿t failed to pass through "1,14 nch
mesh screen was recovered. As a result, consistent
saryles of pebbles, insect end other concretions were
recovered. Also, sand columns were recovered ftom
unit 16 in block B and unit 20 in block C. These
were recovered to provide a more systematic sand
saryle for particle size analysis. Iævel control, using
water levels, and all other aspects of the field work
were technically the same as were used in 1993.

I¿b Techniques

1qq3 Bxcavation

Artifacts from eachunit and level were rinsed in tap
water ¡nd initially sorted by raw material. They were
then sorted into categories in accordance with the
Fairfax County, Virginia Park Authority's
Archaeological Services artifact inventory system.
The following discussion pertains to descriptive
cliasses used:

Debitage (DE): This category encompassed

all byproducts of the füftfnapping process, including
flakes, flake fragments (proxinal, distal, medial,
striking platforms, prcssure and percussion flakes,
etc.), and shatter (due to flaws in the stone, knapper
error, bipolar cobble splitting, and angular vs. bifacial
core reduction). Because the presence of cobble
cortex (CÐ is indicative of a secondary procurement
source (cobble quarry rather than bedrock outcrop), it
was employed as a modifier, initially to debitage and
later to only other more complex artifacts. Later,
úring cataloguing of the 1995 arti:facts, obvious
examples of bipolar (BP) debitage were separated

out. It was clear from the very outset of the 1993

excavation that bipolar cobble splitting anrcl high angle
core reduction were very comÍnn on the site. The
lab work also identifted several wedge-like tools
(piesces esquillees) in the lower levels. The notation
of bipolar activity was desigued to fl¿g its occurrence
for future functional and technological analysis.

Fire cradred roctr (fR): This category
included all broken rocks and any unbroken rocks th¿t
exhibited signs of buming. The attributes ¿re crazing,
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Figrrre 5. Al Pfeffer (foreground), GreaterRichmond Chapter, and Joyce Pearsall, Northern Virginia Chapter, mapping
feature artifacts in Block C, Units 19 and 20, Level 8.
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blackening or reddening, variegated breaking
including blocþ cbunls, cupped spalls similar to
potlids, and (in the case of some quartzite) an
apparent thermal destruction of the bonding between
sand grains, i.e., the eçivalent of crazing in çartz.
Combin¿tions of the attributes were prefened. On
rare occasions, pieces of FR were observed to have
been modified or worn, either before or after buming.
These were not included in the FR, but were
annotated as having been thermally altered (IA).

Modified/worn lithic (MW): All artifacts
exhibiting any sign of modiñcation or wear, except
recogni¿¿þls flake striking platforms which often
possess platform preparation, were included in this
category. This category was a c¿tch-all for tools,
broken tools, split cobbles, angular cores, core
fragments, and any artifact with a damaged or worked
edge. Any item with an edge possessing one or more
scars from flake platforms or bulbs of percussion
were included. Artifacts possessing an edge with
polish, nicks from twisting, s¡ c.ru5hing were also
included under the general MW category. Within this
category other descriptions may be made:

1. Cobbles and cobble fragments with one

or more pits or high angle impact scars, or cnrshed
surfaces ftom repeated battering were included as

MWs, but were further sorted as pecked/pitted (PP).

2. Exaryles of modification or weal
involving the production of a spur (SP) beceme
increasingly evident during the preliminary sorting
and were pulled out. However, the high volume of
debitage (commonly over 1,000 in one level of one
uniQ made recognition spotty. Their inclusion in the
data only reflects presence, not absence, and was
done with greater âccuracy in the 1995 inventory.

3. Uniface (UF) referred to a
modified/wom artifact with an edge that had been
system¿tically flaked, primarily, in only one direction,
i.e., beveled. It did not include unifaci¿l damage

unless it was not clear if the damage was the product
of intentional fiaking. In this and most other cases, it
was decided to catalog the artifact at the highest

obvious degtee of modification, so as to make
recovery easier later.

4. Biface (DI) included all biface forms
except recognizable points. Preforms and bifacial
cores were subsumed under this category. Bifacially
worked edges on debitage also were included in the
general MW category.

5. It is recognized that points (PT)
generally are specialized bifaces. However, they are
temporally diagnostic and therefore were isolated in
the inventory. Tips (fI), midsections MS), and
other unidentiñable fragments (FG) can be isolated
with modiÉers to help later retrieval. The cataloging
system allows for other descriptive modiñers, such as

bifurcated base (BI), contracting stem (CS), corner
notched (CN), fluted (FT), ground (GR), lanceolate
(LA), lobate (LO), notched (NT), pentagonal (PE),
serrated (SR), side notched (SI), stemmed (ST), and
triangular (IR).

Ceramic pottery (CP): The Woodland
period $/as not a focus ofthis project, because ofthe
project's emergency n¿ture and the majority of the
ceramics were stratigaphically contained in the
plowzone. Additionally, intrusive Woodland features
were unrecognizable in the subsoil. The presence of
Woodland pottery sherds and points were used as

markers of disturbance. lVhere recognized, potshelds
were treated ¿s dirgnostic artifacts. The CP
designation included any prehistoric ceranic
technology. The term marked referred only to
technology. For example, a cord wrapped paddle
used to press the pot prefonn's coils together leaves
irregular marks. Such a sherd would have been
cataloged as cordmarked (CM). In the case of cord
wrapped stick and individual cord decoration the terrn
cord impressed (CI) would be used. Thus,
impressed referred to obvious decoration. That

distinction was used for all surface treatu ents,
whether cord, fabric (trM vs. FT), or net (NM vs.
NT).

Ceramic unidentified (CLI): This category
was used to catalogue soil concretions and the
runerous mud wasp nest fragments tlat were present
tbroughout the site. The nests were considered
important, because they m¿y cont¿in biological or
cultural inform¿tion. For example, if the mud wasp
nests were attached to parts ofstn¡ctures, it is
possible that the impressions of hides, m¿ts, or
debarked poles may be detected on the ¿ttachment
areas ofthe nests.

Analysis is still pending on ch¿rcoal and
bone.

1aq5 Excavation

With one exception (the use of surgical gloves to
handle 1995 artifacts), the same lab tecbniçes were
used for both the 1993 and 1995 artifacts. By the
time of the 1995 excavation, McAvoy had received



results from immunologicaf þsß on his oldest tools
from the 1993 excavation. The results of similar tests

on artifacts from block A of Cactus Hill, and the Fifty
(44WR50) and Thunderbird (44WRl 1) Paleoindian
sites inWarren County, Virginia, (Gardner 1974)

indicated a potential for identifiable blood residues
(table 1). Because ofthe visible (underbinocular
microscopic analysis) indicalion of human residue on
the Tbunderbird and Fiffy samples, which have been
heavily hândled since their recovery some 20 years

ago, all artifacts from the 1995 Cactus Hill excavation
were hendled with surgical gloves.

However, the effectiveness of blood residue

analysis as an archeological techniçe bas recently
come under criticism @owns and l¡wenstein 1995;

Eisele, eta7.1995; Fiedel 1996). The results ofblood
residue tests on selected Cactus Hill, Fifty, and

Thunderbird artifacts are presented here because they
were done. No value judgements or inferences are
being made.

Another minor change was in the tabulation
of meta-volcanic artifacts. Whereas the attempt was
made during cataloging to separate Carolina slate
(silicified volcanic tuff) from rhyolite, all of the meta-

volcanics were çantiüatively combined for this report
under the meta-volcanics heading.

Particle size testing was done on samples of
pedestal send from the features inblock A. Columns
of 2x2xl inch samples from wall profiles in block B,
unit 16 and block C, unit 20 were also sorted for
particle sizes. Testing was done using U.S. Bureau of
Standards sieve sizes 6,20,40,60, 100, and 230.
Any clay particles tbât made it through the finest mesh
(230) were recovered and treated as a part of the
analysis. The sand from each sieve was bagged and

ret¿ined. An analysis of the results are cont¿ined in
the analysis section ofthis part ofthe report.

Data and Analvsis

The focus of this report is on the vertical
separation of culturâl levels. Because there was no

obvious soil differentiation (Figure 6), accurate
cultural stratigraphic analysis is essential. However,
even identifi¿ble cultural stratigraphy cannot be t¿ken
literally. Vertical artifact drift, particularly of smaller
items, was evident in all units and levels. This was
clearly facilitåted by the sand matrix. The larger
items seem to have had less of a penchant for moving,
as will be shown with the numerous mends within
sone features. Diagnostic points and, to a lesser

extent, pottery also appear to have nostly held to their
original levels.

Since no C-14 dating or.finctional analysis
of the tools bas been done on the NVC data, the
following will be concerned with only gross artifact
quantities ftom the invenlory, relative dating based on
temporally diagnostic artifacts, stratigraphic analysis,
andpreliminary analysis of features. As samples are
processed and tools arc analyzed, additional articles
will be published.

Approximately 110,500 items were
inventoried from the tbree blocks. Unit 16 produced

the higbest quantity of artifacts, by far, with 17,168.
This is noteworthy because it encompassed only 50

sçare feet while many of the units in block A were
full 10x10 foot units. It also produced over 3,000
more artifacts thân unit 20 in block c, which was
closer to the Nottoway River, where one would expect
a more intense occupation. These n¡mbers reflect
gross figures including every time period on the site.

Chronologically, the three blocls show differences in
occupation âcross space and through time.

Block A - Figure 7 shows a summary of
identifiable point types recovered fromblock A.
Tables 1-1 through 1-10 (Attacbment 1) show the
distribution of other, nondiagnostic artifacts in this
block. Every major local point type except the
unfluted lanceolates (identified by McAvoy in the first
section of this report), Kirk Corner notched/Side
notched, Stanly, Potts, and triangles were recoveted
from block A. One small possible fluted point
fragment ând a quartz lanceolate (?) fragment were
recovered from the deepest levels inunit 14 which
was inthe northeast corner of the block. Although
not shown in the table, the lower levels produced an
increased çantity of Nottoway River chert, which is
commonly associated with Paleoinrtian occupation (see

Attachment 1). Addition¿Ily, a high çality meta-
volcanic raryed endscraper was recovered from the
same level (9) as the fluted point ftagment. This area

of the block was where the potential for Paleoindian

occupation was considered highes¿. The only
Hardaway point from the three blocls was recove¡ed
from level 6 in this unit @igure 8). A large Palmer-
like corner notched base was recovered from the same

level as the Hardaway ¡nd a serr¿ted, large Palmer-
like corner notched midsection was recovered from
level ll of unit 6 Gigure 9). Seventy-one sand

tempered, cordmarked Prince George-like sherds and
one Rossville/Piscataway-like point were recovered
from the upper levels of the block. With the



Table L Blood residue results from CIEP (cross-over immunoelectrophoresis analysis of selected artifacts from
44WR11 (Thunderbird), 44\ryR50 (Fifty) and 445X202 (Cactus Hill) (Newman 1995:6).

Site

44Wr11

44WR1l

44WRl1

44WRll

44WR50

44WR50

445){202

445X202

445X202

445X202

445X202

445X202

44SyJO2

445X202

445Ð02

445X202

445X202

445X202

445X202

445X202

Result

Cat, human

Human

Negative

Negative

Bear

Rabbit, human

Negative

Negative

Deer, elk

Negative

Negative

Negative

Negative

Negative

Negative

Negative

Negative

Negative

Negative

Negative

Artifact

Flutedpoint

Fluted point blade

Fhfed point tip

Fluted point

Fluted point blade

Fluted Point

Endscraper

Fluted point fragment (?)

Modified flake

Point blade

Wornflake

Decatur point

Bifircatepoint

Kirkpoint

Uniface

Ft. Nottowaypoint

Wornflake

Uniface

Endscraper

Palmer point midsection
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Figure 6. Final ten-foot long wall profiles fromthe west wall of Unit I and the east wall of Unit 9, at opposite ends of
BlockA.
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Figure 8. Weathered metavolcanic Hardaway side notched point from Unit 14, Level 6.
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exception of ceramics, Woodla¡d diagnostics were
noticeably scaroe.

Althoughthe quantity of artifacts perrmit
was low when coryared to blocls B and C, block A
does offer the potential for beüer horizontal sorting.
The area a¡ound the northeast cofi¡er ofthe block
retains the best chance for in situ Paleoindian remains.
Feature 410 in level 8 of unit 15 is a strong candidate
for an early date. Feature A2 from levels 9 and 10 of
uit 9 may also be early. No other part of the block
proúrced any artifacts or features that appeared to be
earlier tban large Palmer-like conrr notched, i.e.,
before ca,8r200 B.C. (McAvoy, personal
communication).

Beca¡se tbe plowzone of this block had been
mecbanically removed and its slope altered (eveled)
by the bulldozer, some adjustments werc made to the
r4ryer levels in order to malce the slope of the
aôitrary levels corrcspond as closely as possible to
the perceived land form. Figures 2-1 through 2-7 in
Att¿chment 2 rcpresent only the relative vertical
relationshþs between diagnostics aod levels. tüith
MorróW Mounøinpoinfs being the most numerous by
far, the bottom of the Morrow Mountåin zone could
be estimated for the mqin body of the excavation
which included units 1 through 6 (Figures 2-1 through
2-3). The bottom of the zone extends from the

boundary of levels 6 xú,7 at the north end of each
figure to the boundary of levels I ad 9 at thÊ

southem end. Note tbat the figures represent 20 feet
of horizontal distance and tbe actual levels were only
¡vo inches thick. The arbitrary level slope was offby
about two inches over a distance of 20 feet. The
magnitude of the slope will be more evident later,
during the explanation ofthe feah¡res.

Units 9 and 14 (Figt¡re 2-5) also show a
termination of the Monow Mountain zone in levels 9
and 14. However, it st¿rts at the level 3 aú 4
boundary at the northem end ofunit 14, and over the
2O feet ofhorizontal distance drops to tbe boundary
between levels 6 aú,7 at the southern end of unit 9.
As one can see from Figure 3, the southern edge of
units 9 and 14 correspond to the northem edge of
units 1, 3, and 5. The drop across the 20 foot qpan of
units 9 a¡d 14 is six inches. It means that the
stratigraphy appears to be more precipitous,
coryressed, and higher in the profile at the
northeastem end of block A.

Using only one Gtrilford and one Monow
Mountainpoint, an effort was made to h)?othesize the
rryper extent of Morrow Mountain in units 12 aú. 13

(Figure 2-6). The Grilford point appeared to be
associ¿ted with a largely horizonal featurc th4t
extended across most of unit 12. As a result, tbe
bottom of the feanue is projected to be the top of the
Morrow Mount¿in zone (see featurc discr¡ssion
below). If conect, this wouldmeanthat inthe arca of
block A the Morrow Mount¿in zone is about six
inches thick

The top of the Morrow Mount¿in zone is
muchmorc diffiq¡lt to identiry because the¡e seems to
be more iryact onrÐIrer levels ftomWoodland
intn¡sions. Note tbat in urit 2 (Figure 2-1) sand
teryered cordmarked sherds were rccovered as deep
as level6. Inuit a @igure 2-Z\,three sherds were
rec¡vered from level 5. hunit 5 a sherd was
recovered from level4, and inunit 6 one shefd came
from level 6 asl nine sherds came ftom level 5
(Figure 2-3). Sherds werc foud as deep as level3 in
bothunir 9 aú,14 (Figure 2-5).

Tte shallower penetration of poúery in units
9 aú,14 could indicate that more s¡rxl was removed
from the northem or up-hill portion of tbe site furing
the mechanical elimination of the plowzone, or that
the entire profile was more coryrcssed there.
Througbout levels 3{, depending on where one was
in the block, tbere was a clear mixing of Savann¿h
River, Halifax, Guilford, and Morrow Mounøin
points. The northern half of unit 9 also a¡pears to
have been iryacted by alur:ge intn¡sive feature which
will be discussed later.

Since the only Small Palnerpoint found in
block A came from level4 inunit 14, tbe only hte
Paleoindian Hardaway Side notchedpoint inthe block
came from level6 of the same unit, and two probable
flutedpoint fragments came from levels 8 and 9 of
unit 14, six inehes probably werc removed. Palmer,
Hardaway, and ftutedpoints fromrmit 14 wouldbe
more consistent with the cultural stratigraphy in the
rcst of the three bloclcs excavated by the Nvc if they
bad been recovered from 3 levels deeper. While
particþating in McAvoy's 1996 excavations it was
pointed out by McAvoy and lrter observed,
personally, that the stratigraphy near tbe top ofthe
ú¡ne was different th¡n lower down (to the south). It
appears tbat the Paleoindian occrpation was on the top
of a dune th¿t was truncated along its southern edge
(approximately along the southern edge of tmit 14).
Between Paleoindian and Early Archaic occr4lations,
the drop off along the southern edge of the dune was
filled in with sa¡d and was subseçently occrpied by
Barly Archaic peoples. Tbat appears to explain the
discrepancies between the deeper cultural levels in



units 14 and 15, and the deeper levels in the rest of
the block. This was an extremely iryortant
discovery.

The profiles fromunit 8 (Figure 24) indicate
strong Woodland disturbance all the way down
through level 6, which was the deepest level
coryleted in the unit. Although no Woodland
ceramics were recovered fromunit 15 (Figure 2-7), a
large disnrbed area covered approximately half of the
unit and extended to the bottom of the excavation. It
was located along the east wall. The Halifax-like
poiru in bvel 6 was recovered from adjacent to the

distr¡rbance and probably was associated with it. The
precise boundaries ofthe disturbance were difÉcult to
identi$. The western half of unit 15 produced a
feature in level 8 near the south wall (Figure 2-7).
Also, the northwestern comer contained harder sand
end no evidence of disturbance in the lower levels.
LeveIT also produced a noticeable increase in meta-
volcanic debitage, Nottoway River cherts (probably
Mitchell Plantation) including one modified piece, and

one jasper flake and one orthoc¡uartzite flake (fable 1-

10).

Tables 1-1 through 1-3 do not show the

çantities of quartzite and quartz debitage, and fi¡e
cracked rock for each unit, because of the problem
with the levels. Any gross differences or vertical and

horizont¿l trends in artifacts canbe shown with the
diagnostics and other raw m¿terials.

Horizontally, Tables 1:2 aú,1-3 show tb¿t

units 2 and 3 hâd a distinct increase in chert/jasper
rnd meta-volcanic debitage in levels 6 tbrough 8. If
those concentrations were at the intersections of the

two units, then they would have been in the northeast
comer of unit 2 aú,t}re southwest corner of unit 3
(the horizontal locations of the cherfjasper and meta-
volcanic debitage were not recorded). If that were the
case, then units I and 4 should have had similar psals
in those materials in those levels. However, Tables 1-

1 and 1-4 show no suchpeaks. It is likely that the
two peakri represented separate concentrations. The
relative chronological analysis (Figures 2-L añz-Z)
indicates that these peaks were associated with the end

of the Barly Archaic ard the beginning of the Middle
Archaic period. A similar meta-volcanic peak inunits
19 and 20 (discussed in the block C analysis below)
occurred deeper but was chronologically connected to
the Ki¡khorizon at the beginning of the Middle
Archaic period.

The isolation of 15 slate artifacts in level 4 of
unit 2 is a strong indicator ofintegrity (Iable 1-2).

All of the chert and jasper artifacts in unit 4 came
from level 9 and below. It is estim¿ted tb¿t level 9 in
t¡¿t unit was completely below the Morrow Mountain
bound¿ry @igure 2-2). Most of the cherljasper and
the peak of the met¿-volcanics occurred in level 5 and
below in unit 14 (Iable 1-9), which is alrnost entirely
Earþ Arcbaic and Paleoindian (Figure 2-5).

Block B - Figure 10 shows the relative point
chronology for tlis block. Tables 1-11 and 1-12
(Attachment 1) show the other, nondiagnostic
artifacts from the block. The block ploduced only
one Woodland artifact, anunidentified sand tempered
potsherd from the plowzone. Considering the high
number of sherds in blocks A and C, the low number
of sherds in block B indicates an uneven horizont¿l
distribution of Woodland activity. Although there was
only one sherd, the block bad 1fts highe5¿ artifact
intensity. Unit 16 produced ¿ high number of
Savannah River variant points in the top-most levels.
These were associated with features B1 and 82.
Halifax, Guilford, one Morrow Mountain 1, ¡nd
nnmerous Morrow Mount¿in 2 points dominated the
middle levels. Transitional Kirk Stemmed (Figure
1l), and Bifurcate points helped to mark the Early-
Middle Archaic boundary. Stanly points were not
recovered ftom this unit.

Also absent were any probable Paleoindian
diagnostics. The lower levels of unit 16, however,
produced in increase in non-c¡uartzite artifacts,
including clear çartz. The earliest diagnostics were
three large Palmer-like corner notched points @igure
9). This is noteworthy because the horizont¿l area

eçaled only 100 squ¿re feet. Block A covered 850

sErare feet of completed units, and only trvo large
Palmer-like conrer notched points were recovered.
The Early Archaic coryonents were rounded out by
Kirk Corner notched, Fort Nottoway, and Decatur.
$mall p¿l¡ns¡ points were also missing.

The upper, northern end ofthe block (unit
16) produced the highest artifact concentration of any
of the three btocls. Although there were no
Paleoindian diagnostics to which to chronologically tie
the exotic raw materials in the lower levels, it is likely
that this area had as high a potential for Paleoindian
occupation as did units 14 and 15 in block A. This
arcãrnay also may be the best of the tbree blocls for
an identifiable large Palmer-like corner notched
occupation. Separating this occupation from the other
Barly Archaic occupations may be difñcút since the
Early Archaic dirgnostics were vertically close
together. Feature B8 (discussedbelow), against the
east wall of unit 16, level9 was below all of the
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Figure 11. Examples of Kirk Stemmed points from Block B.



diagnostics, including the large Palmer-like corner
notchedpoints (Figure 2-8). Since all ofthe fire
cracked rocks in the feature mended, the feature is
indicative of an undisturbed early occupation.

Because block B was begun ftom the natural
surface rather than one tbat had been disturbed (see

block A above), the cultural slope appears to b¿ve
corresponded to the arbitrary levels. Although no
Woodland ceramics were recovered frombelow the
plowzone, Figure 2-8 does show tb¿t there was some
mixing of culhral m¿teri¿I. A probable Kirk
Stemmed point, along with several Savannah River
end one Morrow Mountainpoint, were recovered
from in and around feature 81 located in the northeast
corner oflevel l. At the southernend ofunit 16 and
the northern end of unit 17, a reworked Kirk Corner
notchaì point and an unidentified side notched point
occurre I in features B5-1 and B5-2, which were
above srveral Monow Mountainpoints. About mid-
w¿y acrcss unit 17, a Morrow Mounøinpoint and a
Guilford ircint were located at the same level as or
below Kirk and Early Arcbaic artifacts. The
telminatio-r line for the Morrow Mount¿in zone in
Figure 2-8 reflects these anomalies, which may have
resulted frrrm prehistoric surface modifications such
as moundirg or digging holes.

An important factor to note is that no
recognizable Morrow Mount¿in or later artifacts were
recovered frombelow the Morrow Mountain
termination line. The presence of mended 1ir.
cracked rock in fe¿ture B8 in levels 8 and 9 support
the contention that the potential for isolating in siø
features is high in the lower levels around this block.

In blocls B and C, where debitage and fire
cracked rocks are shown in the øbles (Attachment 1),
it is noteworthy th¿t most artifacts peaked in the
Middle Archaic period (Iables 1-11 tbrough 1-14).
Yet, while c¡uartzite and quaftz debitage persisted in
the deeper levels, fire cracked rocls largely
disappeared (feature B8 being the notable exception).
Inblock B the çartzite and quartz tools are most
numerous in levels 5 through 7 which corresponded to
the later part of the Early Archaic into the early
Middle Archaic period. The cherVjasper ând meta-
volcanics also peaked there.

Blod< C - Although block B did produce a
small çantity of wrought nails in the plowzone, block
C was the only area containing evidence of historic
occupation. It was manifested by wrought nails,
white ball clay pipe stems end bowl fragments, rnny
brick fi:agments, cottage ware (Colono), coarse

redware, and unidentified stoneware. The block was
close to a Colonial occupation obsewed in the
erposed wall of one of the nearby looter holes.

Figure 12 contains the relative point
chronology for this block. One Potts point and 59
sand tempered, cordmarked potsherds were recovered
ftom the upper levels of the block, indicating a strong
Woodland presence in the plowzone where most of
the historic rnåterial was concentr¿ted. The pottery
penetrated to as deep as level 5 at the north end of
unit 19 where a white ball clay pipe stem was
recovered from level 10. The Middle A¡chaic
assemblage included a possible Halifax point as well
as Guilford, Morrow Mount¿in 2, and Stanly points.
Here again, transitional Ki¡k Stemmed and Bifurcate
points helped to mark the Early-Middle Arcbaic
boundary.

Paleoindian and Early Archaic diagnostics
were noticeably absent. A large, well made
lanceolate biface base (Figure 13) was recovered from
level 11 of unit 20. However, a St. Albans-like
Bifurcate point was recovered from level 10 of the
same unit and another Bifurcate point was recovered
from level 10 of unit 19. As a result, the biface
probably is a Ft. Nottoway point preform, making it
the only potential Barly Archaic diagnostic artifact in
the block. Level 8 i¡ þ6¡þ nnits produced four
features and three points: a Kirk Stemmed (Figure
14), a Kirk Serrated (possibly a heavily reworked
Kirk Corner notched) (Figure 15), and a Stanly
(Figure 16). The Stanly point was in a fire cracked
rock and debitage feature (C4) at the top of the level
in the southern end of unit 19, The Kirk Serrated
point was made of meta-volcanic rock identical to the
material in a large chipping feature (Feature C5) in
the same level (8) of unit 19. Another fi¡e cracked
rock rnd debitage feature (C6) along the west wall of
unit 20 was two feet away from the Kirk Stemmed
point.

This block was also excavated from the
natural surface, with the arbitrary levels
corresponding to the bottom of the plowzone. The
n¿tural slope was greater fhan in block B, because the
area chosen for excavation was further from the top of
the dune. The orient¿tion of the unit along the tree
rows appears to have made the long axis of the trench
more perpendicular to the n¿tural sþe than in block
B. Figure 2-9 shows a possible two-inch difference in
the arbitrary slope and cultural sþe as indicated by
the hypothesized termin¿tion of the Morrow Mount¿in
zone. The bottom of the Morrow Mount¿in zone was
more difficult to determine inblock C because there
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Figure 13. Fluted lanceolate biface base, probably a broken Fort Nottoway preforrn" from Unit 20, Level I I (eft), and
later stage Fort Nottoway preform (center) and Fort Nottoway point from Block A (1993).
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Figure 14. Kirk stemmed point from Unit 20, Level g.
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Figure 15. Kirk serrated (reworked side notched point?) From Unit 1 9, Level 8.
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Figure 16. Stanly-like point from Unit 19, Level 8, Feahre C4.



were fewer rliagFostics present (Figure 2-9). The
boundary was also corylicated by the presence of
several Early to Middle Archaic features tlat were
vertically close together. These included one feah¡re
cont¿ining a Stanly-like point, one containing a
reworked Kirk Serrated, and one within a foot of a
Kirk Stemmed point. These fe¿tures will be discussed
in more detail below.

The lower levels appeared to contain only
later Early Arcbaic components. Bifurcate points and
probable Fort Nottoway biface fragments were the
only diagnostics below the Kirk and Stanly-like
points. A charcoal concentration, containing mostly
wood ch¿rcoal, was recovered from around nnd below
the large lanceolatebiface base inlevel 11 ofunit 20.
Dates are pending. Several items of exotic chert from
the same core were recovered from levels 11 tbrough
13 inunit 19.

The northwest corner (approximately a2x2-
foot block of the corner) ofunit 19 appeared to be
dish¡rbed. A 6 to 8-inch diameter ståin extended
through the levels to the bottom. It was initially
thought to be a tree stain but the recovery of the white
ball clay pipe stem in level 10 near the stain indicates
that the søin may have been indicative of greater

disturbance.

As stated above, <¡urtzite and quartz fire
cr¿cked rock st¿rted to disappear at about the Early-
Middle Archaic boundary (Atøchment 1, Tables 1-13

and 1-14). A distinct peak in greenpatinated meta-
volcanic debitage occurred in levels 7 through 10 in
unit 19 (table 1-13) and levels 6 through 9 inunit 20

Gable 1-14). The one level difference betweenunits
19 and 20 probably corresponds to the npo-inch
diffe¡ence shown in the northern rnd southem ends of
the Morrow Mountain boundary. As a result, the
metå-volcanics were probably from the same time
period (Ki*). The vertical extent should bave been
due to the normal downward drift in debitage.

Features - BlockAproduced 12

lecognizable features, and blocls B and C produced
eight each. The features included various
combinations of the following: small clusters of fire
cracked rocls, apparent living floors, recognizable
chipping areas, charcoal concentrations. The profiles
of eachunit show the location of each feature within
its respective unit profile (Attachment 2). Note that
because the horizont¿l sc¿le is compressed, the
vertic¿l size of each feature is exaggerated.

Feature Al (Figure 17) began inunit 9, level
4 and extended into level 9 (Figure 2-5). Because of
difficulty recognizing the feature, all of the rocls from
above level 9 were merged with level artifacts. Two
artifacts from level 8 ¡nd two from level 7 were from
the feature area. These were the only items th¿t could
be culled from the level bulk. Four mapped items
came ftom level9 of the feature and were debitage
and modified or worn lithics. The two items from
IevelT were a piece of debiøge and a pitted cobble.
Other mapped items included a quartz biface tip and a
qu¿rtzite corc. They indicate that the feature may
not bave been a hearth or sweat lodge, although fue
cracked rocks were included in the material merged
with the level artifacts. The Halifax point recovered
from the same level as the top of the feature indicates
th¿t feature 1 may have been a Haf¡tax feature. Sand
srmples were recovered.

Feature A2 (Figure 18) consisted of
hardened sand with a dark brown mineral concretion
in the center. It was located in unit 9, level 10

(Figure 2-5). Mixed with the sand were one small
quartzite fire cracked rock, two çartzite debitage,
three Erartzite debitage with cortex, one large
thermally altered quartzite modiñed/worn lithic
(possibly an abrader), end two quartz debitage with
cortex. The feature probably was either Early-Middle
or Early Archaic, because of its depth. It is difficult
to place the feature chronologically with any precision
because the cultural sþe was grcater toward the
south than the slope of the arbitrary level used in the
excavation. The entire feature was recovered.

Feature A3 (Figure 19) consisted ofslightly
bardened sand with blackish mineral concretions along
the west wall of unit 2,level9 (Figure 2-l). Artifacts
included four çartzite fire cracked rocks with cobble
cortex (two of which mended), one quartz
modified/worn lithic with cortex, one fluted quartzite
biface, end one çartzite debitage with a polished
edge. The fire cracked rocks includedpieces ranging
from 40 to 588 grams in weight, indicating a low
potential for significant movement after deposition.
The mended pieces also support this contention. The
feature probably represents a hearth or sweat lodge at
the center of some kind of activity area. The presence

ofthe fluted biface puts the feature securely in the
Early Archaic period. A Khk Stemmed point was
recovered from the west wall, 5 Vz feet north in level
7. A Morrow Mountain point also was recovered
slightly to the south and east of the feature in level 8.
This is consistent with the higher cultural sþe to the
south. Cbarcoal was present in the feature and was
recovered, as was the sandunder eachrock.



Figure 17. FeatureAl
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Feahre A4 (Figure 20) consisted of an area

ofharlened sand, apiece ofq¡uartzite fire cracked
rock, one bumed quartzite modified/worn lithic, and

one {partzite debitage inunit 2,level9 (Figure 2-l).
The fue cracked rocks weighed 349.2 grams, and the

çartzite nodifieüworn lithic weigbed 101.5 grams.

Charcoal was observed under the fire cracked rocls
and nowhere else. The pedestals were recovered.
The feahue apfleârs to have been located a little above
feature 43. Taking into acc¡unt the cultural slope,
feature A4 couldbe either early Middle Archaic or
late Early Archaic.

Feature A5 (Figure 21) consisted of a related

scatter of seven quartzite ¡n¡l two quartz

modiñed/worn lithics in unit 3, level 7 @igwe 2-2).

One small çartzite fire cracked rock was also
present. This was a significant feature in that its
profile clearly demonstratedhow the culturat slope

$'as greater toward the south than the slope of the

arbitrary levels. The feature appeared to bave a

cluster of tools in the center. It was vertically
consistent with the Morrow Mount¿in 2 point finds in
this unit and unit 4.

Feâture A6 (Figure 22) consisted of an area

of har<tened sand containing mìmerous artifacts in unit
3, level 7 @igercz-z). The artifacts included six

çartzite fire cracked rocks, one çartz fire cracked
rock, eleven çartzite debitage, one çartzite pitted

cobble, five quartzite modiÉed/worn lithics, one

q¡rartzite biface, two quartz modifred/worn lithics, two

çartz bipolar split cobbles, and one large çartz
biface tip. It is possible that it was a combination
hearth or sweat lodge and activities area. The feature

was in the same level and sErare as feahre A5 aad

only about one foot to the south. It was likely another
Morrow Mount¿in feature.

Feahre A7 consisted of a one-foot diameter

cluster offire cr¿cked rocls inunit 14, level 1 (Figure
2-5). Artifacts included four <¡uartzite fire cracked
rocks weigbing 803.3 grams, and one çartz fire
cracked rock weighing 47.7 grams. One charcoal
sample was recovered. Considering the large size of
the fire cracked rocls, it is likely that they had not
moved mrch since deposition. Also considering the
fact th¿t the levelproducedpottery, a Sav¡nnah River
point and a Morrow Mounøinpoint, it is not clear
how old it is.

Feature A8 (Figure 23) consisted of a small
diameter cluster of fire cracked rocla ¡nd stone tools
inunit 14, level4 (Figure 2-5). Artifacts included
two pieces of mended quârtzite fire cracked rocls,

two other mended quartzite fire cracked rocks, five
qpartzite debitage, one çartzite pitted cobble, ând
one qrartz modifred/worn lithic. The presence of
mended fire cracked rocks strongly suggest min sin
deposit. The presence of tools ¡nd flakes with the
sm¿ll fire cracked rock concentrationmakes
chronological placement and the analysis of the
feature's function difficult. A charcoal sanTle was
recovered which may eventually help. This feah¡re
probably dâtes to the early part of the Middle Archaic
or later part of the Early Arcbaic period.

Feature A9 (Figure 24) consisted of a large
scatter offire cracked rocls, debitage, and tools in
associ¿tion with a Grrilford point in unit 12, level3
(Figure 2-6). Twenty-six çartzite fire cracked rocla
(including two mends), six çartzite debitage, nine
qrartzite modified/worn lithics, four çartzite biface
fragments, one $¡artzite Guilford point, two quartz

fire cracked rocks, two çartz debitage, two quartz

modifred/worn lithics, one quafz uniface, rnd two
unidentified quartzite pebbles were mapped. The
feature appeared to have been a living floor. No
comparable concentr¿tion of artifacts was recovered
fromthe levels above. The feature also appearedto
be deeper to the south which conformed to the cultural
stratigaphy. The Grrilford point indicates a cultural
association. Regrefrrlly, lack of time and the higher
priority of units 14 and 15 meant that this hâIf unit
was not dug below this featurc.

Feâhrrc Al0 (Figure 25) consisted of a tight
cluster of tools and debitage partially cont¿ined inunit
15, level 8 (Figure 2-7). Artifacts included five
qrartzite debitage, one quartzite modiñed/worn lithic,
one çartzite pitted cobble, two quartzite unifaces,
one quartz pitted cobble, and two quartz

modiñed/wom lithics. A charcoal saryle was
recovered. Clear çartz was recovered from among

the quartz tools. Iævel8 is coryarable to level8 in
unit 14, less than one foot to the west, which was two
levels below the Hardaway side notched point in unit
14, level6 (Figure 2-5). This featuremayhavebeen
l¿te Paleoindi¿n or, because it was on the boundary of
the tn¡ncated Paleoindian dr¡ne, it may have been
Barly Archaic. Note the absence of fire cracked
rocls.

Feahrre Al l consisted of a noticeable

concentration of mostly E¡attzite modiÉed/worn
lithics with some debitage and fire cracked rocls in
unit 13, level4 (Figure 2-6). Artifacts included three
quartzite fi¡e cracked rocls, three çartzite debitage,
seven c¡rartzite modifieüwom lithics, one quartzite

uniface, four çartzite biface fragments, and one
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Figure 20. Feaü:re 44.
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Figure 21. Featr¡re 45.
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Figure 22. Feature 46.



Figure 23. Feature 48.



Figure 24. FeatureAg. NotethattheUnitnumberonthe chalkboardslrouldread*E.U. 12.-
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Figure 25. Featr¡re 410.



qrartz modiñed/worn lithic. The actual anltural slope
of tle feah¡re is not knownbecause individual artifact
depths were not recorded. A Morrow Mount¿in 2
point was recovered from level 5 of the same unit.
This feature is either another Grrilford living floor like
feahrre A9 or a Morrow Mount¿in 2 featve. Because

of the cultural slope the feature seems to line ¡p ryitft
the Grilford feature (49).

Feature 412 was a tight cluster of fire
cracked rocls and tools containing numerous mends
in Unit 13, lævel4 @igure 2-6). Arülaas included
six çartzite fire cracked rocks (including one mend),
one quartzite debitage, and five çartzite
modified/wom lithics. It is noteworthy that the two
mended pieces of fire cracked rock mended to two
modified/worn lithics which also were thermally
aftered. Additionally, one of the pieces of debiøge
mended to one of the modifted/worn mends. In all,
five artifacts mended across three artifact rypes. The
feature was in the same level as Feature All but a
little higher. Because it was up-slope of A1 1, Feature
412 probably is atso Grrilford.

Featr¡re B1 (Figure 26) consisted of a large
concentration of fire cracked rocks, debitage,
modified/worn lithics, and stemmed points in unit 16,

levels 1 and 2 @igure 2-8). A tot¿l of 118 artifacts
were recovered. They included 16 çartzite fire
cracked rocks, 74 çartzite debitage, two çartzite
modiåed/worn lithics, trvo quartzite Savannah River
points, one possible Kirk Stemmed point, one bipolar
quartzite debitage, three çartz fire cracked rocls,
five quartz debitage, two (partz modified/wom lithics,
one pitted qrartz cobble, one bipolar <¡rartz debitage,
one unidentified chert debitage, 13 unidentified fire
cracked rocks, and six cobbles andpebbles. Alhough
one of the stemmed points appeared to be a Kirk, the
feature appears to be Savannah River or later, because

it started at the base of the plowzone. It is also not
totally clear tbât feature B3 (discussed below) is not
part of feature B1 because it is directly under B1 with
only about an inch or two separation. twithout any
visible soil color or texture differences, the separation
may trot h¿ve been archeologically significant.

Feahrre 82 consisted of a concentration of
eight çartzite fire cracked rocls, 52 quaÍzite
debitage, two <¡uartzite modified/worn lithics, one

<¡uartzite biface, one $uftzite $¿vennrhJike peint,
four qrartz fire cracked rocks, one meta-volcanic
debitage, and six unidentiñed fire cracked rocls in
unit 16, level I e*ending into the no¡theast comer of
unit 17, level 1 (Figure 2-8). A charcoal sample was
recovered. The feature was more dispersed thrn

featu¡e 81. Considering thât the arbitrary levels in
this block more closely matched the cultural levels, it
is likely tbat this feature is Savannrh River or later.

Feature B3 (Figure 27) consisted ofa tight
concentration ofartifacts directly under feature 81. It
was located inunit 16, level3 (Figure 2-8). Artifacts
included 14 çartzite fire cracked rocls, 36 qrartzite
debitage, tbree çartzite biface fragments,l7 qtarlz
fire cracked rocks, eight quaftz debitage, three <¡uartz

modified/worn lithics, one unidentifted fire cracked
rocks, one unidentified piece of granite, end two
pebbles. Considering that the feature was directly
under (only about an inch below) and similar in
composition to feature Bl, it is possible tbat it was a
part of 81. The mixture of point styles around and in
feahres B1 and B3 indicated tbat the area \ryas

disturbed, probably by a pit. Features Bl and B3 may
have been separate depositions within the same pit
feature. If that is the case, then feature B3 would also
be Savannah River or later.

Feature 84 (Figure 28) consisted of a
concentration offi¡e cracked rocks, debitage, and
tools located to the west andbelow feature B3 inrmit
16, level 5 (Figure 2-8). It cont¿ined three çartzite
fire cracked rocks, two çartzite debitage, three

çartzite modifted/wom lithics, three quartz fire
cracked rocks, two mended pitted çartz cobbles, and
one unidentified pebble. The fire cracked rocla
weighed almost 700 grams, indicating that they
probably were in situ. Tftie mended qrutz artifacts
support the probability that feature B4 was relatively
undisturbed. It was lighter in concentration than
features 81 and 83. Its location in level 5 indicates
th¿t it is of Morrow Mountåin age.

Feature 85 (Figures 29 aú 30) consisted of
what was eventually determined to be two tight
clusters of artifacts. Feature B5-1 was in the
southwest corner of unit 16 at the top of tevel 5 and
feature B5-2 was in the northwest corner of unit 17 at
the bottom of level4 (Figure 2-8). Artifacts included
14 Erafiziûe fire cracked rocls, 42 çartzite debitage,
two quartzite modified/wom lithics, thrce $rartzite
unifaces, one quartzite Kirk Corner notchedpoint
(reworked), one unidentified qpartzite Mor¡ow
Mounøinpoint, one quartzite side notched oobed
base) point, five quartz fire cracked rocks, two <¡uartz

debitage, one quartz modified/wom lithic, one meta-
volcanic debitage, two unidentified fire cracked rocls,
and sixpebbles. A ch¿rcoal sample was recovered.
The feature probably represents at le:Nt two separate

activities tbat date to the Middle-Early Archaic
boundary. It is not clear whether the lobate based
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Figure 26. Featu¡e Bl
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Figure 27 . Featwe 83, which is the large concentration in the right center
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Figure 28. Feature 84.



Figrre 29. Feature B5-l
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Figr:re 30. Feature B5-2



point is a Bifurc¿te vari¿nt or some later point type.
If it is l¿ter, such as Late Arcbaic or Woodland, then
the whole feature may have been intrusive from an
upper level and the Morrow Mounf¿in and Kirkpoints
were pafi of the feature fill.

Feature B6 (Figure 3l) consisted of ¿ cluster
of seven çartz fire cracked rocls (700 grams), one
qtzr.tzrte debitage, one çartzite modified/wom lithic,
¡nd one pitted çartzite cobble (possibly a
hammerstone) inunit 17,Ievel6 (Figure 2-8). Some

of the fire cracked rocla began to appear at the
bottom of level 4 and others appeared near the bottom
of level 6. Therefore, the feature extended from the
Morrow Mount¿in zone into the låtef part of the Early
Archaic zone. Point fragments found in levels 5 end

6 included two Guilfords, one unidentified Morrow
Mountain, one Kirk Stemmed, and two unidentified
notched point ftagments.

Feature B7 consisted of a two-foot diameter,
light concentration of mostly mrt charcoal inunit 17,

levels 7 and 8 (Figure 2-8). According to McAvoy
(this volume) nut charcoal should have dropped out of
the assemblage at the end of the Middle Arcbaic
period. The level above the feah¡re produced al-arge
Palmer Corner notched point. Level 7 produced a
reworked Ft. Nottoway point, and level S produced

another large Palmer-like corner notched point
(Figure 2-8). The feature was located in the Barly
Arch¿ic zone but it may have been an intmsive feature
from above.

Feature B8 (Figure 32) consisted offour
mended qrartzite fire cracked rocks adjacent to the
east wall of unit 16, level9 (Figure 2-8). Fourteen

çartzite debitage ând two pebbles were recovered
from the sand between the rocks. Only a large
Palmer-like corner notched point was recovered from
tbat deep in the block. An endscraper wâs recovered
from level 10 inunit 17. This feature is a good

candfulaæ for having been ftom the Early Archaic-
Paleoindian transition.

Feature Cl consisted of a cluster of 28

çartzite fire cracked rocls (nine of which mended),
five q¡rartzite debitage, two {partzite modified/worn
lithics, two çartzite bifaces, nine çartz fire cracked
rocks (seven of which mended), tlree t¡rartz debitage,
two qu¿rtz modifieüworn lithies, and one pebble in
unit 19, level 5 (Figure 2-9). Ttte high percentage of
mended fire cracked rocla indicate anín situ feah¡e,
possibly a hearth or sweat lodge. This feature is
probably Morrow Mount¿in or later.

Feature C2 (Figure 33) consisted of a heavy
concentration offire cracked rocks inunit 20, level 5
(Figure 2-9). Artifacts included 59 çartzite fire
cracked rocks (26 of which mended), two quartzite
debitage; one qu¿rtzite modiñed/worn lithic, 13 çartz
fire cracked rocks (seven of which mended), two
diabase fire cracked rocks, one unidentified piece of
greenstone, and three pebbles. lVith almost 50% of
the fire cracked rocla mending and the presence of
only three other artifacts, feature C2likely was either
anundistubed hea¡th or sweat lodge. Its location in
the sane level as feature Cl with no diagnostics other
than one Woodland potsherd, indicates that this
feature's age is probably Morrow Mount¿in or later.

Feahre C3 (Figure 34) consisted of a small,
tight cluster of artifacts containing tbree çartzite fire
cracked rocls (two of which mended), one quartzite

biface, three quÍzite fire cracked rocls (one of
which mended to a quârtz pitted cobble fragment), one

luge qnrtz debitage, and two mended pitted cobble
ftagments. The feature was located inunit 19, level 8

@igure 2-9) against the north wall. Here again, good
integrity was indicated by the tigbûress of the artifact
cluster and the high percentåge of mends. Featue C3
was in the same unit and level with a Stanly feature
(C4) and a Kirk featu¡e (C5), which indicates that it
probably dates to the Early-Middle Arcbaic boundary.

Feahre C4 (Figure 35) consisted of a
concentration of nostly fire cracked rocks with a
point, a pitted cobble fragment and three pieces of
debitage (tbat may h¿ve been intrusive) inunit 19,

level8 (Figure 2-9). Artifacts included five çartzite
fire cracked rocls, one çartzite debitage, one
quartzite pitted cobble fragment, one çartzite Stanly-
like point (Figure 16), two cpartz fire cracked rocls,
end two greenishpatinated met¿-volcanic flakes. The
met¿-volcanic flakes were similar to those found in
feature C5 which was a chipping station associated

with a heavily curated Kirk Serrated point made of the
same m¿teri¿l. The Stanly-like point was the only one

of its type recovered during the two excavation
seasons. Feature C4 was slightly higher in the profile
rh4n the main horizontal concentration of meta-
volcanic flalces in feature C5, which would indicate
that it was later and probably of Stanly age.

Feah¡re C5 (Figure 36) was a relatively
uni$e chipping station in the southwest corner of unit
19, level 8 (Figure 2-9). It was recognizable because

it consisted of mostly medium to small greenish
patinated met¿-volcanic flakes (19 in all). Other
artifacts recovered from between the meta-volcanic
flakes included five q¡uartzite debitage, tbree q¡uartzite
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Figure3l. Feature86.



Figure 32. Featr.¡re E}8.
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Figure 33. Featr¡re C2.
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Figure 34. Feature C3



Figure 35. Feature C4 (note Stanly-like point next to chalk board).



Figure 36. Feature C5 (note feature C4 with the StanlyJike point in the northeast corner of the photo.



modifieüwom lithics, one qrartz debitage, two quaftz
modified/worn lithics, one pitted quartz cobble, one
qrartz uniface, one bipolar çartz debitage, and one
pebble. Feature C4 was located about one foot to the
east ofend slightly above this chipping feature. A
little more th¡n a foot to the north of feature C4 was a
reworked Kirk Serrated point (Figure 15) made of the

sam¡ material as in the chipping feature. As canbe
seen ftom Tables 1-13 and 1-14, the meta-volcanic
artifacts peaked in levels 8 ând 9 but are found in
most levels inunits 19 and 20. Matching and
mending may be possible which would be very helpful
indetermining the amount of disturbance to these two
units.

Feahrre C6 (Figure 37) was also in unit 20,
level 8, along the west wall (Figure 2-9'). lt consisted
of a tight cluster of artifacts including one spurred
qr¡artzite flake ( glavü ), one c¡rartziteuniface, tbree
quartz fire cracked rocks (two of which mended), one

ç¡uartz uniface, and three moderate-sized met¿-
volcanic debitage. The meta-volcanics were of the
same type found in feature C5. The presence of tools
and worlced pieces in this feature indicate functions
beyond a hearth or sweat lodge. A Kirk Stemmed
point (Figure 14) was recovered from two feet away
to the southeast. (Figure 38 is an overview of units
19 and 20, level 8 with Features C3 through C6, and
other mapped artifacts.)

Feature C7 (Figure 39) was another chipping
station which was partially m¿pped inunit 19, level
10 (Figure 2-9). Mapped artifacts included nine
modemte to large, bluish-gray quartzite flakes.
Numerous other flakes of the same material were
recovered from within one foot of the mapped flakes
and recovered as level bulk. The mapped flakes came

from a one-foot diameter area. Their size was
consistent with large biface reduction and their color
was consistent with the large, broken Ft. Nottoway-
like preformbase recovered from level 11 of unit 20.

Feature C8 consisted ofa light, oval
concentration of mostly wood cba¡coal around ànd
below the large bluish-gray preform base mentioned
above. The concentration was about two feet aüoss
with about half of it located in unit 20 aú the rest
extending into the west w¿ll of the unit. It extended
through levels 11 añ 12 and disappeared in level 13

of unit 20 (Figure 2-9). If the preform is Ft.
Nottoway then the charcoal should produce a good

date for that period. Two Bifurcate points were
recovered from level 10, one being fromunit 19 and

the other fromunit 20 (Figure 2-9). This indicates

that level 11 shouldbe inthe laterpart of the Early
Archaic period.

Particle Size Analysis (Attachment 3)

During the excavation of block A, sand

samples were taken only from below selected large
artifacts and from. features. As a result, not all levels
were sampled. Following the excavation of blocls B
and C, columns of 2x2x1-inch s¡nd saqlles were
recovered from a selected wall in one unit of each
block. The columns were selected from areas where
there were the fewest roots in the upper part of the
wall. Tables 3-1 through 3-3 show the results of
particle size analysis done on the srnd from each
block.

The block A analysis in Table 3-l is
organized in stratigraphic order by level. No sand

was recovered from levels 1,2, 5, 6, ll, 13, 14 and

15. These levels did not produce features from which
sand was recovered. Note that all of the samples
from non-feature sources (unit 9, level 9 (two
saryles); unit 5, level 10, and unit 2,levet 12\ all
h¿ve similar particle size percentages. Sand from
features A"1., A2, A3(1), and A4 also have particle
distributions similar to the non-feature s¡nd. The
percentages are consistent with most of those
recovered fromblocls B (fable 3-2) añ C (Table 3-
3). However, the remainder of the block A featues
produced a wide range ofpercentages.

Two possible explanations are tbat the
vertical sand structure in units 2 aú 9 ¿¡s similar, or
that feature sand may possess a different stnrcture
than the surrounding level sand. The fact that the two
sarnples from feature A3 have different percentages

supports the alternative th¿t the content offeature
sand can differ from the surrounding matrix. Since
all of the sand on the site probably was formed by the
same process with only gradual changes occurring
from the top to the bottom of the profile, some
cultural action probably affected the send in cert¿in
features. Since all of the sand saqrles were
processed in the same mânner, it is not likely that the
differences are due to processing. All of the samples

were ret¿ined for future study.

Summary and Conclusions

The method used on the Northem Virginia
Chapter's portion ofthe 1993-1995 excavations at the
Cactus Hill Site (44SX202) were designed to support
McAvoy's current and previous work on this and
other sites in the Nottoway River drainage (McAvoy
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Figure 37. Feature C6 (note the Kirk stemmed point base in the lower right quadrant of the photo.



Figure 38. Units 19 (op) and 20 (bottom), Level 8 slrowing Feature C3 (upper edge, adjacent to north wall), C4 (right
center), C5 (lefr center), and C6 (ower left, adjacent to west wall). The Kirk serrated made ofthe same material from
Feature C5 is the pedestaled small u¡hite dot about a foot and a half north of the Stanly-like point in Feature C4.
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Figure 39. Featrne C7.



1992). Three blocks (4, B, and C) were excavated
ú¡ring two two-week sessions on the site Sigures 2
and 3).

The slope of the arbitrary levels inblock A
(excavated in 1993) were determined during
subseçent lab worknot to have been the same as the
culfiral levels. This $ras due, in pa¡t, to mechanical
removal of the plowzone. The plowzone was
manually removed from blocks B a¡d C (excavated in
1995) which gre¿tly reú¡ced the level conespondence
problem during those excavations. As a result, in the
southem units in block A (units 1-6, 8-9, aú 12-13),
any correlation of plotted diapostic artifacts and
features to uryloüed artifacts from the same arbitrary
levels cannot be determined without detailed lithic
enalysis, including mending. Units 14 ad 15 appear
to bave been located on the southern edge ofthe top
of ¿ truncated Paleoindian dune and, therefore, the
arbitrary levels appear to have more accurately
mirrored the cultural levels.

Even inblocks B and C the problems with
relating level artifacts is tenrous at best. The site's
sand m¿trix clearly allowed movement of lithic
artifacts, ceramics, bones, charcoal, and any other
items, mostly down through the proñle. However,
this movement appears to have beenmore corrrmon
with the smaller items. Larger items often appear to
bave been sipificantly more stable as there are
numerous mends between these items within the same
feature. No atteryt was made to mend artifacts
recovered from outside of the features. Obvious
a¡tifacts made from the same cofe, a general

stratigraphic consistency with diagnostic points, end

obvious in sín feattnes indicate tlat there were
significant areas with relatively undistubed context.
The magmitude of the disturbance seems to have
diminished with increased depth, i.e., the potential for
undisturbed fe¿tures was greater below the
termination of the Morrow Mountain zone.

The ideatized profiles shown in Att¿cbment
2, iñicate t¡¿t the termination of the Morrow
Mountain zone w:rs identifiable, even in block A. In
the Early Arch¿ic zone it was clea¡ that the
separations between teryoral zones werc ñ¡zzy ,nd at
times they were mixed. This was probably due to the
generally compressed nature of the culffiaf bvels: the
sand build-trp may have been slower than within the
Middle Archaic zone, and particularly within the
Morrow Mount¿in sub-zone, which was relatively
thick throughout the three blocls.

Horizontally, there are recognizable areas
where certain time periods (as represented by
diagnostic artifacts) are present, more prevalent, or
absent. For exaqile, the northeast conrcr of Block A
produced tbe only evidence for Hardaway and earüer
Paleoindian occupations. Vntt 12 produced wbat
appeared to be a Guilford living floor.

Block B produced only one potsherd while
the other two bloclís had noticeable prehistoric
ceramic coryonents in the upper levels. Block B,
which was only 100 squffe feet, produced three large
Palmer-like conrer notched points from various Barly
Archaic levels. Feature 8 inlevel 8 and 9 ofunit 16

consisted offour large fire cracked rocls which
mended.

Block C produced no diagnostics below the
two Bifrrcâte points in level 10. However, a probable
Ft. Nottoway preform base and large quartzite
chipping feature were recovered frombelow the
Biñrcates. Four clearly identifiable features came
from level 8 of block C. Two, including a uniçe
greenish meta-volcanic chipping feature, appeared to
bave been associated with Kirkpoints. One of the
other two contained a Stanly-like point. The
plowzone of block C also produced the heaviest
evidence for historic Colonial activity.

There is little çestion tbat the Cacnrs Hill
Site has areas with excellent integrity and that
undisturbed fe¿tures are present. Caùon dating is
complicated by the movement of charcoal down
through the profile and the potential for intmsive
lVoodland and I¿te Archaic pits. However, saqlles
from the NVC's excavations will be analyzed for
species in order to identi$ associations with particular
climate episodes. Hopefully, additional radiocarbon
d¿tes canbe obtained for the various culturalphases
present at this site.
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Addendum

Pretiminary Description of Cactus Hill 199ó Excavations by the Northern Yirginia Chapter-ASV

In the falt of 1996, tbe NVc/Asv conducted
a re-excavation and expansion of the northeastem
oorner of block A @igure 40). The new excavation
consisted of opening six new 10x10 foot units (21,22,
23, 24, 26, añ n) aú re-opening units 14 and 15

from the 1993 excavation. This was in reqponse to
McAvoy's (1996, personal commr¡nication and this
volume) analysis of the relationship benveen fluæd
point and deeper blade levels as well as rrw
conclusions regarding the configuration of deeper
strata in the sand dune (see McAvoy and also Johnson
this voftrme).

The northeastem comer of block A already
was determined to conøin stratified Paleoindian
levels, particularly inunit 14. During 1993, time
constraints and a belief that no cultural material would
ocq¡r below the fluted point level resufted in
excavations being terminaûed at the end of level 10,

which was one level below where the last Paleoindian
artifacts were recovered.

Methods

Prior to the 1996 field season, Dennis
St¿nford (1996, personal communication) of the
Smithsonian Insti¡¡tion advised that all artifacts be
mapped in three dimensional coordin¿tes. During
previous seasons only functional and temporal
diagnostic artifacts (1993), artifacts infeatures (1993

and 1995), or artifacts larger than a cert¿in size
(1995) were m4tr¡ped in three dimensions, including
top and bottom depth. During 1996, eachnno-inch
level below level 5 was subdivided into either one-half
or one-inch sub-levels, depending on the quantity of
artifacts. Within the half-inch sub-levels all observed
artifacts and charcoal were mapped in two
dimensions, and within the one-inch sub-levels all
observed artifact and charcoal were mapped in three
dimensions with top and bottom depth readings being
taken. I¡r level 5 and above, all artifacts larger thrn a
25 centpiece (<parter) were mapped inthree
dimensions, including top and bottom deptbs.

Anelysis

The new analysis indicated tbat the presence

of laminated dark silt banding alternating with light-
colored, silt-free sand in the deeper levels of the dune

corresponded to an earlier dune formation, dâting to
before the Barly Archaic period. The formation of the
separated silt bands probably corresponded to the
markedly wetter conditions th¿t occurred throughout
the L¿te Glacial, Paleoindian period, end possibly
including the Younger-Dryas (Johnson 1996: 190).
During t}ie 1996 excavation, the southern edge of the
silt banding was mapped by level in units 14 aú.n.
The results indicated that the surface ofthe sift
ba¡ding sþed down to the south at about one inch
per foot of horizontal distance.

Of particular note rvas probable confirm¿tion
of the Paleoindian level by the recovery of a jasper
blade-like flake (item 23-9-16) along with alzrge
çartzite flake struck from a prepared core (item 23-9-
1Ð, both in heavy sift banding in the north west
corner of unit ?3,level9 (Figure 4l). Also a fluted
point preform base (item 15-9110-1) was recovered
frombetween 40 and 44 inches below datum (evel
9/10) in the southern wall of E.U. 15. All three
artifacts are shown in Figure 2 along with other
diagnostic artifacts from the p¿lsoindian Lusls 6f unit
14. Note that Late Paleoindi¿n (Hardaway
Sidenoæhed poinl item 14-6-6 and possibly item 14-

84) and an Early Early Arcbaic diagnostic (the large
Pal¡ner-like corner notched point: Item 144-25)
occurred in levels 6 and 8 (initial 1997 excav¿tions in
E.U. 15, 26, aú a new unit south of E.U. 15

produced Ft. Nottoway, Decahr, and Kirk Corner
Notchedpoints in levels 6-8). In l993,level9
produced the probable fluted point fragment (item 14-

9-2) aú, endscraper (14-9-3), both made sf ¿ highly
silicified, meta-volcanic stone.

Most importantly, also in 1996, the five
blades end two mended pieces of the same lanceol¿te
point, shown in Figure 42, were recovered in heavy
silt banding in the northern h¿H of E.U. 24 - level 14,
nine inches below the deepest recopized Paleoindian
level. The nine-inch separation betrveen Paleoindian
and unfluted lanceolate points with small blades
contrasts with the two-inch separation between similîr
kinds of a¡tifacts found by McAvoy further west in
the silt band crest (see McAvoy, this volume). The
inplication is that the stratigraphy is significantty
deeper at the eastem end ofthe site.

All seven artifacts were measured to within
one-half inch of 48 inches below dah¡m, and occurred
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Figure 41. Selected a¡tif¿cts from the Paleoindian levels (6-9) of Units L4, t5, 
^ú.23. 

All artifacs a¡e to scale.
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Figure 42. Blades ad point fragments from Unit 24, l*vel 14. All artif¿cts are to scale.



in a relatively straigbt, east-northeast to $rest-
southwest line. This line roughly parallels the former
crest of the buried dune. Figure 43 represents the
horizontal position of the artifacts in level 14 of B.U.
24. As can be seen from Figure 43 individual pieces

of ch¿rcoal also were plotted. They are yet to be
analyzú.

Althoughunits 14, 15 (northeast, northwest,
and southwest quads), 23, g,tñ24 were all t¿ken to the
bottom of level 14 before the end of the field season,
no additional blade clustets wefe recovered. cur¡ent
plans are to expand the northeast corner ofblock A to
a 30x30 foot area and to proceed to deeper levels in
1997.

Preliminary Conclusions

With no positively identiñed fluted points,
the probable futed point fragment (rtem L4-9-2) añ
fluted preform base (l 5-9l 10-1) not witbstanding,
which were recovered from Paleoindian levels of
block A (evels 6-9)(Figure 41), it is possible th¿t the
blades and point fuagments in unit 24, level 14 are
associated with fluted points. However, the artifacts
from level9 (items 14-9-2, 14-9-3, and l5-9l10-1 in
Figure 41), when t¿ken in the context of the Early

Archaic/Late Paleoindian artifacts from levels 6-8,
strongly suggest tb¿t the blades rnd point fragments in
level 14 are indeed pre-fluted point in age and rougny
correspond to McAvoy's latest Câctus Hill
blade/unfluted lanceolate phase. The lack of other
formal Paleoindian tools, like endscrapers,
sidescra¡lers, spokeshaves, spurs, wedges, and
yellowish chalcedony trim flakes cornmon in fluted
point contexts, in levels 10-14 further sl¡pports a pre-
fluted point age for tbat level.

The blades and mendedpoint fragments in
level 14 of unit 24 are ftom an undisturbed context in
heavy silt bânding. Their positioning in a relatively
straight line, and ¿t the same depth, indicates
concurrent deposition, possibly in the form of having
been trapped against some linear object or stmcture.
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ATTACHMENT 1

Tables of Temporal and Functional Diagnostics



Table 1-1. Temporal and functional diagnostics from Block A, unit 1.

Level Level

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
9
10
11

12
13

Level

QuarEite
MW PP SP UF BI PT BP

Meta-volcanics Unid
MW PP SP UF BI PT DE

4

QuarE
MW PPSP UF BI PT BP

Slate Ortho- Ceram-
qrEt ics

1

CherUJasper
MW PP SP UF BI PT DE

2
3
7
1

1

2
2
1

1

52
6711

52
2 19
1 13 1

1 141
'l'11

11

4
4
17
22
29
10
I
4
6
1

1

4
1

3
71
45
31
3
5
5
2

1

3

3

1

1

1

12
I
2
2
3
4
2

2

1

2
3
4
5
þ
7
I
9
10
11

12
13

2
132

1 1

1

1

1

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
I
10
11

'i'2
13

1

Level

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
I
10
1',l

'|2
13

1

1



Table 1-2. Temporal and functional diagnostics from Block A, Unit 2.

Level CherUJasper Level
PT BP MW PP SP UF BI PT DE

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
I
10
11

12
13
14
15+

Level

1

2
3
4
5
Þ
7
I
I
10
11

12
13
14
15+

Quartzite
MW PP SP UF BI PT BP

1

1 21
22 11
8514
10 7 1

61 10 1

't4 1 4 2
12 1 121
1431
42 I
12 141
311

1

Meta-volcanics
MWPP SP UF BI PT DE

1

5
116

2
29

15
15

123
114

7
5
4
2
1

22

QuarE
MW PPSP UF BI

1

1

2

1

1

1

3
1

5
2
4

1

1

2

1

1

,l

4

4

3
,l

6
2
1

1

2

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
I
10
11

12
13
14
15+

12 1

Unid. Slate Ortho- Ceram- Level

1

15

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
9
10
11

12
13
14
15+

ics
3
2
2
'l

1

qrtzt

2
2
4

1

1

I

II



Table 1-3. Temporal and functional diagnostics from Block A, Unit 3.

QuarEite QuarE CherUJasper
MW PP SP UF BI PT BP MW PP SP UF BI PT BP MWPP SP UF BI PTDE
111

Level Level

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
I
10
11

12
13

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
9
10
11

12
13

Level

'l

1

16 1

13

2
2

31
3 31
42
33
24
11
211

1

95
64
55
3
2

1

1

1

I
I
83

11
71

31
1

4
1

1

1 6
2
3
1

1

4

1 1 11

Meta-volcanics
MWPP SPUF BI PT

3

Unid. Slate Ortho- Ceram- Level
qrtst ics

1

2
33

4
5
6

17
I
I
10
11

12
13

1

I

1

2
3
4
5

6
7
I
9
10
11

12
13

DE

7
5
5

20
19
32
15
18
4
1

2

1

1

1



Table 1-4. Temporal and functional diagnostics from Block A, unit 4.

Level QuarE
MWPPSP UF BI PT BP

Quartrite
MW PP SP UF BI PT BP

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
9
10
11

12
13

Level

1

3

1

3
1

3
10
4

4

1

3
6

13
2
12
11
13
11

1

2
1

1

2
1

5
6

15
16
6
I
15
6
10
þ
2

Meta-volcanics
MWPP SPUF BI PT DE

Unid. Slate Ortho- Ceram- Level

7

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1',|

12
13

CherUJasper Level
MW PP SP UF BI PT DE

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I

29
1110

111
112
213

1

1

11

2 11

icsqrEt
I
2
3
4
5
6
7

I
o

10
11

12
13

2
3
1

1

1

4

1

7
3

14 1

' 
4il+¡-d!.f r¡..¡..+ 'lllil**'



Table 1-5. Temporal and functional diagnostics from Block A, Unit S.

Level Quartzite
MW PP SP UF BI PT BP

QuarE CherüJasper
MW PP SP UF BI PT BP MW PP SP UF BI PT DE

Level

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
I
10
11

12
13

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
9
10

11

12
13

Level

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
9
10
11

12
13

5
173
13
18
172
165
15 1

81
10

2
2

22
121
1211 2
32 5 1

38 14',|
1',| 7 1 13 2

77511
2',1 6

12 3 1

11 1 1

,l

1

2
2
2
1

2
4
21

1

Meta-volcanics Unid. Slate Ortho- Ceram- Level
MW PP SP UF Bl PT DE qrtzt ics

1

2
33

4
21 15
14 16
27
218
49
310
5 11

112
13



Table 1-6. Temporal and functionar diagnostics from Block A, unit 6.

Level

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
9
10
11

12

13
14
15

Level

11
17

61
34

3
22 2

1

32
4
I
71
12 1

135
14 1

102
32
31
2
1

QuarEite
MW PP SP UF BI PT BP

Meta-volcanics Unid
MW PP SP UF BI PT DE

2

QuarE
MW PP SP UF BI PT BP

1

CherUJasper Level
MW PP SP UF BI PT DE

1

2
3

14
5
6
7
I

29
110

11

12
113

14
15

1

2
1

7
3
'l

2
2
2
1

2

1

1

1

11

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
o

10
11

12
13
14
15

1

1

2
1

1

1

1

1

2
1

Slate Ortho- Ceram- Level
qrEt ics

1

2
3

54
105
16

7
I
9
10
11

12
13
14
15

llf
I



Table 1-7. Temporal and functional diagnostics from Block A, Units I and g

Unit I
Level Quartzite

MW PP SP UF BI PT BP
Quartz

MW PP SP UF BI PT BP
Ceram- Level

CherUJasper
MWPP SP UF BI PT DE

rcs

1

2
3
4
5
6

11 2

I

1

2
3
4
5
6'10 2 32 1

Unit 9
Level

PZ
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
9
10
11

12
13
14

Level

PZ
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
o

10
11

12
13
14

QuarÞite
MW PP SP UF 81 PT BP

Meta-volcanics Unid'
MW PP SP UF BI PT DE

2

,l

Quartz
MWPP SP UF BI PT BP
11

1

1

1

3

1

2

1

1

3
11
12
2
5
31
11

111
21
11
61 1

5
21 11 1

4 121
32 22
6 116 3

31 2
1'1 11

PZ
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
9

ics
14
1

4

qrEt

11
11

Level

PZ
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
I
10
11

12
13
14

I
2
7
4
7
5
7
1

1

6

1

1

2

I
6
7
6
5
7
I
3

1

Slate Ortho- Ceram- Level

10
11

12
13
14

1

2

1



Table 1-8. Temporal and functional diagnostics from Block A, Units 12 and 1J

Unit 12
Level

1

2
3

5
1

1

2
3

1

1

Quartzite
MW PP SP UF BI PT BP

1

Meta-volcanics Unid.
MW PP SP UF BI PT DE
11

2
2

QuarE
MWPP SP UF BI PT BP

Chert/Jasper Level
MWPP SP UF BI PT DE

1

2
3

4
1

6
841
32

2
1

2

Slate Ortho- Ceram- Level
qrEt ics

1

2
3

Level

Unit 13
Level

Level

QuarEite
MW PP SP UF BI PT BP

3
4

Meta-volcanics Unid
MWPP SPUF BI PT DE

QuarE
MWPP SP UF BI PT BP

1

2
31

11

CherUJasper
MWPP SP UF BI PT DE

2

Level

1

2
3
4
5
Þ

7
I

1

1

10
I
3

1

2

16
6
5
6
1

1

1

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I

1

1

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I

3
1

1

I

1

'l3
4
21

Slate Ortho- Ceram- Level
qrEt ics

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I



Table 1-9. Temporal and functional diagnostics from Block A, Unit 14.

Level

Level

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

'l

2

3
4
5
6
7
I
9
10

QuarEite
MW PP SP UF BI PT BP

Quartz
MWPP SP UF BI PT BP

I

1

CherUJasper Level
MWPP SP UF BI PT DE

6
2
1

12

5

5
1

1

1

2
2
1

4

1

'l

1

3
2
4
2

5
21
72
63
7
22
Þ

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
I
10

4
2
75
63

191
81
5

12
1

1

I

0

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
9
1

1

1

,|

2
11

1

1

3

3

2
1

1

1

2
2

1

1

5

3
3

7
6
4
4
1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1 1

1

1

2

Meta-volcanics Unid
MW PP SP UF BI PT DE

Slate Ortho- Ceram- Level
qrEt ics



Table 1-10. Temporaland functionaldiagnostics from BlockA, Unit 15.

Level Quartzite QuarÞ
MW PP SP UF BI PT BP MWPP SP UF

CherUJasper
MWPP SP UF BI PT DE

1-3
4
5
6
7

I
I
10

Level

1

1

2
3
3
3
2

2
11
13
2

BI PT BP
21

2
-3
4
5
6
7
I
I
10

1

1

3
1

1

1

Level

4
1

2

1

121

21

Meta-volcanics
MW PP SP UF BI PT DE

1

1 1

1

1

I

1

1-3
4
5
6
7

I
9
10

3
3
5
9
4
1

Unid. Slate Ortho- Ceram- Level
qrEt ics

1-3
4
5
6

117
I
I
10

.È ..r.F *¡ nrl,r-|4-nþr..,¡d¡ ¡-



Table 1-11. Artifacts from Block B, Unit 16

Level QuarE Level
FR DE MWPPSPUFBIPTBP

1 PZ
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
o

10
11

12
13
14

PZ
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
I
10
11

12
13
14

Level

PZ
I
2
3
4
5
6
7

I
I
10
11

12
13
14

94
77
78
172
164
170
134
82
28
5

3
2

1

DE
810
662
784

1431
1415
1 709
1 540
1 564
881
571
301
139
24
59

1

FR

CherUJasper
MW PP SP UF BI PT DE

Quartzite
MW PP SP UF BI PT BP
21 1

I
14

91
32
48
336
255
172
31
2
4

1

7

5
10
14
11

I
6

Meta-vol.
MWPP SP UF BI PT DE

7
5
3

2 112
14
l8

123
1125
2116

10
4
2
3
2

Ortho- Ceram-
qr¿t ics

1

1

1

1

1

2
2
2
4

1

1

1

1

15 2
35

3421
83

15 85 2
58422

33
111

65 76 ',l

4934 2
49 40
8367 3
6397 4
75 129 11

60 133 I
32 119 17
671 1

727
221 2
341

2
4

1

1

3
1

3

1

1

1

1

2

'l 2

1

1

1

2
2

1

Unid. Slate Level

PZ
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14

1

2

2
6

3
7

1

1

1

,l

2

1



Table 1-12. Artifacts from Block B, Unit 17

Level QuarEite
MW PP SP UF

QuarE
MWPP SP UF BI PT BPPT BP

I

Meta-vol.
MWPP SP UF BI PT DE

3
2

22
3

411
15

2
6

25
2

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
I
9
10
11

12
13

Level

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
o

10
11

12
13

FR
29
88
70
113
144
88
23
13
12
1

4

1

DE
431
671
680
893
1287
1276
867
670
534
293
136
56
25

1

13

4
3

BI

2
I

22
12 1

4 44
4 22
513
12

3
1

1

11
43
34
21
133

11
,l

2
4
4
I
15
19
I
9
7
1

FR DE
14 25
17 30
26 45
61 55
48 79
44 68
20 69
'16 45
227
418
I
'l 2

3
3
2
9
11

5
3
I
1

111

Level

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
9
10
11

12
13

1

2

1

1

1

1

Unid. Slate Ortho- Ceram- Level
qrEt ics

11
12

13
4

15
616g7

18
I
10
11

12
13

CherUJasper
MWPP SPUF BI PT DE

1

6
1

4
3
2
1

2
1

1

1

II



Table 1-13

Level
FR
83
22
30
51

150
221
239
142
76
74
25
I
3
3

Level

Artifacts from Block C, Unit 1g

PZ
1

2
3
4
5
6
7

I
9
10

11

12
13
14
15

DE
257
145
187
288
418
598
626
829
863
831
557
374
222
r03
42

11
611
61 22

QuarÞite
MWPP SP UF BI PT BP
331

QuarE
DE MW PP SP UF BI PT BP
885
24
353
483
99 1

138 6
157 13
215 14
210 18
175 5
120 2
745
30
23
71
6

FR
45
17
22
31

68
98

141
91

61

31

20
5
1

3
1

I
3
1

I
2
6
1

5
6
1

4

1

1

21 1

2 21
51

33 2
31
1352
4'l 1

21
13

Unid. Slate

3

Level

PZ
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
I
10
'|'1

12
13
14
15

Ceram- Level

PZ
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
I
10
11

12
13
14
.15

13 1 1 1 4
21 32 711
17 167 12
11 24 3 1

15 2 4 4 1

8 211311
612
32

1 1

2

CherUJasper
MW PP SP UF BI

1

Meta-vol.
MWPP SP UF BI PT DE

2
PT DE

5

Ortho-
qrEt

PZ
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
9
10
11

12
13
14
15

1

1

4
I

16
15
26
34
36
27
14
I
5
2

rcs
20
4
3
4
1

1

I

1

1

2
2
2
12
7
'|2
4
3
1

1 3

2

1

1I
I
1

2
1



Table 1-14

Level

PZ
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
I
10
11

12
f3
14
15

Level

Quartzite
MWPP SP UF BI

2

Artifacts from Block C, Unit 20

2
3
1

11

I
16
24
'11

22

I

DE
359
49
119
268
407
726
805
978

1640
1046
1122
832
431
204
70
28

FR
70
13
20
33
63
146
121
93
47
21

10
2

2
4
2

CherUJasper
MW PP SP UF BI PT DE

1

Meta-vol.
MW PP SP UF BI PT

1

Quartz
MWPP SP UF BI PT BP

3
52
71
521
62 1

8325
7 21 7
2112

1

21

Unid.. Slate Ortho-
qrEt

4
6
11

11

11

15
I
2
4

I

Level

PZ
',

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
I
10
11

12
13
14
15

Ceram- Level

2

PT BP
1

11

FR DE
38 53
314
't2 14
32 39
41 63
72 98
65 108
51 152
64 167
14 73
657
924
117

7
1

3

1

3
3
1

2
3

4

2
1

1

1

3

1

2
3
5
3
2
10
2
1

1

1

1

2
1

3
1

1

1

DE
7
I
1

PZ
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
o

10
11

'|2
'13

14
15

11

1

1

1

1

2

2

1

PZ
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
I
10
11

12
13
14
l5

tcs
23

3
4

1

2
1

12
5
5



ATTACHMENT 2

Idealized Unit Profiles
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ATTACHMENT 3

Particle Size Analysis Tables



Table 3-1. Particle size data from selected features and artifact pedestals in Block A (weight in grams
over percent of sample).

Sample
EU LEV FEA

12 3 A9

94A1

13 4 A12

6

1

0

1

0

0
0

.3
0

.2
0

1.2

1

U.S. Bureau of Standards mesh size
20 40 60 100 230

134.6 120.5 39.7 4.7
4440132
21.6 46.5 7.6 't.4
2659102

25.6

230+ Total

304.5

78.4

6.4 2.5 3.0 10s.5
3

7.4
6

3.2 3.1 129.4

3.6

1

1

.0
1

86.4 102.3 14.3 4.4 3.1 211.7
4148721

3 7 A5

2 I A3

3 7 A6

15 I410

21.2
20 24

24.3
19

1.8
0

1.2

9.0
7

0
0

.6
0

.1

0

.1

0

0
0

0
0

0
0

.3
0

0
0

17.4 29.4
16 28

45.7 36.7
35 28

102.9 72.5
53 37

197.9 303.8
35 53

164.8 158.0
46 44

73.5 155.8
27 57

43.3 87.6
29 60

15.2 35.8
26 61

16.3 43.3
23 62

160.3 387.9
26 63

1 1.5 27.1
25 59

62

22
5
0

12.2 3.4
62

2.0 193.5

59.1

2.9 615.1
5

1.7 46.2
2

44.7
I

12.9
2

6.7 568.4
I

6.2 4.7 355.6
2 I

2 I A3

29Á.4

I 90

I 90

5 10 0

91042

212 0

0

9
0

5
0

2
0

2
0

20.6
6

24.2 8.5
83

11.5
I

5.6 1.5

8.2 271.2
3

3.4 2.3 148.6

93

2

1.4 't.7 70.4

2

.8
1

7.5
11 2 2

1.9
0

.2
0

48.7
I

13.1
2

4.8
'10

.9
2



Table 3-2. Particle size data from column sample along the north wall of Unit 16 in Block B (weight in
grams over percent of sample)

Sample Depth
in lnches

0-2

2-4

4-6

6-8

8-10

10-12

12-14

14-16

16-18

18-20

20-22

22-24

24-26

26-28

b

.2
0

.2
0

0
0

0
0

.4
0

.1

0

4
0

.2
0

.4

.0

Ã

.0

.1

0

.3
0

0
0

0
0

U.S. Bureau of Standards mesh size
20 40 60 100

27.3 51.3 8.2
28528

26.9 44.6 10.4
30 50 12

23.1 39.5 8.0
30 50 10

29.8 49.3 8.5
30529

40.1 68.7 11.6
31539

33.9 62.2 12.2
29 54 10

230 230+ Total

98.26.5 3.9
7 4

3.5 3.7 89.9
4 4

4.0 3.3 78.3
5

3.5 95.4
4

4.8 3.8 130.1
4 3

3.4 2.0 193.5
4 3

4.5 2.6 156.3
3 2

158.5

3.8 3.0 160.7

.8
1

.6
1

.4
0

.5
0

.7
0

.5
0

.7
0

.8
0

.7
1

.9

.0

.9
0

.8
0

4

3.8
4

46.2
30

40.3
25

32.3
28

57.4
33

59.7
35

51.5
32

53.3
30

54.9
36

88.0
56

90.7
57

66.5
57

89.9
52

87.6
51

88.0
55

98.1
56

81.5
54

't3.9

9

15.2
10

6.2 5.1
4 3

9.9 3.3 3.3 116.4
I

148.6

33
13.9
I

4.5
3

15.4
I

4.5 3.9 172.1
3 2

4.4
3

1

13.3
8

15.1
9

10.2
7

3.8 4.0 175.4

22

22

21
9
1

2.6 1.4 151.5



28-30 't.2
1

1.1

1

1.2
1

30-32

32-34

34-36

36-38 1.0
1

38-40 1.0
0

4042 't.2

4244 1.2

44-46

46-48

48-50

119.3
57

16.5
8

108.3
s6

16.4
I

3.2 2.8 191.6
2

76.0
48

11.9
7

2.2 1.8 160.1
1

81.1
54

1r.0
7

1.9 1.7 151.3
1 1

0
0

0
0

.1

0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

1

0

0
0

I
0

66.5
32

59.8
31

66.9
42

54.8
36

68.2
39

598
33

53.2
31

66.8
33

61.1
38

53.2
36

54.9
34

80.9
51

103.0
56

95.0
55

112.1
56

79.2
53

88.4
54

11.4
7

17.4
10

18.0
10

16.9
I

209.62.5
1

3.6
2

2

1

7
0

I
0

1.8 1.3 159.2
1 1

2.4 2.7 183.6
1 2

2.4 2.1 171.9
11

1

1.3
1

1.5
1

1

1.0
1

.8
0

.6
0

81.9
51 I

2.5 1.7 158.5
1 1

162.1

13.1 1.5 1.0 159.5

14.6
10

149.9

r5.9
10

¡ú.æs¡tdJ.-,r!. i¡,;1{.Ë ¡!¿4-¡:rù; :ædr! -'*lfi **



Table 3-3. Partical size data from column sample along the east wallof Unit 20 in Block C (weight in
grams over percent of sample)

Sample Depth
in lnches

U.S. Bureau of Standards mesh size
20 40 60 100

35.8 57.0 12.8
30 48 11

31.4 64.3 10.7
26549
49.9 79.0 10.5
32517

1.0 70.9 86.3 13.9
434670

1.0 72.3 81.0 12.2
414671

1.0

230 230+ Total

117.57.2 4.0
6 3

7.2 4.8 119.0
4

153.9

8.5 187.2
4

5.9 3.2 130.1
3 2

4.4 5.1 167.3
3

3.9 178.4
2

5.0 162.8
3

3.4 3.0 138.0
2

159.9

0-2

2-4

4-6

6-8

8-1 0

10-12

12-14

14-16

16-1 8

18-20

20-22

22-24

24-26

26-28

b

0
0

0
0

0
0

.2
0

.1

0

0
0

.1

0

.3
0

0
0

.1

0

.1

0

.1

0

0
0

7
1

6
0

9
1

þ

9.2
o

4.4
3

6.4
3

1

1.0

3

3.9
2

3.8
2

4.5
3

1

1

64.8. 80.5
39 48

80.1 77.5
45 43

58.6 83.3
36 51

49.7 69.6
36 50

52.0 85.4
32 53

54.1 62.6
41 47

73.8 69.0
47 44

67.1 69.3
45 46

9.5 2.9
2

2.6
7 2

7.4 2.3 2.1

5 2

7.2
5

1 1.5
7

11.9
7
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